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HERMETIC SUB -MINIATURE
AUDIO UNITS
These are the smallest hermetic audios made.
Dimensions

... 1/2 x 11/16 x 29/32 ... Weight.8 oz.
TYPICAL ITEMS
MIL
Type

Type
No.
H-30

Application
Input to grid

H-31

Single plate
grid, 3:1
Single plate
Single plate
impedance
Single plate
impedance
Reactor

H-32
H-33
H-34

H-35
H-36

Ohms

TF1A1OYY

50'

to single

TF1A15YY

10,000

to line
to low

TF1A13YY
TF1A13YY

10,000*
30,000

to low

TF1A13YY

Transistor Interstage

TF1A20YY
TF1A15YY

Sec. Imp.
Ohms

Imp.

Pri.

in

DC

Pri MA

/

low pass, high pass; and band

+13
+13

pass application in both inter -

+13
+15

signs. Thirty four stock values,

+

200
50

3
1

300-10,000
300.10,000

60

.5

300-10,000

6

100 Henries -0 DC, 50 Henries -1 Ma. DC, 4,400 ohms.

1,000

25,000

.5

standardized filters are for

Max. level
dbm

0

100,000

UTC

Response
±2 db (Cyc.)
150-10,000
300-10,000

62,500
90,000

0

COMPACT
HERMETIC
AUDIO FILTERS

+10

300-10,000

stage and line impedance de-

others to order. Case 1-3/16 x

1-11/16 x

1-5/8-2-1/2

... Weight 6-9

high

oz.

*Can be used with higher source impedances, with corresponding reduction in frequency range and current

i%

HERMETIC MINIATURE
HI -Q TOROIDS
units provide high Q, excellent stability and
minimum hum pickup in a case only. 1/2 x
weight 1.5 oz.
1-1/16 x 17/32
MQE

TYPICAL ITEMS
Inductance
7

20
50
100

.4
.9

DC

mhy.
mhy.
mhy.
mhy.
hy.
hy.

2.8 hy.

MOE -7
IKc
5

o

15

ZO

25

30

35

40

Application
Input

+
+

OUNCER (WIDE RANGE)
AUDIO UNITS
Standard for the industry for 15 yrs., these
units provide 30-20,000 cycle response in a
case 7/8 dia. x 1-3/16 high. Weight 1 oz.

TYPICAL ITEMS
Type

ductance range (10.1) in an extremely
compact case 25/32 x 1-1/8 x 1-3/16.. .
Weight 2 oz.

Mike, pickup or line to
1 grid
Single plate to 1 grid
Single plate to 2 grids,
D.C. in Pri.
Single plate to line, D.C.
in Pri.

50,200/250,

50,000

15,000
15,000

60,000
95,000

15,000

50,200/250,500/600

0.10

Push pull plates to line

30,000 ohms
plate to plate

50,200/250,500/600

HVC-3
HVC-5

0-12
0-13

Mixing and matching

50,200/250,500/600

HVC-6
HVC-10

0-1

0-4
0-7

0-9

-

500/600

50,200/250
Reactor, 300 Hys.-no D.C.; 50 Hys.-3 MA.

D.C., 6000 ohms

MA D.C.

Sec. Imp.

Level

These inductors provide high Q from 50 -10,000
cycles with exceptional stability. Wide in-

Sec. Imp

Application

...

1/50 lb.

HERMETIC
VARIABLE
INDUCTORS

Pri. Imp

No.

ceptional efficiency and frequency range in miniat
size. Constructional details assure maximum re
Wei
bility. SSO units are 7/16 x 3/4 x 43/64

in Pri.
Pri. Imp.
200
0
*SSO -1
4 V.U.
50
4 V.U.
10,000
0-.25
SSO -2
Interstage /3:1
10,000
3
*SSO -3
Plate to Line
+20 V.U.
25,000
1.5
SSO -4
1.0
30,000
Output
+20 V.U.
SSO -5
Reactor 50 HY at 1 mil. D.C. 4400 ohms D.C. Res.
SSO -6
Output
+20 V.U.
100,000
.5
*SSO -7
Transistor
+10 V.U.
20,000
.5
Interstage
30,000
.5
* Impedance ratio is fixed, 1250:1 for SSO -1,1:50 for SSO -3.
Any impedance between the values shown may be employed.
Type

Max. ,40
135
80
:co
50
60
35
17
20
12
7.2
o

UTC Subouncer and subsubouncer units provide ex-

...

...

Type No.
MOE1
MQE-3
MQE-5
MOE-7
M QE -10
MQE-12
MQE-15

SUB-SUBOUNCER
AUDIO UNITS

TYPICAL ITEMS

HVC-12

.006
.040
.25

.002
.011
.07

50

.7
2
70

150

500

.6

750
2600

3

2875

4700
850

60

800
1,200

a

R

9
s

enC

W

AO

UA

V APPUED
FREDDENCY CYCLES IV

w

29

Ma

100
40
20

.02
.11

25

.2

7.0

I

3

25

TYPE No. Min. Hys. Mean Hys. Max. Hys. DC
HVC-1

Sec.

Pri. Res.
13.5

250,000
62,500
90,000
200
500
50

15

19
lgi3

r

3.5
1.5

MN AIN.
I0
APPLIED VOLTAGE AT IDODCICLES

UNITED TRANSFORMER CI
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A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION
ELECTRONICS MAINTAINS CIGARETTE UNIFORMITY-Rate
of tobacco feed and density of tobacco rod are automatically
controlled by
machine designed by American Machine and Foundry Co. to produce
uniform cigarettes (see page 144)
COVER
H. W. MATEER, Publisher

W. W. MacDONALD, Editor

SHOPTALK

2

FIGURES OF THE MONTH

6

INDUSTRY REPORT

7

VIN ZELUFF, Managing Editor
JOHN MARKUS, Associate Editor
McKENZIE, Associate Editor

ALEXANDER A.

JOHN M. CARROLL, Associate Editor

JOHN M. KINN, JR., Associate Editor

WILLIAM

O'BRIEN, Assistant Editor

P.

WILLIAM G. ARNOLD, Assistant Editor
DAVID A. FINDLAY, Assistant Editor

HAIG A. MANOOGIAN, Assistant Editor
GLORIA J. FILIPPONE, Editorial Assistant
ARLENE SCHILP,

Editorial Assistant

BERNICE DUFFY,

Editorial Assistant

BARBARA HEARST,

Editorial Assistant

GLADYS T. MONTGOMERY, Washington Editor

Computers For Election
Fuel System Uses Transistors
Saves Pegged At $9 Billion
Speed( Single -Gun Color Sets
Split -Channel Decision Made
West Coast Wants Parts Makers
Nuclear Blast Warning System
Business Briefs
Desi ns Move Toward Market

Cam uters For Doctors
Tech Schools Aid Shortage

7

Military Electronics
Crystal Diode Sales Go Up
Industry Spends For Research
Hi-Fi Sales Expand
FCC Actions
Atomic Clock Aids Navigation
Financial Roundup
Memory Capacity Increases
Closed -Circuit '1'V Grows
Meetings Ahead
Industry Shorts

7
8
8

10
10

12
12
14
16
16

18
18
20
20
22
22
24

24
24
26
26

HARRY PHILLIPS, Art Director

ROY THOMPSEN, Assistant

CROS TALK

139

BARBARA ELLWOOD, Assistant

WALLACE B. BLOOD, Manager
R. S.

QUINT, Buyers' Guide Manager

FRANK H. WARD, Business Manager
GEORGE

POMEROY, Classified Manager

E.

JEAN W. HEIGES, Research

FEATURES

Slow -Sweep TV for Closed -Circuit Use

DONALD H. MILLER, New York
JAMES GIRDWOOD, New York

MARTIN

WM.

S.

J.

HODGKINSON, New England

CHARLES WARDNER, Chicago

R.

CARMODY, San Francisco

By F.

Dado,

V.

R.

H. POWELL,

GORDON

L.

148

Proof of Performance for TV Broadcasting

150

By Jesse R. Sexton

Radar Simulator Trains Missile -Master Crews
By

155

George W. Oberle

Transistorized Receiver for Mobile F-M

158

By A. M. Boothe

Audlio Amplifier Delivers 3,000 Watts
By

Atlanta

JONES, Dallas

144

Proscia and M. Raphael

C. ALCORN, San Francisco

CARL W. DYSINGER, Los Angeles

Ennes

Put>ched-Card Reader for the Blind

HENRY M. SHAW, Cleveland
T. H.

E.

By E. Harrison, Jr.

WINNER, Chicago

WALTER M. LUCE, Chicago

140
Harold

Beta Gage Controls Cigarette Machine

GALLAY, New York

JAMES T. HAUPTLI, Philadelphia

BRUCE

By

162

Alexander

B.

Bereskin

Tramsosonde Monitors Inaccessible Areas

164

By H. D.

HERBERT LAGLER, London

KEITH HENNEY, Consultant

Cubbage
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Video Amplifiers Use Shunt Regulation

166

By W.

E.

By J.

SHOP

Jeynes

Regulated Transistor Power Supply Design

168

Walter Keller, Jr.

Magnetic Head Has Megacycle Range

172
By

Otto Kornei

Subcarrier Switch for Microwave Party Line

175

By Bernard Harris

Three New Transistor Circuits

178
By Norris Hekimian

Design Charts for Tuned Transformers (Reference Sheet)

182

By Melbourne J. Hellstrom

Bandwidth -Rise Time Chart (Reference Sheet)

188

By M. David Prince

190

ELECTRONS AT WORK
Tomorrow's Electronic Light
Equipment Checks Missiles
Aircraft Printed Weather
Propagation Field Studies
Radio Through Tunnels
Retarding Field Oscillator
Minitrack Transmitter
Air Navigation ReceivePallometer Sensitivity
Manipulator With 3-D TV
Tester Simulates Missile

190
190
192
192
194

196
196
198
198
200
200

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Components In Radiation
Modern Telephone Pole
4
Plug -In Controls
Ebicon Sees In Dark
Airborne TV Reconnaissance
Quieting Polar Relays
Magnetic Dcsices
Transistorized Microphone
Underwater TV Camerr
Pertinent Patents
By Norman L. Chalfin

202
202
204

206
208
210
210
216
216
218

232

260
Punch Press Guard
262
Faster Drying of Capacitors
266
Imprinting Fixture
266
Ultrasonic Welding
Rubber Band Holds TV Cover....268
270
Rubberized Fiber for Tubes
272
Pushbutton Tuner Assembly
280
Luggage Clips Hold Units

Salvaging Platinum Contacts

Automatic Tubing Cutoff
Single -Worker Turntable
Corner Castings for Tubing
Lead -Bender
Automatic Germanium Dicer
Tuning Capacitor Alignment

232
232
236
238
248
250
258

NEW PRODUCTS

282

LITERATURE

363

PLANTS AND PEOPLE

382

NEW BOOKS

418

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS

423

BACKTALK

427

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

489

IN THIS ISSUE ... The punched
card reader described on page 148
is currently being used by one of
the authors, Vito Proscia, in an
experimental
investigation of
azimuth accuracy obtained with
search radars. Proscia, who is
blind, programs statistical data
into an IBM 602A computer using
punch boards having braille markings.
Output is in the form of punch
cards which he then "reads" by
using the card reader.
Vito wishes he had a similar
device to read technical articles
and textbooks to him. He employs
people with engineering backgrounds to read to him, but, like
many employers these days, is
constantly seeking new ones for
replacements.

DEMPA CONFUSIN

.

.

.

Back

in August we announced the acquisition of a new (to us) phrase

for manuscript, dempa gizitsu.
Then we heard from readers.
Frank Inami of Livermore,
California wrote in to say that
he does not agree with the translation of dempa gizitsu as technical literature or manuscript.
"According to my new Concise Japanese -English Dictionary
(1952) "dempa" means an electric
wave and "gizitsu" is not listed.
The closest word to it that I can
find is "gijutsu" which means an
art or technique. Therefore, a
strict translation of "dempa
gijutsu" would be electric wave

techniques.
"A freer translation might give

electronics
NOVEMBER, 1956 VoI. 29, No.
1BP

Member ABC and ABP
2
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TALK
radio techniques, radar techniques, pulse techniques and
others. Since there are myriads
of homonyms in the Japanese
language, one would have to see
the Japanese characters in order
to make a correct translation."
Next we heard from Roy K.
Nishida, a service analyst with
North American Aviation. He
tells us that we have been misinformed about the phrase "dempa
gizitsu". It is used as the name
of a popular electronics magazine in Japan.
"Dempa" means electric wave.
"Gizitsu" means technique or
technology. The correct translation would be electric wave technology or translated loosely, transmission technique. I have used
the magazine on several occasions
for reference purposes.
I
have just returned from
nearly five years of writing articles and reports on the Japanese
electronics industry for the
U. S. A. F.

The correct word for manuscript is "shorui".
Our thanks go to both readers.
The envelope that caused our confusion is reproduced here with its

..4

D&v,at,,j-s,,
ar

aRllal'Itlel< neta

7[11Eh14

S31

*

*

1

hlXa13_4

6 68 4
2

7

6

6 7 14tá
9

2

ti

BEI'IPA UIZITSU
BILINGUAL envelope illustrates why we stubbed our linguistic toe; but we nevertheless do like to receive shorui from authors

transit. Morita's company, Tokyo

Roman

that enclosed the portion of the
technical material sent to us was
used for convenience just as we

SHORUI
Managing director
Akio Morita of a Japanese company
stopped in to say hello a few weeks
ago. He confirms the fact that the
word for manuscript is "shorui".
He also tells us that the envelope

often use second-hand envelopes to
separate papers and drawings.
We were startled to find that he
pays $120 a year to see ELECTRONICS
quickly. Each month a copy is air
mailed to him. It reaches Japan
within 3 or 4 days after it has left
our printer in Albany, New York.
Other copies of our magazine go by
sea mail and take about a month in

only ELECTRONICS goes by air mail.
The copies are passed around to 120
graduate engineers of the 500
employees.
We noted a few more foreign

letters, homonyms and
script. It shows two spellings of
the word "gizitsu", but neither
matches the dictionary
!

...

Published monthly with an additional Issue in June by McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company, Inc., James H. McGraw (1160-1948), Founder. Executive Editorial
and Advertising Offices: McGraw-Hill Building, 330 W. 42 St.. New York 36,
N. L Longacre 4-3000. Publication Office, 99-129 North Broadway, Albany 1,
N. Y. Donald C. McGraw, President; Paul Montgomery, Executive Vice -President; Joseph A. Gerard'. Executive Vice -President and Treasurer; Hugh J. Kelly.
Executive Vice -President; John J. Cooke, Secretary; Nelson Bond, Executive Vice President, Publications Division; Ralph B. Smith, Vice -President and Editorial
Director; Joseph H. Allen, Vice -President and Director of Advertising Sales;
J. E. Blackburn, Jr., Vice -President and Circulation Director.
Subscriptions: Address correspondence to Electronics-Subscription Service, 330
W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y. Allow one month for change of address. Subscriptions are solicited only from persons engaged in theory, research, design, production, maintenance and use of electronic and industrial control components,
parts and products. Position and company connection must be indicated on
subscription orders.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

Tsushin Kogyo, Ltd., spends $250 a
month on foreign magazines but

phrases while lunching. In Japan,
the superregenerative circuit is
called "cho sai sei" but a superheterodyne is called a "super". Tape
recorder is "terico".

Single copies 75F, for United States and possessions, and Canada; $1.50 for
Latin America; $2.00 for all other foreign countries. Buyers' Guide $3.00. Subscript.ion rates-United States and possessions, $6.00 a year; $9.00 for two years.

Canada, $10.00 a year; $16.00 for two years. Other western hemisphere countries
and the Philippines, $15.00 a year; $25 for two years. All other countries $20.00
a year; $30.00 for two years. Three-year rates accepted on renewals only, are
double the one-year rare. Entered as second-class matter August 29, 1936, at the
Post Office at Albany, N. Y., under act of Mar. 3, 1879. Printed in U.S.A. Copyright 1956 by McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.-All Rights Reserved.
BRANCH OFFICES: 520 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Ill.; 68 Post
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1000 VA ßEGYL TORS'

MODEL MA10005

MODEL D12005AN
MODEL MVR1000

MODEL 10005

-

Automatic
wide -range electronic regulation with the original Sorensen
frequency insensitive circuit incorporating the safety diode.
Regulation ±0.1%.
MODEL 1000S

MODEL MA1000S

-

For un-

attended installations requir-

ing extremely dependable
automatic line regulation.
This tubeless unit offers stable

long -life performance with
minimum maintenance. Regulation ±0.5% over wide frequency range.

If you want 1000VA capacity in a low-cost magnetic voltage regulator with 0.5% regulation,
choose the new, economical and compact
MVR1000. If you need 1000VA but with 0.01%
regulation, choose Model 1001. For any requirement, any application, Sorensen has exactly the
right 1000VA unit ... standard models meeting

MODEL 1001

special requirements.

MODEL D1200SAN

Sorensen offers you the widest possible range of

-

and a complete line which incharacteristics
cludes AC regulators, DC supplies, frequency
changers, tubeless regulators and supplies, high
voltage supplies, and meter calibrators. For
the
research and industry, call on Sorensen

-

authority on controlled power.

SEND

*plus

FOR CONDENSED

- Developed

from unique, dependable
Sorensen regulating circuit,
refined for ultra -precise
-±0.01% regulation.

± 0.25%

-

regulation for 400
cycle industrial and aircraft
requirements up to 1200VA.

-

MODEL MVR1000
New low
cost compact magnetic voltage
regulator for less exacting

applications. Fully automatic
± 0.5% regulation with fast
response time.

CATALOG

TWO new

1000VA regulated
Frequency Changers
, write for

details I

SORENSEN 8 COMPANY, 375 FAIRFIELD AVENUE, STAMFORD, CONN.
In Europe, contact Sorensen-Ardag, Eichstrasse 29, Zurich, Switzerland, for all products including 50 cycle, 220 volt equipment.
4
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Muirhead can give
immediate delivery of
BuOrd I8CT4a Synchros
with + 3 minutes
maximum electrical error
232

MUIRHEAD

ELECTRONICS

New York 22
677 Fifth Ave
MUIRHEAD INSTRUMENTS INC.
ONTARIO
STRATFORD
MUIIRHEAD INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
KENT
BECKENHAM
U1RHEAD & CO. LIMITED

- November,

a
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250
6.1

0

225
Latest Month

Previous Month

200

1947 =100

175

249.1

150

Aug. '55

260.4

268.0_p

-r

July '56

Aug. '56

125
100

J

F
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1950
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F
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J
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FIGURES OF THE MONTH
Latest
Month

Previous

Year

Month

Ago

Television sets, total
With UHF
Color sets
Radio sets, total

With F-M
Auto sets

Aug. '56

July '56

Aug. '56

612,927
90,419

336,931
41,803

647,903
105,673

nr

nr

nr

990,845

566,697

43

273
198,565

947,634
13,172
403,320

198,087

(Source: FCC)

RECEIVER SALES
Aug. '56

...

Television sets, units
Radio sets (except auto)

566,158
681,899

July '56
405,310
576,453

Aug. '55

July '56
31,400,000
$24,781,000
585,380
$10,861,634

Aug. '55
45,238,000
$33,099,000
1,048,534
$19,812,567

586,577
456,625

RECEIVING TUBE SALES
Aug. '56
(Source: RETMA)
Receiv. tubes, total units
43,948,000
Receiv. tubes, value.... $34,507,000
1,099,605
Picture tubes, total units
Picture tubes, value.... $19,628,837

,..---Quarterly
INDUSTRIAL
TUBE SALES
(Source: NEMA)
Vacuum
Gas or vapor
Magnetrons and velocity
modulation tubes
Gaps and

T/R

boxes

-

A -M
A -M

A -M

-M
F -M
F-M

Latest
Quarter

Quarter

1st '56

on

Navy

Air Force
Total -Electronics

Year
Ago

ist '55

$8,754,054
$3,394,059

4th '55
$9,967,411
$3,251,621

$8,784,478
$3,747,490

515,136,522
$1,455,558

$13,726,323
$1,578,767

$14,229,442
$1,434,683

1st '56

$40,490,000
$28,700,000
$124,828,000
$194,018,000

4th '55
$48,477,000
$20,378,000
$131,938,000
$200,793,000

FIGURES OF THE YEAR
Television
Radio set
Television
Radio set
Receiving

Sept. '55

507

473
108

CPs-not

- new
on

on

air

set production
production

set sales
sales (except auto)
tube sales
Cathode-ray tube sales

2,939

276
527
19

268
525

2,771
113
219
538

20

17

9

9

7

requests
on

28

2,958
106

air....

CPs-not

113
49

54

air....

air

- new requests

112

COMMUNICATION AUTHORIZATIONS
(Source: FCC)

Aug. '56

July '56
49,639
57,529
20,943
30,776
9,027
149,032
19,253

Aug. '55

327
722
2,356

319
652
1,988

July '56

June '56

383,100-p
$73.30 -p
$72.65 -p
39.2 -p
39.7 -p

387,200-r

July '55
355,600
$68.50
$67.30
38.7
38.8

50,641
58,432
21,153
31,146
9,141
150,565
19,997
330
730
2,412

Aeronautical
Marine
Police, fire, etc.
Industrial
Land transportation
Amateur
Citizens radio
Disaster
Experimental
Common carrier

(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics)

MILITARY PROCUREMENT
Army

Aug. '56

507
113

Year
Ago

Month

45,203
52,440
18,877
25,189
7,804
138,852
13,189

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS

Figures

Previous

stations
stations
stations
stations
stations
stations

Prod. workers, comm. equip.
Av. wkly. earnings, comm...
Av. wkly. earnings, radio...
Av. wkly. hours, comm.....
Av. wkly. hours, radio

1st '55
$2,833,000
$43,147,000
$133,503,000
$179,483,000

$74.59
$72.40
40.1
40.0

SEMICONDUCTOR SALES ESTIMATES
Transistors, Units

(Source: Defense Dept.)

Sept. '56

TV stations on air
TV stations CPs-not on air
TV stations new requests

F

(Source: RETMA)

Previous

BROADCAST STATIONS

RECEIVER PRODUCTION
(Source: RETMA)

Latest
Month

'56'

July '56

June '56

885,000

1,131,000

898,000

Sept. '56

Aug. '56

Sept. '55

389.0
484.9

405.8
510.2

May

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Source: Standard and Poor's)
Radio-tv & electronics
Radio broadcasters
p

-provisional

r -revised
1955 not available

467.7
537.2

nr-not reported

FIGURES FOR FIRST EIGHT MONTHS
1955
1955
Percent Change
1956
Total
4,820,991
4,365,060
9.4
7,756,521
8,216,707
8,707,477
5.6
14, 894,695

3,839,718
4,649,454
303,004,000
6,837,728

4,171,139
3,189,608
300,080,000
6,478,351

--+
+
+

7.9
45.8
1.0

5.5

7,421,084
6,921,384
479,802,000
10,874,234

November, 1956

6
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electronics-November

1956

Computers Readied
for Election Results
Three major tv networks will feature computers as part of national
sistor sales volume
MULTIMILLION -DOLLAR

array of elec-

tronic equipment will be put into
use by ABC, CBS and NBC to predict the trends and result of the
presidential election race.

Equipment Facilities

-

Under-

wood Corp. will supply ABC with an
electronic computer, the Elecom
125, which will type its own fore-

cast every half hour on a special
typewriter. The computer will be
located at the new Underwood Data
Processing Center in New York
City, where three tv cameras will
pick up the computed results.
Arrangements with IBM call for
a bank of computers, sorters, printers and other equipment to be installed in an NBC studio in New
York City. The computations will
be displayed on a 50-foot bank of
electronic tally boards to be provided by Teleregister Corp.
Election headlines at CBS election headquarters will be flashed
periodically on an electronic bulletin
board composed of running lights
that are activated by a punched -tape
typed on a special typewriter. On
hand again will be Remington
Rand's Univac.

Future Business-The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors is
looking for an electronic or electro-

mechanical device to tally votes.
They invite manufacturers to submit development bids.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

ELECTROJECTOR device developed by Bend ix uses electronic modulator unit with
.
5 transistors and
.

.

Controls Car Fuel Injector
Adoption by the auto industry
could provide a big boost in transistor sales volume

fuel -injection system
employing transistors developed
by Bendix Aviation (ELECTRONICS.
p 16, Oct. 1956) holds promise of
opening a vast new market for
transistors. If the system is widely
adopted by the automobile industry, which is expected to produce about 6 -million cars this year
and 6.5 million in 1957, a potential
market of 30 -million transistors
a year could materialize for the
electronics industry. The system
also utilizes six to eight thermistors.
Makers-The new system, called
ELECTRONIC

Electrojector, is now ready to be
adapted to engines of any car
manufacturer. Among the auto
makers that have seen the device
are American Motors, Ford, Chrysler, Buick and Lincoln.
So far car manufacturers have
not announced adoption of the device. Action may be forthcoming
soon, especially as a result of
Chevrolet's recent announcement
that a mechanical, nonelectronic
fuel injection system will be offered as optional equipment on its
1957 models. Chrysler Corp. has

indicated that transistorized fuel
injection will not be used on its
1957 models, but has not disclosed
its plans for 1958 cars. It has been
rumored that Ford may offer the
transistorized system for use on
7
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its 1957 models now on the market.

Works-The Bendix system con-

sists of an electronic modulator,
in a 4- by 5 -inch box, utilizing 5
transistors made by the Red Bank
transistor division of the company; a fuel -injection distributing
commutator, fuel -injection breaking points and fuel -injection nozzles. The throttle body unit signals the modulator for proper
enrichment necessary for acceleration and idling.
A thermistor in the water jacket
of each cylinder senses the engine temperature and also acts as
a signaling device for starting and
warming up.
The modulator is actuated by
power from the distributorbreaker unit. It receives signals
from the various components, such AGREEMENT between DuMont and Chromatic, whose top officials examine Lawrence
as the throttle body and the in- color tube above,
take manifold pressure sensor and
passes them along to the fuel injectors. The injectors shoot tiny
Sets
jets of gas into the intake ports of
the engine's cylinders.
Considerations involved in the
Lawrence tube to be mass pro.

.

Speeds Single-Gun Color

Price-Fuel

injection has not
been widely used in the auto industry mainly because of performance and costs. It has 'been
used on race cars and sports cars,
at a cost of about $500. Bendix
has not indicated a cost for the
transistorized system to motorists,
but points out that the system, in
mass production, can be reduced
in price as has happened with
other recent auto improvements.

RETMA Pegs Sales

Volume At $9 Billion
VALUE

of radios, televisions, phono-

graphs, military and industrial

equipment and components of the
electronic industry totaled $5.5
billion in 1955, according to RETMA'S new edition of its electronics
industry "Fact Book."
With distribution and maintenance costs and broadcasting
revenues added, the industry's
volume reaches $9.7 billion, nine
times its size at the end of World
War II. In 10 years this volume
is expected to double.

duced

and

receiver
geared for production

design

PROGRAM aimed to get the Chromatic single -gun color tube and set
into production within a year is under way at DuMont Laboratories.
Preparatory work leading to mass
production of the tube and color receivers is expected to be completed
within a year. When production begins, the tube will be available to all
set manufacturers.

-

Firms
DuMont becomes the
third U. S. licensee of the Chromatic
tube. Crosley and Thomas Electronics are the others but neither has
gone into production of the tube.
Crosley no longer has its picture
tube plant and Thomas, which is
now producing the shadow-mask
tube, has no present plans for producing the Chromatron.

Interests

-

Behind the DuMont

move is the fact that Paramount
Pictures owns 25 percent of DuMont
and 50 percent of Chromatic Labs.
It is reported that DuMont will receive a minority interest in Chro-

matic for its efforts and Chromatic
will receive royalty fees.

8

DuMont decision, according to president David Schultz, were that present cost of color receivers, color
tubes and color servicing are too
high for the mass market, that there
appears no clear road to achieve the
necessary cost reductions in the
present color tube approach and
that the Chromatic tube will make
possible a receiver that can be sold
and serviced at a profit and at a
price to develop the necessary mass

market.

-

Present Status
According to
Chromatic, present laboratory receiver models have highlight brightnesses of around 60 foot lamberts as
compared to 20 foot lamberts for
color sets now on the market. The
tube has a screen area of 250 sq
inches and definition capabilities beyond that of present color standards
with contrast ratios of 50 to 1, according to Chromatic. The lab sets
have four or five more tubes than
present black and white receivers.
There have been no recent estimates of how much the single -gun
tube might cost to produce. However, earlier announcements by
Chromatic have indicated that fac(Continued on page 10)
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With UDOFT circuitry drawings as
background, computer systems engineers
at Sylvania's Avionics Laboratory
discuss design of an extremely highspeed magnetic core memory. From
left: J. J. Wargo, F. M. Bosch, and
John Terzian.

The right people with the right facilities
produce the right solutions
Computer development engineers
E. L. Perry (left) and A. F.
Gianino perform final test runs
on engineering model of specialpurpose large-scale digital computing system at the Waltham
Laboratories.
New Sylvania Waltham Laboratories,
devoted to advanced projects related
to guided missiles and aviation electronics. The air-conditioned building
has 120,000 square feet of floor space.

UDOFT

-new electronic "brain"
UDOFT-the first Universal Digital Operational Flight Trainer-will use a new
electronic "brain" to simulate flight and
combat conditions of a wide variety of
jet aircraft for training pilots.
A Navy-sponsored project of Sylvania's
Avionics Laboratory, the UDOFT system is centered around a new digital
computer of great flexibility, speed, and
accuracy which is being developed to
take the place of numerous special-

purpose analog computers currently
being used in Operational Flight Trainers.
Highly advanced electronics projects
of many kinds-each aimed at a practical, producible solution for a specific

to train jet pilots

problem-are constantly being carried
out by the scientists and engineers of
Sylvania's Electronic Systems Division,

of which the Avionics Laboratory is a
vital part.
In all of Sylvania's Electronic Systems
Division installations, the right people
work with the right facilities, within a
sound managerial environment. That is
why they have produced right solutions
to a variety of problems, and have made
many important contributions in the
fields of aviation electronics, guided missiles, countermeasures, communications,

radar, computers, and control systems.
Whether the problem is military or in-

dustrial, Sylvania's business is to come
up with solutions that are producible.
Facilities of the Electronic Systems
Division include its manufacturing plant
and engineering laboratory at Buffalo,
New York; the Avionics Laboratory,
Missile Systems Laboratory, and Applied Research Laboratory at Waltham,
Massachusetts; the Electronic Defense
Laboratory, Microwave Tube Laboratory, and Microwave Physics Laboratory at Mountain View, California. All
of these facilities are staffed with topranking scientists and engineers, backed
with Sylvania's extensive resources in
the electronics field.

SYLVANIA IS LOOKING FOR ENTERPRISING ENGINEERS
Sylvania has many opportunities in a wide range of defense projects. If you are not now engaged
in defense work, you are invited to contact Edward W. Doty, Manager of Personnel, Electronic Systems Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., 100 First Avenue, Waltham 54, Mass.

SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

LIGHTING
ELECTRONICS

RADIO

- November,
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tory price of the tube would be approximately $85 on the first 200,000
units produced and about $50 when
output reached 300,000 to 500,000
units. Price of a receiver incorporating the tube has been estimated
at $340.

West Coast Wants Parts Makers
CABLES
CONNECTORS

. PURCHASED IN SO.CAL.

SWITCHES

Split -Channel Action
Means More Mobiles

BEARINGS
MOTORS
CAPACITORS

RELAYS

way for narrow channels at 152-162 mc, but
sidesteps change in 25-50 mc

crease the potential number of operating stations. Overcrowded frequencies can expect some thinning
out in the near future.
Who's Affected-At the moment,
no station or service is affected by
adoption of the new technical standards. A series of proceedings will
be initiated to determine how best
to go about reassigning frequencies.
There will be no blanket reallocation. However, police, fire and taxi
radio all hard-pressed qualify

-

-

for consideration.
Plans call for future use of frequencies seperated by 30 kc for
stations operating in the same geographical area. Assignments to
stations operating in adjacent areas
can be safely cut to channel assignments only 15 kc apart. Present frequencies are 60 kc apart.

Problem

-

Although split channels were considered for use in the
whole span of vehicular radio frequencies, FCC shied away from applications in the 25-50 mc band.
Conditions for many users here are
bad and getting worse. Problems of
international (long-range) interference and unknown factors in
scatter transmission make split
channels infeasible-unless individual users wish to narrow their own
transmissions. In fact, FCC urged
operators in this band to consider
moving to higher frequencies.

D. PURCHASED ELSEWHERE

I

FCC decision paves

RELIEF may be in sight for users of
mobile radio equipment in the frequency range between 152 and 162
mc. Technical standards have been
adopted by the Federal Communications Commission to allow use of
narrower channels and thus in-

(PURCHASES OVER $ 500,0001

WHERE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BUYS ELECTRONIC PARTS

RESISTORS
WAVE GUIDES

'

TRANSFORMERS
MISCELLANEOUS

I

$2s
MATERIALS
$6.3
VACUUM TUBES

0

O 2

0.4

0.6

0.8
I.0
1.2
ANNUAL PURCHASES IN $ MILLIONS

Survey indicates areas for expansion by eastern and mid western component firms
MANUFACTURERS of electronic components could improve their sales
and service in Los Angeles and
Orange counties in California if
they established engineering or
production facilities in the area,
according to an electronic component survey made by the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
A total of 146 electronics firms
participated in the survey. They
represent 51 percent of the 1955
factory billing of the industry in
Southern California. These firms
named the 28 components shown,
accounting for a $22 -million local
market, as critical to the local

industry.

-

Parts The firms surveyed
named 85 eastern firms, manufacturing 23 component lines, that
could improve their sales and
service to the local industry by
setting up branches in the area.
Components most frequently mentioned are wire, resistors, capacitors, solid-state devices, miniature
motors, precision switches, cores
and bearings.
The percentage of components
manufactured outside Southern
California and utilized by the lo-

,

1.4

1.6

1.8

cal industry ranges as high as 90

percent. Excluding the firms
which manufacture their own components in a division or subsidiary
outside the area, over half of
Southern California's component
requirements are purchased from
eastern and midwestern sources.

Price-Fifty-five percent of the
firms participating in the survey
purchase in the east rather than
locally because of price. Price differential on the components
ranges from 5 percent on a -c motors and compression terminals
up to 100 to 200 percent on a -c
solenoids. Components most frequently purchased in the east because at lower prices than presently manufactured local products
are transformers, capacitors, motors, cable and connectors.

Need-Rapid technical advances
resulting from accelerated research programs and new environmental standards tend to make
nonstandard componenets the rule
rather than the exception, according to the study. Ninety-four percent of the companies indicated
that closer engineering and design
liaison between component vendors and end -equipment manufacturers are becoming increasingly
more important. Eighty-seven per (Continued on p 12)
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magnetic shift registers from SPRAGUE
operating frequency

0-200 kc

shift pulse
Nominal Operating Current
Voltage Drop Per Stage
Duration (at half amplitude)
Rise Time
Fall Time
Peak Pulse Power

300 ma
6.5 volts
1.2 µsec
0.3 µsec
0.3 µsec
2

watt

10

ma
sec

input pulse
Amplitude
Duration

500
400

-

300

-

200

-

parallel output pulse

OPERATING

amplitude
Ratio (Minimum)
Load Impedance (Minimum)

100-

diode

-

he

0

3

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

15 volts
10:1
1500 ohms

T-5 or equiv.

2.5

SHIFT PULSE DURATION
AT '/q AMPLITUDE -µSEC.

Nqakal Performar,

Now, from one reliable source, you
can get a complete series of magnetic
shift register assemblies ... with read
terminal
and write provisions
wired and packaged to your special
needs. Plus complete field engineering service for arriving at specifications and procuring registers that
meet them.

...

Sprague's new registers are not
only suitable for counters in computers and industrial controls, but
for a wide variety of logical functions
in "and", "or", and "not" circuits.
Five packages are standard, with
others available if needed. The 71Z

eries have mounting ears, that simplify assembly of large arrays of bits
in a single rack or frame. Series 70Z
registers can be had in several terminal designs for mounting on etched
wiring boards, or may be plugged
into each other for permanent sys-

tem flexibility. All 71Z units are
mounted in hermetically sealed,
corrosion -resistant metal cases with
glass -to -metal solder -seal terminals

for complete humidity resistance.
Type 70Z units are embedded in
resin for less demanding environments. Semi-conductor diodes may
be externally connected between ter -

minais, or integrally packaged in
each assembly.
All Sprague shift register cores are

subjected to rigid tests, assuring reliable operation in the final circuit
use. Finished assemblies are 100%
pulse performance tested to assure
conformity with engineering specifications. Specifications for a typical
200 kc shift register, are shown above.

Complete specifications for all
standard registers are in Engineering
Bulletins 550C and 551, available on
request to the Technical Literature
Section, Sprague Electric Co., 3 5
Marshall St., North Adams, Mass.

1111,

the mark of reliability
fxporr for

the Americas- Sprnc:rr. LIc_tric InternutiOnal Ltd.,

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

SPRAGUE

North Adorns, Mass. CABLE: SPREXINT
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WHERE SOUTHERN CALIFÓRNIA
BUYS ELECTRONIC PARTS
1

PROTOTYPE CIRCUIT BOARDS

MI

p

CRYSTAL HOLDERS

3

f

PURCHASED IN SO CAL

POTENTIOMETERS

I

(PURCHASES UNDER $

CANS

500,000)

Consolidation of Thomas A. Edison and McGraw
Electric is planned to form the McGraw -Edison
Co. Edison, which recently borrowed $2.5 million
(ELECTRONICS, p 14, Oct. 1956) would become the
largest stockholder in the new company
Selected and prospective employees of Ramo Wooldridge may be able to buy stock in the firm at $10 per
share when plans for the sale of 2,960 shares of Class
B common stock, par $1, go through. Some 2,000 shares
are subject to option by parent company, Thompson
Products

ITERMINALS
'TUBE SOCKETS
IMACNETS
I CIRCUIT BREAKERS

RECTIFIERS
GEARS

CORES

I

TRANSISTORS I

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII(

MISC. HARDWARE

I

SYNCHROSJ
METERS

0

Business Briefs

PURCHASED ELSWHERE

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

ANNUAL PURCHASES IN $ MILLIONS

cent of the firms indicate that basic
or off -the-shelf components are
not meeting the present quality
and environmental standards of
systems work.

Construction of a new instrument building for Varian Associates will be financed by a $2 -million loan
agreement made with New York Life. Construction of
a new microwave tube plant for the company will be
financed from the sale of 94,750 shares of common stock
selling at $12.75 per share. The company's sales volume
is expected to reach $10 million this year

Tube
U.S. Starts Nuclear

Warning System
Low-cost electronic system detects

and protects against atomic
attack on underground posts
NUCLEAR bombardment defense system to protect important underground military and civilian
installations in the event of a surprise attack has been developed
by the Army Signal Corps. Known
as the Radiological Defense Warning System, it is already at work
at one large military headquar-

manufacturer, National Union Electric, which

sold its cathode-ray tube plant to Sylvania in 1954, has
agreed to buy the assets of Armstrong Furnace Co. in
Columbus, Ohio

Stockholders of Heli-Coil Corp. of Danbury, Conn.
have approved acquisition of the company by Topp Industries of Los Angeles. Assets of the combined firms
will total over $8 million and annual sales will approximate $10 million

Capacitor manufacturing and selling expenses are
behind U. S. Electronic Development Corp. plans to sell
299,990 shares of common at par, $1 per share

that

instantly sound warning
horns, close blast doors, turn off
gas lines, start radiologically filtered ventilation systems and trigger a series of other protective
measures.

ters.
Installation is planned at important U. S. Air Force bases,
also by Civil Defense authorities
at strategic locations throughout
the country. It could be used to
protect key industrial plants and
warehouses.

Value-Cost of the system is
low.

Engineer's estimate the total
electronic portion, for example,
will cost about $500 when in full
production.
It detects any atomic or hydrogen bomb explosion endangering an installation, tripping relays

Nuclear alarm,

developed

by Signal

Corps, will button up underground installations upon nuclear attack

Detectors-To avoid chance of
failure, the last-ditch protection
uses three different detectors,
any one of which is tripped by
nuclear detonation, but not by any
other type of explosion. Warning
systems include a gamma ray detector, a thermal detector operated
by infrared radiation from fission
or fusion, and a blast pressure de (Continued on p 14)
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* CUT CORES, Types C and
* TOROIDAL CORES, Cased

E

and Uncased

* BOBBIN CORES

e

et

ç

It's

ARNOLD

for

EVERYTHING in TAPE -WOUND CORES
.1fATERIALS: Deltamax, 4.79 Mo-

Permalloy, Supermalloy, Mumetal,

4'Jp&at/3ru

Let us help you with your core re-

quirements for Pulse and Power
Transformers, 3 -Phase Transformers,
Magnetic Amplifiers, Current Transformers, Wide -Band Transformers,
Non -Linear Retard Coils, Reactors,
Coincident Current Matrix Systems,
Static Magnetic Memory Elements,
Harmonic Generators, etc.

6sß Complete7J

upon the specific properties required.
GAUGES: The following standard tape
thicknesses are available for Arnold
sape wounc, cores in most of the mag-

netic materials mentioned above:
012", .004", .002", .001", .0005", or
00025". Bobbin cores are made from
nape .001" to .000125" thick.
SIZES: Cores weighing from a fraction

SU

ELECTRONICS

- November,

Sei99

BSiC IA Rr Of: ALLEGHENY LUDLU.+s STEEL CORPORATION

Main
Mew York

E

WSW

TIIE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois

Repoth Pacific Division Plant: 641 Eost
District Sales Offices:

* TC-108-Bobbin Cores
ADDRESS DEPT.

with you.

e

Write for Bulletin::
* SC-107-Cut Cores, Types C and E
* TC-101A-Toroidal Cores, cased
and uncased

4750, Mon, max, Silectron, Permendur:
all are avalable for cores depending

of a gram to many hundreds of pounds
can be supplied. Toroidal cores are
made in 27 standard sizes with nylon
cases. Types "C" and "E" cut cores are
made in a total of 530 standard sizes.
Many special sizes and shapes of both
gapless and cut cores are manufactured
for unusual requirements.
OTHER PRODUCTS: In addition to
Tape -Wound Cores, we also produce
a complete line of Mo-Permalloy
Powder Cores, Iron Powder Cores,
and permanent magnets. Let us work

350 fifth. Ave.

Los

61st Street, Los Angeles Cuff.

Angeles: 3450 W ílshfre Blvd.

Boston: 200 Berkeley St.

-6I1
1956
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tector, also a poison gas detector.
The detectors are small aluminum cylinders, set on platforms
atop steel towers surrounding the
installation to be protected. They
are wired to a control board underground. Activation of any detector flashes a warning light on

the board. If the tower is destroyed, the system automatically
goes into action regardless of the
damage to the detectors.

Blast-The system is immune to
high -explosive blasts or thunderstorm false alarms. For example,

the thermal detector senses only
wave form of a nuclear detonation,
while the gamma ray meter responds only to radiation with a
high -rate, as in a nuclear explosion. All detectors ignore cosmic
ray or other atmospheric radiation.

HOME television tape player, left, electronic a r conditioner, center, and light amplifier ore shown as

..

.

Designs For The Future Move Toward Market
Progress in tv tape recording,
light amplification and electronic
air conditioning shown by RCA
in the development of a
home magnetic tape recording system for tv, an electronic amplifier
of light and an electronic air conditioner and refrigerator were
demonstrated at RCA Laboratories
on the occasion of David Sarnoff's
fiftieth year in the industry. The
firm estimates that each of the
products should be on the market
within five years.
ADVANCES

Video Tape-The home magnetic
tape player for tv utilizes 26 tubes.
It can feed a standard tv set
pictures and sound recorded on
1 -inch magnetic tape.
A 7-inch reel provides 8 minutes
of playing time and a 14 -inch reel
allows 33 minutes of playing time.
The tape runs at 10 ft per second
and takes a 2 -me bandwidth. Signals are impressed laterally along
the tape.
The tape selections are recorded
on the previously developed magnetic tape recording system for

black -and -white and color tv now
undergoing test at NBC. In development is an attachment for
the tape player to permit the home
user to record tv programs off the
air or from a tv camera for original recordings. The laboratory
is also working on techniques that
will allow use of two tracks arranged side -by -side on the tape
to double playing time.

Cooler-The electronic air conditioning system shown comprises
two wall panels, one 5 by 5 feet
and the other 5 by 6 feet, with
surfaces consisting of an array of
A small
2-inch metal squares.
cylinder of thermoelectric material
is attached to the back of each
square. The materials, alloys of
zinc, lead or other metals, produce
cold or heat by d -c depending upon
the direction of current flow. In
a small room, the system is capable

of maintaining a room temperature as much as 25 degrees cooler
or 25 degrees warmer than the tem-

perature outside.

The new 4 -cu ft refrigerator that
was demonstrated operates on the
principles employed in the elec-

tronic air conditioner.
Glow Panel-The improved electronic light amplifier consists of
a thin flat panel, that can increase
by 1,000 times the visual brightness of a projected light image.
It is also capable of converting
invisible x-rays and infrared images to bright visible form.
The panel consists of a thin
screen formed by two closely
spaced layers, one of photoconductive material and the other of
electroluminescent phosphor. Between these is a thin layer of
opaque material to prevent feedback of light.
The layers are sandwiched between two transparent electrodes
and a voltage is applied across the
entire assembly. In operation, a
dim light image falls on the photoconductive layer. This permits a
corresponding pattern of electric
current to flow through to the
electroluminescent phosphor layer,
which emits light, forming a high brightness image of the original
picture.
The ability of the light ampli (Continued on page 16)
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THE HEAT'S ON

..emttimotai

...AND
SO IS THE VACUUM IN A NEW

KAHLE FIRING FURNACE

...

the most advanced, most unique Vacuum Firing Furnace ever developed
From Kahle
a Furnace
a Furnace that never loses its heat, or its vacuum during production
that you never have to "pump down" or "turn off" under normol conditions.
The highly engineered, exclusive design of these new Kahle Vacuum Firing Furnaces
it is destined to improve vacuum
provides completely continuous operation
firing techniques of all types! Precision heat treating of such vital parts
in vacuums as low as .01 micron
as tube plates, cathodes and grids
is now possible at higher production speeds than ever before.

...

...

...

...

Parts are always moved directly into the vacuum to insure better
product quality; no mechanical levers or air cylinders are employed,

versatility the heat zones of Kahle Vacuum Firing Furnaces
are fully adjustable. Standard machines are supplied with
other types upon request.
resistance heating elements
Customized machines with viewing windows, automatic controls
and other accessories can be created to fulfill your most
Kahle's new plant #2
exacting requirements
provides improved delivery and enlarged engineering
services. Need production equipment?
"Call -on -Kahle."
For

-

...

Send for additional information
on Vacuum Firing Furnaces

and other Kahle Machiles;
please specify your

application.

ENGINEERING COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES:
1310 SEVENTH STREET, NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

PLANTS:
SEVENTH STREET, NORTH BERGEN, N. J.
HUDSON AVE., UNION CITY, N. J.

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS OF SPECIAL AUTOMATIC AND SEMI -AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT FOR ALL INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS
ELECTRONICS
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fier panel to convert x-rays to
visible light made possible the development of the amplifying fluoroscope for industrial use. The
present device continues to emit
its light for a few seconds after
the x-rays have been cut off. Fur-

ther research is expected to produce a photoconductive material
that will respond faster to changes
in x-ray light emission. This will

make possible the development of
an electronic amplifying fluoroscope for medical use.

of information presented by an
electroencephalograph which de-

tects and records human brain
waves, the period analyzer shown
measures physiological changes
affecting the shape and frequency
of the brain waves and reduces
the data to one-fifth its original
bulk. Still experimental, it distinguishes between degrees of
sleeping and wakefulness and also
correlates brain -wave patterns
with oxygen deficiency in the
blood. It makes possible future
development of a device to correct
this condition for pilots.

Tech Schools Combat
Technician Shortage
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE GRADUATES
IN ELECTRONICS
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Computers Diagnose For Doctors
Experimental use in medical diagnosis underway. Air Force backs
further development

being made in basic computer capabilities may have important uses in the medical field.
The Air Research and Development Command recently sponsored
a conference on computers in
medicine and jointly developed
with American Machine And
Foundry the period analyzer
shown. ARDC is backing further
developments in the field and several independent organizations
along with computer manufactureres are considering the field.
ADVANCES

Possibilities-In diagnosis, particularly, ARDC sees wide spread
potential usage of computers.
Complete stores of all known signs
and symptoms for both individual
and categories of diseases might
be coded and fed to computers.

Careful lists of the clinical histories and physical findings as-

sembled by the physician on any
one patient could be matched
against the store of knowledge in
the computer. The resulting deductions should either produce a
diagnosis or an indication of the
special steps which should be followed to produce a definitive differential diagnosis.
In bio -medical research, many
problems basically involve the
solving of mathematical equations
or the carrying out of lengthy
statistical calculations. ARDC believes that the large scale general-purpose computers presently
available would be widely applicable for this work.
The possibility of the building
of complicated special circuitry,
duplicating biological processes by
using mathematical formulations,
in much the same way that flight
characteristics are simulated, also
become evident.

-

Development
Designed
for
faster and more accurate analysis
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Number of graduates increases
sharply but a shortage continues
as demand increases

institutes are graduating an increasing number of technicians in the electronics field.
Total of 2,652 in radio and television and 843 in industrial electronics curriculums were graduated last year, according to the
twelfth annual survey of the field
by McGraw-Hill. Present institute enrollments indicate that the
number of graduates in electronics may reach 3,600 in radio
and tv and 1,200 in industrial
electronics next year. The survey
covers 71 schools in the U. S. and
11 Canadian schools.
Number of graduates increased
from technical institutes of all
TECHNICAL

(Continued on page 18)
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for Audio and Ultrasonic Frequencies
Direct Reading 20 cycles to 40 kilocycles

Audio Spectrum 20 c to 20 kc in one sweep of dial

The versatile

1304-B

G -R

Type

Beat -Frequency

Audio Generator is the
best test -signal generator

for use at both audio and

ultrasonic frequencies.

Type 1304-B Beat -Frequency Audio Generator: $575.00
(Available in either bench or relay rack models)

Essentially Constant Output Voltage

- continuously
- variable from

less than 5 millivolts to 50 volts
between 20 and
20,000 cycles varies less than ±0.25 db

-

±(1%+0.5

scale length approximately
Logarithmic Frequency Scale
frequency calibration accurate within
12 inches

cycle)

Type 908-P1

Synchronous Dial Drive:
$27.50

50

sec/frequency

631

sec/frequency

-

-

decade or 15 sec/octave. Price:

Type 908-P2 Synchronous Dial Drive:
decade or

2

-

total harmonic content less than
0.25% from 100 to 10,000 cycles
drift from cold start less than 7
High Frequency Stability
cycles in first hour; essentially complete in 2 hours
less than 0.1% of output voltages above 10%
Very Low Hum
of full scale
Accurate Output Voltmeter calibrated in open circuit output voltused as zero beat indicator and also
age and in dbm
as frequency calibrator in terms of line frequency
Dial Can Be Motor Driven with several combinations of G -R Dial
Drives to plot frequency characteristics automatically
with graphic recorders
Frequency -Increment Dial calibrated +50 to -50 cycles with
accuracy of +1 cycle
Extremely Low Distortion

offers several types of
simple motor dial drives to convert the Type 1304-B generator
and other manually -operated
instruments to automatic sweep
drives.
The Type 908-P1 is intended primarily for use with a graphic
recorder since its synchronous motor provides convenient time
base. Type 908-P2 has higher speed which is particularly suitable
for limited sweep applications with oscilloscopes.
Both drives can be attached simply to the main frequency control in place of the knob. The motors are self -reversing; adjustable stops are provided for the dial to reverse the motor at any
dial -position desired.
When used on the Type 1304-B Generator the sweep times are:
G -R

sec/octave. Price: $27.50

Balanced Or Unbalanced Output Connections

GENERAL RADIO Company
WE SELL DIRECT
Prices are net, FOB Cambridge
or West Concord, Mass.

275 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Mass., U.S.A.
Broad Avenue at Linden, Ridgefield, N.

J.

NEW YORK AREA

1150 York Road,

8055 13th St., Silver Spring, Md.

920 S. Michigan Ave.

CHICAGO 5

Abington. Pa. PHILADELPHIA

WASHINGTON, D. C.

1000 N. Seward St. LOS ANGELES 38
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kinds, according to the study. It
appears that these institutes are
beginning to feel the bulge of
students that have been moving
through high schools.

Military Electronics
Sixty -million

dollar contract to produce air-to-air
guided missiles for Naval aviation was awarded to Raytheon by the Bureau of Aeronautics. Prior to the order,
the company's government backlog totaled about $180
million, almost double that of a year ago

Biggest Share-There were more
graduates in radio, tv and industrial electronics curriculums from
technical institutes in 1955 than
in any other single classification.
They accounted for approximately
31 percent of all technical institute
graduates. Most electronics graduates were from private technical
institutes, followed by privately
endowed institutes, extension divisions of colleges or universities,
state and municipal schools and
YMCA schools.

Need-Despite increases

Obsolete military electronic equipment worth $5 million is being studied by Air Materiel Command electronics experts to find ways to renew its usefulness and

marketability

Six small cargo ships are to be used by the Air
Force as missile tracking and data stations over the
South Atlantic between St. Lucia and' Ascension Islands to supplement land stations of the Missile Test
Center in Florida

in en-

Royal Canadian Air Force's new jet combat planes
will use an electronic weapon system designed and
developed by RCA and Minneapolis Honeywell. The
U. S. Air Force awarded a multi -million dollar contract to the companies for the job

gineering technician graduates,
the number falls far short of
present needs, according to the
technical institute division of the
American Society for Engineering
Education. An ASEE survey
shows that there were 11,403
graduates from full-time technical institute programs this year.
It is currently estimated that
the annual demand for engineering technicians is approximately
40,000 to 50,000, nearly five times
the number graduating from fulltime programs this year. To meet
this demand for graduates, enrollments would have to increase
to between 150,000 and 200,000. If
this need is to be met, a great increase in the number and quality
of schools is required.

Armed Forces Electro -Standards Agency program of
performing qualification tests of military electronic
equipment with the test facilities of commercial laboratories and electronic parts manufacturers, is being extended to include the facilities of electronic equipment
manufacturers

New

$1.3 million order for 2,000 AN/GRC-9 radio
sets, awarded to Lewyt by Signal Corps, boosts the
company's production of the sets to about $28 million

Development contract awarded Sperry Gyroscope for
a general purpose microwave command guidance system capable of precisely controlling highly -specialized
drones at supersonic speeds will total $4.5 million

Crystal Diode Sales Near 35 -Million Units
Computer business helps increase.
Dollar volume may exceed $31
million for the year
diodes put to work this
year are expected to hit 35 million,
nearly doubling 1954 output of 20 million units. Sylvania, which
recently produced its 23 -millionth
diode at its Woburn plant, expects
some 45 -million crystal diodes to
be produced next year at an annual, billing exceeding $42 million.

Doubling-Dollar sales of crystal diodes went from $9.3 million
in 1954 to $18.4 million in 1955.
This year's output of 35 -million
units is expected to produce dollar
sales of $31.8 million.

CRYSTAL DIODE SALES

50

40

CRYSTAL

10

o

1954

1955

W

W

1956

1957

One Use-One factor behind the
increasing production and sales
of crystal diodes is the growing
computer market. Size of this
business from just one computer
firm is indicated from a recent
(Continued on p 20)
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another
HERMETICALLY SEALED

SILVER WIRE

WELDED SEALS

DIFFUSED JUNCTION

SOLID STATE DIFFUSED JUNCTION

Actual Size

SILICON RECTIFIERS

now in QUANTITY PRODUCTION
- Uniformly High Quality

Uniform Characteristics

.270

i

ir

The Solid State Diffusion Process involves the formation of a junction by diffusing
suitable gaseous materials into silicon at high temperatures. This process offers
many advantages including:

0/A.

5

Exact control of junction penetration.
Precise junction gradient for specific rectifier applications.
3. Flat junctions for uniformity and control of characteristics.
1.

/6

.

I

375
D/A.

-

.03/
4

DM.

-

minus 65°C to plus 150°C
Operating Temperatures
up to 170°C
Storage Temperature
Welded
Hermetically Sealed

-

AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS
Peak

Type

CK840
CK841
CK842
CK843
CK844
CK845

Inverse
Volts*

100
200

300
400
500
600

Forward

Forward

Reverse

Current**
milliamperes

Volts***

Current*** (max.)

at 350 mA

mA at rms volts

100°C

350
350
350
350
350
350

150°C

100°C

100

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75

100
100
100
100
100

100°C

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

at
at
at
at

70
140
210
280

*PIV ratings apply from

"Into inductive or resistive

ELECTRONICS
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at 350
at 420

RaYTN E o N

Silicon Power Rectifiers

Want more information?

load

"'Averaged over one complete cycle

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
Silicon and Germanium Diodes and Transistors

-65°C to +150°C

NEWTON, MASS.:
NEW YORK:

CHICAGO: 9501
LOS ANGELES:

Use post card on last page.
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California St.

589 Fifth Ave.

Grand Ave., Franklin Park

5236 Santa Monica Blvd.

DEcatur 2-7177
PLaza 9-3900

TUxedo 9-5400

NOrmandy 5-4221
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order placed by Logistics Research.
The firm ordered one -million
germanium diodes from Hughes
Aircraft for use in the ALWAC
computer and other data processing equipment. Each ALWAC requires about 6,000 diodes.
Logistics expects further increases in the purchase of diodes

for use in its new ALWAC 800
computer which will require 20,000
diodes.

Development-Registered with
JETEC last year were some 107
types representing nearly 40 percent of total diode registrations
since 1946. In 1954, 65 types were
registered and in 1953, the total

was 43.
Silicon diodes have moved ahead
in number of registrations. Of
more than 270 types registered
since 1946, 57 percent have been
silicon types. (ELECTRONICS, p 16,
April, 1956). Today, about 40 companies in the U. S. manufacture
semiconductor diodes compared to
25 in 1954.

ELECTRONIC brain that profits from its own mistakes (left), o new vibrating -reed gyro
(center) and a better insight into superconductors (right) show how . . .

Industry Increases Spending For Research
Expansion of industrial laboratories points up industry trend to
higher expenditures
MORE than $5 billion is now spent
on applied and basic research in all
fields in the U. S. This is over 20
times that spent in the 1920's. The

electrical -electronic industry spends
about one -fifth, or $1 billion, on this
same research.
Further evidence of the trend in
expansion of research is shown in
the 200,000 professional scientists
and technicians now engaged on
fulltime research compared to 9,000
in 1920 and 4,000 firms maintaining
laboratories compared to 220 in
1920. Added to this is the fact that
the federal government maintains
53 laboratories.

Latest-Most recent example of
this expansion is the dedication of
the new Westinghouse Research
Laboratories in Pittsburgh, Pa.
where about $2 million will be
spent this year on purely fundamental research. This represents forty
percent of the effort at this laboratory, the remaining effort is concentrated 50 percent on basic re-

search and 10 percent on applied
research.

Brain-Automex, derived from
automatic experimenter, is the result of research in the field of mathematics and process control. The device can be designed to accept a
number of variables as input data
and arrive at a solution by taking a
minimum number of discrete steps,
each of which is experimental and
provides the basis on which the next
step is taken.

-

Gyroscope
Vibragyro is the
name given to a different type of
rate gyro operating on the principle
that vibrating masses, such as on a
tuning fork, will oscillate about
their input axis on application of an
input torque. The amplitude of oscillation is proportional to input
rate-of -turn or velocity while the
phase of the oscillation compared to
the phrase of the vibrating masses
represents the input direction. Applications include use in missiles,
aircraft and in stable elements on
ships.

-

Cryogenics The field of low temperature physics is receiving

20

ever-increasing interest because of
the great potential inherent in superconductors. Microwaves in the
200-kmc range are being used to
bombard superconductors to determine the properties of these metals.
In a typical experiment, the microwave power absorbed by the superconductor is about 1 millionth of a
watt. This raises its temperature
about 1 thousandth of a degree enabling scientists to determine when
the metal changes from the superconducting to the normal conducting state.

High -Fidelity Makers
See Expanding Sales
component and package
manufacturers in the field are
doing big business
Both

NEW YORK High -Fidelity Show and
Audio Engineering Society Convention served to point up the continuing growth of the high-fidelity
field. Although there is no agreement as to what is and what isn't
(continued on p 22)
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Starfighters' Fire -control Radars Use
Tarr's
NEW Inte 9 ral* Mountin 9 Systems
Y

-

-

In the most advanced airplane of its type ever developed
Lockheed's F -104A Starfighter
Barry's new
Integral* Mounting Systems are solving the toughest combination of shock, vibration, and sustained -acceleration
problems ever posed by jet aircraft. Literally a "missile with
a man in it", the F-104A demands that equipment mounts
give superior performance, in less space, and at lighter
weight than ever before.
Here's how Barry's Integral* Mounting Systems are meeting
this demand in the production models of the Starfighter.

In a space only 123/4 x 53/4 x 1-13/32" on each side
of a 150 -pound load
a pair of units weighing less than

...
...

three pounds each
provides adequate vibration isolation
at 4g sustained acceleration in all radial directions
passes
all shock -test tequirements of this supersonic fighter
.
.
performs reliably through wide temperature and altitude
ranges
and provides pcsitive, quick -release attachment
to the airframe to satisfy Lockheed's requirements for "plugin" electronics-system components.

...

.

.

..

BARRY
CONTROLS
INCORPORATED

707 PLEASANT STREET,
ELECTRONICS

- November,
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Here's the way this system works.
Helical springs designed
to function in their axial
direction only are grouped
about the load attachment
points so as to provide controlled resistance to movement along the a and b axes.
For the c axis, resistance is
provided by the slightly tapered side flanges of
the mounting frame working against the displacement of all the lead -carrying springs.
Damping adjustments (see diagram), completely independent of
the stiffness of the load -carrying
springs, provide design flexibility
for obtaining desired natural frequency, transmissibility at resonance, and degree of vibration and
shock isolation.
Write for THO-5 containing a full exposition
of this All-Angl Integral' Mounting System.
*Integral means...

SALES REPRESENTATIVES

IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS
Want more iinformation?

Use post card on

last page.
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Designed specifically for the environment performance requirements.
Built specifically for the equipment.
You can save time, space, and trouble
by bringing your shock and vibration
problems to us. Call your Barry sales

representative.
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high-fidelity equipment, all segments of the business, from manufacturers of components to makers
of popular-priced packaged units,
agree that the growth of the field
is continuing strong.
Paid attendance at the show,
sponsored by the Institute of High
Fidelity Manufacturers, reached
over 30,000. More than 95 exhibitors displayed their wares. At the
Convention, 43 papers were presented covering subjects ranging
from a hot stylus to audio in
salmon research.
What is

Hi-Fi?-Without definite

standards, estimates of the annual
sales volume of the hi-fi field vary
widely. Manufacturers of popular price package units give estimates
exceeding $500 million for what
they consider the total hi-fi business.
Component manufacturers place
present annual industry -wide sales
at between $70 and $80 million for
home -assembled systems. Both
types of manufacturers see sales
continuing to rise through 1960.
One component maker estimates
that home -assembled hi-fi systems
will grow from 600,000 units sold
this year to 1.4 million units in
1960.

Seek Answer-One entire session at the New York convention
was devoted to standards and
measurements. The hope is that
all comparable items of hi-fi equipment can eventually be measured
by the same yardstick.

FCC Actions
Adopted technical standards providing for split
channels in vehicular radio systems using frequencies
between 152 and 162 mc
Met with Coast Guard, Maritime Administration
and industry groups to discuss automatic radiotelegraph call selectors and other safety devices

Urged mobile licensees using frequencies in the 25band to move to higher assignments, as recommended over a decade ago by the late E. H. Armstrong
50 mc

Invited comments on proposal that frequency assignments below 25 mc to industrial radio stations be
made on a case -by -case basis
Agreed with Canadian Department of Transport on
addition of Channel 5 for Pembroke, Ontario and
Channel 7 at New Glasgow, Nova Scotia
Denied petitions to establish a radio burglar and
fire alarm service
Called for comments on use of frequencies between
159.51 and 161.79 mc for tone control signals as suggested by railroad interests
Relaxed broadcast station requirement for identification of recorded programs. Often, only a single
daily announcement is required
Clarified rules that limit radiation of frequencies
between 450 kc and 25 mc from radio and television
receivers tuned from 30 kc to 890 mc
Gave communications organizations shared use, with
electric power groups, of six frequencies near 450 mc
for maintenance and construction purposes

New Atomic Clock Improves Air Navigation
Chief use of 90 -tube timepiece is
as frequency standard for longrange navigation systems
atoms serve in place of a
pendulum in National Co.'s Atomichron, to give a new high in accuracy for time and frequency standards. Demonstrated stability is one
part in 100 billion, which is equivalent to less than 1 second of time
drift in 3,000 years.
CESIUM

How It Works-Heart of the system is a long vertical tube having a
pool of cesium at the bottom. When

National's atomic clock showing long
atom beam tube mounted vertically

heated, individual atoms drift up
through the tube at the speed of
sound. Atoms having one energy
state get through one magnetic
field, are flipped over to the other
energy state by r -f at the resonant
frequency of cesium, then get
through the uppermost magnetic
field to a target and electron multiplier.
The 90 -odd electron tubes generate and maintain the r -f input at
exactly the resonance frequency of
cesium (9,192.631830 mc). When
the generated frequency deviates,
fewer atoms hit the targèt, the out (Continued on page 24)
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General Electric's

New
dry. Con storenodmaintenance
water-activatedelectrolyteto batterleakiesor are madDce
freeze.
mdryan,d
no
during storage other than normal precaution against moisture.

DRYG-Etain

Water -

Activated
Batteries
ET

Deliver up to

To activate, simply immerse in water. Batteries- reach operating
. operate efficiently in extreme
voltage as fast as 2 seconds
temperatures ... are unaffected by external hydrostatic pressure.

42 Watt Hours
Per Pound!

POWERThese

typ batter
silveride/ebatteriesdeliver

3 watt hours per cudbicl inchup,
to 42 watt hours-chlorper pound
with nearly level power output over total operating life.
andmagnesium

CAN YOU USE G -E WATER ACTIVATED BATTERIES? Probably
wherever you need a versatile source of
d -c power, wrapped inside a small, lightweight package.
Delivering tremendous power for relative size and weight, these primary
batteries can be used as "power packs" in
any number of series, parallel, or series WHERE

parallel combinations you may need.
Though a wide range of ratings and

sizes is available, G -E water -activated
batteries can be designed in nearly any
combination of sizes, weights, and ratings to fit your specific application.

Examine your power needs now. If
space, weight, and exceptional reliability
are critical, phone your G -E Apparatus
Sales Office, today. A representative will
be glad to give you additional information on how G -E water -activated batteries can help solve these problems.

r

bulletin GEA -6238A on G -E
water -activated batteries, send coupon to:
For descriptive

General Electric Co., Section A223-5
Schenectady 5, N. Y.

for immediate project

E for reference only

Name

Position
Company

_.

Street

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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put current drops slightly, and the
electronic control circuits automatically react to bring the frequency
back to resonance.

Operating Details-The atomic
beam tube is guaranteed to furnish
atoms for a minimum of 1,000
hours.
With about 0.5 microgram consumption or cesium atoms per day,
the theoretical life of the atom
supply is 20 to 40 years.

Applications-Accuracy is better
than direct reception of WWV signals, and much better than sky -wave
signals from WWV.
Seven units have been built. One
is at the Air Force's Navarho
ground station near Rome, N. Y.
Installed in the distance -measuring
equipment, it gives such improved
frequency stability that a pilot anywhere within 2,000 miles can determine exact distance from the base
to an accuracy of 1 percent. A 600 mph jet can stay tuned to this one
station for entire cross-country
flights and even on to the Azores
in the Atlantic.

Financial Roundup
Only three companies out of 14
reporting had lower net profits
this year compared to 1955
MANUFACTURERS in the electronics

field have enjoyed increased profits

during 1956, for the most part. This
is indicated in the net profit statements of the following manufacturers for the fiscal periods indicated
:

Net Profit
Company
1956
1955
Beckman Inst. 12m $1,744,856 $1,322,050
CornellDubilier 9m
1,381,448
718,093
EECO 6m
50,965
30,744
IBM 9m
49,234,012 38,437,353
ITE Circuit
Breaker 6m
6,135,549
3,227,911
4,411,701
IT&T 6m
12,487,250

Litton
Industries 12m
Magnavox 12m
Minn.

Mining 6m
Raytheon 3m
Siegler 12m
Universal
Winding 12m
Westinghouse
Air Brake 6m
Topp
Industries 12m
Loss

1,019,703
3,100,442

436,413
2,426,087

17,814,767
313,000
1,053,059

15,969,268
764,000
774,571

654,388

*197,320

6,135,549

3,227,911

92,062

130,274

MAGNETIC tape
that
.
.

so

is

strung in vertical columns on movable pages of Potter equipment

.

Memory Capacity Tops Half Billion
Fast access tape

memory uses
60 miles of recording track for
increased storage
ONE major roadblock to the com-

pletely automatic office and factory has been the lack of a largescale fast -access memory system.
Existing data-processing systems
are capable of handling transactions with split-second efficiency
but these systems do not fit all
applications, especially where
more than a few thousand decisions must be stored. Magnetic
tape machines have provided useful storage capacity but time delays in the order of minutes may
be involved when complete random access to stored information
is required.

RAM-Potter Instrument has introduced a Random Access Memory designed to help smooth the
road to the automatic office and
factory. It is capable of storing
and processing more than 500 million bits of information in as many
as 400,000 locations with access to
any desired location in a fraction
of a second. Its capacity is
equivalent to 13 of the largest
capacity random access mechanisms available today, according to
the company.
Applications-Typical uses for
the device include maintenance of
magazine subscription lists, insurance company records, bank-

ing transactions, inventory control, and as an external memory
for high-speed digital computers
and data-processing systems. Input devices that can be used with
the machine include keyboards,
magnetic tape, perforated tape or
information directly from a computer.

Works-The speed and capacity
of the new system are made possible by the 3 -dimensional physi-

cal configuration shown. Data are
stored on conventional 8-track
magnetic tape strung in vertical
columns on pages which can be
raised to bring a selected data
location in contact with the
record -playback head. The storage bin holds 200 pages and can
be enlarged.

Closed -Circuit TV
Picks Up Volume
Manufacturers gird for sales expansion. New applications and
developments spur activity
INTRODUCTORY phase of closed-circuit tv has passed and its wide acceptance by industry now calls for
more intensive manufacturing and
marketing activity, according to a
leading manufacturer of the

equipment.
This recent

statement
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New 1KVA Perkin

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Tubeless magnetic amplifier

Perkin also manufactLres a
complete line of stancard DC power
supplies as listed below:

AC Line Regulator

28 VOLT

DC POWER

SUPPLIES:

Volts

Reg.

Model

features =0.250

28.5VFM

b-32

28.10WX

24-32

MR532-15A

2-36

Amps

V

15

V

rms

115 V
1

2%

phase

m

100.125 V
1 phase

1%

± 1/2%

105-125 V
1 phase

1%

_i-

10

V

Ripple

(60 cps!

20%
(24-32 V
range)

5

Input

AC

1/2

20%

regulation accuracy

28.15vFM

M6OV

C-32

C-32

(24-32 V
range)

15

V

1%

1

FOR ANY COMBINATION OF LINE OR LOAD
NO TUBES

MR1040.30A 5-40

30

V

28.30WXM 24-32
28-50WX

REGULATES RMS VALUE

MR243210015

RACK PANEL OR

CABINET MOUNTING

MR2432200

50

V

2-32

V

1%

± V2%

1%

±1h %

230 V'
3 phase

1%

208. 230,
±1,72% 460 V ± 10%

100

24.32

3

230 V
phase

1%

"± 1/2%

23C V'
3 phase

1%

-± 1/2%

230 V
3 phase

1%

300

V

INSTALLATIONS

2e-32

V

500

1%

piase

it 1/2"a

200

UNATTENDED
MR2432500

1%

100-125 V
1 phase

3

211.32 V

MR2432300

IDEAL FOR

2.32

V

phase

1%

ls

30

V

i

100-130 V
1 pease

MOVING PARTS OR

VIBRATING CONTACTS

phase

Us

±

25

V

5%

115 V
1

±10%.

Will
Al o available in 460 V -± 10% AC npu
be supplied with 230 V input unless otherwise spwfied.

Model MLR-1000

5,12,115 VOLT

SPECIFICATIONS:

Volts

Model

Input voltage range: 95 to 135 volts

Maximum load: 1.0 KVA

Output voltage: Nominal 115 volts, can
be adjusted from 110 to 120 v.

Ambient temp. range: Up to 45°

Output current: 8.5 amperes
Frequency range: 60 cycles -x-10'/a
Wave form

distortion: 3% max.

Power factor range: 0.5 lagging to 0.9

Mounting: Cabinet or 19" rack panel
Finish: Gray hammertone

Response time: 0.2 sec.

Weight: 85 lbs.

Also available

-3

KVA Model MLR -3000, same

Amps

specifications except: output current 25.5

S
s.
,.

95-130

10%

±1%

5

-,- 10%

6-40WX

,,,m

->

±1%

15

+10%

±1%

40

Lfl-*RKIJN

LEADER IN TUBELESS MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER REGULATION

5

15-.25

MRIS125.5

5

0125.25"

:15-125

1%
1%

±yt%

95.130 V
1 phase

1%
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1 phase

1%t
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**Germanium Redit er Unit
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N.1.

PA 5.1'701

Kansas'Ity,
VA

Mo.

1-.330

Dallas
FO 8-3306
Denver

Fracisco area
(Palo Alto)
DAvnst E-6136
Los Ang:Iee
RY 1-1810

3

phase

tincrease:loSXe

Newak - MAkt 3-1454
Philade phis
BR 5-2600
Chicago
BR 4 9135
St. Louis

Pittsburgh
WA 12909
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>
1`

1%

95.13-3 V
1 phase

PERKIN SALES
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1phase

115
115-SWX

V

phase

95.137 V

12

12-15WX

Ripple
rms

95-130 V

±10%

New Yo

ELECTRONICS

1

6

amps. Dimensions 19" wide, 143:4" deep x 121/4" high (rack) or 191/2" wide x 161/4" deep
x 123/4" high (cabinet). Weight 170 lbs.

PERKIN

(60 cps)

6

6.15WX

Input

AC

Reg.

6

±

e-SWX

C

Dimensions: 191/2" wide x 111/2"
high x 111/2" deep (Cabinet)
19" wide x 101/2" high x 10" deep
(rack panel)

leading

DC POWER SUPPLIES:

OF

5%
511.

CES:

Mirnealolis
Ml 4-7884

Seattle
MO 4895
Albuquerque
S-9632
Atlanta
3020
Miami
MO 5-1563

a

7,halott
ED

2-'356

Winston-Salem

4-075)
3ost on
MI 8-0756
Canada

Agincwt,
Oitaro

AX 3-2011
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INDUSTRY REBORT- Continued

to keynote present activity in the
field.

Volume-Estimates of the sales
volume of industrial tv still vary
widely. One manufacturer estimates annual industry-wide volume at $6 million and sees an increase to more than $75 million
annually within 10 years. Another
manufacturer in the field estimates that 1956 sales will total $3
million of the vidicon type of industrial tv equipment. By 1960 the
firm sees an overall volume of
$8 million.
An industrial tv tube manufacturer estimates that 1955 volume
doubled that of 1954 and that 1956
sales will be five times greater

than last year's. It expects 1957
sales of the equipment to double
1956 volume.

Sales Plans-General Electric
has stepped up its sales activities
in various segments of the market. Sales activity for the remainder of this year will be
concentrated primarily in the manufacturing, transportation and utility areas and some parts of defense.
Jerrold Electronics, also increasing its sales activities, recently surveyed industrial use of
the equipment. This showed that
although many firms are interested
in industrial tv, few know how to
apply it to their operations. As a
result, the company is putting a
closed-circuit system on the road
to demonstrate before professional
and technical groups how closedcircuit tv can be applied to individual business operation.

Product-Westinghouse recently
announced that it is working on a
new principal in the development
of a tv pickup tube that may be
100 times more sensitive.
RCA has announced development of an improved vidicon tube
that will go into commercial production early in 1957. The tube
has a tipless structure that allows
use of a longer deflecting yoke.
The longer yoke needs less deflecting power and has a narrower
deflecting angle which reduces
deflection distortion and improves
center -to -edge focus of the scanning beam.

Meetings Ahead
Oct. 29-30: East Coast Aeronau-

Navigation Conference, IRE, Fifth Regiment
Armory, Baltimore, Md.
Oct. 29 -Nov. 2: International
Convention On Ferrites, British IEE, London, England.
Nov. 7-9: Ninth Annual Conference On Electrical Techniques
In Medicine And Biology, IRE,
AIEE, ISA, Gov. Clinton
tical

&

Hotel, New York, N. Y.
Nov. 8-9: Kansas City IRE
Technical Conference, Town
House Hotel, Kansas City.
Nov. 14-16: Symposium on Optics and Microwaves, IRE,
G.W. University, Lisner Auditorium, George Washington

University, Washington, D. C.
Nov. 15-16: New England Radio
Engineering Meeting, IRE,
Hotel Bradford, Boston, Mass.
Nov. 26-30: Third International
Automation Exposition, New
York Trade Show Bldg., New
York, N. Y.
Nov. 29-30: IRE, PGVC Annual
Meeting, Fort Shelby Hotel,
Detroit, Mich.

Nov. 29-30: Operations Research
Conference, SAM, Hotel Commodore, New York, N. Y.
Dec. 3-4: Midwest Symposium
Circuit Theory, IRE,
On

Michigan

State University,

East Lansing, Mich.

Dec. 5-7: Second IRE Instrumen-

tation Conference & Exhibit,
Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.

Industry Shorts
Football helmet equipped with
radio receiver used by the Cleveland
Browns in a game with the Detroit
Lions, allowed the coach to instruct
his quarterback without rotating
guards. Set was developed by salesman for Thomas A. Edison Co. Now
the Lions are wiring for sound.
One of three color tubes selected
at random from RCA production
lines for life test has been operating
for more than 10,000 hours. Two
others have already exceeded 5,000

hours.

Contracts totaling $1.5 million

Eastern Joint Computer Conference, IRE, AIEE,
ACM, Hotel New Yorker, New

Dec. 10-12:

York, N. Y.

Jan. 14-15: Symposium On Reliability & Quality Control In
Electronics, IRE, NBS, ASQC,
Statler Hotel, Wash., D. C.
Jan. 23-25: IRE, Symposium On
Very Low Frequency Waves,

NBS, Boulder Labs, Boulder,
Colo.

Jan. 28-29: Symposium On Microwave Ferrite Devices &
Applications, IRE, Engineer-

ing Societies Bldg., New York,
N. Y.

Jan. 30: Electronics In Aviation
Day, IRE, IAS, RTCA, Sheraton Astor Hotel, New York,

N. Y.
Feb. 7: Annual Mid -Winter
Symposium Aircraft Instrumentation, New York ISA,
Garden City Hotel, New York.
Feb. 14: Symposium On Recording Of Heart Sounds, IRE,
University Of Buffalo Medical
School, Buffalo, N. Y.

Feb. 14-15: Conference On Transistor Circuits, IRE, AIEE,
Phildelphia, Pa.
Feb. 26-28: Western Joint Computer Conference, IRE, AIEE,
ACM, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.

Mar. 18-21: IRE National ConWaldorf-Astoria
vention,
Hotel, New York Coliseum,
New York, N. Y.

have been awarded by CAA to 39

different contractors for 445,994
electron tubes. Total of 445 different types have been ordered ranging
in price from 22 cents to $1,530.
Television picture tube employing
110 -degree diagonal deflection has

been developed by RCA. Over-all
length is 14.5 inches compared to 20
inches for the same type tube with
90 -degree deflection.

Portable battery operated public
address system priced at $375 has
been developed by LustrapLone of
England. It weighs 24.5 pounds
and has a 10 watt power amplifier

that uses Clevite transistors.
November,
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Now .

..

A 50 Megacycle

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter
and Video Amplifier
with the new

4W
MicroIter
WIDE BAND

... HIGH

FREQUENCY

...

LOW LEVEL

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER PERMITS 250 MICROSPECIFICATIONS

VOLT MEASUREMENTS AT 50 MEGACYCLES!

Frequency Range:
100 cycles to 50 megacycles.

Direct Reading in Voltage Or Decibels.
Accuracy:
1 10% of full reading.

Through the use of a unique new design, the new Kay
Microlter permits measurement of extremely low voltages
at frequencies higher than all existing vacuum tube voltyet reduces all steady state changes and line
meters

Freq. Response:
± 1db.

voltage variations.

-

Voltage Range:
1

millivolt to

1

volt full scale

Simple To

in 7 ranges.

Sensitivity:
Will measure down to 250 microvolts.
Input Impedance:

Operate-No

Tuning Required

The Microlter permits complete ease of operation by most

Capacitance 5 micromicrofarads, resistance
loading dependent upon frequency (1 megohm at
megacycle to 30,000 ohms at 50 megacycles).
No Tuning:
May also be used as a wide band video amplifier,
maximum output approximately .25 volts at 75 ohms.
Gain of up to 44 db.
Price:
Model 50: $-495.00 FOB Plant.
1

WRITE FOR NEW KAY CATALOG

personnel. No tuning is required and the meter is direct
reading. A single 7 -position switch provides full scale steps
of 1, .3, .1, .03, .01, .003, and .001 v., with the lowest
reading at 250 microvolts!
A high impedance probe employing a subminiature tube as
a cathode follower is used to drive the wide -band amplifier.
The resistive component of the impedance for low fremegohm, decreasing progresquencies is approximately
sively with frequency to 30,000 ohms at 50 megacycles.
Probe may be soldered to unit under test.
1

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
14 MAPLE AVENUE
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Dept. E-11
Want more information?

CAIdwe1I6-4000
Use post card on

last page.
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This

MARCON

FNMI/AMD Signal Generator
COVERS ALL MOBILE COMMUNICATION BANDS

The new Marconi Signal Generator type 1066/1
meets all requirements for the design and
maintenance of f.m. equipment in the range
10-470 Mc. Here is a precision Marconi
instrument for an exacting job.
The oscillator works on fundamentals throughout and there are no spurious sub -multiple
outputs ; its temperature compensation and
fully -regulated plate and filament supplies give
excellent frequency stability. A magnetically biased ferrite frequency modulator ensures rock
steady deviation characteristics. Other major
features are the Marconi -patented contactless
range turret and a 50 SZ piston attenuator which
is truly resistive. Engineers will appreciate the
separate incremental frequency controls with
meter calibration ; these enable precise f.m.
carrier shifts of as little as 1 kc in 450 Mc
without readjustment of main frequency control.

MARCONI

F.M./A.M. SIGNAL

GENERATOR TYPE 1066/1

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range: 10 to 470 Mc in five bands-all on fundamentals

Frequency

Stability: Better than 0.0025° per 10 minute period after warm-up Modulation,
F.M.: 0 to 20 and 0 to 100 kc deviation, monitored and continuously variable
Modulation, A.M.: 0 to 20 and 0 to 40% depth, monitored and continuously
variable
Modulation Frequencies : I and 5 kc
Distortion Due to
Modulator : Less than 1%
Output 0.1 µV to 100 mV across a 500
termination
Output Accuracy : Incremental, 0.2 dB; within 2 dB overall
Leakage : Negligible ; allows full use of 0.1 p. V output Incremental Frequency
Controls : Variable, 0 to =100 kc. Stepped, + 5, 10 and 15 kc
Tubes :
5Z4G, 6AK6, 6CD6G, OAKS. 586/, 6C4, 6L6G, 12AX7, OB2, 85A2.
::

MARCONI F.M. DEVIATION METERS

z

791C

AND

934 ARE

COMPANION INSTRUMENTS

2á-44iue J897

MARCONI

44

INSTRUMENTS

NEW STREET

NEW YORK

4

CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY,
6035, COTE DE LIESSE,

MONTREAL 9, CANADA.

HEAD OFFICE: MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD ' ST. ALBANS

H

E R

T

S

ENGLAND
TC 79R

28
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TV RELAY

-SUITCASE SIZE
"As revolutionary as gun powder ..." says a
military authority of tactical television, latest
communications device of the armed services.

Pictures of amphibious landings, battlefield
surveillance and relayed aerial reconnaissance are
trarkmitted instantly to the point of tactical command
by Raytheon's KTR microwave relay. Lightweight,
compact, rugged and powerful, this unit gets
the picture through under toughest conditions.

Excellence in Electronics

In civilian life, the KTR relay serves television
broadcasters, utilities and common carriers, helps
control traffic and keeps an eye on
industrial processes. This versatile unit
is further evidence of Raytheon's
"Excellence in Electronics".

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WALTHAM
ELECTRONICS

November, 1956

Want more informatiol? Use past card on last page.
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Direct Reading
Spectrum Analyzer
for

Visual frequency calibration

-

high resolution

Leakage and interference measurements

Standing wave measurements
Pulse modulation analysis

Sensitive receiver

The BASIC SCOPE

for VISUAL
MICROWAVE

SPECIFICATIONS
Equipment
Model No.
Model Du
Spectrum Display and Power Unit
Model STU-1 RF Tuning Unit 10-1,000 mc.
Model STU-2A RF Tuning Unit 910-4, 560 mc.
Model STU-3A. RF Tuning Unit 4,370-22,000 mc.
Model STU-4 RF Tuning Unit 21,000-33,000 mc.
Model STU-5 RF Tuning Unit 33,000-44,000 mc.

Input Impedance: 50 ohms-nominal
Overall Gain: 120 db

Input Power: 400 Watts
Sensitivity: (minimum discernible signal)
STU-1: 10-400

mcs-89 dbm

400-1,000 mcs-84 dbm
STU-2A: 910-2,200 mcs-87 dbm
1,980-4,560 mcs-77 dbm
STU-3A: 4,370-10,920 mcs-75 dbm
8,900-22,000 mcs-60 dbm
STU-4: 21,000-33,000 mcs-55 dbm
STU-5: 33,000-44.000 mcs-45 dbm

Frequency Range: 10 mc to 44,000 mc.
Frequency Accuracy: ±-1%
Resolution: 25 kc.
Attenuation:
Frequency Dispersion: Electronically controlled,
RF internal 100 db continuously variable
continually adjustable from 400 kc to 25 mc
(STU-1, STU-2A, STU-3A)
per one screen diameter (horizontal expansion
IF 60 db continuously variable
to 20 kc per inch)
Frequency differences as small as 40 kc measurable by means of variable frequency marker with adjustable amplitude.

Portable and completely self-contained.

30

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Broadband 10-44,000 mc
the Polarad Model TSA Spectrum Analyzer provides the same visual advantages for
microwave testing as the standard oscilloscope accomplishes for low frequency signals. This is
a "must" instrument for microwave work! It displays with high sensitivity on a bright easily
defined CRT, pulse modulation components, frequency differences, attenuation and band width
characteristics, leakage detection, radiation and interference signals, and VSWR information.

N ow,

This is visual instrumentation-it provides immediate and complete
information because of the high resolution obtainable.
Frequencies are read directly on the linear dial with 1% accuracy as the set is tuned.
Maximum reliability and long life are assured through use of non -contacting oscillator plungers.
A variable frequency marker with both frequency and amplitude adjustable is provided.

Write today-directly to Polarad, or your nearest Polarad representative-to find out how the
Model TSA Spectrum Analyzer can speed your research and solve your microwave measurement
and testing problems.
Write for your copy of the Polarad "Handbook of Spectrum Analyzer Techniques".
50c per copy. Includes discussion of Spectrum Analyzer operation,
applications and formulae foranalysis techniques.

AVAILABLE ON EQUIPMENT LEASE PLAN
FIELD MAINTENANCE SERVICE AVAILABLE
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

Phone Polarad Collect for

information regarding the
Spectrum Analyzer, Model TSA.
EXeter 2-4500

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Y.
43-20 34th Street, Long Island City

1, N.

Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Portland,
REPRESENTATIVES: Albuquerque, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Denver, Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los
in Principal Foreign Cities
St. Louis, San Francisco, Schenectady, Syracuse, Washington, D. C., Winston-Salem, Canada; Arnprior, Ontario. Resident Representatives

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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TEFLON
GLASS FIBER
LACING
Ben -Har Braided TAPES
New Ben -Har Braided lacing and winding tapes

...

duPont
combine two superior insulation materials
Teflon and glass fibers. Teflon, with its high heat
resistance of 500°F. has been coated directly on the
glass fibers before braiding so as to preserve a rough
texture for knottability while eliminating the abrasive
action of the glass.
Developed particularly for harnessing, lacing and
winding applications where heat is a determining
factor, Ben -Har offers these additional features:
non -shrinking
will not cut through insulated
wires.
pliable through -100°F. to 500°F.

-

-

fungus proof.
wax -free
inert to most known chemicals and oils.
non-absorbent.
knots hold tight, won't slip.
Ben-Har Braided Tapes are available in .048, .062,
.090 and .22 inch widths; in natural color (offwhite) ;
in 250 and 500 yard spools and a Universal wound 1/4
pound tube. Brown, white, yellow, orange, red, green,
blue, violet and black can be had on special order.
Write for prices and samples.
BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1311 Barclay St.
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. TELEPHONE: TAYLOR 8-0634

BENTLEY, HARRIS
"Fiberglas"

32

is Reg.

INSULATIONS

TM of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.

Want more information?
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another basic reason

why industry prefers

High temperature globar furnace; muffle furnace for enamel
testing; hydrogen atmosphere
sintering furnace.

Humidity chamber- using program -controlled cycles; here
Ohmite products are tested under a wide range of temperature
and humidity conditions.

Microscopic and petrographic
equipment used in Ohmite laboratories for optical examination of materials and products.

Microscopic analysis of structure using metallograph. Thermal expansion of ceramics and
vitreous enamels can be deter-

COM PON ENTS
better quality

through more advanced
research and testing!

mined with interferometer
equipment.

Behind every Ohmite component is a
bulwark of advanced research and
testing laboratories. These laboratories
use the finest scientific instruments and
equipment. Here Ohmite products
are tested and retested under the
most grueling conditions to detect possible sources of trouble. And these same
laboratories are used for the development of new materials, new processes,
and new designs ... to build reliability
into Ohmite products that set new
standards for long life and
trouble -free performance.

Instruments shown above are
used to check and standardize
the many pieces of Ohmite electrical test equipment.

l'his power panel provides .1C
or DC in a wide range of currents, voltages, and frequencies
...permits testing Ohmite products under operating conditions..

X-ray Diffractometer and X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometer make possible
the determination of crystal structure, as well as elemental composition of
materials and products by means of X rays.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois

www.americanradiohistory.com

close -control RHEOSTATS

build reliability

into your product

All -ceramic and metal, dose -control rheostats for
unsurpassed dependability and smoothness of operation.
Ten stock sizes, 25 to 1,000 watts.

wire-wound RESISTORS
A wide range of dependable, fixed, adjustable, tapped,
and noninductive power wire -wound resistors. Also
a wide range of precision resistors.

general-purpose RELAYS
65 Types in four stock models. Good delivery on made-to-order
relays. Contact current ratings up to 25 amps, AC or DC.
Wide variety of contact arrangements. Hermetically sealed
or dust -protective enclosures available.

with

HMIITh®
COMPONENTS

high -current TAP SWITCHES
Five compact models, up to 100 amperes, AC, up to 12

taps. All -ceramic and metal construction. Silver -tosilver contacts, with self-cleaning rotor contact.

radio -frequency CHOKES
Single layer R.F. plate chokes and power line chokes
on steatite or plastic cores. Protected by a special)
moisture-resistant coating,

WRITE

of

Company Lettsrhecd
for ,:atalog and
Enginee-ing Manual.

,a4k, OH /S
RHEOSTATS - RESISTORS RELAYS

TE

TAP SWITCHES TANTALUM CAPACITORS

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
www.americanradiohistory.com
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3610 Howard Street, Skokie, Illinois

ALL DESIGN FEATURES of higher priced NLS

RELIABILITY... ACCURACY...
AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT
AT NEW LOW COST

instruments now are available in the low cost
Model 351 Digital Voltmeter for applications
requiring 3 -digit measurement. This economical
model offers the same range as the widely -used
NLS Model 451 (4 -digit), recognized standard of
the industry. It has the same exclusive NLS oilsealed stepping switch system that guarantees
maximum trouble-free life. Its performance offers
automatic measurement from zero to ±999 volts
d -c with high accuracy and resolution. And it has

automatic polarity indication, automatic range
selection, automatic readout decimal point location. Fast readings are flashed in brilliant in -line
luminous numerical display. NLS Model 351 Digital Voltmeters cost only $985. Investigate today.

CHARACTERISTICS
RANGE

RESOLUTION

Zero to ±.999 volts d -c
± 1.00 to ± 9.99 volts d -c
± 10.0 to ± 99.9 volts d -c
± 100 to ±999 volts d -c

± 1 millivolt d-c
± 10 millivolts d -c
± 100 millivolts d -c
± 1 volt d-c

ACCURACY:

Equal to resolution

READING TIME:

0.80 seconds average.

per second.
on zero to .999
volt scale; 10 megohms on all other ranges.
CALIBRATION VOLTAGE: Standard cell provides EMT
constant within ±0.01% from 4°C to 50°C,
and usable from -16°C to +60°C, with accuracy of ±.02%.

CHOPPER SAMPLING RATE: 60 cycles
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1000 megohms

REFERENCE VOLTAGE SOURCE:

mercury cell.

Internally -mounted

"+" or "-" automatically pre-

POLARITY INDICATION:

fixes the numerical display.

Positioned automatically
depending on range.
STYLES: Rack mount
51/4" high; 19" wide; 151/6"
deep. Portable -11 " high; 81/4" wide; 151/6 " deep.
WEIGHT: Only 29 pounds (new, lightweight aluminum
construction).
POWER: 115 ± 10 volts, 60 cycles, 75 watts.
READOUT DECIMAL POINT:

-

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

Available in either portable
(shown) or rack mount models

,

Remote readouts with cables.
Manual -command recording controls.
Automatic recording controls to record each
reading at completion of balance.
7

non- mear systems, Inc.
TWX: Del Mar 6.345

PHONE: SKyline 5.1134

ORIGINATORS OF THE
DIGITAL VOLTMETER
Digital Ohmmeters
Reduction systems

Converters Data
Digital Readouts Peak
Reader Systems
Binary Decimal Converters
Digital Recording Systems
AC -DC

NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS, INC.

I

Dept. B-116, Del Mar Airport, Del Mar, Calif.

Send new Technical Bulletin 856 with full
information on NLS Model 351 Digital
Voltmeter.
NAME

I

COMPANY

I

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

J
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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Mil. Spec.

worth
engineers'

If it's

time...

Mil. Spec.

...it's worth

belden
ELECTRDN1C

WIRE

line

p
the completeackaged
ge sure

of

engineered
electronic wire

_easy to use en9¡neared
wire
the right
for the job.
tool Belden

re
There °every Radio and

wires for
¡renient.
req
Electronic

Belden
WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY
SINCE 1902
CHICAGO

6-8

Magnet Wire
Lead and Fixture Wire
Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cord
Aircraft Wires
Welding Cable
Electrical Household Cords
Electronic Wires
Automotive Wire and Cable

34
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Raytheon

- World's Largest Manufacturer of Magnetrons and Klystrons

IIIIIIIIIIIIII

I

QK546
1,000-2,000

2,000-4,000

Mc.

IIIIIIIII

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

QKS36 7,600-15,000 Mc.
I

l'l'I'Ii'It'i'i'

Ii -1

QK528 3,600-7,200 Mc.

Mc.

IIIIIIIII
2,000

I

QK543 4,800-9,600 Mc.

Mc.

QK544
1,600-3,200
1,000

I

QK518

VOLTAGE TUNABLE
V

I

11
4,000

3,000

I

II

I

I

I

I

5,000

I

I

I
6,000

11111
I

I

I

7,000

QK529 6,500-11,000 Mc.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
8,000

9,000

10,000

II II
11,000

2,000

13,000

14,000

QK518

specifications
Frequency: 2,000-4,000 Mc.
Rapid electronic tuning by varying delay line voltage from 1501,500 Volts.
Power output: 0.1 to 1 watt.
Complete with compact perma-

nent magnet.
Approximate maximum dimensions: 10" long, 43/8" high, 4'/8"
wide.

WRaytheon Backward Wave Oscillator Series

for wide, rapid electronic tuning -1,000 Mc. to 15,000 Mc.
The tubes in this revolutionary new line of Raytheon Backward Wave Oscillators give you
four outstanding performance advantages:
1. Electronically tunable over an extremely wide range of frequencies
2. Frequency insensitive to load variations
3. High signal-to-noise ratio
4. Can be operated under conditions of amplitude or pulse modulation
These new tubes are finding fast-growing applications in microwave
Excellence in Electronics
equipment, including radar and signal generators.
Write today for free Data Sheets on this series of Backward Wave
Oscillators. We'll also be happy to answer any questions you may have
on this new line.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Microwave and Power Tube Operations, Section
Regional Sales Offices:
Raytheon makes:

PT -53,

RAYTHEON

Waltham 54. Mass.

9501 W. Grand Avenue, Franklin Park, Illinois; 622 S. LaBrea Avenue, Los Angeles 36, California

Magnetrons and Klystrons, Backward Wave Oscillators, Traveling Wave Tubes, Storage Tubes, Power Tubes, Receiving Tubes, Picture Tubes, Transistors

www.americanradiohistory.com

15.000

Minneapolis Honeywell finds.....

At Minneapolis-Honeywell, ReaPak Pails

- holding

100 pounds of continuous length wire

- replace the conventional

spools hording only ten to fifteen pounds.

HERE'S HOW REAPAK COULD

HT YOUR OPERATION

ReaPak is fully adaptable to multiple

ReaPak is adaptable to single

winding in your plant.

head winding.

If you wind coils of any type, or are a user of
magnet wire of any size from AWG l0 to 30,
you will find that ReaPak can help you reduce
your costs of production in many ways..
ReaPak gives you up to 500 pounds of continuous length wire. That means you will have
less down time for reloading. What's more, because ReaPak gives you longer continuous
lengths of usable wire, you'll have fewer "unused ends!"
You can order ReaPak in your choice of insulations. Wire sizes: AWG 10 to 30.
ReaPak containers also give excellent protection during storage, shipping and handling. No
small spools for operators to drop and damage.
If you use magnet wire, ReaPak can fit your

operation!
ReaPak can be polatized. Another
way ReaPak can save you storage
space, handling time and cost.
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ReaPak can replace 8 to 50 reels or
spools. This means faster reloading.
less

down time.

Want more information?

Use post card on

last pap*.
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,... REAPAK.cuts reloading time by 90%
Using

REAPAK... the magnet wire that

comes in

pails...

the world's largest Automatic Control Manufacturer:
INCREASED COIL PRODUCTION

18%

SAVED $19,000 PER YEAR ON WIRE COSTS

VIRTUALLY ELIMINATED END -OF -SPOOL WIRE WASTE
CUT RELOADING TIME PER DAY FROM 11/2 HOURS TO LESS THAN

10 MINUTES

Minneapolis -Honeywell uses two and one-half tons of wire
daily in winding its precision electrical coils for relays, transformers,
motors, thermostats and other electrical devices. Before ReaPak,
operators handled sixty to seventy spools of wire (each weighing
from five to fifteen pounds) every day. Time lost in reloading: 11
hours daily per operator.
By switching to ReaPak (a continuous length of magnet wire,
packaged in pails for high speed dereeling) Minneapolis-Honeywell
cut the daily down time needed for reloading and adjustment of
wire tension to less than ten minutes.
Wire waste was cut, too. Operators using ReaPak waste less
than five feet of wire per. pail. This, and other savings made possible by the ReaPak method, enable Minneapolis -Honeywell to
save $19,000 per year. No wonder they have adopted wire in steel
pails for all of their coil-winding operations!
Because operators spent less time changing spools and adjusting
wire tension, production per machine has increased from 270 to
320 coils per hour.
Company officials say the switch to ReaPak has meant an additional saving of $2,500 annually in handling and shipping. Empty
spools and reels no longer must be returned because ReaPak
Magnet Wire comes in disposable metal pails.
One of the first major users of magnet wire to see the advantages of ReaPak, Minneapolis -Honeywell officials are convinced
ReaPak will be of even greater value in the near future.
If you arc interested in saving time, wire cost, and down time
for your company, investigate what ReaPak can do for you.

This is

REAPAK
Three Sizes
to fit your needs
REAPAK 500
Drum size diameter
20 inches, height 30
inches. (With de -

reeling head, 50
inches.)

REA PAK 250

Drum size diameter

20 inches, height 15

inches.

(With de.

reeling head, 35
inches.)

REAPAK 100
size diameter
inches, height
:With
dereeling head, 28

Pail
12

127/e inches.

"''"'")

inches.)

This is ReaPak-the magnet wire that
comes in pails. Now a standard package
of the magnet wire industry, it was developed by the Rea Magnet Wire Company, Inc. ReaPak gives you up to 500
pounds of continuous length wire. Cuts
reloading time, increases production.
Adaptable to single head or multiple
no
winding. No reels to be returned
deposits required. All wire sizes available from AWG 10 to 30. For full information and hew it can fit your operation,
write, phone or wire: Rea Magnet Wire
Company, Inc.

-

IA

TRADEMARK It

EAST

REA MAGNET WIRE COMPANY, INC.
TELEPHONE: ANTHONY 5201
PONTIAC STREET
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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.

in radar load isolators, too

CRUCIBLE PERMANENT MAGNETS
give maximum energy.

.

.

minimum size

Special applications, such as radar load isolators, demand compact but powerful
magnet assemblies. And this is but one of the many places where the consistently higher
energy product provided in Crucible Alnico magnets pays off.
These Crucible Alnico permanent magnets can be sand cast, shell molded, or
investment cast to exact size, shape or tolerance requirements ... and in any size
from a mere fraction of an ounce to hundreds of pounds.
The design and production of permanent magnets has been a Crucible specialty ever
since Alnico alloys were discovered. It's one of the good reasons why so many
people bring their magnet applications to Crucible. Why don't you? Crucible Steel
Company of America, The Oliver Building, Mellon Square, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

CRUCIBLE

first name in special purpose steels

Crucible Steel Company of America
38
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SIMPLIFIES
NOISE
REDUCTION!

Brush -3 & K Spectrum Recorder is
an integ-ated system for sound, noise
and vibration measurement.

Now you can obtain complete frequency -amplitude noise records in 21 seconds

_/
ELECTRICAL
PRODUCTS

APPLIANCES

OFFICE

EQUIPMENT

-

TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTION MACHINERY

MISSILES

More and more, product quality is being judged by quietness of
operation. The first step in noise reduction is to get the facts. Here,
instrumentation offered by Brush can simplify and speed your solution of design problems.
The Brush-B & K Spectrum Recorder is a complete system which
automatically scans and records all sounds from 14 cycles to 36,000
cycles per second. Measurements are made in one-third octave steps,
with both frequency and amplitude in each step recorded. A complete
test takes only seconds thus the equipment can serve not only in
development studies but in production -line tests.
Brush offers a complete line of instrumentation to simplify your
noise, vibration and strain measurements. Call your Brush Repre
sentative now for application assistance or write for a brochure.
For complete information write Dept. K-fj.

BRUSH ELECTRONICS
3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland

14,

Ohio

COMPANY
DIVISION OF

ROW

R
Ra

AIM

CLEVITE
COqPORATION

ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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ONLY AMERICAN AIRFREIGHT OFFERS

Electronic manufac-

turers who use air freight for fast relia-

ble deliveries specify
American Airfreiyht
for these reasons:
40

COVERAGE

CAPACITY

Only American offers you the
extra speed of direct one carrier service to all ten leading retail markets...more than
two-thirds of the top thirty...
all twenty-three leading industrial areas, in theUnitedStates.

American has space for your
shipment where and when it's
needed most. A combined
daily lift potential of over a
half million pounds gives
American the greatest cargo
capacity of any airline.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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ELECTRONIC EXECUTIVES ALL THESE BENEFITS

FREQUENCY

DEPENDABILITY

AMERICAN

Shipments get faster forwarding... spend less time in terminals with American's greater
frequency of schedules. Over
1000 departures daily offer
more service to more cities
than any other air carrier.

First with scheduled airfreight,
American today has the largest,
most experienced personnel
force ... most modern handling
facilities. Is better able to solve
provide
shipping problems
dependable on -time deliveries.

AIRliNES
YRIREIGHT

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

...

Want more information?

Use post card on

-carries
last page.
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You get only the best

when you specify Westinghouse selenium stacks
Typical of the precision controls employed in the
manufacture of Westinghouse selenium cells is the
automatic cell tester shown above. This ingenious
machine tests electrical characteristics of every cell,
eliminating all human errors and assuring uniformity
of the finished product.
Automatic controls are also employed at all other
possible points in the process, reducing variability

to a minimum. Contamination of the process is eliminated by air conditioning and precipitron cleaning.
These are reasons why Westinghouse selenium
stacks are the highest quality rectifiers available today.
For all the facts, call your Westinghouse sales
engineer. He'll show you why Westinghouse selenium
stacks have the lowest forward aging rate in
the industry.
J21948

WATCH WESTINGHOUSE!
WHERE 0113 THINGS ARE HAPPENING TODAY!
42
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Frenchtown NICOTE Metallized Terminals!
After years of extensive
research into hermetic seal
problems in the electronics
and electrical fields, French town proudly presents this
improved line of Annuluted

Type

NICOTE

Metallized

Hermetic Terminals for use
in controls, relays, transformers, capacitors, motors
and heater units.

Custom-engineered of HIGH

and
metallized with French town's exclusive NICOTE.
ALUMINA CERAMICS

These terminals are available in six varying sizes with
a choice of terminal hardware to fit any exacting application.

Will withstand continuous immersion in lead -tin solder at 260°C. (500°F.).
Reduce tracking through superior external shape, so important in smaller
size terminals.
Provide easier threading of wire through terminal because of improved
tapered bore design.
Effect a permanent, positive seal that is resistant to high thermal and mechanical shock.

A

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Lundey Associates

694 Main Street,

Waltham 54, Mass.
Phone: Twinbrook 3-6064

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
... send for Engineering Data Sheet 1055
which provides specifications for the
complete line of Frenchtown NICOTE
Metallized Hermetic Terminals...
plus engineering details on a wide
selection of terminal hardware.

Ire nchtown
86 MUIRHEAD AVENUE
ELECTRONICS-November, 1956

I

.

.

PORCE LAI N

COMPANY

TRENTON

9,

NEW JERSEY

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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another example

of exciting work at los alamos .. .

DETECTION OF THE FREE NEUTRINO

Working with the most modern technical equipment, a team of scientists
of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory has recently demonstrated the
existence of the free neutrino*. Such an experiment is the culmination of work on the frontiers of physics, chemistry and electronics, in
which the very latest advances in nuclear theory, scintillator
development, and electronics are combined to achieve an important
milestone in scientific progress. Teamwork of this kind is typical
at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, which welcomes applications
for employment from qualified scientists and engineers. For more information, write:
C. L. Cowan, Jr.,

F. Reines,
F. B. Harrison, H. W. Kruse,
A. D. McGuire,
Science 124, 103 (1956)

los

Director of Scientific Personnel
Division 1403

jalamos
scientific laboratory

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is operated by
the University of California for the U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission.

44
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(00-04
(00-4
GAMMA

H20 + CdC12
(TARGET)

C

TARGET PROTON

ii
LIQUID
SCINTILLATION
DETECTOR

Bank

ELECTRONICS
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of photomultiptier tubes used

in the neutrino experiment.
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ENGINEERING BULLETIN

NEW HAMPSHIRE BALL BEARINGS, INC.
PETERBOROUGH 1, NEW HAMPSHIRE

MICRO -BEARINGS

ON

Miniature Instrument Ball Bearings

This bulletin explains the interrelation
between radial play, axial play and
contact angle in small instrument type
ball bearings, and assists in specifying
these characteristics correctly for typical applications.
DEFINITIONS

Radial play is the maximum possible
radial displacement of the inner ring
with respect to the outer ring when the
bearing is unmounted. Axial play is
the maximum possible axial displacement of the inner ring with respect to
the outer ring when the bearing is unmounted. Contact angle is defined as
the angle between a plane perpendicular to the bearing axis and a line connecting the two points on a given ball
where it makes contact with the raceways under a condition of pure thrust
load.
Radial play, axial play and contact
angle are geometrically interrelated,
but since radial play is the most readily measurable, it is the characteristic
usually specified.
In Fig. 1, values of axial play resulting from a given radial play and
ball size, are given for reference
purposes.
Two fundamental considerations must
be established before arriving at a correct radial play specification: (1) the
direction of the load imposed on the
bearing, and (2) the axial play control,

if necessary for the proper functioning
of the unit. This is ultimately a problem of considering the contact angle
resulting from a given radial play.
High radial play is associated with
high contact angle. This relationship is
illustrated on Fig. 2.
TYPE OF LOAD

If there

is a measurable axial load,
such as is encountered with bevel gearing, or in an application such as illustrated in Fig. 3, the bearings should

operate at a high contact angle. Under
such circumstances, a radial play of
.0005 to .0008 is recommended.
If the application involves a pure
radial load, such as in the case of spur
gears (Fig. 4), there is no concern
with contact angle, since it will be zero.
LOW RADIAL PLAY

Functional requirements of the application will dictate whether the radial
play is low or standard. However, before low radial play is specified the
following factors must be considered:

-

Play
Maximum distance one
race may move diametrically witl
respect to the other without the appli.:
cation of measurable force when both
races lie in the same plane.

Axial Play
w-

F(neg)

46

007

I
FIG. 1 i
MEAN CALCULATED
RP AND AP VALUES FOR

VARIOUS

006

28

BALL SIZE

FIG. 2
BALL SIZE
MEAN CALCULATED CONTACT ANGLE 65MM.'
AND RADIAL PLAY VALUES FOR

3

32

BALL SIZES

application of

able force.

measur.

MM.

.005

f

20

3

61

a

xu

z
I

rd

MM.

b-

3

37

<
ó

65MM.

72

6

Q
16

xi°4

3

O

U

.003

12

.0027.".............,...............e......../....

01

('RADIAL

RADIAL PLAY (INCHES)
0

.0404

.r0002

.0406

.0408

.0010

0

.0002

PLAY (INCHES)

.0004

.0006

.0008

.0010
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J
FIG. 5.

Typical Micro -Bearing of the shielded type shown in exploded, cut-away and fully

assembled view s.

bearing with low radial play
should not be subjected to interference fitting. This causes reduction in radial play which may
create excessive preload resulting
in early bearing failure.
2. Low radial play results in a low
allowable angle of misalignment.
An important feature of a ball
bearing is its ability to adjust itself internally to possible housing
misalignment, particularly when
through -boring is not possible.
There is one situation, however, where
low radial play is recommended. If the
bearing is to be subjected to very high
repetitious radial shock loads, low
radial play minimizes the possibility of
bearing damage by distributing the
load over a greater number of balls.
A

AXIAL PLAY CONTROL

If

a design calls for axial play values
of .002 or less and the bearings are to
be used to limit axial travel, it is not
good practice to achieve this by specifying low radial play. The design

should provide for external means of
adjustment such as shims. For such
cases, the recommended radial play is
from .0005 to .0008.
Great care should be exercised if any
means other than a calibrated spring
is employed to take out all axial play.
Preloading, with its many complications, may result. Zero axial play auto Weather vane bear.
ing carries purely
thrust load and nor.
mally involves high
contact angle and
high radial play.

FIG. 4

-

the

I

I

16

F(neg)

Axial Play
The maximum
relative axial movement of
inner race with respect to the
outer, when both races are
coaxially centered, without

lP

VARIOUS BALL SIZES

24
Z3 -

1.

SPECIFYING RADIAL PLAY

f--Radial

Subject: RADIAL AND AXIAL PLAY

Spur gear bearings carry

purely radial load where
contact angle is zero.

a

FIG. 3

matically yields zero radial play. A
high radial play, such as .0005 to .0008,
is recommended in cases where axial
play is to be reduced to zero by external means.
RADIAL PLAY SPECIFICATION

There is a misconception among many
bearing users that radial play is automatically considered under the ABEC
classification. Such is not the case.
However, standard "MICRO" bearings are assembled with a radial play
of not less than .0002 nor greater than
.0008, unless so ordered. If this range
of .0002 to .0008 is acceptable in the
application it is recommended that
No Radial Play Specification be placed
on the bearing.
Radial play is specified most conveniently by a tolerance range. Thus,
while the radial play of a given bearing might be .00036, it is more convenient to represent this value as
.0002 to .0005. Detailed instructions
for specifying other than standard
radial play values are incorporated in
our catalog.
Since radial play is determined during the bearing manufacturing, specifications of other than standard values
should be considered carefully at the
design stage, as it may result in delay in assembly and delivery.
DESIGNERS HANDBOOK OFFER-ED FREE
TO ENGINEERS

If you work with miniature bearings,
you'll find this new, 70 page authoritative publication a great help in
designing instruments
or small electromechanical assemblies.
It will be sent free
to engineers, draftsmen
and purchasing agents.
Write: New Hampshire

Ball Bearings Inc.,
Peterborough 1, N. H.

Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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erlelfiler114

Standar

3

ation saves

MODERN

PLANTS

Offering Precision
Fabrication of:

STEEL

BRASS
ALUMINUM
COPPER
MU METAL

Including:
CERTIFIED

ALLOY WELDING
CERTIFIED
SPOT WELDING
SILVER SOLDERING

BRAZING

PRECISION DRAWN CLOSURES
Call or write for prices
on standard closures or
send drawings for quotations on special parts
or sub -assemblies.

QUALITY METAL STAMPINGS
SHEET METAL WORK

Hudson Specialized
Production Methods

Ask for your copy
of the new Hudson Catalog

Hudson standardized production makes it possible to
solve even unusual closure problems quickly, with
standard stock components. HUDSON offers the
highest quality precision drawn closures at commercial
prices. The standard line includes over a thousand
types in sizes ranging from large to miniature, most
available with a wide range of optional features. Check
your closure requirements with HUDSON to assure
maximum economy fastest possible delivery!

-

HUDSON

dt

TOOL.

DIE COMPANY INC
18

MALVERN ST., NEWARK 5, N. J.
Telephone: MArkef 3-7584

111111.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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for
Traveling -wave Tubes
Klystrons

Protective over-all coating.

Inter -Turn

insulation
(Material & Thickness
varied as required).

Air Core Reactors
Magnetic Amplifiers

Foil.
Foil edge is etched back

Field Coils

after winding.

Good -All's new method of coil winding, using Aluminum or
Copper Foil and MYLAR* Film instead of insulated copper
wire, offers important advantages in many coil applications,
especially where reduction of coil weight and size is desirable.

1/2

to

1/3 LESS

Actuating Solenoids
Transformers
Relays

WEIGHT

Due to rapid heat transfer, foil -wound coils can be operated
at very high current densities. This maximum use of the
coil's capacity permits fewer turns to be used, with better
space factor, and results in weight savings of 1/3 to 1/2
over wire -wound construction.

NO "HOT SPOTS"
These foil -wound coils have an extremely low temperature
gradient. A continuous metallic path quickly transfers heat
from the center of the winding to the outer edges. "Hot
Spots" cannot develop.

ALUMINUM FOI
applications or medium flux density
requirements with medium power input
demands. aluminum is the most economical
material. Aluminum in certain cases, can
be anodized. thus contributing to better
insulation.

in general, is
space saving material. Copper
foil has economical advantages in high flus

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
Good -All foil -wound coils can be wound, formed and machined to any desired shape. Holes can be drilled into
them. They can be air or liquid cooled. These coils offer
a large range of electrical characteristics and an extremely
wide temperature operating range.

density requirements with
high input power.

Our engineers are ready

to work with you on
any coil problem or

application. Write, wire or
phone today for more
information.

;DuPont Trade Mark for Polyester film.

GOOD -ALL ELECTRIC MFG.
Eéeeerecal -71Lee aaecal Dot dcou,

48
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P.=

A

J
es;

c

PLAC

HATED
IMPR
PAPER CASE

For a wide range of re
CERAMIC CASE

B

Bo

PIN TYPE*Caaci
'Designed for
upright mounting in

c

MOLD

IN EPDXY

D

MOLD

BAKELITE

PRINTED CIRCUITS
Rely on the experience of Good -All in supplying millions of capacitors
for printed circuit use to the nation's leading manufacturers of:
HOME RADIOS
TEST EQUIPMENT

TELEVISION

AUTO RADIOS

MACHINES
MILITARY COMPUTERS

BUSINESS

TYPE DESIGNATIONS
Case Style

(Illustrated
at Right)

A
B

Mylar' Dielectric

Paper Dielectric

Type No.

Application Notes
Paper dielectric
designs are in

503PM
522PM

C

503E

D

503PB
522PB

Type No.

Application Notes

620PM

Mylar dielectric
is most often used
where small

620PS

physical size is
essential. Also
important, however, are such
as high
IR, low power
factor, and
stability with life.

most common use

for general purpose applications,

503PS
522PS

CASE cylindrical)

Types in the 503

"Morbelite'series

600UPE
impregnatedproperties

are
with solid plastic.
Types in the 522
"Miracle X" series
are oil

impregnated.

620PB

D BAKELITE
MOL
CASE (with locating key)

`Du Pont's trade
mark for their
Polyester Film.

E

503PBK
522PBK

F

All ceramic disc types are available with leads spaced and cut to special dimensions.
Good -All epoxy coated discs are ideal for prined circuit use because of the physical
and electrical ruggedness of the coating material.

620PBK

Take advantage of these quality features of Good -All Pin Types:
Lead treatment to make soldering easy
Accurately spaced leads
Secure bonding to
Rugged, moisture -resisting case construction
Conservatively designed capacitor elements.
the leads and case
Write or phone for consultation on specific design problems or to secure
detailed specifications on the various capacitor types shown.

ANGOOD.-ALL ELECTRIC MFG. CO.

EP
CE

OGALLALA

Y COATED
-

'

MIC DISCS

EBRASKA

A LEADER IN THE FIELD OF TUBULAR CAPACITORS

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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The reason why so many engineers are specifying
AMPEREX 4X150A's for military equipment is
not merely AMPEREX's reputation for extra -

generous design and quality control. The
AMPEREX 4X150A is outstanding in a number of
specific qualitative details.
Most important of these is the use of exclusive

metallurgical techniques and specially developed
metal alloys in the construction of the tube elements. This insures freedom from deposits on
the insulating materials, thereby eliminating
electrical interelectrode leakage. Thus the
AMPEREX 4X150A can be expected to retain its
initial characteristics throughout its extended
life.
The use of AMPEREX-developed automatic exhaust machine and other exclusive automation
techniques are a further insurance of exceptionally
uniform and stable 4X150A's ... each, individually
tested beyond JAN specifications.

OTHER OUTSTANDING FEATURES

-

Exclusive all -molybdenum grid structure
for exceptional rigidity and mechanical

strength.
AMPEREX-pioneered powdered -glass
stem - for high resistance to thermal and
mechanical shock.
Special -process corrosion resistant silver
plating on all external metal surfaces.

Write for detailed data and/or appiicationsengineering information ... convince yourself
that the AMPEREX 4X150A is in a quality
class by itself.

Amperex
RmPEREX
50

ELECTRONIC CORP.

r30 Dully Ave., Hicksville, Long Island,

Want more information? Use post card an last page.
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SPECIFICATION DATA

Model KMB-30
Two Stage Mechanical Booster Vacuum Pump
Ultimare Pressure (McLeod Gauge)
Free Air Displacement
Free Air Displacement
Motor H.P.

.

The

1

Mechanical

Shaft Seal
Shaft Diameter
Inlet Connection
Outlet Connection
Weighr (Pump only)

5/8"

1" flanged
215 lbs.

Contact one of our competently staffed district offices...
in Baltimore, Charleston, W. Va., Charlotte, N. C., Chicago (La Grange), Cleveland, Detroit, Houston, Los
Angeles, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsor The International Salles
burgh, San Francisco
Office, 90 West St., New York 6, N. Y.
For superior vacuum equipment, contact the Vacuum
Equipment Division of The New York Air Brake
Company at address below.

Here's a 30 CFM free air displacement pump which incorporates
the unique principle of operation proven on larger model Kinney
KMB pumps to bring smaller installations the same superior
performance characteristics. These include:
no backstreaming of oil vapors
Cleaner Pumping Action
into vacuum system
No Blocking Pressure Limitations as with vapor stream booster
pumps
Operates Over a Wide Range of pressures
Highest Volumetric Efficiency
Highest Dollar Return per CFM Available
Check the specification data, request performance curves, and see
why this pump can put more profit into your vacuum process.
Our engineers will gladly make recommendations on your particular vacuum equipment needs.

1TE NOW!

KI

N N EY

THE

NEW

YDRK

MFG.

AIR

DIVISION
BRAKE COMPANY

3565

MASS.
BOSTON 30
WASYINGTON STREET
INTERNATIONAL SIES OFFICE. 00 WEST ST.. NEW YORK K. N.Y.

Please send complete data on the new Kinney
Model KMB-30 Mechanical Booster Vacuum Pump.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

7956

Vacuum Booster Pump

...

2" flanged

...

Ufe f KMB-30 Mechanical

offers two -stage unit advantages to small vacuum installations.

0.01 Micron
30 CFM
14.2 liters/sec.
.

1800

RPM.

,

----------Title

Name
Company
Street

State

City

Want more information?

Use post curd on
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AEROCOM'S 1046 H. F. TRANSMITTER

POWER
1000 WATTS

WITH

STAB I LITY
.003% STABILITY

Rugged, versatile general purpose H. F.
transmitter- Aerocom's 1046 packs 1000 watts
of power and high .003% stability under
normal operating conditions (0°to +50°C.).
Excellent for point-to-point or ground -to air communications.

Multi -channel operation on telegraph Al,
or telephone A3 with GM -8A modulator...
new Aerocom 1046 can be remotely controlled
with TMC-R at control position and uses only
one pair of telephone lines. In A3 operation,
the local dial control panel is located in
modulator cabinet.
Transmitter cabinet has 8% inch panel
space available for either local dial control
panel or frequency shift keyer.

Model 1046 operates on 4 crystal -controlled
frequencies (plus 2 closely spaced frequencies) in the. band 2.0-24 Mcs. Operates on
one frequency at a time; channeling time
2 seconds. Operates into either balanced or
unbalanced loads. Operates in ambient -35°
to+50° C. Power supply: nominal 220 volts,
50-60 cycles, single phase.
Complete technical

data on request

Now! Complete - package, lightweight
airborne communications equipment by
Aer-O-Com! Write us today for details!

52
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THESE ARE ONLY
THE BEGINNING...

Can you
help us

create more?
The superior performance of these typical
CBS semiconductors is acknowledged. Defor them and for
mand is growing fast
an ever increasing variety of new CBS transistors and crystal diodes. We need more
scientists and engineers to help create them:

...

Specialists -' physicists,

chemists,
metallurgists, as well as electrical and mechanical engineers for research on materials, devices, fabrication techniques,
applications, and instrumentation.

-

Protect engineers men with
broad capabilities to administer all the
phases of research and development of
new products.
To join us, you do not have to be experienced in semiconductors. We prefer for

these positions, competent, intelligent men
who welcome challenging problems. To
them, we offer:

Attractive salaries
Opportunities for rapid advancement
Association with leaders in the field
Local educational advantages
Many employment benefits
Positions with an established
organization of unexcelled reputation

If you are interested in a creative engineering opportunity in the growing field of semiconductors, write us today. Send your
resume to our manager of semiconductor
operations, Dr. Ben H. Alexander, CBSHytron, Lowell, Massachusetts.
Reliable products
through Advanced -Engineering

CBS

semiconductors
CBS-HYTRON

Semiconductor Operations, Lowell, Mass.
A Division of

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

ELECTRONICS
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6 ant 3400

New

mounts standard 17" chassis
in standard 18" rack or cabinets
REQUIRES ONLY 19164" SPACE PER SIDEYET HAS

FULL ROLLER ACTION
(fits

RETVIA

rack hole spacing)

The Grant 3400 Thinslide requires only 19/64" space per side-installs readily
in standard racks and cabinets. Allows instant access to chassis measuring
from 10" to 16" deep. Tilts through 100° for under-chassis servicing. Positive
lock in "out" position. Lock has finger-tip release for instant return or removal
of chassis. Eight hardened steel rollers carry the rated load of 100 lbs. smoothly
and easily-durability insures frictionless rolling for thousands of cycles of use.
Slide mounting not only provides for quick access-it usually eliminates need
for rear access doors and rear aisles-a very important saving of space.
The Grant 3400 is a versatile slide, suited for use in your product, in plant
equipment, prototype and breadboard work, and in production line or field test
equipment. Very moderate cost allows a wide range of applications in original
equipment.

a

Write today for Grant 3400
Thinslide Technical Bulletin-contains
full data and specifications.

INDUSTRIAL SLIDES

Grant Pulley and Hardware Corporation
factories: 31-73 Whitestone Parkway, Flushing 54, N.Y.
944 Long Beach Avenue, Los Angeles 21, Calif.

l
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Magnetic Amplifier for Signal Mixing
o\.\-\

0.\JEa

E

FERRAC
Typt M_943
9

N

G

,P G

4'0 ty

°`''<<.°.4°0

ct',II
5

',.

Ferrac
Amplifier

`G

Has Dual Inputs
FERRAC AMPLIFIERS
INPUT: Two fully isolated control coils.
DC polarity reversible.
OUTPUT: Unfiltered DC, polarity reversible linear ± 7.5 DC volts into a 1000 ohm
load.

GAIN: Typical gain gradients of Ferrac
amplifier are 2.5 volts output per 100 fia
input, 0.5 V/100 fia, and 10 V/100 fia.
Under standard conditions, the gain of any
Ferrac amplifier is within ± 1 db of its
nominal value and within ± 2 db under
environmental conditions.
POWER REQUIREMENT: 115 volts at
400 CPS ± 10% in voltage or frequency;
approximately 1.5 watts for standby and 2.5
watts at maximum output.
ENVIRONMENT: -55 C to +85 C operating, withstands 10 G vibration from 10
to 55 CPS in any position for 1 hour and
30 G shock of 11 ± 1 millisecond duration
in any position, is hermetically sealed.

OEfICME1f

EMOpMEE1f

MIDDLE RIVER
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Here is the magnetic amplifier you have been
looking for. Its characteristics make it ideal for
computing functions in analog controls. Basic to
such computation is signal mixing or summing.

The schematic shows how a Ferrac amplifier
can be used to sum several signals. For simplicity,
the diagrams show two signals being mixed; more
signals can be summed if necessary.
Either electric summing or magnetic summing
can be used, or both can be used in combination.
Electric summing mixes the signals through summing resistors connected to the amplifier input,
one resistor for each signal. Magnetic summing
mixes the signals through summing control coils
in the magnetic amplifier, one control coil for
each signal.
Magnetic summing is particularly flexible. The
signals do not need a common ground; they can
be isolated from each other. Multiplying coefficients are provided by resistors in series with the
control coils of the amplifier; these resistors can
be made variable to change the coefficients in
accordance with changing control condition.

Would you like to know more about this versatile Ferrac magnetic amplifier? Simply write us.

BALTIMORE 20, MD.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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64124ef a4flreet#
way-What features should
an instrument incorporate to make your job
easier, help prevent costly mistakes? Take the
case of the new PRD Klystron Power Supply.
Should we incorporate a sawtooth rather than
a sine wave modulation? It's easier to put in a
sine wave. However, a sawtooth has the definite
advantage of eliminating phasing and blanking
problems when the frequency response of a transmission device is to be studied. So, in goes the
sawtooth. It's easy enough to get hold of some
sine wave modulation which can be applied
through the external modulation input.
Let's look at it this

The New PRD

KLYSTRON
POWER

SUPPLY

As for preventing mistakes --consider switching
from cw to square wave modulation. Suppose you

...

forget to readjust the reflector voltage
Sure,
is
lost.
later,
but
time
you'll catch the mistake
The new PRD Klystron Power Supple has an
electronic clamping circuit which locks the top
of the square wave to the previously chosen
reflector voltage. No readjustments to think
about, no mistakes.

HERE'S WHAT THE TYPE 809
CAN DO FOR YOU

Want to modulate with pulses-use the external
input. The rise time degradation of your pulses
will be less than .1 microsecond

-

Powers most low and medium
voltage klystrons
up to 600 V. at
65 ma being supplied and reflector
voltages up to -900 V.

-

Has électronic readjustment of
reflector voltage when changing from

-

cw to square wave modulation
no
errors due to forgetfulness

!

Another point, good regulation! Here's an
(Y (
line change or any load
example a
change will cause a reflector voltage change of
:

only

I

]

± 0.1

...

chances are that you'll send
Compare
in your order for the PRD Type 809, too.

t&

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT CO., INC.

202 TILLARY STREET, BROOKLYN

1,

NEW YORK

Telephone: Ulster 2-6800

Has variable square wave, sawtooth
and provision for external modulation
for pulses

Affords exceptional stability and
regulation at modest cost
Price $350.00 F.O.B. New York
(Available from stock. Call
or write for new Bulletin.)

Midwest Soles Office:
SOUTH NORTHWEST HIGHWAY,
PARK RIDGE, ILL. -TAlcot 3-3174
Western Soles Office:
737.41, SUITE 7, NO. SEWARD ST.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CAL.-HO-5-5287
1

-
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Waldes Truarc Rings Permit Better and More Economical

Design-Fewer Parts, Faster Assembly, Minimal Rejects!
Viewlex's Change-O-Matic

one Waldes Truarc Ring (Series 5100) eliminates timeconsuming riveting over the flange, retains and holds the
connecting knob captive. A compact, neat design is made
possible, rejects caused by poor riveting eliminated.
Use of

Viewiex, Inc., L. I.C., N.Y. solves a variety of fastening problems in their new model Change-O-Matic automatic slide
changer. Assembly time is speeded, parts eliminated, rejects
lowered, and compact, economical product design achieved.

Actuating Plate
and Pawl Assemb

this
Three types of Waldes Truarc Re'aining Rings a
ins
assembly. One circular self-locking ring (Series 51
pawl return spring. One externa: E -ring (Series 5133)
tains roller used to prevent gear motion during transEort
cycle. One crescent ring (Series 5103) retains pawl wf ich
indexes gear. Second crescent ring retains sub -assembly.
Truarc Rings speed assembly, cut rejects, eliminate parts.

a Waldes Truarc Retaining Ring de-

Whatever you make, there's

...to

save you material, machining
and labor costs. They're quick and easy to assemble and disassemble, and they do a better job of holding parts together. Truarc

signed to improve your product

rings are precision engineered and precision made, quality controlled from raw material to finished ring.
36 functionally different types... as many as 97 different sizes

Truarc E-ring (Series 5133) eliminates use of tapped
hole and shoulder screw, retains roller which prevents
over-travel of gear. Assembly is rapid.

within a type ... 5 metal specifications and 14 different finishes.
Truarc rings are available from 90 stocking points throughout the
U. S. A. and Canada.
More than 30 engineering -minded factory representatives and 700
field men are available to you on call. Send us your blueprints

today... let our Truarc engineers help you

solve design, assembly
and production problems...without obligation.

For precision internal grooving and undercutting ...Waldes Truarc Grooving Tool!
Send for new catalog supplement

WALDES

L. I. C.1, N. Y.
Please send the new supplement No. 1 which
brings Truarc Catalog RR 9-52 up to date.
(Please print)

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., 47-16 Austel Place,

Name
Title

Company
Business Address

RETAINING RINGS

City

Zone

State

E118

Applicators and Dispensers are protected by one or more of the following U. S. Patents: 2,382,948; 2,411,426;
2,411,761; 2,416,852; 2,420,921; 2,428,341; 2,439,785; 2,441,846; 2,455,165; 2,483,379; 2,483,380; 2,483,383; 2,487,802; 2,487,803; 2,491,306; 2,491,310; 2,509,081;
2,544,631; 2,546,616; 2,547,263; 2,558,704; 2,574,034; 2,577,319; 2,595,787, and other U. S. Patents pending. Equal patent protection established in foreign countries.
WALDES TRUARC Retaining Rings, Grooving Tools, Pliers,

ELECTRONICS
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A NEW

AND GREATLY ADVANCED

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
the LA -18
to to

It

t ese

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Rock -stable oscillators permit observation even of

sig

nals with minor instability characteristics.

Simplified band -switch arrangement permits coverage
of entire 10MC to 32,000MC range in seconds.

Wide -range sweep provides adequate display of even
long-range radar spectra.
Vernier marker pip provided for

Extremely Versatile...
Unusually Adaptable
Used with the Lavoie LA -61 Frequency Meter, the LA -18 can easily measure from 500MC to 35,000MC with .001% accuracy.
Used with the Lavoie LA-61 Frequency Meter and the LA -800 V-WV
Comparator, the LA -18 becomes the Model LA -670 Microwave Frequency
Standard.

Send for brochure on the LA -18 and the name of our nearest engineer
representative who will arrange a practical demonstration AT YOUR
PLANT-to suit your convenience.

Lf measurements.

"One -head" design absolutely precludes misplacing
tuning units. NO SEPARATE TUNERS TO BUY.
allows operation in powerful fields
without spurious responses.
TRIPLE SHIELDING

Sensitivity better than -50 dbm (for 2;'1
out most of X and K band.

S

N) through-

Battleship construction for dependable ruggedness
without excessive weight. Removable subassemblies
simplify servicing.

ADVANCED ELECTRONICS

a/v3 5WX7M2d8flC.
MORGANVILLE

1,

NEW JERSEY
www.americanradiohistory.com

Research

Development
Manufacture

Rate
Tach
Reference
Power

NERATORS

Damping

to your precise specifications.

MANUFACTURED UNDER CLOSE

100% ELECTRICAL INSPECTION.

QUALITY CONTROL INCLUDING

GENERATOR

MOTOR
_

TYPE

ww

GENERATOR

A.C. Tachometer
Rate

_ d

oo

o

ti

ór-

10

10-MTG
6227-01

Face

10

10-MTG
6226-02

Synchro

H

>

2-9.'16

400-

2-9.64

400~

1-3/8

Mech.
Driven

10

^..

o

`

i

5m.-

f.''o zX'.
9.500

.1

-

`d

c áo
óÁc

-

55=
'

10

_.m,

115

o>>'-_ z.s

115

12.5 200at 6000RPM

26

26

-

r=te

vá

-

.24

-

10

Synchro
Syn-

Rate

10

10-MTG
6226-04

chro

2-15/16

400'

.3

6,500

6.2

26

26

.45

4000

Rate

10

6229-03

Synchro

2-1/8

400-'

.25

10,500

6.0

26

26

.3

4000

Rate

10

6229-02

Synchro

1-5/8

400~

.25

10,000

6.0

26

26

.115

4000

10

Tachometer
Squirrel Cage Rotor
Tachometer
Squirrel Cage Rotor

10

Face

10 -TG

6676-01

Synchro

15

Syn-

15

5151-01

chro

15

15-MTG
6276-01

Synchro

A.C. Tachometer
D.C. Motor

6229-05

.41

21

2-3'16

400''

.26

19,400

26

26

14

.34

400-'

8000

400^'

Face

12

8301-02

Face

-

50

-

23

r
-

50

18V

400^'

01-5.5

2-1/3

-

400~-

-

Mech.

1-1/16

Driven

1-13'64

Mech.
Driven

3-7/16

D.C.

10,000

6.0

-

26

-

26

-

- -

-

28 D.C.

2-11'16

400'-'

3.5

2-1/4

Mech.
Driven

-

7,500

40

.3

400~
400^'

4000

6.3V

-

.3

4500

-

1.3

4500

100^
115V

400-

-

115

- -

-

05'

12

- 12

50

115V

-

115

12

18V
18V

11,000

2

p2

.25

5000

400-1200^'

.022

2.7

15°

25

6500

400^'

- -

8000

P.M.

-

26V

5851-01

23

18V

12-D
D.C. Tachometer

- -

26V

D

Damping

400~

8000

Face

10-MTG
6231-01

Rate

24

á

I8V

6677-01

Rate

mg
ÿá

>f

400^'

4500

10

Rate

.Am-

w>

26V

- -

6.500

.3

Rated Vo tage

-

á
iói)

dó>

áó8

21

Aä2

-

s

:2-

Mech.
Driven

67

.011 A

1.4

.150 A

400^'

12.000

P.

M.

-

Mech.
Driven

24

.85 A

24

.85 A

420^

12,600

P.

M.

Mech.
Driven

40

.0375 A

40

.0375 A

2,100

P.

M.

ió>
Syn-

Dual Output

10

A.C. Power

17

Reference

25

I-5/8

6702-01

chro

6951-03

Synchro
Spec. 1-9/16

23 -TG

Syn-

6776-01

chro

4

35~

3.5 oz.in.

-

Many other variations available. Your detailed spec governs:
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
EXCITATION VOLTAGE
HUPHASE SHIFT
IMPEDANCE
INPUT AND OUTPUT
MIL SPEC TO
FUNGUS RESISTANT
MIDITY RESISTANT
BRAKE AVAILABLE
GEAR TRAIN AVAILABLE
BE MET

Consult Oster specialists on
your generator problems.
Write today for further information, stating your detailed
requirements.

Other products include Actuators, Servos,
AC Drive Motors, Servo Mechanism Assemblies, DC Motors, Motor -Gear -Trains, Fast
Response Resolvers, Servo Torque Units,
Synchros, Motor Driven Blower and Fan
Assemblies and Synchro Indicators.

j
j
¡

MANUFACTURING CO.
Your Rotating Equipment Specialist
Avionic Division Racine, Wisconsin
ELECTRONICS
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A Transformer becomes

a precision device

with Allegheny _Magnetic Materials in the core
*l'ALLEGHENY SILICON STEEL
* ALLEGHENY,4750
* ALLEGHENY'MUMETAL

"TRANSFORMER LAMINATIONS"

84 pages of valuable technical data

on standard and custom-made laminations from all grades of Allegheny
Ludlum magnetic core materials.
Prepared from carefully checked and
certified laboratory and service tests

The operation of a transformer is no
better than the magnetic core around
which it is built. With Allegheny magnetic materials in the core, you get the
best-uniformly and consistently.
Sure there are reasons why! For
one thing, there's the long experience
of a pioneer in development and
quality control of electrical alloys.
But most important, the A -L line
offers complete coverage of any requirement you may have, any service
specification. It includes all grades of
silicon steel sheets or coil strip, as
well as Allegheny Silectron (grain -

oriented silicon steel), and a wide
selection of special high -permeability
alloys such as Allegheny 4750,
Mumetal, etc.
In addition, our service on magnetic materials includes complete
lamination fabrication and heat treatment facilities. What's more, this
extensive experience in our own lamination stamping department is a
bonus value for all users of A -L
electrical sheets or strip. Let us supply your needs. Allegheny Ludlum

Steel Corporation, Oliver Bldg.,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

-includes standard dimensions,

specifications, weights, etc. Sent free
on request
ask for your copy.

STEELMAKERS to the Electrical Industry

ADDRESS DEPT. E-83

Allegheny Ludlum

...

60
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INDUSTRY STANDARD DESIGN ORIGINATED BY MOTOROLA

NOW
RELEASED!

MOTOROLA
performance proven POWER TRANSISTORS
MASS PRODUCED More Motorola

Power Transistors have been produced and are now in use than all
other comparable types.

"PRODUCTIONEERED"

Basic
design and manufacturing process
engineered for quality in quantity.

PERFORMANCE PROVEN Hundreds of thousands have successfully
withstood the only real test of reliability-. months of customer use with

virtually no failures!

MORE TO COME Motorola's Semiconductor team, which has already developed one of the first diffused base

high -frequency transistors, created

the industry standard power transistor design and produced more power transistors than all others, is now
"productioneering" new semiconductor products for many other practical
applications. These will be released
only when they, too, are performance
proven.

Write today for specifications, applications information and prices on the
Motorola family of hi -power and

medium power transistors.

MOTOROLA, INC.
SEMICONDUCTOR

5005

PRODUCTS DIVISION
E. McDOWELL ROAD

PHOENIX,

ARIZONA

www.americanradiohistory.com

For the most dependable printed circuits, you need

the high bond strength, workability, heat -resistance

of
r

CDF

DILECTO® METALCLAD LAMINATES

_

HIGH BOND STRENGTH-C-D-F's special adhesive for metal clad Dilecto bonds the copper foil to the plastic without affecting
the laminate's superior electrical properties. Heat -resistance, dissipation factor, dielectric constant, dielectric strength, and insulation
resistance of the Dilecto base remain unaffected. The closely bonded foil can be etched cleanly and dipped in hot solder to
450°F. for ten seconds with a guarantee of no blistering or separating. Metal -Clad Dilecto can be punched or machined either before
or after etching.
EXCELLENT WORKABILITY-On all four Dilecto metal-clad
grades, you can solder, punch, saw, and assemble components
either by hand or automatically. Thanks to the inherently superior
workability of the plastics laminate over that of ceramic -type
materials, Dilecto can be dropped, jammed into tight chassis, and
otherwise treated roughly on the assembly line and in service.

HIGH HEAT-RESISTANCE-Metal-Clad Dilecto Laminates are
made of phenolic, epoxy, or Teflon* resin for various conditions
of service and assembly, and have either cellulosic paper or woven
glass -fabric base. All are ideally suited to printed -circuit applications in whic$ heat-dissipation is a major problem. Continuous
exposure to high ambient operating temperatures in enclosed electronic equipment has no significant effects on Dilecto's electrical
and physical properties.

Printed circuits based on C -D -F materials are being used
with great success in military electronic equipment, commercial television and radio sets, telephone switchboards-even
sub-miniature radiosonde equipment and hearing aids.
Photos courtesy of Photocircuits, Inc., Glen Cove, N. Y.

UNLOAD YOUR HEADACHE HERE! C -D -F, a big, reliable
source of supply, can help you get the most for your printed-circuit
money by reducing rejects, lowering fabrication costs, assuring
dependable quality every time. Send us your print or problem, and
we'll gladly supply appropriate test samples free. See our catalog
in the Product Design File (Sweet's) or send for the new 20 -page
Dilecto catalog. Let your nearby C -D -F sales engineer (listed in
Sweet's) help you right from the design stage!

TYPICAL PROPERTY VALUES
Copper -Clad
PHENOLIC
(Grade XXXP-26)

BOND STRENGTH-0.0014" foil
(Lbs. regd. to separate 1"
width of foil from laminate)
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS
OPERATING TEMP. (Deg. C.)
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH
(Maximum voltage per mil.)
INSULATION RESISTANCE (Megohms)
96 hrs. at 35° C. & 90% RH
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 106 Cycles
DISSIPATION FACTOR 106 Cycles
ARC -RESISTANCE (Seconds)

TENSILE STRENGTH (psi.)
FLEXURAL STRENGTH (psi.)
IZOD IMPACT STRENGTH edgewise

(ft. lbs. per inch of notch)
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH flatwise

(psi.)
BASE MATERIAL OF LAMINATE

Copper -Clad
PHENOLIC
(Grade XXXP-28)

7 to 11

5

to 9

Copper-Clad
EPDXY
(Grade GB -181E)

Copper -Clad
TEFLON*
(Grade GB -112T)

8 to 12

4

to 8

120

120

150

200

800

800

650

700

50,000

25,000

20,000

Over 106 me gohms

4.20

4.20

4.54

2.85

0.026

0.052

0.018

0.0006

10

5

120

180

16,000 x 13,000

12,000 x 10,000

48,000 x 44,000

23,000 x 21,000

21,000 x 18,000

18,000 x 16,000

65,000 x 55,000

13,000 x 11,000

0.40 x 0.35

0.40 x 0.35

13.5 x 11.5

6.0 x 5.0

28,000

22,000

62,000

20,000

Cotton rag paper

Cotton rag paper

Medium -weave,
medium -weight
glass cloth
Natural

Fine -weave,
medium -weight
glass cloth
Natural

COLOR OF UNCLAD LAMINATE

Natural greenish
Natural Brown
All these standard grades are available with 0.0014", 0.0028", 0.0042", or thicker electrolytic or rolled copper foil
on one or both surfaces. Other metal foils and other resin -and -base combinations can be supplied on special order.

*du Pont Trademark

CONTINENTAL DIAMOND FIBRE
CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND FIBRE DIVISION OF THE BUDD COMPANY, INC.

NEWARK
62
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FOR SPATIAL REFERENCE

Gyros
BY

lbtt

---_--

reenteat
QUALITY ABOVE ALL!

-

Two Degree of Freedom Gyro Unit
GYRO MOTOR DATA

1.

3.

*a. 115 VAC 400 CPS
and 3 Phase
b. Angular Momentum .6 In. Lbs./Sec. at
24,000 R.P.M.
c. Warm-up Time
Minute at 78° F.
d. Temperature-From -65°F. to +180°F.

*c. Resolution-.25°
*d. Resistance -5000 ohms
e. Excitation
Volts D.C.
f. Dead Space
Maximum
g. Synchro Pickoffs also available

1

OPERATIONAL DATA
*a. Can be furnished to detect pitch, yaw
and roll or combination of any two.
*b. Accuracy-Roll Position indicated to a
Minimum of ±3° over Full Range of 360°.
c. Drift Rate -1.0° per Minute Maximum.
*d. Gyro Freedom-Inner Gimble ±70°.
Outer Gimble 360°.

PICK OFF DATA

*a. Type-Potentiometer
*b. Linearity -0.3%

1

-5

-2°

2. GYRO

4.

CAGING MECHANISM
*a. Electrical Uncaging 28 Volts D.C.
*b. Mechanical or Electrical Caging
Con be modified

to conform to customer's

requirements.

The Greenleaf Line of Gyros and associated devices is

being steadily expanded. It now includes a wide selection
of Free and Rate Gyros, and the HIG-3 and HIG-4 Gyros.

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCTION

Write, wire or phone for further information.

eenlea

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Division of MANDREL INDUSTRIES, INC.
A

7814 Maplewood Industrial Court

Saint Louis 17, Missouri

ENGINEERS WANTED

Greenleaf offers unusual
opportunities for
mechanical and electrical
G RE -68

ELECTRONICS

Producers of the HIG-3 and HIG-4 Gyros, Rate and Free Gyros,

Differential Pressure Mach Meters, Air Speed Indicators,
Computers, Switches and many other precision -built components.

engineers.

- November,

1956
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6 times enlargement

Ucinite
Miniature Banana Pins
Actual size

Heavy resistance to torque is a big feature of Ucinite miniature banana
pins. The springs are mechanically riveted over and the large area
around the tip of the pin is bonded by solder.
Pins are available in a variety of types, for assembly by staking .. .
with multiple plug-in
with soldered tails
with nuts and washers
features. Springs are designed to fit .093 sockets.
Built to withstand rough usage, Ucinite miniature banana pins are
available in cadmium, silver or gold plate.
For further information, call your nearest United -Carr representative
or write directly to us.

...

...

Speeia/ists in
ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES,
Newtonville 60, Mass.
Division of United-Carr Fastener Coro.

64
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Series
A NEW PHILOSOPHY IN INSTRUMENT DESIGN
In the 400 design, DuMont expends the same
care in adapting the instrument to the capabilities and perceptions of the user, as in
adapting the electronic circuitry to the range
of application. As a result, the engineer
enjoys a novel freedom from the annoying
mechanics of instrument operation and can

devote his full attentions to the basic purpose
of the investigation at hand. Work efficiency
is increased; fatigue, reduced. And, most
important, the ease and convenience of the
DuMont 400 Series instruments makes your
work much more fun.

VISUAL EFFICIENCY
read-out system makes your CRO practically
a digital device for reading amplitude and
time. Thus, the possibility of human error is
substantially reduced.

No squinting here . . Lettering in clearly
contrasting colors, selected after extensive
readability tests, make readings easier, more
certain. And on calibration controls, unique
.

MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY
More than a simple, logical grouping, all controls are arranged in basic blocks of function.
For example, in a Series 400 CRO, the panel
is first broken into two distinct units, the
upper indicator portion with the cathode-ray
tube, and its controls (intensity, focus, etc.)
and the lower, an entirely separate panel,
bearing the balance of the controls. The lower
panel is again grouped into related functions,
for the X- and Y-axes, and sweeps. Also,
binding posts are so located that all connecting leads are conveniently away from operating controls.

Where appropriate, simple push -push
switches are used. Such switches obviate inconvenient patch-overs for voltage calibration, for example, or, in another case (See
illustration below) as a uniquely simple, precision attenuation selector.

i

DEPENDABILITY

...

Rugged
inside and out. Sturdy castings
completely encircle the instrument providing
unusually great mechanical protection. A
number of new construction techniques are
employed in the 400 Series to assure true
durability. In the CRO, for example, a novel
integral tube shield and mounting bracket virtually eliminates the possibility of breaking
the cathode-ray tube, even if the instrument
should be dropped.

Electrically, careful circuit design, conservatively rated components, and an exacting
quality control program assure an instrument
that will work properly, AND STAY WORKING PROPERLY, for extended periods of
time, even under the most adverse field conditions.

DEPENDABILITY IS NO IDLE WORD WITH THE
DU MONT 400 SERIES. A WHOLLY NEW CONCEPT
OF TROUBLE -FREE PERFORMANCE IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE 400
SERIES. IT IS BACKED BY THE MOST LIBERAL
GI.TORANTEE IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY.
(SEE BELOW)

Particular care is taken in the 400 instruments to assure minimum down -time, should
tube replacement become necessary. Unique
fall -away side panels are used where appropriate. At the turn of a pair of screws, either
side of the cabinet may be quickly removed.

GUARANTEE
addition to the standard Du Mont Guarantee
which covers all components and service of the
instrument for a period of one year (CRT for
six months), Du Mont guarantees printed wiring
In

T

9I1Technical Sales Department,
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.,
CLIFTON,

N..I.

and transformers in the 400 Series Instruments
for a period of five years and the cathode-ray
tube for one year from date of purchase.

Installation of Leesc na No. 10; Coil Winders at Ford Motor Company's Ypsilanti, Michigai, plant. Ne r Paper
Mi's Detector enables operator to tend two machines.

Now FORD Motor Co. winds ignition coils

o Leesona No. 107 winders
Machines stop
automatically if there's a
paper miss ... one operator
tends two machines .. .
These Leesona No. 107 Coil Winders,
equipped with the new Paper Miss
Detector, make quantity production
of high-quality stick -wound coils virtually foolproof.
Humidity changes can cause the

paper to curl and miss an insert. Ordinarily, if the're's a paper miss, and the
machine is unattended, it continues
a worthless stick
to wind. Result
plus money wasted in wire and time.
So an operator must be in constant attendance on each machine.
The new Leesona Paper Miss Deby automatically
tector cures this
stopping the machine. Thus, constant
machine attendance is unnecessary.
One operator can handle two or

...

...

three machines.
Operator's coil production increases.
when.
Rejection rate is reduced
the machine stops at a paper miss
the operator re-inserts the paper,
starts the machine which continues
to wind an excellent stick of coils.
For the full story on Leesona No.
107 Coil Winders, and other helpful
information write or get in touch with
Universal.

...

B.5.2

UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY
P. O. BOX
E.

...AUTOMATICALLY

1, RHODE

ISLAND. Dept. 211

Verno Avenue,
Westen Representatives

G. PAULES & COMPANY, 1762 West

Los

Angeles, California

W. J. WESTAWAY & COMPANY, LIMITED, Montreal & Hamilton, Canada

WINDING COILS
QUANTITY... ACCURATELY
FOR

IN

1605, PROVIDENCE

Canadien Representatives

UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY, 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago, Illinois

.. USE

UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY, 1300 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

UNIVERSAL WINDING MACHINES
ELECTRONICS
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When you seek
the utmost in

Try these types of
G A F. Carbonyl Iron Powders

I.

TH, SF, J

F.

Cores (TV)

Permeability Tuner Cores

L, HP, MR,

I. F. Cores (BC)

E

tuning cores

J, W

Core resistivity

J, W

Low modulation and hysteresis

SF

Low modulation, but good permeability

C, GS6

Stability

E, TH, SF

Density

HP

Green Strength

t,

FM

HP, MR

Smooth machining

E, TH, SF

Sintering at low temperatures

E

Finest particles

SF,

Magnetic fluids, dispersibility

E, L

Permeability

HP, GQ4

Purity

- for high purity alloys

GQ4

W

I.

Today there are eleven types of GAF Carbonyl Iron Powders-each produced
to rigorous standards of uniformity. Their characteristics vary by type.
Ask your core maker,

coil winder, your industrial designer how these
powders can increase the efficiency and performance of the equipment
or product you make. They can reduce weight, size, and also decrease cost.
If your requirements call for other characteristics or different degrees of
performance than are offered by any of our standard types, we welcome the
opportunity to work with you in developing new grades of iron powders.
Let us send you literature giving the
applications and working properties of
GAF Carbonyl Iron Powders. Send for your free copy today.

ANTARA

ww

,$;,carbonyl iron
vUGtqlt/powders

ANTARA® CHEMICALS
A

SALES DIVISION OF

GENERAL ANILINE &FILM CORPORATION
435 HUDSON STREET

66
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KENNEDY

ANTENNAS.../'
#ae6

60' Rado Telescok Antenna by Fen-zady at
Harrnrd Jr.icersity'sAgassi¿ Station Cbs:rJatory.'"'

omewhere in the nearly empty reaches of outer space,
two hydrogen atoms collide. After a 100 -million year journey
at the speed of light, the signal generated by that, accidental
collision reaches a super-sensitive radio telescope antenna in
and so one grain more is
Massachusetts and is recorded
added to man's knowledge of the universe.
Modern miracles like this happen every day at Harvard
University's Agassiz Station Observatory, where a giant new
radio telescope, with its 60' Kennedy antenna, is taking
and further out into space .. .
man further back in time
than he has ever been before.

-

...

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT

05
Nag

°

D. S. KENNEDY
COHASSET, MASS.

Dcwn-To-Earth SOLUTIONS to
Out -Of -This-World PROBLEMS

www.americanradiohistory.com

arc

- 1EL:

CO.
C04-1200

Tracking Antennas
Radio Telescopes

Radar Antennas
Tropospheric Scatter
Ionospheric Scatter

OSCIL
6 cps to 6 KC. -hp- 200J replaces -hp- 200I, for inter-

polation, frequency measurement, etc., where frequencies must be known precisely. New 160 mw balanced
output, less than 0.5 % distortion, frequency stability
2% or 0.2 cps. Six spread -scale frequency ranges,
effective scale length EO' for maximum resettability.
Calibration accuracy is ± 1%, frequency response
db full range. Output 160 mw or 10 v into 600
ohms, or 20 v open circuit, balanced to ground. Hum
voltage less than 0.1 % of output. $275.00.
1

,.,*.

o ö o

wo

20 cps to 20 KC. -hp- 201C. Like popular -hp- 201B
but more accurate attenuator, compact cabinet, lower
price. Provides low distortion, high accuracy output for
amplifier, loudspeaker, frequency comparison and
other high fidelity measurements. Frequencies covered
in 3 bands, calibration accuracy ± 1%, frequency
stability
2% or 0.2 cps, frequency response t 1 db
full range. Output 3 watts or 42.5 v into 600 ohms. Distortion less than 0.5 % above 50 cps. Output attenuator
adjusts voltage 0 to 40 db, provides either low or constant 600 ohm impedance. $225.00.

cps to 100 KC. -hp- 202C. New, multi -purpose instrument replacing -hp- 202B. Excellent wave -form for
subsonic, audio, supersonic measurements in laboratory, field, factory. New broad frequency range, 160
mw balanced output, less than 0.5 % distortion, high
frequency stability, short recovery time (5 secs. at
cps), lowered price. Frequencies covered in 5 bands;
db full range, output 160 mw
frequency response
or 10 v into 600 ohms, ?0 v open circuit, balanced to
ground. Hum voltage less than 0.1 %. $300.00.
1

1

1
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L*FQ R S
finest built, reasonably priced
Utmost convenience and precise accuracy. Low distortion, high
stability, wide frequency range, simple operation without resetting or adjustment.
Attractive new cabinets, light and portable, yet rugged and compact.

The famous RC oscillator circuit, pioneered by -hp-, today refined
to a high new level of performance and capability.
-hp- quality construction. Long -life electrolytic condensers,
premium cost surface treated insulators, precision mechanical assemblies,
specially built, 100% inspected transformers. All are standard
in -hp- instruments to insure freedom from electrical and mechanical
trouble, or the effects of dust, humidity and hard use.

These are the basic features of the three new -hp- oscillators
now joining the 60,000 other -hp- RC oscillators in use throughout science, the military and industry.
These same features are fundamental in every -hp- oscillator. Every
instrument bearing the Hewlett-Packard name is designed for the utmost
in convenience, dependability, accuracy-the standard of quality in
instrumentation, the very finest of its type made anywhere-yet available to
you at a reasonable price.
WI]

provides complete coverage of your oscillator requirements

Oscillators-.008 cps to 10
Instrument

Primary Uses

Frequency Range

Output

Price

-hp- 200A8
-hp- 200CD

Audio tests
Audio and ultrasonic tests

20 cps to 40 KC
5 cps to 600 KC

watt/24.5 v
160 mw/20 v open circuit

-hp- 200J

Interpolation, frequency measurements

6 cps to 6 KC

$130.00
160.00
275.00

hp- 2001

Telemetry, carrier current tests

250 cps to 100 KC

hp- 201C

High quality audio tests

20 cps to 20 KC

-hp- 202A

Low frequency measurements

.008 to 1200 cps

Low frequency measurements

-hp- 202C
-hp- 205AG
-hp- 206A
-hp- 233A

-hp- 650A

A

MC

High power tests, gain measurements
High quality, high accuracy audio tests
Carrier test oscillator
Wide range video tests

Rack mounted instrument

1

cps to 100 KC

20 cps to 20 KC
20 cps to 20 KC
50 cps to 500 KC
10 cps to 10 MC

1

or 10
ohms;
v open circuit
or 10 v/600 ohms;
v open circuit
3 watts or 42.5 v/600 ohms;
one terminal grounded
20 mw/ 10 v
160 mw or 10 v/600 ohms;
20 v open circuit
5 watts
15 dbm
160 mw
20
160 mw
20

f

3

w/600 ohms
mw/3 v

15

350.00
225.00

465.00A
300.00

440.00A
565.00A
475.00

490.00A

available for $15.00 less.

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.
3552A PAGE MILL ROAD
SALES ENGINEERS IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS
CABLE "HEWPACK"
DAvenport 5-4451

WORLD'S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF HIGH QUALITY ELECTRONIC MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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DOW

Dow high temperature magnesium alloys

have excellent fabrication characteristics
Lightweight structural metals with high
strength, stiffness and elasticity at elevated
temperatures! A new group of Dow magnesium alloys offers a great combination
of these properties without the fabricating
difficulties normally experienced with other
high temperature materials.
Specially developed for use in airframes,
missile and engine structures, the new
alloys are already making weight reductions
possible for several manufacturers. These
alloys show advantages at temperatures up
to 700°F. Limited test data on properties
up to 800°F. are available for some of them.
FABRICATION: Fabrication characteristics
are equal to those of standard magnesium alloys.

95 to 100% weld efficiency at elevated temperatures.

WELDABILITY:

to THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, Magnesium
Sales Department
MA 362KK 1, Midland,
Michigan.

FORMABILITY: Single deep draws can
be easily accomplished.

MACHINABILITY: Best machining characteristics of any structural metal.

One of the new alloys is magnesium thorium composition HK31A. It is now
available in rolled form from stock. Castings and sheet in mill quantities are also
readily available. A companion alloy for
extruded shapes and forgings will soon be
in production.

EASILY

For more information about the new high
temperature magnesium alloys, contact
your nearest Dow Sales Office or write

The parts retained a higher percentage of
original properties than standard alloys.

FORMED. These HK31A parts
were drawn using production dies and
processes for standard magnesium alloys.

you can depend on DOW MAGNESIUM
70
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FOR QUALITY IN QUANTITY

For low -power
audio -frequency amplifier service. Has flexible leads which
may be soldered or welded into
the associated circuits.

For low -pt
audio -frequency applicati
Has a linotetrar 3 -pin bai
For low -po
audio -frequency amplifier sere
ice where extremely small sin
is a requirement. Has flexibl
leads which may be soldered
or welded into the associate
circuits.
RCA -2N109

.rr.:

.

For class

I

.`.tver output stage
of battery -operated portabei
radio receivers and audio ampli
fiers operating at power outpu
levels of approximately 151
.

milliwatts. Has
pin base.

a

lino

For 4ä5-K
requency ampli

RCA -2N139

fierapplicationsin transistorizes
portable radios and automobil
radios. Has a linotetrar abase.

For convef r
illator applica-

CA-2N 140

.

tions in standard -AM -broad-

cast -band transistorized
portable radios and automobile
radios. Has a linotetrar 3 -pin
base.

Low -noise type
for use in pre-

(6 clb max.l

amplifier or input stages of
transistorized audio amplifie
operating from extremely amai
input signals. Has a linotetra
All transistor= show -Ir:,

actual size

H

RCA -2N215

acteriatics

a

flexible leads
RCA -2N217

Has same elec

tics
e

RCA -2N218

as

ZN10

leads.
as same elec

ristics as 2N13
but has flexible leads.

Whether you are a `kern," experimenter, service tachnidan. or design
engineer-builchng a rig, becoming fam_liar with transistors, replacing
one in a set, or cor_stru2ting a production prototype-you want
exactly what FICA TRA+I3ISTORS offer-h_gh quality, long life,
and un_formity of e=ectrical characteristics. Because of the
exceptional unjormitw in characteristics' of RCA transistors. each
RCA TRANSISTOR of a type can be replaced witn RCA transistors
of the same type with jut need for circuit adjt_stments. Whether
'sou need a few, one hundred, or one hundred thousand transistors
-for quality, s,ecijy I.G4 TRANSISTORS.

- November,,

19956

Has same eles
as 2N14
t h....' exible leads.

RCA -2N220

Has sa

.":tics

as

e leads.
NEW PLANT IN OPERATION
..

ï'

e-

CA
mind or 'g'=giïá
TRANSISTORS, a new plant
the most modern production
and inspection facilities to maintain RCA's high standards for

TRANSISTORS
ELECTRONICS

...

aracteristics

has been constructed at Somerville, N. J. It is equipped with

AVAILABLE THROUGH RCA DISTRIBUTORS... NOWT

5EMI^.OrIDUCTOR DIVISION, SOMERV1_LE,

RCA-2N2

quality
N

J.
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...do

you vote a straight

There's no real substitute for American -made
production machinery in any branch of American
industry. Designed and built to take the strains
and stresses of the world's toughest demands for
speed and endurance
with a minimum of
down -time and maintenance
American machines are today more than ever the best buy in
every field from textiles to metal -working. Yes,

...

AMERICAN

ticket?

American production machines are the backbone
of America's competitive economy
and why
settle for anything else?

...

...

VEEDER-ROOT INC.
"The Name that Counts"

Hartford, Conn.

Greenville, S. C. Chicago
New York Los Angeles
San Francisco
Montreal
Offices and Agents in Principal Cities

...

and here's why it pay. to make sure
that All New Ma:hines you buy
are equipped with
NEW VEEDER-ROOT COUNTERS...

Modern

Veeder-Roos Counters are
available for buildinc 'nu"... or attaching onto ... all types of production ma'A, t, unmatched
Veeder-Root know -hew a-tc quality for
years of cccurate C»rfrcl of production and uniformity. Ask vo it Industrial
write VeederSupply Distributor
Root Inc., Hartford 2, Conr.

chines. They are bud'

72

Hand Countfog: Vary -Tally
Multiple Unit Reset Counters

for

inventory, inspection and 1,001

hand

-

counting

jobs. Up to 108
counters in 1 bank.

Want more information?

Mechanical
Counting: Small

resets

strokes,

count
turns,

pieces . . . are
built into machine
tools, light presses,
etc.

Remote indicating counters (AC or
DC) bring your production machines as
close as your office
wall. May be penal mounted in groups.

Use post card on last page.
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Electrical Count-

ing:

Controlling:

Set for
number of turns, pieces

or operations re-

quired. Predetermining Counters control
the run exactly
prevent over -runs and
shortages.

November, 1956
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CODE MODULATED
MULTIPLE -PULSE
MICROWAVE
SIGNAL GENERATOR

-

width of each f 5
Variable width
pulses can be adjusted independently.

950-10,750 me

Model B

Variable delay-delay between each of
5 pulses can be adjusted independently.

Generates multi-pulse modulated carrier
for beacons, missiles, radar... provides 5 independently
adjustable pulse channels, 4 interchangeable r -f oscillator
heads, precision oscilloscope, self-contained power supplies

...all

in one integrated mobile instrument.

The Polarad Model B is an essential instrument for testing beacons, missiles, radar, navigational
systems such as DME, Tacan, H. F. Loran, etc., where multi -pulse modulated, microwave frequency
energy with accurately controlled pulse width, delay, and repetition rate is required for coding.
A

fully integrated self-contained equipment with these features:

Interchangeable Microwave Oscillator
in the instrument ... each
with UNI -DIAL control ...precision power
monitor circuit to maintain 1 mw power output
reference level... keying circuit to assure
rapid rise time of modulated r -f output...
non -contacting chokes.
Four

Units

- all stored

Five Independently Adjustable Pulse Channels
-each channel features variable pulse width
and delay; has provisions for external pulse -

time modulation.
Precision Oscilloscope with Built -In Wide Band
RE Detector for viewing the modulation en CODE MODULATED MULTIPLE-PULSE
MICROWAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR

Model

t

E

E

s

width, delay, and group repetition rate.
Equipped with built-in calibration markers.

Self -Contained Power Supplies-Model B
operates directly from an AC line through an
internal voltage regulator. The coded multi pulse generator is equipped with an electronically regulated low voltage DC supply.
Klystron power unit adjusts to proper voltage
automatically for each interchangeable band.
Contact your Polarad representative or write
to the factory for detailed information.

SPECIFICATIONS:

B

Frequency Range:
950 to 2400 me
Band 1
2150 to 4600 me
Band 2
Band 3
4450 to 8000 me
7850 to 10,750 me
Band 4
±1%
Frequency Accuracy
RF Power Output .
1 milliwatt maximum (0 DBM)

...
...
...

..i

velope and accurately calibrating the r -f pulse

...

a..

Pulse -time modulation-input provided
in each of 5 pulse channels for e)iternal
pulse -time modulation.

...

Attenuator:
0 to -127 DBM
Output Range
2db
Output Accuracy
50 ohms nominal
Output Impedance
RF Pulse Characteristics:
Better than 0.1 microsecond
a. Rise Time
as measured between 10 and 90% of maximum amplitude of the initial rise.
Less than 0.1 microsecond
b. Decay Time
as measured between 10 and 90% of maximum amplitude of the final decay.
Less than 10% of maximum
c. Overshoot
amplitude of the initial rise.

...
...
...
...
...

Variable rapetition rate-repetitim rate

...

Internal Pulse Modulation:

...
...

1 to 5 Independently on
or off
40 to 4000 pps
Repetition Rate
0.2 to 2.0 microseconds
Pulse Width
to 30 microseconds
Pulse Delay
0.1 microsecond
Accuracy of Pulse Setting
Minimum Pulse Separation ... 0.3 microsecond
2 microseconds from
Initial Channel Delay
sync. pulse
40-4000 pps (sepaInternal Square Wave
rate output)
Pulse Time Modulation:
40-400 cps any or all channels
Frequency
Required Ext. Mod.... 1 volt rms min.
±0.5 microsecond
Maximum deviation
Power Input (built-in power supply) 105/125 e.
watts.
1200
60 cps

No. of Channels

...
....0

...

...
...

...

...

of each group of pulses can be varied.

AVAILABLE ON EQUIPMENT LEASE PLAN

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

FIELD MAINTENANCE SERVICE AVAILABLE
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

43-20 34th STREET. LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES: Albuquerque, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Denver, Fort Worth, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Portland,
St. Louis, San Francisco, Schenectady, Syracuse, Washington, D. C., Winston-Salem, Canada; Arnprior, Ontario. Resident Representatives in Principal Foreign Cities

ELECTRONICS

- November,

19.56
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/04«
derelopwient eng»icers

lie tiicsøìe
Our own engineers
gave us some
significant reasons:
They said, for instance, they like the
dry, healthful climate-with an average of II hours of sunshine every
day! They like the cultural atmosphere provided by the University of
Arizona, as well as the educational
opportunities offered. They like,
too, the fact that Greater Tucson,
with its population of more than
200,000, gives them all the advan-

-1

HUGHES

of metropolitan living-plus
nearby mountains and places to
hunt, golf, and ride.
One of the most important reasons
they listed was the challenging and
rewarding nature of the work at
Hughes, the foremost electronics
center in Arizona.
Today at Tucson expansion of our
Research and Development Laboratories has created new, permanent
positions for engineers with an E. E.
or Physics degree who arc interested
tages

in Video and IF circuitry, microwaves, switching circuits, pulse circuits, servomechanisms, electronic
components, environmental and
evaluation testing, and test equipment design.
Investigate now this opportunity
to combine challenging work with
wonderful living. Send your resume
to L. V.Wike.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
Hughes Aircraft Company, Tucson, Arizona

74
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The Memo -Scope, incorporating the fatuous MEMOTRON, combines the unique quality of
ú formation persistence with all the features of a superior quality laboratory oscilloscope.

The Memo -Scope by Hughes is a storage oscilloscope that captures and retains any
number of traces indefinitely at a constant intensity until intentionally erased. Traces are
readily visible in a brightly-lighted room, and may be easily photographed.

Memo -Scope is available in two
models: Portable (Model 103), and
Rack Mounted (Model 103-R).

NEW!
The only scope
wi-.h

a

memory.

Plug-in vertical amplifiers of a variety of characteristics are
available to increase flexibility. Hinged camera mount swings
photographic apparatus aside for direct -display view.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
Stjdy of transient electrical
phenomena as short as 10
microseconds in duration.
Presentation of tube or
transistor characteristics without the necessity of repetition.
Display of frequency response
curves without the need
of a sweep generator.
Spectrum analyses.
Shock testing.
Electrocardiographic studies.
Detection and measurement of
relay bounce or contact noise.
High-speed X -Y plotting.
Investigation of transient
behavior of power supply
regulation.
Camera shutter timing.

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS
5 -INCH

MEMOTRON STORAGE TUBE

Erasure: internal waveform generator triggered by a push button or by application of a
25 -volt, 1 -millisecond positive external pulse, erases stored traces within 250 milliseconds.
DC Blanking: CRT grid direct coupled to external or internal blanking gate allows beam
to be turned off except during sweep and insures constant sweep -time intensity.
Deflection Plates: available at rear terminal strip for direct connection.
AMPLIFIERS

Frequency Response: DC to 250 kilocycles within 10%.
Rise Time: 2 microseconds.
TRIGGERED LINEAR SWEEP

Range: 10 µsec to 10 seconds per division, adjustable continuously or in 18 calibrated steps.
Trigger: vertical amplifier signal, AC line or external pulse, either polarity, DC
or AC coupled. Minimum external trigger amplitude, 0.1 volts.
Ready Light: neon lamp indicates sweep is at left side of screen, ready for trigger.
AMPLITUDE CALIBRATOR
Available at front panel terminal-one kilocycle square wave with peak -to -peak
amplitude of 0.01, 0.1, 1.0 or 10 volts, within 3%.
BEAM POSITION INDICATORS

Four neon lamps show position of writing beam when not on screen.
ILLUMINATED GRATICULE

Illuminated scale calibrated in 1/3" squares in 10 X 10 array.
RACK MOUNTING

Model 103-R available on standard

14"X 19" relay rack panel.

DIMENSIONS

13" wide, 14" high, 20" deep. Etched circuit epon-glass electrical chassis.

For additional
information on
Memo-Scope

HUGHES PRODUCTS
A

DIVISION OF THE HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

write to: HUGHES PRODUCTS

©

1956, H.

A.

C..
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J

ELECTRON TUBE

International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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S"NitHROTEL

O

KOLLSMAN type 126E
input 115 v. 400 p

-0400

atfier winjìngs ava,I,,trle

Koll

srz.ze.n.

system tested in our own instruments...
now available for industrial control engineering...

here- some exclusive, many with extraordinary performance characteristics-are designed and produced to fill the
exacting needs of our own instruments to provide automatic control of
flight and other functions associated with aircraft. They are now available
as basic elements to aid in solving your control problem.
For nearly 30 years Kollsman has been gaining in authority and in
reputation for research, development and production of accurate and reliable instruments and controls. No matter how severe your requirementsThe servo components shown

O

KOLLSMAN typo 2103 B-0460
input 115 v. 400 cps.
size 11
high torque to inerta ratio

-

other windings available

KOLLSMAN INDUCTION MOTORS

feature high torque to inertia ratio

Miniature two phase squirrel cage rotor
units for standard inputs of 400 or 60
cps. Excellent linearity in torque vs.
control phase voltage, and torque vs.
speed. Also, high torque to inertia ratio.
Many units can be supplied with precision Kollsman integral gear heads in
ratios as high as 1 :78,000. Center tap
windings and many other variations
available to meet your design needs.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

ask Kollsman first.
Security regulations do not permit us to publish material on our classified projects, of which there are many.

TELL US THE PERFORMANCE YOU WANT
are research and development specialists in designing to order
and in assisting you to solve yóaur control engineering problems.

...we

We have openings for mechanical and electromechanical
engineers and senior technicians. Write us if interested.
www.americanradiohistory.com

CIRCUITR3L
KOLLSMAN type 974 F-0164
input 115 v., 60 cps.

other windings available

INDUCTION GENERATOR

O

KOLLSMAN type

945B-04602

400 cps.

other windings available

MOTOF

Q

DRIVEN GENERATOR

- 0460322

KOLLSMAN type 1361
input 115 v., 400 cps.

other windings available

SYNCHRONOUS DIFFERENTIAL

Q

other windirgs available

PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATOR

Q

KOLLSMAN type 11218.0110
i,iput 26 v., 0-400 cps.

KOLLSMAN type e44G-01?0204

proven in aircraft and missiles...
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

Q
low-torque coitrol transformer or
Function
Q inductive pickoff. The movable
element of the Synchrotel can be coupled
KOLLSMAN SYNCHROTELS:

as

a

directly to the most sensitive instrument to convert, with a high degree
of accuracy, the instrument movement into electrical signals. The
Synchrotel may be coupled to any low -torque shaft, such as a gyro
gimbal shaft, whose angular position is to be transmitted. Weight:
3 ounces. For use at 60, 900 and 1,000 cycles.

0 formers, differentials,

for use as control transresolvers, phase -shifters, or phase angle indicators.
or single phase
15
frames.
With
polyphase
Available in sizes 23, 17 and
stator or rotor as the application demands. Can be designed to perform
KOLLSMAN

Q

a

wide range of voltages and frequencies.

INDUCTION GENERATORS: (1) For use as a system stabilizer in a
closed -loop servo -mechanism, (2) for velocity damping in a positional serve
system, (3) for acceleration measurements. All Kollsman Induction GenKOLLSMAN

erators are compensated to reduce residual voltage to a minimumthus enlarging the scope of their application. A complete, up-to-theminute range of units available.

kolisman
80-08

4VE., ELMHURST, NEW YORK

MOTOR DRIVEN GENERATORS: Designed with modular units for
complete interchangeability. Because of this feature almost any Kollsman
motor and any .Kollsman generator of the same frame size can be made
up as a motor driven Cnduction generator. Further, integral gear trains
can be supplied with ratios up to 1 :78..000.

Q

PERMANENT MAGNET GENERATORS: Recommended as phase
reference, potwetial or sinusoidal waveform sources. Such AC sources
may be used advantageously in electronic equipment. All rotors are made
of seasored Alnico and most types are equipped with ball bearings.
KOLLSMAN

A hysteresis type motor in which
remains relatively constant as speed accelerates from zero. In
©torque
a variety of sizes down to .a frame diameter of 0.980 inch. Many models
with integral gear heads with ratios up toil :78,000. Kollsman Synchronous Motors are sensitive to frequency change, the slightest variation
affecting the speed. Two such units, mated as a half -speed synchroscope, with an unusually efficient gearing system provide a unique
control package-the Kollsman Synchronous Differential. Its output
shaft rotate:, at half the difference between the speeds of the two
synchronous motors, and provides usable torque!

O

KOLLSMAN SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS:

Precision
KOLLSMAN PRODUCES: Flight Instruments
Engine Instruments
Computers and Components
Navigation
Optical Systems and Components

INSTRUMENT

Instruments

CORPORATION

GLENDALE CALIFORNIA

OF

Motors
Precision Flight Controls
Precision Test Instruments for
Aviation and Industrial Laboratories

and Synchros

>

SUBSIDIARY

13900-0460

© KOLLSMAN

CIRCUITROLS: High precision synchros

satisfactorily over

KOLLSMAN type

S a*t

www.americanradiohistory.com

COIL PRODUCTS CO. INC.

DON'T GIVE UP WITHOUT TRYING

AN

RIM CThft?o

What are you striving for-product improvement?better equipment performance? a more economical
process? A product made of "Teflon" by R/M could
well be the missing link you're seeking. For R/M has
been working with this wonder plastic ever since it
was produced and, with it, has solved some of the
very toughest problems encountered in recent years
by electrical and electronics engineers.
It is quite conceivable that R/M has already
faced your particular problem and come up with a
solution to it. So take advantage of the skill, experience and unmatched help that R/M can offer

PRODUCT

you. The many different products pictured indicate
R/M's versatility in "Teflon" manufacture. We
can fabricate to your own specifications or supply
you with "Teflon" in the form of rods, sheets, tubes
or tape in 13 colors conforming to military standard
color code. For further information, write today.
Properties of "Teflon": High dielectric strength Moisture absorption zero Unaffected by weather Excellent
heat stability up to 500° F. in continuous operation As
tape, leaves no carbon residue along the discharge path
High impact resistance Nonadhesive Stretches easily
Tensile strength 1500-2500 psi.
*Du Pont trademark

RAYBESTOS -MANHATTAN,

INC.

PLASTIC PRODUCTS DIVISION, Manheirn, Pa.
FACTORIES: Manhelm, Pa.

Bridgeport, Conn.

No. Charleston, S.C.

Passaic, N.J.

Laundry Pads and Covers
Packings
Brake Linings
RAYBESTOS-MANHATTAN, INC., Asbestos Textiles
Industrial Rubber, Engineered Plastic, and Sintered Metal Products
Rubber Covered Equipment

78

Neenah, Wis.

Brake Blocks
Clutch Facings
Abrasive and Diamond Wheels

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Crawfordsville, Ind.

Peterborough, Ontario, Canada
Fan Belts
Bowling Balls

November, 1956

Radiator Hose

- ELECTRONICS

NEW
SWITC
for high-speed
commutating

The mercury

jet

DELTASWITC H
no contact bounce

lcng life

Unique multi -position rctary switch for data
sampling where app:ication demands high speed
(as many as 10,000 sam?les per second), long
life and low noise. Ideal for thermocouple
sampling and strain gauge monitoring to a highspeed analog to digizal converter or oscilloscope
display.
Del _aswitch utilizes rotatng jet of mercury to
connect sequentially each of many stationary
contacts through low -resistance path to a comno brushes or slip rings. Operates
mon pole
satisfactorily from 1.200 to at least 6,000 rpm.
Contact resistance apprDximately 25 ohm.
Noise levels of less t zan :0 microvolts in most
applications. Flexible dwel time.

LOW
maintenance
NORWOOD CONTROLS
UNIT OF DETROIT CONTROLS CORPORATION

935 Washington St.

.

Norwood, Mass.

Complete technical information available upon request.

Copyright 1956 by Detroit Control Corp.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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VARISTORS

'1

Reduction of arcing at relay or motor
governor contacts.

1.

2.
3.
4.

THERMISTORS

Stabilization of rectifier circuits by
limitation of peak voltage.

Temperature control.

2. Temperature compensation.

Voltage control in electronic circuits.

Time delay.

Protection of solenoids in
direct current circuits.

4. Surge suppression.

ONE SOURCE'
forALLyour
CERAMIC RESISTOR
REQUIREMENTS...

COMPLETE
ASSEMBLIES

NON-INDUCTIVE
HIGH WATTAGE
FIXED RESISTORS
1.

2.

GLOBAR® Ceramic Resistors ... like
these recent designs ... are engineered
by Globar resistor specialists to meet
the particular electrical, thermal and
packaging requirements of your circuit.

of

Antenna terminators.
Dummy antennas.

3. Parasitic oscillator suppressors.

4.

Power resistors for applications
such as radio transmitters and
inductive heating units.

OVER THIRTY YEARS of experience in the development
and manufacture of special -characteristic Ceramic Resistors,
plus complete engineering facilities and an experienced engineering staff, are at your service to solve your special resistor

requirement problems.

ffl,

A GLOBAR

DIVISION Sales Engineer will
be glad to discuss your application. Or send
details of your problem direct. Write Globar

Division, The Carborundum Company,
Dept. E 87-636, Niagara Falls, New York.

Ceramic Resistors

,YcaRsoRUNouM
80

Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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ELECTRONICS

Tra nfitron

SILICON

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
Voltage
Range
Type

JP TO 50 ma

SV -5

5V-6
5V-7
SV -9
SV -11
SV -13

5V-15
5V-18

JP TO 150 ma

5V-804
5V-805
5V-806
SV-808
SV -810
5V-812
SV -815
SV -818

SV -904

5V-905
SV -906
5V-908

5V910
SV -912
SV -915
SV -918

7.5
9.0
11.0
13.5
17.0

6

10

25

5
4

-

10.0
12.0
14.5
18.0

-

21.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.4
6.4

8.0
10.0
12.0
14.5
18.0
21.0

5.4
6.4
8.0

-

10.0
12.0
14.5
18.0

-

21.0

-

8

3.4

20
70
100

14
12

2.8

120

2.4

200

150
120
90
75
60
50
40
35

30
24

55
20

18
15
12
10

10

(amps)

(ma)

2.0

400
320
240
200

20
17

1.6
1.2
1.0
.8

.7
.6
.5

Transitron's silicon voltage
regulators (sometimes called Zener
diodes) are constant voltage elements
for control and similiar circuitry.
They provide excellent regulation and
stability over a wide operating range.
Through improved thermal design, each
of the three regulator series will
give high load currents in the
smallest possible size. The
subminiature glass types, for example,
provide twice the current in less
than half the size of conventional
regulators. High power types can be
used to simplify circuits and
eliminate amplification stages.
Inquiries are invited on higher
voltage regulators, and precision,
temperature compensated voltage
reference elements.

55
20

10

-

11.0
13.5
17.0

Resistance
(ohms)

at 125°C

50
40
30

5.2
6.2
7.5
9.0
11.0
13.5
17.0

7.5
9.0

ma

5.4
6.4
8.0

4.3

4.3
5.2
6.2

Maximum
Dynamic

at 25'C

(volts)

4.3
5.2
6.2

Maximum
Average Current

20

70
100
120
200

8

7

2

2
2
2

160
140
120
100

2

4

6
8

SEND FOR
BULLETIN TE 1352

Tra nsitron
electronic
- Germanium Diodes

corporation
_
Transistors

wakefield, massachusetts
CC,

Silicon Diodes

www.americanradiohistory.com

Silicon Rectifiers

MANUFAOTURED **UNDER GLASS"! For optimum cleanliness, 6829's are
assembled under
glass -paneled protective hoods. All G -E employees who build 5-Star Tubes wear rubber
finger cots, and their uniforms are lint-free Nylon and Dacron. These precautions are
taken to ward off lint and dust, most frequent causes of intermittert tube "shorts".

FIRST GENERAL ELECTRIC
HAS LINT -FREE
LINT IS A TROUBLE -MAKER! The unretouched micro photo above shows a strand of lint which easily can
cause an inter -electrode short-circuit. Dust particles within a tube have the same harmful effect..
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1208 WORKERS ASSEMBLE 6829's AND 01HER WON -RELIABILITY TUBES in this
5 -Star building, located apart from the rest of G.E.'s Owensboro, Ky., tube factory. Because of the
special white lintless uniforms, plus immaculately clean working conditions, "Operation
Snow White" is aptly used to describe G -E 5 -Star Tube manufacture. The entire assembly
and inspection area is pressurized, with air that has been filtered, dehumidified and cooled.
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SPECIALLY

TESTED... BIASED

TO CUT-OFF FOR LONG INTERVALS!

Life tests of G -E computer tubes under cut-off conditions, are
made in order to be sure no "sleeping sickness", or failure to
respond to grid input pulses, develops during inactivity. This
is determined by means of periodic interface checks.

A. CHECKED FOR COMPUTER -SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS! G -E computer tubes are specifically tested for those electrical qualities
that closely affect tube operation in computer circuits. Among the
characteristics checked are zero -bias plate current ... cut-off perdifference in cut-off between both triode sections.
formance

...

TUBE

5 -STAR COMPUTER

MANUFACTURE FOR ADDED RELIABILITY
Shock -resistant design-comprehensive cut-off tests-further establish Type 6829
as the most trustworthy tube you can apply in military computers!

General Electric, first to design and build a new
line of tubes for computers, now pioneers the first
5 -Star high -reliability tube for computer circuits
-analog and binary-where airborne, gunnery,
or field -transport conditions call for resistance to
mechanical shock and vibration.
Type 6829 has the many 5 -Star design features
that give added strength, such as a compact,
a
double mica spacers
sturdy tube cage
double -staked getter. In addition, tube assembly
is carried on in immaculate surroundings free

...

...

from lint and dust, while special tests assure those
electrical qualities that are essential in achieving
computer dependability.
A 9 -pin miniature, the 5 -Star 6829 has similar
characteristics to standard computer Type 5965.
The new tube is designed for high-speed circuitshas high perveance, balanced, sharp cut-off qualities, and low heater power requirement (.45 amp).
Get the complete performance story! Write to
General Electric Company, Electronic Components
Division, Schenectady 5, New York.

Progress /s Our Most /mporfant Product

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

www.americanradiohistory.com

SINGLE STACK versus
INTERLEAVED HEADS
for magnetic tape DATA recording

A lively controversy has raged for years

over the question, "Are two heads better
than one?" Davies, a supplier of both
single -stack and interleaved heads finds
use for both, and presents a method for
choosing the best for your applications.

The original single track recording
head left little room for choice or
controversy. But as tracks multiplied, and the heads were stacked,
troubles developed. More tracks
per inch required thinner heads
and closer head spacing. But closer
head spacing in analog recording
increased the intertrack crosstalk.
Wider intertrack shielding had to
be used, thereby defeating the
original need.
Interleaved heads seemed to be
the answer. The tracks per head
were halved by alternating them
on two heads, and mounting the
heads side -by-side. Crosstalk became less important for there was
no longer a tight limit on shielding
width.
Interleaved heads performed
handsomely until applied to really
precise data work. In aircraft and
missile testing, for example, the
wave shape on one track is often
important only as it relates to wave
shapes on other tracks. Unfortunately, time and phase coincidence among tracks is the one
thing that interleaved tracks on
two heads can not provide. By recording a given number of tracks

with a single stack head on wider
tape, far less phase error is experienced than with interleaved
tracks on narrow tape. Thus the
pendulum has swung back toward
single stack heads, with the proviso that individual heads in the
stack be precisely aligned. Typical
specifications require that all gaps
lie between two straight lines
0.0002" apart, assuring less than
0.2 mil total scatter.
On the basis of proved operating characteristics, these guides
have been found extremely useful
in finding the right head for a given
application:
USE SINGLE STACK HEADS
WHEN time and phase coincidence among tracks are at all important, for in such work precisely aligned single stack heads
are absolutely essential. Even when
track -jamming is necessary, modern intertrack shielding in a well
designed system can reduce crosstalk to a minimum factor.
USE INTERLEAVED HEADS
WHEN it is essential that a very
large number of tracks must be recorded, and considerable time and
phase displacement among them

84

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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can be tolerated, or when compatibility with other equipment using
interleaved heads is necessary.
In digital recording there never
has been any controversy. For one
thing, crosstalk is not so much of
a problem. For another, time and
phase coincidence have always
been of the utmost importance. If
interleaved tracks in two separate
heads are used, even the slightest
tape stretch or shrinkage between
recording and playback completely
destroys coincidence of pulses
across the tape.
Whichever side of the fence
you're on, you're sure to find considerable use for the detailed coverage of the entire head situation
given in Bulletin 3301, "MultiTrack Record/Reproduce Heads."
Write Davies for your copy.

LABORATORIES,
10721

HANNA STREET

INCORPORATED
BELTSVILLE. MARYLAND

WEBSTER 5.2700

November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

or for assuring

maximum operating

in any
price class,

there is no

substitute

for...

The sample matches the specifications
... and each subsequent production unit
is exactly like the

sample

... electrically

and mechanically.

STCKPOLE
FERROMAGNETIC

CORES

Electronic Components Division, STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pa.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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CTC Capacitor Data: Metallized ceramic forms CST-50, in range 1.5 to 12.5 MMFD's; CST-6, in range 0.5 to
4.5 MMFD's; CS6-6, in range l to 8 MMFD's; CS6-50, in range 3 to 25 MMFD's; CST -50-D, a differential capacitor,
with the top half in range 1.5 to 10 MMFD's and lower half in range 5 to 10 MMFD's.

These Midgets do big jobs well
These capacitors outperform capacitors several times their size. Their tunable elements virtually eliminate losses
due to air diélectric, resulting in wide
minimum to maximum capacity ranges.
The tuning sleeves are at ground potential, and can be locked firmly to eliminate undesirable capacity change.
Every manufacturing detail has to
conform to the highest quality control
standards. Because of these standards.
CTC can guarantee the performance of
this family, and of every electronic component CTC makes.
Other precision -made CTC components that benefit from CTC high
quality standards include terminals,
terminal boards, swagers, hardware, insulated terminals and coil forms.. For
all specifications and prices, write
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation,

86

Ave., Cambridge 38,
Mass. On the West Coast contact E. V.
Roberts and Associates, Inc., 5068
West Washington Blvd., Los Angeles
16, and 61 Renato Court, Redwood
City, California.
437 Concord

New Series X2122 Stand -Off Capacitors
with ceramic dielectric are exceptionally rugged.
These are general RF by-pass capacitors for use in
high quality electronic equipment. The encapsulating resin provides rigidity and durability under
extreme conditions of shock, vibration, and
humidity. Over-all height mounted is under %".
Available in a range of values.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
makers of guaranteed electronic components
custom or standard
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Aim/ 404,41&

Characteristics of Types
T-1025 and T-1159
(T.

= 25°C)

With These Outstanding Advantages:
Excellent performance at Temperatures from

- 60°C to + 140°C

Collector Sauration Voltage of 0.1 Volt or Und

Maximum F-equency of Oscillation in the 15.Me_>.c cle Ron e.

,.er,peam
%mmi
--i=ni
Maximum Power Dissipation
-150 mw
Maximum Collector
Voltage-T-1025-25
y
T-1159-10 y

25

PNP Silicon
Surface Alloy
Tra nslslor

I

Make Philco your prime source of information on
Silicon Transistor Applications.
Write to Dept.

E,

Lansdale Tube Company Division, Lansdale, Penna.

1 _

- 3.0 ma

1,.

i

ReIYPical

rna

T.

_

0.2

0.3

-esma

1 _ -0.5ma

ltitaIt>
/%__L.,_.....='.
a
I
0.1

_

0.5

..

-0 3 ma
-0.2ma

_ -0.1 ma

.
==i:=_
0.4

(-)34-Collector Voltage -Volts

encountered.
Philco Silicon Transistors are now in pilot production and
immediately available for initial design work. Specify Type
T-1025 for amplifier, oscillator and low level general p ir -

VERY LOW LEAKAGE
HIGH TEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE
HIGH SPEED
SUITABLE FOR DIRECT COUPLING
CURRENT
ABSOLUTE HERMETIC SEAL
LOW SATURATION VOLTAGE

(Saturation

-

./,'
.i..
,=n>.ta

-where high a.nbient temperatures are

FEATURES

V

111111112%Maiiiillifillin2

Unmatched performance and reliability! Characteristics
assured by extensive life tests under typical operating conditions. Philco PNP Silicon Transistors make practical
complete transishrization of military and commercial circuits

pose applications and Type T-1159 for high speed switching
applications.

.alla

--

125°C Characteristic

0

150

U

Typical Characteristics

120

vs. Junction Temperature

ead

1

E-7

\11M1111113101!-_

>

11111111111111311111111111.

11111111111

90

o
00

60

¡allISIBBIllil

niamm\z

m
einiamummuniuma
inummummumumnimunnia
-60 -40

-20

0
20
40
60
80
Ti Junction Temperature
°C

PHILCO CORPORATION
LANSDALE TUBE COMPANY DIVISION
LANSDALE,
PENNSYLVANIA
www.americanradiohistory.com

MARINE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

by

DEEP DEPTH SOUNDER

Sonar unit in
wide Navy use, now available commercially. Gives clear
indication of depth on CRT in two scales: 0-100 feet;
0-100 fathoms. Records continuously in three scales: 0-600
feet; 0-600 fathoms; 0-6,000 fathoms.

FISHSCOPE

Most advanced fish finding device on the
market, available in three versions for deep and shallow
fishing. Spots fish on CRT at depths to 400 fathoms, then
magnifies any 10 -fathom sector 20 to 40 times for clearer
view. Compact design, single transducer.

LORANCompact,

direct-reading aid to long-range navigation. No special training required to operate. Fix
obtained from single, 28 -tube unit in matter of seconds,
regardless of weather or sea conditions. Absolutely accurate though relatively low in cost.

RADARFor

long and short-range navigation in any
weather. CRT display gives clear picture on 1, 2, 5, 10
and 20 -mile range. Patented slotted waveguide antenna,
mounted on transmitter, assures superior definition. Ideal
where space and generator capacity are limited.

.

_3

SURVEY DEPTH RECORDER

Extremely accurate equipment for measuring depth of
water for survey purposes. Legible, permanent record of
depth, 0 to 250 fathoms, is made within eight overlapping
range scales. For permanent or temporary installation.

EDO
88

CORPORATION

Since 1925

COLLEGE POINT, L. I., N.Y.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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from OAK's great store of switch tooling

countless switching
can be readily built
n

producing over 250,000,000

switches in over 70,000 varieties for
manufacturers of electronics, OAK

and produced in most cases from

existing tooling

... your

assurance

of best possible delivery service.

has developed the world's most ex-

Whatever your switch application,

tensive inventory of tooling for switch

greater ergineering experience and

making.

production facilities will work for you
when you bring your switching prob-

An OAK switch can be designed
for every low capacity application,

lems to OAK.

We invite your inquiry regarding rotary, slider, rotary slider, pushbutton, plug or
snap switches . . . simple or complex, commercial or military.

OA R
1260

MFG. C

cllybourn ave.

chicago

10, ill.

www.americanradiohistory.com

also manufacturers
of OAK tuners,

n

vibrators, choppers
and other electromechanical devices.

in waveguide...

Isolators

Single, compact units combine
best features previously exhibited only by very
narrow band components. Designed for operation at very high power levels into severe load impedance mismatches without deterioration in
electrical characteristics.

Attenuators

Miniaturized designs produced for severe space, weight, and drive power
limitations. Remotely actuated current varies
attenuation without moving parts.

Introducing

INIe

Microwave
Modulators Faraday
rotation devices originally
designed and produced to sim-

nutating radar beam.
Ruggedized units satisfy MIL
ulate

a

T -945A.

90
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- ELECTRONICS

in coaxial line...
Isolators First nonreciprocal ferrite devices

-

designed in coaxial line for narrow or
extremely broad band applications.

FERRITE Devices
Coaxial -Line Isolators

and other ferrite
units shown here represent new devices just introduced by Sperry's Microwave Electronics Division
for advanced electronic systems in the to 40 kmc
range. These new components result from an intensive research and development program and have
made possible important advances in many Sperry
systems. Now Sperry has concentrated in its Microwave Electronics Division specialized engineering
knowledge and facilities for production of a large
variety of advanced ferrite devices.
1

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

You can see more

of these devices in a new
brochure which is yours for the asking. For assistance in applying these versatile devices. consult
engineers of the Microwave Electronics Division.
Telephone or write directly to this division in Great
Neck. N Y.
.

Microwave Electronics Division

cr'8888PE
Great Neck. New York
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORA IION

51) [1111Y
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-a new passive cathode material
100% stronger than Cathaloy P-50, ideal for ruggedized tubes
Free of sublimation and grid emission troubles; low interface impedance
Available in seamless, Weldrawnb and Lockseam* forms
Latest addition to Superior Tube'.s
family of Cathaloys is Cathaloy P-51
passive cathode material with
entirely new properties.

-a

NEW INGREDIENT
Cathaloy P-51 is similar to Cathaloy

P-50 in chemical composition and elec-

trical characteristics. But the addition of
approximately 4% tungsten greatly increases its strength.

HIGH HOT STRENGTH

Tests prove that Cathaloy P-51 is twice
as strong as Cathaloy P-50 at operating
temperatures. This means it is especially
useful in ruggedized tubes. In all tubes,
it reduces the risk of failure from shock
and of bowing. As with all Cathaloys,
the composition of Cathaloy P-51 is
carefully controlled by Superior. Every
melt is checked in an electron tube
before being approved for production.

UPGRADE YOUR TUBES

Cathodes made from Cathaloy P-51 are
available in either seamless, Weldrawn
or Lockseam form, and can be fabricated
to your exact dimensional specifications. Write for technical information.
Superior Tube Company, 2500 Germantown Ave., Norristown, Pa.
*Manufactured under U.S. patents.
NOTE. Cathaloy is a trademark of Superior
Tube Co., Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

eeiorTuóe
The big name in small tubing

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Johnson & Hoffman Mfg. Corp., Mineola, N.

92

Y.-an affiliated

company making precision metal stampings and deep -drawn parts

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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It takes a lot of doing to produce the exact same thing over
and over again hundreds of thousands of times-without
slipping up on a thousandth of an inch, watt, or milligram.
This insistence on uniformity has helped build our reputation as the world's most Consistently Dependable producer
of CAPACITORS. Continuously uniform production is a science
-one that we've painstakingly pursued since 1910.
Typical of the "countless" C -D electrolytics used by
major equipment manufacturers the world over are:

For cramped space applications in hearing aids, transistorized devices,
and remote control assemblies. Less than 1/4" D., only 3/4" L.

ULTRA -SMALL Hermetically sealed aluminum cased electrolytics, built for compactness, ruggedness, low leakage,
long shelf and in -use life.

"NL"

tubular types, all with low power-factor, moisture -impervious hermetic seal, long service and especially
long shelf life. "TX" with sintered anode; "TAN" miniature
foil type; sub -miniature, low -voltage wire anode type "NT".

TANTALUM 3

"UP" Made in the smallest tubular aluminum cans possible for any given capacity and voltage combination. In
single, dual, triple and quadruple capacity combinations.

TYPE

"EC" MINIATURIZED CERAMIC CASED TUBULARS

Write for catalog to Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation,
South Plainfield, New Jersey.

CORNELL-DUBILIER CAPACITORS
J.; NEW BEDFORD, WORCESTER it CAMBRIDGE. MASS.; PROVIDENCE & HOPE
VALLEY. R. 1.; INDIANAPOLIS, IND.; SANFORD, FUOUAY SPRINGS & VARINA. N. C.; VENICE. CALIF.;
& SUB.; THE RADIART CORP., CLEVELAND. OHIO; CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL. N. Y.
SOUTH PLAINFIELD. N.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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SPECIAL

PURPOSE RECEIVERS
BY

NEMS-CLARKE
The recognized leader in the design and production of Special
Purpose Receivers, NEMS-CLARKE presents here a few of the
instruments now being used by industry and government. We
have a receiver to meet your requirements, whether it be for

laboratory applications, telemetry reception, propagation study,
guided missile monitoring, radiosonde reception, television and
sound rebroadcasting or as a general communication receiver
where superior performance is desired.

TYPE

1400

TYPE
215-245 Mcs

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED FM

BANDWIDTH
Wide band -500 Kc bandwidth
at 3 db points Attenuation ± 500 Kc from
center frequency greater than 60 db. Narrow
band
100 Kc bandwidth at 3 db points.
Attenuation ± 250 Kc from center frequency
greater than 60 db.

IF

-

1502

AM, FM or CW

55-260 Mcs

BANDWIDTH

300 Kcs

IF

SQUELCH:

BUILT-IN LOW NOISE PREAMP

DEVIATION METER
Peak reading
over frequency range from 400 to 80,000
CPS. Three scales 25, 75 and 150 Kc.

FREQUENCY

TYPE 1701
FM

55-260 Mcs

BANDWIDTH

TYPE

2 Mcs

TYPE 1302

BANDWIDTH

BANDWIDTHS

300 Kcs and 10 Kcs

Operates on monitor circuit

SQUELCH

VIDEO RESPONSE VARIABLE FROM

ìt

500 Kcs or 300 Kcs

55-260 Mcs

AM, FM or CW
IF

1670
55-260 Mcs or 175-260 Mcs

FM

BROADCASTING

1

Kc to 300 Kcs

TELECASTING

-

For the broadcast industry NEMS-CLARKE produces
the Field Intensity Meters of 540 kc to 1600 kc and
54 mc to 240 mc, TV Rebroadcast Receivers, Telesync

generators, audio and video jacks, plugs and panels.

TYPE

1801

SINGLE SIDE BAND AM

175-230 Mcs

BANDWIDTH

CLARKE, INC

NEMS
ENGINE]ZING
9

1

9

J

E

S

U

P-

B L A

10 Mcs

I

R

DEVEIOPMENT
DRIVE
SILVER

MANUFACTURIN,

SPRI NG,

MARYLAND

For further information write Dept. R-3
94
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Telephone
Relays

Midget
Relays

RE LAYS

Keying
Relays

0MM/supplied

from stock!

Rotary
Relays
Sealed
Relays

Sensitive
Relays

<S7,
___----""a'",-

Latching
Relays

Stepping
Relays

Delay
Relays
Timers

Contactors

Motor Starting
Relays

Automatic Electric Type 44
C. P. Clare Type

Differential

11

Relays

Polarized

Substantial Quantities of Every Type On Hand

Relays

Large or small orders for relays of any type are filled immediately
from our comprehensive stock. We save you weeks and months of
delivery time. You are relieved of inventory problems and
production delays. Call us.

AN Approved
Relays

Write for new
24 page catalog C-7

fehi

Sa4J
ELECTRONICS

- November,

Authorized Distributors for Major Relay Manufacturers.
All relays are new, inspected and guaranteed. Phone
us for same day shipnent.

RELAY SALES,

West Chicago

1

100

Write for new 24 page catalog C-7

INC.
P.

1956

Phone

O. BOX 186
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WEST CHICAGO, ILL.
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ate«,
Appnouek

7

O

ESTIER WIRING

Order out of Cha

For today's intricate circuitry, A -MP's

"Taper Technique"-with or without
programming boards-makes possible the

greatest number of orderly connections in

produces up to
4,000 finished
Taper terminations
per hour.

the smallest space.
See your nearest A -MP representative
or write the General Office.

Aircraft -Marine Products, Inc.
GENERAL

O F F

I

C

E:

HARRISBURG, PA.

A -MP of Canada, Ltd., Forontc.. Canada
A-MPHollond N.V.,'sHertogenbosch, Holland
Aircroft-Morino Products (G.B.) Ltd., tondos, England

Societe A -MP de France, Courbevoie. Seise, Fronce

Photo courte,y of Notional Advisory Committee for Aeronautic,

96
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HUGE ENCLOSURE SHIELDS GUIDED MISSILES
FOR RADIO -FREQUENCY TESTS AT BELL
Current F.C.C. regulations governing radio -frequency interference give much publicity to the
need for adequate shielding. But an even greater
need arises from those who must conduct electronic tests without interference from external
sources.
This was the need at Bell Aircraft Corporation,
Buffalo, N. Y. But further, Bell asked ACE to
design, build, and install an enclosure large
enough to shield a guided missile in its entirety.
The result is the largest prefabricated shielded
enclosure ever built.
This gigantic shield measures 40 feet long, 35
feet wide, and stands 18 feet high. Made of ACE
prefabricated panels of galvanized sheet steel, the
entire structure can be taken down, moved, and
reassembled at another location if necessary. Yet
it provides the high levels of attenuation required

to test aircraft electronic equipment for conformance with all military interference specifications.
Other unique features include electrically controlled sliding doors for maximum opening of 16
air operated contact
feet high by 21 feet wide
fingers around the door periphery for positive r -f
seal
two personnel access doors
air-conditioning . . . electric and pneumatic service
entrances . . . 5000 watts of lighting . . . and a
specially reinforced floor capable of supporting
extremely heavy loads.
ACE can solve your shielding problems with
comparable success
from small bench -size
"boxes" to huge enclosures even larger than the
Bell "hangar" described above-meeting all the
varied requirements of industry, military, and
medical work. An Ace sales engineer will be glad
to show you how. Or, write for free catalog on
ACE standard enclosures.

...

...

...

-

First and Finest in Shielded Enclosures
ACE ENGINEERING & MACHINE CO., INC. 3644 N. Lawrence St.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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Whenever you need fuses...

you'll save time and trouble
by turning FIRST to BUSS!
A component part that operates as
intended helps to maintain the reputation of your equipment for quality and
service. That's why it pays to rely on
dependable BUSS fuses.

By relying on BUSS as your source for
fuses, you can quickly and easily find the
type and size fuse you need. The complete
BUSS line of fuses includes: Standard
types, dual -element (slow blowing), renewable and one-time types
in sizes
from 1/500 amp. up-plus a companion
line of fuse clips, blocks and holders.

...

If you should have a special problem in
electrical protection
the world's largest
fuse research laboratory and its staff of
engineers are at your service backed by
over 42 years of experience. Whenever
possible, the fuse selected will be available
in local wholesalers' stocks, so that your
device can be easily serviced.

...

are made to protectnot to blow needlessly
When you specify BUSS fuses-users
of your equipment receive maximum protection against damage due to electrical
faults. And just as important, users are
safeguarded against irritating, useless
shutdowns caused by faulty fuses blowing
BUSS fuses

For more information on BUSS and
Fusetron small dimension fuses and
fuseholders... Write for bulletin SFB.

needlessly.
Makers of a complete line of
fuses for home, farm, commercial,
electronic, automotive and
industrial use.

BUSSMANN

MFG.

C

O

UNIVERSITY AT JEFFERSON

96B

FUSETRON

.

(Division of McGraw Electric Co.)
ST.
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In volume

production

backed by 5 years' know-how and over 10,000 units in service

Drift consistently
less than 3' per hour

PRECISION GYROS

SINGLE AXIS, VISCOUS DAMPED

bye!\

No manufacturer can show a matching record of precision engineering achievement
or better our record of PROVED service in
in this most exacting department

...

See our exhibit

BOOTH 333

3rd International

AUTOMATION
Exposition

New York, Nov. 26-30

the field. Reeves was one of the first to achieve quantity production to high precision
the "work -horse" of the gyro field.
standards of the HIG-5 Gyro

...

Now Reeves has stepped up volume on the new HIG-4 to meet both military and
with these exceptional features:
commercial needs

...

EXTREMELY LOW DRIFT: Trimmed drift rate less than 3' per nour.
FULLY FLOATED: Will withstand over 100 G's shock.
MASS UNBALANCE: Less than 0.5 dyne -cm.
WIDE RANGE: Signal generator sensitivity and torque generator sensitivity.
EXTREMELY COMPACT: Only 2" dia. x 3"long.
Reeves is now ready to meet your requirements with a full range of single -degree -

of -freedom, viscous damped rate and integrating gyros and accelerometers, volume
produced to exceptional standards in one of the finest gyro facilities in the world
Outline your needs for our recommendations.

REAC

Precision

Analog

Floated Gyros

Computers

Servo
Mechanical
Parts

Precision
Resolvers and
Phase Shifters

REEVES INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
A

ELECTRONICS

Subsidiary of Dynamics Corporation of America

201

8RV56
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New

HARRY WOLFF Co., Inc.,
AUBURNDALE, MASSACHUSETTS

prolongs life of $5000
RADAR TUBES

with
MICRO -VISION
A tiny burr on this

tuning crown will burn off
at normal operating temperatures and cause radar tube failure. Precision components like
this are made of metals that cost over $100 per
pound. The tube costs up to $5000. Obviously,
rejects and failures are prohibitively costly.
That's why Harry Wolff Co., Inc., uses
Bausch & Lomb Stereomicroscopes to check 368
different edges of each tuning crown. Inspectors
see the work right -side -up, clearly magnified in
vivid 3 -dimensional detail. Burrs are quickly
revealed, and easily scraped off.
And that's why Harry Wolff, president, says:
"We consider the B&L Wide Field Stereomicroscope as important to us as a precision lathe."

FREE!
GET

THIS EXCLUSIVE 3-D

MICRO -VISION

BOOK

See actual stereo views! Know
how and where to use Stereo -

BAUSCH & LOMB

microscopes. Choose exact
model for job needs, with

unique Selector -Chart.
Write today for Manual

SINCE

America's only complete optical source

96D

D-15. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 61411 St. Paul
St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

1851

from glass to finished product

Want mope information? Use post card on last page.
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BIG NEWS FOR COMPUTER AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN ENGINEERS
neMialaigiallIZINIONefeW

SILICON BAR

END
LEAD

JUNCTION
LEAD WIRE

SILICON UNIJUNCTION
TRANSISTOR

New General Electric Silicon Unijunction Transistor

simplifies circuitry...improves reliability!
single device, the new G -E Unijunction Transistor, does the work of two
transistors and several other circuit components...reduces circuit complexity, improves
reliability factors and leads to ultimate
Txis

lower cost. Invented by General Electric and

developed under Air Force contrast, the
new Unijunction Transistor combines the
uniformity, stability, and reliability of a

junction transistor with the desirable characteristics of point contact transistors. Its
dependable high -temperature performance is
commended for missile, electronic switching
and relay applications. For further information on the Unijunction Transistor, call or
write: General Electric Co., Semiconductor
Products Department, Section. X 1116,
Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR
SAWTOOTH OSCILLATOR

30

INPUT
CHARACTERISTICS

T7T

BISTABLE
LINE

/LOAD
***.\

M1
10

TYPICAL BINARY COUNTER
USING CONVENTIONAL
JUNCTION TRANSISTORS

TYPICAL
BINARY COUNTER
USING UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR

30

15

FREQUENCY CONSTANT
WITHIN ± I% 0.70 120

CURRENT

45

(mo.)

Progress Is Our Most important Product

GENERAL
E_ECTRONICS

- November,

1956

ELECTRIC
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RIGHT FROM THE START!

CHASE DRY -ROLLED BRASS & COPPER
What an amazing timesaver! Wonderfully smooth Chase Dry -Rolled
strip forms as quickly and easily as ordinary quarter or half -hard
strip. Yet, parts are so mirror-bright that regular buffing operations
can be slashed-sometimes even eliminated
!

Chase Dry -Rolled brass or copper strip is actually burnished at
the mill, by super -smooth rolls. It's a special finishing process that
can be applied to many of the Chase alloys you regularly use.

Chase,
BRASS

No extra charge for Chase Dry -Rolled strip! That's why it'll pay
you to call in a Chase representative to talk over the use of this
cost-cutting metal. Call today!

&

COPPER CO.

WATERBURY 20, CONNECTICUT
SUBSIDIARY OF KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION

The Nation's Headquarters for Brass, Copper and Stainless Steel
Atlanta Baltimore Boston Charlotte Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland Dallas
New York
Philadelphia
Newark
New Orleans
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

98

Denver Detroit Grand Rapids Houston Indianapolis Kansas City, Mo. Los Angeles
San Francisco
Seattle
Waterbury
Rochester
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Providence

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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MILLIONS
OF VARIABLE RESISTORS
for every commercial and military need
A world-wide reputation . . . for economical uniform high
quality assembly
on a precision mass production basis
by 1500 skilled, trained -on-the-job specialists ... to your exact

...

...

individual specification.

Typical Bushing Mounted Controls

Miniaturized 3/4" diameter composition

15/16" diameter composition

...

Typical Printed Circuit Controls

Typical Ear -Mounted Controls

Typical Münary Controls

Molded shaft twist ear mounted 15/16"
diameter composition

Solder or clinch ear mounted 15/16"
diameter composition with flush shalt

Mirsaturlzed 3/4' dan eter 1,2 wait coni
pos tior.

Hollow shalt twist ear mounted 15/16"

Bushing mounted 15/16" diameter concentric tandem composition with SPST
switch

15/1."

diameter composition
adjustment

or

screwdriver

switch

Twist ear mounted 15/16' diameter composition with flatted shaft for push -on

1-1/8" diameter concentric tandem tone
switch and composition variable resistor
with SPST on -off switch

Twist ear mounted 15/16' diameter composition with SPST swi ch

15/16" diameter composition with SPST

plant area devoted to variable resistors.
Exceptionally good delivery cycle
on bath commercial and
military orders.
Write for complete 62 page catalog today.
315,000 sq. ft. of

Self-supporting snap -in mounted 15'16'
diameter composition

knobs

Self-supporting snap -in bracket mounted
15/16" diameter composition with SPST

switch

i

d

omelet

1

v

-

att composition

15/16" diameter c_npcsition with water seal between s.at and bushing and

busting and parei

1.1/8' diameter c.n position

.

J,_-tMASP%u:
1.1/6" diameter composition with SPST
switch

Twist ear mounted 15/16' diameter Preset tandem

Seit-suPPorting snap -In mounted corn PAC! 3 -section multiple composition

14/8' diameter

1-17/64" diameter

Miniaturized clinch ear mounted composition

Miniaturized bushing mounted 3/4" diameter composition

1-17/61" diameter £ eatt wirewound with
locklrg type bush n

2

watt wirewound

2

vie

<ompoaition

Terminals For Wire Wrapping

t-t7/3r

diameter

4

watt wirewound

Miniaturized clinch ear mounted composition with SPST switch

Bushing mounted 15/16" diameter composition with SPST switch.

A CTS control can be tailored to your specific requirement, Let CTS SPECIALISTS help solve your current control problems. Write or phone today.
WEST COAST SUBSIDIARY

Chicago Telephone of
California, Inc.
105 Pasadena Avenue
South Pasadena, Calif.
L.A. Phone: Clinton 5.7186
TWX LA 1105
CANADIAN SUBSIDIARY
C. C. Meredith & Co., Ltd.

Streetsville, Ontario
Phone: 310

EAST COAST OFFICE
130 N. Broadway

SOUTH AMERICA

Camden 2, New Jersey
Phone: Wocdlawn 6-1668
TWX No. Camden NJ 380
Phila. Phone: Market 7-3129

Buenos Aires, Argentina

1-17/31" d ameter 4 1.1n

nd

Variable resistors sllotvn 1/3 actual size

Jose Luis Pontet

Montevideo, Uruguay
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Sao Paulo, Brazil

SOUTHWESTERN U.S.A.
John A. Greºn Company

OTHER EXPORT

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

Sylvan Ginsbury
8 West 40th Street
New York 18, New York
Phone: Pennsylvania 6-8239

137 Parkhoase
Dallas 7, Texas
Phone: Riverside 3266

ELKHART * INCNINA
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high output per man-hour is obtained from this complete in -line Stokes
aluminizing system, used for color TV tube face plates at the RCA tube plant, Lancaster, Pa.
Automatëc production at

Electronic equipment manufacturers are profiting
from other Stokes Vacuum Equipment ...

Vacuum Metallizers. Stokes manufactures
a complete line of vacuum metallizing

equipment to plate selenium rectifiers,
printed circuits and other conductive
coatings on non-conductive materials.

of
electronic equipment use Stokes vacuum
impregnation systems for obtaining improved characteristics of coils, capacitors
and other components.
Vacuum ImpregnatO«$. Manufacturers

www.americanradiohistory.com

melting and
heat -treating furnaces permit electronic
manufacturers to pre-process raw and
semi -finished materials with less contamination, for increased life and performance.
Vacuum Furnaces. Stokes

Aluminized on Stokes
high -production in -line system
installation for aluminizing color
TV tube face plates is now operating at the RCA tube plant,
Lancaster, Pa.-using a Stokes automatic in -line system.
The first continuous production

to this unique tube
design demonstrates the versatility
that is characteristic of Stokes aluminizing systems. These systems are
adaptable to all the television tube
both for black and
constructions
that are now
white and for color
being used or developed in the industry.
They are engineered to provide high
output and flexibility to meet changes
in production rates and tube sizes.
APPLICATION

...

...

A Stokes engineer will be glad to talk
over your specific tube production re-

quirements. He is well qualified to
apply Stokes' 30 years of experience in
high vacuum engineering and automatic production techniques, to solve
your problem on the most efficient and
economical basis. For a consultation,
or for literature useful in your own
applications, write to Stokes today.

The combination of Stokes high speed
"Ring Jet" vapor pumps and mechanical forepumps gives rapid evacuation,
short cycles and fast production. Systems are compact ... require little floor
space. Removable electrodes simplify
filament replacement. Internal cooling
coils reduce oil temperature rapidly in
the booster pump before vacuum is released. Systems are available in a complete range of capacities and prices.
Exclusive Stokes twin -tube unit aluminizes two TV
tubes at a time. These units can be furnished com-

pletely automatic or manually controlled, in -line or
stationary . . . in a range of capacities to meet
your requirements.

High Vacuum Equipment Division
F. J. STOKES CORPORATION
5517 Tabor Road, Philadelphia 20, Pa.

ELECTRONICS
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STOKES
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BRUSH announces...
NEW PRECISION
MAGNETIC HEADS FOR
CRITICAL RECORDING

APPLICATIONS
Brush now offers a new design concept in multichannel magnetic heads which provides extremely
close tolerances to assure accuracy in recording and
reproduction. These heads have already been proven
in exacting airborne and missile applications.

ADVANTAGES
Uniform output assured by close mechanical
tolerances on track width and channel spacing
± .002 in. maximum.
Channel -to -channel timing accuracy provided
by precise gap alignment...± .0001 in. maximum.
Crosstalk minimized by full shielding.
Sustained accuracy under severe operating conditions assured by our new construction techniques.

AVAILABILITY
Brush offers these heads in three designs: providing
7, 8, or 13 tracks per inch. Heads may be interlaced
to provide up to 25 tracks per inch. Modifications or
new designs using this construction technique may
be made to your requirements. Consult Brush on
your magnetic head needs-write Brush Electronics
Company, Department K-110, 3405 Perkins Avenue.
Cleveland 14, Ohio.
400X enlargement shows high precision
gap and track construction.

BRUSH ELECTRONICS
3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland

14,

COMPANY

Ohio

DIVISION OF

CLEVITE
ELECTRONICS

102
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More Materials. Alumina, Cordierite, Forsterite, Magnesium Silicate, Steatite, Titanium Dioxide, Zircon, Zirconium Oxide ... to name a few Custom formulations
of special -characteristic materials to meet special needs.
!

o

TJ

c

o

O
\

=Im= I/
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`3/

\

More Production Facilities. The right combination of
equipment for efficient and economical production in
any quantity, large or small! FAST DELIVERIES! Greatest lineup of high-speed automatic presses in the
industry: Small tablet varieties, multi -impression rotaries, huge hydraulics. Tool ng from our own die shops.
Vast kiln space-including controlled atmosphere,
continuous firing.

A Subsidiary of
Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company

Q:,4

More Latitude in Design. Simplest to most complex.
Broad tolerance shapes supplied at prices below those
of almost any other material. Precision tolerances on
intricate shapes. Over half a century of specialized
experience in producing "impossibles." Free redesign
service for lower production costs, easier assembly,
improved performance. AlSiMag Extras: High temperature metalizing, metal -ceramic combinations.

Why not see what AlSiMag can do in your application?
Blueprint or sketch plus outline of operating procedure
will bring you complete details.

LAVA
AMERICAN
C O
R P O R A T

I

O N

CHATTANOOGA 5, TENN.
55TH YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP

Boston. Newton
For service, contact Minnesota Miring 8 Manufacturing Co. Offices in these cities (see your local telephone directory): Atlanta. 0a.
High Point, N. C.
los Angeles,
Detroit, Mich.
Dallas, Texas
Cleveland, O.
Cincinnati, O.
Chicago, Ill.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Center, Mass.
Seattle, Wash.
So. San Francisco, Calif.
St. Paul, Minn.
Philadelphia, Pa. Pittsburgh, Pa. St. Louis, Mo.
New York: Ridgefield, N. J.
Canif.
Canada- Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing of Canada, Ltd., P. O. Box 757. London, Ont. All other export: Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co.,
International Division, 99 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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EXPANDS

dynamic publishing plan
increases values

to subscriber

and advertiser
The electronic industry is moving forward at
dramatic speed. There is increasing need for
new knowledge-technical, business, market,
research, government and topical.
Long planning, based on keen knowledge of
the industry, has evolved an efficient new publishing package equally effective for subscriber
and advertiser.

FOR THE SUBSCRIBER
Three editions will be published each month,
10 days apart. One of the three will be the
"Technical Edition" which will continue to be,
as it has since 1930, the "textbook" for the
working engineer. The other two will be "Business Editions" and will contain the most complete business, market, research, government
and topical information presented anywhere.
The subscriber will receive the 12 "Technical
Editions", the 24 "Business Editions", and the

A
1

04

M c G
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annual "BUYERS' GUIDE" at the price he
now pays for 12 issues. He will have presented
to him every kind of information he can find in
any other publications in the field. He can file and
bind the "Technical Editions" or all issues as
his needs dictate. That will be our added service
to more than 45,000 paid subscribers.

FOR THE ADVERTISER
The advertiser can write his own ticket. He can
remain in the "Technical Edition" which will
continue to be the "supermarket," the mightiest
publishing sales force in the industry.
In addition to or apart from the "Technical
Edition" he can advertise in either or both of
the "Business Editions" as his needs dictate.
Advertising rates in each of three editions will
be the same as already announced for 1957.
Additional 18, 24, 30 and 36 time rates will be
forthcoming.

PUBLICATION

Want more information?

Use post cord on

last page.
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ITS SERVICES IN 1957

3 ISSUES
PER MONTH

HERE... is the complete package
THE TECHNICAL EDITION-Unchanged in general formatto continue to be the technical working tool for the man who
designs, produces and uses electronic gear.
TWO BUSINESS EDITIONS for the more than 45,000 subscribers and more than 130,000 pass -on readers who want the
kind of publication which will keep them advised of everything they
need to know.
READER SERVICE CARDS in 0l1 three editions to provide
quality inquiries from the quality -controlled subscriber list of

electronics.
READEX-(started

in the September issue) for the analytically

minded advertising fraternity.
AND INTERNALLY-An expanded market and research program
which will he of even greater service than we have provided
heretofore. A revision (now under way) of the electronics
Manufacturer's Representatives list. Added editors, added market
facilities, added qualified subscribers-all to serve you with a
modern completeness unprecedented in the field.

plus
electronics
Buyers' Guide,

The

which is the industry's
source book for pur-

chasing electronic

products and services.
Published each year
mid -June. it contains
the most accurate, upto-date listings of what
to buy and where.

WEST 42ND STREETNEW YORK 36, N.Y.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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When Time Is Precious

... call your Mallory Distributor
When you need the finest in electronic components
and need them fast-for repair work, experimental
circuits, short production runs or any of a dozen
other applications
your nearby Mallory distributor can be your "factory just around the
corner." He can deliver short orders quickly, and
save you valuable production or research time on
hurry -up jobs.

companies. He can pick practically any rating you
want right off his shelves and deliver it promptly
... often within hours of your call.

His stocks include the complete range of Mallory
capacitors, resistors, controls, rheostats, mercury
batteries, vibrators and selenium rectifiers
as
well as other related components by well known

For details about this program ... a copy of our
catalog ... the name of your nearest distributor
... call our local District Office, or write to us
in Indianapolis.

...

...

...

And you can also be sure of top quality
because the Mallory components you receive are
the same as those chosen by leading manufacturers for use in original equipment.

Depend on MALLORY for Service !
P. R. MALLORY & CO. INC.
R.

Distributor Division, Dept. A
P. O. Box 1558, Indianapolis 6, Indiana

MALLORY
P.

106

MALLORY & CO. Inc.

R.

MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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A

MESSAGE

TO

AMERICAN

INDUSTRY

FIFTH

THE SHORTAGE OF SCIENTISTS

OF

SPECIAL

A

SERIES

AND ENGINEERS:

What Can Be Done
About It?
There is no easy or quiek way to overcome the
shortage of scientists and engineers that has
become a threat to our national security and
economic progress. The solution can come
only through diligent efforts extending over several years to bring the supply of technically
trained people into balance with our needs.
Meanwhile, the pressure of the shortage can be relieved if industry, government and education make
better use of the limited number of scientists and
engineers now available.
Earlier editorials in this series have discussed the
dimensions of the shortage of technical manpower, its
meaning for our national security and our economic
well-being and the causes of the shortage. This final
editorial will survey some of the measures that can be
taken to overcome the shortage. Most of the proposals
presented here have been suggested elsewhere. But
in combination they appear to offer the best hope
of an answer to this serious national problem.

Soviet Methods Not For U.

S.

It is clear that no crash program, inspired by
panic and designed indiscriminately to drive
hordes of high school students into science and
engineering, is suitable for the United States.
Even if we adopted Soviet methods of channeling a
large portion of our brightest young people into
technical fields, it would be at least four years before
results appeared in the volume of college graduates.
And such an approach would do no credit to the
American way of life.

Any crash program, whether it involved totalitarian
methods or simply overselling the advantages of technical careers, would be objectionable for other reasons as well. It would jeopardize the quality of scientific and engineering training. It would put many young
people in fields where they have little aptitude and
deny them to other fields for which they are better
equipped. And, if carried too far, it might even result
in the overcrowding that was feared prematurely a
few years ago.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

The most important problems for the long
run, as the preceding editorial in this series
indicated, are in the area of education. Any real
solution must reduce the loss of talented high school
graduates who do not continue their education for
financial reasons or because of lack of interest. Also,
it must improve the quality of high school preparation in science and mathematics and, above al I, relieve
the critical shortage of teachers.

Basic Needs in Education

Substantial increases in salaries of teachers
in most of the nation's school systems are essential if high school students are to receive adequate preparation for courses in science and
engineering. Pay scales that have lagged behind
rising living costs and salaries available in industry
have placed great strain on even the most devoted
teachers. There has been a sharp drop in the number
of new graduates trained to teach science and mathematics, and of this smaller number many have decided not to follow careers in teaching.
Raising teachers' salaries to more realistic levels
must be primarily the job of local school districts,
aided by state governments. If, in face of rapid increases in school enrollments, local and state resources
prove insufficient, then federal aid will have to be considered. Higher teachers' salaries, however financed.
inevitably mean higher taxes. But without appreciable
improvement soon, the quality of our entire educational system is in danger.
At the college level also, financial aid is needed to
provide scholarships for promising students and to
increase faculty salaries. An earlier series of editorials dealt more fully with these problems, and business aid to higher educational institutions has been
mounting at a gratifying rate.)
But not all the educational problems related
I

to the shortage of scientists and engineers can
be solved with money. Science and mathematics
have steadily been de-emphasized as more youngsters
have gone to high school for terminal education rather

1956
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How business is helping
to relieve the shortage of

technical manpower
Summary of a
Survey by McCraw -Hill Correspondents
Sponsoring summer study programs for high
school teachers
Arranging cooperative work -and -study programs
for students
Sponsoring college fellowships and scholarship
in science and engineering
Paying tuition of employees taking science and
engineering courses
Keeping college faculties abreast of new developments in industry
Hiring high school science teachers for summer
and part-time work
Giving old, but usable, laboratory equipment
to schools
Cooperating in high school science exhibits
Sponsoring regional science fairs
Sending speakers and training aids to schools
Opening plants for student tours
Analyzing jobs to relieve engineers and scientist,
of routine work
-

The McGraw-Hill Department of Economics
will be glad to hear of any other ways business is helping relieve the shortage.

than for college preparation. This de -emphasis must
be reversed.
Techniques of instruction, furthermore, can stand
improvement at all levels of education. Professor E. P.
Northrup of the University of Chicago observes: "In
the past fifty years
there has been a revolutionary
change in the character of mathematics, yet not a
trace of this change is to be found in the curricula
of all but a handful of secondary schools throughout
the country." Colleges and universities may have to
examine old fetishes about light teaching loads and
small classes in order to make more efficient use of
their faculties.

...

What Industry Can Do
Industry has the immediate problem of
better utilization of available technical manpower and the long-range responsibility of
helping increase our resources of trained people. Frantic recruiting practices and reckless
bidding up of starting salaries-financed largely
by government money for defense orders are
not the answer. There is need for earnest consideration of incentives for experienced scientists and engineers, who too often must look to
sales or executive positions for adequate financial recognition.

-

Industry in many instances could make more efficient use of engineers and scientists by shifting work
to technicians, clerical personnel and even machines.
One company found that 15% of the time of an engineering design group was spent on routine jobs
and that this valuable time could be saved by adding
a technician and a clerical worker to the group.
Other potential sources of technical manpower
could be tapped more extensively to relieve the shortage. Very few women have entered what has been
traditionally a man's world. Negroes are only slowly
gaining educational and employment opportunities
in technical fields. And many experienced older men
can still give useful service.

A Good Beginning
Much is being accomplished already in efforts to
attract more young people into scientific and engineering careers. A summary of some of the things
business is doing is presented above. Other notable
contributions are being made by such organizations
as the professional engineering and scientific societies
(especially through their manpower commissions ,
the National Science Foundation, the National Research Council, the National Education Association,
the National Merit Scholarship Foundation and the
Thomas Alva Edison Foundation.
Results are beginning to appear in rising enrollments in engineering schools and technical institutes.
I

Between 1951 and last year, according to McGrawHill's annual survey of technical institutes, enrollments in these schools rose from 46,000 to a record
67,000. Engineering enrollments rose in the same
period from 166,000 to 243,000. A rising tide of
graduates is already being made available to American industry.
This is a good beginning. But only with wider

appreciation of the serious implications of the
shortage of scientists and engineers and intensified efforts on the part of business, government and education to relieve the shortage can
we hope to overcome this threat to our national
security and economic well-being.

This is one of a series of editorials prepared by
the McGraw-Hill Department of Economics to
help increase public knowledge and understanding of important nationwide developments
of particular concern to the business and professional community served by our industrial

and technical publications.
Permission is freely extended to newspapers.
groups or individuals to quote or reprint all or
parts of the text.

PRESIDENT

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.

November, 1956
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THE DAWN OF A NEW ERA

...

in the mastery of servo problems

-

all these
problems can be identified, measured and rectified with the
aid of the Solartron T.F.A. Now adopted as the standard
British test equipment for all Guided Missile development
and testing. It has recently been hailed in the U.S.A. as the
world's foremost servo test equipment.

Instability, backlash, underdamped response

Tests AC, DC or

carrier servos

Plots high
accuracy Nyquist
diagrams
Covers 0.1 c/s
to 1,000 c/s

Independent of
harmonics, noise
and spurious
frequencies
Answers G.M.,
fire -control,
simulator, computor,
vibration, magamp

and all

servo problems.
Solartron Trarsfer Function Analyser

For further Info-malien apply to:M. E. Gerry & C.., 230 Bayard Road.
Upper Derby. Pa. Tel: Philadelphia
GR 6-2540. Weeern Instrument Co.,

North Victoria Boulevard,
Burbank. Calif Feedback Controls
Inc., 899 Main Street, Waltham 54.
Mass. Tel: TV 4-1020. Or cable

826

Solartron for a resident field engineer
to s amt you.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

THE SOLARTRON ELECTRONIC GROUP LTD.
THAMES DITTON

.

SURREY

.

ENGLAND

Telephone: EMBerbrook 5522.
Cables: Solartron. Thames Dltton.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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TAYLOR
Laminated Plastics
Vulcanized Fibre

p

TAYLOR

FIBRE

Plants in Norristown, Pa. and

PHENOL-MELAMINE-SILICONE-EPDXY LAMINATES

COMBINATION LAMINATES

La

CO.
Verne, Calif.

COPPER -CLAD LAMINATES

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Tips for designers

Rotary lawn mower utilizes abrasion resistance of Taylor phenol laminate washer in slip clutch attachment

of drive shaft to cutting blade.

Coil forms for this solenoid have to operate at
an ideal application for
high temperatures

...

Taylor glass melamine laminates.

Fuse

holder used

in

power lines for underground trolley service is

machined to extremely close tolerances from Taylor Grade XX tubing.

Make strong insulated parts
Railroad track -joint insulation,

a specially
developed grade of Taylor vulcanized fibre,
withstands heavy impact and mechanical stress
of high-speed trains.

Fuel -line clamp for

a

fighter planes "pipeline'

machined from Taylor fabric base
laminate which has high mechanical strength and
resists extreme temperature and humidity.
system

is

NEW TAYLOR

COPPER -CLAD

LAMINATES

Taylor GEC (glass -epoxy)
Copper -Clad and Taylor XXXP242 cold punching (paper phenol) Copper -Clad. Taylor
uses high purity rolled copper
on base materials with out-

standing electrical properties.

110

... from

TAYLOR

laminated tubes and rods

These rugged, readily machined
materials make outstanding electrical or mechanical componentsat substantial savings in fabrication, assembly, and material costs.
Taylor Laminated tubes and rods
are the logical choice wherever
specifications call for mechanical
strength, heat resistance, and
electrical insulation.

Taylor tubes and rods are made
in many paper, fabric, and glass base grades, with special formulations of phenol, silicone, melamine,
or epoxy resins. Within the complete line the designer and the
production man can find a variety
of combinations of electrical and
physical properties for a broad
range of product applications.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Taylor tubes and rods are standard products. Tubes are available
with inside diameters as small as
three thirty-seconds of an inch .. .
rods with diameters from one sixteenth of an inch.
A Taylor sales engineer will be

glad to help you select the grade
and size of laminated tubes or
rods to match the exact requirements of your application. And,
you can eliminate many purchasing, stocking and manufacturing
problems by having the Taylor
Fabrication Division produce finished parts to your specifications.
Call your nearest Taylor sales
engineer for a discussion of your
specific needs.
November, 1956
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This

16,000 VOLT
high temperature

SILICON DIODE
can reduce

ighty

your electronic

equipment
manufacturing

Midget!

costs
;ìr; -r

iv

3 ways!

;ONL.

RECTIFIER CORP..
EL SEGV IV

O

ILLUSTRATED ACTUAL SIZE

95% SMALLER

TURE APPLICATIONS

than conventional units
of comparable rating!
COMPLETE ENGINEERINC INFORMATION ON SILICC^

!

"CARTFIDGE-TYPE"

D

ODES IS AVA LADLE ON REQUEST.

SIMPLIFIES ENGINEERING... cuts time normally spent
"designing around" bulky units ...provides a quick
answer to high temperature problems.
REDUCES EQUIPMENT SIZE ...20 to I size ratio can reduce
chassis and enclosure size and costs ... the dramatic
weight difference will be reflected in lower shipping
and handling costs.

CUTS ASSEMBLY COSTS... Standard fuse clip mounting
can save up to 90% of the assembly time spent with

conventional multiple stacks

... high temperature

characteristics result in less dielectric material and
installation labor.

This Silicon Diode is just one of the many thousands
of different types of Selenium and Germanium and
Silicon Rectifiers produced by International Rectifier
Corporation for all DC power needs, from microwatts
to megawatts. Produced to the most exacting standards of reliability, the performance of these products
in your equipment will prove the soundness of your

engineering judgement. Call upon International
Rectifier to assist you in your application. An Application Advisory Department comprised of over
50 top-flight rectifier engineering specialists will be
happy to provide a prompt evaluation and practical
recommendations.

International Rectifier
A

T

I

N

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA

PHONE OREGON 8-6281

9.3330'

CHICAGO: 205 W. WACKER DR., FRANKLIN 2-3889

NEW YORK: 132 E. 70TH ST., TRAFALGAR

IN CANADA: ATLAS RADIO CORP., LTD., 50 WINGOLD AVE. W., TORONTO, ONTARIO, RU 1-6174

THE

WORLD'S

LARGEST

SUPPLIER

OF

INDUSTRIAL METALLIC RECTIFIERS

www.americanradiohistory.com

CONDENSE
AND SAVE!
Plastic condenser block capacitors
save you space, labor, money!
Multiple capacitors in one block! Now you can install
one capacitor case and use 125% less space than
before
at a saving in labor costs of up to 300%.

-

Let us solve your condenser block problems. Send us
your requirements. Many case sizes and
configurations are available with polystyrene
or MYLAR* dielectric to tolerances as
close as 1%.

now after years of intense

research and development of

military requirements
offers you

L

:I

RC NETWORKS

PITCH FILTERS
INTEGRATOR NETWORKS

H

RÜNF

I[ff rí:fiRAiOR.
RACK FILTER

RC NETWORK as

low as 1/2% capacitors and

1/2% resistors for reliable RC value of 1%.

Hermetically sealed and potted
Meets exacting military specifications
SAVES SPACE & LABOR

PRECISION
DECADE CAPACITORS

with
attached rotary switch or completely boxed!

SouTHEr'N
ELECTQONICS
3

2

ac+tr

+
oEci.PE

Now on special order! Decade capacitors with higher
voltage ratings, closer tolerances and capacitance
from .001 to 10 M.F.D. with polystyrene or
MYLAR' dielectric to tolerances as low as 1%.

,

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
Standard voltage rating ... 200 V.D.C.
Very high insulation resistance
Low dissipation factor
Low dielectric absorption

nntC'TOr7

Small sizes

SOUTHERN
ELECTRONICS
Zoaxlxatow

112

Want more information?

For your most exacting requirementsalways specify S.E.C.

Wire, write or phone for

a

complete catalog today!

239 West Orange Grove Ave., Burbank, California

Use post card on last page.
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When the situation calls for countermeasures, you
want action --and fast. It's the same in the never-ending
battle for superiority in electronic equipment so vital
to their success.
Hallicrafters meets your need for immediate action with
RDA* or Rapid Development Assistance.

RDA*
INSTANTLY
AVAILABLE
TO YOU!

RDA is an entirely separate and self-contained division,
maintained exclusively for development, testing and prototype construction of advanced military electronics devices.

This fast-action capability is yours for instantaneous use.
Behind it is the investment of millions of dollars in laboratory
and production facilities, together with more than 20 years
of Hallicrafters leadership in complex electronic equipment.
Call us today for complete details.

In electronics development,

the tough jobs

get off the ground in a hurry at

licraf fers

4401 West Fifth Ave., Chicago 24, Ill.

The

VAn Buren 6-6300

Hallicrafters Company is Experienced and Active in:
(,uidoI !Missile Control Equipment Communications Equipment Countermeasures
Mobile and Fixed Radio and Teletype Stations Micro Wave Equipment Radio
E1 iìpmenl
Loran and Navigational Aids
Portable Communications Airborne Radar
Systems
Relay

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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Core
per
#1/

e

COOS

elo.11Ae

41:01101l

clettlk Chi&
HyperCore Electronic Cores measure up to the highest
standards of quality and performance. One check is not
enough ... each core undergoes at least two rigid
inspections. The first makes certain that it is of the
specified size ... and the second determines that finished
cores have the desired electrical qualities. All HyperCore
electronic cores must test well within industry tolerances.
Special tests for specific operating conditions can be
made also if desired.
These tests are the real proof of the superior fabrication
which combines the finest materials with superior "know
how". Result; electronic cores that give better performance
. have greater flux carrying capacity and lower losses.
And since Moloney HyperCore Electronic Cores are
wound cores of cold -rolled oriented silicon steel, they are
smaller and lighter.
ES 6-17
M

Write for Catalog

SR

206

"HyperCores for Magnetic

Specify HyperCore Cores for smaller,
low loss transformers

MOLONEY

ELECTRIC COMPANY

Plate an_I Filament Transformers

and Reactors
SALES

114

Components" and Catalog ST
3506 "Magnetic Components
for Electronic Applications."

Chokes

Unit Rectifiers

Modulation Transformer;

HyperCores for Magnetic Components
Pulse Transformers and Charging Chokes
Power and Distribution Transformers
Developmental Magnetic Components

OFFIICES IN

ALL PRINCIPAL

CITIES

FACTORIES AT ST. LOUIS

20, MO. AND TORONTO, ONT., CANADA

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Stand by to launch

. . .

This automatic testing equipment understands
the story the missile is telling.
Until the very instant a missile is launched, its
critical functions must be monitored continuously. Warning of any failure of function must be
transmitted instantaneously so that immediate
remedial action may be taken.
The Stromberg -Carlson Dual Limit Detector
and Automatic Auto-Pilot Tester work together
to monitor all functions: auto -pilot, guidance sys-

tern, power plant and electrical system. With this
automatic testing team on the job, complete and
continuous monitoring is assured.
Checking out guided missiles is only one of
many uses to which our equipment is put. We

custom-build automatic equipment to meet a
myriad of testing requirements for the Armed
Forces and for industry.
There are plenty of career opportunities here
Why not write us?
for Engáneers

...

STROMBERG-CARLSON COMPANY
A

OIVISION

OF

GENERAL

D Y N R M

I

C S

CORPORATION

General Offices and Factories at Rochester, N. Y.-West Coast ponts at San Diego and Los Angeles, Calif.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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FOR ACCURATE MEASUREMENT OF

4

STANDARD
ELECTRIC
TIME COMPANY
Springfield 2,
Massachusetts
SINCE 1834

116

THE STANDARD PRECISION TIMER
the indispensable STOP Watch in laboratory and test cell, on
experimental nuclear projects, precision product on, check and final
inspection. Many important applications in almost every industrial
plant and research laboratory.
is

Want more information?

Use post card ors last page.
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ELAPSED TIME

AS CLOSE AS 0.001 OF A SECOND

.

PRACTICALLY ALL Representative Manufacturing, Processing and Research Plants
USE STANDARD PRECISION TIMERS

frank belief
that literally hundreds
of concerns have not
yet scratched the surface of usefulness to
which Standard PreIt is our

At one of the world's

largest

-

automotive

manufacturers
timing test action in automatic transmission research.

cision Timers can be
put to work in their

plants.

-

At Eastman Kodak Co.
timing photo cell
controlled
exposures
in
automatic photo
printing machine.

For Glenn L. Martin
Co.'s Gunnery Trainer
in 12 -channel Playback System designed
by Cook Research Lab-

-

oratories.

At

-

At Yucca Pass, Nevada
Proving Grounds

Telephone ofthroughout the
U. S.
timing elements required to complete telephone con-

maintain

helping

In Bell

fices

split-second control of
atomic bomb tests.
At Bendix

-

Westing-

house Research Dept.
laboratories
measuring brake applica-

Ott

tion and release time
to
1/100th of a
second.

DD

-

an

World's most accurate and
rugged time measuring instrument. Built in many different
and advanced designs to
meet practically every need
of precision time measurement. Requires minimum main-

tenance.
Synchronous motor drive. Electric clutch controlled by manual switch, automatic switch or
output of electronic tubes.
Manual or electric zero reset.

Divisions

-

0

At American Brass Co.
indicating metallurgical analysis in Direct Reading Spectroscope
developed by Baird

Totalizes

Accuracy

S-100

1/5

sec.

6000

±.1

sec.

S-60

1/5

sec.

60 min.

±.1

sec.

SM -60

1/100

60 min.

±.002

S-10

1

1000 sec.

±.02

10 min.

/10

min.

sec.

S-6

1/1000

S-1

1/100

MST

1/1000
1/1000

MST -500

sec.

.360 sec.

sec.

30 sec.

x1.002 sec.

60 sec.

I
I
I
I
I
I

We suggest you check your requirements for Standard Timers and
other products today. Your order or inquiry will receive prompt
attention.
I

a

[

min.

sec.

sec.

á°caao:

Associates.

SEND TODAY for Bulletin #198 describing
entire line with partial list of thousands of customers, and summary of some of the most frequent (and some of the most unusual) ways
they use STANDARD ELECTRIC TIMERS.

sec.

±.0002 min.
±.01 sec.
±.001 sec.

min.

The STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME Co.
97 Logan St., Springfield 2, Mass.
Please send Bulletin 198 describing your line
of instruments for measuring elapsed time as
close as 0.001 seconds.

Firm

,

I

ELECTRONICS
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[ILCIRIC CIDER [1 SIMS

[AWRA10R1 PANELS

PRECISION

MAUS

and

MR
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nections.

Scale

Model

--

General Electric
Trumbull Divimeasuring operating time of circuit
breakers.
Co.
sion

NON

NM

...... ....

I
I

I
I
I

I

NATURE'S SEVEREST TEST
PROVES

'J0/1640G

glass -to -metal seal quality

Tomorrow's aircraft must be built io
wi-hstand great extremes of
temperature, pressure and vibraticn
every component must perform its
functions accurately and dependably
at speeds of 2,000 miles per hour
or more.
Constantin vacuum -tight, glass-to-netcl
seals were developed to meet the
great extremes of operating conditions
that lie ahead. Never-ending research
arc; development are carried on by
Constantin's resourceful design
engineering staff to insure maximum
pe-formance and non -leakage. This
quality control and developrtient
mcke Constantin units ideal for use
with complex systems or miniaturized
components.
This long experience in the design
an manufacture of thousands of
types of glass -to -metal seals mill solve
the most difficult vacuum -sealing
prc blems.
Write today to find out how this
experience and design versat lit' will
help you.

-

i

"c3UALITY WITH CONFIDENCE"

MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERS
ROJTE 46. LODI,
a'.

iSTOP.

MOUNTS

SINGLE TERMINALS

N. J.

87 SARGEANT'AVE

COMPRESSION IEALERS

CLIFTON.

END SEALS

N. J.

CRYSTAL BASES

CONNECTORS

West Coast 2epresentatsve: Heim and Scher, 11168 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif

118

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Where the connection
is remote ...

e
Il

!the

new Deutsch miniature push-pull
electrical connectors
<

««<

With three strong men, a sackful of special tools, a small boy on the
end of a fishing line, and a bucket of patience ... you can make remote
electrical connections with conventional connectors. In hours.
Or, you can use a new Deutsch Miniature Push -Pull Electrical
Connector. Simply push it in with a tube for automatic lock and seal
. pull back on a lanyard for instant disconnect. In seconds.

Which would you choose?
Interest in our complete line of electrical connectors
has reached such a fever pitch we've prepared an 8-page
2-color brochure describing them. There's one for you,
too. Just send for Bulletin 1101.

Where the connection
is blind .. .

where the connection
is remote .. .

where the installation
is crowded .. .

where the problem
is size .. .

einwertereserr

you'll want Deutsch Push -Pull Connectors. They operate in the direction of plug
travel, without threading, bayonet or coupling nut. Push-pull. That's all. (And they
meet AN "E" requirements, too.)
.

where the disconnect
is ballistic .. .

4

7000

efrj t7'

Avalon Boulevard

The Deutsch Company

ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

HYDRAULIC

FITTINGS

FITTINGS

CLAMPS

/

BLIND RIVETS
VALVES

/ INDUSTRIAL FITTINGS/GAS

Loa Angeles 3, California

ELECTRONICS

- November,

7956
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El-Menco DUR -MICA Capacitors

life expectancy to at least

will match your equipment's

!

15 years

A recent series of the toughest trials has proved

El-Menco DM15, DM20 and DM30 Dur-Mica
Capacitors outlast all others. Accelerated
conditions of 11/2 times rated voltage at

DM15

ambient temperature of 125° centigrade found
El-Menco capacitors still going strong after
10,000 hours. Similar conditions obtaining under
normal usage would equal a lifetime of over
15 years!

Actual Size

Tougher phenolic casing means longer life,
greater stability, over wide temperature range.
UlAT0

Meet all humidity, temperature, and electrical
requirements of both civilian and MIL -C-5 specs.

Parallel leads simplify use in television,
electronic brains, miniature printed circuits,
computors, guided missiles, and other civilian
and military applications.
Tell us your

specific

El-Menco

Dur-Mica

DM15, DM20, and

1.

LONGER LIFE

2.

POTENT POWER

3.

SMALLER SIZE

needs. Write

DM30 Capacitors Assure:

4.

EXCELLENT STABILITY SILVERED MICA

5.

PEAK PERFORMANCE

CAPACITORS
by ELMERCO

for

FREE

samples and
catalog on

your firm's
letterhead.

Take Your Own Word For It.

Test El-Menco Dur -Mica Capacitors Yourself.

THE ELECTRO -MOTIVE MFG. CO., INC.

WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT
molded mica
mica trimmer
tubular paper
ceramic
Arco Electronics, Inc., 64 White St., New York, N. Y.-Exclusive Supplier
to Jobbers and Distributors in United States and Canada.

120
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type TM (Tubeless Magnetic)
are the newest automatic voltage
regulators offered by The Superior
Electric Company. Without tubes,
moving parts or transistors, the TM's
provide constant voltage regardless of
line or load changes. Where failure at
any time under the most adverse
operating conditions cannot be tolerated
or where maintenance is not a possibility
for long periods of time, a STABILINE
type TM is a necessity.
STABILINES

NO TUBES

...
NO TRANSISTORS
NO MOVING PARTS
to replace

to wear out

STABILINE*

TYPE

(Tubeless Magnetic)

TYPE

TM

TM7105 (with cabinet as mounted on wall)

FOR UNATTENDED LOCATIONS
Microwave relay stations

STABILINE TYPE TM CHARACTERISTICS
INPUT: 95-135 volts, single phase

on nominal
115 volt types
195.255 volts, single phase on nominal 230

Remote installations

FOR CRITICAL APPLICATIONS
Where sudden need for tube replacement
can be costly (at a critical time in a process) or impossible (at an unatended

volt types
OUTPUT: Adjustable 110.120 volts on nominal
115 volt types
Adjustable 220-240 volts on nominal 230
volt types
ACCURACY:
volt band for line voltage variations and/or load magnitude and power
factor changes
1

location)

FREQUENCY: 60 cycles

*5%

WAVEFORM DISTORTION: 4% maximum
RESPONSE TIME: Less than %s second for ordinary line and/or load changes. For extreme
conditions of line and load changes, maximum

response time is 2.0 seconds. (Response time is
measured from the time of initiation of transient
to the time when output voltage is within and
remains within rated limits)
LOAD: Available in 1.0, 3.0 and 5.0 KVA ratings
POWER FACTOR: 0.5 lagging to 1.0

Where conditions cannot tolerate moving

THE

parts.

Be sure to see SUPERIOR ELECTRIC'S
Mobile Display when it is in your area.
Branch Offices: Los Angeles, California
Son Francisco,
California
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Miami,
Florida
Chicago, Illinois
Baltimore, Maryland
Detroit, Michigan New York, New York Cleveland,
Ohio
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Washington

'Trademark Reg.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1955

U. S. Pat.

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC

COMPANY

211 MIDDLE STREET, BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

Please send STABILINE Bulletin S157
Have your representative call
Name
Company
Address
City

Zone

Off.

Want more information?
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DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
TUNG SO» g

127' IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

10

8

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

These four tubes, newly engineered by Tung -Sol, are the 12 -volt tube complement for the
first successful hybrid car radio.
It is the Tungg -Sol policyto offer engineering
9 assistance impartially and to treat all information
g
received in strictest confidence. Tung -Sol does not manufacture radios or television sets.

TUNGSOL°
ELECTRON TUBES

SEMICONDUCTORS
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC., NEWARK

4, N. J. Sales Offices

Atlanta. Ga.. Columbus, Ohio, Culver City, Calif..
ash.
A

MINIATURE

SEALED BEAM

SIGNAL

LAMPS

HEADLAMPS

FLASHERS

122

RADIO AND
TV

TUBES

ALUMINIZED
PICTURE

TUBES

SPECIAL PURPOSE
TUBES

Wont more information? Use post card on last page.
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OUR MODERN PRODUCTION FACILITIES

f

AND PRECISION TEST EQUIPMENT

mean QUANTITY
Modern Fireproof

Plat

RELIABILITY

More than 1000 relays a day are being shipped to the largest manufacturers
of military equipment in the United States. Constant testing of sample lots
from production runs (100% testing in the case of low level relays) has given
Filtors relays a reliability rating second to none.
Below is a brief description of the relays pictured above. For complete information
regarding these types and other types manufactured by Filtors write for catalog today.

CONTACT ARRANGEMENT

O

©

©

O

©

O

O

6PDT

6PDT

2PDT

6PDT

6PDT

4PDT

4PDT

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

26.5

26.5

26.5

26.5

26.5

26.5

26.5

CONTACT RATING
(AMPS. RES. at 26.5 VDC or 115 VAC)

NOMINAL COIL VOLTAGE
(VOLTS D.C.)
HOUSING DIAMETER

1"

1"

.635"

1"

1"

1"

1"

MOUNTING CENTERS

1.406

1.406

.875

.625

1.562

1.406

1.406

50G

50G

50G

50G

50G

50G

50G

5 to

5 to

to
2000

to
500

to
500

to
500

5

10

10

SHOCK (11

millisec)

VIBRATION at 10G

500

500

10

10

MAX. OPERATE AND RELEASE TIME AT
NOMINAL VOLTAGE (in milliseconds)
RELAY TYPE

5

10

5

5

5

10

to

500
10

L26F18 26SP18 M26FC6 26SC18 26SE18 26SR12 L26F12
FOR DRY CIRCUIT (LOW LEVEL) RELAYS ADD THE LETTER

"S" AT THE
END OF THE TYPE DESIGNATION. EXAMPLE: TYPE 26SP18S
All made to MIL -R-5757 and MIL-R-25018 (USAF)

°

Reliability Testing
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

FILTORS, INC.
30 SAGAMORE HILL DRIVE, PORT WASHINGTON,
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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PHELPS DODGI

THERMALEZE
A PROVEN CLASS "B" FILM WIRE!

Dielectric twist performance establishes Thermaleze
as Class "B".

Suitable for Class "B" insulation system designs.
Over seven years' practical experience in coils,

motors, and transformers.

Essential balance of mechanical, chemical and
electrical properties.

Any time magnet wire is your problem, consult Phelps Dodge
for the quickest, easiest answer!

FIRST FOR LASTING QUALITY -FROM MINE TO MARKET

124
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i
AGED DIELECTRIC TWISTS

"A"

Thermaleze vs. Conventional Class
ATEE Procedure
100,000
50,000

105°C
I

130-135°C

-4-- EQUIVALENT

<

\

10,000

\ \
N

5,000

\ \

CLASS "A" WIRE

`

\

!

-,-,

-4-THERMALEZE
r
\_

V A

A

\

.

_

N

\

\ \ \\\
\
\

50

,

\ \

\\ :\
1

100

1

N

\ `
\ \\
-->\ \
0

500

1

LIFE LINE

N-

N

1,000

Wire

\2S
`

1

N,

\ \

.\.

SAMPLES UNVARNISHED

10

5

limusomemntmma
90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

180

200

220

240

260

TEMPERATURE °C

NEMA twist samples aged in oven at various
temperatures following AIEE aging procedures

-.e

i.

PHELPS 1111111E flIPPER PßIßUflIß
CORPORATION

INCA l'VIANUPACTURING DIVISION
FORT WAYNE. INDIANA
ELECTRONICS-November, 7956
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atchwork has its place but

.

.

In an era of stepped up competition, no manufacturer can hope to keep pace
with the field while relying on obsolete "patchwork" instrumentation...
Almost hourly, electronics research is spawning new instruments designed
to perform a specific function better, in less time, at lower cost.
But here's where your independent FIRST SIX* manufacturers' representative enters the picture. He represents what's new, what's right in electronic product design. What's more he's technically qualified to recommend
and apply industry's newest product innovations advantageously to your
instrumentation problems.
Today, "patchwork"
won't work! Better call in your independent FIRST
SIX sales engineer. He'll back up his lines with a full measure of intelligent
technical service ... from recommendation to maintenance!
.

The

-

-

* THE FIRST SIX
Six leading, independent manufacturers' representatives functioning cooperatively for the advancement of improved
electronic instrumentation in industry.

A. CROSSLEY ASSOC., INC.
Chicago, III.
Dayton, Ohio
St. Paul, Minn.

NORMAN ASSOC., INC.

THE I. E. ROBINSON CO.

-

Philadelphia, Pa.
(Upper Darby)
Camp Hill, Po.
Asbury Park, N. J.

J. D. RYERSON ASSOC., INC.

S. STERLING CO.

Detroit, Mich.
Cleveland, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio

YEWELL ASSOC., INC.

Waltham, Mass.
Bridgeport, Conn.
126
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printed
for
sound

"THRU-CON"
print wire
boards

SONIC INDUSTRIES' PHONOGRAPHS AND

COMBINATIONS USE GENERAL ELECTRIC

"THRU-CON" PLATED PRINT WIRE BOARDS

The chassis requirements of Sonic Industries'
famous "Capri" models could not be met with
conventional etched type circuits or wiring.
Sonic engineers utilized the space -saving, twosided characteristic of General Electric
exclusive "Thru-Con" process to design their
compact chassis.
Plated -through holes made the use of eyelets
unnecessary and permitted high-speed, lowreject dip soldering.
Now General Electric "Thru-Con" print wire
boards are used on all Sonic Industries' models.
Manufacturers of all products where wiring
is required should investigate the space-saving,
cost -saving features of "Thru-Con" print wire
boards.
Progress Is Dur Most important Product

,COMPACT CHASSIS BOARD USED IN SONIC INDUSTRIES' TWIN
BPEANER PORTABLE HI-FI PHONOGRAPH. SPACE AND WEIGHT
PROBLEM REDUCED TO A MINIMUM WITH "THRU-CON".

for descriptite bru, qre write:
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
SI FC:ALTY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DEPT.
SECTION 127 AUBURN, NEW YORK

GENERAL

SPECIALTY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DEPARTMENT
ELECTRONICS

- Novembei,

1956
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r

ACCURATE TO BETTER THAN

0.1%!

MODEL 6505A
The VARO Model 6505A Frequency Meter is designed for
use in laboratories and test areas. It is rack -mounted.
Three precision tuning fork oscillators are used to calibrate the Frequency Meter and to maintain its accuracy
and linearity. They maintain a reference frequency accuracy
of better than 0.02%.
A recorder output is included for driving a suitable recording device. The output voltage is directly proportional to

Model 6505A is a direct reading precision device
for measuring AC frequencies near 400 CPS.

the frequency of the measured voltage and exceptionally
linear.
The Model 6505A is insensitive to transient voltage
changes and harmonic or waveform distortion. It requires
no adjustment for operation with any signal input voltage
from 6 to 250 volts.
Write for complete details and information.

.stay.

e0,

2201 WALNUT STREET GARLAND, TEXAS
EXPORT

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES
J. B. Steed

0. Box 459
Utica, New York
P.

128

Ray Gilmer

Bouchard
941 North Highland
Arlington, Virginia
R. H.

638 South Van Ness
Los Angeles, California

Phil McDaniel
P. 0. Box 553
Far Hills Branch
Dayton, Ohio

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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1625 "Eye" St., N. W.
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Hand holds Eimac 1K015CA local oscillator

C

tond Klystron, 5400.6000 me

New EIMAC Microwave Center Open at Salt Lake City

for

Research and Production of Local Oscillator Klystrons
A new microwave facility for Eimac local oscillator reflex klystron research and production has

opened at our Salt Lake City, Utah plant. For 13
years of the 22 -year history of Eitel -McCullough,
Inc., the production excellence of the Salt Lake
City installation has been instrumental in establishing Eimac as the world's largest manufacturer
of transmitting tubes.

And now this production skill and decentralized location, 600 miles from the Pacific Coast,
combines with research specialization to offer
ready made advantages to users of reflex klystrons. Investigate these Eimac advantages to
fulfill your requirements for development or
production of rugged local oscillator microwave
klystrons.

Research, Factory, and Application Engineering opportunities
are available with Eimac. For further information write
Personnel Department, San Bruno, California.

INC.
McCULLOUGH,
EITELCALIFOR
BRUNO.
S

A

A

N

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Transmitting Tubes

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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The British Electronics Industry is making
giant strides with new developments in a
variety of fields. Mullard tubes are an
important contribution to this progress.

Britain's
foremost pentode
for 25W high
fidelity equipment
The Mullard EL34 can be rightly acclaimed as the
most efficient high fidelity output pentode tube yet
produced in Britain. It is being fitted in many of
the British sound reproducing equipments which
are becoming increasingly popular in the United

Principal
Ratings

States and Canada.
Used in push-pull ultra -linear operation (distributed load), two EL34 tubes will give 32 watts
output at a total distortion of less than i Z. The
application of negative feedback reduces distortion
even further.
The EL34 is equally capable of supplying higher
power outputs where an increased distortion level
is acceptable. Under class B conditions, Too watts
are obtainable from a pair of EL34 tubes in pushpull for a total distortion of 5 %.
Another significant feature of this tube is its high
transconductance value of T 1,000 i.tmhos, resulting
in high power sensitivity and low drive require-

Heater
6.3V, I.5A
Max. plate voltage
800V
Max. plate dissipation

25W
Max. screen voltage
425V
Max. screen dissipation

8W

ments.
Supplies of the EL34 are now available for
replacement purposes from the companies
mentioned below.

Available in the U.S.A.

from:-

150mA

Base
Octal

Available in Canada

International Electronics Corporation,
Dpt. E-11, 81 Spring Street, N.Y.12,
New York, U.S.A.

8 -pin

from:-

Rogers Majestic Electronics Limited,
Dept. IN, I1-19 Brentcliffe Road.
Toronto 17, Ontario. Canada.

Mullard
MULLARD OVERSEAS LTD., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., LONDON, ENGLAND

is the Trade Mark of Mullard Ltd., and is registered
in most of the principal countries of the world.

Mullard

Max. cathode current

ELECTRONIC TUBES

;mettoyamredoeizmAreetiesid

IMá)
.........'
MEV35
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Compare

LEACH before

Your own tests will prove
why so many critical buyers
specify Leach relays

you buy

Test any Leach relay against any comparable relay on the
market. You'll learn in your own laboratory why the aircraft,
missile and avionic industries have learned to look for the
Leach label when they're looking for:
Resistance to greater shock and vibration
Dependability at higher temperatures
Space-saving design
Outstanding reliability
That's why you find designers depending more and more
on Leach when system reliability is vital and components

eJ
1_

k

°

0°0
CO

CU

I

S

crew terminals

Leach's family of relays

... offering

Plug-in

Solder terminals

Potted leads

the important advantages emphasized above
Send for the latest Leach Relay
... your best starting point
when selecting any relay.

LEA CFI

CORPORATION 1 LEACH RELAY DIVISION
5975 AVALON BLVD., LOS ANGELES

3,

CALIFORNIA

CISTRICT OFFICES AND REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S. AND CANADA

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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The Reader Is Boss
or... How ABC

Helps You Run The Magazine Business

Readers who pay for magazines
always ripe for new ideas, new information, new trends and new technological developments. By giving or withholding their subscription money, reader -customers vote for or against
editors and publishers. Counting these "votes" is the important job of the
Audit Bureau of Circulations the watchdog of the publishing industry.

-

-

which magazines have fully -audited paid
circulation when you see the ABC symbol on their
cover or contents page. This is the symbol that stands
for the Audit Bureau of Circulations, a cooperative
organization that sets standards of good business conduct for its publisher members.

FIGURES
ABOUT YOU are the heart of
ABC's job. ABC does a candid, unbiased, certified
audit of all subscription figures of member magazines
and of the subscribers' jobs, functions, and locations. These audits help editors to tailor the contents
of their magazine to your specific job interests.

when you pay money for any magazine. Your vote of confidence and your renewals of
subscriptions are dominant in the thinking of editors
and publishers. Advertisers are vitally interested, too,
and their support helps earn the dollars needed to do
a stronger, more useful editorial job for you.

when you buy ABC magazines, for this mark is your assurance that you are
getting a publication tailored to your needs. McGrawHill has been a charter member of ABC and has supported its aims continuously for over 40 years. And
ABC, in turn, is responsible in many respects for the
high standard of business magazine publishing today.

YOU CAN TELL

YOU'RE THE BOSS

ACCURATE

-

YOU, THE SUBSCRIBER, WIN

McGRAW-HILL MAGAZINES
McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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save panel space with

NEIN CO

LAMBDA

d.c. power supplies

-PAKSERIES
*trademark

200-400400 MA
..

5

,

SERIES

0 -200, 125-325 and 325-525D. C. VOLTAGE RANGES

C-200
C-400
models

C-800
models
7"

51/4"

19"

COM-PAK MODELS RANGES AND PRICES
Modell
C-280
C-281
C-282
C-480
C-481
C-482
C-880
C-881
C-882

DC OUTPUT

Voltage

Output Voltage'
0-200 VDC
125-325 VDC
325-525 VDC
0-200 VDC
125-325 VDC
325-525 VDC
0-200 VDC
125-325 VDC
325-525 VDC

Output Current'

Base Price'
0-200 MA
184.50
159.50
0-200 MA
169.50
0-200 MA
0-400 MA
259.50
0-400 MA
244.50
259.50
0-400 MA
340.00
0-800 MA
0-800 MA
315.00
0-800 MA
360.00
1For metered models add suffix "M"
to model and add $30 to base price.
(For example C -281M, $189.50.)

(regulated for line and load):
Refer to chart above.
2Voltage range for any given model
is completely covered in four continuously variable bands.

Current

Transient Response
(load)

Internal Impedance
C-200 Series
C-400 Series
C-800 Series
Ripple and Noise

Polarity

VAC.

Regulation (load)

Transient Response
(line)

Better than 0.25% or 0.5 Volt
(whichever is greater). For load
variations from 0 to full load.
Output voltage is constant within regulation specifications for
step -function line voltage change
of plus

(+)

Continuous duty at full load
up to 50°C (122°F) ambient.

AC OUTPUT

(unregulated) ..._.
C-200 Series
C-400 Series
C-800 Series

6.5 VAC

AMP.
AMP.
20 AMP.

AC INPUT

Input) .4

105-125 VAC, 50-400 CPS

External Overload
.....................AC and DC fuses, front panel,
Protection
with built-in blown-fuse indi-

Internal Failure
Protection

cators.

Fuse, rear of chassis.

CONTROLS:

DC Output Controls

AC and DC Switches
subject to change without notice.

Band-switches and screw -driver
adjusting vernier-control, rear
of chassis.

Front panel.

GERMANIUM RECTIFIERS TRANSIENT -FREE OUTPUT HERMETICALLY SEALED TRANSFORMERS
These new and compact power supplies occupy a protected from moisture, they can be depended
minimum of space, deliver maximum perform- on for long trouble -free service.
These new Lambda power supplies represent a
ance. They are without qualification the finest
major advance in thermal and mechanical design,
power supplies in Lambda's long experience.
The 400 and 800 MA, series include new, more and in outstanding performance. Send in your
first order now for priority in handling.
efficient longer lasting germanium rectifiers. All

j' except in 200 MA series

115 VAC

OVERLOAD PROTECTION:

(-) 10 volts rms within the
limits of 105-125 VAC.

Com-Pak models are constructed with hermetically sealed transformers and chokes; Completely

(at

10
15

4Allows for voltage drop in connecting leads. Isolated and ungrounded.

10 volts or minus

Prices and specifications effective November 1956,

than 6 ohms.
than 3 ohms.
than 1.5 ohms.
than 3 millivolts rms.
Either positive or negative may
Less
Less
Less
Less

be grounded.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
AND DUTY CYCLE

Refer to chart above.

Better than 0.15% or 0.3 Volt
(whichever is greater). For input variations from 105-125

Output voltage is constant within regulation specifications for
step -function load change from
0 to full load or full load to 0.

3Current rating applies over entire
voltage range.

Regulation (line)

>i

Complete specifications for
all Lambda Power Supplies.
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG.

www.americanradiohistory.com

LAMBDA
Electronics Corp.
The First Name in

Power Supplies

11-11 131ST STREET,
COLLEGE POINT 56, N. Y.
Cable Address:

Lombdatron, New York

just discovered the IERC way
to insure his chances of meeting equipment reliability specifications
and military acceptance schedules.
Tubes failures (too often and too soon) caused by heat and vibration,
the major causes of electron tube failures, were his problem.
With IERC Heat -dissipating Tube Shields, the "heat was off" both
the suffering tubes and our man with the problem! Tube operating temperatures were lowered as much as 150°C and tubes are lasting 5 times
This Electronic Reliability Engineer

longer. Schedules were met-time and money saved-highest tube
reliability achieved!
Suspect and investigate the heat and vibration menace when tube failures plague you. Eliminate it with IERC Heat -dissipating Tube Shields
- available in sizes for Miniature, Subminiature, Octal and Power
types of electron tubes.
PATENTED OR PATS PEND. IERC T-12 SHIELD AND BASE WITH 6080 TUBE ILLUSTRATED.
CROSS'LICENSED WITH NOPIH AMEPICAN AviA'M'.N, INC.

IERC literature and latest Octal and Power tube shield Technical Bulletin

available now-FREE!

InternatioNal

electronic research corporation
145 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, Calif.
134
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r

New

r\

Cabinet Design
Improved three-piece cabinet
lets you make internal adjustments faster, easier. Five pop-

ular Tektronix Oscilloscopes
...Types 541, 545, 531, 535, and
532...are now manufactured in
this new mechanical form.

Periodic recalibration of your oscilloscope assures the high degree
of measurement accuracy so important in research and development
work. Your convenience in this infrequent but critical operation was
the motivation behind the improved mechanical construction of
these five laboratory oscilloscopes. Either side of the new cabinet
can be lowered out of the way or quickly removed by merely releasing two quick -opening fasteners. No need to disconnect or move the
instrument from its operating position. Internal adjustments and
tube replacements are now really easy to make, enabling you to keep
your oscilloscope at its peak of precision with a minimum of effort.
These five oscilloscopes, although improved in appearance and
accessibility, are unchanged electrically. The basic oscilloscope specifications are such that one of the general-purpose plug-in vertical
preamplifiers adapts the instruments to practically all ordinary applications. Six additional plug-in units are available for the more
specialized applications frequently encountered in many research
and development activities.

PLUG-IN PREAMPLIFIERS
53/54A Wide -Band

Type 53/54B Wide -Band High -Gain Unit

85
125

Type 53/54C Dual -Trace Fast -Rise Unit

275

Type

145
165

Type 53/54G Wide -Band Differential Unit ..

175

Prices f.o.b. Portland, Oregon
Your Tektronix Field Engineer or Representative will be happy to furnish
complete specifications and arrange a
demonstration at your convenience.

ENGINEERS-interested in furthering the advancement of the
oscilloscope? We have openings
for men with creative design ability. Please write Richard Ropiequet,
Vice President, Engineering.

-

Same as Type 541 plus triggered and convenTYPE 545 OSCILLOSCOPE
tional sweep delay, rate pulse generator, and manual or electrical lock-out
release for single triggered sweeps. Calibrated sweep-delay range, µsec to
0.1 sec. Price, without plug-in units, $1450.
1

Same os Type 531 plus sweep delay and other
TYPE 535 OSCILLOSCOPE
characteristics of the Type 545. Price, without plug-in units, $1300.

532 OSCILLOSCOPJ

-

vertical response. Calibrated sweep
range from 0.2 µsec/cm to 5 sec/cm. 4 -KV accelerating potential, 8 -cm
linear vertical deflection, electronically regulated power supplies, square -wave
amplitude calibrator. Price, without plug-in units, $825.

-TYPE

ELECTRONICS

- November,

Tektronix, Inc.

dc to 5 me

1956

-

Type 53/54E Low -Level Differential Unit

-

-

Unit

Type 53/54D High -Gain Differential Unit

dc to 30 me with Fast -Rise Plug -In Unit. CaliTYPE 541 OSCILLOSCOPE
brated sweep range from 0.02 µsec/cm to 5 sec/cm. 10 -KV accelerating
potential. 0.2 -µsec signal delay, 4 -cm linear vertical deflection, electronically
regulated power supplies, square -wave amplitude calibrator. Price, without
plug-in units, $1145.

dc to 11 me with Fast -Rise Plug -In Unit. 0.25 TYPE 531 OSCILLOSCOPE
µsec signal delay, 6 -cm linear vertical deflection. Other characteristics same
as Type 541. Price, without plug-in units, $995.

$125

Type 53/54K Fast -Rise Unit

P.

0. Box 831

Phone CYpress 2-2611

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Portland 7, Oregon
TWX-PD 265

Cable: TEKTRONIX
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ELECTRON TUBES

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

I )ATA

BATTERIES
TEST EQUIPMENT

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

AF

SWITCHING

NEW MASTER VOLTOHMYST
Features WIDE -VISION METER FACE
RCA -WV

-87B... designed for high accuracy, this ncr:

instrument is well suited to general laboratory use
a portable or rack -mounted vacuum tube voltmeter/ohmmeter and ammeter. The 71/z -inch meter
face provides large, easy -to -read scales. A mirror strip on the meter face enables the reader to elimi
nate needle -to -scale parallax. Tracking error of the
meter movement is only ±1% or less. The meter
movement is accurate to `2%. Overall accuracy is
-'-3% full-scale on all ranges. RCA -WV -87B is supplied
complete with WG -299C probe with built-in switch for
selecting DC/AC-Ohms. The probe has an exceptionally flexible low -capacitance cable. Frequency response 30 cps to 3 Mc (for source impedance of 100

as

ohms) on ranges to 500-v. rms, 1400-v. peak -to -peak.

RF

IF

CONVERTER

RCA TRANSISTORS
-for

000

o

O
O

NEW HIGH-SPEED

o

NEW RCA HIGH -QUALITY TRANSISTORS
HIGH-FREQUENCY...COMPUTER...MILITARY APPLICATIONS

SPECS... RCA -2N206. Manufactured under
rigid controls to insure extreme stability and uniformity of characteristics both initially and throughout life, this transistor undergoes temperature cycling and moisture -resistance tests, to give reliable performance even under severe environmental
conditions! RCA -2N206 is a hermetically sealed, germanium p -n -p type intended for
use in military and commercial audio -frequency applications. In a common -emitter
type circuit with base input, the 2N206 has current transfer ratio of 47, low -frequency
power gain of 46 db, noise factor of 9 db, and max. collector dissipation of 75 mw.
TRANSISTOR MEETS MIL -T-25380/4 (USAF)

0

Ls characterized by a hysRCA -221M1
teresis loop which permits the core to
reverse its magnetic flux polarity when
the correct current combination from two
associated windings is coincidentally apBecause of this characteristic, the
221M1 is used in matrices of the coinci-

Oplied.

dent -current type as a storage device for
digital computers. Diameter is 0.081 inch.

O

OFFERS NEW CONCEPT IN TRANSISTOR DESIGN FOR HIGH -FREQUENCY APPLICATIONS ...RCA -2N247 germanium p -n -p type with "built-in" accelerating field is intended for use as an rf amplifier in military, commercial, and
entertainment -type equipment operating at frequencies covering the AM broadcast
band and up into the short-wave bands. Also useful as intermediate -frequency ampli-

OTHER

"ON-OFF"

O
O

0

Maximum Flux Density

1730 gausses

Maximum Remanent Flux
Density

1620 gausses

Use post card on

1.2 oersteds

Coercive Force

CONTROL

Want more information?

o

o
o

O
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.......

Squareness Ratio

O

last page.

O

Magnetizing Force required for
1.8 oersteds
optimum squareness

O

0
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O

Static Characteristics at

APPLICATIONS.. RCA -2N269. Having excellent stability and uniformity of characteristics during life,
suited for use
-p
is
especially
p
-n
type
transistor
germanium
this hermetically sealed
in low-level, medium -speed "on -off" control applications such as flip-flop and gating
to saturawith
respect
of
the
junctions
circuits. Careful control of the characteristics
tion current, leakage current, and breakdown voltage insure dependable performance
ma;
minimum
100
collector
currents,
in switching applications. Max. emitter and
alpha cut-off frequency, 4 Mc; large -signal current transfer ratio, 35 at a collector to -emitter voltage of -0.15 volt.
AND

0

Ambient Temperature of 25°C

fier or mixer -oscillator (converter). This transistor features low base resistance and
very low feedback capacitance (1.7 urf) which permits the design of rf amplifier circuits having high input -circuit efficiency, excellent operating stability, good automatic -gain -control capabilities over a wide -range of input signal levels, and good
signal-to-noise ratio. RCA -2N247 has four flexible leads and utilizes shielding to minimize interlead capacitances and coupling to adjacent circuit components. The RCA 2N267 drift transistor having three flexible leads and intended for compact designs,
is also available.
COMPUTER

0

TOROIDAL FERRITE CORE

"DRIFT" TRANSISTOR

TRANSISTOR FOR

O

0
0

November, 1956

.

0.86

o
o
o
o

0 o
O
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FOR DESIGNERS
THREE NEW "PENCIL" TUBES FOR UHF EQUIPMENT DESIGNS
"A" versions retain the desirable characteristics of their prototypes but, in addition,
tests for fracture, vibrational acceleration, low -frequency vibration, heater cycling, survival, and one -hour stability life performance. All of these tubes can be operated at
altitudes up to 60,000 feet in unpressurized equipment and are particularly suitable for use in
mobile equipment and aircraft transmitters.
These new

undergo special

RCA -5876-A is a general-purpose, high -mu triode for use in cathode-drive circuits as an rf power
amplifier and oscillator, if amplifier, or mixer tube at frequencies cp to 1000 Mc; to 1500 Mc as
a frequency multiplier; and to 1700 Mc as an oscillator. It is capable of giving a useful power
output of 5 watts at 500 Mc as an unmodulated class C rf amplifie'; 3 watts at 500 Mc and 750
milliwatts at 1700 Mc as an unmodulated class C oscillator.

medium -mu triode with integral plate radiator, and is intended primarily for use
as an rf power amplifier and oscillator in cathode -drive applications. At 500 Mc, it is capable of
giving a useful power output of 10 watts (ICAS) as an unmodulated class C rf power amplifier, or
7 watts (ICAS) as an unmodulated class C oscillator. The tube may be operated with reduced
ratings up to 1700 Mc.
RCA -6263-A is

a

similar to the 6263-A, and is intended for use particularly as a frequency multiis also useful as an rf power amplifier and oscillator. As a frequency tripler to 510 Mc,
capable of 3.4 watts output; at 500 Mc it is capable of 10 watts output as an un modulated class C rf power amplifier, and 6 watts as an unmodulated class C oscillator.

RCA -6264-A is

plier. It

ANOTHER
TUBE TYPE
ADDED TO

RCA's
COMPREHENSIVE

"PREMIUM" QUALITY LINE
... is a remote -cutoff pentode of
miniature type designed espe7 -pin
cially for use as an rf or if amplifier in
critical military and industrial applications
where dependable performance under conditions of shock and vibration is paramount.
Characteristics are similar to RCA-6BA6.
RCA -5749

the

RCA -6264-A is

"RCA
POWER & GAS TUBES"

RCA OFFERS

CERAMIC BUSHINGS-

NEW
PICTURE TUBE °
with 110 -DEGREE

DESIGN FEATURES

DEFLECTION ANGLE

BEAM POWER TUBES

OF NEW UHF

RCA-210EP4... first commercially available 110' deflection -angle picture tube developed by RCA engineers, establishes new concepts in TV -set styles.
Tube depth is approximately 51/2" shorter than 90'
deflection types. New 'straight gun" with "prefocus
lens" maintains image sharpness over the entire
screen area. The new small neck diameter makes
possible the design of a more efficient yoke requiring
only slightly more power than is needed for 90' deflection. Tube is aluminized; needs no ion -trap magnet.
Designed for use in 110° deflection -angle systemsfor horizontal deflection, RCA-6DQ6-A; for vertical
deflection, RCA-6CZ5. Both of these types are now
commercially available. In addition, a developmental
horizontal deflection transformer and a developmental deflecting yoke- both designed especially for
use with 110e tubes-are available on a sampling
basis to TV equipment manufacturers.

BOOKLET-

tCB`

o.^

REVISED
Up -To-Date Edition

NOW AVAILABLE

... contains descriptions, terminal
connections, technical information on RCA
vacuum power tubes, rectifier tubes, thyratrons, ignitrons, magnetrons, and vacuum
gauge tubes. The most up-to-date booklet
of its kind in the industry. 24 pages. Please
use coupon for your copy.
PG101C

-6884... capable of

80 watts cw output at 400 Mc and 40 watts cw at 1200 Mc and only
17/4" high, 1'/4" in diameter, and 2 ounces in
weight-RCA-6816 and RCA -6884 are exceptionally
well suited for oscillator, multiplier, and amplifier
use in compact mobile and fixed equipment. Coaxial
electrode structure and low -inductance large -area rf
electrode terminals insulated from each other by
low -loss ceramic bushings facilitate the use of these
tubes in circuits of the coaxial -cylinder cavity type.
Efficient cooling of the plate is effected by a forced air -cooled integral radiator. RCA -6816 has a 6.3 -volt
heater. RCA -6884 has a 26.5 -volt heater.
RCA -6816 and

For copy of the PG -101C Booklet, or for
technical data on the following RCA items,
please use this coupon. Check the items in
which you are interested. Mail to:

Commercial Engineering,
Harrison, N.
Section K 19R,
RCA,

For sales

information

on any of

the RCA products shown, please contact the RCA District Office nearest you:

EAST: Humboldt 5-3900
744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N.J.

MIDWEST: Whitehall 4-2900
Suite 1181,
Merchandise. Mart Plaza
Chicago 54, III.

WEST: RAymond 3-8361
6355 East Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif.

J.

PG -101C

6816,' 6884'

5876-A,' 6263-A,
6264-A'

5749
2N247, 2N267
2N206
2N269

221M
WV -87B
210EP4
1

6CZ5

6006-A
NAME

ees.
ELECTRONICS

RADIO CORPORA TION of AMERICA
Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.

Semiconductor Division, Somerville, N. J.

Components Division, Camden, N.J.

- November,
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Never before
such BIG
capacitor
ratings
... in such small size!
ACTUAL SIZE

Another Mallory First

... the

new Mallory Type TNTt Subminiature
Tantalum Capacitor*
Only .145" in diameter, /8" long.
Especially designed for transistorized miniature circuits.
Write today for complete technical information.

Expect more... get more from
Serving Industry with These Products:

Electromechanical-Resistors

Switches

Electrochemical-Capacitors

Metallurgical-Contacts

138

Tuning

Rectifiers
Special Metals

Devices

Vibrators

Batteries
Welding Materials
tTrade Mark
'Patent Pending

MALLORYP.

R.

MALLORY Y. CO Inc.

Mercury

Want more information?

P. R. MALLORY & CO.,

Use post card on last page.
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- ELECTRONICS

electronics

W. W. MacDONALD, Editor
NOVEMBER

1956

CROSS

TALK
MATURITY . . . Executives
speaking recently before engineer
groups on the West Coast several
times reaffirmed their faith in
bigness. Often protesting that
they believed in private enterprise,
they still acknowledged the need
for spreading costs of research
and development over a broad
base.
Cited were such examples as
government stimulation of transistor research without which they
felt we would be ten years behind. Interest in the hydrogen
bomb was credited for rapid
strides in the study of cryogenics.
In the field of engineer education it was suggested that a

national testing standard be established and that college students
whose performance measured up
be awarded 25 -year loans to make
possible their training.
Thanks to electronic techniques,
the insularity of East, West, and
Middle West are rapidly disappearing. It is a healthy realization,
and one worthy of engineers, that
we live in a big country and must
think in big terms.

...

MARS AND BEYOND
It is
becoming increasingly difficult to
keep man's feet on the ground,
literally as well as figuratively.
The British Interplanetary Society has just brought out a
magazine devoted to spaceflight.
An American publisher is on the
stands with one specializing in
missiles, rockets and other aspects
of astronautics. Newspapers quoting scientists assembled in Rome
say the public will be able to hear
ELECTRONICS

- November,

telemetering signals emanating
from America's satellite if they
have shortwave radios (which, of
course, they will not be able to do
unless their sets tune to highly unlikely frequencies up around 220
megacycles). And the Gravity Research Foundation (Roger W. Babson) has held a meeting in New
Hampshire, attended not only by
many people who have for years
been hipped on the subject but
also by newcomers with quite
tangible industry and government

interests.
Us? We're just packing for a
mundane business trip to Chicago.
By train.

RELIABILITY . . . Differences
of opinion relative to the performance of transistors persist,
but there is one point upon which
most engineers now agree. Certain
types already available at least to
the military, and others on preproduction pilot lines, are more

LOOKING AHEAD

.

stable and rugged than some of
the resistors, capacitors and other
passive circuit elements with
which they are being teamed.
Design and production and application techniques have progressed at a rapid rate in recent
months.
WE WUZ WRONG, ALMOST

... Three months ago we passed

along a rumor that federal restrictions on credit might soon
be relaxed. This could have been
important to manufacturers of
electronic equipment looking for
money, but it did not happen.
What did happen was that credit
requirements were liberalized on
new homes selling under $9,000,
which does not directly help our
industry meet its immediate commercial needs. It could, however,
be a straw in the wind.
The straw is not an especially
trustworthy weathervane in this
particular month of November.

.

Electroluminescent screens capable of emitting color as function of applied a -c field frequency continue to be actively in
minds of television engineers
Superconductors having zero resistance at practical low temperatures may someday eliminate the need for repeaters in longdistance communications cables
Several television equipment makers are working hard to
increase picture resolution while at the same time reducing
bandwidth requirements; short-range objective is reduction of
equipment cost, long-range objective is to be ready for any
spectrum regulations the future might bring

1956
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Data sending (left) and receiving (right) installations in Philadelphia bank

of

slow -sweep tv using telephone -company lines

SLOW-SWEEP TV for
By HAROLD E. ENNES
Technical Editor and Systems Engineer
Doge Television Division
Thompson Products, Inc.
Michigan City, Ind.

New tv system uses 60 -cps horizontal and 2 to 7 -cps vertical
SUMMARY
repetition rates, in conjunction with long -persistence -phosphor display
tube, to produce narrow bandwidth video signal of good resolution that
can be transmitted over telephone or other audio communication circuits.
Reduced scan rates also increase apparent sensitivity of pickup tube

of a slow-sweep
tv camera chain utilizing a
vidicon pickup tube permits use of
a conventional program -type telephone line or remote monitor line
to transmit the video output signal.
The system is used to transmit
still pictures. A complete picture
is scanned every 2 to 7 seconds; the
time being adjustable.
The picture tube is a long -persistence -phosphor radar type with a
P7 or P19 characteristic, which sets
certain limitations on operating
concepts. The brightness decay
characteristic is such that the picture vertical frequency should be
not less than approximately 10 per
minute to maintain readable information at the picture top when the
bottom scan line has been reached.
DEVELOPMENT

For convenience, the horizontal
scan rate is synchronized with the
a -c line frequency of 50 to 60 cps.
Since the number of lines, N, constituting the complete picture is
determined by the vertical frequency adjustment, the following
relationship exists assuming a 60 cycle horizontal rate :
W

500

J
z

2

10
6
BANDWIDTH IN KILOCYCLES

14

15

FIG. 1-Horizontal resolution of system
as function of bandwidth

N = 60 x 3 = 180 lines
N = 60 x 4 = 240 lines
N = 60 x 5 = 300 lines
N = 60 x 6 = 360 lines
Actual vertical resolution is N
lines minus the blanked lines, which
is approximately 2 lines in slow
sweep, times the Kell factor.
Horizontal resolution is limited
by the apparent resolution of the
long -persistence phosphors of the
picture tube and the length and
electrical characteristics of interconnecting lines to remote receivers.
Resolution as a function of bandwidth is shown in Fig. 1.
Although 500 -lines resolution is
possible with a 15-kc telephone line,
this resolving power may not be
apparent with the phosphor of the
slow -sweep display tube. An 8-kc
3 -sec
4 -sec
5 -sec
6 -sec

sweep,
sweep,
sweep,
sweep,

November, 1956
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VIOICON

AMP

jI- 6198

12

AMP

AY7

AMP

0.1

12ÁU7

0.1

HF-

V1

V2

PHASE CORRECTOR

0.1

HF

1b-,/V\A/"-

_

220K

+280 V

aZ
w

G2

J

100

Qo
U

O

F

2
0

0.222
2.2 ME

3.3

MEG

22K

R

t.
HOR

-

MEG

FOCUS COIL

4 K

6.8

50K

VIDEO

53.3K

T

+280 V

3.3

0.0018

2.2

10.01

2.2

2

MEG

,VERT
DEFL

22K

2.2

U

YOKE

47K

OUTPUT

K

TAR ET

K = X

0.047

FIG. 2-Slow-sweep camera uses 6198 vidicon as pickup tube. Tube

V.

10

1,000

is

+280V

T

used for high -frequency phase correction

CLOSED-CIRCUIT USE
line ordinarily allows ample resolution for practical subject matter.
Even though Fig. 1 indicates an
8-kc line is limited to about 260
picture elements, the line's roll -off
characteristic will permit 300 -lines
horizontal resolution in practice.

lower scanning velocity, the charge discharge rate is about twice that
of conventional rate.
The increase of vidicon storage
sensitivity in combination with
narrow -band, high signal -noise amplifiers results in a total light -sensitivity gain of approximately 120
over conventional application.
About 200 ft -candles of incident
illumination at a target potential
of 15 to 30 volts is necessary for
optimum studio pictures in conventional practice. With slow sweep,
incident illumination as low as 2 ft candles at a target potential of 15

Vidicon Storage
The vidicon signal results from
the beam discharge of the target
charge caused by the light -patterns
imaged by the camera lens on the
target area. The output current is
proportional to surface potential
and rate of scan. The surface potential is relative to amount of
light, target potential and storage
time. For a given amount of light
and target potential, factors of sensitivity are : storage sensitivity ;
charge -discharge rate per picture
element; and beam diameter (maximum number of picture elements).
Since the frame time of slow
sweep is much greater than conventional field time and the vidicon increases stored charge during the
entire frame time, slow sweep vidicon sensitivity is high relative to
conventional television practice. Although offset somewhat by the Received images
ELECTRONICS

- November,

on

1

volts, with the same lens aperture
as used for studio practice, is often
adequate for excellent reproduction
of motionless subjects.

Camera
The camera, shown in Fig. 2,
contains a vidicon and two twin triode tubes, which provide three
stages of amplification and a high frequency phase correction stage.
Direct coupling of the vidicon
target to the first video amplifier
minimizes stray capacitance in the
input grid network. The vidicon
output voltage is generated across

-by -3 aspect ratio screen at

1956

21/2 -second

vertical repetition rate
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Video signal was transmitted on 8-kc bandwidth line with 20 -db attenuation

The phase correction at high frequencies prevents the occurrence of
trailing whites after blacks or negative phase distortion. Positive
phase distortion black following
black is prevented by low -frequency
compensation of the target load by
R. -Q. This compensates low-frequency phase shift occuring particularly from line -transformer characteristics.

target load R,. The potentiometer
in the cathode circuit of

permits target potential adjustment.
VIA

Compensation

Stages VIB and VSA are cathode
peaked by small bypass capacitors
to compensate for stray capacitance
effects at high frequencies and for
scanning beam aperture effects.
Since beam-aperture effect is equivalent to high -frequency loss without
phase error and partial cathode bypassing introduces high -frequency
phase shift, phase -corrector stage
VSB is employed to compensate for
aperture correction.

VIDEO

AMP

VIDEO AMP

12AUI

VIA

OF
350

0.47

VIDEO

X=X 1,000

-

112
``ITI

I$Il

15A

-+

FROM

508

L

+280V

2.2

MECf--

BRICNTNE55

+360V

10011

é1500Á

120

CONTRAST

0.47

204

+8KV

6

LOB

VERT BURST OSC

,000

2.28

Ti-
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12ÁÚT+28
v
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D,

017

V4Á

V4N
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0.01

0.48

1.2 NEC

2111

1504.
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12AÚ1
3.3

2.18

280
IDA
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retrace.
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0.01
2
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OUTPUT

280V

5008

/--

150K
I

+

CAMERA

V1A

TABP

V2

VIN

0.47

470µµF

Control
in the camera control Tube
monitor unit (Fig. 3) receives the
camera video by coaxial line.
The contrast control adjusts the
VIA

+ 280V

VIDICON C,
TO CANERA NOR

2.2MEC

i.600 nI

un

0.47
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112011
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=
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4
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8
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-
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I-

0.001
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0.001
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0.001

1 +86V
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15011

+-280

VERT FRED

-2008

SOB
CAM

MONIHEIGHT

V

100V

VERT CENT

FIG.

video level fed to line output transformer Ti. Since a transformer
output is employed, the receiver
used must be connected in proper
polarity for a positive picture and
correct sync -stripping action.
The signal is further amplified
by Vq to drive the 7ABP display
tube. The grid of Vag is clamped on
a line -to -line basis by driven diodes
D, and D2.
Horizontal -rate pulses control
sweep current through the vidicon
and picture tube horizontal deflection coils, blank the vidicon at
horizontal retrace time and supply horizontal sync information for
receiver lock -in. The conventional
itv practice of utilizing the vidicon
horizontal blanking pulse for receiver horizontal sync is followed.
Cathode - coupled multivibrator
VSB-VIA, which generates horizontalrate pulses, is synchronized by the
negative-going edge of a pulsating
positive ripple voltage, coupled
through the resistor, across clipping diode DS, from the power
supply.
The sawtooth is formed by C,
and V.. The vidicon and monitor
deflection coils are in series so the
saw -tooth current has a uniform
trace slope for a given setting of
the horizontal linearity control. The
vidicon is driven beyond cutoff by
the negative pulse at the plate of
V. during horizontal retrace. This
same pulse serves as horizontal sync
for receivers. The cathode return
of the horizontal multivibrator
triggers clamps D, and D2 during

3-Control and monitor unit supplies camera with both horizontal and vertical sweeps

Vertical Scan
-rate
pulses control the
Vertical
sweep current through the vidicon
and picture tube vertical deflection
coils, blank the vidicon at the vertical rate, blank the picture tube at
vertical rate and supply an on trigger during retrace time for the vertical burst oscillator which supplies
vertical sync for the receiver. The
latter function is the only nonconventional application other than the
slow vertical pulse rate.
The vertical pulse is initially generated by plate -coupled multivibrator VA. The pulse repetition
rate is determined by the grid potential of V.A. and the cathode potential of VNB. During conduction
November, 1956
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w
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FIG.

Trace Interval

The trace interval end is determined by the monitor height control, which sets the single ended
push-pull output driver bias for the
vertical deflection coils. When C,
discharges sufficiently to intercept
the grid -cathode cutoff point, V95 is
driven to cutoff causing D. to conduct. This couples C. to the negative potential at the cathode of V.5,
discharging C2 toward the negative
voltage.
The retrace duration is determined by this cathode potential
that depends upon the setting of
the camera vertical-centering control, which determines the point of
sweep start.

ITI

MEG

4001

V HOLD

20

ITI

5

36(4

15

VERT M.V.

5642

e

ME

r

+

RT
FL

V13

Ls

1284

VERT OUTPUT

MEG

56K

VERT CENT

V98, vertical saw forming capacitor C2 is isolated from the
cathode potential of V95 by D, and
charges toward B+ to form the
trace interval. The large capacitance of C2 charges over a small
percentage of the potential supply
to utilize only the ultralinear portion of saw formation eliminating
need for a vertical linearity control.
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sync -processing stages and lack of vertical burst oscillator

Centering of the sweep is
achieved by permanent magnets arranged concentrically around the
picture tube neck and by adjustment of the controls to fill the top
and the bottom of the raster. The
camera height control assures
proper utilization of the target area
vertically.
The negative pulse at the plate of
V94 during retrace time is coupled
to the vidicon grid, as well as the

sync and employment of a driven
clamp type afc for horizontal multi vibrator control in the receiver,
shown in Fig. 4, results in a highly
stable picture. It was considered
improbable that video or noise signals containing repetitive 2-kc components of sufficient amplitude to
upset vertical sync would occur.
This theory was proved correct over
a long experimental period.

Applications
picture tube grid, for vertical-rate
blanking of retrace lines. The
Records of moderate complexpositive pulse at the plate of V95 is ity can be transmitted and reprocoupled to the grid of vertical burst duced for 15 miles over lines
oscillator V34 to gate on a 2-kc burst equalized to 8 kc or used to moduwhich is coupled into the common late a radio transmitter.
plate load of video line driver VIA.
The standard 3 -by -4 aspect -ratio
In the receiver, this burst is sepa- unit has a picture size of 4 by 5i
rated, by a tuned circuit, rectified inches. Another unit employing
and used to deliver triggers to the 1 -by -3 aspect ratio has a picture
receiver vertical multivibrator for size of 2 by 6 inches. The latter
lock -in. This design eliminates size of 2 by 6 inches is for checks
severe system requirements neces- and cards in banking applications.
sary when attempting to use the
The author is indebted to George
long frame -rate pulse for direct H. Fathauer, designer of the slow synchronism at the vertical repeti- sweep system, and Robert Smith for
tion rate.
their assistance in checking the
Use of the burst -type vertical manuscript and their suggestions.
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The Front Cover

Automatic cigarette -making machine. Main
control cabinet at top contains vibrating reed electrometer fed by beta gage. Regulator control box is directly beneath it
while the beta -gage detector is mounted
on the right side of the machine
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for cigarettes is
not homogeneous. It is composed of long strands, short strands,
a small amount of dust and stem.
To produce a high-quality cigarette,
free from loose tobacco, the percentage of short tobacco and dust
must be kept low. To do this the
tobacco must be treated gently.
The feeding and proper placing
of approximately three pounds of
nonhomogeneous material a minute
in an ii -inch diameter paper cylinder at a lineal speed of 275 f pm is
difficult. In filling, short-term variations may result in light or heavy
cigarettes, while in feeding, variations of longer duration may run as
high as ±15 percent of a desired
mean value. This article discusses
a servo system that monitors the
tobacco density and controls both
of these variables.
RAG TOBACCO

STANDARD CHAMBER

'STANDARD ABSORBER

FIG. 2-Beta radiation gage block diagram. Beta-particle beam-density transmitted through
cigarette is compared to that transmitted by a standard cigarette absorber

A dielectric bridge controls the
short-term variation by triggering
the rejection of individual defective
cigarettes. A beta-particle gage

governs tobacco flow to minimize
long-term variations. An overall
view of the cigarette -making machine shows the beta -particle measuring head, the control box and the
main control cabinet. Figure 1 is
a block diagram of the control units
of a cigarette-producing machine
and their associated circuits.
Rapid measurement of rod den November, 1956
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SUMMARY
Combined use of beta radiation gage and dielectric bridge
controls both short-term and long-term variations in firmness and density of
cigarettes made by automatic machine. Dielectric bridge measures cigarette rod density automatically to reject cigarettes outside tolerance limits. Beta
gage controls tobacco feed
By E. HARRISON, JR.
American Machine and Foundry Co.
Raleigh, N. C.

CIGARETTE MACHINE
sity is made with a pair of electrodes between which the rod passes
before being cut into individual cigarette lengths. These electrodes
form one leg of a bridge operating
at approximately 100 mc. The
bridge output is converted and amplified at 10.7 mc in a conventional
superheterodyne system. The 10.7 mc signal is rectified and filtered.
The final dielectric measurement
appears as a d -c voltage, varying
about some mean value, having a
magnitude of one volt for a 1 percent variation in rod density. Since
this system of dielectric measurement is not highly sensitive to slow
variations in tobacco moisture
content, supplementary detecting
equipment must be used to achieve
the required accuracy.

converter, demodulator and amplifier circuits. Particles that penetrate the rod pass into an ionization
chamber and produce an ion current
that is directly proportional to the
number and energy of the transmitted particles but inversely proportional to the density of the rod.
This ion current is compared to
the current produced by a similar
standard source -chamber which includes a fixed absorber of density
equal to a portion of the perfect
cigarette rod. An adjustable trim-

Control
The necessary degree of control
is obtained by subjecting the moving rod to a constant beam of beta
particles and measuring the number as well as the energy of the
particles that pass completely
through the rod. This method of
measurement was chosen because it
has inherent advantages of simplicity and reliability.
The beta-particle source, radioisotope strontium 90, is placed so
that the emission is properly collimated through the cigarette rod.
Figure 2 shows the ionization cham- Control box houses automatic and manual
bers and a block diagram of the and weight-control potentiometer
ELECTRONICS

- November,
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ming absorber is included for precisely setting the desired operating
balance point. The two opposed ion
currents are applied to a resistance
of about 101°ohms and the resulting
voltage is chopped, amplified and
fed to a phase -sensitive detector
which yields an output voltage of
polarity and magnitude corresponding to the true density of the rod.
This output voltage is zero at the
desired mean value. The polarity
is positive when density is above
the desired value and negative when

control switches, indicator lamps, alarm bell
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cause of its suitable beta-particle
energy and its long half-life (25
years). Actually, strontium -90 beta
energy is only 0.61 mev, but in the
decay scheme, it yields yttrium 90,
which has a short half-life (61
hours) and a 2.18-mev beta particle. The latter is used as the density measuring agent.
Ambient air ionization chambers
are used both for the measuring
and the reference systems. The
chambers are located one above the
other in the measuring head and
are connected by a breather tube
for pressure equalization. Construction of the chambers is simple and

Interior view

of

control cabinet shows easy access to components

below. The magnitude is adjusted
to one volt for 1 -percent deviation.
Since the time constant of this
system is long, 'the highest obtainable frequency is approximately two
cycles a second. Such a signal cannot be used for rejection of indi-

vidual off -weight cigarettes, but is
ideal for controlling the tobacco
feed. This slowly varying signal is
also used as a referente for the output of the dielectric measurement
system and as such compensates for
the slowly shifting error resulting
from moisture variation.
Dielectric Measurement
The general ,arrangement of the
dielectric measuring system is
shown in Fig. 1. Electrodes and a
bridge box are located in the measuring head. The bridge box contains the local oscillator, the mixer
with its associated output circuit
and the bridge elements.
The total capacitance of the measuring arm of the bridge is approximately 8 µµf, of which 7.7 µµf is
residual. The dielectric material in
the cigarette rod constitutes only
0.3 µµf. Since it is desired to measure increments of 2-percent variation, in the rod with reasonable accuracy, the bridge must not -only be
stable but also. ljighly sensitive to
capacitance changes in the order of
.

0.006 µµf.
The error resulting from moisture variation in the tobacco is ap-

proximately a 10-v signal for a
1 -percent change with an average
moisture content of 12.5 percent.
This error is a slow variation ranging from 1 to 5 v an hour.
To obtain the required stability,
considerable attention was given to
the bridge box. The assembly is
built around a heavy brass casting
and all appropriate parts are silver
plated. Subminiature dual triodes
are used in both oscillator circuits.
Temperature - compensating ceramic capacitors maintain constant
frequency with the result that after
a two-hour warmup the drift is negeligible. The mixer is a germanium
diode" with a miniature iron -core

requires no critical materials.
Phenolic materials are used for
the insulating parts and conducting
surfaces are formed by painting
with a dag dispersion of graphite.
Each chamber measures 2 by 3 by 3
in. and has a 0.003 -in. polyethylene
film window mounted at the point
where the beta particles pass into
the chambers.
The measuring chamber is polarized +200 v; the reference chamber -200 v. The collector rods of
the chambers are interconnected to
permit balancing to zero outptit current at the desired mean rod density.
Electrometer

The electrometer control cabinet
contains the principal control circuits for automatic cigarette production. In the electrometer control
system, currents of approximately
transformer coupled to a 51 -ohm 10-x° ampere constitute the signal
coaxial output line.
from the ionization chambers. The
The bridge normally functions electrometer is a vibrating -reed
with the balancing arm adjusted to type, driven by a 600 -cycle oscilexcessive capacitance. Such a con- lator.
dition facilitates detecting the diThe varying potential obtained
rection of variation as well as the from the vibrating reed is applied
magnitude. As cigarette rod den- to a three -stage high -gain resistsity increases, the bridge ap- ance -coupled amplifier. The ampliproaches balance and the output fier output drives a phase -sensitive
voltage approaches zero. Conversely detector using the reed -driving osa decrease in rod density yields an cillator voltage as a reference. The
increase in output. voltage.
detector output is filtered and used
The i -f amplifier located in the to drive a cathode follower.
main control cabinet, is matched to
The electrometer system is stathesignal cable by a cathode-cou- bilized by a large amount of negapred input stage.
tive feedback from the ouput cathode follower to the input resistor.
Beta -Gage System
Varying the amount of negative
Strontium 90 was chosen for the feedback controls sensitivity. Outbeta -gage measurement system be - put-signal magnitude is adjusted
1Jóve`mber, 1956
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to one volt for 1 -percent variation
in cigarette weight. A six-inch
meter calibrated -5 percent/0/+5
percent is mounted on the front
panel. This meter normally indicates cigarette weights but is also
used for zero setting and checks.
Proportional control is desirable
because of the delayed response of
the tobacco -feeding system. A correction made to the speed of the
tobacco feed does not affect the
measuring system until after a delay of approximately 1.3 sec. To
maintain control without undue
hunting, corrections proportional to
the error magnitude are required.
The basic regulator is shown in
Fig. 3.

Speed Changer
The speed changer is capable of
correcting at a rate of 21 percent
a second. While the servo motor is
making this correction, the porportional control system develops a
voltage at a rate equal to the desired proportional fraction.
A single section R -C filter ahead
of the regular grid averages the
signals from the beta gage.
The null sensing relay is connected between the cathodes of the
regulator triode section V, and the
proportional control triode section
Vº. Any unbalance between the two
cathodes will cause the relay to operate in the direction of the unbalance. The delicate contacts on
the null -sensing relay remove negative bias from the relay tube grids
causing plate circuit relays to op REGULATOR

PROPORTIONAL CONTROL

Rejection

ILAT7
ERROR

SIGNAL

3-Regulator circuit converts beta gage error -signal to servo control signal
for tobacco feed regulator
FIG.

ELECTRONICS

erate. These plate circuit relays
have two sets of interlock contacts
to energize the speed changer servo
motor for proper rotation and the
proportional control circuit.
The grid of V2 is fed by the voltage developed across C by current
from the proportionality adjustment potentiometer R. through the
relay contacts and R2 or R,, depending on which polarity is required.
Capacitor C discharges through R,
and the normally closed relay contacts to ground. The charging time
constant is approximately 16 sec.
The discharge or reset time constant is 2 sec.
Relay operation is arranged for
positive polarity voltage feedback
when the error voltage on the grid
of V, is positive, and negative
polarity feedback when the error is
negative.
The voltage applied to the grid
of the proportional control triode
is the same polarity as the error
signal, thus decreasing the current
through the null -sensing relay. As
the time balance is regained between the cathodes, the null -sensing
relay opens, the controlled plate
circuit relay 'loses and the proportional control voltage is discharged
or reset. The charging voltage is
adjusted by screwdriver control R4
and once properly adjusted for a
given set of conditions is not
changed.
This system provides a series of
small corrections to the feed, their
magnitude depending on the rate
of change of the error signal and
the proportionality setting.

- November,

The system for rejecting individual cigarettes must combine the
functions of measurement, data
storage and electromechanical ejection of the cigarette from the machine output.
Measurement is accomplished by
a dielectric bridge with sensing
electrodes at the measuring head.
The bridge signal is converted,
amplified, rectified and compared
to the signal from the beta gage.
The resulting signal is applied to
the data-storage system.
Using the beta -gage signal as a
reference -minimizes errors -in -the
dielectric measurement and a suf-

1956

20
I/212AT7

AMPLIFIER
OF
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RFC

PLATE OF
LAST I -F

DIE-

SIGNAL TO
REJECTOR

LECTRIC
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SYSTEM

-

SIGNAL
FROM
BETA GAGE

I50 V

FIG. 4-Signal-combining circuit unites

dielectric detector and beta gage signals
to prevent long-term drifting

ficiently accurate composite signal
is furnished for individual cigarette
rejection Figure 4 shows the circuit.
Memory Wheel

Data is stored by a rotating
electromechanical magnetic memory
wheel, turning at the same rate as
cigarette rod travel. The magnetic
memory wheel identifies each cigarette and delivers signal pulses at
the proper time for accurate rejection.
Physical ejection of individual
undesirable cigarettes from a production rate of up to 1,500 cigarettes a minute requires fast action
and accurate timing. Upon receipt
of an ejection signal from the magnetic memory a thyratron discharges a storage capacitor through
the ejector electromagnet. Fingers
on the electromagnet armature flip
the cigarette into a chute and collecting receptacle.
A weight control makes occasional small adjustments in cigarette weights. For example, it is
useful when adjustment of the
folder section in the maker is required to correct for out -of -tolerance cross section of the cigarettes.
The adjustment range is ±21 percent from an initial mean.
It is necessary to stop the machine periodically to make adjustments, clean the folder section, start
a new roll of paper and so forth.
The regulator system must be inactivated during these interruptions to prevent changes in the
speed -changer setting. By short
circuiting the null -sensing relay
coil in the regulator when the
cigarette rod stops moving, the
lockout relay prevents undersirable
setting changes and indicates any
malfunctioning óf the system.
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PUNCHED -CARD
By F. DADO, V. PROSCIA

and

M. RAPHAEL

Electronics Research Laboratories
Columbia University Engineering Center
New York, New York

Both braille and aural -tone indication are provided by
SUMMARY
punched-card reader to permit blind persons to read any standard punched
acticard almost as rapidly as by visual inspection. Sensing brushes on reader
vate one or more of four tones generated by phase -shift oscillators. System
opens way to opportunities for blind in accounting, computing and research
has been need for a device to allow blind people to
read data from standard punched
cards used in business machines,
accounting machines and computers. A prototype -model punched card reader is now in use at the
laboratories, which has far-reaching potentialities for employment
of the blind.
THERE

System Description
markings on card -reader (center) and
Blind operator reads punchcard by feeling braille
listening to tones from oscillator (left)
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FIG. 1-Phase-shift oscillators consist of dual -triodes and 13 components

The card reader consists of a
card holder with a linear braille
scale, a gear -driven slider with
reading brushes and a coded musical -note indicator, as shown in a
photograph.
The holder positions the card
firmly in place as the slider is
moved laterally across its surface.
The brushes attached to the slider
move in parallel lines which coincide with the rows on the card.
When a punch mark is reached, the
brush closes a circuit and a musical
tone is heard in a pair of earphones.
Each musical note or combination of two notes represents a definite digit from 0 to 9 or 12 and 11,
that is, the musical tone identifies
the location of a punch mark in one
of the twelve rows.
In practice, rows 0 to 9 are
scanned separately from rows 12
and 11 to utilize a four -note code
system.
While listening to one of the
Now with Gruen Applied Science Laboratories, Inc., Hempstead, N. Y.
November, 1956
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READER for the Blind
PRINTED COPPER STRIPS
ON CARO HOLGER
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FIG. 2-Simplified representation of method of mixing oscillator

tones to provide different volume levels

notes, the column number is read
by tracing a pointer on the brush
carrier to a braille scale located on
the base of the card holder. This
system, therefore, both locates and
describes the exact position of a
punch mark.
Tone Code

A four -note coded system was
chosen to represent any digit which
might have been punched in the
card. Digits 0, 1, 2, and 3 are represented by single tones and 4
through 9 are double tones; four
musical notes being used to identify the numbers from 0 through 9.
The best frequencies were found to
be about 300, 600, 1,200 and 2,400
cps.
The tones are generated by four
separate phase -shift oscillators
having cathode-follower outputs, as
shown in Fig. 1.
Tone Purity

It was found that a pure note is
not necessary to distinguish the
different tones; any resulting wave shape from the oscillators is acceptable. In addition, it is not
necessary to produce four tones
that are exactly an octave apart as
long as they are reasonably close
to this ratio.
The most important aspect is the
ELECTRONICS

- November,

Closeup of card -reader with cover off carriage shows constructional details. Braille markings are in foreground

relative volume of the tones, especially in the double -note combinations. The lower -frequency tone of
a pair of notes should have a
greater volume than the higher frequency tone. The two notes of
a pair are more easily recognized
in this manner. This requirement
involves changing the amplitude of
a tone according to the particular
number it is to indicate. In the

method of combining tones shown
in Fig. 2, this proved to be a very
simple feature to implement.
The card holder is connected to
the oscillator unit by a five -wire
cable and cable connector at the
card -holder unit. Four of the wires
carry the four tones to the card
unit and are connected through a
switch to the various copper strips
on the printed board. This switch
allows the reading of rows 0 to 9
or rows 11 and 12. The fifth wire
of the cable is the common wire for
all the brush contacts and returns
the mixed tone from the oscillator
unit to the vblume control for the
earphones.
The potentiometer is used as the
volume control and also as part of
the mixing circuit for the tones.
The resistance in series with the
line from each oscillator is split
into different parts to provide the
different relative volumes required

7956

in the double -tone cases. The first
resistor in each tone line is in the
oscillator unit before the cable.
The particular wire is brought

through the switch on the card
holder to the copper strips in the
rows which require a relatively
high -volume output. An additional
series resistor is then connected between these strips and those strips
requiring less volume.
Controls

The oscillator unit provides the
other necessary controls for operation of the entire unit. The six position switch (Fig. 1) is used
to pick the mode of operation. The
first switch position is the off position.
The second position is used for
normal operation and connects the
oscillator to the card holder. The
third to sixth positions each disconnect the card holder and provide a single tone to the operator

for calibration purposes.
To read a card, the operator
moves the brush carriage over the
columns to be read. A single or
double tone will be heard at each
column and will be broken before
the tones for the next column are
connected.
The device was developed under
contract APF 30(635)-2807.
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Steps required to check tv transmitters for station license
SUMMARY
or renewal under FCC proof -of-performance regulations are outlined. Frequency spectrum, field strength, visual and aural harmonics, frequency
response and noise test procedures are given along with results obtained by
one station. Other sources of FCC information are also given

By JESSE N. SEXTON
Chief Engineer
KALB -TV
Alexandria, La.

Proof Of Performance
either by the manufacturer or by
installing a kit supplied by the
manufacturer. All manufacturers,
without exception, make this modification kit available to their customers hence complying with this
portion of the requirements is relaLetter of Information
tively simple.
Part 4 of the letter deals with
The commission's letter of information relating to these regulations stations transmitting color programs in color and is not concerned
contains six parts.
The first three, deal with the per- with proof-of -performance tests for
formance requirements for color stations transmitting monochrome

filing for a
station license after Oct. 1,
1954, as well as all stations filing
for renewal of license after that
date, must comply with new FCC
proof -of -performance regulations.

Ni

EW

TV STATIONS

of section 3.687.
It is assumed that the station
does not transmit color programs
in color, and that its transmitter
has been modified to suppress the
frequencies indicated in the letter,

t

TRANS VIDEO

TO ANT

signals.

Part 5 requires data showing
overall attenuation versus modulating frequency of demodulated signal for modulating frequencies
from 0 to 4.75 me.
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of

to determine attenuation against
frequency for the upper sideband
1

Further information says the
amplitude of the 0.2 -me sideband
must be used as a reference point
for comparison.
Test Procedure

The equipment is set up as
shown in Fig. 1. The test is made
with the demodulator probe placed
in the coaxial line to the antenna
after the harmonic filter and with

the transmitter operating into a

dummy load. The demodulator is
placed on crystal output.
To determine the various levels
of the modulating frequencies the
screen of a Tektronix oscilloscope
must be calibrated in db. This is
done by introducing a video voltage with a bandwidth of 0-5 me
from a Markasweep generator into
the transmitter video input.
The transmitter is then fully
modulated and the amplitude of
the signal on the oscilloscope adjusted to a convenient level.
The signal generator is set at
0.2 me and the marker pip located.
The pip will be close to the carrier
frequency and near the point of
maximum amplitude of the oscilloscope waveform. This point is
designated 0 db and a mark is
placed on the screen. The sweep

generator attenuators are adjusted
to add 10 db to the circuit. The
November,
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Waveform exhibit taken from face of calibration monitor

Test pattern exhibit taken from the screen

For TV BROADCASTING
level on the scope will drop and the
new level is marked -10 db. Addi-

tional steps of attenuation are introduced and each new level is
marked with the appropriate db
reading until the signal is completely attenuated.
The amplitude of the 0.2 -mc pip
is designated 0 db. Additional frequencies of 0.5, 1.25, 2.00, 3.00 and
3.5 me are fed into the sweep generator from the signal generator.
Curves

The db levels of the various frequencies are located along the sloping shoulder of the upper sideband
and plotted on a curve as seen in
Fig. 2.
None of the points should drop
below the FCC limit indicated on
the curve, for the rules say: "The
overall attenuation characteristics
of the transmitter, measured in the

AND AS TO COLOR

.

.

antenna transmission line after the
vestigial sideband filter (if used),
shall not be greater than the following amounts below the ideal demodulated curve: 2 db at 0.5 mc,
2 db

db at

at

1.25 mc, 3 db at 2.0 mc, 6
3.0 mc and 12 db at 3.5 mc."

Should any of these values fall
below the limit, it will be necessary
to improve the overall linearity of

the transmitter.
Field Strength

The second paragraph of Part 5
says: "Field strength or voltage
of lower sideband for modulating
frequencies of 200 kc to 5 mc and
of the upper sideband for modulating frequencies of 200 kc to 8 mc."
Further, information from section 3.687i not included in the
above says: "All emissions removed
in frequency in excess of 3 me
above or below the respective chan-

.

The information in this article shows how the holder of a monochrome tv broadcast
station temporary authorization can obtain a full-fledged station license. Under present
rules, no further proof-of-performance is required if station later decides to broadcast

color.

It will be necessary, however, to adjust the transmittïng equipment for color in conformance with FCC regulations. The tests to insure proper color performance have been
described earlier in issues of ELECTRONICS.
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nel edge shall be attenuated no less
than 60 db below the visQal transmitted power (or not less than 48
db below the 0.2 -mc reference

point.)"
In addition, according to section
3.687 (a) (2), the respective channel edges at 1.25 mc for the lower
sideband and 4.75 mc for the upper
sideband must bé attenuated no
less than 20 db.
To measure the field strength of

the upper sideband, the equipment
is set up as shown in Fig. 1. Since
levels must be measured 3 db above
and below the respective channel
edges, a video voltage 0 to 10 -mc
wide is used to modulate the transmitter.
Sideband

The 0.2 -mc sideband is located by
introducing a 0.2 -mc signal from

the signal generator, and is designated 0 db. Additional frequencies
from the external oscillator are
then fed into the sweep generator
and their levels recorded, according
to the actual measurements shown
in Table I.
The transmitter is swept with a
20 -mc-wide video voltage to be sure
there is nothing beyond the 10 -mc
range. In this case there was no
measurable signal beyond the 9.0 mc point. The various levels are
151
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4-Setup required to measure carrier fundamental (A) and harmonics (B)
FIG.

then plotted on a curve, db levels
versus frequency as shown in
Fig. 3A.
The same procedure is used to
measure the lower sideband. The
results are shown in Fig. 3B. Since
tv transmitters are single sideband,
the lower sideband should fall off
sharply between 0.75 and 1.25 mc.
Harmonics

The equipment needed to measure
both visual and aural r -f harmonics
includes the following General Ra-

(B)

8

7

6
5
4
CYCLES/MC

9

4.75
5.0
5.3
6.0

sideband field strength

dio types or their equivalents:
oscillator 1215-B (50-250 mc), for
Channels 2-6; oscillator 1209-B;
874-F low-pass filters; 874-GG loss
pads; 1216-A i -f amplifier; 874 -MR
coaxial element; and 874 -FR rejection filters.
Different model numbers of this
equipment are necessary for Channels 7-13 and for the uhf channels.
The equipment is set up as shown
in Fig. 4. The level of the fundamental carrier is first measured
and entered in the appropriate column in the data sheet, a sample
of which is shown in Table II. The
levels of the various harmonics
from the second through the tenth
are then taken and entered. Occasionally trouble may be encountered in differentiating between
the true harmonic and responses
generated in the measuring equipment, especially as the higher
frequencies are reached. Questions
of this nature can generally be resolved by disconnecting the equipment from the transmission line
and noting whether the response
disappears or remains.
The actual frequencies of each
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-1
-2
-2.5
-8
-9
-10
-15
-16
-25
-25
--9625
-35
-57
-58

harmonic are given on the data
sheet for each channel. The corrective factors for each harmonic, as
shown on the data sheet, are used
to arrive at the true db levels. The
level of the fundamental carrier is
then assumed to equal 0 db and is
plotted along with the levels of the
harmonics below the fundamental
level as computed from the data
sheet. Figure 5 shows plots for both
aural and visual carriers.
When the measurements are
taken, the transmitter should be
at full power output and operating
into a dummy load. Also, the
measurements must be made with
the probe placed in the transmission line after the harmonic filters.
Each harmonic must be a minimum
of 60 db below the level of the
fundamental to comply with the
requirements.
Photographs

Further requirements concerning the visual section of the transmitter include taking photographs
of a waveform and test pattern.
The photograph submitted as a
waveform exhibit was taken from
the face of the calibration monitor
waveform oscilloscope being driven
from the demodulator and was that
of a standard test pattern. In this
exhibit it is necessary that the setup interval be shown plainly to be
within 2 percent of the value of
7i= percent set by the commission.
The photograph of the test pattern was taken from the screen of
the calibration monitor. It is permissible to use an ordinary home
November, 7956
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tv receiver if the picture shows
adequate detail. Requirements are
that it show at least 350 lines of
resolution and 5 shades of gray.

ANT

4'
DIST
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MOD
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NOISE
METER

Aural Tests
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6-Limits for frequency response
are shown as standard preemphasis
curve at top and FCC limit at bottom with
specific points obtained between

FIG.
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AMR

-4E-

AMP

DB
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50 to 15,000 cps, excluding any

16

LINE

50DB

For the frequency -response curve,
the system must be measured from
the studio microphone input to the
transmitter output over a band of
limiting amplifiers but including
preemphasis. Each point must fall
between the limits shown in Fig. 6
and Appendix 3, Fig. 8, Part 3
Rules and Regulations.
To make this test, the equipment
is set up as shown in Fig. 7. A loss

TRANS

Fig.

7

-Setup required

to

make aural measurements

pad is introduced between the oscillator and microphone input to
lower the output of the oscillator
approximately 50 db, depending on
the type microphone and preamplifier used. The pad should match
the impedance of the microphone
preamplifier input and the output
of the oscillator. It should be made
of noninductive resistors and the
capacitance between resistors and
between input and output leads
should be kept as low as possible
since small capacitances at higher
audio frequencies can result in incorrect readings.
The db meter should be large and
have a scale showing at least -18
to +4 db. Since preemphasis is employed and, to comply with the
regulations, the transmitter must
.

be kept at 100 per cent modulation
for each reading, it is necessary

that the input values not output
values be read and plotted. If the
input level were maintained at a
constant value for each frequency,
as is generally done in making amplitude-modulation tests, the output level, instead of remaining at
modulation, would
100 -percent
vary over a wide range owing to
the preemphasis.
Frequency Response
A signal of 50 cps is introduced
into the microphone input from the
oscillator. All gains are set at normal, and any program limiters or
compressing devices are removed
from the circuit. The oscillator
level is adjusted so that the trans -

Table II -Sample Harmonic Measurement Date Sheet

Ilarmonïc

Freq

Set LO

Fund Filt
Out

77.25

107.25

Fund Filt
In

i4

64

2nd

154.5

184.5

3rd

231.75

261.75*

4th

309.0

339.0

5th

386.25

6th

Level
A

Nearest
Spurious
Resp-mc

A.

+

Am

db

Corr
for
Coupling
Loup -db

Pads
Removed
db

70+8.4

-6.4, +17.25

3+5.3

Filter
db

0

0

0

0

-6

+2

2.7

-20db

-

9

0

+17.25

4.6

-20db

416.25

+17.25

3.0

-20db

+3.5
+1.5

463.5

493.5

+17.25

7th

540.75

570.75*

3+7.6
3+7.5

-20bd
-20db

8th

618.0

648.0*

4.4

-30db

9th

695.25

725.25

+17.25

3.9

-30db

10th

772.5

802.5

+17.25

3+9.2

-30db

-12
-14
-15.6
-16.9
-18.1
-19.1
-20

-6.4,+17.25

-6.4, +17.25
-6.4, +17.25

I

*A small spurious response may be found 6.4 me below the true local oscillator frequency.
two close responses.
ELECTRONICS
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Ae

(A

+

Corr)
db

Harmonic
Level
Ae (Fund)
AO (Harm)

78.4

8.3

6.0

+17.25

Level

Corr
for

0

+2.5

+3.5
+3.0
+1.5

+ 2.0
-26.3
-23.9
-29.5
-25.0
-23.9
-40.2
-42.2
-36.7

76.4
104.7

102.3
107.9

103.4
102.3

118.6
120.6
115.1

Set the local oscillator to the higher of the
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as measured at

mitter modulation monitor reads reading well within the upper
exactly 100 percent.
The signal input meter reading
will fall between 0 and +4 db.
This value is carefully read and
recorded. Without changing gain
control settings other than oscillator level, frequencies of 100, 400,
1,000, 5,000 10,000 and 15,000 cps
are fed into the system and the
level read on the input meter for
each frequency. At each frequency
the transmitter should be returned
to 100 -percent modulation.'
At 15,000 cps, the input level
reading will have dropped off to
-16 to -20 db for 100 -percent
modulation. Since the various input signal levels were read rather
than output, the data represents
an image of the output. A true
curve is obtained by changing the
polarity sign of each reading. The
frequency response curve thus obtained and must fall between the
upper and lower limits of the FCC
curve.
There is nothing to prevent
shifting the entire curve up or
down if doing so will fit it between
the limits. For example, if the
50 -cps reading is +1 db and the
15,000-cps level falls outside the
upper limit at +18 db, the entire
curve may be moved downward 1t
db thereby bringing the 15,000 -cps
-

limit while still keeping the 50 -cps
reading within the lower limit. If
the curve will not fit between the
limits of the standard curve, then
the frequency response of the system is not satisfactory and must
be improved.

Distortion

Distortion must be measured at
100 -percent modulation for a frequency band of 50 to 15,000 cps
and at 50 -percent and 25-percent
modulation for a frequency band
of 50 to 5000 cps. The distortion
levels must not rise above the following values : 50 to 100 cps 3.5
percent; 100 to 7,500 cps 2.5 percent and 7,500 to 15,000 cps 3.0
percent.
The test set up is shown in Fig.
7. A signal of 50 cps from the oscillator is fed into the microphone
input. With all gains set at normal,
the oscillator input level is adjusted for a 100 -percent reading
on the modulation monitor. The
amount of distortion is read from
the distortion and noise meter and
recorded. For 100 -percent modulation this is repeated for frequencies of 100, 400, 1,000, 5,000, 7,500,
10,000, and 15,00 cycles per second.
For 50 percent and 25 percent
modulation, frequencies of 50, 100,
400, 1000, and 5,000 cycles are used.
The results are shown in Fig. 8.

Noise
In a frequency modulated transmitter, there are two inherent

FIG. 9-Recommended method for measuring a-m noise on f -m carriers

types of noise-that which modulates the carrier frequency and
that which modulates the carrier
amplitude. Both must be measured.
The f -m noise level, in the band of
50 to 15,000 cps, must be at least
- 55 db below 100 -percent modulation. The amplitude noise level

154

100

400 1,000
CYCLES PER SEC

100 -percent

15 KC

modulation

must be down -50 db below 100
percent modulation. Measuring the
f-m noise level is relatively simple.
The a -m noise level presents considerably more of a problem.
To measure the f -m noise level
the video transmitter is shut down,
since as yet the commission has not
taken into consideration noise that
might be introduced into the aural
section from the visual portion.
The oscillator output is introduced
into the microphone input through
the loss pad. With all gains set at
normal and no limiting nor compression used, a frequency of 400
cycles is fed into the system and
the modulation brought to 100 percent by the oscillator gain control.
The oscillator signal is removed
and the noise level read directly
from the distortion and noise
meter. This is repeated for a signal
of 1,000 cps.

At present there is no equipment
on the market to measure the a-m
noise level of an f -m transmitter.
Figure 9 shows a schematic of the
method recommended by RCA for
their f -m transmitters. An r -f voltage from the transmitter is introduced at the circuit input.
The amplitude of the rectified

r-f is adjusted by the potentiometer
until a reading of approximately 4
y is obtained on the voltmeter,
with the switch in the r -f position.
The switch is then placed in the
a -c position, and the a -c amplitude
adjusted until it is exactly the
same as the rectified r-f reading on
the voltmeter. The noise and distortion meter is then calibrated to
0 db. The switch is then thrown
back to the r -f position, and the
a -m noise level read from the distortion and noise meter.
The author acknowledges the assistance of E. Miller, E. Love, and
R. Richardson.
November, 1956
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Thirty -target radar simulator is used in training personnel for the Army's Missile Master computers. These operators use photoelectric light guns placed against display console to enter targets in electronic tracking system

Radar Simulator Trains
MISSILE -MASTER Crews
By GEORGE W. OBERLE
Staff Specialist on Digital Computers
The Martin Company
Baltimore, Maryland

Specialpurpose digital computers working in real time have
been designed to receive radar data and other information and issue orders to
guided -missile and other antiaircraft batteries defending an area. The 30 -target radar simulator described is used to train personnel working with the
Missile Master antiaircraft fire -control computer.

SU1VIMARY

AND
EVALUATING dures, precision testing of certain
ground -based systems involv- automatic equipment and partial
ing radar and the training of per- evaluation of the defense system.
The simulator generates realsonnel to operate these systems
generally require numerous and istic racar video signals similar to
those obtained from one search and
costly aircraft flights.
The radar simulator was devel- two height-finder radars for up to
oped for use with an antiaircraft 30 aircraft following a predeterdefense system. Without the use mined raid pattern. The simulator
of actual aircraft, it provides for may be synchronized with the main
training personnel in the opera- bang and azimuth scan of an
tion of the defense system, routine actual radar, or the radar may be
maintenance and checking proce- completely simulated.

TESTING

ELECTRONICS

- November,

Each target flight path is broken
into straight lines anc arcs of
circles. Target heading, velocity,
acceleration and rate of turn at the
beginning of each course segment
are supplied to a digital computer.
Point -by-point calculations of the
polar coordinates of the target at
0.2 -second intervals are made by
the computer and recorded in
binary code on 1 -inch paper tape.
The system is shown in Fig. 1A.
The primary sections of the simu155
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Thirty -two -tape reader provides input to
radar target simulator

Two-tape reader is used in error detection
scheme for simulator

lator are the input tape reader
and associated equipment, one
video generator for each target,
the radar parameters simulation
unit and the video mixer and
modulator.
The tape reader, shown in a
photograph, is capable of reading
32 tapes, maintaining all tapes in
synchronism. The starting time of
each tape may be individually controlled so that target courses may
be staggered with respect to each
other by preselected periods. The
tape reader employs vacuum sensing of the tape holes, with resulting long life of the tapes.

nal is then amplitude modulated by
a saw-tooth synchronized with the
radar main bang to simulate the
effects of range attenuation. The
composite signal is also modulated
by artificial noise and random fading to produce realistic radar video
output.
All of the simulated radar outputs except the video are generated
in the radar parameters section.
The main bang signal is a continuous train of pulses with width
and repetition rate corresponding
to the radar being simulated.
The main bang is sent to the
equipment in the defense system
and to the monitor console in the
simulator. In composite operation
with an actual radar, the generation of simulated video is synchronized to the actual. radar main
bang.
A shaft representing the radar

Video Generators
The heart of the system is the
bank of 30 video generators. The
inputs to each generator consist of
instantaneous binary code values
of range, azimuth and elevation
coordinates for one target and
simulated radar parameters: azimuth beam position, azimuth beam
width, elevation beam width and
timing signals for the simulated
echo generation.
The output of each video generator consists of constant amplitude pulses proportional to target
size, delayed from the simulated
radar main bang by a time corresponding to the target range
and occurring only when the radar
and target azimuths agree. This
signal would be obtained from an
omnidirectional radar transmitter
and a scanning narrow -beam receiving antenna with no transmission attenuation.
The signals from the 30 video
generators are mixed in a non additive mixer. The composite sig-

TARGET RANGE, AZIMUTH
AND ELEVATION (BINARY)
MULTIPLE
-TTAPE
READER

-

VIDEO
GENERATOR

antenna shaft is driven by a motor
at a speed corresponding to the
azimuth scan rate of the simulated
radar. Synchros connected to this
shaft supply radar azimuth information to the defense system.
The position of the shaft is converted to pulse -position modulation to supply radar azimuth to
the video generators.
Figure 1B shows a video generator. The D-register converts
the target range in binary code
from the tape to a recurring pulse
train occurring at the radar repetition rate and delayed from the
radar main bang by a time proportional to target range.
Binary Conversion

The target azimuth and elevation
are converted from binary code to
ppm by the A and E -registers, respectively. Target azimuth and
elevation are compared with the instantaneous radar azimuth and elevation by coincidence gates.
When the target is within the
radar beam, the outputs of the coincidence gates permit the D register output to pass the output
gate. This output is the idealized
video for one target. Since the
angle comparisons are in ppm, the
box -car circuits remember the coincidences from pulse to pulse.
Figure 2A shows the D -register.
One input is a train of 8,192 pulses
spaced 0.25 microsecond apart and
synchronized with the simulated
radar main bang. The other input
is the target range in binary code

IDEALIZED VIDEO

/FOR

TARGET NO.

TARGET RANGE IN
BINARY CODE FROM TAPE

I

CONTINUOUS DELAYED

VIDEO OUTPUT

VIDEO
MIXER

RANGE TIMING

D

PULSES

REGISTER

SIGNALS
TARGET AZIMUTH IN
BINARY CODE
FROM TAPE

BOX

TARGET

LAR

A IN PPM

IDEALIZED

VIDEO
GENERATOR

NO.30

AZ E. ELEV
TIMING
SIGNALS

A

AND

GATE

GATE

TARGET

RADAR BEAM
WIDTHS, AZIMUTH,
ELEVATION TIMING
SIGNALS

ELEVATION
IN BINARY CODE

VIDEO
OUTPUT

BOX
CAR

FROM TAPE

t

RADAR
PARAMETERS

SIMULATION
SIMULATED
RADAR MAIN
BANG TO
SYSTEM

REGISTERFL AND

UNITS

NOISE, RANDOM
FADING, RANGE

`ATTENUATION

E

-REGISTER

AND
GATE

RADAR ELEVATION
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AND

GROUND CLUTTER

I

SERVO OUTPUTS FOR
INDICATORS AND OTHER

SYSTEM EQUIPMENTS

(A)

TARGET
ELEVATION
IN PPM

RADAR

AZIMUTH
IN PPM

(B)

FIG. 1-Block diagram of radar target simulator (A) and one of 30 video generators
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of D -register (A)

PPM Comparison

At the time the simulator was
being designed, satisfactory techniques for conversion of shaft
position to binary code had not
been developed. Digital comparison
of target and radar azimuths and
elevations was therefore abandoned and the ppm comparison
technique was selected. The conversion of target azimuth to ppm,
is accomplished in the same way
the D signals are generated.
ELECTRONICS

-

SET

and circuit diagram of 4 -mc counter stage

from one of the tape readers. A
core -diode storage matrix selects
the D information from the tape
reader.
During the dead time between
the end of one pulse train and the
next radar main bang, the 13 -stage
binary counter is reset to zero and
the D information is transferred
from the core-diode matrix to the
counter. The number actually set
in is 8,192 -D, the complement of
the target range. When the counter
has counted D pulses of the pulse
train, the counter goes through
zero, producing an output pulse
delayed by D units of time from
the start of the pulse train.
The counter continues to count
the remainder of the pulse train
and after the 8,192nd pulse the
counter will again contain 8,192
-D. Thus each succeeding pulse
train will produce an output after
D units of time.
New D information is obtained
from the tape at 0.2 -second intervals. Each new D value is inserted
into the counter during the first
dead time occurring after the information is ready. A stage of
the 4 -mc binary counter is shown in
Fig. 2B.

Azimuth Bias

22
14µF

'I8192 -D)
BINARY
COUNTER

detector from the coordinates
generated in the defense system.
The x, y and h error signals are
recorded on three recorders for
future reference.

(B)

(B)

However, there is no connection
between the D pulse train and the
azimuth pulse train. The output of
the A -register is a pulse delayed
from the start of the A pulse train
by a time proportional to target
azimuth.
A potentiometer on the simulated -radar shaft produces a d -c
voltage proportional to the radar
azimuth. This voltage is compared
to a saw tooth voltage starting in
synchronism with the beginning
of the A pulse train.
When the voltages are equal an
output pulse is produced. The
pulse produced is delayed from the
beginning of the A pulse train by
a time proportional to the radar
azimuth.
The width of the target and
radar azimuth ppm pulses correspond to one-half the radar beam
width, so that coincidence is obtained whenever target and radar
azimuths agree within ± one-half
of the beam width.
An important feature of the
simulator is error detection. A
separate tape reader shown in a
photograph provides range, azimuth and elevation for one target
on one tape and corresponding x,
y and h coordinates for that target
on another tape. The D, A and E
coordinates are used to generate
simulated radar data which goes to
the defense system.
Certain automatic equipment in
the defense system using the radar
video produces x, y and h coordinates which should agree with the
target coordinates. These data
occur in d -c form and in pulse code
modulation.
The x, y and h coordinates from
the tape are subtracted in the error

- November, 1956

Another feature of the simulator
is azimuth bias with which the azimuth of a target may be changed
by any selected angle. Each azimuth register is provided with a
set of switches with which a constant angular displacement may be
added to the target azimuth.
The number represented by the
toggle switch is added to the target
azimuth each time new information
from the tape reader is put into
the A register. The combination
of this feature with the staggered
starting of tapes permits a wide
variation in raid patterns to be
obtained from a set of punched
tapes.

Additional Targets

Additional targets are obtained
by generating one or two additional pulses from the outputs of
individual D registers, but delayed
from the D output. Two phantastrons associated with each D register permit adjustable delayed
echos.
These additional targets appear
at the same azimuth as the target
from which they are derived. The
addition of 60 screen -coupled

phantastrons permits generation

of up to 90 simulated targets.
Individual targets may be
selected to produce iff responses
or jamming signals of various
kinds.
Ground clutter is simulated by
mixing into the simulated video
the output of a conventional video
mapper scanning a pattern taken
from an actual radar.
The various target and radar
parameters are controlled from the
control console including the tape
reader and vacuum pump, radar
beam widths, radar azimuth scan
rate, radar repetition rates, individual target size and dump controls, type of noise selection and
selection of iff responses for
selected targets. One range -height
indicator and one ppi are provided
for monitoring the simulated video

outputs.
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Transistorized Receiver
By A. M. BOOTH*
Chief Design Engineer
Electronic Products Division
Gruen Industries, Inc.

Cincinnati, Ohio

a feedback network between the tap
on the collector tank coil and the
emitter. This unit has a frequency stability of -±.007 percent for a
simultaneous voltage variation of
22 to 30 volts and temperature
change of -67 F to + 149 F.
A 6 -volt Zener diode is used for

supply voltage and mixer bias regu-

lation. Voltage change across the
diode is 0.1v with a supply variation of 22 to 30 volts.
Mixer
Three-section receiver consists of an r -f chassis (top) with 12.5 -mc filter ir metal can, an
1-f chassis (center) and audio chassis (bottom) with three power transistors at upper left

vehicular communications require a reliable
transistorized 12.5 -mc f -m receiver,
capable of being mass produced
without special selection of components. The receiver described
here is coupled to an electron -tube
variable -frequency tuner to provide a receiver covering the 20 to
70 -me band. The 12.5 -mc i -f signal
produced by the tuner is used as
the r -f input to the fixed -tuned
transistor receiver.
Auxiliary circuits provide a
squelch relay, a beat -frequency
oscillator, and a 1 -mc crystal calibrator. All electrical components
are designed for printed -circuit
wiring and dip-soldering techniques, except the 1.3 -mc selectivity
filter.
Sensitivity is 12 microvolts into
50 ohms for a signal plus noise -to noise ratio of 10 db. A 100-wv signal into 50 ohms is the minimum
required to drive the receiver to a
rated 500 -mw output with a 600 ohm resistive load. A 12.5 -me signal
OME MILITARY

modulated at 1,000 cps with 15-kc
deviation is considered standard.
Estimated average power consumption is 1.2 watts under normal
voice -operating conditions.
Standby current drain is 37 ma
with a 26 -volt battery supply. Full
output is obtained at approximately
100 -ma current drain at 26 volts.
The unit is capable of operating
without degradation in performance over an ambient temperature
range of -67 F to +149F with a
simultaneous battery voltage variation of 22 to 30 volts.
The mixer, i -f and discriminator
circuits are shown in Fig. 1. A
12.5-mc'r-f selectivity is achieved
by a 6 -section L-C band-pass filter
of a modified constant -K type. A
bandwidth of 250 kc to 1,000 kc for
the 6-db/60-db points provides
85 -db attenuation for spurious frequency responses outside the ±200kc points of the 12.5-me r -f reference frequency.
The local oscillator employs a
11.2-me series-resonant crystal as
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The mixer circuit is of the common -emitter type producing approximately 12 -db of conversion
gain. Single -tuned circuits are
used for ease of production alignment and field maintenance. To
provide the required bandwidth it
is necessary to sacrifice conversion
gain by impedance mismatch in the
collector circuit. For narrower
bandwidth requirements, conversion gains of approximately 20 db
would be realizable.
The first 1.3 -mc i -f amplifier is
located on the 12.5 -mc r -f chassis
as an aid in testing for normal r -f
unit conditions with a standard
vtvm. It has a bandwidth of approximately 600 kc to avoid attenuation of the response curve of
the 1.3-me selectivity filter.
The selectivity filter serves as
the output unit for the r -f chassis

and the input unit for the i -f
chassis. A 12-section L-C bandpass filter of modified constant -K
type is used. It establishes the entire 1.3 -me i -f system selectivity
and has a bandwidth of 100 kc to
200 kc for the 6-db/60-db points.
Work done while with Crosley Division,
Avco Mfg. Co.
November, 7956
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for Mobile F -M
Mobile f -m receiver with nineteen transistors is designed
UMMARY
for mass production using printed circuits and available transistors. Circuit
operates over temperature range from -67 F to +149 F with simultaneous
supply voltage variation from 22 v to 30 v without degradation
for a collector load to input impedance ratio of 5,000 to 1,000
respectively. A deliberate mismatch was required to realize an
overall 320-kc bandwidth at the
6 -db points for the three stages.
This bandwidth prevents excessive
point.
The input and output load re- attenuation of the 1.3 -mc selecsistances were chosen to be 5,600 tivity filter characteristic.
A 5,000 -ohm collector -load imohms so that the values of L -C
was chosen so that a
pedance
size.
would be of practical
fixed tuning capacitance of sufEach of the parallel -tuned circuits is set on the high -side 60 -db
cut-off point. These are coupled
with a capacitor which series
resonates with the parallel-tuned
tanks to the low -side 60-db cut-off

l -F

Amplifiers

ficient value could be used to minimize the detuning effects of the
variation of C, of the transistor
and wiring capacitance. The surface barrier SB -100 transistor is
used because of its 2 to 3-14 value

Three stages of 1.3 -mc amplification employ fixed single -tuned
transformers eliminating production tuning and simplifying field
maintenance. These are designed

Limiter

Limiter action depends primarily
satura -

on collector -to-base voltage

ISTI-F

MIXER

LOCAL OSC

of C,, and the small change in value
with voltage variation.
The three interstage transformers are encapsulated so that they
can be inserted directly into the
printed -circuit board. The windings are coated with a cement prior.
to resin encapsulation. This reduces the capacitance effect of the
encapsulating material. Changes in
the type of encapsulating material
also require a change in the fixedtuning capacitor due to variations
in added capacitance effects.
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Input to this section is from electron -tube variable tuner
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tion. The emitter bias is 300 µa
and collector-to-base d -c voltage is
1 volt. A 12 -volt Zener diode stabilizes bias conditions for both the
limiter and discriminator driver.
The gain of this stage is approximately 8 db at initial limiting conditions and is restricted, by the low
value of bias. The limiter characteristic curve is flat and well
within the specified 1 -db requirements for a standard signal input
variation of 100 µv to 100 mv.
Discriminator

The discriminator driver power
gain is 20 db. The power level is
raised at this point to obtain better
rectification efficiency of the detector diodes. A conventional
Foster -Seeley type is used. Peak -to peak spacing is 130 kc with good
linearity over a 90-kc range.
Audio Amplifier

In the audio amplifier section,
shown in Fig. 2, a low-pass noise
filter cuts off noise energy above
3,200 cps for 6 -db signal-to-noise
ratio improvement. Its attenuation
characteristic is 12 db per octave
above 3,200 cps. Insertion loss in
the passband is negligible.
Attenuation of the highs due to
preemphasis in the transmitter is

produced by the network R, and C1.
The 30 -db power gain of the deemphasis amplifier compensates for
the loss of the network.
A high input impedance is required to avoid disturbing the frequency characteristics of this network and to allow a reasonable
value for C1. The high impedance
is obtained by emitter degeneration. High resistance base -biasing
resistors are employed to avoid loss;
and a low
transistor is required
to maintain stability.
As this stage is the first in the
high -gain audio amplifying system,
a transistor with low inherent noise
is also required.
The audio amplifier section delivers 500 milliwatts output to a
600 -ohm resistive load under standard r -f input signal conditions.
Total harmonic distortion does not
exceed 5 percent for audio signals
at 250 to 3,200 cps at 500 -mw output. The audio output is fiat within
±2 db at a 200-milliwatt reference
level between 250 to 3,200 cps.
Four direct -coupled stages are
used with the final two transistors
connected in a complementary symmetry circuit. Since this circuit
utilizes no interstage transformer
it occupies a minimum of space.
Direct coupling permits the use
of d -c overall feedback for tempera-

I

ture stabilization. In addition, a -c
feedback is employed to stabilize
power gain with respect to both
temperature and supply voltage
changes and also to reduce distortion. The 0.1 µa value of
for the
TI904 silicon transistor was used
as a criterion for selecting it as
the first audio amplifier transistor.
This contributed to overall power
output stability at high ambient
temperature.
The second audio amplifier transistor is a GT -691 chosen for its
power -dissipation rating, relatively
low I,,, and convenience of direct
coupling a pnp type to the preceding npn type transistor. As used,
it supplies the proper impedance
match as well as gain.
The 6-volt Zener diode is used
as a direct -coupling device to provide an optimum operating bias for
the second audio amplifier. This increases the power gain and temperature stability.
The driver and final stages use
similar types GT -731 and GT -732
with ratings of 1 to 2.5 watts at
25 C depending upon the size of the
heat sink employed. These power
transistors were the only available
pnp and npn types having the
power ratings needed.
The driver amplifier is common emitter connected and operates

I
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2-Audio amplifier with squelch circuit. Operation

of

squelch relay lifts collector of deemphasis amplifier from ground
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class A. It provides power gain
and is directly coupled into the final
stage.
The final class -B power -amplifier
stage consists of a complementary
symmetry pair. A common collector connection is employed primarily for its inherently good temperature stability but at a sacrifice
of power gain in comparison to
common -base and common -emitter
connections.
The use of overall d -c feedback
for temperature stabilization is
provided by a 2,20-ohm resistor
in the output feeding back to the
first amplifier stage. A change in
output current at the emitter junction of the final stage is used to develop the proper corrective bias in

the input circuit.
Stabilization of power gain with
respect to temperature and d -c supply voltage variations and reduction of harmonic distortion is accomplished by the a -c feedback
network of resistors R2, Rn and
capacitor C2. Capacitor C2 eliminates a tendency to regeneration at
higher audio frequencies.
Measurements at 500 -mw output
pass all specification requirements.
Values of 1 -percent distortion at

nominal 26-v supply are common
and reproducible. Less than 5-percent distortion is maintained at
75 C operating temperatures.

Replacing and interchanging
transistors produce no noticeable
difference in performance. Transistors capable of operating at
higher temperatures and having
lower values of L would aid
greatly in improving this circuit
for use over a wider temperature
range.
The squelch circuit is operated
by the noise level present at the
discriminator output. The first amplifying stage is tuned to accept a
noise spectrum centered at approximately 25 kc and to reject audio frequency signals. The noise is rectified and amplified to energize the
squelch relay with a pull -in current of 7.5 ma.
At high noise levels, the relay
contacts open, lifting the volume
control and collector lead off ground
in the deemphasis audio amplifier.
When a signal is received the
noise level will be reduced and the
relay will become deenergized. This
closes the contacts and the receiver
is returned to normal operation.
Overall sensitivity is such that
o

FIG. 3-Crystal calibrator (A) provides
1mc output (B) rich In harmonics

an equivalent noise input of 0.15v rms at the discriminator output
will produce silencing. A 21 -db reduction of the 0.15-v rms input will
unsilence the receiver.

Beat Frequency Oscillator
A Clapp oscillator circuit which
does not require a tank circuit is
used for the bfo. In addition, use
of a Zener diode for voltage stabilizations was found unnecessary. A
series -resonant 1.3 -mc crystal, is
employed.
An inherent frequency stability
of ±2 cps is obtained for ±20 per-

cent supply voltage variation. Temperature changes from -55 C to
+85 C produce a ±-60-cps frequency
change. This easily meets the
stability specification requirement
of ±0.02 percent (±250 cps) for
the bfo.
Crystal Calibrator
A 1 -mc crystal oscillator shown
in Fig. 3A is employed for calibrating 1 -me interval points on the
20 to 70 -mc tuner dial.
An output sufficiently rich in
harmonics is generated by overdriving the junction -type CK-761
transistor to produce clipping of
the output wave as shown in Fig.

3B.

Complete receiver with electron -tube tuner. Transistor r -f,
in vertical chassis mounted at rear of vacuum -tube unit
ELECTRONICS
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i -f

and audio sections are

The author acknowledges the assistance of G. Bruck, D. E. Kammer, F. M. Brauer, I. M. Wilbur,
H. H. Lenk and W. Worth. The
work described here was sponsored
by the short-range communications
section of the Signal Corps Engineering Laboratory.
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AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Power amplifier for direct air -to -ground communication
SUMMARY
uses two 4-1000A air-cooled transmitting -type tetrodes to drive loudspeakers mounted on airplane. Output is in excess of 3,000 watts over a frequency range from 400 to 4,000 cps with less than 2 -percent distortion.
Hum level of amplifier is 57 -db down at full power output

By
ALEXANDER B. BERESKIN
Professor of Electrical Engineering
University of Cincinnati
Consulting Engineer
The Baldwin Piano Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

amplifiers are required to provide direct air to -ground communcations in military operations using a multiple
loudspeaker installation on the underside of the aircraft.
The specifications for the power
amplifier required that it be capable of delivering 3,000 watts in
the frequency range between 400
and 4,000 cycles per second with a
distortion not to exceed 10 percent.
The amplifier developed was able
to deliver the required power with
less than 2 percent distortion. The
circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Analysis of available tubes
HIGH -POWER

showed that a pair of 4-1000A
tubes operated Class B, push-pull
would be capable of delivering
slightly in excess of 3,000 watts
within the rated plate and screen
dissipation if operated with 5 -kv
plate supply voltage and 1.25 -kv
screen voltage.
To develop the permissible peak
plate currents without positive grid
voltage drive it is necessary to operate the tubes with screen voltages considerably in excess of the
values specified for Class AB2 and
B, operation.
Plate and Screen Dissipation

The determination of plate and
screen dissipation required transposition of the available plate and
screen characteristics to values corresponding to the value of screen
voltage required for operation in

MA

4-100

0.22A

34A

Maximum average plate dissipation, with sine -wave signal, occurs
when the plate is driven of the
way to zero volts. With 5 kv plate
supply and 1.25 kv on the screen
this corresponds to a peak a -c signal voltage of 3,333 volts. This results in a peak plate current of
1.27 amperes and an average plate
current, for the two tubes, of 0.085
ampere. The d -c input power is
4,025 watts while the a -c plate
power developed is 2,115 watts.
The maximum average plate dissipation is 1,910 watts.
Maximum screen dissipation occurs at maximum drive. The value
of zero -signal plate current was
'arbitrarily chosen at 0.100 ampere
to produce 50 percent of rated plate
dissipation. This represents a reasonable compromise between sever-
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High -power audio amplifier is cooled by blower circulating air

through glass envelopes surrounding tubes.
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FIG. 2-Cross-section of transformer winding buildup. Output winding is placed between two bifilar-wound sections of primary windings

ity of Class -B bias and quiescent
plate dissipation.
Fourier analysis applied to the
available operating data yielded the
following operating conditions :
Ib = 0.980 amp,
= 0.118 amp,
screen dissipation = 148 watts,
plate circuit input power = 4,900
watts, a -c power developed = 3,040
watts, plate dissipation = 1,860
watts, plate efficiency = 62 percent.
This indicates that the operating
conditions chosen will yield the required power output within the
plate and screen dissipation ratings.

I

Transformer Design

Class B operation of the output
tubes requires that the output
transformer primaries be bifilar
wound to avoid the conduction transfer notch. A feedback winding is closely coupled to the bifilar
primary and to the secondary, and
statically shielded from them.
Good coupling between the bifilar
primary and the secondary is assured by dividing the primary into
two windings and sandwiching the
secondary between them.
There is no d -c voltage between
the two primaries but an instantaneous peak voltage of 4,000 volts
appears between adjacent points of
these windings at full signal. For
this application Kel-F insulation
had the advantage of 2,500 v per
mil dielectric strength.
The wire used for the bifilar priELECTRONICS

- November,

maries was No. 22 wire with 0.014 in. insulation. Twisted samples of
this wire were tested with 20 -kv
peak 60-cycle power without breaking down.
Preliminary calculations indicated that the high -frequency
power delivering capacity would
begin to fall off at frequencies
slightly below 4 kc so it was decided to take advantage of the reduction in primary interwinding
capacitance obtained by transposing the bifilar winding at every
turn.
The output transformer was designed to be used with two Moloney
MA-306 grain-oriented C cores.
The winding buildup for this transformer is shown in Fig. 2.
To supply the grid driving voltage required by the 4-1000A tubes
without introducing excessive grid
circuit resistance, two 6AÚ6 tubes
+10

o

Z
Ñ

0-

-40

-

-50 60
10

10,000
100
1000
FREQUENCY IN CPS

100,000

FIG. 3-Frequency- response characteristic of 3.000 -watt amplifier with input ad-

justed for 2 -percent distortion (upper
curve) and input held constant at 0.30
volts (lower curve)

were used. This also provided d -c
balance by adjustment of the 6AU6
screen voltages. The choke in the
impedance -coupled input is a Thordarson T20051 choke modified by
full interleaving of the laminations.
Three feedback windings of 1, 2,
and 4 turns were supplied.
Performance

Operation of the amplifier was
stable with the maximum possible
feedback of 30 db corresponding
to the full seven turns in series.
A single feedback turn corresponding to' 13 db provided an adequate
hum level 57 db below 3,000 watts
and only required 8.7-v input for
3,000 watts output.
Plate dissipation exceeded the
rated value by 2 percent in the 1.4 kw output region while the screen
dissipation remained below the
rated value up to full power output.
Residual hum and distortion are
about 0.8 percent over most of the
operating region rising rapidly to
1.4 percent at 3,000 watts.
The frequency response characteristics are shown in Fig. 3. The
upper curve shows the 2 percent
distortion power delivering capacity. The lower curve shows low-level
frequency response characteristic
obtained by maintaining constant
input voltage while varying the frequency. This characteristic deviates
by less than 1 db over a range of
100 to 38,000 cps.
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Transosonde Monitors
For obtaining data from great distances, balloon-borne
transmitters are maintained at constant altitude to follow lines of equal
barometric pressure and transmit meterological information. Transmissions
on three frequencies give 80 -percent probability that signals will be picked
up within 3,000 mile range
UMMARY

By H. D. CUBBAGE

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C.

40'

is a transoceanic
meteorological sounding system. It offers a comparatively economical
means
of
obtaining
weather information over inacessible ocean areas.
The system consists essentially
of a balloon carrier with altitude
control equipment that can be made
to float with the prevailing winds
along a constant -pressure surface,
meteorological sensor, radio transmitter, safety lights and power
supply.
A network of radio direction
finder stations take position fixes
on the balloon at periodic intervals
and collect the meteorological intelligence telemetered by the radio
TRANSOSONDE

transmitter.
PARACHUTES

TRANSMITTER

TRANSMISSION

GONDOLA

LINE

'X/2

END -FEED
ANTENNA

HIGH FREw ANT. 7

TRAP

85'
-MED FRED ANT
TRAP

_t_
1-Flight assembly of transosonde
balloon. Traps provide proper antenna
lengths for three transmitting frequencies
FIG.

The flight trajectory of the balloon provides information on the
atmospheric flow pattern. Other
meteorological parameters may be

telemetered during the programmed radio transmissions for fix
determination.

Airborne Equipment
The current flight equipment, as
shown in Fig. 1, consists of a
helium filled 39 -foot plastic balloon,
equipment gondola containing radio
transmitter, meteorological sensor,
flight -control equipment, ballast
and safety devices and the antenna
system. The complete assembly
weighs 600 pounds of which 350
pounds is iron dust ballast material
which is dropped as required to
maintain the altitude of the balloon
at some predetermined pressure
level normally 300 millibars equivalent to an altitude of 30,000 feet.
The ceiling or maximum altitude
of the balloon is established by the
volume of gas in the plastic bag.
Should the balloon tend to exceed
this ceiling, helium gas is expelled
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through an open appendix at the
base of the balloon thereby decreasing the lift. By adjusting the ballast level to a point just below the
ceiling an essentially constant altitude flight may be achieved over
long distances.
Transmitters
Three radio transmitters, provide a 50-watt signal sequentially
on three frequencies: 6,693 kc, 11,209 kc, and 18,013.5 kc. The frequencies were selected so that there
would be a high probability of at
least one being the optimum working frequency for the variety of
transmission paths and times of
day experienced on a flight lasting
several days and extending half
way around the world. The effectiveness of the 50 -watt transmission at three frequencies is shown
in Fig. 2.
Transmissions are made every 2
hours for a 5 -minute period on each
frequency. During each transmission period, Morse-code keying
gives atmospheric pressure at the
floating level of the balloon and
temperature inside the transmitter
pack.
Later model equipment will include external temperature and
humidity sensors. Provisions were
made for two 30 -second tones during each transmission period to aid
in obtaining bearings.
The transmitters are of conventional design using crystal -controlled oscillators to drive a 6146
final amplifier through a buffer
stage. Screen -grid keying is used
on the final.
Frequency changing is accomplished automatically through a
small d -c timing motor, actuated
every 2 hours by an 8-day aircraft
clock, which switches filament voltNovember,
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Inaccessible Areas
ages and antenna connections to the
three separate transmitters. Information is coded by a modified
dropsonde unit which serves as a
keyer unit.
The antenna, as shown in Fig. 3,
appears as an end -fed half -wave
dipole for each frequency by employing wave -traps spaced and
tuned to effectively terminate the
antenna at an appropriate resonant length. The antenna feed
system consists of a length of 450 ohm open -wire transmission line
and an appropriate artificial line
in each transmitter to effectively
provide a quarter -wave transformer line section for each frequency. To reduce the input impedance of the antenna, in. tinned
copper braid is used as the radiating element.
Power Supply

Power for the transmitter is supplied by a series -parallel arrangement of sixty-eight BA -38 dry batteries which provide the 300 -volt
and 700-volt plate supply. Filament
voltage is furnished by a 66 ampere-hour lead -acid storage battery at bottom of the gondola.
To minimize the effect of -40 C
ambient temperatures, the battery
compartment is insulated with Styrofoam.
The control shelf, in addition to
providing altitude control of the
balloon, performs the various required safety functions. A one
hundred minute d -c timing motor
in conjunction with a pressure
switch provides a means of terminating the flight if the equipment does not clear 28,000 -feet altitude within one hundred minutes
after launching.
Termination is also provided
should the equipment descend as
much as 1,500 feet during the
ascent period. At all times when
the equipment is below 28,000 feet
altitude, either ascending or descending, flashing red lights visible from all directions are pro ELECTRONICS

- November,

ballast is jettisoned, the flashing
red lights are energized and the
radio transmitters programmed to
provide continuous data transmissions during the descent period.
Direction Finding

2,000

4,000

6,000

DISTANCE IN STATUTE MILES

2-Percentage of position fixes obtained in relation to distance of balloon
FIG.

from direction-finding stations

vided. Each normal flight is terminated at a preset time by a primary timer or an auxiliary back-up
timer generally set for a 4 to 6 -day
flight.
Upon termination of the flight
the equipment gondola is released
from the balloon and permitted to
float to earth on a parachute, simul-

taneously the remaining iron -dust

Direction finder fixes were obtained quite consistently to distances of 3,000 miles from the nearest direction-finder station. A
statistical analysis of the data
taken during periods in which quality rating for radiowave propagation varied from poor to good indicated that the probability of a
station obtaining a usable bearing
is approximately 88 percent out to
a distance of 2,000 miles from the
station. Over areas of similar propagation condition where six d -f
finder stations are within 3,000
mile range the probability of obtaining a usable fix would be 0.94.
With five d -f stations within 3,000
mile range, the fix probability
would be 80 percent.
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Video Amplifiers
By W. E. JEYNES
Chief Engineer
CHCH-TV
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

SUMMARY
Current feedback in shunt-regulated video amplifier circuits produces low output impedance with fair voltage gain; gain -bandwidth
product of triode amplifier is equal to or better than that obtainable with
high -slope pentodes. Characteristic equations of basic circuits are discussed
along with practical applications in television distribution amplifiers

the shunt -regulated
amplifier has been in use for
some time in television modulator
applications', it has not, until recently, been applied to video terminal equipment'. Two practical
applications of this circuit are described in this article.
ALTHOUGH

Basic Amplifier

In the basic shunt -regulated amplifier shown in Fig. 1A, current
feedback" due to unbypassed resistor R increases the internal impedance of V, by a factor of
R(µ, + 1) so that the load presented to V, is r1 + R (µ, + 1)
where r,,, is plate resistance and µ
is amplification factor.
From the equivalent circuit of
Fig. 1B, the open-circuit gain of
the stage is
Ay =

',the +

R(µ1

+

1)]

rri+rr2+R(µí+1)

(1)

measured at the plate of V, and

Rear chassis view

of tv

Ak

-

µ ,(ryi

+

AIR)

(2)

rr, + r,, + R(µ, + 1)
measured at the cathode of V,.
The output impedance is
rri(R

Z°

+ rr2)

rye+r,,1+R(µ1+1)

(3)

With suitable values of R, a fair
voltage gain can be obtained into
a reasonably low output impedance.
The gain -bandwidth product is
equal to or better than that obtainable by using a high -slope pentode.
As R becomes infinitely large, Z.
will approach rR/(µ,R) = 1/gm,
and the gain will approach µ,µ,R/
(µ1R)

FIG.

1-Basic

(A)

and equivalent

(B) cir-

cuits of shunt -regulated amplifier

=

In practice, it is not possible to
obtain these limiting values of gain
and output impedance. The advantage of using large values of R
is not realized since the voltage
drop across R limits the current
through V, and V2 resulting in
rapid increases in the plate resistance.

distribution amplifier shown in Fig.

5

FIG.

3

FIG.

2-Gain-bandwidth characteristic

The gain -bandwidth characteristic of the circuit of Fig. 1A, using
both sections of a 6BK7A and

Sync amplifier feeds cathode of video amplifier
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Use Shunt Regulation
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FIG. 4-Response of amplifier of Fig.
is adequate for sync transmission

3

loaded with a high impedance, is
shown in Fig. 2. There is not much
to be gained by increasing R beyond 500 ohms.

With identical triodes, experiment has shown that the optimum
value of R is approximately 10 percent of r5. The equations for gain
and output impedance then simplify to

+ 0.14)/(2.1 + O.1g)

A

= µ(1

Zo

= 1.1r5/(2.1

-{-

0.11.)

(4)

(5)

Practical Circuit

Figure 3 shows a circuit, employing the shunt -regulated amplifier,
now in use at CHCH-TV.
The gain at the cathode of V14
is approximately three; the gain bandwidth characteristic is shown
in Fig. 4. This is more than adequate for the transmission of
synchronizing signals.
With the cathode of V15 connected to ground, there is a 155-v
d -c drop across V. The d -c current
through
and V10 is approxi-

V

mately 4.5 ma. With this connection, plate limiting occurs at
around 3-v signal input.
For a square-pulse voltage, this
has the effect of limiting the output, while preserving the wave shape. Advantage is taken of this
fact to provide an automatic amplitude control of the synchronizing signal, provided that the input
does not fall below 3 v. This takes
care of normal variations in the
output of the synchronizing -signal
generator.

for sync suppression when the amplifier is passing composite picture

Operation

Distribution Amplifier

In operation, Ri is adjusted for

at

0.4 v of synchronizing signal

the output of the video amplifier.
With plate limiting, a change in
the d -c supply voltage changes the
amplitude of the signal voltage.
However, with the use of a wellregulated d -c power supply, this
effect is not of any consequence.
In Fig. 3, the cathode resistor of
the video amplifier tube is a low
tap on the load resistance of the
synchronizing signal amplifier and
it is possible to change the d -c
supply voltage -±5 v without noticably affecting the signal at the output of the amplifier.
Actually about 1/18th of the
voltage developed at the cathode
of VIA is injected at this tap point.
This means that the negative
side of C, can be shorted to ground

signals.
The impedance in the cathode of
VIA is not materially affected when
it is shunted by R2, so the gain bandwidth characteristic of the
video amplifier is not affected. The
shorting relay also suppresses the
large positive -going pulse which
would normally be present at the
which might tend to
cathode of
introduce pulse crosstalk when handling remote composite signals.

V

A studio distribution amplifier
employing two shunt-regulated
stages is shown in schematic form
in Fig. 5.
The amplifier's response is flat
to 10 me at unity gain, with three
outputs, each into 75 ohms. One
output terminated in 75 ohms gives
maximum gain of 3.3. Maximum
picture input voltage is 2.5 v peak
to peak.
Peak-to -peak pulses of 4 IT may be
handled. The slight amplitude distortion which results can be compensated for by an adjustment of
the gain control, with some slight
reduction in bandwidth.
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FIG. 1-Series-regulated supply and equivalent circuit (A) using transistor characteristic shown at (B)

Regulated Transistor
Series and shunt regulator design equations provide
method of obtaining low voltage power supplies with any required degree of
regulation. Actual circuit derived from these equations are discussed and
laboratory tests show good agreement with predicted operation

SUM1%IARY

compact

SIMPLE

low-voltage

transistor power supplies are
now entirely feasible using available transistors. Virtually any degree of regulation can be obtained
with only a small increase in
complexity of the circuit.
The output voltage of a power
supply is a function of output current and input voltage
E. = E.(41.)
(1)
E. = output voltage, E, = input or
line voltage, I. = output or load
current. Since in actual practice
the load is established by the choice
of load resistance, or more conveniently load conductance the output voltage can be written as E. =
E. (E,, GL) where GL is load con-

ductance.
Then

(A.E)

oEi+(nE)

AEoGL
nGL/I nRi-0
Multiplying the second term numerator and denominator by E. +

äE:
Experimental supplies use terminal board construction for ease of measurement

AE,= AE,

CE'

&E; -AGL_O
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Power Supply Design
By J. WALTER KELLER,

Jr.*

Project Engineer
Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratories
Washington, D. C.

.7E°

(Eo FeE°)eGL

(E. + AE,) AG, differs from i.I,
by the term GLÀE,. This term can
be neglected because, with any
reasonable regulator, it is quite
small compared to A/o. Thus

AEo=eEi+
(AAE4

RL-coaa tan

(')

AI, (2)
LEi-0

This equation justifies the ex-

perimental procedure of holding RL
constant instead of I. when obtaining the voltage regulation.
This equation is the basis for the
a -c type of equivalent circuit. The
output voltage variation is equal to
the input voltage minus an I -R
voltage drop. The two terms on the

right of Eq. 2 should be as small as
possible. Consequently the design
of a voltage regulator should concentrate on making AE,/AE, and
¿E,/I, as small as possible.
The most simple regulator design attempted is shown in Fig. 1A.
Now with
Miami. Florida.
ELECTRONICS

Miami

Shipbuilding

- November,

Co.

The transistor is a pnp power unit
rated at 20 watts, with a heat sink
at 25 C. The emitter of the transistor is biased in the forward direction and tends to be very close
to the potential of the base which
is the reference voltage. Line -voltage variations are dropped across
the large dynamic collector resistance and are greatly reduced at
the emitter.
To determine the coefficients of
Eq. 1 assume linear operation and
from small-signal equivalent circuit

theory
=

-r.- (1-a) (rb+rr)

(3)

Al. ©Ei -0
This is the load regulation of the
circuit of Fig. 1A. The input -voltage regulation employing small signal equivalent circuit theory is
(SE°

E i) eRi-0_
rr

r,+r,

X

(4)

RL+ra
rori+(1-a)(rb+rr)-j
RL+r, .J
This assumes r, > > r, +r, + r°,
and RL = load resistance.
The operation of input voltage

regulation can be seen by observing
that the slope of the collector characteristics, shown in Fig. 1B, is approximately the series resistance to
input voltage changes.
Now Eq. 2 becomes
rb-F-r,

eEo=
ro[1

+(1-a)(ra+rr)1 X
RL+r,

R -F-raaE'-[r,+(1-a)(ra+r,-)1dJ°

(5).

For a power transistor, substituting typical parameter values r.
= 10K, r, = 1.5,r, = 50 and a =
0.96, RL = 75, r. = 0, in Eq. 5 the

following equation is obtained:
(6)
AE, =0.004aEi -3.5e7,
Using the circuit shown in Fig. lA
the curves of Fig. 2 were obtained.
The nonlinearity of the experimental points and their departure
from the theoretical value were expected in view of the large variation of transistor parameters with
operating point. However, this
does not limit the utility of the
regulation equations in most practical cases because power supplies
are usually employed in a narrow
range making the assumption of a
169
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Eq. 7 and 8. The values of the
parameters used in the single -transistor regulator were large bias
values. The proper values for Q,
are r,-90K,rb-60,r,=2.5and
r, = 50 ohms and a = 0.97.
The equation for regulation can be
shown to be
0.0067Eí -3.7ÁI.

Regulated power supply uses metal bracket construction as heat sink for power
transistors. Rectifiers are mounted on underside of board
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FIG. 5-Regulator using four transistors including a single -stage feedback amplifier
(A)
shows good correlation between actual and theoretical results (B)

single operating point a good approximation.
A, _ [r.i -I- (1- ai) (r ai -Fra) -iEquation 5 appears to contain
(1- al) (1-aa)(rbs+rr)] (7)
sufficiently accurate relationships
rbi+r.s+(1-aº)
(rbs+rr) rbº+rr,
upon which further design conr,r
rol
siderations can be based. It can be
1+(1-a1)[rbi+ra:+(1-aa)(rbº+rr)1
predicted that better regulation
RL+r.i
would result from a higher alpha
RL
and r, or lower r,, r, and/or r,.
XRL+r.1 (8)
One major drawback of the
These equations show that the
circuit of Fig. lA is that it draws reference resistance can be much
too much reference current. The larger than in the single transistor
circuit of Fig. 3 gives about the circuit before it becomes signifisame regulation, but with sub- cant. Since Q1 will be carrying the
stantially less reference current full-load current and since the cirdrain. Since I. _ (1
a)
the cuit will be required to deliver curreference current assuming identi- rents close to the peak ratings of
cal transistors is approximately Q1 the alpha and r, of this tran0.002 I,. This is equivalent to hav- sistor may be much smaller than
ing a larger a.
for small -current bias. It would not
Employing the equivalent circuit be wise to assume equal parameters
of Fig. 3 regulation will then be:
for the two transistors when using

This equation is compared with
experiment in Fig. 4. The agreement is good since parameter values
used in the equations were average
values of a sample of ten transistors.
Both circuits discussed are basic
series -type regulators employing
the collector resistance for dropping
line voltage to output voltage. The
size of the dropping resistor is dependent upon the difference in voltage between the load and the base,
or reference, less the drop in voltage caused by current in the emitter, base and reference resistances.
The regulation is a function of the
I -R drop in the circuit path between output voltage and reference.
This drop can be made small by
making the resistance of this path
small or by making the change in
current small in this circuit. Clearly,
the size of the reference current
change is dependent upon the amplification in the loop that tries to
correct for output voltage changes.
When a single transistor is used
to sense the difference in reference
voltage and output voltage, regulation can be expressed as

-

-

I
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7-Three shunt -type transistor regulators for low -voltage power supplies

FIG.

more, the quality of this particular
connection as a constant current
source is independent of alpha.
Under certain conditions, better
regulation could be obtained by employing transistor Qs as an additional gain stage in the amplifier
and using a resistor in the input
voltage line to the base of Q2 to
supply the needed current. This
would depend mainly on how much
larger the input voltage is as corn paired to the output voltage and the

required regulation range.
The equation for regulation is
-a4) (rw+r.) 0Ec-

OE.=

a4R

r

r.]
¿E. C -ar
G.R
AE.where the subscript f, refers to the
transistor parameter of the first
amplifying stage, or the stage
where the reference is compared
with the output voltage. The G..
is total current gain in both the
control and series resistance sections of the power supply and R is
the total parallel resistance between
the input voltage line and the junction of the series resistance and
control sections.
Figure 5A shows an example of a
voltage regulator employing a
single -stage feedback amplifier. The
dynamic series dropping resistor is
made up of Q, and Q2. Transistor
Q. provides stage of gain. Transistor Qs supplies a constant current to junction X which is shared
by the base of Q2 and collector of
Q.
If the output voltage decreases
as the result of a greater load current the base voltage of Q, will
decrease toward ground causing Q.
to conduct less. The current that
normally would have gone through
Q. now is diverted through Q2. This
causes both Q2 and Q, to conduct
more, which is equivalent to reducing the series -regulator resistance
and results in the output voltage
increasing, thus tending to compensate for the drop in voltage.
Transistor Q2 should be connected
backwards, using the emitter as
collector. Temperature stability of
a transistor with large resistance
in the base is poor unless the alpha
is low. The alpha is usually quite
1

ELECTRONICS

-krar

1-a3
a2

(1-a,)(1-a3)
agy
(12)
+ (1-a.) (rw+r=))Mo
typical
using
12
A solution to Eq.
transistor parameters gives 0E. =

employing high -gain servo amplifiers the major temperature problems are found in the amplifier, and
principally, in the first stage where
the comparison between reference
and output voltage is made. Silicon
components employed here may
alleviate the problem but there will
still be a need for compensation of
the emitter to base voltage change
in the first or comparison stage.
Shunt Types

The shunt types of power supply
shown in Fig. 7 are subject to the
same general type of analysis as
the series units. While their regulation in a limited range can be
made as good as the series type, the
total range over which they will
regulate is in general less. Over a
small range the circuit of Fig. 7C
has desirable features. It is simple,
its voltage reference is grounded on

transistors
FIG. 8- -Variable voltage regulated supply for laboratory use employs two

- 0.1301..

The comparison of this equation with experiment is shown in Fig. 5B.
Supplies giving outputs of +10v
and -10v are shown in Fig. 6.
0.004 E.

Temperature

The single transistor regulator

of Fig. lA has a 2.5 -percent change
in output voltage over the temperature range of 25 C to 80 C. The
circuit of Fig. 3 has a 5 -percent

change in output voltage over that
range. This temperature coefficient
can be compensated by employing
a reference with a negative tem-

perature coefficient.

In more complicated regulators

- November, 1956

one side which lends itself to use of

Zener diodes and its regulation is
comparable to the best 3 -transistor
series -type regulator.
A variable voltage regulated
power supply for laboratory use is
shown in Fig. 8. Note that there
is no feedback stage. One additional transistor feeding back from
the reference could improve the
regulation by a factor nearly equal
to the beta of the added transistor.
Thanks are extended Stanley
Gordon who experimentally checked
the formulas, Charles Durieu for
recommendations of mathematical
rigor and Morris Brenner for
supplying transistor parameters.
.
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SUMMARY
Sharply defined transducer gap is obtained in ferrite -core
head by using 0.002 -in. metallic pole shoes of special magnetic material.
Silicon monoxide deposited on the pole faces provides a gap of 20 microinches. Design makes possible pulse recording at densities up to 2,500
pulses per inch with playback -voltage output almost as high as for 100 pulse per inch recording made with same head

By OTTO KORNEI*
Head, Transducer Development
Clevite Research Center
Clevite Corp.
Cleveland, Ohio

MAGNETIC HEAD
appear to be a promising solution to the problem of
a suitable core material for high frequency recording heads. Their
extremely low conductivity results
in negligible eddy current losses
and they have a substantially conERRITEs

stant permeability into the megacycle range. However, ferrites have
a granular and brittle texture making it impossible to prepare short,
well defined and durable transducer
gaps.
To combine the low -loss feature

PROBLEMS OF HIGH -FREQUENCY HEAD DESIGN
Design of magnetic transducer heads for recording and reproducing high frequencies presents two independent problems: total losses must be low to yield useful playback voltages at
reasonable recording power requirements and resolution must be high to permit practical
speeds of the recording medium. Some heads now in use come close to meeting either one
of the requirements but not both at the same time.
Total losses incurred in both recording and playback consist of frequency-dependent and
wavelength -dependent components. The latter are not actual power losses but they do
contribute to a reduction of playback level. Eddy current losses and the gap effect losses
have great practical importance and their simultaneous reduction within the same structure
poses substantial problems.

Subdividing the metallic core into thin laminations to reduce eddy currents finds practical
limitations in the megacycle range. Thin laminations are not only difficult to handle but
they also preclude formation of straight edges necessary for a short transducer gap. These
drawbacks become particularly apparent since cores for the megocycle range should be composed of laminations not thicker than about 0.001 inch.
TRANSDUCER HEAD LOSSES

I

I

FREQUENCY
DEPENDENT

DIELECTRIC

SKIN
EFFECT

CORE

WAVELENGTH

DEPENDENT

LEAKAGE

GAP

CONTOUR

EFFECT

EFFECT

HEAD -TO
MEDIUM

SPACING

of ferrites with the excellent gap
definition of metal, ferrite cores
were provided with metallic pole
shoes in the construction of a new
type of magnetic head. Simple as
this approach appears to be, it creates a number of special problems.
It is important to keep eddy current losses in the pole shoes to a
minimum so as not to nullify the
advantages of the ferrite cores.
This can be accomplished by using
thin pole shoes fabricated of a magnetic material with high electrical
resistivity. First experimental models of such modified ferrite heads
developed pole-shoe losses high
enough to scorch the tape during
the recording process. These heads
were equipped with relatively thick
metallic Permalloy pole shoes.
Shunt magnetic flux across the
faces of the pole shoes must be as
low as possible. In view of the small
gap lengths, this calls for extremely
thin metal shoes. This also favors
reduction of eddy current losses in
the pole shoes.
Another requirement is high
wear resistance. This point is important because of the necessary
thinness of the pole shoes and the
high tape speed.
At the time of the development

EDDY

CURRENT

HYSTERESIS

RESIDUAL

MAGNETIC

CAPACITIVE
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a multiple -head
Megacycle recording heads using ferrite cores are, left to right, miniature and standard-size single -channel heads, and
minature unit. The miniature units are about % in. in diameter

Has Megacycle Range
Thicker pole shoes cause excessive positing a suitable spacer material
losses from eddy currents and from onto the faces of the pole shoes.
flux shunting. Thinner shoes give Tests have shown that there is a
too high magnetic reluctance and definite limit to the improvement
are undesirable because of reduced in resolution which can be obtained
by reducing the gap length
head life.
Below a certain magnitude no
The ratio between optimum gap
improvement takes place
further
thick-shoe
pole
length and optimum
voltage starts to
playback
the
but
100.
1
to
about
becomes
ness
thus
and
higher electrical resistivity
of the relatively
because
decrease
used
value
the
same
is
nearly
This
abraincreased
times
with a many
the shunt flux
of
effect
in many high -quality magnetic increasing
sion resistance.
The shortest
faces.
gap
the'
across
heads for the audio range.
Head Construction
useful gap length has been experiGap Design
mentally determined to be approxiThe optimum thickness of the
The gap is given a small but well mately 20 microinches.
metal pole shoes has been deterThe reason for the ultimate limmined to be about 0.002 inch. defined magnitude by vacuum de-

of the high -frequency head a new
magnetic alloy became experimentally available which had all the
qualifications desired for the pole
shoe material. This new alloy, 16Alfenol, has magnetic properties
approaching those of soft magnetic
materials, combined with much
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2-Frequency response of two channel head with 9 -ma recording current in both heads
FIG.

1-Cross section of experimental recording head with photomicrograph of gap
area showing pole shoes and gap spacer

FIG.
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FIG. 3---Oscillograms of playback of 100 (A), 500
(B), 1,000 (C) and 2,000 (D) pulse per inch recordings using
rectangular pulses

itation of the resolution appears to
lie in the always imperfect contact
between head and tape surface.
Even the best commercial tapes
show a surface roughness of 15 to
20 microinches which, effectively,
accounts for a tape -to -head spacing
of the same magnitude.
Playback loss caused by such
spacing, expressed in decibels,
-equals fifty-five times the -ratio of
spacing to wavelength. In view of
these facts, no increase of head
resolution can be expected from reducing gap length below approximately 20 microinches. Any further
improvement of the head resolution
will have to be preceded by improved recording tapes.
Spacer Material

Of the materials investigated for
use as a gap spacer, silicon monoxide was finally chosen. This material is quite hard and therefore
helps to maintain a sharply defined
transducer gap. It is a nonconductor eliminating eddy -current
losses. It can be readily evaporated
in vacuum and it is sufficiently
transparent to permit an accurate
thickness control by observation of

interference fringes during the
evaporating process.
Figure 1 shows a crass section
through one of the early experimental heads of the described construction. The two symmetrical
ferrite pieces with their metal pole
shoes and single -layer windings can
be seen. These two Gore halves are
clamped together by a U-shaped
metal spring and are;!embedded in
casting resin. A photomicrograph
of a cross 'section through the gap
region of the head is also shown.
The metal pole shoes appear as a
light-colored overlay on the tips of
the ferrite pole pieces. The. tight
joint between metal and ferrite can

also be seen. This is necessary to
keep magnetic reluctance to a
minimum.
Performance Tests

The performance of the high frequency heads was determined
with commercial recording tapes.
Some variations were observed between tapes of different manufacturers and between different lots
from the same manufacturer. Such
variations were most pronounced at
the shorter wavelengths. The short wavelength response also varied
with the wear condition of the tape.
The response improved as the tape
surface became glazed by wear,
then staying substantially constant
until the beginning of final tape
deterioration.
All data given here were obtained
in a closed loop tester, after an
initial run-in period of the tape.
Under the chosen operation conditions it took several hundred passes
of the tape to stabilize it. The same
head was used for recording and
playback to avoid azimuth error.
Tests of this type require the
best possible contact between tape
and head and great care must be
used in the fine adjustment of their
mutual positioning. A small wrap
angle has been found to be important to prevent the formation of
an air cushion between tape and
head and to minimize the effects
of tape stiffness and inertia.
Figure 2 shows typical output
versus frequency -response curves
obtained from a two -channel head
at a tape speed of 240 inches per
second. Recording current was adjusted for maximum output at 2.5
to 3 mc. No bias was used in these
tests. It can be seen that a highest
frequency of over 4 mc is still reproduced, corresponding to a maximum resolution of over 17,000

174

cycles per linear inch.

Whenever proportionality between the playback voltage and the
recording cúrrent is required either
d -c or a -c bias must be used. Such
bias degrades high -frequency response. The extent of this effc,ct
can be approximated by a displacement of the show response curves
to the left by about 25 percent of
the frequency readings.
Head Life

Because of still insufficient data,.
total operating life of the heads
can only be estimated at this time.
Based on the results of various
tests it appears to be on the order
of over 100 hours at a tape speed
of 240 inches per second and substantially more at lower speeds.
The high resolution and the low
losses of the new head are also prerequisites for effective handling of
pulse information. Figure 3 illustrates some preliminary results of
tests in that direction. The recordings were made in a return -to-zero
scheme, using rectangular pulses
of 1 -microsecond duration and a
tape speed of 60 inches per second.
At a density of 2,000 pulses per
inch almost the same playback voltage can be obtained as at 100 pulses
per inch and a density as high as
2,500 pulses per inch is quite feasible. Such extreme pulse packing
and correspondingly high repetition
rates may be too high for use in
present-day digital equipment but
demonstrate future possibilities.
The material in this article was
presented in a paper before the
1956 IRE Convention. The work
benefitted substantially from the
skill of H. J. Mueller who was in
charge of the mechanical aspects
of the project and H. J. Morgan
who performed the electrical measurements on the heads.
Nòvember;
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SUBCARRIER SWITCH
for Microwave Party Line
Electronic switch, actuated by voice modulation, keeps local
SUMMARY
subcarrier oscillators of party -line voice channel off the air until one of the
local transmitters receives an input. Audio received at input terminals modulates the channel transmitter while a portion of the input is rectified to override cut-off bias on final amplifier screen grid. Rectified audio from channel
receiver restores cut-off bias to insure that only the station having the strongest input will gets its subcarrier on the air
-

By BERNARD HARRIS
Microwave Engineer
Electronics Division
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Baltimore. Maryland

T0

OBTAIN

PARTY-LINE

com-

munication in a transmission
system, it is necessary to establish
a voice channel having a number of
parallel terminals located at various stations. In designing Westinghouse FJ multiplex equipment
to operate with FR microwave
radio, frequency -division multiplexing was selected.
To keep the design and maintenance as simple as possible and
prevent frequency translation, amplitude -modulation equipment was
chosen. This introduced the problem on party -line circuits that if
carrier frequencies originating at
different stations were not exactly
the same, beat notes or heterodyne
whistles would be heard at each
voice terminal on the party line.
Avoiding Interference
This interference has been
avoided in some applications by
single-sideband multiplex since the
carrier is suppressed and one of
the sidebands is filtered out. The
remaining sideband will not create
heterodyne interference when mixed
with other similar signals in the
carrier receivers. At each receiver
ELECTRONICS
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chosen for the multiplex owing to
the relatively narrow -band and
sharp -cutoff characteristics required in the filters to reject the

it is necessary to reinsert a carrier
close tó the frequency of the original carrier in order to recover the
intelligence carried by the one side -

undesired sideband. Another serious objection was the difficulty in
keeping the frequency of the reinserted carrier at the receiver the

band.
The single-sideband system was
felt to be relatively complicated in
the 300 to 600-kc frequency range
+
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same as the original carrier frequency which was suppressed at

at any one time. The circuit is such
that when one person is talking,
the transmitters at the other sta-

the transmitter.
If these two frequencies are not
nearly identical, the system can
not be used for frequency sensitive
schemes such as frequency -shift,
frequency-telemetering or highfidelity signals. Also, if the two
frequencies drift far enough apart,
even regular speech signals become
sufficiently translated in frequency
range to become unintelligible.

tions are normally kept disabled.
This is accomplished by cutting
off the multiplex carrier of the
channel transmitter when the level
or amplitude of the received audio
signal in that channel is greater
than the level of the audio signal
which is intended to be transmitted
from that station. The only station
in a channel which can transmit át
any one time is the one having the
greatest audio output level. Anyone in the channel listening to this
audio signal may interrupt the remote party who is talking by raising the level of his speech above
that of the received signal.
Actually, the level of the incoming speech varies over a wide range
of amplitudes in a fraction of a
second so that the remote party
can be made aware of an interruption by the listening party even
without his raising his speech level.

Push -to -Talk System

Another scheme used for multi station communication op a party line basis uses double sideband
a -m or f -m with transmitters
normally shut down. A transmitter
is switched on by a voice -actuated
device or by a manually operated
pushbutton. There are a number
of deficiencies which limit the applications of these schemes, the
most important being clipping of
the initial intelligence in the voice -

controlled scheme.
In the push-to -talk scheme, the
inconvenience and also the inability
to interrupt a remote speaker
represent serious drawbacks in common telephone practice. Furthermore, these schemes cannot be applied easily to two -wire lines which
must go through switchboards, dial
equipment or similar telephone

Circuit Description

Operation of this system is
shown in Fig. 1. The screen grid
of the 6BA6 modulator is set at a

slightly negative potential with respect to the cathode, rendering the
tube nonconducting. When audio
is applied to the input terminals,
it is amplified and divided into two
different circuits.
It is applied to the screen grid
of the modulator and serves to
modulate the carrier signal. The
other circuit includes a phase inverter whose output is rectified by
a full -wave bridge rectifier, producing a positive voltage which is
applied to the screen grid of the

apparatus.

Controlled Carrier
The scheme described here is
called controlled-carrier modulation. This method prevents beats
or heterodyne interference by allowing only one station to have its
carrier on and transmit intelligence

r
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Rise and Decay Times

The resistor and capacitor across
the d -c output of the bridge rectifier filter the rectified audio voltage and provide a time constant for
regulating the amount of time the
carrier remains on after the audio
signal is removed. Figure 2B shows .
the rise and decay time of the system as measured on the d-c output
of the receiver detector. The rise
time is 3 milliseconds for the 1,000 cps tone to reach 63 percent of its
final value. The decay time, which
is the time required for the carrier
to reduce to near zero, is shown
by the d -c fall -off on the receiver
detector and is approximately 250
milliseconds.
The timing traces were 1,000 and
200 cps for the rise and decay
times respectively. The rise time
is fast to avoid clipping the beginnings of speech. The decay time
is relatively long to avoid clipping
the final syllables or thumping as
the carrier cuts off.
Voice Panel

-fc

o

modulator to render it conducting.
Thus, carrier is produced only
when an audio signal is present.
The d -c developed on the screen
grid is directly proportional to the
amplitude of the audio signal applied. Therefore, the audio and d -c
which are present at the screen
grid are always in a fixed ratio,
resulting in a constant percent
modulation. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2A.
This. system will give the advantage that regardless of the
amount of audio signal present, a
constant percentage of modulation
is maintained. It is impossible to
produce distortion by overmodulating the carrier.

(B)
(A)

and rise and decay times

(B)

illustrate
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Figure 3 is a block diagram of
the voice -band panel, showing
sending, receiving and signaling
circuits.. A common'circuit between
the receiver and transmitter called
the compensating network insures
that the transmitter does not normally allow energy to be transmitted
while the receiver is receiving a
signal. This is important when the
phones of several stations on the
party line are off the hook. Other November, 7956
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wise, ordinary room noise would
causa the transmitters at these stations to operate and send out
energy.
Thus the collective room noise
would appear in all receivers, requiring the person who is talking
to speak at an increased level to
be heard. This condition is avoided
by the compensating network and
allows a number of stations to be
operated on a party line basis without excessive room-noise interference.
To allow the transmitter to emit
energy, a positive direct voltage
must be applied to the screen grid
of the modulator. Therefore, if a
negative voltage were applied
simultaneously and of correct amplitude, the transmitter would remain completely cut off. The detector employed with the receiver
is arranged to produce a d -c component which is negative with respect to ground.
When this voltage is filtered and
applied to the screen grid of the
modulator, it holds the modulator
tube cut off for the time that a
received signal is present. The conversation may be interrupted during slight speech pauses or by
over talking the blocking voltage.
Audio Leaks

The system provides a d-c holding or compensating voltage proportional to the level of the incoming received signal. This is
desirable since it can be arranged
to compensate for the received
audio signal that leaks through the
hybrid coil and gets into the transmitter input circuits.
This leak results from the difficulty in obtaining sufficiently good
balance of the hybrid circuits when
used with the widely varying impedance of many two-wire telephone lines interconnected with
radio or carrier systems.
The signal that leaks through the
hybrid circuit and enters the transmitter input circuit is not intended
to modulate it. It can be as large
or larger in amplitude than the
signal received from the telephone
line that is intended to modulate
the transmitter. This results in a
system in which the signal as re ELECTRONICS

- November,
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FIG. 3-Voice-band panel for party -line channel of microwave multiplex communications
system insures that only local station having strongest audio input can get its subcarrier
oscillator on the air

ceived from the microwave circuit
may be transmitted back to its
origin as well as into the telephone
line it is intended to reach.
In party -line systems involving

many transmitters and receivers
this results in putting several
transmitters into simultaneous operation and modulating them.
Emission of these signals into the
common transmission system could
result in an echoing or chaotic and
unintelligible condition of interfering signals.
The compensating circuit uses
the d -c output of the receiving detector to prevent the modulation of
its transmitter carrier. When receiving a signal, the transmitter is
blocked preventing such chaotic
conditions. The need for a special
balance network for the hybrid is
thus reduced.
If a slight unbalance were to occur, the received signal would not
be retransmitted. Only a resistive
balance network is usually required. Thus a greater effective
hybrid balance is achieved than
could be attained by any ordinary
method.

signal-to-noise performance over
the microwave system. With no
modulation on a channel, little or
no carrier is present from that
channel to modulate the radio. Accordingly, the composite signal
produced by a number of proportional carrier voice channels is
lower, and the level of each channel
may be raised without overmodulating the radio modulator.
The higher modulation level per
channel gives an improved channel
signal-to-noise ratio. The absence
or reduction of background noise
between speech passages also gives
an apparent improvement in performance.
.

Applications
In private -line applications where
suppressed -carrier operation is desired, the party -line circuit is used.
The carrier is suppressed about 20
db and the performance cannot be
distinguished from conventional
wire -line equipment.
In party -line applications where
the carrier is completely suppressed during the periods of no
modulation, the only noticeable
difference is the quiet background
Advantages
between voice passages similar to
The proportional carrier system companders. In either case normal
realizes many of the advantages conversation can be carried on with
of a single sideband system includ- either party able to interrupt the
ing a substantial improvement in other when desired.
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THREE NEW
SUMMARY
Temperature -stabilized flip-flop, tone keyer and audio -frequency meter using junction transistors make use of favorable large -signal
properties of transistors. The flip-flop achieves temperature stability through
diode switching in the emitter circuits. The tone keyer switches tones ranging
in frequency from 100 cps to 200 kc at rates up to 10 kc. The frequency
meter uses silicon transistors to achieve operation up to 100 C

By NORRIS HEKIMIAN
Department of Defense
National Security Agency
Washington, D. C.

of junction transistors results in many
useful and interesting circuits.
Improved high -temperature operation of a junction transistor flipflop is achieved with diode switching in the emitter circuits. Stability factor is improved from 20
or more to about 2 or 3. Operation
up to 70 C is obtained using transistors rated for 50 C.
Also stable against temperature
variation is a tone keyer that controls tone frequencies from 100 cps
to 200 kc at keying speeds up to
10 kc. Keying may be by a d -c
signal or by contacts. Supply voltages from 6 to 35 v can be used.
A frequency meter employing
silicon transistors withstands temperatures up to 100 C. The meter
is designed for audio frequencies.
It has a substantially linear frequency scale. There is no zero
offset.
LARGE -SIGNAL OPERATION

Stabilized Flip -Flop
A limiting factor in the use of
germanium junction transistors is
collector saturation current 1,,. The
saturation current increases exponentially with temperature and
doubles in magnitude for every 10
to 12 C increase. Even at low junction temperatures the effects of this
current are important.
Since the saturation current flows

in the emitter and base as well as
in the collector circuit, the effects
of I,,, changes in the output depend on the type of circuit. The
grounded -emitter -circuit is exceptionally subject to such changes
since it is usually designed for maximum current and voltage amplification and for large source resistances driving the base.
Such design is inimical to best
high -temperature operation. However, since the grounded-emitter
circuit yields both current and voltage gain with junction transistors,
it is desirable for bistable flip-flops
and some economical means of high -

temperature stabilization must be
achieved.
Temperature Compensation

Temperature compensation of an
amplifier is usually achieved by
cancellation of the transistor
with that of another transistor or
by use of some thermally sensitive
resistance. The former method is
usually preferred since cancellation
over a wider temperature range will
be most effective for similar types
of units. However, for a bistable
switching circuit such as a flip-flop
it is not possible to achieve compensation without introducing more
transistors in each stage.
These compensating transistors
must adequately match the active
transistors in the flip-flop stages,
especially at the highest temperature anticipated. This is particularly true because of the expo-
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nential dependence on temperature.
Considerable improvement in
temperature stability can be
achieved by appropriate resistances
in the emitter and base circuits.
This improvement is at the sacrifice
of efficiency because of losses in the
resistances and a reduction in signal swing for switching circuits
such as the flip-flop.
A -C

Amplifiers

The most useful application of

this method is for a -c amplifiers
where the swing and gain reductions can be eliminated by adequate
bypassing. For bistable circuits
and d -c amplifiers such bypassing
results in large low -frequency attenuation that is usually unacceptable.
By operating the transistor with
large collector currents and low
collector voltages, the effects of
relatively large
at elevated temperatures can be kept within the
limitations of dissipation and maximum collector current ratings.
Further, since in low -voltage high current circuits, resistance values
are low, the larger I,, at high temperature results in a smaller effect

I

on output signal voltage.
This method is not economical of

supply current but need not require
excessive supply power because of
low supply voltages. However, the
requirement for large current is
undesirable because of the requirements imposed on power-supply filtering when using a -c supplies as
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TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
+22.5 V
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FIG. 1-Transistorized flip-flop uses diode switching in emitter circuit for temperature stabilization (A). Collector clamping improves
high-frequency operation (B). Output inductance (C) improves Interstage switching in binary counters

well as the increased power losses

that almost full output swing is

in conductors and connections. For
systems where total power consumption and current drain are
small this method is often the best.

provided. Since the stabilization is
only required in the off condition,
the on condition being aided by the

Silicon Transistors

The higher work function involved in transporting thermally

created carriers across the collectorbase junction in silicon transistors
results in
currents several orders
of magnitude less than in germanium devices of similar ratings.
This difference in work function
results in a less perfect switch in
the on condition since the collector
voltage in saturation cannot drop
as low as for germanium. Representative values are 1 volt for silicon and 0.1 volt for germanium.
Furthermore prices for established types of silicon transistors
are higher than for germanium
units of comparable rating. Eventually, however, the silicon transistor or a silicon -germanium alloy
transistor may become the best solution to the temperature problem.

I

Circuit Discussion

The circuit shown in Fig. lA employs bias stabilization in the
emitter of a grounded- emitter
amplifier. In addition it provides
diode gating of the emitter stabilizing resistance to reduce the d -c
degeneration in the on condition so

ELECTRONICS
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saturation current, this arrangement makes full use of the stabilization.
The basic limitation is the use
of two diodes, two emitter resistors,
and a voltage return for the diodes
for each flip-flop stage. The voltage return can be common for several stages, depending upon the
permissible drain and impedance of
the return voltage source. A separate voltage supply can be used or,
if common battery operation is desired, a voltage divider can be used
as shown in the circuits of Fig. 1.
Since the flip-flop is symmetrical
the regulation of the divider is usually adequate. Calculation shows
that for the transistor in the off
state the stability factor is in the
order of 2 to 3 depending upon
transistor parameters. This compares favorably with the ultimate
limit of unity for the stability factor. An unstabilized stage would
generally have a factor in excess
of 20.
Since the stabilization is applied
only to the off transistor, the on

transistor is not inhibited from
going deeply into saturation. Since
this effect is more pronounced at
elevated temperatures, the transistor goes even further on and

deeper into saturation. The resulting increased carrier storage slows
down the transistor in changing
from on to off and reduces the upper
limit of switching speed.
This effect can be reduced by
preventing the transistor from
going into saturation. The price
paid is another voltage source and
another pair of diodes for clamping.
Such a system incorporating both
the bias stabilization and collector
clamping for high-speed operation
is shown in Fig. 1B. Results for
both circuits are tabulated in
Table I. An unstabilized circuit of
similar design and with similar
transistors consistently failed in
operation at about 40 to 45 C.
The input trigger requirements
are about 8 to 10 IT but trigger rise
time may alter the requirements.
Improvement in triggering between
stages can be achieved by peaking
the output collector with an inductance as in Fig. 1C. The value of
inductance is noncritical and can be
1 mh or less.
The transistors used were type
2N27. Representative data by the
manufacturer show alpha = 0.95 to
0.995; alpha cut-off frequency =
1.0 mc, minimum ; I,., at 30 v V, =
30 x 10-8 amp.
Tone Keyer

Typical grounded -emitter charfamilies for junction

acteristic
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transistors show a portion of the
family merging at low collector voltages and high collector currents.
This is commonly called the satura-

tone -on condition the first control
transistor is off.
The second control transistor is
on and its collector voltage is low.
tion region.
For this condition the two diodes
The collector family generally are back biased by the collector
shows a high dynamic resistance voltages and present a high impedbecause of the almost horizontal ance at their junction. The tone is
slope of the curves in the nonsatu- only slightly attenuated and the
rated region. The saturation region grounded collector stage gives full
shows extremely low dynamic col- output.
lector resistances.
When the input signal is in the
Resistances in the order of 200 tone -off condition the first control
ohms or less are not uncommon in stage is heavily in saturation and
this portion of the collector family. presents a low collector impedance
This permits the use of the junc- as well as a low collector voltage.
tion transistor as an a -c switch The second control stage is now off
when driven from an appropriate and its collector is high. Both diimpedance source. This property, odes are now conducting and are
not unlike the output impedance themselves low impedances.
changes of a vacuum -tube cathode
The diode connected to the colfollower with bias, is used in the lector of the first control transistor
tone keyer.
ties the signal line to the low colThe tone keyer shown in Fig. 2 lector -to -ground resistance of the
consists of a source impedance, the first stage and shorts the signal.
shunting impedance of the control The second control stage provides
transistor and a grounded collector a path for d -c through the two
buffer amplifier. A second control diodes.
transistor is included.
The first diode effectively ties
The source impedance is kept the signal to the collector of the
above 10,000 ohms by the series first control stage by assuring
resistance. A blocking capacitor that the diode is forward biased
effectively prevents possible d -c throughout the a -c signal swing.
components or return paths in the
This prevents d -c transients
tone generator from effecting the through rectification of the signal
keyer operation.
in the pinching operation. The second control stage provides constant
Pinching Diodes
B+ drain so that use of the tone
Two 1N67A's are pinching di- keyer in existing circuits does not
odes. Consider the input as a d -c upset voltage regulation. A cross signal. When the input is in the coupling capacitor between the col -

lectors of the control transistors
suppresses transients which could
occur because of the time difference
between the rise of one collector
and the fall of the other.
The grounded collector is temperature stabilized by a 2,700 -ohm
emitter resistance. Larger values
lead to greater stability but limit
the power capabilities of the stage.
Use of the collector saturation
region for the switching makes
temperature effects on the control
stages immaterial and temperature
compensation is not used. Elevated
temperatures can cause lowered collector voltages because of the amplifier I,, effect in the grounded emitter stages but only extreme
temperatures can cause saturation
in the absence of an on signal.
Overall operation was satisfactory
to 58 C.
Leakage Effects

Since the switching is not perfect
because the collector and diode
impedances do not go to zero, there
is tone -off leakage but this leakage
is approximately 30 db below the
tone-on state. For a 10,000 -ohm
source impedance this indicates a
diode plus collector impedance of
about 300 ohms.
The off leakage signal can be
bucked out by injecting a portion
of the tone -generator signal in opposition to the output signal. This
method of cancellation of the residual level will result in only about
3 -percent loss of tone -on signal
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2-Tone keyer consists of two transistor control stages
and grounded -collector buffer amplifier. Either a d-c control
signal or mechanical switching can be employed
FIG.

3-Audio frequency depends upon triggered single-shot
multivibrators to supply standardized pulses into integrating
circuit at rates depending upon unknown frequency
FIG.
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when the initial on/off ratio is 30
db.

The buffer output was made
grounded collector so that the high
input impedance from the tone
source plus the 10,000 -ohm resistor
would not be appreciably loaded
during the tone-on state and yet
would supply about 0 dbm to a 600 ohm line. This stage is conventional.
Operation is linear for inputs
up to 1.0 volt. The base bias resistors were a compromise between
high impedance and good tempera-

ture stability.
Total power consumption depends
on the supply voltage but for the

nominal design center value of
22.5 IT, the drain is less than 10 ma
from the signal battery. The major
part of this power is taken by the
buffer amplifier to allow it to supply
0 dbm to a 600 -ohm load. Reduced
output requirements would allow an
increase in the 2,000 -ohm emitter
resistor and a proportionate decrease in current.
Signal input impedance to the
tone is dependent on the keying
state and varies from 10,000 to
40,000 ohms as determined by the
base biasing resistors of the buffer
amplifier and the 10,000 -ohm resistor. Keying signal input resistance
is a minimum of 100,000 ohms in
the tone -off state. For applications
requiring higher output levels, a
stage of power amplification can be
added to the grounded collector buffer.

Frequency Meter
Measurement of frequency may
be accomplished by measuring the
time average of a standardized
pulse triggered from an incoming
signal. Since the pulses are standardized, the time average is directly
proportional to the occurrence rate
or frequency of the pulses. For any
given frequency the meter reading
is proportional to the standardized
pulse width and amplitude as well
as the input frequency.
In the frequency meter shown in
Fig. 3 a single-shot or monostable
multivibrator generates the standardized pulses. A milliammeter in
series with the normally off transistor collector provides a reading
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Table l-Characteristics of Transistor Circuits
Circuit
Stabilized, undamped

Stabilized, clamped

Frequency
20 kc
30 kc
50 kc
100 kc

proportional to the input frequency.
By inserting the milliammeter in
the normally on collector lead a
reading proportional to the period
of the input signal could be developed.
Silicon transistors eliminate the
effects of changes in ambient temperature normally found in germanium transistors. Further, silicon
transistors have low reverse col-

lector currents denoted by It,, so
that there is virtually no zero current and thus no need for a zero set adjustment.
Because the transistor makes an
excellent switch, the amplitude of
the single -shot pulse used as the
standard pulse is essentially proportional to the supply voltage and
the milliammeter reading for any
given input frequency is nearly proportional to supply voltage. Since
the circuitry is symmetrical insofar as the emitter and collector circuit loads are concerned, the supply drain is independent of the
duty cycle of the single shot and
hence is independent of input frequency or pulse width of the single
shot.
This is desirable since the power supply drain is steady, except for
transient conditions. Hence powersupply regulation is not affected by
input frequency changes or changes
in standard pulse -width variations.
Also, by having supply regulation
independent of input frequency,
while the meter calibration is almost directly dependent on frequency, a convenient means of
meter full-scale calibration is obtained either by power -supply variation or by use of a series rheostat.
This method of scale calibration
is effective for small changes and
not for changes of 5 or 10 to 1
because of the possibility of excessive meter currents as well as pos-

7956

Temp
70 C
25 C
60 C
25 C

Power Supply

22.5v@2ma
22.5v@5ma&
67.5v@7ma

Output

15v
15

y

16v
16 y

sible excessive dissipation in the

transistors.
For changes of 5 or 10 to 1 or
more, the single -shot coupling capacitor can be switched to different
values. The values shown are for
full-scale meter readings of 300 to
1,000 cycles. The standard pulse
widths should be less than half of
the input signal period so that each
input signal cycle is effective in
triggering the multivibrator. The
pulse width should be wide enough
so the duty cycle of the lowest frequency, will result in measurable
average current flow through the
meter.
In the event that other than a
straight line frequency -scale reading is desired, a meter movement
with shaped pole pieces could be
used. Such movements can yield,
for example, logarithmic scales expanded about a given region.
A two -transistor preamplifier
provides adequate sensitivity and
allows operation on sinusoidal
waves. The preamplifier is essentially a transistorized Schmitt trigger. This circuit requires only
0.75 v rms or an equivalent peak input.
The minimum input impedance is
no less than 10,000 ohms as determined by the series base resistance. With this resistance
shorted out the sensitivity is increased so that only 0.3 v rms is
required but the circuit presents
nonlinear input impedances to the
signal source.
Elimination of the input blocking
capacitor allows the preamplifier to
trigger on slow level changes and
with the addition of a series adjustment -voltage for setting of the
reference level, allows the circuit
to measure frequency as referred
to transitions about any arbitrary
level.
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Design Charts for
SUMMARY
Rapid correlation of coupling -circuit performance can
be achieved with parameters of a wide variety of double -tuned coupling
transformers. Charts are particularly useful where power transfer is important, as in transistor i -f amplifiers. Several interesting problems are worked
out to illustrate design procedure
M=k

LI LZ

By MELBOURNE J. HELLSTROM

r

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Television -Radio Division

Metuchen, New Jersey
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1-Typical double -tuned transformer coupling network

FIG.
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of transistor video
amplifiers, the problem of
coupling between stages may be
approached from the point of
view of power transfer from
the output terminals of one
stage to the input terminals of
another. Usually this network
is in the form of a single or
double -tuned transformer. The
design charts described in this
article are applicable to a wide
variety of coupling circuits.
A typical coupling network is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The transformer couples power from stage
1 to stage 2. The output impedance of stage 1 is represented
by the parallel combination of
R, and Ci and the input impedance of stage 2 by R_ and C2'. The
tuning capacitances of the primary and secondary are Cm and
Cr2. For convenience CI = Ci +
Cx1, the total primary capacitance, and C2 = C2' + Cf,, the
total secondary capacitance.
The power transfer of this
and many other coupling networks 2 is given as a function
of frequency and circuit constants by :
(1+p)2
P
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= primary circuit Q;
= secondary circuit Q; p =
Q,

K'Q,Q2, the source -to-load impedance match parameter; K' =
an effective coupling coefficient.

Exact relations for primary
and secondary circuit Q's, the effective coupling coefficient and
the conditions for tuning depend
on the type of coupling circuit.
These relations are given in a
chart for four types of double tuned transformers. It can be
seen that a given transformer
winding is tuned with the other
short-circuited when it is parallel
tuned or with the other open circuited when it is series tuned.
To obtain a design chart from
Eq. 1 relating the relative bandwidth where the power transfer
is 3 db below the midband value,
denoted (,w/w,) let P/P, =
The chart is shown in Fig. 2
with curves for different values
of p from 0 to 4. The trans-

ELECTRONICS

1.55

1.6

165

ftl10/4"3

3-Power loss

case, p

=

1,

for

matched

versus p

%p

where P/Po = relative power
transfer, the power transfer at
frequency e divided by the
power transfer at the center of
passband w,; (Ow/(L,) = relative
bandwidth, with äe) the difference between the upper and
lower frequencies at which the
relative power transfers equal

P/P,;

1.5

9-Relation between shape factors for different bandwidth ratios

FIG.
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former design corresponding to
every pair of values of (Ow/w,),
Q1 and (.w/w,)3Q2 prescribed by
a given p contour will have the
same midband power transfer.
The curve for p = 1, the critical
coupling contour, is the same as
that -in the literature.'
For any given transformer,
center -frequency power
the
transfer is related to its maximum value P, m,x by
P,/P, m,x = 4p/(1 +p)'

(2)

Significance of p

The value p may be thought
of as the ratio of source resistance to the load resistance reflected into the primary. When
p = 1, the source and load are
matched, the power transfer is
at its maximum value. The
power transfer for other values
of p is shown by the plot of Eq.
2 in Fig. 3.
Another interpretation may be
given p. Critical coupling is

that coupling

which affords
maximum power transfer and
corresponds to the matched condition p = 1. Then p = 1 =
K'Q,Q, or K',, =1/(Q,Q2) where
IC= critical coupling coefficient.
Hence, p = (K/K,)', the square

of the ratio of the coupling coefficient to the critical value of
this coefficient. The quantity
n = K/K, has been used in the

literature' for plotting universal
curves for coupling
Therefore p
Shape Contours

In addition to the curves for
different values of p in Fig. 2,
there is another family of curves
of constant pass band shape,
which are concave outward from
the origin. Every pair of values
of (Ow/w,),Q, and (Ow/0,,),Q, on
a given shape contour will hav(
the same pass band shape.
The pass band shape is described by: the skirt steepness,
defined as the ratio of the relative bandwidth where the relative power transfer is
10 db
to that where the relative transfer is -3 db (W/W,) ; the peak to -valley transfer response ratio
(P/V) ; the relative bandwidth
at the response peaks expressed
in a ratio with the 3 -db relative
bandwidth (W,/W,). The last
two factors have meaning only
when the response is double

-

peaked.
The one-to-one correspondence
between the factors is graphi-
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Design Charts for Tuned Transformers (Continued
cally illustrated by the curves in
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the desired 3 -db bandwidth, a
known pass -band shape and percent of maximum power transfer. If a number of stages are
cascaded, the transfer responses
in db are additive.
To permit the design of transformers to be used in pairs or
triples, design curves for a
single transformer are given in
Fig. 5 and 6 in terms of 3/2 -db
bandwidth, (ow/o,).., and 1 -db
bandwidth, (ow/(01,).
When two or three, respectively, of these transformers
are cascaded, these bandwidths
become the overall 3 -db bandwidth. The shape factors on
these curves are expressed for a
single transformer and they
must be interpreted for cascading. For example, (W6/W2) for
one transformer is (W1,/Ws) for
a pair; P/V = 1.1 for one transformer means that for a triple

4
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cup
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I
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02 (+:7)3

FIG. 5-Design curves for double-tuned transformers; (Ow/w,)1,6 is relative
bandwidth where power gain is 1.5 db below center frequency value
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which may be reduced to the
definition of transitional cou ling, K2, =
(1/Ql + 1/(212).
Transitional coupling is the
point at which the transfer response changes between single
and doubled peaked.

Figure

k2

PARALLELPARALLEL

-

fined by p

TUNING

CIRCUIT

Fig. 4.
For single -peaked responses,
there are no real values of P/V
and Wo/Ws. The shape contour
for P/V =1 separates the over coupled and undercoupled regions of the Q1(3w/(00)s
Q2
(ow/w,). plane. This curve is de-

from p 183)
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Several properties of coupled
tuned circuits are apparent from
the design charts.
The transitional coupling contour (P/V 1) and the critical
coupling curve (p = 1) divide
Q2(Ow/(0,) plane
the Q1(.w/w,)
into three regions. Referring

-

-
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to Fig. 2, 5 or 6: between p = 1
and the axes, the circuits are
undercoupled and single peaked;
between p = 1 and P/V = 1, they
are overcoupled but single
peaked; outside P/V = 1, they
are overcoupled, double peaked.
Different degrees of impedance
match or center frequency power
transfer may be obtained with
the same pass band shape. For
critical or overcoupled transformers, (p
1) maximum
power transfer and best impedance match for a given pass
band shape occurs when the Q's
are equal. For an undercoupled
(p < 1) transformer, this occurs at two values of Q,/Q2.
Moving along a contour of constant power transfer (constant
p), various shape factors may be
obtained with the same impedance match. It is always possible to obtain a response which
is not double peaked if the Q's
are made sufficiently unequal.
For p
1, it is always possible
to achieve transitional coupling,
at equal Q's for p = 1 and at two
values of Q,/Q2 for each p > 1.

Changing Coupling
If Q, and Q2 are fixed and
coupling coefficient k is varied,
the performance of the transformer can be seen on the design
curves by considering radial
lines Q,/Q2 equal to a constant as
illustrated in Fig. 7.
For example, if the coupling is
increased, the design point moves
along the given radial line in the
direction of increasing p, since
p = K2Q1Q2. As a result, the
center -frequency power transfer
may increase or decrease, depending on whether the original
value of p was less or greater
than unity. The 3, 1.5, or 1 -db
bandwidth will increase since
Q,(ow/w,) increases. The shape
of the pass band will tend toward
double peaking and steeper skirts
and the spacing between the
peaks, if they exist, will increase.
For any given value of p there
is a maximum value of Q, (ow/
w,) . For the critical coupling

ELECTRONICS
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contour this value, from Fig 2, is
2.2. Thus, if an impedance match
is desired (p = 1), the maximum
3 -db bandwidth which may be
obtained is (Ow/(0,), = 2.2/Q,.
With Q, too large, this bandwidth may be inadequate.
From another viewpoint, when
(Ow/w,), and Q, are both specified, Qi(o(0/w,), is greater than
2.2 if Q, is too large. It is, therefore, impossible to match this
source for the required band.
It is possible to load the source
with a damping resistor, but a
greater power transfer can be
obtained by designing for the
best impedance match at the
given value of source Q. In Fig.
8, point A will give the maximum
power transfer if no damping
resistance is added. It is the
point where line Q, (Ow/w,) is
tangent to the p contour which
has the value of p closest to one.

If the source is dampened so
the effective source QÍ (Ow/(o,) =
2.2 then point B will give the
maximum power transfer. However, there is now a loss in
damping resistance RD which has
been added across the primary.
The ratio of the maximum
values of power output without
and with the damping resistance
is P,/P,' = 1.82Q1 (PA + 1/PA +
2) (Ow/w,),. A plot of this expression, Fig. 9, shows the db
loss resulting from changing design points from A to B, versus

the source Q1(3.(0/w,),. The positive slope of this curve shows
that any partial damping will not
be as efficient as point A (no
damping).

Examples
(1) The output impedance, including strays, of a common -base
(continued on p 186)
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for double -tuned transformers; (Aw/wo), is relative band-

width at half -power points
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Design Charts for Tuned Transformers

(continued from p 185)
10°)"
the secondary Q is only neg(15.4 X 10-°)
legibly changed by the i -percent
From Fig. 2, the ratio of the
variation in (1
k2) .
10 -db to 3 -db bandwidths may be
Parameter p is (0.172)l (10)
interpolated as 1.86. The re(4) [1 (0.172)2] = 1.22. From
sponse is single peaked.
Fig. 3, the power loss with re(2) If, in the preceding probspect to the matched case is
lem, the output resistance were
0.04 db. Moving along a radial
17,000 ohms, what would be the
line = Q,/Q2 = 10/4 = 2.5 to the
transformer design for maxiinterpolated p = 1.22 curve on
mum power transfer ?
Fig. 2, W/W, changes from
The primary Q would be in1.86 at p=1to1.79atp=1.22.
creased by the factor 17,000/7,From this shift along the
500: Q1 = 10 (17/7.5) = 22.7
radial line, the value of Q1
(dw/w,)3 changes from 2 to about
and Qi(ow/w,), = 0.2 X 22.7 =
4.54.
2.16. Since Qi does not change,
the 3 -db relative bandwidth has
Referring to Fig. 2, it can be
increased from 0.2 to (0.2)
seen that the matched case can(2.16/2.0) = 0.216. Thus, the
not be achieved with Q,(3,w/(ü0),
10 -percent increase in k results
4.54. To obtain minimum misin a power loss of 0.04 db, an
match loss the contour with its
increase of 8 percent in the 3 -db
peak tangent to Q, (3,(0/0),,) =
bandwidth and a decrease in
4.54, p = 2.68, will be used.
W1,/ W, of nearly 4 percent.
From Fig. 3, p = 2.68 corre(4) Three identical transistor
sponds to a loss of about 1 db
amplifiers each having an outwith respect to the matched case.
put Q of 17.75 are to be casThis is the minimum loss that
caded using three double -tuned
can be achieved with a doubletransformers. What is the minituned transformer in this stage.
mum insertion loss for the three
The value of Q2 at this peak may
transformers, neglecting coil
be interpolated as 2.83.
losses? The overall 3 -db relative
The primary inductance is the
bandwidth is to be 0.2. What
same as in the first example.
will be the shape factors of the
The coupling coefficient is k2/
overall pass band?
(1
k2) = p/Q1Q2, k = 0.20. The

=

=

is C.

RADIAL LINE, SLOPE

al/Q2

/DIRECTION OF INCREASING
COUPLING

1/(002L,

= 1/ (133 X
= 3.65 µµf.
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-
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8-Effect

of

addition

of

damp-

ing resistance

neutralized transistor amplifier
stage appears as a 7,500 -ohm resistance in parallel with a 10µµf
capacitor. The load resistance is
500 ohms. Design a parallel series double -tuned transformer
for maximum power transfer at
a frequency of 21.25mc, with
a relative bandwidth of 0.2.
Qi = w,R,C1 = (133 X 10°)
(10-u) (7,500)
Since Q1 x

=

:

-

secondary inductance is L2 =
Q2R2/w, (1
k2) = (2.83) (500)/
(133 x 10°) (0.96) = 11.0 shy.
The capacitance to tune the
secondary is C, = 1/042L2 = 5.09
µµf.
(3) What would be the effect
in the first example of a 10 -percent increase in the coefficient of
coupling?
The increased coupling coefficient is 1.1 (0.156) = 0.172. The
primary Q is not changed and

-

10.

(relative band-

width) = 10.0 x 0.2 = 2, it can
be seen from Fig. 2, that the
matched condition, p = 1, is possible. From Fig 2, Q, = 0.8/0.2
= 4. The primary inductance is
then Li = 1/wó Ci = 1/ (133 X
10°)°(10-u) = 5.64 x 10-° hy.
The coefficient of coupling is
found; p = 1 = K2Q,Q2 = [k7
( 1
le)] Q1Q2, k = 0.156. The
secondary inductance is L, _
Q,R,/w. (1
k2) = 4 (500)/(133
X 10°) (0.9756) = 15.4 shy. The
capacitance to tune the secondary

(Ow/(0o)

=

Q1(0.2)

=

3.55

Referring to Fig. 6 at Q1(ow/(00)1 = 3.55, the minimum value
of p is 3. Hence, from Fig. 3, the
loss is 1.25 db per stage or an
overall loss due to mismatch of
3.75 db.
From Fig. 6, P/V =
1.02 for one stage, or 1.02' =
1.06 for three stages. Also W1,11/
W1 = 1.37 for one stage, hence
W10/W, = 1.37 for three stages.
The separation of the peaks is
about W,/W1 = 0.51 for one
stage or W,/W, = 0.51 for three.
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FOR THE PRINTED CIRCUIT

CINCH SOCKETS
MEET EVERY REQUIREMENT
CINCH 7 AND 9 PIN
STANDARD SOCKETS
STAND-OFF TYPE FOR

The CINCH sub -miniature and miniature sockets

THE PRINTED

insure positive electrical contact, hold transis-

CIRCUIT:

tors and tubes securely in place, permit easy

maintenance and replacement, provide maxi-

56P22352

mum insulation resistance and minimum high

frequency loss.

Utilizing the latest manufacturing procedures
with unlimited capacity, CINCH assures you of
a

dependable source of supply regardless of

quantities required.

22743

45P22473

44P22661

Centally located plants in Shelbyville,
Chicago, LaPuente, St. Louis.

SOCKETS SHOWN

ACTUAL SIZE

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

CINCH will design, or re -design, components to fit specific

needs, and will assist in th.e assembly of components

through proven automation technique.
44P20684

CINCH automatically assembled sockets assure the uni-

formity and quality mandatory for use in AUTOMATION
in the end users equipment.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON CINCH
www.americanradiohistory.com
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SUMMARY
Straight-line chart relates bandwidth and rise time over
wide frequency range for 2 to 10 pulse -amplifier stages in cascade. Overall
rise time of amplifier can also be determined
HE

CHART

presented here

solves graphically two equations often used in pulse -amplifier design. The first applies to a
single stage with less than 5 -

percent overshoot and relates the
rise time to the bandwidth by
the
approximate
empirical
formula: (Rise Time) x (Bandwidth) = 0.35.
This equation also applies to
an amplifier containing more
than one stage, in which case the
rise time and the bandwidth
both apply for the overall amplifier.
The second equation relates
the rise time of an amplifier consisting of a number of identical
stages in cascade with the rise
time of each stage. This relation, which applies if the overshoot of each stage is less than
3 percent, is
Overall rise time = (Rise time
per stage) ,x VNumber of stages.

188

Care must be taken to use the
together or the B scales
together, and to use microseconds
and magacycles together or milliseconds and kilocycles together,
as noted on the graph.
A scales

Examples
Three examples illustrate several applications of the chart.
(1) The bandwidth of a single
stage is 4 mc. What is the rise
time of five identical stages connected in cascade?

Enter chart at 4 -mc bandwidth per stage. Go up to five stages line, then over to rise
time in microseconds and read
0.2 microsecond.
(2) The rise time of one stage
is 10 microseconds. What is the
rise time of ten stages in cascade.

Enter chart with rise time at
milliseconds. Intersection
with one-stage line gives an
0.01

equivalent bandwidth for a
single stage of 35 kc. Move
along 35-kc line to ten -stages
line. Read on A -scale at 0.032
millisecond or 32 microseconds
the rise time of ten stages in
cascade.
(3) An overall effective bandwidth of 3.5 me is required in
a system. How many cascaded
isolation amplifiers of 6 -me
bandwidth can be used?
Enter the bandwidth scale at
3.5 me and read up to the one stage line. On the rise -time
scale, the 3.5 -mc overall bandwidth corresponds to a 0.1 -microsecond overall rise time. Now,
read over on the 0.1 -microsecond
rise -time line to the intersection
with the 6-me bandwidth line.
This point of intersection indicates that three amplifiers can
be connected in cascade without
degrading the bandwidth beyond
3.5 me.
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MALLQRY1

Push the shaft and the set turns off. Pull, and it
turns on at the same volume setting. New "floating
ring" contacts give exceptionally long, trouble -free life.

Mallory Controls Now Available With
New Push -Pull On -Off Switch
new designs for television receivers,
home and auto radios, investigate the unusual,
merchandisable performance features of Mallory
controls with the new push-pull switch. This new
kind of switch turns off when the shaft is pushed in
turns on when the shaft is pulled out.
FOR YOUR

...

Single and dual types of Mallory carbon controls are
and with an
now available with this new switch
improved carbon element that has even greater
stability, better wearing quality and lower noise than
ever before. Write or call Mallory for full details.

"groping" for volume setting. The set is turned
on at the same volume control position as it was

...

turned off.
Longer control life. The control needs to be

rotated

only for minor volume changes, instead of being
moved through a major portion of its travel every
time the line switch is actuated.
New switch design. The switch itself uses a unique
"floating ring" contact design. Make and break is
performed by spring -snapped motion of small rings

made of special Mallory contact alloy. The rings float
freely on pins . . . automatically align themselves
perfectly. They rotate with each operation, exposing
a new contact surface. Service life is extremely long.
Make and break action is clean and positive.

*

*

No

*

Long -Lasting "Floating Ring"
Switch also in Rotary Model
The new "floating ring" contact
design is also available in a
switch with conventional rotary
action, on Mallory single and
dual carbon controls. It gives
long
service ... positive snap action
exceptionally
"feel" ... protection against loss of spring tension
during overloads. Write to Mallory for data.

Expect more . , .get more from
MALLORYP

R.

MALLORY & CO» Inc.

Serving Industry with These Products:

Electromechanical-Resistors

Switches

Electrochemical-Capacitors
Metallurgical-Contacts

Tuners

Vibrators

Mercury

Batteries

Television

Rectifiers

Special Metals and Ceramics

Welding Materials
p. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6,

PARTS DISTRIBUTORS
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MAJOR CITIES STOCK

MALLORY

STANDARD COMPONENTS

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Electrons At Work

Edited by ALEXANDER A. McKENZIE

Tomorrow's Electronic Light
PHOSPHOR

r ALUMINUM

-PLASTIC

LAYER

-

OVERLAYER

CONDUCTING
COATING ON GLASS

-

METAL STRIP
CONNECTED TO

METAL STRIP CONNECTED
TO BACA

FRONT ELECTRODE

ELECTRODE

GLASS PLATE

FIG. 1-Rear view of electroluminescent
cell showing method of construction and

placement of electrodes

The panels shown are the only source of light used to take photograph and demonstrate
the variations in brightness which can be obtained

was first
discovered by French investigator
Georges Destriau who explored this
new phenomenon.
In 1947 he was able to publish a
paper that set forth many of its
properties. It represented a fourth
method of exciting light from
phosphors. Earlier methods employed x-rays, ultraviolet light and
cathode rays.
An electroluminescent cell is
ELECTROLUMINESCENCE

made by sandwiching phosphor between two conducting plates as
shown in Fig 1. It comprises a
glass plate bearing a transparent,
conducting coating. On this conducting coating is sprayed a mixture of phosphor powder in a
plastic binder and on top of this
phosphor layer is evaporated a
film of aluminum, which acts as a
second conducting contact for the
cell.

At present, red phosphor appears
to he entirely unresponsive at low
frequencies but becomes visible at
high frequencies. The green, blue
and yellow phosphors can be mixed
to give white.
Electroluminescence is also dependent on frequency. One phosphor, when operated at 60 cps and
600 volts emits green light, but if
the frequency is changed to 10,000
cps, it emits blue light. Hence, in
a single material the color can be
shifted by changing the frequency.
Another phosphor appears white at
low frequencies but on increasing
the frequency to 10,000 cps it be-

Experimental Equipment Checks Missile Ideas

Guidance circuits for Air Force ballistic missiles are set up on
breadboard (left) at Bell Labs. Program includes two intercentinen

tal missiles, Atlas and Titan as well as Thor, an intermediate range
missile. Optical and electronic tracking devices at right
November, 1956
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VOLTAGE REGULATED

POWER SUPPLIES
[Pt Pm/die

detüttit Meted

with NEW-IMPROVED FEATURES

* FAST

*

RECOVERY TIME

1.5 Amp.

GOOD STABILITY

* LOW

SERIES
Rack Mount

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

Model

Volts

6.3V AC

KR16

Each supply

KR19

0.150
100-200
195-325
295-450

600

ma.KR

KR17

Voltage Regulated Power Supplies are conservatively
KR
rated and are designed for continuous duty at 50°C ambient.
REGULATION: Less than 0.2 volts for line fluctuation from 105125 volts and less than 0.2 volts for load variation from 0 to

maximum current.

KR18

H

W

has two
15 Amp.

outputs

Price

D

17"
121/4" 17"
121/4" 17"
121/4" 17"

19"
19"
19"
19"

12114"

;625
$625
$695

;695

SERIES
Rack Mount

RIPPLE: Less than 3 mv. rms.

STABILITY: The output voltage variation is less than the regulation specification for a period of 8 hours.
RECOVERY TIME:

KR

Less than 50 microseconds. The excursion in

the output voltage during the recovery period is less than the
regulation specification.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Less than 0.1 ohms from 20 cycles to
100KC. Less than 0.5 ohms from DC to 20 cycles. Many units

have very much lower output impedance.

6.3V

Model

Volts

KR 8

0-150

KR 5

100-200

has two

KR 6

195-325

10 Amp.

KR 7

295-450

outputs

300 ma.

W

AC

Each supply

KR

H

Price

D

19" 101/2" 13"
19" 10112" 13"
19" 10/" 13"
19" 101/2" 13"

$330
$240
$240

;250

SERIES
Rack Mount

Model

Volts

6.3V AC

KR 12

0-150
100-200
195-325

Each supply

295-450

outputs

KR 3
KR

4

KR 10

125

has two
5 Amp.

ma.KR,

W

H

19"
19"
19"
19"

7"

7"
7"
7"

D

Price

11"
11"

$270

11"
11"

;180
;180
$190

SERIES
Rack Mount

Volts

Model

0-150

KR 11

Fast Re covery Time, Suit
able for Square Wave Pulsed
Loading .
Voltage Range continuously

KR-18MC

variable without Switching,
Either Positive or Negative
may be Grounded.
Oil Filled Condensers.

eaAWOR

e+=

Wire Harness and Resistor
Board Construction.

o

Power Requirements 105125 volts, 50.60 cycles.

Terminations on rear of unit

Locking type voltage control
AC, OC Switches, Fuses, and
Pilot Lights.

W

H

D

Price

Each supply

19"
19"
19"
19"

7"
7"
7"
7"

11"
71/2"

$180
$ 90

7112"

$ 90

7V2"

$ 97

100-200
195-325

has one

KR 2
KR 9

295-450

output

KR

FEATURES:

6.3V AC

1

3

Amp.

Include 3" Current and Voltage Meters, Add M to Model
number (e.g. KR 16-M) and Add $30.00 to the Price.
To Include Dust Cover and Handles for Table Mounting, Add C to
Model number (e.g. KR16C) and Add $10.00 to the Price.
To Include Meters, Dust Cover and Handles. Add MC to Model
number (e.g. KO -16 MC) and Add $40.00 to the Price.
To

PRICES F.O.B. Flushing.

A

Color Grey Hammertone.

A LINE OF 50 MODELS

Guarantee One Year.

All models available for 400 cycle operation on [pedal mew.

Available from Stock - Catalog on Request

KEPCO LABORATORIES
131-38

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

SANFORD

AVENUE

FLUSHING

55,

N.Y.
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quency green, at a still higher
frequency yellow or orange and at
about 18,000 cps red. This has
applications either for traffic signals or for a flat color -television
display. This development is now
being investigated at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories in

I.000 c-

BRIGHTNESS

00

10

EFfICIENCY

1953

1954

1955

1956

2-Curves show progress In obtaining brightness and efficiency from electro luminescent characteristics of powdered
FIG.

phosphors

comes pink in color.
By placing four completely transparent electroluminescent cells one
behind the other and changing the
frequency, each cell can be excited
one after the other by a resonant
circuit. Thus at 8,000 cps blue ap-

pears, at a slightly higher fre-

Pittsburgh.
Transistor oscillator circuits are
presently used to obtain the high voltage variable -frequency source
of power for the electroluminescent
cells.
When operating at 60 cps and
110 v one cell gives a brightness of
about 2i foot -lamberts while at 220
yolts and 60 cycles a second cell

gives about 8 or 10 foot -lamberts,
which is about one fourth as bright
as a television screen.
Figure 2 shows the increase in
both brightness and efficiency that
has been obtained since 1953. Near
the end of 1953 a brightness of only

100

FLUORESCENT -1

fio

ut

i7407
loo

60

/
ELECTROLUMINESCENT-

40

... 20

7/

INCANDESCENT

-L./

L

i

MAO

22

0
1935

1940

2

4

6

8

1950 2

4

6

8

1960

2

4

6

TINE IN YEARS

3-Efficiency of electronic light
source compared to present sources.
Future expectations have been extrapolated to 1966 on the basis of current
knowledge of materials and methods
FIG.

five foot-lamberts could be obtained,
which is considerably less than the

brightness of typical television
screens. Recently 2,000 foot -lamberts have been obtained, higher
than the surface brightness of a
40 -watt fluorescent lamp.
Figure 3 shows the future possibilities of electroluminescence in
terms of efficiency.

Overseas Aircraft Get Printed Weather
flight tests of
radiotelPprinter transmissions to
aircraft are being carried out by
Trans -Canada Airlines. Broadcasts
of aerological information, which
now constitute about 80 percent of
TRANSATLANTIC

voice -channel traffic, could be diverted to NARCAST (ELECTRONICS, p 20, Oct. 1956) if the system

proves satisfactory.
The experiment is backed by
leading overseas airlines that have

designated TCA to carry out tests.
Technical details of the equipment
developed by Federal Telecommunication Laboratories are given below. So far, satisfactory signals
have been received for well beyond
half the distance from one transmitter to the other.
The two transmitters now in operation are at Chatham, New
Brunswick on 118.80 kc and Galdenoch, Scotland on 121.60 kc.

Transmitter radio frequencies can
be set anywhere in the 70 to 150
kc region. The receiver supplied
by FTL provides four crystal controlled channels in this band
with the ability to supply ten channels if necessary.

Narrow -band frequency shift
keying is used at the transmitters.
The minimum predetector bandwidth required to provide good
reproduction of 22 millisecond tele -

Field Studies Of New Propagation Mechanisms

Assembly begins on the new antenna to be used in propagation studies over the range 100 to 1,000 mc. The transportable shelter (right)
houses transmitting equipment. Sponsored by the Air Force, Stanford Research Institute will carry out a program designed to determine
characteristics of radio -signal scattering and reflection by meteor trails. Reflection of radio waves by the ionization associated with
the aurora will likewise be studied
November, 1956
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Discriminating engineers, the world's toughest
critics, applaud the brilliant performance of Helipot's
brand new trio - - series 5400, 5600 and 5700 single -turn
precision potentiometers.
According to the program notes, these three virtuosi
come in a choice of five mounting -and -bearing
combinations. A one-piece, dimensionally -stable plastic
housing eliminates a separate rear lid. There are
tighter tolerances on linearity and mechanical run-out.

11

OM«

A new rotor design reduces mass

... permits

lower contact pressure ... results in decreased
coil wear, more reliable operation, greater life
expectancy. Incidentally, torque is lower.

They're a quiet trio, too. Maximum noise, at 100
rpm, with 1 milliamp of slider current, is 100 millivolts.
Sweet music to any electronic designer's ear !
For complete information and specifications on these three
new HELIPOT* precision potentiometers, write for data file 1121.

He l i p of Corporation: Newport
708 *REG.

Beach, California

a division of Beckman Instruments, Inc.

U. S. PAT. OFF.

Engineering representatives in principal cities
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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printer pulses is approximately 150
cps. To use as small a part of the
frequency spectrum as possible,
the system has been designed to
employ this minimum required
passband width.
The magnitude of the frequency
shift has therefore been tailored
to this bandwidth and has deviation
capabilities of plus and minus 70
cps. Deviation being used in the
present tests is plus and minus 20
cps. The receiver bandpass circuitry has been designed to provide a Gaussian response shape to
minimize the phenomenon of overshoot and ringing that can result
when fsk pulses, and/or impulse
type noises are fed to pass -band
shapes having a high rate -of -cutoff.
The frequency -shift keyer that
drives the transmitters is based
upon a crystal oscillator. It is made
to produce the desired frequency
deviation by properly keying the
reactance presented to the crystal
by the oscillator circuit. Through
the use of complete crystal control

Demonstration setup of the NARCAST
receiving equipment shows recessed loop,
f sk receiver and 35 -pound Creed printer

in both transmitter and receiver,
the overall equipment satisfies in a
reliable manner the frequency accuracy and stability required by
this narrow band system.
The receiver has a noise figure
of approximately 2 db and therefore requires 0.02 microvolt in
series with 100 ohms to produce a
1 -to -1 carrier -to -noise ratio.

To minimize local electric field
noise pickups, a loop antenna is
supplied with the equipment and to
provide omnidirectional coverage
an iron -core crossed -loop antenna
system has been developed. This
antenna system is available in both
an externally mounted tear-drop
housing and in a flush -mounted design.
The tear drop units have a conversion factor of 0.013 between
microvolts per meter of field
strength and the open -circuit microvolts in series with 100 ohms,
which are available at the output
terminals. The loop -antenna -receiver combination therefore requires approximately 1.5 microvolts
per meter of field strength to produce a 1 -to-1 carrier-to -noise ratio

before detection.
The impedance transforming
network that is part of the antenna
system has been designed to accommodate any practical length of r -f
cable required between antenna
and receiver.

Radio Communication Through Long Tunnels

Twin-lead cable suspended in Pennsylvania Railroad Hudson River tunnel is kept as far
from wall and as near passing trains as possible

COMMUNICATIONS

between moving

railroad trains and stations at
either end of long tunnels is not
feasible using frequencies between
25 and 1,500 mc and conventional
radio techniques.
Experiment's carried out by
engineers of Bell Telephone Lab-

oratories in the Pennsylvania Railroad's North (Hudson) River tunnel at about 150 mc show that it is
possible to obtain satisfactory communications up to about 6,000 feet
employing twin -lead cable such as
RG -86/U suitably located in the
tunnel.

194

Multiple Antennas-Initial tests
indicated that, with some 18 db loss
per 100 feet of tunnel at 150 mc,
13 or 14 base stations spaced 1,000
feet apart in each of the two tubes
would be necessary. A decision to
try effectively inert equipment provided incentive to use a series of
antennas within the tunnel fed by
a suitable transmission line.
For the sake of economy, RG -8/U
cable having a loss of about 2.7 db
per 100 feet at 150 mc was installed.
Five antennas were bridged at 500 foot intervals across the cable.
While this arrangement was satisfactory, results obtained when trying to extend the range proved unfeasible for a tunnel greater than
some 4,900 feet.
During the course of experiments, it was discovered that signals were being picked up from the
cable itself. From further data collected it was concluded that a transmission line having appreciable external field but with considerably
lower attenuation than RG -8/U
November, 7956
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ONLY ONE MAGNET

THERE IS

WIRE WITH AN EXTREMELY HIGH
SPACE FACTOR CAPABLE OF SUCCESSFUL,

CONTINUOUS OPERATION AT

25000

IT IS SPRAGUE'

CERAMIC INSULATED MAGNET

CEROC is an extremely thin and flexible ceramic
insulation deposited on copper wire. This ceramic
base insulation is unaffected by extremely high
temperatures. Thus, in combination with silicone
or Teflon overlays, Ceroc insulations permit much
higher continuous operating temperatures than
are possible with ordinary insulations.
There are three standard Ceroc Wires: Ceramic
Single -Teflon and Ceramic Heavy -Teflon for operation at 250°C feature unique characteristics of
flexibility, dielectric strength and resistance to
moisture. They have been used successfully to
300°C in short time military applications. Ceramic Single -Silicone, for 200°C application,
pairs the ceramic with a silicone reinforcement
to facilitate winding.
All three Ceroc Wires have far superior crossover characteristics to all -plastic insulated wireall provide an extraordinarily high space factor
that facilitates miniaturization with high -reliability standards.

`

FACTOR OF MAGNET WIRES
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COAXIAL
SWITCHES
-the complete line
for broad -band,
high efficiency
RF switching
You'll find TRANSCO switches reliable under all conditions described
in existing military specifications.
Reliability-plus minimum insertion
loss, low V S W R, and high isolation

(continued)

cable would extend coverage.
Accordingly, RG-86/U solid dielectric parallel -pair cable (similar
to but heavier than television ribbon line) was installed so that it
was as close as possible to the
mobile antennas. It was located in
a plane about a foot below and 61
feet removed from the car and locomotive antennas.
Although measurements showed
this line to have a loss of 1.3 db per
hundred feet (somewhat higher

than its advertised loss of 0.6 db)
it was found that a 30 -watt transmitter was adequate for communications over a distance of 6,000
feet.
The full technical report of this
work was presented at Wescon by
Newton Monk of Bell Telephone
Laboratories and will be published
in the Transactions of the Professional Group on Vehicular Communications. It is abstracted here
with permission.

between channels-make TRANSCO

the most specified coaxial switches
in the industry.
Send your coaxial switching problems
to TRANSCO. Technical data on any
unit or the complete line sent on
request.

Retarding Field Oscillator

1460

series

MOTOR OPERATED

DP transfer
and DPDT Frequencies to 11,000 MC.

-SP2T to SP6T; also

M1460
series

MANUALLY OPERATED
-same contact arrangement and RF head as the

Retarding field oscillator tube built at
Ohio State for WADC. Output is taken
from waveguide fitting at right and tuning
is adjusted at top

Technician wears nylon gloves while
working on electron gun for retarding
field oscillator tube. Gloves are necessary
to avoid contamination

are fired through a
nozzle into a small cavity and toward a repeller located within the
cavity in a new tube developed at
Ohio State University. The repeller
field makes the electrons bunch and
drift back towards the nozzle, re -

acting with an alternating electric
field as they do so.
As bunches of electrons return
to the nozzle at the proper time
intervals, oscillations are sustained.
Power output is taken from the
repeller, which is used as a coupling

1460 Series.

ELECTRONS

11000
series

MINIATURE-SPDT

-remote -control unit, excellent RF
characteristics over wide frequency
range.

Earth Satellite Uses Minitrack Transmitter
14000

series

MINIATURE-SP4T

-for

wide application flexibility. Weight only 0.75 lbs.
Frequencies to 10,000 MC.

CO
RODUCTS, INC.
Always the Finest in Avionics
12210 NEBRASKA AVE.,
LOS ANGELES 25, CALIF.
R

rPRr ENTATIVES

IN MAJOR AREAS

Small transmitter held in hand of J. T. Mengel, NRL scientist, is enclosed in gold-plated
aluminum container. Signals from the transmitter will be used to track the unmanned
earth satellite of which a model is shown at right. A. V. Astin, National Bureau of
Standards discusses Project Vanguard with Capt. B. G. Wade of Office of Naval Research

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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'Designed for Application"

Delay Lines and Networks
The James Millen Mfg. Co., Inc. has been
producing continuous delay lines and lump
constant delay networks since the origination
of the demand for these components in pulse
formation and other circuits requiring time
delay. The most modern of these is the distributed constant delay line designed to comply
with the most stringent electrical and mechanical requirements for military, commercial and
laboratory equipment.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information?

Millen distributed constant line is available as
bulk line for laboratory use and in either flexible
or metallic hermetically sealed units adjusted
to exact time delay for use in production
equipment. Lump constant delay networks may
be preferred for some specialized applications
and can be furnished in open or hermetically
sealed construction. The above illustrates several typical lines of both types. Our engineers
are available to assist you in your delay line
problems.

Use post cord on

last page.
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(continued)

device into an output waveguide.

PILOT LIGHTS
CONSULT

Although the first developmental
tubes, sponsored at Ohio State by
the Air Force, operated in the
range from 3 to 6 kmc, the present
tubes can be used successfully at
70 kmc or, with reduced power, at
100 kmc (3 mm).

Production-According to Prof.
E. Milton Boone, supervisor of the
project, the tube will be easy and
inexpensive to manufacture, it is

Your product benefits
3 ways from the use

tunable and operates at lower volt-

of a DIALCO Pilot Light:
Enhanced appearance:
The glow of light and
sparkle of a lens add
colorful visual attraction.
Greater safety: A timely
warning flashed by a
pilot light can prevent
damage to equipment.
Added service: Discs
inserted behind lenses
can be used to deliver

age and with higher power output
than commercially available reflex
klystrons.
Internal dimensions of the cavity
for a retarding-field oscillator operating at 6 mm are about a tenth
of an inch wide and 25 thousandths
of an inch high. Assembly of a
tube with aid of a low -power binocular microscope is necessary. A
number of noble metals are used
in the construction, including gold
solder. Sapphires are employed as
bearings.

Air Navigation Receiver Used By Navy

specific messages, such
as "FUEL LOW",
"ON", "OFF", etc.
Let the Dialco engineering department assist you in selecting
the right lamp and
the most suitable pilot

light for your needs.

Dialco offers the com-

plete line of pilot
lights, from sub-miniature types to giant
units with 11/2" lenses.

Every assembly is avail-

able complete with lamp.

SAMPLES

ON

-

RE-

QUEST AT ONCE
NO CHARGE

Illustrations are ap-

prox. 70% actual size
(A) No. 8-1930111 sub -miniature
pilot light... (B) No.
521308-991, with multivue cap ... (C) No.
922210-111, dimmer
type...(D) No. 47901
with light shield cap.
Write for latest catalogues and Design Bro-

Adoption of VORTAC system upon recommendation of Air Coordinating Committee requires engineering new equipment to combine VOR with TACAN for commercial aircraft
use. Airborne TACAN receiver shown, developed by Federal Telecommunication Laboratories for military, gives essentially same cockpit display as equipment in design.

chure.

Pallometer Determines Patient Sensitivity
THE LARGE myelinated nerve fibers
Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Light

DIAZIGAITT
CORPORATION
60

STEWART AVE.

HYACINTH

BROOKLYN

37,

N. Y.

7-7600

4444`,
PLANT AT
BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

Want more information?

are thought to carry vibratory appreciation, light -touch sensibility
and position sense. Velocity of the
impulse has been shown to be rapid.
There appears to be evidence that
these fibers are affected earliest in
certain types of neuropathy.
In 1941, experiments using a
modified tuning fork showed variations among patients for measurements of duration of vibratory
sensation. It was found that vibratory appreciation was invariably
intact in patients with psycho neuroses of the combat fatigue
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Improvement in patient following therapy
as diagnosed from the pallometer
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progress report on silicon rectifiers

NEWEST ADVANCE.

1500
VOLT
welded case

single junction
silicon rectifiers

You can now practically double the output of your
miniature high voltage power supplies ... by designing
your circuits with TI grown junction silicon rectifiers ...
with virtually twice the operating voltage previously
obtainable from silicon rectifiers. You get greater output
with fewer units ... assuring greater circuit
reliability. The cases of these 1500-volt rectifiers are
welded for long service life and have single element
construction for more dependable operation. All this,
plus the tremendous savings in size, space,
power and weight that semiconductor devices can
contribute to your miniaturization programs.

TI miniaturized silicon rectifiers feature forward
current ratings to 125 ma ... have high mechanical
reliability ... and operate stably to 150°C. They
require no filament power ... no warm-up time.
Four production types give you a choice of axial and
stud half -wave types in welded cases. Axial
models allow point-to-point wiring. Stud models
provide maximum heat dissipation ... are made with
either an anode or a cathode stud so no high
voltage insulation is necessary between stud and chassis.
Also in production and immediately available
-TI 1500 -volt full -wave plug-in model
in hermetic soldered case ...
replaces JAN 6X4 rectifier tube
in many applications.
For exacting circuit requirements, select

from TI's line
of 65 SILICON JUNCTION DIODES, including:
All hes? devices are

-1 TI

available now!

Write today for
complete data

- November,

1956

GENERAL

VOLTAGE

PURPOSE

REFERENCE

UNIFORM FORWARD
CHARACTERISTIC

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPOR

6000

ELECTRONICS

TI

650

L E M M O N
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(continued)

IS YOUR

and those with organic injury to
the brain.

BEST SOURCE
FOR

SOLDERING LUGS
TERMINALS
PRINTED CIRCUIT
HARDWARE

Position of operator and patient's fingertips (left) in test position. Threshold of
feeling is measured in microns

type, and suggested that this technique be used to distinguish between patients with psychoneuroses

Improved Method-An electronic
circuit and electromagnetic vibrator as shown in the block diagram
are the subject of a patent held by
Dr. Samuel Goldblatt of Cincinnati.
This device replaces the tuning
fork of earlier experiments and its
function is self-explanatory. It
makes possible more exact determinations of the threshold of
acuity at various frequencies,
whereas a multiplicity of tuning
forks would otherwise be required.
The curves show reactions of a

Manipulator Sees With 3-D TV

HERE'S WHY:
Specialized high production
techniques afford lowest possible
unit cost.
Precision tooling, rigid quality
control assure tolerances to critical
specifications.

Ample stocks of over 1000 different parts permit prompt delivery.

Exhibited for the first time at the Atomic Industrial Forum in Chicago was Farnsworth's
three-dimensional closed-circuit television system designed for observation of remotely
handled radioactive equipment. The dual camera system (upper left) projects its images
on the screen (right) and the operator. wearing Polaroid glasses gains a clear picture of
his objective. Electromechanical manipulators designed by Borg-Warner (operated at
right) control the movement of claws (left)

Tester Simulates Missile Launching

Malco specializes in a complete
line of small stampings for RadioTV, electrical/electronic and auto-

motive industries.
Our line includes terminals and
printed circuit hardware in loose
or in chain form for automatic
insertion.
Let Malco show you how you can save
on production time and costs. Contact
us

today.

Request handy reference catalog con-

taining specifications
on standard and custom-made lugs, termi-

nals, corona rings,
pins, contacts and
similar stampings.

TOOL and MANUFACTURING CO.
Chicago 24, III.
4023 W. Lake St.,
Want more information? Use post card on last page.

Designed by Electronic Engineering Co. for testing Falcon missiles at Hughes Aircraft, the
equipment shown checks out the sequence of electromechanical and electronic functions.
If a test is unsatisfactory, the sequence is interrupted. A punch card shows results of
final checkout
November,
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ELECTRONICS

SIZE 8 SYNCHROS FOR
ACCURACY

RELIABILITY

LESS BULK

In our new size 8 series of synchros shown below, we are
guaranteeing accuracies of 7 minutes or less from EZ.
In no other synchros is such accuracy packed in so light and
small a package. Length from face is 1.240" and weight
32 grams.
STANDARD UNITS
SYNCHRO FUNCTION

ROTOR
Input

CPPC TYPE

Input

Input

V400cy Amps Watts

(0C) Rotor

-

Sensitivity

(MV/deg

-

12

54+1260

12+145

76.4-}-119.6

-

11.8

.090

23

25

220+j740

28+1110

246+160

8.5°

11.8 .037

.09

60

508+11680 67+1270

640+j190

24

410

36

11.8

200

26.0 .039

43

230

23.2

400

Torque Receiver

CRC

-8-A-1

26.0 .100

.50

37

7956

(DC)

381

CSC -Et -A-1

- November,

Watts

290

CDC -8-A-1

ELECTRONICS

Ohms

Amps

200

Electrical Resolver

-

Input

Volts

11.8

Control Differential

- - -

Input Input

11.8

CTC-8-A-4

.25

37

-

IMPEDANCE

(MV deg.)

-

Control Transformer

.5

Clifton Heights, Pa.

Sensitivity

410

CTC-8-A-I

26.0 100

CLIFTON PRECISION PRODUCTS CO., INC.

Volts

24

CGC

Control Transformer

26.0 .050

Look to CPPC for Synchro Progress

Output

143

Torque Transmitter

-8-A-7

Write or telephone us your requirements (MAdison 6-2101,
Suburban Philadelphia).

STATOR

Ohms Output

LESS WEIGHT

10.6

180

11.8

200

Phase
Zro

11.8 .085

.21

25

38+j122

11.8

.27

27

280+j600

-

12

.084

54-1-

j260

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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/so

Zrss

R-S

8°

27+j120 48.6+j13.8
38+1136

70+1136

12+j45

85.1+j20.4

Shift

Nulls

-R

(MV)

Possible

length

Error

Spd

in inches

30

7'

14'

1.240

30

7'

14'

1.240

9.2°

30

7'

14'

1.240

S

9°

30

7'

14'

1.240

20' 11'

30

7'

14'

1.240

-

30

30'

30'

1.240

8'
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for complex WAVEUIDE assemblies like this

ELECTRONS AT WORK

(continued)

VARIABLE

ISOLATION

OSCILLATOR

AMPLIFIER

AUDIO

AMPLITUDE

AMPLIFIER

CONTROL

ERROR
VOLTAGE

REFERENCE

POWER

AMPLIFIER

VOLTAGE

RECTIFIER-

PICKUP

FILTER

PICKUP

VIBRATION

AMPLIFIER

UTAH

Block diagram of Goldblatt's pallometer

patient suffering from meningovascular syphilis. Initial depressed
values of acuity are followed by
improvement following penicillin
therapy. Completely normal values
are expected in 3 to 5 years following completion of treatment.

Technicraft advanced design engineering and manufacturing facilities are available to serve your
needs from the face of the Magnetron through to th

i

MON

Components In
Radiation Field

MAKE

damage to electronic
equipment may result from direct
or indirect effects. For example,
on being placed in a radiation field,
a capacitor will exhibit an in RADIATION

TECHNICRA FT
YOUR PRIMARY SOURCE

De ,ee/ wed 73e-cep
A&eée wed, >i?eeegeßn /

Modern Telephone Pole

representatives is near you. Sales engineering offices in: Dallas Dayton Los Angeles
Chicago Seattle St. Louis Toronto (Canáda).
One of our

SERVING RADAR AND COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE
BEST IN MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION DEVICES

-1-3111111lop 1Th1ÏiAThAIRATORIEI
1
I

1550 THOMASTON RD.

202

N

C

O

I

THOMAST

r

0

r

I

Ten -foot parabola being lowered into

D

U

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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place atop 200 -foot microwave tower
shows trend of toll circuits from wire lines
to radio links. Installation is being made
in Fort Wayne, Indiana for subsidiary of
General Telephone System, second largest system in the United States
November, 1956 -- ELECTRONICS

,KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

what are the new Performance-Guaranteed laminations?
Whenever our tungsten -carbide dies have produced
enough nickel -iron laminations of a new shape to permit
stocking them for immediate delivery, we let you know,
because we get so many requests for "what's new in
Performance -Guaranteed laminations?"
It's rather sensible, the emphasis our customers put on
this "Performance -Guarantee." They know it's a guarantee based upon our higher quality hydrogen annealing,
vital for high permeability laminations.
You see, small percentages of impurities, particularly
carbon, oxygen and sulphur, have a deleterious effect on
magnetic properties-and they are present in every alloy
at the beginning despite the most rigid control of the
metallurgy of the heats. In this as -rolled state, the steel
will develop as little as 5% of its ultimate permeability.
Now everyone "hydrogen" anneals-but not everyone
dry -hydrogen anneals. You can't use bottled hydrogen,
without leaving a surface oxide injurious to magnetio
properties and making soldering virtually impossible. So
we dry our hydrogen to a dewpoint of -60° C, removing
ELECTRONNCS

- November,

1956

the water vapor which is produced by the reduction of
hydrogen. Carbon reduces to methane, sulphur to sulphur dioxide, and both are removed by the continuous
flow of dry hydrogen during the 24 -hour cycle.
As a result of our superior annealing, we develop better
magnetic properties and clean lamination surfaces, and
you get that valued "Performance -Guarantee."
New Performance -Guaranteed shapes, in stock, immediately available: EE 28-29, UI -312, F-21, DU -1, DU -37,
rotor, stator and head laminations. Why not write today
for Catalog ML -201 and full information on these and
all other clean, flat, burr -free laminations we manufacture.

fffff-

Magnetics, Inc., Dept. E-33, Butler, Pennsylvania.

/17

2G/I ETICS Inc.

.111111.11

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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(continued)

ELECTRONS AT WORK

dissipation factor, dark
current will increase in a photocell
and the resistance of a resistor
creased

dives you direct
capacitance reading

from 0.01 jupf to 12 pf

BALLANTINE
CAPACITANCE
METER

Model 520

will fall.
An example of indirect radiation
damage is that caused a capacitor
when heating occurs from in-

creased leakage.

Five Rules-An engineer can
evaluate his problem somewhat
more easily by making the following assumptions :
(1) Total dose at which a component deteriorates is relatively insensitive to the dose rate.
(2) Adequate interpretation of
damage does not require a knowledge of the energy spectrum of the
radiation.
(3) Components operating satisfactorily in an environment should
suffer no deterioration in a less
severe environment.
(4) Most rate effects arise from
gamma radiation. These effects include ionization leakage and photoelectric effects such as photoconduction in transistors and resistors.
(5) One type of radiation dose
does not nullify another. If a component survives gamma, fast neutron and slow neutron doses it will
survive one of the constituent doses
alone.
The entire air space around an

Plug -In Controls

w
The Model 520 Capacitance Meter is a general laboratory instrument which measures capacitance over the wide range found in
paper, plastic, mica, ceramic and air type capacitors. The value
of unknown capacitance is read directly from the meter scale by
manipulating only one control knob. The ability to measure direct
capacitance, excluding strays, makes it very useful for low value
measurements. Adjustable limit pointers, together with fast operation, make it valuable for incoming inspection departments. The
instrument has a built-in calibration standard.
SPECIFICATIONS
RANGE:
ACCURACY:

Jut!
0.01 ppf
0.1 ppf to 112 pf;
0.01 ppf to 0.11 ppf

to 12

2%,
5%

,

FREQUENCY:

_

METER:

SIZE: -_-

1,000 cps
Logarithmic scale

131/º"X71/2"x 7"

BALLANTI%E LABORATORIES, INC
100 FANNY ROAD, BOONTON, NEW JERSEY

204
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Twenty-one standard building block components that may be grouped as desired,
form control systems at lower cost than
custom -fabricated assemblies. The SparksWithington equipment shown Is being
used in the oil industry, petrochemical
plants and water -pumping stations
November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

...
tell us
your performance

requirements and
Formica will save
you money!
. . . . . . . . . . . .
There's never any compromise with grade selection at Formica. With 52
standard grades, and a competent research staff to develop special new
ones
you won't ever have to settle for "something just as good"
or
something more expensive than necessary.
Formica fabricating engineers study your blueprints, sure. But they'll also
delve into where and how you'll be using your fabricated part. Then, with
a thorough understanding of your requirements, they'll select the one grade
that's best and most economical for you.
And the design modifications recommended by Formica fabricating engineers will further help to produce a better part, frequently at big savings.
This fabricating service is part of Formica -4, designed to give you the best
grade at lowest cost for your application. Call your Formica district office
or send us your blueprints and your performance requirements. Formica
Corp., subsidiary of American Cyanamid Co., 4640 Spring Grove Ave.,
Cincinnati 32, Ohio.

-

-

1st choice in laminated plastics
APPLICATION LNGINLLRING . RLSLARCII
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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(continued)

ELECTRONS AT WORK

electronic system in a radiation
field behaves like an ionization
chamber. Currents in the order of
a few millimicroamperes flow between bare wires with a few volts
Small
difference of potential.
nuclear batteries are formed by
thermal-neutron induced beta decay
in copper wire.
The abstract above is taken from
a paper by
R. D. Shelton of
Admiral Corp. presented before the
National Conference on Aeronautical Electronics.

Ebicon Sees In Dark
to be 100 times more
sensitive than present day tv
camera tubes a new tube termed
Ebicon from the initials of Electron Bombardment Induced Conductivity is presently under development at the research laboratories
of Westinghouse.
PROMISING
EIMAC HIGH VACUUM RECTIFIERS
AND CLIPPER DIODES

Filament

Plate
Average Dissipa -

Current
TYPE

MA

tion
Watts

Inverse
Voltage

25,000
30,000
40,000
30,000
60,000
15,000
40,000
75,000
25,000
25,000

2-25A

50

15

2-50A
8020

75

30

100

60

2-150D
250R

250

90

250

150

253

350

100

2-240A

500

150

750 1200
2X3000F 3000 3000
`2X1000A 1250 1000
*For Clipper Diode Service only
2-2000A

Volts Amps

6.3

3.0

5.0
5.0

4.0
6.5

5.0

13.0

5.0

10.5

5.0

10.0

7.5

12.0

10.0

25.0
51.0
2.25

7.5

26.5

ELECTRON
GUN

-SEMICONDUCTOR
PHOTO

TARGET

OUT
WIRE,

SURFACE

MESH

200 V

If your specifications call for mercury vapor
rectifier tubes, Eimac manufactures both
half wave and full wave types.

Eimac's High Vacuum Rectifiers

Handle Peak Inverse Voltages
from 15,000 to 75,000 Volts
Used in standard rectifiers and special applications involving extreme

ambient temperatures, high operating frequencies,or high peak inverse
voltages, Eimac's broad line of high vacuum rectifiers and clipper diodes
is

the finest in the industry, both electronically and physically.

Superior exhausting techniques, high quality materials, clean electrode
design and absence of internal insulators minimize chances of contamination and arc -over. These, and other production and design features,

are assured by Eimac's high standards of quality control.
For

additional information, contact our Technical Services Department.

IMFEITELS

A

N

McCULLOUGH, INC.

CALIFORNIA
BRUNO
Manufacturer of Transmitting Tubes

The World's Largest
206
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ALUMINUM FOIL

FIG. 1-Ebicon uses standard electron

gun -deflection system of image-orthicon to
charge semiconductor target

Figure 1 shows a schematic of
the tube. It consists of a cesium antimony photosurface on which
the image is focused, a target consisting of a thin, fine -mesh screen
to which is attached a layer of
aluminum foil 1,000 angstrom thick
and a layer of semiconductor material several microns thick and the
standard electron -gun deflection
system found in image -orthicons.
Operation is as follows : the
image, focused on the photosurface,
produces electrons that are accelerated to the target by approximately
20,000 volts. The electrons progress through the target and causes
an avalanche effect to take place
in the semiconductor. Since the
semiconductor had previously been
uniformly charged by the scanning
electron beam, the electrons progressing through it discharge a minute segment. On reaching that segNovember, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

SUBMINIATURE
FILTERS

for I.F. amplifiers,
printed circuit use
temperature
compensated to .15%
from -55°C to

+85°C
for operations above
1

"",'á
"`7'

me

dimensions:

13/16"

x

2-1/2"

x

2"

'

high

%.`+.\,.;

ENCAPSULATED
TOROIDS

hermetically sealed
high

Q

center -mounting
permits stacking
complete range of

s

sizes and types

dimensions:

21/32"

x

3/8"

t

li

TOM THUMB
TELEMETERING

A

FILTERS

{

LITTLE TOROID GOES

miniaturized for
guided missiles
high temperature

A

LONGER WAY...

stability

designed

to withstand
shock and vibration
hermetically sealed

-wt.

1.5 oz.

dimensions: 45/64"
45/64"

x

As the toroid shrinks

x

2" high

AT

8rsir.lCEC'o

Burnell files contain thousands of special designs in subminiature components.
If the one you need is not already among them-we will make it for you. Consult us
on any network problem. Write today to:-

SUBMINIATURE
ADJUSTOROIDS

precise

continuous
adjustment of
inductance over a
10% range
no external control
current needed
hermetically sealed
low cost-wt..83 oz.

Bsnnell G Ca.,9ic.
first

- November,

in toroids, filters and related networks

45 WARBURTON AVENUE, YONKERS 2, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: YONKERS 5-6800
TELETYPE: NEW YORK 3633
PACIFIC DIVISION: 720 MISSION STREET, SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
TELETYPE: PASADENA 7578

dimensions: 45/64"
x 45/64" x 3/4" high
ELECTRONICS

it expands.

The smaller and more accurate Burnell succeeds in making toroids the wider
the applications they continue to find . . . In subminiature filters for aircraft and
guided missiles. In communications filters for receivers. In side -band filters for
carriers. In filters for telemetering systems. And in an array of other new and
remarkably specialized equipment.

Adjus%wnid
TTIt

-

1956

Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

ment the scanning beam recharges
the surface, generating a pulse in
the output circuit.

Multiplier-The unit is said to
light levels
of 0.00005 ft -c. The use of a newly
developed image multiplier tube
may increase the Ebicon sensitivity
to approximately 0.000001 ft -c.
be capable of detecting

1
A
1I

t1
!

1
.1lo

tie

4141)
4

Patents Pending

YLON COIL FORMS

11104+tllr+M1

A NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCED BY

CLEVELAND CONTAINER CO.
Makers of CLEVELITE * . . .
the QUALITY name for Phenolic Tubing
NYLON FORMS

CLEVELAND'S

are a one-piece precision
use with threaded cores.

..

.

molded, high temperature form for

eliminate costly assembly operations as they can be had
with the collar as an integral part of the form.
collars are notched to prevent slipping turns, speeding winding operations.
edges are serrated to provide greater friction when engaged

with winding arbor.
have six internal ribs enabling cores to be pressed into the
form, eliminating time consuming, hand threading opera-

.

.

.

.

tw

tions.
have unique patented chassis lock, eliminating costly mounting clips.
resist electrolysis indefinitely.
available in all R.E.T.M.A. standard colors, for easy identification . . . in certain lengths to fit 8/32 and 1/4-28 core

Ebicon, operating on electron -multiplication principle promises to be 100 times
more sensitive than present tv cameras

The image multiplier of Fig. 2
may be used for either direct viewing or may be placed between the
photosurface and target of the
Ebicon, eliminating the phosphor
screen used for direct viewing.
Operating principle of the image
multiplier is based on the fact that
electrons impinging on a thin film
of potassium chloride deposited on
a supporting thin mesh will cause
approximately 10 electrons to be
emitted from the opposite side. By

Airborne TV
Reconnaissance

sizes.
Rey. U. S. Pat. OIT.

THE

CLEVELAND CONTAINER
COMPANY
6201

BARBERTON AVE.

CLEVELAND

ONTO
OHIO

3,
2,

oF1'IUe.
PLANTS AND SALES OFFICESL
COMO

DETROIT

RYAN IS KTYOUTIL WIS.

OODENSBURG.

Ils.. IANESRURG, N2

LOS ANGELES

ABRASIVE DIVISION at CLEVELAND, OHIO

Cleveland Container Canada, Ltd., Prescott and Toronto, Ont.

Representatives:
R. T. MURRAY,

NEW ENGLAND:

R. S. PETTIGREW & CO., 62 LA SALLE RD., WEST HARTFORD,

CHICAGO AREA:

PLASTIC TUBING SALES, 5215 N. RAVENSW00D AVE., CHICAGO
IRV. M. COCHRANE CO., 408 S. ALVARADO ST.. LOS ANGELES

WEST COAST:

208

604 CENTRAL AVE, EAST ORANGE, N.J.

NEW YORK AREA:

CONN.
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Transmitter used to send television observations from aircraft traveling at supersonic speeds
November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

Winco dynamotors qualify
for Signal Corps

Reduced Inspection Plan

The Wincharger Corporation's long history of
producing dynamotors equal to or better than the
Acceptability Quality Level established by the
government has resulted in the Signal Corps' selection
of Winco dynamotors for its Reduced Inspection
Quality Assurance Plan.
As of this writing, Wincharger is the only manufacturer
of dynamotors qualified under RIQAP. Only those
suppliers who have consistently furnished material
of the highest quality level and who maintain
quality control and inspection methods and procedures
acceptable to the Signal Corps are considered
for this honor.
This new Signal Corps plan places more responsibility
for maintenance of quality on the manufacturer by
reducing the amount of government inspection.
It is an honor inspection program.

-

What does Wincharger qualification for RIQAP mean
to you
further evidence that you can depend
on Winco Products.

Power for the nation's
mobile communications

ELECTRONICS

- November,

WINCHARGER CORPORATION
Sioux City

2,

Iowa

Subsidiary of Zenith Radio Corporation

1956
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(continued)

New!
FIG. 2-Image-multiplier tube has gain of
100.000 using properties of thin films.

Electrons are focused by magnetic field
about tube

Miniature Pteôhion
Rotary Selector Switch
Here's the exceptionally positive action only a multi -leaf
wiper, button -contact switch can offer-now in the smallest sizes consistent with the quality and dependability
required for today's compact, precision equipment:
Features solid silver alloy button-type contacts, collector rings,
and spring suspension leaf -type wiper arms for low contact
resistance -0.002 ohms.
Integral lugs and contacts staked in glass-fibre Silicone-laminate
stators. Lugs cannot turn or loosen. Stator material will not carbonize even if severely overheated. Terminations can be made
mechanically secure before soldering.
Molded Melamine rotor covering entire contact circle provides
high voltage breakdown between decks.
Outstanding moisture, humidity, and salt -spray resistance
through use of passivated stainless steel, nickel -plated brass,
Steatite, Nylon, molded Melamine, and Silicone -base glass -fibre
laminate parts.
Adjustable stainless steel stops-easily positioned.
Uniformly high quality-cost-reducing mechanized production
and assembly.
Small size-only 13/4" square. 1" deep for first deck, only 5/e"
deep for additional decks.

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS
Shallcross "Miniature Series"
POLES PER DECK

-1

placing four of these films behind
each other a gain of 10' in number
of electrons may be obtained.
A magnetic field is used to focus
the electrons as they travel between
the films.

Quieting Polar Relays
SQUARE -WAVE

voltage

normally

transmitted by the armature of a
polarized relay reproducing telegraph signals is rich in harmonics
extending well into the radio -frequency range.
Fourier analysis of a 25 -cps
square -wave signal of 80 volts peak
(that is, a continuously repeated
polar signal of alternate 1 -unit
marks and 1 -unit spaces at 50 bauds
from a telegraph battery of 80-0-80
volts), shows that this signal contains voltages of approximately 85
to 5,000 microvolts in the frequency
band 30 megacycles to 500 kilocycles.

When telegraph and radio equip -

Magnetic Devices
Replace Tubes

to 4.

(detent)-11

1/4 °, 15°, 221/2°, 30°.
MOUNTING-Single or 2 -hole, with non -turn tang.
OPERATING VOLTAGE-to 1500 volts.
BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE-to 4000 volts.

INDEXING

-5 amp

BREAKING CURRENT
CARRYING CURRENT

-15

@

125

V.

ac.

amp.

Shallcross
SHALLCROSS MANUFACTURING

210

COMPANY, 522 Pusey Avenue, Collingdale, Pa.

Want more information?
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Miniature saturable reactors comprising
wire -wound magnetic cores encased in
resin and used with carriers in the range
from 1 to 10 me can often replace electron
tubes in various circuits. Called Ferristors
by Berkeley Div. of Beckman Instruments,
some are supplied fixed magnetic bias by
adjustable magnets. Others can be used
with fixed d-c bias

November, 1956
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TXMwT 37

NIVERSAL METER
C ROVO LTS TO K LOVO LT
13

M

I

I

100 UV TO 1000 V

100 UUA TO 100 MA

MODEL 203

S

80 DB

DC AMPLIFIER

a combiiation DC microvelt-ammeter and amplifier. It provides an exceptionally wide range
of measurements. Fifteen voltage ranges cover from 100 microvolts full scale to 1000 volts full scale, with 100 megohms input impedance.
Ten current ranges cover from 100 micro -microamperes full scale to 100 milliamperes full scale. As little as
10 microvolts or
10 micro-microamperes may be measured with accuracy. The uncluttered zero -center meter face instantly indicates
polarity on a
mirrored scale. When used as a CC amplifier, the instrument features exceptionally low drift with high gain, very high input
impedance and low output impedance. Gains up to 8C db with less than 10 microvolts drift may be obtained. The Model
203 utilizes
KAY LAB's unique chopper stabilized circuit to provide high sensitivity with previously unobtainable drift -free
stability and high
input impedance.
APPLICATIONS: Electronic, medica geophysical, chemical,metallurgical research and development ... transistor production
and
circuit design ... thermocouple calibration ... null detector ... recorder driver amplifier ... and as a general purpose laboratory
instrument wherever dc voltages and currents are measured or amplified.

The KAY LAB Model 203 is

,

SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Range (full scale)
Current Range (full scale)
Input Impedance

100µv to 1000v
100/4.ia to 100 ma
10 megohms below 10 mv,
30 megohms at 30mv,
100 megohms above 30mv

Impedance Accuracy

±1.5%

Accuracy on All Ranges
Maximum Gain as Amplifier
Output Rating
Output Impedance
Drift (after 15 min. warmup)
Price

- 3% of full scale
80 db ±1.5%
1v across 10002

less than 5t
10µv equivalent input
$550.00

Rack Mounting available as Model 203R

STABILITY

KAV LAB

WITH
5725 KEARNY

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

VILLA ROAD
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AMPLIFIERS
BROWNING 7-6700
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AT WORK

precision
miniature
a.c. motor
Standard

Telephone

relay

mounting

single suppressor unit

ments are used in proximity, it is
desirable to suppress the radio frequencies without materially deteriorating the effective squareness
of the signal as far as the telegraph equipment is concerned.

Circuit-The

16H SYNC POW
Globe, the pioneer precision miniature
motor manufacturer, now enters the field of
larger, yet compact and lightweight a.c.
motors for operation at all frequency range
and speeds. The new motors measure
1.675" dia. x 21/4" long, and weigh only
11.5 ozs. Incorporating Globe's latest
advancements in hysteresis -synchronous
design, they provide absolute synchronous
rotation, extremely smooth operation, and
high starting and running torque of 1.2 oz. in.
For precise timing and control uses, units are
available with integral planetary gear heads
in a brood selection of even speed reduction
ratios and torques up to 5500 oz. in.

basic circuit for

such a suppressor developed by
Standard Telephones and Cables,
Limited, of London, England is a
low-pass filter. The circuit shown
in the drawing is intended primarily for relays transmitting
polar (double -current) signals.
Resistors R1 and R, reduce the
surge currents that occur when
capacitors C1 and C., discharge
through the relay contacts and
which would otherwise cause contact sparking. The suppressor sup -

Induction units with up to 3.0 oz. in. starting
and running torque, and variable frequency
units are also available in this new frame
size. Units ore designed to meet military
specifications. Write today for bulletin 1170.

INDUSTRIES, INC.
1784 stanley avenue, Barton 4, ohio
dedicated to the beat in product
and in service ... precision a.c. or

d.r. motors and motorized devices
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Single -unit encapsulated spark suppressor
November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

10 STAGE 3 4'
multiplier Phototube
Actual Size

DU MONT

Type K1382

the new Type K1382, Du Mont offers the
multiplier phototube with the ruggedness
of field equipment combined with the performance
of a laboratory tube.
In

first

3/4"

The average gain of the Type K1382 of 300,000
at 105 volts/stage exceeds that of many laboratory tubes, with no sacrifice in long-term stability
for which Du Mont multiplier phototubes are noted.
In addition to its small size and superb operating characteristics, the Type K1382 is unusually

rugged. This tube has been designed for the
roughest service under the worst climatic conditions. The tube base is potted and all leads
jacketed to permit operation under severest humidity without leakage between leads. Laboratory
performance can be obtained from this tube even
when it is being dropped as a probe into a drill
hole far underground.

CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS
Average gain:

Maximum dark current:

Photocathode sensitivity:
Average anode sensitivity:

Maximum outside diameter:

Physical Characteristics:

As in other Du Mont multiplier phototubes, the
linear box -type dynode structure is used. This
means optimum electron collection greatly improving signal-to-noise ratio. Also, long leakage
paths minimize noise and dark current. Dark current is only 0.1 ua at 105 v/stage and 25°C.

300,000 at 105 v/stage
0.1 ua max. at 105 v/stage and 25°C

40 ua/ lumen
12

The small size and excellent performance of the
new Type 1382 mean an extra bonus to users in

a/lumen

no greater than 3/a"

the geological surveying field where,
its extra gain permits much longer
mission from underground locations
level becomes too low to be useful.

potted base, jacketed leads

for example,
signal transbefore signal
It should be
physiological

exceptionally useful in medical
probing. Batteries of these tubes may be used for
speedier diagnostic procedure. In addition, the
small size will help greatly in the miniature and
portable designs that can function at least as well
as laboratory equipment.

nU MoNt.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

For complete information write to:

Industrial Tube Sales Dept.
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.
2 Main Ave., Clifton, New Jersey
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

plements the normal spark -quench
circuit and is not intended to replace it. The spark -quench circuit
itself will give some radio -interference suppression, chiefly at the
lower end of the frequency spectrum.
PROTECTIVE

r

LANP

t1

IMH
0.01

C1

,t

¡

1.5K

IN

R1

0.01

OS

T
0.01

I

SEND

0.5

I

TELEGRAPH
BATTERY

0.01

1.5K

I

I

L

RELAY COVER

INH

Schematic diagram of the spark suppressor circuit mounted on relay unit

The coils are Carbonyl dust -cored
toroids and are capable of withstanding the full fault current
should a ground or a short-circuit

is

still a plus for your Plant

forty feet high rose at 11th and Main
In 1803, a street lighthouse

Streets, Richmond. Atop it
blazed a lamp burning what the

inventor, Benjamin Henfrey,
called "inflammable air." Though
short lived, this was probably
the world's first gas lamp post.
And it lighted the way for today's
vast use of gas by Virginia's
growing industries.
Your new plant in Virginia can

choose from natural gas...
abundant, low-cost electricity .. .
and limitless supplies of top grade
coal. At your door are minerals
ranging from easily quarried limestone to titanium .. huge forest
reserves of hard and soft .wood
.

... industrial farm crops, including peanuts, soy-beans, cotton,
tobacco ... and the nation's largest output of marine animal oils.
from these resources, you have the help of
ample Southern manpower and
the mild, beneficial climate. You
with
are central to the East
To help you profit

...

favorable freight rates to the
Midwest. And the busy ports
of Hampton Roads are your open
door to world markets.

occur.
Components for the suppressor
unit are encapsulated in Stantelene
V, which is a plasticized expoxytype resin, so as to form a rigid
assembly whose overall dimensions
can be controlled. The assembly
can then be mounted and wired
within the relay cover against the
interfering source.
Two types of relays with two
forms of suppressor are illustrated;
one for relay in which all com-

ponents for the suppressor are
moulded into one unit and mounted
at the back of the relay framework; the other is a relay in which
space is more restricted and the
components are therefore moulded
into two equal units.
One unit is mounted on each side
of the relay framework (the fifth

facts about available sites in this land of friendly
people, good living, and businesslike government that likes business
... write or call
For confidential

DIVISION OF PLANNING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Virginia Department of Conservation and )evelopment
State Finance Bldg., Richmond, Va. Telephone 3-3449
I

FACTS FAVOR VIRGINIA
21 4
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Relay fitted with suppressor formed in
two units

November, 1956-ELECTRONICS

This tiny ring is made of Alite AE-212, a sintered aluminum oxide formulated specifically
for electronic applications. Because Alite possesses a unique combination of dielectric and
physical properties, rings like this perform
double duty in the construction of "ruggedized" electron tubes. Here they are used as
insulating spacers, as well as forming structural elements of the tube envelope itself.
Alite maintains excellent dielectric characteristics throughout the entire spectrum, from
power frequencies into the ultra high frequency range. In addition it has superior
mechanical strength-a diamond -like hardness that gives it unusually high resistance

AL.1 T' E

DIVISION

to shock and vibration. Alite retains its physical properties at working temperatures well
above 2000° F. By diamond wheel grinding,
it can be finished to any required precision.
Alite is vacuum -tight and is capable of being
metalized and brazed to metal elements.

While these are properties which make Alite
an ideal material for this particular application, there are other characteristics of Alite
which indicate suitability for a wide range of
uses, both mechanical and electrical. If you
are designing or specifying in the mechanical,
electronic or nucleonic fields, you'll want to
be familiar with all the advantages Alite
offers. For complete data, write for Bulletin
A-7 today.

V. S. STO EWARE

356-E

ELECTRONICS

AKRON 9, OHIO

- November,

1956
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True Hermetic Sealing

assures Maximum

(continued)

ELECTRONS AT WORK

capacitor is wired on separately)
With each type of suppressor, the
units are within the relay covers
and the rigidity of the mouldings
and of the wires is sufficient to
keep them in position without having to add fixing holes and screws.
.

Stability

;.AMPERITE
RELAYS and REGULATORS
Simplest

Most Compact

Most Economical

Thermostatic DELAY RELAYS
2 to 180 Seconds
Actuated by a heater, they operate on A.C., D.C.,
or Pulsating Current.
Hermetically sealed. Not affected by altitude,
moisture, or other climate changes.
SPST only normally open or normally closed.
AMPERIT
Amperite Thermostatic Delay Relays are comDELAY
pensated for ambient temperature changes from
RELAY
-55° to +70° C. Heaters consume approximately
2 W. and may be operated continuously. The units
are most compact, rugged, explosion -proof, longMINIATURE
lived, and inexpensive!
STANDARD
TYPES: Standard Radio Octal, and 9 -Pin Miniature
PROBLEM? Send for
Also Amperite Differential Relays: Used for automatic overload, under -voltage or under -current protection.
Bulletin No. TR -81

-

-

-

Two-unit suppressor equipment

These suppressors, when assembled within the relay framework,
give a suppression of at least 50
decibels in the frequency range 0.5
to 30 me when measured directly at
the base of the relay; panel wiring
and panel dust -covers give a further improvement in suppression.

BALLAST REGULATORS

Transitorized Dynamic
Microphone

Amperite Regulators are designed to keep the current in a circuit
automatically regulated at a definite value (for example, 0.5 amp.)
... For currents of 60 ma. to 5 amps. Operate on A.C., D.C., Pul-

DESIGNED

sating Current.

to increase the intelligibility of mobile communications,
a dynamic microphone employing
a transistor audio amplifier between microphone unit and cable

Mi aoo1
Max
}I

1

U

3

20

it

-1/401%/141011

Mix.
OC

10
VOLTAGE OF 24V
BATTERY 6 CHARGER
VARIES APPROX.

50%

WITH AMPERITE
VOLTAGE VARIES
ONLY

2%

BULB

they are no affected by changes in altitude,
ambient temperature (-55° to +90° C.), or humidity ... Rugged,
light, compact, most inexpensive.
Write for 4 -page Technical Bulletin No. AB -51

Hermetically sealed,

Underwater TV Camera

AMPERITE CO., Inc.
561

Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
Telephone: CAnal 6-1446
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd.
50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 10, Ontario.

Individual inspection
and double-checking
assures top quality
of Amperite products.
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Present trend to nonsuited diving gives
the diver unrestricted freedom but still
leaves problem of direction and reporting
unsolved. The Pye underwater television
camera shown weighing 38 pounds in air
and suitable to depths of 250 feet provides
reporting means to observers on ship.
Pickup tube is a vidicon type
November,

1956-

ELECTRONICS

slide it on
and crimp!

a fully -insulated
one-piece tap
connector

for shielded
and
coaxial cable

UNI -RING offers a tremendous saving in installation time over any previous method of tapping
or terminating shielded or coaxial cable. As the inner ring slides under the shielded braid, the
tap wire is held between the braid and the outer ring. Single or multiple taps, from either the
front or back of the connector, can be accommodated ... A single crimp, using the same basic
HYTOOLS used for installing }WRINGS, completes the uniform, secure, and insulated assembly.
The protecting nylon insulation extends beyond both ends of the UNI -RING, eliminating metal to -metal contact and preventing harmful wire -chafing in tight locations. The UNI -RING is
color -coded to indicate conductor sizes.
UNI -RING'S one-piece design insures electrical integrity, prevents heating, and eliminates
noises caused by isolated metal parts.

For samples and complete details, write: OMATON DIVISION

NOrwaik, Connect.
ELECTRONICS

Toronto, Canada

- November,

1956

Other Factories: New York, Calif., Toronto
Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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Export: Philips Export Co.
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(continued)

Circuit of the Motorola dynamic microphone using a single transistor

are features of
Bristol's new pressure switches for aircraft electrical circuits.
Miniature size shown here.
PRECISION ACTION, SMALL SIZE, LOW COST

New! Miniature pressure

switch for aircraft use
Accurate, reliable, repeatable performance in any position
and under MIL -spec environmental requirements is the design
aim for Bristol's ® new line of pressure switches.
Designed specifically to meet aircraft requirements, the
switches are precision devices for switching electrical circuits
in response to pressure changes in gases and liquids. They're
available in both regular and miniature sizes.
Specially -designed capsular elements-All

stainless steel or Ni -Span
C, welded construction. Exclusive design assures maximum resistance to vibration.
Absolute, gage, and differential pressure models available.
Hermetic sealing affords maximum
protection. All exterior joints are
metal -to -metal or metal -to -glass.
Outstanding over-range protection

PERTINENT PATENTS
By NORMAN L. CHALFIN

-

Hughes Aircraft Co.
Culver City, Calif.

Built to take high over -pressures
without damage or loss of calibration.
Variety of

has recently been described at
Wescon by A. A. Macdonald of
Motorola.
The response characteristic of
the dynamic element was shaped to
eliminate undesired vehicle and
wind noises. It is essentially flat
from 300 to 4,000 cycles. The
dynamic unit is relatively insensitive to hum fields.
Using the carbon -button current
source for the transistor preamplifier, the unit becomes completely
interchangeable with the conventional carbon microphone for which
most communications transmitters
are designed.

viscosity and determination of modulus can all be
measured by equipment predominantly electronic in nature. Patents
FLUID FLOW,

mounting arrangements

possible-Clamps, studs, or pressure fittings can be utilized to
mount switch in any appropriate
location.
Write for bulletin AV2004. The
Bristol Company, 152 Bristol Road,
Waterbury 20, Conn.
6.44

BRISTOL'S REGULAR -SIZE

sure switch. Both

pres-

regular

and miniature switches are
made in absolute, gage, and
differential pressure models.

INTAKE
DISCHARGE

MOTION
OF FLUID

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Miniature
Pressure Setting:

Size
Any pressure between 2 psi and
100 psi, absolute,
gage, or differen-

tial, as specified

APPLIED VOLTAGE

Regular

Size
Any pressure between 5 psi and
150 psi, absolute,
gage, or differen-

tial, as specified
amp and 10 amp 5 amp and 10 amp
resistive at
resistive at
30v d -c or 115v a -c 30v d -c or 115v a -c

Contact Ratings:

5

Weight (ounces):
Size (inches):

11/2
1 r/8
1

long

INDICATOR

VALVEI

o

6

5/16 diam.

BRIDGE

2% long
21/Z diam.
-65°F to 250F
Designed to meet

Ambient Range:
-65°F to 250°F
Vibration & Shock: Designed to meet
Spec. MIL E -5272A Spec. MIL E -5272A

d

ADJ
'

NEGATIVE

COEFFICIENT
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COEFFICIENT RESISTOR

.

BRIDGE EXCITATION

FINE PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

ARM

POSITIVE

RESISTOR

BRISTOL

FIRST COMPENSA OR
'cAESISTOR BRIDGE ARM

VOLTAGE

BRIDGE EXCITATION

ADJ

FIG. 1-Fluid-flow measurement depends

upon hot-wire principle
November, 1956
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"Bellows
Action"

SINGLE

*

givesyou

ACTUAL SIZE
Actual photograph of single
and dual "Bellows Contact."*

100%

printed___________

circuit
board

.

t._._..

contact

xi%
"Bellows Action Contact" cross-section shows
printed circuit board inserted in contact.

Continental,

"Bellows Action Contact"*

"Bellows" spring action grip clasps board firmly over 100%
of printed circuit contact area. Gold-plated phosphor bronze
spring retains tens_on, adjusts to oversized or undersized
board while maintaining low contact resistance-less than 20
millivolts at 5 amps! On '/s'' board, for example, "Bellows
Action" Contact grips .115" board as well as .135" board.
'Paten: Pending

Printed Circuit connectors are available for 1/s", %2" and 1/46"
boards ... various molding compounds ... 3 wiring styles
... and 6 to 28 contacts.
Photo shows typical Continental Connector receptacles
utilizing "Bellows Action Contacts." CONTACTS: 6, 10,
15, 18, 22, 28 contacts in single or double rows. WIRING
STYLES: eyelet lug for soldering, wire -wrap lugs, or 90°
angle dip soldering direct to board. MOLDINGS: Mineral filled Melamine and Plaskon reinforced (glass) Alkyd 440A.
Other molding compounds on request.
Write for catalog to DeJUR-Amsco Corporation, 45-01
Northern Boulevard, Long Island City 1, New York
SPECIAL DESIGNS

electronic
sales
division
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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LAPP

ELECTRONS AT WORK

GAS -FILLED CONDENSERS

(continued)

covering these techniques are described this month.
Fluid Flow

for duty at
High Voltage
High Current
High Frequency

Lapp's experience of 18 years of design and manufacture of gals -filled condensers is back of this
precision -made unit and its promise of years of
trouble -free duty. It is small in size and low in loss,
offers high voltage and current ratings, high frequency limits, safety, punc
ture-proof operation and constant capacitance under temperature variation.
The entire electrical and mechanical assembly of the Lapp gas -filled condenser is supported by a top aluminum ring, the steel tank serving only as a
support for this ring and as a leak -proof gas container. High -potential plates
are carried on a rigid center stud which is supported by a top ceramic bowl.
Grounded rotor plates are carried on ball bearings nearly the full tank diameter.
This construction provides a grounded tuning shaft on variable models and
makes possible efficient and complete water cooling for high current operation.
Models in four tank diameters, 7" to 18", are available, in variable or fixed
capacitances, for duty up to 30,000mmf; in current ratings to 400 amps at mc;
operating voltages to 80Kv peak. Write for Bulletin 302, with complete description and characteristics data. Lapp Insulator Co., Inc., Radio Specialties
Division, 906 Sumner Street, Le Roy, N. Y.
1
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Moses G. Jacobson has invented
an "Electrical System for Measuring the Rate of Motion of a Fluid".
Patent 2,694,928 issued for this
system is assigned to Mine Safety
Appliances Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
In Fig. 1 a circuit arrangement
of this invention is shown as inporated in a fluid flow line.
With a Wheatstone bridge comprising a semiconductor detector,
two compensating resistance arrangements and an adjustment
arm, the inventor is able to measure fluid flow.
An anemometer or hot-wire flow
meter through which fluid flow is
measured has an enlarged bulb at

FIG. 2-Wheatstone bridge circuit used in
flow meter

the intake. Here the semiconductor
detector unit is housed. In an outlet chamber a group of four temperature -sensitive resistors is arranged.
These are called second compensators in Fig. 1. The first compensator is outside the chamber along
with the bridge -balance adjustment. The four Wheatstone bridge
arms are arranged as in Fig. 2.
The detector has a negative -temperature coefficient and the four
temperature - sensitive resistors
forming an adjacent second leg of
the bridge are likewise of a negative-temperature coefficient. The
resistor shown as first compensating resistor keeps the zero adjustment constant against small drift
November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

FAST SWITCHING

HIGH VOLTAGE
HIGH TEMPERATURE OPERATION
HIGH REVERSE RESISTANCE
FAMOUS HUGHES SUBMINIATURE GLASS PACKAGE

QUICKRECOVERY

Silicon Junction Diodes by Hughes

ENGINEERS-Hughes Semiconductors now oilers a new family of silicon Junction
diodes-especially designed to provide you with a device having significantly faster recovery
characteristics than even germanium computer diodes and, in addition, capable of operating at high
voltages and high temperatures. For the first time, this particular combination of characteristicsDESIGN

(high speed

+

high temperature

+

high

voltage)-is available

in a semiconductor.

Excellent high frequency characteristics of the new diodes enable you to use them instead of
MODULATORS
vacuum or germanium diodes in such applications as: FLIP-FLOP CIRCUITS
AND DEMODULATORS

...

...
... DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUITS ... CLAMPING AND GATING

DETECTORS. So, whenever you need a diode for pulse or computer circuitry to
CIRCUITS
perform under conditions that are marginalfor vacuum or germanium diodes, use the
new QUICK RECOVERY Silicon Junction Diodes-by HUGHES

*With a wide variety of germanium and silicon diode types
available for computer and other fast switching applications,
we are in a position impartially to recommend the best type
for your particular requirements. Our field sales engineers
near you are ready to assist you in making the best possible
selection. For further details, or for specifications covering
the new Quick Recovery Silicon Junction Diodes, write:

RECOVERY

All types recover to 400K ohms in one
µsec when switched from 30mA forward
to 35V reverse. Special types with faster
recovery are available if required.
WORKING INVERSE VOLTAGE

From 30 to 200 volts.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE

I-

-55°C

HUGHES PRODUCTS

ACTUAL SIZE, Diode Glass Body

f-

Length: 0.265 -inch, max.
Diameter: 0.105 -inch, max.

I

A

DIVISION OF THE HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

J

L

to +135°C.

HUGHES PRODUCTS
SEMICONDUCTORS
International Airport Station
Los Angeles 45, California

TYPES NOW AVAILABLE

IN625, IN626, IN627, IN628, IN629.

HUGHES
e

SEMICONDUCTORS

©

1956, H.A.C.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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(continued)

in voltage and ambient tempera-

ture.
The fourth bridge arm comprises
the bridge -balance adjust resistor
network. These resistors are substantially unaffected by temperature.
By dependence on the cooling of
a resistance such as in the detector and second compensator
arms of the bridge an unbalance
of the bridge is created that shows
on the null detector meter.
By appropriate arrangement of

If Dielectric or Corrosion Problems

Are Causing Coil Trouble...

PRECISION

Precision specializes in the
fabrication of square and
rectangular, round and special shaped coil forms
.
acetate or mylar covered ...sil.

the compensating resistors actual
flow in cu ft per min may be determined and the null indicator calibrated. The system gives a continuous instantaneous indication
of flow rate.
Other uses of the system are
shown for control of fluid flow.
The circuit is substantially the

.

icone, phenolic or Resinite impregnated ... to help you solve
any dielectric or corrosion problem. Forms can be made to your
exact specifications in all sizes
from ii," square to 8" square, with
wall thicknesses from .010 to .125.
Only the highest quality electrical grade kraft, quinterra, acetate or various combinations of
these materials are used. Precision Paper
Tubes are available in standard or exclusive patented
DI -FORMED construction for greater crush resistance, high tensile strength and extreme dimensional stability.
Get immediate service. Call a Precision representative or contact our Chicago, Ill., or Hartford, Conn., plant.

CAN HELP

EL IM/NATE

l

TREMI

sales offices in:
California, Oregon, Washington:

Virginia,

Covina, California, Edgewood 2-4693

Jersey

New

New

Jersey,

York:

Swathmore

Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin,
Missouri, Minnesota: Chicago, Illinois,
ARmitage 6-5200

5-2480

Indiana,

CANADA: Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
Walnut 0337

Illinois,

Ohio:

Logansport, Indiana,

Logansport 2555

Northern Ohio: Cleveland, Ohio, Atlantic
1-1060
New

England:

Framingham,

Upper New York: Syracuse, New York,
Syracuse 4-2141

MEXICO:

D. F.,

Telephone

Massa-

REQUEST
CATA LOG

New Jersey, Delaware, Washington,
D.C.,

Mexico 6,

35-06-18

chusetts, Trinity 3-7091

Maryland, Eastern Pennsylvania,

2041 WEST CHARLESTON STREET
Plant No. 2

222

Metropolitan

City,

1

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

Flower Street, Hartford, Conn.
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3-Vane controlled by flow increases
indication range
FIG.

same and is shown in Fig. 3. A
vane in the fluid flow path moves
a capacitor to change the power
output of an amplifier (presumably
the increase in capacitance couples
more battery source energy to the
bridge) to permit a greater current
to flow to the bridge null indicator
and permit greater indication
range.
Measuring Viscosity
In patent 2,707,391 issued to
H. J. McSkimin means of testing
viscous liquids is described. The
invention is assigned to the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New
York, N. Y.
The particular properties of
viscous liquids that the invention
is designed to test include viscosity, shear impedance and shear
stiffness.
When a shearing stress of sinuNovember, 1956

-

ELECTRONICS

POTPOT

POTENTIOMETERS

R

5

\)

\\

E

T

U
R

\

BUILT-IN PROTECTION
"Potpot" encapsulated potentiometers

are

available in either wire -wound or composition -

element types, including Clarostat Series 48M
and 49M miniatures, and in Series 43,
37, 51, 58 and 10 controls.

New encapsulating material provides water- and

vapor -tight molded enclosure imbedding

entire unit with exception of external shaft
assembly and terminal tips. Special water-

tight assembly for shaft bushing.
Designed to meet MIL -STD -202 Test Specification.

Incorporating necessary salt-spray, humidity
and temperature -cycling requirements of

MIL -E-5272 climatic standards.

Excellent shelf life.

t

Write for
complete details.

CLAROSTAT

CONTROLS AND RESISTORS
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.
DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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.ma

Instead of
10

Components...

soidal variation is set up in a
viscous fluid a corresponding shearing strain is developed in the fluid.
To test these properties a quartz
piezoelectric cylinder is inserted in
the liquid as shown in Fig. 4. The
quartz cylinder has a nominally
resonant frequency of about 100 kc
and has pairs of gold electrodes

10 INSERTIONS
QUARTZ CYLINDER
RESONANT AT 100 KC
GOLD ELECTRODES

-

SPONGE RUBBER

IMMERSION ROD

CENTERING
SUPPORTS

SIMPLIFIED AUTOMATION
with

GLASS JACKET
WITH WATER

ERIE

CIRCULATION

TEST LIQUID

PIVOT POINT

There are

---

still
4-Quartz cylinder driven at

FIG.

10 Components

100 kc

tests viscosity

BUT...

--

REFERENCE
BRIDGE

CIRCUIT

ONLY

1

INSERTION

OSCILLOSCOPE
CATE

BUFFER

/

AMP

Result: Reduced Costs

fl I1{

V`M
PH
SHI

SE
TER

AMP

it
CRYSTAL

L

T NINC

INDUCTANCE

INPUT
TRANSFORMER
IMMERSION

ROD--

RCT
CIRCUIT

-+

ATTENUATOR
CAIRA

WAVE

s"PAC" modules can contain up
to 90 Resistor and Capacitor
elements per unit.

L -BUFFER

AMP

5-Bridge circuit used in ultrasonic
viscosity measurement
FIG.

WRITE FOR ENGINEERING BULLETIN 450-1 and
INFORMATION ON OUR "PAC" EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN KITS

ERIE ELECTRONICS
ERIE

DIVISION

RESISTOR CORPORATION

Main Offices and Factories: ERIE, PA.
Manufacturing Subsidiaries
SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPI

224

I

SOURCE

LONDON, ENGLAND

TRENTON, ONTARIO
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connected across the y and z axes
of the crystal.
The piezoelectric crystal is soldered to a rod and the rod immersed
in the center of the test fluid.
In Fig. 5 the circuit for measuring the viscosity of the liquid is
November, 7956

-
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TRIMMING ANY BORG MICROPOT

AS;flee "

IS EASY

Borg Micropots Reduce Assembly Costs
With Simplified Trimming of Borg Independent Linearity
All Borg independent linearity MICROPOT

Potentiometers may be trimmed at one end only. They
will then produce an output voltage within the linearity
tolerance of the potentiometer.

TRIMMING COST
The fact that, in Borg MICROPOT Potentiometers,
one end can be set up without trimming eliminates the
selection of fixed trimming resistors for that end, as
well as the time for selection and installation required
by ordinary potentiometers.

BORG

MICROPOTS

This is readily illustrated in Figure 1, on the blackboard. The mechanical stops in all Borg MICROPOT
Potentiometers with independent linearity, are set beyond the position of each terminal 1 and 2. This allows
the contact to travel to the last active turn at either end
of the winding. Thus, by positioning the contact at one
end point, trimming of that end is not required.

ORDINARY POTENTIOMETERS
Note the mechanical stops in Figure 2. This is an
ordinary potentiometer. The mechanical stops are set
to prevent the contact from reaching the last active
turn, causing "end resistances" X and Y, at either end.
Both resistances X and Y must be trimmed to produce
voltage outputs within the linearity tolerance of the
potentiometer.
Write for Complete Engineering Data

CATALOG

The maximum portion of the total resistance at
the opposite end that would require trimming in Borg
M1CROPOT Potentiometers is .4%. This is 20% less
than in ordinary potentiometers, which substantially reduces the selection of fixed trimming resistors required
for use with higher linearity potentiometers.
Lower linearity tolerances may require no trimming
whatsoever at either end.

POTENTIOMETER APPLICATIONS
Definitions of potentiometer parameters vary from
manufacturer to manufacturer, thus causing misconception to the user. A set of tentative standard definitions
has been adapted by RETMA and all Borg MICROPOT
Potentiometer tolerances are written for interpretation
under these definitions.
The "Trimming Costs" economy in potentiometer
application is a typical example of the savings, and in
many cases superior performance. achieved through a
clear understanding of manufacturing specifications and
user requirements.
BED -A56

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION
THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

NOTHELFER
Products For
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
limiting and for obtaining lagging power
factors without wave distortion

For current

shown. The crystal is one leg of
a bridge. The second and third legs
are two resistors and the fourth
leg a variable capacitor in parallel
with a resistance.
A carrier source is applied to the

bridge input transformer through
a phase shifter and a gate circuit.
The gate circuit serves to modulate the carrier so that the applied
signal is a series of bursts as in-

NWL Air Core Reactors
Capacity of

;

(A)

to 2000 Amperes and 25 to 400 cycles

1111111111111111111111

(B)

internal capacitance and better coupling

For reduced

NWL Audio Transformers
Transformer shown above has a range of 5 to
2000 cycles, a capacity of 3.6 KW at 60 cycles,
and high voltage windings. Illustration shows
sandwiching of the high voltage coils between
secondary windings. Available from 2 to 15
KW and up to 10 KV in dry type transformer.
6-Applied signal (A) combination of
carrier and modulated wave balanced
against first reflected wave (B) and attenuator branches disconnected, unit in
FIG.

test liquid (C)
ESTABLISHED 1920

dicated in Fig. 6A. The gating
circuit also synchronizes a horizontal sweep circuit in an oscilloscope.

WINDING LABORATORIES, INC.
P.

21(

O. Box 455, Dept. 455, TRENTON, N. J.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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A tuning inductance is connected across a diagonal of the
bridge for adjustment. The diagonal appears between the junction
of the vibratory crystal unit with
November, 1956
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to)

a
Available
for Immediate
Delivery!

'
I

Medium Power Silicon

DIFFUSED Junction Rectifiers
with High Forward Conduction Independent of Reverse Voltage Ratings ..

.

for all applications
including those involving

AUTOMATION
These medium power silicon diffused junction rectifiers are designed for
heavy forward conductance without the necessity of using an external

heat sink.

Two types are provided to allow a choice of mounting: a two wire
single ended type identical in size and physically interchangeable in
mounting systems developed for the widely used IN200 series of alloy
junction diodes; and on axial lead type' for automation, printed circuit
board or terminal board assemblies. Both types have exceptionally good
stability, are highly efficient (approximately 99%) and can operate in
ambient: ranging from -65°C to +175°C.
Mao.
Recurrent
Inverse

actual size
Type

Working
Voltage
eb Volts

l

-

1

I

Min. inner
breakdown) Max.
RMS
Voltage
Voltage
Ez I Volts)
Volts)
(Note l

25°C

-

1

1

-

I

Milliamps.

125°C
Ambient
Max. Avg.

Max. Avg.
Forward
Voltage at

Ambient
Moo. Avg.
Forward
Current le

Io
1

-(Volts
500 mA
1

(Forward

Current

1

Milliamps.

1

HMP)

HMP1A*

50

70

35

500

1

250

100

125

70

500

1

250

200

250

140

500

1

250

300

375

210

500

1

200

500

280

500

1

200

HMP2

HMP2A*
HMP3

HMP3A*
HMP4

HMP4A*
HMP5

HMP5A*
Note
Note
Note

We invite
your inquiry

110

1

7
3

400

reverse current
-- Measured
:1 of 0.1 mA
at
forward current of 175°C Ambient
Derote to
a

1

0

-- Cathode
electrically connected to the
A,iol lead types
is

rose

If nÌ a n Semiconductor Division
r

formerly
Notional Semiconductor Products

I(of [ In a ii Electronics
Corporation
°f

930 Pitner Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

silicon junction diodes

-

zener reference elements
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Ici

TEFLON
CAPACITORS
... the ultra -stable precision capacitors for
critical applications at temperatures up to 200°

C

..

.

owe their outstanding

electrical characteristics
to CAST TEFLON FILM
by DIELE[TRIR [ORPORAT1011

ELECTRICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
OF

:;

"the ideal dielectric"

lowest dielectric absorption

ICI

TEFLON CAPACITORS

highest insulation resistance

Operating Temp. Range..... -55°C. to +200°C.
Voltage Range, DC ................
100 to 30,000
Capacitance Range.
.001 to 20 mf

lowest loss factor

Power Factor......_ ....................

.02%@1kc

Dielectric Absorption_

.01%
Voltage Derating at 85`C
none
Voltage Derating at 125°C
none
Voltage Derating at 150°C
none
Voltage Derating at 200° C..._.._ __ ____ ___ 33 %
Temperature Coefficient..
-50 ppm/°C.
I.R. at Room Temperature 107 megohms/mf
Capacitance Stability.........
0.1%

available in 1/4 -mil, 3/e -mil,
'/2 -mil, 1 -mil, 2 -mil and 3 -mil
thicknesses for maximum
compactness

N.

Y.

INC.

CYpress 2-5180

DIELE[TRIH CORPORATION
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& Grand Ave.,

(AA

+

AB)

where p = density of rod material
V. = torsional wave velocity of free
rod.
a = radius of rod
l = length of rod in test liquid
AA = change of attenuation to es-

tablish balance

lowest voltage derating at
high temperature

3400 Park Ave., New York 56,

Allen Blvd.

pla

AB = phase shift to establish balance

film capacitors,
'Reg. DuPont T.M.

the adjustable capacitor leg of the
bridge and ground. The modulated carrier may be applied to this
junction directly instead of through
the transformer to make adjustments and tests.
The bridge output is applied
through a buffer and another amplifier to the vertical deflection system of the oscilloscope.
In operation, the system is first
adjusted to balance the bridge with
respect to the impedance of the
vibratory crystal unit at the operating frequency. The phase and
attenuator adjustments are made
to produce an initial signal condition as shown in Fig. 6A.
Figure 6B illustrates the waveform observed by the combination
of the unmodulated wave from the
carrier and the modulated wave
superimposed and balanced against
the first reflected wave.
With the vibratory unit inserted
in the test liquid when the carrier
wave
source
and
attenuator
branches are disconnected, the pattern observed is as shown in Fig.
6C. With the branches connected
the waves of Fig. 6B are obtained.
The adjustment of the circuit is
made to obtain a thin line x (shown
in Fig. 6B) when the carrier and
first reflected wave are balanced
against each other.
From the readings a value Z of
the loading impedance of the vibrating rod is obtained
Z =

4o ,c

(continued)

Farmingdale,

L.

I., N. Y.

CHapel 9-7999
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The results from a single reading give shear viscosity and stiffness viscosity by utilizing the resultant Z correlated in terms of the
density of the liquid according to
formulas defined in the patent disclosure.
Determining Modulus
An invention using pulse -sonic
techniques has been made by S. R.
Rich in a "Modulus Determining
System", patent 2,706,906. The in November, 1956

-

ELECTRONICS

This Pilot's Dead Reckoning Indicator will track
an aircraft's true flight over ranges up to E0
miles
and will indicate the position, motion and
heading of the aircraft in which it is carried by a
spot of light t/ inch in diameter, projected onto the surface
of a translucent grid disc. In the center of this spDt
of light is an arrow that indicates the dire
tion of the aircraft's heading
which will rota -e.
through 360°. Using transistors and other miniature

...

true
flight:

...

components and techniques our Pilot's Dead
Reckoning Indicator is the smallest Df its type.

9TROM

This precision instrument is but one of
many which Daystrom engineers have developed-and Daystrom's shop has
produced for the Armed Services and
industry. You, too, can depend on the
"know-how" of Daystrom in development
design and production
upon Daystrom's
reputation for meeting rigid quality
standards and high reliability. Drop (M..
a line, and we'll be glad tb have
our representative call on you. Or, better stillpay us a visit, and see our modern
plant and complete facilities.

IIINSTRUMENT

...

Division of Daystrom, Inc.

PENNA.

ARCHBALD,

.

W DAYSTROM DEVELOPMENTS INCL

a .'"lC11'Attitude

ELECTRONICS

lndicatoí

- November,

1956

Underwat.-

Sr-rva Contro:

Depth AmpliSer Test Set

::r.s+y"iràïiae
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

SYSTEMS

vention is assigned to Magnetic
Amplifier Corp., Waltham, Mass.
The invention proposes a system for automatic measurement of
the velocity of propagation of compressional sound waves in solid

RAKSCOPE

y¡e,

DIVIDER
5

POWER

ADJUSTABLE

I

TRANSMITTING

PULSE

DELAY

TRANSDUCER

GENERATOR

S,250µ

SEC

APART

AMPLIFIER

DIVIDER
RECEIVING

5

o

TRANSDUCER

25Oµ SEC
DERL CALIBRATION

DIV

5

INTERVAL
RECTANGULAR
PULSE

PULSES

11

5Oµ

CIRCUIT

SEC

INTERVAL-.

1

PULSE LENGTH
PROPORTIONAL TO

PROPAGATION
DIVIDER

TINE

5

INDIVIDUAL
SYSTEMS

ADAPTATIONS

4-

e

J

PROPAGATION

ISWEEP CIRCUIT

TINE SQUARED
PEAK VOLTAGE

PUISE GENERATOR

phµ

..

á

e

I0µ

..;-.

0

SEC

PROPORTIONAL

PULSES
TO

SEC APART

PROPAGATION TIME

H

CRYSTAL

CONTROLLED

METER

SWEEP
PEAK
MEASURING

OSCILLATOR
IRO KC

7" HIGH

FIG. 7-Block diagram of the Young's

10" DEEP

modulus-determining system

ANOTHER EXAMPLE

OF-123ideirman

...

PIONEERING

The S -12-C series of Systems RAK SCOPE S have been developed for
the dual purpose of monitoring and troubleshooting of rack-mounted equipment. These oscilloscopes obtain a new degree of flexibility with the multiple input selector making possible selection of different signal sources.
This optional vertical input selector, with built-in attenuators, selects either
front panel connectors for troubleshooting or rear mounted connectors for
systems monitoring. This permits the omission of an entire switching panel
from an overall system resulting in circuit and space economies. A ruggedized construction philosophy has been carried throughout. Vertical and
horizontal amplifiers are identical, each having a frequency response from
do to 700 kc (-2 db). Their sensitivities are 50 and 72 millivolts rms per
inch of deflection. Signal amplitude calibration employs a direct reading
meter. The time base is operative in either trigger or repetitive modes with
a range from 1/2 -cycle to 50 kc. Synchronization is independent of polarity.
Sync. lockout circuits are employed for stable operation over wide range of
writing speeds and amplitudes. A unique plug-in elliptical sweep network
makes frequency calibrations more simplified. Power requirements: 105-125
volts, 50 to 400 cycles. Accessory probes available; attenuator and amplifier
types.

WATERMAN PRODUCTS CO., INC.
PHILADELPHIA 25, PA.
CABLE ADDRESS. POKETSCOPE

MANUFACTURERS OF
PANELSCOPE
S

--C

S -5-C

SAR ULSESCOPE

LAB

ULSESCOE

-11-A INDUSTRIAL OCKETSCOE
S -12-B JANised RAKSCOPE'
S12 -C SYSTEMS RAKSCOPE
S -14-A NIGH GAIN OCKETSCOPE
S

-14-B WIDE BAND OCKETSCOE
-14-C COMPUTER OCKETSCOPE
S -IS -A TWIN TUBE OCKETSCOPE
RAYONIC Cathode Rey Tubes
end Other Associated Equipment
S
S

WATERMAN PRODUCTS
230
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materials of any shape or size. The
shortest measured pulse propagation time over the known distance
yields the velocity of compussional
sound waves in the material. The
square of this observed velocity
times the known density of the
material equals Young's modulus.
A circuit block diagram of the
measuring system of the invention
is shown in Fig. 7.
Crystal controlled } microsecond
pulses are generated at 100 kc and

'

divided down to
microsecond
pulses at 160 pps that drive a transmitting transduced to excite the
measured item. A detector receives
a compressional wave train from
the measured item to produce a
pulse envelope resembling a ringing effect.
Propagation time and pulse
length are measured and compared
to the driving signal to give a
measure of the modulus of elasticity of the medium. By applying the
driving pulse at a predetermined
point and detecting the propagation
of the pulse through the medium,
anisotropy of even soft materials
may be measured.
November, 1956
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SOLA CONSTANT
VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER

GERMANIUM
RECTIFIER

HIGH CAPACITANCE
FILTER SECTION

DC SOLAVOL),

shown partly disas-

sembled here, has major components
identified. It is designed for relay -rack
mounting on a standard, 19" frame or
for bench use. Removable handles, for
convenience when portability for bench
use is desired, are available as accessory
equipment.
.

Unique combination of components in
adjustable "DC Solavolt" regulated power supply
reduces conventional size, weight, and cost
Compact size, low weight, high efficiency, and moderate price distinguish the new "DC Solavolt" from
conventionally-designed, regulated, adjustable do power
supplies. These outstanding advantages have been
secured by using a unique assembly of components
(shown above) that occupy only 7" of height and 121/4"
of depth on a standard, 19" relay rack frame.
Along with design simplicity, the "DC Solavolt" provides laboratory standards of performance:
OUTPUT VOLTAGE REGULATED WITHIN ±1 % at full
load with supply voltage variations up to ±15%.
(Regulation within ±1.5% at 50% load and lowest
voltage setting.)

RIPPLE VOLTAGE HELD WITHIN 0.10% (rms) at full
load and nominal input voltage.
An important feature of this adjustable dc power
supply is its ability to handle transient or "pulse" loads
of up to twice the full load rating of the supply. The
"DC Solavolt" has no tubes to replace, requires no
"compensating" or "zero" adjustments, and needs no
maintenance.
Six stock models provide outputs adjustable in voltage ranges between 5 and 400 volts and load currents
up to 7 amperes. Your local electronic distributor now
has the "DC Solavolt" in stock. He will be happy to
give you further, technical information.

Write for Bulletin 7K -DC -245
SOLA ELECTRIC CO.
SOLARc

POWER SUPPLIES

4633 W. 16th Street
Chicago 50, Illinois

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING BALLASTS
CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS
MERCURY VAPCR LIGHTING TRANSFORMERS
SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 4613 West 16th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois, Bishop 2-1414
NEW YORK 35: 103 E. 125th St., TRafalgar 6-6464
PHILADELPWA: Commercial Tr.'s, Bldg., Rittenhouse 6-4988
BOSTON: 272 Centre Street, Newton 58, Moss., Bigelow 4.3354
CLEVELAND 15:
1836 Euclid A+e., PRospect 1-6400
KANSAS CITY 2, MO.: 406 W. 34th St., Jefferson 4382
LOS ANGELES 23: 3138 E. Olympic Blvd., ANgelus
(CANADA)
9-9431
SDLA ELECTRIC
LTD., TORONTO 17, ONTARIO: 102 Laird Drive, Mayfair 4554
Representatives in Other Principal Cities
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Production Techniques

Edited by JOHN MARKUS

Salvaging Platinum from Rejected Contact Springs
A

SIMPLE

BENCH -MOUNTED

tool

shears platinum contacts from
rejected switch and relay springs
in one easy operation in the Clifton, N. J. plant of Federal Telephone and Radio Co., a division of
IT&T. The operator places the
spring blade over a metal peg,
brings the shearing arm up and
back over the contact, then pushes
the lever arm to shear off the
precious platinum for salvage.
Rejects are chiefly due to damage
during welding of contacts.

Quick push on lever shears platinum contact off spring blade being held in position
by finger of operator

Automatic Cutoff Machine Shears Square Tubing
THE VARIOUS LENGTHS of seamless
square tubing needed for airborne
electronic equipment housings are
automatically sheared from raw
stock by a cutoff machine developed in the Utica, N. Y. plant of
GE's Light Military Electronic
Equipment Department. The cuts
are clean so no deburring is required, hence there is no loss of the
initial 0.001 -inch accuracy of di-

mensional control. Changeover to a
new length takes no more time than
is required to flip up to eight
toggle switches to new settings.

Operation-The operator loads
a length of raw stock up to 20 feet

into the V-shaped input
trough and pushes its end into a
gripper spring so that the last remnant can be pulled out and ejected.

long

Complete automatic tubing cutoff machine. Tubing stock is loaded

ir.

Toggle switches labelled 0.1, 0.2,
0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4 and 12.8 are
set to the total desired length
in the machine's range of 1.4 inches
to 15 inches, a counter is set to the
number of pieces desired and the
start button is pressed. This starts
the feed motor, which drives a roller link chain through a gear box
to move the stock in. The stock
gripper spring is fastened to this

at left end. In foreground is frame made from cut tubing
November, 1956
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'EM ROLLING!
k,"

e,)
w%2" t

der

fDr

KESTER

"44"

Resin,

Plastic Rosin and
"Resin -Five" Flux Core Solders keep
the production lines
moving by providing
'.the exactly right soleve -y appsücation. Only virgin metals are

z-

used in Kester ... further assurance of the constant
solder alloy control combined with consistent flux
formulae .. , all part of Kester Flux -Core Solder
quality that'll "keep 'em rolling" for you!

.

.

BE SURE YOU GET KESTER'S new 78 -page informative
Its Fundamentals and Usage.~
textbook "SOLDER

...

KESTER SOLDER
CO

1

VJ

ELECTRONICS

PA

1

v

- November,

T

4204 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois; Newark 5, N. J.; Brantford,
1956
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chain, which runs the length of the

input trough.
Cutoff Action-New stock is advanced about
inch beyond the
shearing blade and a trim cut is
made automatically to give a square
working surface. This scrap piece
is pushed off into a scrap tray by

a pusher arm so it does not
get mixed with the precision cut
lengths.
After the trim cut is made, a
hydraulic positioner on the output
side of the machine comes in to
bring the stop mandrel to the
switch -selected position. Commutator bars produced by printed wiring techniques act through servo
controls to permit pre -sensing of
the desired position through an incremental positioner to slow up the
hydraulic arm, so it is almost
stopped at the instant when the
square latch of the mandrel comes
into the correct notch on the positioning mechanism.
With the mandrel in position, the
drive motor advances the tubing to
the mandrel stop and a large hydraulic cylinder is actuated to shear
the tubing to length. The cut length
is ejected into an output tray and
the stock is advanced to repeat the

Retraction-When near the

end
of a length of stock, a snap-action
switch is triggered if there is not
sufficient stock left to cut out another piece. The position of this
switch is changed automatically
when the length setting is changed,
so there is minimum waste of
the costly precision tubing. The

FIG. 1-Method of cutting tubing by
shearing out a tenth-inch length in two
sections. Shearing tool is 0.1 inch thick
and just fits between ends of square

shearing dies through
passes with snug fit

which tubing

cutting cycle.

Shearing-An

Input end of machine, showing operator
pushing fresh length of tubing into gripper
spring attached to feed chain running in
V-shaped trough. Drive motor is below

unusual cutting

tool design gives clean, distortion less shearing of square tubing
without using a mandrel inside the
tubing. About 1/10th inch of material is sheared out in two pieces
by the tool, in the manner shown
in Fig. 1. The tool enters at a di-

agonal, pierces through, then
pushes the sides outward simultaneously against the hardened
edges of the dies through which
the tubing passes. These dies are
spaced apart the thickness of the
shearing tool. Once the initial
pierce is made by the point of the
tool, further pressure on the tubing is outward, so there is no deformation whatsoever.
A carbide tool is used at present,
but requires rather frequent re sharpening. Experimentation with
ceramic cutting tools is under way.
Various shapes of carbide tools are
being tried to lengthen tool life
without deforming the tubing during the initial piercing cut.

Control panel and shearing head at
censer of machine. Operator is setting
toggle switches to desired length with left
hand. Thumb of right hand is on start
button

Tape Control-The design of the
length -setting controls is such that
the machine can be hooked up directly to a punched -tape reader, for
automatic control of quantity and
length when producing short runs
of various lengths of tubing needed
for a complex frame shape. Standard Flexowriter tape will be used.

234

Output end of machine, with finished
lengths of tubing in open-end tote tray

Rear view of hydraulic positioner, showing slanted commutator bars that serve to
slow up positioner as it approaches correct position
November,
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In Electronic
Fan Design
Only

Offer All These
Advantages
UNMATCHED EXPERIENCE

PRECISION CONSTRUCTION

Precision construction insures performance that gives you great power in so
compact a unit.
COMPACT DESIGN

Joy's axivane design permits installation
of Axivane fans as part of the duct . .
requires no extra space.
.

Joy's unmatched experience as the world's
largest manufacturer of Vaneaxial fans and
blowers is a bonus that costs you nothing
extra ... JOY'S leadership is due solely to the multitude of customers who are now enjoying the benefits
of outstanding engineering. Why not join the number
you'll be in the best
of satisfied JOY customers

...

company.

LIGHT WEIGHT

COMPLETE LINE

Axivane fans are light in weight as well as
compact because they are built from precision aluminum or magnesium castings
produced in our own foundry under JOY engineering
supervision.

f

AERODYNAMIC ENGINEERING

The airfoil blades and stationary vanes
of JOY fans are made with power -saving,
efficient airfoil cross-section. AXIVANE
%/
design provides equal pressure and velocity distribution across the fan outlet ... eliminates turbulence ...
and produces the greatest cooling effect with the least.
expenditure of power.
Á1J

Joy offers a large selection of fans in the
standard line ... as well as custom -designed
types that are available to your specifications. The Joy line includes fans for all purposes
ranging from 1/500 HP to 3000 HP. You'll find a
fan to suit your needs in the JOY line. Let us work
with you. Joy Manufacturing Company, Oliver Building,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa. I n Canada: Joy Manufacturing Company
(Canada) Limited, Galt, Ontario.
Write for

FREE

Bulletin 15-39
Weo

I

E83716

MAXIMUM STRENGTH
Joy AXIVANE fans are durable because
the outer casing, stationary vanes, and inner
casing are precision -cast as a single unit,
giving extra strength and maximum resistance to shock.
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF
FM VANEAXIAI FANS
OXYGEN GENERATORS

ELECTRONICS

COMPRESSORS

VACUUM PUMPS

HYDRAULIC FITTINGS

- November,
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aid BOOSTERS

ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
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VANEAXIAL-TYPE FANS

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

(continued)

MEASUREMENTS'

FM

Standard
Signal
Generators

Hydraulic positioner at output end of machine, working in conjunction with notches
on bed to place tubing stop at correct
position for desired length

switch is triggered by the tubing
gripper spring. This switch in turn
makes the drive motor reverse and
retract the feed mandrel, then signals the operator to put in new
stock. If the predetermined count
runs out before the tubing is exhausted, the machine stops and
waits for new orders, without retracting the stock. The tubing is
welded together or pushed over
precision corner fittings.

Single -Worker Turntable For I -F Strips
greatly reduced
during production of complex
Tacan equipment by using turntables that allow a single operator to install a part in up to ten
units one after another. The
sequence is then repeated for each
additional part in turn. The
technique is used by Federal TeleTRAINING TIME is

MODEL 210 SERIES

Measurements' Model 210 Series of Standard
FM Signal Generators is designed for FM receiver measurements in the standard FM band;
for measurements on railroad and automobile
FM radio systems, research on FM, multiplexing
and telemetering equipment. Models are available for use within the limits of 30 to 200 Mc
each with a tuning range of approx. 1.2; for
example, Model 210-A, 86 to 108 Mc.
FEATURES:

Wide deviation with low distortion.
Low spurious residual FM.
Models coverings 30 to 200 Mc.
Accurate output voltage calibration
low VSWR.
Operates at fundamental carrier frequencies.
Vernier electronic tuning.

phone and Radio Co., division of
IT&T, for assembling i -f amplifier

Turntable Construction- The
circular turntable is cut from 11 in. plywood and is mounted on a
vertical pipe shaft at its center.
On the supporting base are five upended ball-bearing casters on
which the table can be freely
rotated by hand. The top of the
turntable is 23 in. above the floor,
this being the most convenient
height for a person sitting on a
chair.

strips and other subassemblies for
Tacan receivers and transmitters.
Turntable Fixtures-The ten
When an operator has completed
assembly and soldering on a batch work -holding fixtures mounted on
of ten subassemblies, she moves to each turn -table are universal in
another turntable and starts over design to take a variety of differagain. In the meantime, an inspec- ent terminal strip and chassis
tor goes over the assembled units sizes. A single bolt holds the fixand sees that repairs are made if ture bracket on the turntable, so
necessary, before authorizing their the operator can easily rotate a
removal. This minimizes handling fixture to the most convenient
of units and leaves them in the working angle.
optimum position for repair work.

Terminal boards are gripped at

SPECIFICATIONS:

different models, each
with tuning ratio of approx. 1.2, cover range
from 30 to 200 Mc.
TUNING: Vernier frequency dial, and electronic
tuning for frequency deviation.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 0.1 to 100,000 pv.
OUTPUT SYSTEM: Mutual -inductance attenuator
with 50 -ohm source impedance with a low
FREQUENCY RANGE: Five

VSWR.

MODULATION: Selectable 400 and 1000 cycle
internal audio oscillator. Other modulation
frequencies available.
MODULATION FIDELITY: Frequency deviation
response within ± 0.5 db from d.c. to
15,000 cycles, within 3 db to 70 Kc.
RESIDUAL FM: Spurious residual FM 60 db
below 75 Kc. deviation.
POWER SUPPLY: 117 v., 50-60 cycles, 45 watts.

(complee data on request)

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
BOONTON

NEW JERSEY

Assembling i -f terminal boards on single -operator turntable. Bent upper part of turntable
shaft supports solder spool. Molded plastic rotating tray on floor stand at right holds
needed components. Job card book above tray has one instruction card for each component
to be

installed

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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absorb

SHOCK
like a stack
of cushions
Components must be more than tough to stand up
under the punishment to which ground support
equipment is subjected. That's why WESTON
Ruggedized instruments are favorites for
applications when severe shock and vibration
are encountered ... as well as for mobile
equipment requiring instruments that
will continue functioning-accuratelythrough shock, vibration, moisture, or
temperature extremes. AVAILABLE IN
ALL REQUIRED SIZES, IN A-C, D -C,
RF AND THERMO TYPES. For the
complete story on Weston Ruggedized
instruments, or on other instruments
for panel, laboratory, production
or servicing needs, consult your
nearest Weston representative, or
write Weston Electrical
Instrument Corp.,
Newark 5, N. J.

WESTON
.,,,/////%'

r!, r!Ln;i!,.,,

Zee'
PANEL INSTRUMENTS
A áAYS1ROM MIT

l

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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(continued)

ened to lock the board into position at the desired angle.
On each side of the board are
springs that hook over bolts projecting out from the hold-down
clamps. These springs hold leads
in position during soldering and
keep them straight during the
assembly work.

For those who

want the finest!

Job Cards-Another factor contributing to greatly reduced train-

Coil springs alongside terminal board on

UN7URPASSED
IN BEAUTY
UNEQUALLED
iN PERFCPMANCE

UNMATCHED IN
Q UA_ITY
CON STRUCTION

holding fixture help support leads and
keep them straight. Thumb nuts make fixture universal

their ends by metal clamps tightwith thumb screws. The
bracket for the upper holding

ened

clamp can be slid up or down on a
slot in the main angle bracket
to accommodate different board

lengths.
Board -holding grips are mounted
on individual shafts that permit
rotating the terminal board or
turning it upside down. Thumb
nuts on the brackets can be tight-

ròhi

r

ing time is the job card book. This
has an individual card for each
component, identifying it and giving assembly instructions. The
cards are held together by a ring
binder. After installing the same
part in each of the ten units the
operator turns to the next card,
studies it for a few moments, then
proceeds to carry out its instructions on each of the ten units in
sequence.
All components needed for a particular subassembly are brought
to the operator in one convenient
molded -plastic circular tote tray.
This sets on a single -pipe floor
stand and rotates freely. A short
length of rod fitting into the top
of this stand holds a shelf for the
job card book.

'

now availab

Corner Castings Eliminate Tubing Welds
Six STYLES of corner fittings for
0.3 -inch -square
chrome -molybdenum steel tubing have replaced
welding in the assembly of frames
for housings of airborne military
electronic equipment in GE's Light
Military Electronic Equipment Department in Utica, N. Y. With

these fittings and with a supply of
tubing cut precisely to various
lengths, an operator can assemble
a complex frame shape and attach
side panels to it in approximately
the same time required formerly
for welding the tubing. The resulting frame is better, however,

WRITE TODAY FOR COLORFUL
BROCHURE SHOWING THE
',JEW LINE OF ATR TV SETS

ALSO MANUFACTURES OF DC-AC INVERTERS,
BATTERY ELIMINATORS, AUTO RADIO VIBRATORS

.'A"

AMERICAN TELEVISION

&

RADIO CO.

QuaCirr Pteducrf SGrcc f"S'
A
SAINT PAUL
MINAESOTA-U
Want more information? Use past card on last page.
1

S

Examples of corner brackets and square tubing used to assemble frames of
equipment housings without welding
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has hard -to -find HIGH CONDUCTANCE
Germanium Diodes with
low forward resistance

STANDARD TYPES OR TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
The extremely desirable diode characteristic of high conductance
with low forward resistance offers no problem to Radio Receptor
due to our special gold bonding process. Without sacrificing important low leakage in reverse current we are able to produce these
dependable, low cost glass units on a production basis.
The four types shown below only suggest the comprehensive
range of standard high conductance types we are equipped to make
-Bulletin G-60 lists them all. Besides, we will be glad to evaluate
your particular needs and quote on any specials called for by your

specifications. For full information, without obligation, write
today to Dept. E-19.

MINIMUM FORWARD
CODE NO.

Available in
volume quantity

for immediate
delivery

(MA)

PEAK
INVERSE
VOLTAGE

CURRENT AT +111

MAXIMUM REVERSE
CURRENT (UA)

n

DR

309

400

100

DR

327

300

125

DR

330

300

100

10

DR

308

200

100

10 ,a 10V 50

10

10V; 50 @ 50V

100

e

50V

10V; 50

á

50V

â 50V

Semiconductor Division

Really
Reliable

RADIO RECEPTOR
COMPANY, INC.
Radio and Electronic Products Since 1922
240 WYTHE AVENUE, BROOKLYN 11,

Oiler

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

N. Y.

EVergreen 8-6000

Radio Receptor Products. Selenium Rectifiers, Thermatron Dielectric Heating Equipment,
Radar, Navigation and Communications Equipment

Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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(continued)

To the
ENGINEER

of high

ability

Through the
efforts of engineers
The Garrett Corporation
has become a leader in many
outstanding aircraft component
and system fields.
Among them are:
air-conditioning
pressurization
heat transfer
pneumatic valves and
controls
electronic computers
and controls
turbomachinery

Holding tubing in position on adjustable
stop of arbor press, in preparation for
driving fitting into end of tubing

Method of inserting adjustable stop in
holding fixture an arbor press, to provide
level shelf for tubing

because no material is ground off
during the finishing operations
formerly required after welding.
It is strong enough to meet all
applicable military specifications
yet costs considerably less than a
comparable welded frame design.

Assembly of Fittings-A standard hand-operated arbor press is
used as much as possible for forcing the fittings into the ends of
tubing prior to assembly. A metal
fixture with adjustable stops is
bolted to the bed of the press to

The Garrett Corporation is also
applying this engineering skill to the
' vitally important missile system
fields, and has made important
advances in prime engine
development and in design of
turbochargers and other
industrial products.
Our engineers work on the very
frontiers of present day scientific
knowledge. We need your creative
talents and offer you the opportunity
to progress by making full use of
your scientific ability. Positions
are now open for aerodynamicists
... mechanical engineers
... mathematicians ... specialists in
engineering mechanics ... electrical
engineers ... electronics engineers.
For further information regarding
opportunities in the Los Angeles,
Phoenix and New York areas,
write today, including a resume
of your education and experience.
Address Mr. G. D. Bradley

GARRETT CORPORATION
Alh.

Crimping tubing over fitting with bench mounted tool. Resulting joint provides required strength for shock and vibration
tests

9851 So. Sepulveda Blvd.
Los Angeles 45, Calif.
DIVISIONS

AiResearch Manufacturing,
Los Angeles
AiResearch Manufacturing,
Phoenix
AiResearch Industrial
Rex Aero Engineering
Airsupply Air Cruisers
AiResearch Aviation
Service

-

Fourth side of rectangular frame is assembled by tapping in fittings alternately
with plastic faced mallet

Want more information?

Use post card on
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TOTAL TEMP. TRAN' -DEICER

for

alt udes to 80,000 st , tamps.
fron 100F to 35C-F. de-iced

MACH TRANSDUCER

with range of
0.1

to 3.0 Mach

SENSITIVE ALTITUDE TFANSDUCER

sense ° alt. changes from

.

ft at sea level
at 60,000 ft.

to 28

1

AIRSTREAM DIRECTION TRANSDUCER

with ar_uracy

of 0.1 degre.s

90 knots to supersonic
ABSOLUTE AND DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE TYPE TRANSDUCERS

with accuracy to 0.4%

CENTRAL COMPUTER

containing all necessary
system mechanization of
both electronic und
mechanical types

4b,

ar
Mtl

f

PLUG-IN AMPLIFIER MODELE

uti':izing either vacoum
tube, mag-omp
Or

trartsistot

ACCELEROMETER

with accuracy to 0.4% of

G

HIGHLY -EFFICIENT ACTUATORS

ENGINE PRESSIRE RATIO INDICATING SYSTEM

to provide mechanical outputs

with accuracy of 0.02 ratio units

Finer components
mean better
air data systems

AiResearch makes transducers, computers and indicators of superior sensitivity and accuracy in all required parameters. These can
be combined into systems that provide the air data you require and
convert it into any desired type of information or impulse. The
products shown in the above illustration indicate some of the
areas in which we are thoroughly experienced. If desired, we will
take complete system responsibility. We invite inquiries to meet the
most rigid specifications.
Qualified engineers are needed now. Write for information.

TME 6ARRETT CO IRE PORAiniON
ti Pesearch Manufacturing DivIsions
i

WIN

Los Angeles 45, California Phoenix, Arizona
Designers and manufacturers of aircraft systems and components: REFRIGERATION STSTEMS PNEUMATIC VALVES AND
AIR COMPRESSORS

ELECTRONICS

TURBINE

MOTORS

- November,

GAS

1956

TURBINE

ENGINES

CABIN

PRESSURE

CONTROLS

MEAT IIANSFER

EQUIPMENT

ELECTROMECHANICAL

Want more information? Use post ,:aire on last page.
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL!

COMPUTERS

AND CONTROLS
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(continued)

As work progresses, frame is transferred
to bed plate having hold-down clamps.
Plastic strips protect panel at bottom of
frame here. Frame section held by operator will be tapped into position with
mallet

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

HERMETICALLY SEALED RESISTORS
PRECISION DEPOSITED CARBON TYPE
Built for hard service far exceeding MIL -R -10509A specifications ...
with ±1% resistance tolerance ... high stability over temperature range and
under overload, these ruggedized resistors give top performance in extreme
environmental conditions. Texas Instruments hermetically sealed resistors
are leakproof, trouble -free, and fully insulated.
Featuring low negative temperature coefficients, TI hermetically sealed
resistors are precision manufactured, ideally suited for automatic assembly
applications. Under operating
RECOMMENDED DERATING CURVES OF TI
conditions, these superior units
HERMETICALLY SEALED LINE
show negligible voltage coeffiDEPOSITED CARBON RESISTORS
level.
and
noise
cient
Curve A-Conservative rating equivalent
Mass-produced to the same
to MIL-R -10509A.
Curve B-High rating van be applied
exacting tolerance and quality
where a 3% permanent change
in resistance can be tolerated.
standards, Texas Instruments
200
Industrial Line and MIL -Line
deposited carbon resistors provide exceptional accuracy and
150
reliability throughout a wide
range of applications. For increased reliability at eco100
nomical prices design with
TI precision resistors. All three
types are available in five sizes
A
from 3i watt to 2 watts ... with
50
resistance values from 25 ohms
to 30 megohms.

-

-

FOR COMPLETE DATA, WRITE

o
50

0

70

150

100

FOR BULLETIN DL -C 539

INSTRUMENTS
TEXAS
INCORPORATED
6 0 0 0

242

L

E M M O N

200

TEMPERATURE °C

AVENUE

DALLAS

9

.

TEXAS

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Tapping final section of frame into position. Interior panels are riveted to frame
sections before final assembly

accommodate different lengths of
tubing. The operator holds the
tubing over the stop with her left
hand, places a fitting on the upper
end of the tubing in correct orientation with her right hand, then
operates the press with her right
hand to drive the fitting into the
end of the tubing.

When the assembly becomes too
large or awkward for the press,
the work is then transferred to a
heavy steel plate on the bench.
Here the fittings are tapped into
position with a plastic -faced mallet.
As each rectangle or other section of the final assembly is completed, the ends of the tubing are
locked into place over the fittings
November, 1956
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Better Things for Better Living

... through

PROPERTY AND APPLICATION DATA ON THESE
VERSATILE ENGINEERING MATERIALS: "ZYTEL,"

Chemistry

"ALATHON," "TEFLON," "LUCITE."

l

Heat resistance, low friction of TEFLON' solves design

problem in miniaturization of potentiometers
provides
needed insulation in
strong, lightweight parts
Du Pont ZYTEL

CASE

STAINLESS STEEL

-TEFLON

BRUSH
RESISTANCE

ELEMENT
BASE

..,,..x,.

iIIxIIII,_x
M

Marking electrodes, housed
"Zytel" nylon
electrosensitive
because of its
its strength in
manufactured

in Du l'ont
resin, trace impulses on
paper. "Zytel" is used

insulating properties and
thin sections. (Recorder
by Alden Electronic &

Impulse Recording Equipment Co.,
Alden Research Center, Westboro, Mass.)

With the Alden 30 -channel recorder,
up to 30 machines can be monitored
remotely and their records studied for
optimum scheduling, and downtime.
Tiny motion switches mounted on the
machines and activated by machine
motions transfer electrical currents to
the recorder. The currents then activate
electrodes that mark out lines on electrosensitive paper, providing a permanent record of operating cycle, and
downtime.
One of the problems in developing
the recorder was to find a material to
house the marking electrodes. It had to
be lightweight, strong, provide good
insulating properties, and be economical to produce.
The manufacturer solved the problem with Du Pont "Zytel" nylon resin.
This engineering material is strong,
even when molded in thin sections. The
metal inserts form an integral part of
the marking electrodes because "Zytel"
can be injection -molded around these
inserts. With this method there are
fewer parts, and assembly costs are reduced. The holders of "Zytel" can be
produced in a variety of attractive
Colors.

;

Cross section of typical dual rectilinear potentiometer with insulation of "Teflon."
Du Pont "Teflon" protects the core from heat and friction.

Miniaturization in guided missiles and
other airborne equipment necessitates
improvement in design and insulation
of potentiometers. Du Pont "Teflon"
tetrafluoroethylene resin fills the insulation requirements. A trunnion pin
fitted into two shoes of "Teflon" holds
the double -leaf brush in the new line of
high -temperature potentiometers manufactured by the Pacific Scientific Company, Los Angeles, California.
The importance of "Teflon" in this
application stems from its high heat
resistance and low coefficient of friction. In use, this potentiometer must
operate at temperatures as high as

NEED MORE

INFORMATION?
CLIP THE COUPON for
additional data on the
properties and applications of these Du Pont engineering materials.

400°F. and intermittently to 550°F.
"Teflon" insulates the potentiometer
and protects the core. The movement
of the sleeve calls for a material with
a low coefficient of friction. "Teflon"
solves this problem, too.
"Teflon" offers a combination of
electrical, chemical and mechanical
properties that makes it well suited
for use in high -frequency, high -temperature and some high-voltage applications; in applications such as this,
where miniaturization and compactness
of design are essential; and for uses
where equipment is exposed to corrosive action.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) , Polychemicals Department
Room 2211, Du Pont Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware
In Canada: Du Pont Company of Canada Limited,
P. 0. Box 660, Montreal. Quebec.

Please send me more information on the Du Pont engineering materials checked:
"Teflon"* tetrafluoroethylene resin and
"Zytel" nylon resin.
I

am interested in evaluating these materials for

NAME
COMPANY

*"TefIon" and "Zytel" are
registered trade -marks of
E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co. (Inc.).
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a $1,000,000 idea
Could stem from working
with the contents of these

inductor kits!

¡continued)

with ari air-operated crimping tool
mounted on the workbench. As
the frame reaches final shape, a
portable version of this tool completes the crimping. The crimper
is a CP-2 14 compression riveting
tool made by Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Co., Utica, N. Y. The handheld unit is operated by a finger

3 different kits are
now available, each
containing a different line of
Ferrite Cored Inductors

Crimping tubing of completed frame with
hand-held tool

Every item in each Ferrite Core Inductor kit is a standard
Aladdin component, available in mass production quantities

81-Contains 19 different Aladdin Green Line
inductors with nominal values ranging from 1 millihenry to 1 henry, in RETMA increments, t20% .
These are high -Q units wound on ferrite cores with a
ferrite shield surrounding the coil and protected by a
vitreous enamel finish. This line of inductors is used
where highest quality and reliability, as well as small
size, are required. They are used as low current
chokes, in filters, in audio oscillators, and
in impedance coupling circuits. They are $2495
ideally suited for use in compact transistorized circuits.
Kit No. 82-Contains 19 Aladdin Green Line SPECIAL
units. These inductors are designed to have
very high self-resonant frequencies. Like the
regular Green Line units, they range from $2495
1 millihenry to 1 henry.
Kit No. 83-Contains an assortment of Aladdin Brown
Line and Tiny -L * inductors. 39 different ferrite -cored
inductors, in RETMA increments from .22 microhenry
through 100 millihenries, make up this assortment.
The Tiny -L * Line (.22 ph to 6.8 ph) is particularly
well suited for high current (2 amps) filament choke
applications and in compensated video amplifier circuits. The Brown Line (10 ph to 100 mh)
has been found very useful in general filtering applications as well as in compensated $1495
video amplifier circuits.
Shipped Postage Paid
order

Kit No.

your kits
now

*T. M.

radio industries, inc.
7 Murfreesboro Road, Nashville 2, Tennessee

244
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of joint after crimping.
Pivoted block on left jaw of crimping tool
is attached to washer for free rotation, to
give precise positioning of dimple in
center of tubing for any working angle

Appearance

of tool

November, 1956
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INDIANA
PERMANENT MAGNET

published for industrial and consumer
product engineers and designers

DESIGN INFORMATION

HOW TO MAGNETIZE
PERMANENT MAGNETS
FIG.

MAGNETIZER

I

MAGNET

POLE PIECES

A
(Good)
ASSEMBLY

B

(11

(Good)

An assembly consisting of a bar -type
magnet and soft -steel pole pieces
should be placed with the magnet between the magnetizer pole pieces as
shown in Fig. 1-B. Positioning the assembly as shown in Fig. 1-C will not
fully saturate the magnet.
"U" shaped magnets and assemblies
should be positioned as shown in Fig.
2, with the tapered ends of the magnetizer pole pieces used toward the
gap. A meter or separator assembly
would be placed on the magnetizer as
shown in Fig. 2-B.
FIG. 2

-

MAGNET

C

(Bad)

\

C?
Magnetizing permanent magnets after assembly into the product offers several advantages. Higher field strengths
are obtainable. The magnetic field produced in a loudspeaker, for example,
using an Alnico V permanent magnet
that has been magnetized after assembly, is about three times as great as the
field obtained when the same magnet is
magnetized before assembly.
The unmagnetized magnets are easier to handle and to assemble with
other parts of the assembly. There
is less contamination due to pick-up
of magnetic particles.
Magnetizing after assembly is also
advantageous in such applications as
watt hour meters, polarized relays, and
permanent magnet motors.
Using the Magnetizer
Most commonly used magnets are
of simple bar or "U" shapes, which
may be magnetized with an electromagnetic magnetizer in the user's plant.
Fig. 1-A shows how a bar magnet
should be positioned between the magnetizer's pole pieces. The square ends
of the pole pieces are used toward the
gap. The space between the pole pieces
is adjusted so the magnet can be easily
inserted and removed. Normally, only
one to two seconds are required to fully
magnetize the magnet.

MAGNETIZER
POLE PIECES

Magnets protect Bossie
from Stomach-aches

A

ASSEMBLY

STEEL

BLOCKS

I

blocks (a) removed; and third, with
blocks (b) also removed.
For a complete discussion of how to
magnetize permanent magnets by the
electro -magnetic method, write for a
copy of A pplied Magnetics,V ol. 2, No. 3.

º;

eï

E

CII

When a "U" shaped magnet is tall or
Iarger than the generally accepted setting of the magnetizer, the field produced at point "X" (see Fig. 2-C) may
not be sufficient to saturate the magnet. In this case there are two acceptable methods of magnetization. One is
to place the magnet with its side on the
pole pieces as shown in Fig. 2-D. This
allows the yoke of the magnet to become magnetized. The magnet is then
raised to the position in Fig. 2-C and
again magnetized.
The other procedure is to stand the
magnet on the magnetizer pole pieces
with one or two steel blocks against
each of its legs as shown in Fig. 2-E.
The magnet (or assembly) is then
magnetized three times: first, with both
pairs of blocks in place; second, with

Cows often gulp down, with their
food, various and sundry items including
a surprising volume of nails, staples,
wire and other metal objects. As a result,
Bossie frequently gets a stomach-ache
called "hardware disease."
The sharp edges of the stray metal
often pierce her stomach wall, and can
easily cause death.
To prevent the costly disorder, you

simply feed the old girl an Indiana
"Cattle Magnet." The magnet remains

in her first stomach, gathering the stray
bits of metal as they appear. This keeps
them from passing to her other stomachs
(she has four, you know) where they
can cause damage.

Report on Indox
Ceramic Permanent Magnets
This recently published four-page
technical bulletin, "Indox I Ceramic
Permanent Magnets," suggests factors
to be considered during design calculations, and discusses possibilities for
new applications or improvements of
existing ones.
Also discussed are some 30 representative sizes and shapes available in
sample quantities for immediate shipment. Ask for price list and Catalog
15-A-11.

THE INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY

Valparaiso, Indiana
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

PERMANENT MAGNETS

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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(continued;

Holding woven aluminum bonding over
tubing with masking tape, in preparation
for riveting panel into position on frame
for airborne jammer

trigger, and the bench unit by a
foot pedal.

Assembly of Panels-After assembly of the frame, it is placed
in a jig set into the bench and the
various panels are fastened into
position one by one with a pneumatic riveter using Cherry rivets.
On panels requiring good r -f

Dependable STOP and GO Control

The Curtiss-Wright "Snapper"
THERMAL TIME DELAY RELAY
For applications of time delay in
electrical circuits the "Snapper"
thermal time delay relay makes
and breaks contact with positive
action. The switching takes place
with a minimum of arcing and
thus potential chatter is eliminated, insuring long life.
The "Snapper" has single -pole
double -throw contacts, operates
throughout an ambient temperature range, is hermetically sealed
and gas filled and is reliable and

ELECTRONICS

rugged. It is available in a metal
envelope in either (7 or 9 pin)
miniature or (8 pin) octal and
also in a glass envelope in 9 pin
only. The delay periods are preset in metal from 3 to 90 seconds
and in glass from 5 to 60 seconds.
Curtiss-Wright also manufactures the "Snapper" High -Low
Differential Thermostat. This unit
meets industrial and military
needs. Write to Thermal Devices
Division for complete information.

DIVISION

CURTISS-WRIGHT
CORPORATION
CARLiTADT,
N.

246
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Assembled frame is held by holding fixture built into work bench while riveting
panel to frame, using Cherry rivets shown
on wire in foreground
November, 1956

-
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Measure and plot changes
in variables as they occur...

with

iScCf/ZL7Tlt/
instruments
for research
Here's an exceptional group of instruments to
measure and record your research findings swiftly,
surely, conveniently. These ElectroniK instruments for research can speed completion of your
projects, by eliminating many of the tedious,
time-consuming details of test work.

Automatically and continuously plots a curve which shows the relationship of
one variable to another. Typical uses: speed versus
torque, stress versus strain, temperature versus pressure, plate voltage versus plate current (and other electron tube characteristics), and many other variable
relationships. Write for Instrumentation Data Sheet
ElectroniK FUNCTION PLOTTER

10.0-5b.

x».

ElectroniK EXTENDED RANGE

RECORDER

Facilitates measurement of any linear
variable whose values change over a
wide range, and where precise evaluation and good resolution are important.
This instrument is particularly suited to
the measurement of forces in conjunction with a strain gage bridge. Write for
Instrumentation Data Sheet 10.0-18.

ElectroniK NARROW SPAN RECORDERS

Accurately measure d -c potentials as low
as 0.1 microvolt and spans as narrow as
100 microvolts. Available as a precision
indicator, circular chart recorder, and
strip chart recorder. Useful (with appropriate primary measuring elements) for
measuring differential temperatures and
slight variations in the temperatures of
small objects through the use of radiation pyrometry. Write for Instrumentation
Data Sheet 10.0-8.

Your nearby Honeywell sales engineer can
give you complete information about these
instruments as they relate to your particular
he's as near
applications. Call him today

...

ElectroniK ADJUSTABLE SPAN RECORDER

Measures spans and magnitudes of a
variety of emf's. Instrument calibration
can be in terms of any variable reducible
to d-c voltage. Can be used with thermocouples, steam gages, tachometers, and
other transducers. Write for Instrumentation Data Sheet 10.0-IOa.

as your phone. MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL

Industrial Division, Wayne
and Windrim Avenues, Philadelphia 44, Pa.
-in Canada, Toronto 17, Ontario.
REGULATOR CO.,

oneywe
HM

BROWN

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

I

N

N
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INSTRUMENTG
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UNION

Miniature Relays

bonding and shielding, woven
aluminum bonding strip is placed
over the tubing and held in position with masking tape over the
ends that are run down the sides.
After the panel is riveted the tape
is removed and the tab ends of the
woven bonding are cut off.

Costs-After an initial tooling
investment of $6,540 for investment casting molds, the corner
fittings can now be manufactured
at a cost of approximately 20 cents
each. This cost is highly favorable
in comparison with the cost of the
fifty special welding fixtures formerly required, plus the repetitive
costs of grinding off welding flash
and plating the entire frame after

'fir
32

i
PLATE CIRCUIT

(continued)

9500 OHMS RELAY

UNION 9500 -ohm, current -sensitive relay picks up at a nominal value of 8 milliamperes throughout the entire temperature range of 65°C to + 125°C, while
maintaining the excellent shock and vibration characteristics inherent in our
standard design. It can withstand 200
volts across the coil continuously.
These current-sensitive relays have a
life expectancy of 100,000 operations.
They meet or exceed all requirements of
MIL -R-5757-B and withstand shock up
to 50G's, vibration through 1500 cycles
at 15G's.

-

assembly.

Lead -Bender
A SIMPLE WOOD BLOCK mounted on
a bench serves efficiently for bend-

ing seven insulated leads at right
angles under a Bakelite strip that
supports the three coils of an autoradio tuner. Holding the insulating

AC SELF-CONTAINED RECTIFIER RELAY

UNION AC relay with self-contained
rectifier retains all the best operating
characteristics of the type M DC miniature relay. It permits operation in 115 volt, 60 to 400 -cycle circuits over a temperature range of 55°C to 85°C. Withstands vibration up to 1000 cycles at
15G's and shock in excess of 50G's. Has
a life expectancy of 1,000,000 operations.
Meets or exceeds MIL -R -5757-B.
All the above relays are available in
6PDT or 4PDT models, with all the

-

usual mountings and with plug-in or
solder -lug connections.

In grid -switching applications where the relay contacts must operate at low -voltage, low -current levels, special gold-alloy contacts
have proven highly reliable. They maintain their low resistance
through hundreds of thousands of operations. They are available
on the complete line of UNION miniature relays.

Appearance of coil strip before leads are
bent. Shelf cut in front edge of block supports side of insulating strip. The seven
notches provide clearance for terminals

Complete stocks of relays and selenium rectifiers now
available on the West Coast for immediate shipment.

Ye arse
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OF EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

UNION SWITCH & SIGNAL
DIVISION
OF WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COAV'ANY
PITtSBURGH 18, PENNSYLVANIA
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Bending leads with aid of wood block
November, 1956
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY

Berkeley.

Livermore

At UCRL's Livermore, California, site-interior view of drift tubes in high -current
linear accelerator designed to deliver 250 ma of 3.6 Mev protons or 7.8 Mev deuterons

Could you help advance these new frontiers?
New techniques... new equipment... new knowledge-all are
in constant growth at Livermore and Berkeley, California as some
of America's most challenging nuclear frontiers are met and passed
by the University of California Radiation Laboratory's unique
scientist-engineer task force teams.
There are many such teams. And what you can do as a member,

limited only by yourself-your ability and your interest.
For UCRL is directed and staffed by some of America's
most outstanding scientists and engineers. This group offers
pioneering knowledge in nuclear research-today's most expansive
facilities in that field...and wide-open opportunities to do
what has never been done before.
is

IF

are a MECHANICAL Or ELECyou may be involved in a project in any one of
many interesting fields, as a basic
member of the task force assigned each
research problem. Your major contribution will be to design and test the necessary equipment, which calls for skill
at improvising and the requisite imaginativeness to solve a broad scope of consistently unfamiliar and novel problems.
If you are a CHEMIST or CHEMICAL
ENGINEER, you will work on investigations in radiochemistry, physical and
YOU

TRONICS ENGINEER,

fields of theoretical and experimental
physics as weapons design, nuclear
rockets, nuclear emulsions, scientific
photography (including work in the
new field of shock hydrodynamics),

reaction history, critical assembly,

nuclear physics, high current linear
accelerator research, and the controlled
release of thermonuclear energy.
In addition, you will be encouraged
to explore fundamental problems of
your own choosing and to publish your
findings in the open literature.
And for your family-there's pleasant living to be had in Northern California's sunny, smog -free Livermore
Valley, near excellent shopping centers,
schools and the many cultural attractions of the San Francisco Bay Area.
You can

help develop

tomorrow-at UCRL today
Send for complete information on the
facilities, work, personnel plans and
benefits and the good living your family
© UCRL
can enjoy.
n3-2-2

DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY
LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA

Please send me complete information describing UCRL facilities,
projects and opportunities.

inorganic chemistry and analytical
chemistry. The chemical engineer is
particularly concerned with the problems of nuclear rocket propulsion,
weapons and reactors.
If you are a PHYSICIST or MATHEMATICIAN you may be involved in such
ELECTRONICS

- November,

My fields of interest are

Name
Address
City

Zone

State
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(continued)

strip by its ends, with the coils
upright and the leads extending
straight down, the operator brings
the
cut
the
the

leads up to the seven grooves
into the wood block and rests
side of the strip in a shelf of
block. She then rotates the
strip downward while pressing
against the block to bend all seven
leads simultaneously until they are
flat against the bottom of the strip.
This technique is used in the
Camden, N. J. plant of Radio Con-

denser Co.

Automatic Dicer for
Germanium Slabs
A DIAMOND SCRIBE mounted on the
1ÜO(1C7A(1li)

Every Sigma Engineer
Has His Own Sedan Chair!
Fortune has indeed smiled on our engineering people, for theirs is the
kingdom of the true vacation -vocation. Head back, mouth open, completely

end of an automatically indexed
rack -and -gear arrangement slices
germanium slabs into strips and
then dices up the strips into pellets
for use in surface -barrier transistors manufactured by Philco in its
Lansdale, Pa. plant. The operator
merely needs to load in the raw material and, in spare time, separate
out the unusable corner pieces.

Slicing

In the machine setup
used for slicing a circular cross -

relaxed, a typical Sigma Engineer arrives at the magnificent plant

about 10:00 A. M. each Tuesday through Thursday,
'
ready for another creative day in the company
His lot is not that of his father's,
of pure SCIENTISTS.
looked upon as a virtue and
when hard work was
something to be proud of. The Engineer at Sigma
devotes his day to stimulation, and receiving the plaudits of his fellows.
Similarly, at his luxurious home in the sylvan setting

known as South Braintree, the Sigma Engineer's wife
so proud is she of her
fairly bursts with happiness,

husband's Achievement
occasionally re -reading

)

w;

J

in Life. Can she be blamed for

his contract, whose benefits include

guaranteed life income, country club membership for all living relatives,
and permanent possession of his illuminated desk nameplate?
If you would like to be an SSSSRE*, send application to

Quinlan at address below. No matter how good your
qualifications, you will not be hired.
L.

*Satisfied Successful Sigma Sensitive Relay Engineer

SUCCEED WITH

SIGMA

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.
62 Pearl Street

South Braintree, Boston 85, Massachusetts
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Slicing single crystal of germanium into
slabs with diamond saw. Ingot is cemented to ceramic block held in work holding fixture. Diamond saw is smoothly
lowered through ingot and ceramic block
by hydraulic feed mechanism

November, 1956
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Federal's miniature coaxial cables
about 1/4 the size of comparable RG
types-save critical space and weight
in aircraft and instrument uses.

If your cable problems involve heat,
it will pay you to consider Federal's new "Teflon" insulated
cables. For information, write Dept. D -913C.
space or weight,

"TEFLON" HIGH TEMPERATURE CABLES

Challenged by the high temperature and minimum
weight requirements of jet aircraft and guided missiles,
Federal has designed RG cables that perform perfectly
at a blistering 500° F.! New Federal miniature coaxials
have a top temperature rating of 150° C.... up to
200° C. with an impregnated fiber glass jacket!
The key to these new cable developments lies in
advanced designs.
Based on utilization of "Teflon," this superior dielectric maintains its excellent low loss and high voltage
characteristics through a temperature range of 500° F.
to -100° F. "Teflon" has no measurable water absorption; it is chemically inert ... unaffected by alkalies,
acids, aromatic fuels, aromatic organic solvents, and
highly corrosive aviation hydraulic fluids.

A

DIVISION OF

and cuts the size
and weight of cable
.

RG-87A/U 50 ohms; 69.5% V.P.; 29.5
mmfri/'ft. Cap; 4,000 operating volts.
RG440/U 75 ohms; 69.5% V.P.; 29.5
mmfdi ft. Cap; 1,700 operating volts.
RG-141/U 50 ohms; 69.5% V.P.; 29.0
mmfd: ft. Cap; 1,500 operating volts.

jrsag

"TEFLON" MINIATURE COAXIAL CABLES
K-256 50 ohms; 29 mmf/ft. Cap; 72%
V.P.; 850 V rms Corona; 13 db/100 ft.
Atten. at 400 mc; 0.095 O.D. dielectric;
7/30 silver-plated Copperweld conductor; 0.135 O.D. jacket.
K-287 70 ohms; 21 mmf/ft. Cap; 72%
V.P.; 850 V rms Corona; 14 db/100 ft.
Atten. at 400 mc; 0.095 O.D. dielectric;
7/34 silver-plated Copperweld conductor; 0.135 O.D. jacket.
K-258 93 ohms; 16 mmf/ft. Cap; 72%
V.P.; 850 V rms Corona; 15 db/100 ft.
Atten. at 400 mc; 7/38 silver-plated Copperweld conductor; 0.135 O.D. jacket.
"7'EILON" HOOK-UP WIRE-Type E, EE and FF Hook-Up Wires meet
v1IL-W-16878A. Available in all standard colors.

Federal Telephone and Radio Company
d

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
COMPONENTS DIVISION 100 KINGSLAND ROAD CLIFTON, N. J.
In Canada: Standard Telephones and Cables Mfg. Co. (Canada) Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Brood St., New York
A

Division
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(continued!

What holds
this heavyweight
battler up...?
Obviously, the North American F-100 Super Sabre flies because it fulfills the aerodynamic
laws relating to lift and weight,
thrust and drag.
But before an F-100 leaves the
ground, its probable conformity
to these laws is measured with
great care and compared to the
data acquired during 50 -plus
years of aeronautical experience
to insure peak performance
under the stresses of high altitude, supersonic combat.
Edin Electronic Instrumentation is a key element in flight
simulation and pre-flight testing
during design and production
stages at North American Aviation. In the case of the F-100,
custom -adapted 8 -channel Edin
Recording Oscillographs serve
as direct -writing indicators to
record aircraft responses as simulated by analog computers.

Mounting arrangement of Teflon beakers
in rotating holders, used for etching germanium slabs down to desired thickness
for transistor blanks or dice

NEW OSCILLOGRAPH FLEXIBILITY

Germanium slab stored in alcohol -filled
glass dish is picked up with vacuum hose
and transferred to holding fixture of slicing machine as shown here.

You, too, can benefit from the
amazing flexibility Edin Oscillograph Recorders can provide.
For Edin now offers a completely
redesigned recording instrument
in two models: with modular

interchangeable preamps and
basic amplifiers; and with standard rack -and -panel single -

chassis amplifiers. Modular unit
takes up to 8 preamps in the
control panel, with amplifier
chassis mounted in the lower
section of the housing. Records
up to 8 channels of transient
data simultaneously. User may
begin with two channels and
add preamps and galvanometers
as required.
A wide choice of amplifiers is
available including:

t -- --- --- - r -Cain*

Type

Model

High Gain DC
Low Gain DC

8238
8231

5,000
125

DC -5K

8234
8235
8236
8241
8239
8237

10,000
500,000
20,000
20.000
10,000
500,000

1-3K
1-3K
DC -60
DC -60
DC -3K

Response

R

Condenser
Coupled
High Gain CC

Modulator
Pressure

Stabilized
Carrier

DC

Noise
Level

RMS**
lOuv
50uv

DC -5K

DC -500

lOuv
5uv
20uv
20uv
20uv
5uv

*Preamp and amplifier
**In microvolts ref erred to input
Write

for

informative,

illustrated literature
oscillograph recording instruments and accesorios.
on

EDIN COMPANY, INC.
207 Main St., Worcester, Mass
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Using vacuum chuck to load germanium
strip into feed groove of automatic dicing
machine. Vacuum is released by removing forefinger from hole in side of chuck

section slab of a single crystal, the
slab is loaded into position on its
holding fixture with a vacuum hose
having a thumb hole for controlling
the vacuum. The slab is held in
position by a yoke -shaped lever
mechanism held down by appropriate springs.
The motor -driven scoring bar operates continually with about 15
November, 1956
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DOW

Silicone Dielectrics

CORNING

CORPORATION

No. 8

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC NEWS

SILICONE

DIELECTRIC COMPOUND

Silicone Coating Cuts Cost of Ceramic Electrical Insulators

LUBRICATES, STOPS CORROSION Imaginative use of new materials freto create a
A silicone dielectric compound, Dow quently enables designers
Corning 5 is growing in popularity competitive sales advantage while cutfor a wide variety of industrial and ting production costs. Here's a case in
public utility applications. That's point from Centralab Division of Globebecause the compound possesses excel- Union Co., Milwaukee.
lent water repellency and corrosion Centralab reports that a silicone treatment
resistance in addition to its superior is rapidly replacing conventional glaze
dielectric properties.
coatings on ceramic electrical insulators.
Production savings with the silicone treatA leading public utility company reports
ment range as high as several dollars per
insula5
on
a thin film of Dow Corning
units, permitting Centralab to
tors reduces electrical leakage to a new thousand
for ceramic against
competitively
quote
of
formation
the
minimum by preventing
materials.
molding
plastic
ordinary
continuous, conducting moisture films.
Furthermore, the The new treatment consists simply of a
film maintains
high surface resisNew Silicone Bonded Mica Tape

tivity despite

heavy contamination by air -borne
fly ash, cement
dust and earth
particles. Its effectiveness appears to persist
without maintenance for many
years.
Non -melting and grease -like, Dow Corning 5 is also an effective, long lasting
lubricant for switches, meters, condensers,
It
recorders and similar mechanisms.
maintains lubricity at temperatures ranging from -100 to over 300 F and resists
moisture, oxidation, salt spray and chemical attack.
A convincing demonstration of the
versatility of Dow
Corning 5 is provided by Col. K.
C. Brown (USAR
Ret.) who reports

More Flexible, Easier to Handle
Mica Coated Products Co., Salem, Mass.,

has developed an improved Class H
insulating material comprised of a thin
coating of ground mica bonded to glass
cloth with Dow Corning 994 Varnish.
According to the manufacturer, this new
combination provides greater dielectric
strength and heat resistance than possible
with silicone -glass alone. In addition, it
has far greater flexibility than conventional tapes made with mica-splittings. A
5 -mil thickness of it may be wrapped
around a 1/32" mandrel without harm.

This new material is unusually uniform in
gage, finish and dielectric strength. Since
it is neither tacky or slippery, there is no
danger of its welding together or blocking when guillotine -cut.
The flexibility of Dow Corning 994 Varnish and its compatibility with mica led to
its use as the binder for ground mica
coating on two other new tapes by Mica
Coated Products Co.: an alkyd resin dipped
that the silicone
glass cloth for temperatures up to 170 C;
compound has
and Mylar, for Class B applications. The
stopped salt water
silicone -mica combination gives both tapes
corrosion of the tackle blocks, brass and appreciably greater resistance to fire
copper fittings, electrical connectors and and arcing.
No. 32
battery terminals on his ocean-going ship
"Sou'Wester". In the Colonel's words, Silicone-Glass Laminates for electrical and
"The results far exceed expectations. mechanical applications are described in new
which illustrates parts used in typical
Fittings and connections show no sign brochure
industrial applications. Also provides engineering
are
electrically
terminals
of corrosion;
information on silicone -glass laminates and lists
No. 31 fabricators of such laminates.
efficient."
No. 33
ATLANTA

BOSTON

CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

DALLAS

DETROIT

LOS ANGELES

dip in Dow Corning 200 Fluid followed
by a short baking cycle, contrasted to the
costly individual air -brushing and high
temperature kiln -firing required for a
glazed surface. The silicone treatment
gives equivalent or better moisture resistance and surface resistivity for all but the
highest frequency applications.

Centralab now offers the silicone treatment
on its entire line of steatite -ceramic parts
including insulators, capacitor bodies,
rotary switches and trimmers. Silicones
have become such a strong selling point

Wain

Glazed

Silicone

Treated]

Greater moisture repellency of silicone treated
ceramic tube socket is demonstrated by dunk test
using colored water.

that, as a Centralab spokesman puts it,
"Our sales department reviews every order
or quotation request calling for glaze and
recommends the silicone treatment where
ever possible."
No. 34

Send Coupon for More

Information

DOW CORNING CORPORATION -

Dept. 4811

Midland, Michigan
Please send me

31

32

33

34

NAME
TITLE

COMPANY
STREET

CITY

NEW YORK

ZONE

STATE

WASHINGTON, D. C. (Silver Spring, Md.)

Canada: Dow Corning Silicones Ltd., Toronto; Great Britain: Midland Silicones Ltd., London; France: St. Gobain, Paris
ELECTRONICS

- November,
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(continued)

markings per minute. This moves
the diamond scriber forward across
the bottom of the disk. At the end
of this stroke, a spring steel blade
operated by cam action breaks off
the strip. Simultaneously, the motor -driven rod presses against a
rubber bulb at the end of its stroke.
The air from the rubber bulb is
forced through small holes underneath the germanium slab so as to
lift it up momentarily from its in-

Cable Performance

clined base plate. The force of
gravity then causes the slab to drop
down against an appropriate stop
to the next cutting position.

-

Dicing
Cut strips are transferred to another machine that differs only in the work -holding fixture. Transferring is done with a
vacuum chuck that is controlled by
finger pressure over an air leak
hole. Three strips are cut at a
time. After each cut, pressure on

-Dependon PU1ILO/
"Almost"

is never enough
when it comes to cable per-

formances. You must be
100% certain the cable you
select is custom-made to do the
job your power engineering
plans call for. You must know
you can depend on cable performance in every respect.

Many of America's major
users of cables have found they
can depend on Phalo to produce exactly the cable needed.

Transferring germanium
watch glass te input cone

pellets

from

of work

feeder

Send Phalo a copy of your
cable "specs". You'll discover
a new kind of cable dependability.

Ask For The Complete Phalo Catalog

PAIA LO

PLASTICS CORPORATION

Yie

A92444e

CORNER OF COMMERCIAL STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.

Insulated Wires, Cables
254
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Closeup of input cone, showing nylon.
tipped vacuum lifter used for picking up
one blank or dice at a time automatically
November, 7956
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FROM:

Bomac

SUBJECT:

The new BL 719 pressurizing window

Tull X-band coverage: 8200-12,400 MC

.

.

.

_

band
VSWR: aot over 1.08 over the entire
Temperature range:

-75°C

to

100°C

.

.

.'

powers
-Truly nonresonant°to handle higher
Pressu_re-differeatial:- 17 lbs./sq.

Solders directly to waveguide flange

.

.

BOMAC produces a complete line of windows
or ceramc pressurBomac manufactures a complete line of mica, glass,
experience and
offers
and
izing windows for all waveguide sizes
windows to
special
developing
for
industry
the
in
facilities unmatched
arc
windows
pressurizing
meet individual requirements. Bomac
to
built
-proof
vibration
and
shock
-tight
pressure and vacuum
of
ranges
temperature
and
withstand pressures of 45 Psi, or more,
55° C to 100° C.

-

-

-

-

117rite today
for complete
s

Dhices in malor

cilles:-Khicogo

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Dallas

PCtf(r

Dayton

.

Washington

/]
doiwtortes.,Yne.PJpa¡

BEVERLY, MASSACHUSETTS

Seattle
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San Franzisco

Toronto

Export:-Maurice

I. Parisier, 1860 Broadway, N.Y.C.

ENGINEERS:

Electronic '& Mechanical

Physicists:
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(continued)

Work where
PERFORMANCE pays off
Men of talent and drive can move ahead without delay or red

tape at Melpar because skill, ability and performance are the
primary factors governing advancement. Due to the fact that
we've doubled in size every 18 months since our beginnings in
1945, middle and top level positions open up constantly.
Melpar believes that the engineer deserves an
organization and facilities that can enhance his
creative abilities. For this reason our laboratories were designed and built to specifications
prepared by Melpar engineers. A wealth of equipment is available. Our project group system
enables the engineer to participate in all phases
of development problems and thus quickly acquire greater technical and administrative knowhow, essential to eventual managerial responsibility. The system also- enables us to more
accurately evaluate the individual's contribution
and more rapidly justify promotions.

Live Where ,You LIKE It

Living-for the whole family-is immensely rich

in the two locales where Melpar's R & D activities
are centered. Our 265,000 sq. ft. main laboratory
near Washington, D. C., enables you to live in an

area enjoying incomparable cultural and recreational advantages. The climate allows outdoor
recreation 215 days of the year. Fine homes and
apartments are available in all price ranges.
Our Watertown and Boston, Mass. laboratories
offer the unique advantages of cosmopolitan Boston with its theatres, concerts, art galleries, museums, universities and schools which are second
to none. Nearby are seaside and mountain resorts offering a variety of winter and summer
sports.

Openings Exist in These Fields:
Flight Simulators
Radar and Countermeasures
Network
Theory
Systems Evaluation
Microwave Techniques
Analog & Digital Computers
Magnetic Tape Handling
UHF,
VHF, or SHF Receivers
Packaging Electronic Equipment
Pulse Circuitry
Microwave Filters
Servomechanisms
Subminiaturization
Electra -Mechanical Design
Small
Mechanisms
Quality Control & Test Engineering

Thickness gage operates on principle of
orange grader, wherein pellets drop between two rollers set at slight angle to
each other. Machine can grade up to
3,600 pieces per hour into 18 metal boats
below rollers, with typical variations of
plus or minus 0.0001 inch

the air bulb produces an air blast
that raises the remaining germanium piece so as to permit it to
drop into its next cutting position.
The dice which has broken off drops
into an appropriate container.

Sorting-After

dicing, the germanium pellets are transferred to
the Syntron work feeder of an automatic sorter, for classifying into
18 different thickness groups differing in steps of 0.1 mil. The conical input of the feeder arranges the
pellets end to end around the outer
circumference. A vacuum lifter
comes down automatically under
cam action to pick up one pellet at
a time and drop it down a funnel
into a glass tube leading to the
roller -type sorting gage.
The pellet drops between two
long chromium -plated steel rollers

Write for complete information. Qualified candidates will
be invited to visit Melpar at Company expense.
Write : Technical Personnel Representative

MELPAR, Inc.

A Subsidiary of Westinghouse
Air Brake Company
( --Y---z-

3196 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, Va.
lo miles from Washington D. C.
Openings also available at our laboratories in Watertown and Boston, Mass,

256

Transferring germanium pellets from alcohol rinse in beaker to vibrating screen
under heat lamp
November, 1956
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Construction: Some of the outstanding design
features of this Power Appliance Relay are a molded
terminal block and actuator, a dust and tint hood over
contacts, and a unique "hammer -action" on contact
opening which actually forces contact open.
The R -B -M Power Appliance Relay is available
either single pole normally open, or two pole normally open and will be furnished with screw or quick
connect contact terminals.
A low wattage coil can be incorporated into the
relay if ambient temperatures are higher than normal.
All coil terminals are of the quick connect type.

Exploded View

Screw Terminals

Exploded View
Quick Connect Terminals

ENGINEERING DATA
Specifications
Contact Form

Contact Ratings

Contact Terminals
Coil Terminals

Application:

The Power Type 75 Appliance
Relay has been designed for appliance applications
where trouble -free operation and low cost are vital
factors. Also, special ratings are available for inductive or motor loads. Pilot duty device normally connects coil to voltage source and contacts close the
power circuit.

Screw Terminals

Coil Ratings

Design Ambient
Approx. Dimensions

Power Appliance Relay Type 75
S.P.N.O. or 2 P.N.O.
25 amps. per pole resistive at 230 volts
60 cycle
Inductive ratings-Consult factory for
special inductive ratings giving details of

application
Screw type or Quick connect type
Quick connect type
Up to 240 volts, 50 or 60 cycle
(Standard Pick up 85% Rated)
Volt Ampere Ratings (Approximate)
Armature Closed
Armature Open
50 cycle 19
50 cycle 13
60 cycle 16
120° F. Maximum*

2-31/64"

x

2-35/64"

60 cycle
x

12

2-1/4"

*Consult Factory Giving Specific Application Details for Higher Ambient.

Send for Descriptive Bulletin

v

RBM DIVISION

ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION, Logansport, Indiana

WIRL

MA4Nfi WIE:

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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Circuit Breaker Company

nstrument Transformers

(continued)

that are mounted on an incline running down from the input end. The
rollers are set at a taper so that
they are closest together at the
input end. They are chain -driven
by an electric motor in such a direction that both rollers tend to

-T -E 15 KV current
transformer, 2000-5
ampere ratio.
I

Cad

15
KV current
-T -E
transformer, WYE conV.
nected
14,400-I10
ratio.
I

ix,

BVSL 6800
RìK

Epoxy Cat1îitj

HYSOL 6800 has proved to be the best and most economical epoxy
casting resin for -T -E Instrument Transformers, in an exclusive process
developed by -T -E.
I

I

When compared to other epoxies, HYSOL 6800,
melt, offers these outstanding features:

highly filled hot

a

Meets the requirements of Specification
MIL -I-16923 B,Types B and C

Improved thermal shock resistance
to 130°C)

(-40°C

High dielectric strength
Low coefficient of linear thermal expansion

Superior mechanical shock stability
Self -extinguishing properties

push the pellet upward. Under the
rollers are eighteen numbered boats
for catching the pellets as they drop
through. A pellet travels down between the rollers until it reaches
the roller spacing corresponding to
its thickness, then drops through
into the boat assigned to that thickness. Oversize pellets drop off the
lower ends of the rollers into a

reject tray.

Tuning Capacitor
Alignment Setup
capacitors for military electronic equipment are indiGANG TUNING

vidually aligned to an accuracy of
hundredths of a micromicrofarad,
to cover a total of 1,725 channels
in 180 degrees of rotation, by bending serrated rotor -plate sections
while the unit is mounted in a special calibrating fixture at Radio
Condenser Co., Camden, N. J.
Toothed contact clips make firm
connection with each stator section
when the operator places a gang
tuning unit in position on the fixture against guide blocks and moves
a locking cam.
Next, using an accurately machined brass plate, she pushes the
rotor plates down into the stator

Good chemical resistance

New economies
Using HYSOL 6800, transformer design engineers have found they
can achieve reduction in size and streamlined appearance heretofore
impossible.

Hough ton Laboratories manufactures
complete lines of Electrical Insulating
Materials, Adhesives and Sealants, Tooling Materials and cast products as rod,
sheet and tube.

..r....I HOUGHTON

1A110

r05111.

INC.

s

`fNEM1Ut O`'

HOUGHTON LABORATORIES INC.
In Canada

HYSOL (Canada) LTD., TORONTO,

Operator holds brass plate with left hand
to obtain precise meshing of plates, while
adjusting vernier of large calibrated dial

OLEAN, NEW YORK
17

so pointer reads O. Hooded pilot lamp
mounted on pointer improves accuracy
of
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SIZE

1-1/16 OD

1/2

H

32 MTG.

TYPESQ max.
M2206

140
185
170
265

MP848
MP608
M2073

SIZE

SIZE

1-5/16 OD
23/32 H
6-32 MTG.

2 OD
H

1

8-32 MTG.

Freq.
14 KC

Q

TYPES
MP930
MP 35'5

35 KC
60 KC

250 KC

max.

Freq.

160
225

25 KC

TYPE
MP254

8 KC

Q

max.

Freq.

210

6 KC

Miler- PLASTIC MOLDED
TOROIDS
Equivalents

Now Less Cost Than Bare Unprotected

MP ¡Molded Plastic) units are the result of a long development program. CAC MP toroids
have repea:edly passed all tests for MIL -T-27, Grade 1, Class A without eception. Most
compact design -may be stacked -mounted by center bushing -absorbs mounting pres-

sures

values listed below shipped from
versus frequency data at your request.

-sturdy plated terminals -standard inductance

stock-comolete

Q

C-100

MOLDED AND CASED TOROIDS CARRIED

IN STOCK

(Order by Part Number)

Types also avai able in subminiature sizes... catalog on request.

PART. No.

5.0 MH
6.0 MH
7.2 MM
8.6 MH
1C MH
12 MH
15 MH
17.5 MH
2C MH
24 MH
30 MH
36 MH
43 MH
50 MH
60 MH
72 MH
86 MH

MP -206-1

100
120
150
175

MP -206-2
MP -206-3

-

2.0 MH
2.4 MH
3.0 MH
3.6 MH
4.3 MH
5.0 MH
6.0 MH
7.2 MH
8.6 MH
10 MH
12 MH
15 MH
17.5 MH
20 MH
24 MH
30 MH
36 MH
43 MH
50 MH
60 MH
72 MH
86 MH
100 MH
120 MH
150 MH
175 MH
200 MH
240 MH
300 MH
360 MH
430 MH
500 MH

-

-

MP -206-4
MP -206-5
MP -206-6
MP -206-7
MP -206-8
MP -206-9
MP -206-10
MP -206-11

-

MP -206-12
MP -206-13

MM
MH

MH
MH
MH
MN
MH
MH
MH

200
240
300
360
430
500 MH
600 MH
720 MH
860 MN
1.00 HY
1.20 HY
1.50 HY
1.75 HY

2.00 HY
2.40 HY
3.00 HY

MP -206-14
MP -206-15
MP -206-16
MP -206-17
MP -206-18
MP -206-19
MP -206-20
MP -206.21
MP -206-22
MP -206-23
MP -206-24
MP -206-25
MP -206-26
MP -206-27
MP -206-28
MP -206-29
MP -206-30
MP -206-31
MP -206-32
MP -206-33
MP -206-34
MP -206-35

---

MP -848-1
MP -848-2
MP -848-3
MP -848-4
MP -848-5 MP -848-6
MP -848-7
MP -848-8
MP -848-9
MP -848-10
MP -848-11
MP -848-12
MP -848-13
MP -848.14
MP -848-15
MP -848-16
MP -848-17
MP -848-18
MP -848-19
MP -848-2C
MP -848-21
MP -848-22
MP -848-23
MP -848-24
MP -848-2:
MP -848-26
MP -848-27
MP -848-28
MP -848-29
MP -848-3C
MP -848-31
MP -848-32

--

---

------

-

Me -206-36

5.0 MH
6.0 MH
7.2 MH
8.6 MH
10 MH
12 MH
15 MH
17.5 MH
20 MH
24 MH
30 MH
36 MH
43 MH
50 MH
60
72
86
100
120
150
175

MH

MH
MH
MN
MH
MH
MH

200 MH
240 MH
300 MH
360 MH
430 MH
500 MH
600 MH
720 MM
860 MH
1.00 HY
1.20 HY
1.50 HY
1.75 HY
2.00 HY
2.40 HY

3.00 HY
3.60 MY
4.30 HY
5.00 HY
6.00 HY
7.20 HY
8.6 HY

MP -206-37

10.0 HY
12.0 HY
15.0 HY
17 5

INdd

IND.

PART. No.

IND.

PART. No

IND.

HY

MP254

MP395

MP930

MP848

M P 206

IND.

-

5.0 MH
6.0 MH
7.2 MH
8.6 MH
10 MN

MP -930-1
MP -930-2
MP -930-3
MP -930-4
MP -930-5
MP -930-6
MP -930-7
MP -930-8
MP -930-9
MP -930-10
MP -930-11

-

--

12 MM

-

15 MN

-

-MP -930-12 -930-13 -930-14 -930-15 -930-16 -930-17 -930-18 -930-19 -930-20 -930-22 -930-23 -930-24 -930-25 -930-26 -930-27 -930-28 -930-29 -930-30 -930-32 -930-33 -

MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP -930-21
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP -930-31
MP
MP
MP -930-34MP -930-35MP -930 36
MP -930-37
MP -930-38MP -930-39MP -930-40MP -930-41
MP -930-42
MP -930-43MP -930-44MP -930-45MP -930-46MP -930-47

17.5 MH
20 MH
24 MH
30 MH
36 MH
43 MH
50 MH
60 MH
72 MH
86 MH
100 MH
120 MH
150 MH
175 MH
200 MH
240 MH
300 MH
360 MH
430 MH
500 MH

--

--

PART. No.

---------------

MP -395-1
MP -395-2
MP -395-3
MP -395-4
MP -395-5
MP -395-6
MP -395-7
MP -395-8
MP -395-9
MP -395-10
MP -395-11
MP -395-12
MP -395-13
MP -395-14
MP -395-15
MP -395-16
MP -395-17
MP -395-18
MP -395-19
MP -39520
MP -395-21
MP -395-22
MP -395-23
MP -395-24
MP -395-25
MP -395-26
MP -395-27

IND.
20 MH

24 MN
30 MH
36
43
50
60
72
86
100
120

MH

MH
MH
MH
MH
MH
MH
MH

150 MH
175 MH

200
240
300
360
430
500
600

MH
MM

MH
MH
MN
MH
MN
720 MH
860 MH
1.00 HY
1.20 HY
1.50 HY
1.75 HY

2.00 HY
2.40 HY
3.00 MY
3.60 HY
4.30 We
5.00 HY
6.00 HY
7.20 HY
8.60 HY
'10.0 HY
12.0 HY
15.0 HY
17.5 HY
20.0 HY
24.0 HY
30.0 HY
36.0 HY

PART No.

--

MP -254-1
MP -254-2
MP -254-3
MP -254-4
MP -254-5
MP -254-6
MP -254-7
MP -254-8
MP -254-9 -MP -254-10
MP -254-11
MP -254-12
MP -254-13
MP -254-14
MP -254-15
MP -254-16
MP -254-17
MP -254-18
MP -254-19
MP -254-20
MP -254-21
MP -254-22
MP -254-23
MP -254-24
MP -254-25
MP -254-26
MP -254.27
MP -254-28
MP -254-29
MP -254-30

--

-

--

-

---------Me -254
-254-32 -254-33 -254-34 -254-35 -254-36 -254-37 -254-38 -254-39 -254-40 -254.42 -254.43 -31

MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP -254-41
MP
MP

-

suffix "A" to above nu
Hermetically sealed toroids in magnetic cases and bare coils are also st

COMPANY
COMMUNICATION ACCESSORIES
PHONE KANSAS CITY, SOUTH 1-6111
HICKMAN

MILLS, MISSOURI
A

ELECTRONICS

Subsidiary of Collins Radio Company
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...and it's
extra -sensitive to

(continued)

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

plates until they mesh exactly, then
tightens an Allen screw on a flexible coupler attached to a large
calibrated wheel. The rotor is
turned out and again pushed back
to meshing position with the brass
plate; a vernier adjustment on the
large wheel is adjusted to bring the
dial scale to zero.

J
New! Low-cost G -E cadmium selenide
photoconductive cell offers you:

-

Wide range
Responds to most visible light
sources. Excellent response in near infrared-peaks
at 7600 Angstrom units.

-

Long life

HERMETICALLY SEALED IN

GLASS. Excellent resistance to shock and vibration.
5

Sensitivity Ranges-From

at 100 v,
ments.
1

1

1 to 300 microamps
meet your design require-

ft -candle to

circuitry -

High-speed response
ft -candle.

10 to 60 milliseconds at

Simplified

Fewer tubes

300 -volt operating range.

-

100

to

For complete technical data, write X-Ray
Department, General Electric Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. Ask for Pub. BY-114.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

Operator sets large dial scale to desired
new angular position with right hand and
adjusts bridge with left hand to calibrate
completed capacitor within tolerance of
0.02 micromicrof arad

Alligator -clip connections are
then made from the test set to the
stator terminals. The rotor is set
to 95 percent of full capacitance
and the appropriate serrated plate
is adjusted to specified capacitance
as measured with the capacitance
bridge. The adjustment is repeated
at the 5 percent setting, then for
each additional 10 percent increment in between, for the first stator
section. After rechecking at 5 and
95 percent, the entire procedure is
repeated for each other section in

turn.

A-27 SUPERFINE
LOW -LOSS RF LACQUER

'Registered
Trademark

0 -Max, an extremely low loss dielectric impregnating and
coating composition, is formulated specifically for application to VHF and UHF components. It penetrates deeply,
seals out moisture, provides a surface finish, imparts
rigidity and promotes stability of the electrical constants
of high frequency circuits. Its effect upon the "Q" of RF
windings is practically negligible.
Q -Max
applies easily by dipping or brushing, dries
quickly, adheres well; meets most temperature requirements. Q -Max is industry's standard RF lacquer. Engineers
who know specify Q -Max! Write for new illustrated catalog.

THE

IDEAL COIL
IMPREGNANT

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS COMPANY
MARLBORO,

NEW

JERSEY-Telephone:

FReehold

INC
8-1880

Pacific Coast Branch: 120 SANTA BARBARA ST., SANTA BARBARA, CAL. --Woodland 2-1712-4
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A voltage breakdown test is performed between the rotor and each
stator section in turn. If sparking
occurs, the trouble is cleared either
by burning it out or by appropriately bending the plates responsible
for the sparking and the entire
calibration is repeated.

Punch Press Guard
GUARD that protects
fingers and still allows the operator
to get close to the work is used on
Benchmaster punch presses in the
metal shop of Lenkurt Electric Co.,
San Carlos, Calif., in connection

A CONVENIENT

November, 1956
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flutter, vibration,
electronics, many other specialized fields:

NEW DEVELOPMENTS

in

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES NOW
You can accelerate your own career considerably
by working with us on some of the most advanced

problems in the aviation industry-the problems of
high performance aircraft, supersonic and hypersonic designs of the present aid the future.
This high speed research includes design and
test in Vibration, Aeroelastic and Flutter analyses,
analog and digital computer techniques in Electronics, and many more.

The opportunities at North American, Los
Angeles Division, are many and varied. You work
surrounded by activities of a highly interesting
nature, using facilities of the most advanced type.
You'll enjoy wide scope for your talents, and you'll
particularly like the climate of individualism and
team spirit that exists. Your associates will be
people who respect your opinions and professional
status. Check the openings listed below.

OPENINGS ARE IMMEDIATE. PROFESSIONALLY QUALIFIED WOMEN ARE WELCOME
M. E. Graduates
Recent Mathematics Graduates (Women)
Recent Aeronautical Engineering Graduates
with Vibration Experience Recent Electrical Graduates, for Lab. work Experienced Flutter Engineers (Aeronautical, Mechanical Engineers, Physicists, Mathematicians) Experienced Vibrations Engineers Experienced Instrumentation Engineers, electrical background Experienced Analog or Digital Computer Engineers,
either Electrical, Mechanical or Aeronautical Engineers, or Physicists. Heavy analog experience desirable.
ALSO NEEDED: Aerodynamicists, Systems Engineers, Instrumentation Engineers,
Aero -Thermodynamicists, Aeroelastic Engineers, Cycle Analysis Engineers

Contact Les Stevenson, Engineering Personnel Office, Dept. 56-1
North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles 45, California

1

EL

North American Aviation, Inc. is doing research and development on the X-15, a manned
aircraft for investigation of speeds and temperatures at very high altitudes.
Los Angeles Division

NORTH AMERICAN A .IATI
NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER
ELECTRONICS

- November,

COMPANY

IN THE

WORLD
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(continued)

xv
W. W. Crissinger
Chief Field Engineer
Galion, Ohio
Van Valkenburgh
Field Engineer
Northeast
P.

John Blllis
Field Engineer

Mideast
Uriah L. Allen, Jr.
Field Engineer
Washington, D. C.
Ned B. Earley
Field Engineer
Central

Clayton Kielich
Field Engineer
Midwest
H. E. Peters

Field Engineer
Pacific Coast

OU

pe)

THESE MEN
TO WORK?

Meet the Industrial Field Engineering Staff of North Electric
Company. Their job is to serve your design groups as engineering consultants (without fee) in determining whether and
how to use relays as control components.
This exclusive North engineering service pays off for you,

and

for North, because of the many cases in which they can aid
in the development of simplified dependable systems ... with
all relay controls. These competent engineers are based near
the key centers of industry. One of them can be at your doorstep promptly if you will write, wire or call the Galion office
regarding
Galion 2-4201

-

...

NORTH RELAYS
as components or control assemblies
"BUILDING BRAINS

IS OUR

BUSINESS"

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

NORTH
561

262
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Hinged steel cylinder of guard closes
around punch and holder. Tightening
wing -nuts on double -elbow arm locks the
guard in position

with the manufacture of carrier and
microwave equipment.
The guard is a heavy steel cylinder split lengthwise and hinged
to open. A mechanical latch holds
it closed. It completely encloses the
holder, punch, washer and stripper
and reaches to within about inch
of the table-too small a space for
fingers to slip through.
The guard is mounted on a
double -elbowed arm which in turn is
firmly attached to the frame of the
machine. The jointed arm permits
rigid positioning of the guard by
tightening wing -nuts at each elbow, yet permits swinging the
guard completely out of the way
when examining the work or changing the setup.

New Booster Pump Cuts

Capacitor Drying Time
IN TIME required to
evacuate moisture from tubular
paper-foil capacitors-from 106
hours down to 30 hours-resulted
from the installation of a 6-inch
Stokes Ring -Jet booster pump in
the drying and impregnating equipment of a Midwestern capacitor
manufacturer.
High -voltage breakdown tests
REDUCTION

November, 7956

- ELECTRONICS

good
z

uot

specify RMC DISCAPS
for the

ultem.ate

If you want to improve the quality of your
electrical or electronic product you will do well
to investigate the advantages of RMC DISCAPS.
Modern research methods and strict quality
controls have made DISCAPS the outstanding
ceramic capacitors for a wide range of
applications.

RMC offers standard temperature compensating,
heavy duty, high voltage frequency stable, and
temperature stable as well as special types.
If you use ceramic capacitors look to RMC,
DISCAPS are our only business.

L

Write for complete information

on your company

letterhead.

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION

DISCAP
CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, III.
Two RMC Plants Devoted Exclusively to Ceramic Capacitors

FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA, IND.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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(continued)

BOURNS now offers an

expanded line of

r_

Cie

r-..

Ah3

RIMPOTS°

°00ó Qer

Original 120

...

R

MPOT

7

stock models of

sub -miniature potentiometers

to serve many special
at no extra cost!

needs-

21

First there's the 120 Wirewound SPOT , with features common to all
other BOURNS TkiMPOTS. It's a 25 -turn potentiometer, easily adjusted,
and weighing only 0.1 oz. Rectangular in shape, it fits readily into miniature electronic circuits. You can mount it individually, or stack it compactly
with standard screws. Mountings are interchangeable with those on all
other %1MPOTS.

New

The self-locking shaft holds stable settings under extreme environmental
conditions. All parts are corrosion resistant. Every unit is inspected 100%
for guaranteed specifications. Resistances: 10 to 20,000 ohms, with resolu-

cr

tions as low as 0.2%.

2

Now, to give designers greater latitude, BOURNS has developed and is
manufacturing the following standard models-variations of the Model 120.

5,000

ó

ó
cc
z
ú
>

.,,

2,000
1,000

50
20
10

used in
mechanical

booster pump (left)

rotary

11.....
\
\
min
inammimm

.'

wiamMIZEZZINIMII

500 1

u 200
2
...z100
>

...ae,,.`-.rµµ,-_-

6 -inch

combination with
vacuum pump

.

R

20

40

60

TIME

410.

80

100

IN HOURS

Comparison of paper capacitor impreg

nation cycles before and after installa
120

130

R%IMPOT

-Carbon

Infinite resolution is provided by the carbon element. Resistances are
higher, ranging from
20,000 ohms to

1

megohm.

.

SPOT

-Solder Lug
For wiring direct to the
instrument, using soldering iron or dip soldering
techniques. Usable range

-

132 R/MR
Variable Resistor

High resistances-up to
50,000 ohms in a wire -

wound rheostat.

of 98%.

.
209 TTINPOT

160

I

I

POT

-Dual Potentiometer

-High Temperature

Two outputs electrically

Operates at 175`C. High
power rating: 0.6 watt at

independent, and controlled simultaneously by
one adjustment.

50`C.

230 %IMPOT

- Hum idity-proof

Completely sealed, unit

meets MIL -E -5272A Speci-

fications for humidity.

4013\
IVrite for literature on the BOURNS

t

IMPOT line.

J3OURNS LABORATORIES
General Offices: 6135 Magnolia Ave., Riverside, Calif.
Plants: Riverside, California-Ames, Iowa
264
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tion of booster pump

showed that capacitors dried in the
much shorter period were in every
respect equal to or superior to those
dried in the considerably longer
period when only a mechanical
vacuum pump was used to evacuate

the system.
The moisture is removed by applying heat under a very high
vacuum. This must be maintained
for a prolonged period, since the
only opening through which the
water vapor can escape is a hole
to inch in diameter in the top
of the welded steel case of the
capacitor.
The new pumps have a ring of
jets that replaces the jet cone of
conventional diffusion and booster
pumps. This ring of jets permits
the cross-sectional area of the airflow path to be substantially in November,

7956-
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Dr. S. W. Herwald,
Univ. of Pittsburgh
Manager,

Air Arm
Division

Dr. Ernst J. Schubert,
Univ. of Vienna
Fellow Engineer,
Advanced
Development

Dr. Peter A. Castruccio,
Univ. of Genoa

Dr. James A. Stoops,
Univ. of Indiana

Dr. R. F. J. Filipowsky,
Technical U. of Vienna

Dr. Yaohan Chu, M.I.T.

Dr. Arthur Kahn,

Supervisory Engineer,

Advisory Engineer,
Missile Sub -Systems
Project System Section

Senior Engineer,
Development Engineering
Analytical Section

Advisory Engineer,
Communications
Engineering

Fixed Fire Control

Univ. of Indiana
Engineering Psychologist,
Analytical Section
Development Engineering

Projects System
Analysis Section

They Accepted

An UNPARALLELED
Reuben Lee, B.S.E.E.,
West Virginia Univ.
Advisory Engineer
in the field of

Dr. L. G. F. Jones,

CHALLENGE!

transformers

Dr. M. Lauriente,
Johns Hopkins Univ.

Fellow Engineer,
ComponentsEngineering,
Materials &
Standards Section

Dr. Robert E. Horn,
Washington University
Senior Engineer,
Development Engineering
Analytical Section

Dr. Andrew W. McCourt,

Dr. K. N. Satyendra,

Leang P. Yeh, M.S.,

Univ. of Pittsburgh
Section Manager,
Development Engineering
132 A Project

Ill. Inst. of Technology,

Harvard Univ.
Fellow Engineer,
Communications
Engineering

Fellow Engineer,
Development Engineering
Analytical Section

M.I.T.
Advisory Engineer,
Development Engineering
132 A Project

Dr. Werner Rueggeberg,
Johns Hopkins Univ.

Dr. George Marsaglia,
Ohio State Univ.

Fellow Engineer,
Radar Equipment
Engineering

Senior Engineer,
Development Engineering
Analytical Section

WESTINGHOUSE -BALTIMORE is an engineer's company. Its phenomenal
growth has been a direct result of the company's ability to attract the best
engineering talent in the field-and to hold that talent with projects that
offer an unparalleled challenge to their creative skills.
The men shown here are characteristic of the outstanding engineers and
scientists who have contributed to the company's growth in the past . .. and
who are pioneering its future growth into new dimensions where the only
boundaries are the resources of the human mind.
There's room on this team for engineers who recognize the rewards which
such a challenging concept brings.

WES TINGHO USE-BA L TIMORE
2eah,2 e/ ie ü d Yheße ehhdLtf«ndie
,,
Write to Dr. J. A. Medwin, Dept. 512
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. 0. Box 746, Baltimore 3, Maryland

ELECTRONICS
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FLEXIBLE
SHAFT
IDEAS for
ENGINEERS

creased, thus greatly increasing the
volume of air that can be passed
through the pump and hence increasing its pumping speed.

Imprinting Fixture

Flexible Shafts simplify manufacturing
lead to improved designs
operations

-

Cost -savings possibilities are many when you
design with these useful mechanical elements
NO OTHER SINGLE MECHANICAL ELEMENT

solves power drive and remote control
problems as simply and economically as
an S.S.White flexible shaft.

S.S.WHITE
FLEXIBLE
SHAFT

Savings through Simplification

90° ELBOW
A truck recorder drive in which a 3"
flexible shaft replaced a set of bevel
gears and straight shafts. Result: fewer
parts, lower cost and elimination of failures caused by high starting torque of
the gears.

For instance, the ability of an S.S.White
flexible shaft to operate around turns and
under conditions of misalignment is a big
help in simplifying drive or control setups. It means that a single flexible shaft
can often be used in place of whole systems of bevel and worm gears, solid
shafts, universals, etc. Naturally, with
fewer parts to handle, production time
and costs can be trimmed.

It gives greater leeway in locating
coupled parts to insure greater efficiency,
easier operation, greater compactness, or
more attractive appearance.
Reduced Layout Time

flexible shafts replaced the
35 parts formerly used to control this
dual hydraulic power unit. Result: a 90%
cost savings and 100% improved per-

fixture with an
automatically inked rubber stamp
insures neatness and uniform location of the identifying imprint on
each uhf tuner produced in the
Camden, N. J. plant of Radio Condenser Co. The operator sets a
tuner into position between wood
blocks attached to the base of the
stamping unit, then operates the
lever that swings the stamp up
from the pad and down onto the
side of the tuner. With the parallelogram-type mounting arrangement, the stamp is moving essentially vertically as it comes down
and as it is retracting, so that there
is no smudging.

USE OF A HOLDING

Improved Designs

Simplification is not the only advantage
offered by an S.S.White flexible shaft.

4 standard

Swinging stamp -holding fixture up after
making neat imprint on side of uhf tuner
that is rigidly positioned between blocks
of fixture

Not the least of a flexible shaft's advantages, is the ease with which it can be
applied. There are no gear ratios to work
out-no alignment problems-no worries
about tolerances on bearing and journal
fits, about special machining, etc. And,
the wide range of physical characteristics and sizes available, make it easy to
meet a diversity of requirements.

formance.

Bulletin 5601 has details. Send for a copy.
F8.4A

/,

IN FLEXIBLE SHAFTS

E, 10 EAST 40th ST., NEW YORK
Western Office: 1839 West Plco Blvd., Los Angeles 6. Calif.

S. S. WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION, DEPT.

2 66

/
16. N.V.
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Ultrasonic Welding
welding thin copper conductors ultrasonically at
low temperature to aluminum and
other chassis metals was recently
demonstrated by Aeroprojects,
POSSIBILITIES OF

November, 1956

-

ELECTRONICS

A REPORT FROM KELLOGG ON

Results of electrical tests
on Grade 500
VOLTAGE
BREAKDOWN

Initial volts

&nubLe'

13,500

at 150°C.-1 week
2

weeks

13,000
14,600

-1

week
weeks

13,500
14,500

at 190°C.-1 week
2 weeks

11,300
9,600

at 175°C

2

oet4,})iiic,GRADE
New Fluorocarbon Plastic Formulation Provides Wire Insulation that
can withstand Continuous Operating Temperature up to 175° C.
KEL-F PLASTIC, Grade 500-like all the molding compounds in the KEL-F fluorocarbon series-is notable for
its extreme resistance to high temperatures, chemical attack, humidity and abrasion.

Of special interest to the electrical field is the higher
heat -aging level of wire coatings with the new Grade 500.
Tests on wire insulation indicate a continuous operating
range of temperatures up to 175°C. Samples of coated
wire exposed to temperatures as high as 190°C. for extended periods of time (2-3 months) still maintain relatively high voltage breakdown values.
Results of these electrical performance tests are summarized in the table above. An examination of the breakdown voltages after continuous exposure to high temperatures points up the high heat-aging level reached by
KEL-F PLASTIC Grade 500 coated wire.

TWO TYPES AVAILABLE
KEL-F PLASTIC GRADE 500 is produced in two distinct types
:

GRADE 500-F, a less crystalline type that resists embrittlement by high temperatures. Recommended for general wire and cable insulation, hook-up wire, thin wall
tubing, and spaghetti.
GRADE 500-R, possesses same general properties as
l' type. only a slightly more rigid formulation. Recommended for use in connector insulation and for coil forms.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

VOLTS

Want more information?

MOLDABILITY
The new Grade 500 permits extrusion of high molecular
weight coatings and thin wall tubing that resist embrittlement when exposed to higher temperatures. Less crystalline in structure, Grade 500 can be fabricated without
danger of splitting or crazing when heated. The flexibility
of Grade 500 coated wire is also slightly improved.

TECHNICAL SERVICE
KEL-F PLASTIC Grade 500 is a result of Kellogg's comprehensive research in the field of fluorocarbon chemistry.
Our technical staff will be happy to work with you in
developing specific applications for the new Grade 500.

REPORT ON
KEL-F PLASTIC, GRADE 500
Kellogg's TECHNICAL CUSTOMER Service Staff has
prepared a technical report on KEL-F PLASTIC, Grade
500. It contains information on properties, extrusion
techniques and operating conditions, electrical tests, and
field evaluation of the new 500 Grade. To get your copy,
just clip and mail coupon below.
© KEL-F is a registered trademark of The M. W. Kellogg Co.
for its fluorocarbon products.

M. W. KELLOGG COMPANY
Subsidiary of Pullman Incorporated

THE

Chemical Manufacturing Division
P. 0. Box 469, Jersey City, N. J.

Please send me a copy of your First Report on KEL-F

PLASTIC-Grade 500.
Name
Firm

Position._

Address
Zone

City
Use post card on

last page.
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G -V quality

at

half the cost!
There are many thermal time delay
applications for which the high cost of
hermetic sealing is unnecessary, but
where long life and complete reliability
are vital. The new G -V Red Dot is made
for these jobs. At half the cost of the
well known G -V Hermetically Sealed
Thermal Relays you get
Rugged, welded stainless steel operating mechanism for reliable operation
Stainless steel encased heater
for long life
Dust tight metal shell for protection
against damage or tampering

-

Inc., West Chester, Pa. The two
pieces of metal to be joined are
clamped together by the electrodes
of the ultrasonic welder and ultrasonic energy is applied to the
thinner member by one of the
electrodes. The resulting oscillatory motion is believed to cause
breakup of the interface between
the two metals, providing the

intermolecular contact required
for a true weld.
Nickel laminations are used in
the magnetostrictive transducer
employed.
At present, the process is restricted to welding thin foils
(0.001 to 0.025 in.) to opposing
pieces that do not greatly exceed
1
in. in thickness. Dissimilar
metals can be welded if in the
same hardness range. Continuing
development work is gradually
increasing the thickness limits.

RED DOT

THERMAL
TIMING
RELAYS

Rubber Band Holds
TV Cabinet Cover
tv sets
in their cabinets on the RCA
assembly line in Bloomington, Ind.,
the removable top cover of each
cabinet is taken off for convenience.
To keep each cover with its cabinet
DURING ASSEMBLY of color

At half the cost you get G -V's ruggedness, reliability,
and long life for no more than you pay for other,
lighter, fragile thermal time delay relays.
G -V Red Dot Relays are available from stock for
delays of 2 seconds to 3 minutes with heater voltage
from 6.3 to 230 volts.
Request publication 130 for complete data and prices.

=G

268

-V CONTROLS
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Stretching rubber band around color tv
cabinet to hold top cover in position
against padding on far side
November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

IT'S HERE...
BIGGER!
BETTER:
Authoritative
Up -To-Date
REFERENCE DATA

for
RADIO ENGINEERS
Single Copy

Some

An order of 12 or more
copies sent in bulk to
a single address

cf the New or Completely
Revised Subjects

Modern Network Filter Design
Semicondretors and Transistors
Transistor circuits
Probability and Statistics
Magnetic Amplifiers
Feedback Control Systems
Metallic Rectifiers
Scattering Matrixes in Waveguides
Helical Antennas
Forward -Scatter Propagation
Television Pickup Tubes
Digital Computers
Patent Practices
Informaticn Theory
Nuclear Physics
9

Coming off the presses is the long-awaited 4th edition of this
well -established technical reference book on radio, electronics,

Completely New Chapters

29 Chapters Brought Up-to-date
Over 1100 Pages
Cross Index of Over 3500 Terms
Approximately 1000 Graphs, Tables, and Illustrations

and communications.
The new Reference Data for Radio Engineers is based on the
previous edition published by Federal Telephone and Radio Company, division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation. Revision and expansion of the existing material and the
addition of 9 completely new chapters have resulted in a book
about twice the size of the third edition.
In publishing this book, the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation is making available to other engineers in practice as well as to those in training in universities much practical
knowledge of radio engineering acquired over the years in its
research, development, manufacturing, and operating activities
throughout the world.

NOW-USE THIS COUPON

iml

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION

I

emu

About 234 Pouids
134 by 53/4 by tés/s Inches
Used by electieorsits students in more than
200 leading colleges and universities
Over 150,000 copies of previous editions
distributed to dote

GET YOUR COPY

Publication Dept.E-11, 67 Broad Street
New York 4, N. Y.
dollars, for which send me
I enclose
copies
of "Reference Data for Radio Engineers," at $6.00 per copy.*

Name
Address

II4:;)`''-

City
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
67 Eroad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

I

Zone

State

*For 12 or more copies, sent in bulk to a single address, the price per copy
is $4.80.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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demonstration
in reliability

(continued)

on the moving-slat conveyor line,
protective padding is placed against
one side of the cabinet. The

polished top surface of the cover
is faced against this padding. A
large rubber band, cut from an
automobile innertube, is then
stretched around the cabinet to hold
the cover in position. This procedure has practically eliminated
damage to the finish of the cover
during final assembly.

Rubberized Fiber Packing
Protects Tube
CAREFULLY SUSPENDED

in rubberized

fiber and a wooden framework, the
SAL -39 transmitting tube being
made by the General Electric
power -tube subdepartment meets
rigid packing specifications for
electron tubes made for the U. S.
Government. When packed in the
18 -gauge steel drum, the tube with -

self -healing metallized
film capacitors
The principle of self-healing in Dearborn
metallized film capacitors depends, not on
renewal of the dielectric, but on the thinly
deposited plate flashing away from punctures without carbonization, leaving a
clean, insulating film area surrounding the
puncture.
Compensation for loss of plate area is carefully controlled; forced breakdown and
healing through overvoltages applied to
each unit, in manufacture, results in stable
rated capacitance and unprecedented reliability at working voltages.
Dearborn engineering delivers other benefits, too ... greatest range of values, smallest size. Sizes like these, for example, one
end insulated:
.018 mfd 200 WVD-C, .174" OD x " long
.047 mfd 200 WVDC, .235° OD x %° long
10.0 mfd 200 WVDC, 1" OD x 234" long

Operating temperature range

-65°C to

+125°C
50,000 megohm-mfds at 25°C

Packing material and plywood cradle
(or metal -wall tube

Low RF impedance and higher self resonant
frequencies not previously available in similar design

Furnished in hermetically sealed tinned
brass cases, glass to metal seals, bath tub
or rectangular cases, single or multiple
sections

electronic
laboratories, inc.
231 SOUTH LA SALLE STREET

CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS

ASK FOR ENGINEERING BULLETIN DC-15

270

OPERATING EXCLUSIVELY UNDER MIL O5923ß
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Packed tube, ready

to go in

November, 7956

drum

- ELECTRONICS

Missile and aircraft speeds

00

approaching the thermal barrier
have triggered a whole new
field of precision potentiometer
research and development at
Fairchild. High temperature
lubricants, insulations, solders,
rhodium -plated parts, special
all -welded construction techniques
-all these have been designed,
tested and incorporated into a
complete line of high temperature
units to give you precision
potentiometers that will function
accurately and reliably under
"hot -speed" conditions.

`10

HIGH -TEMPERATO
POTENTIOMETERS ././
for barrier -breaking speed

,,yo

Fairchild announces the first complete line of high temperature precision
tested and proven for reliability of performance
potentiometers
under rigid requirements laid down for all Fairchild products. Two general
categories of potentiometers are available:

-

1. FilmPots®

(Nobl-Ohm® metallic film element) and Wirewound units.

FILMPOTS

- Operate at 150°C, 175°C and 225°C.
- 150°C, single turn and multi-turn types.

WIREWOUND

To

2. A new line of Pressure Transducers which meets all military requirements for humidity,
shock, and other environmental conditions, is also available.

Fairchild components research, implemented by critical production techniques
and severe testing programs, is continuing to develop units for even higher
temperatures and can offer constructive cooperation in guided missile and aircraft
control programs. For data sheets, or for assistance on specific problems, write to
Fairchild Controls Corporation, Components Division, Dept. 140-72A1.
EAST COAST

WEST COAST

225 Park Avenue
Hicksville, L. L, N. Y.

6111
Los

E. Washington Blvd.
Angeles, Cal.

/R CL/IL Ó
PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
and COMPONENTS
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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(continued)

stands four

avoid
breakdown
at high power

r ated at 300 kw for
operation from
8.5 to 9.6 kmc
Broad band Litton Rotary Joints
are engineered to provide a generous extra margin of safety for
today's high powered microwave
systems. Precision assembly, new
methods of construction, and a

WITH A

industries

unique dielectric application
permit these components to handle power far in excess of the 300
KW at which they are nominally
rated.
Preloaded ball bearings are used
to assure maximum mechanical
reliability and service life. Full
360° rotation is provided. Joints

Litton

IT'S GOOD

Model

FOR

H250R

frequency

rated
power

VSWR

waveguide

300 KW

1.10
max.

RG -51/U or
RG -68/U

250 KW

1.15
man.

RG -52/U or
RG -87/U

8.5-9.6

/
YOUR

Pushbutton Tuner Lever
Assembly Techniques
AND RIVETING of auto
radio pushbutton slide assemblies
is achieved with three distinctly
different types of assembly techniques in the Camden, N. J. plant
of Radio Condenser Co. Using
these concurrently gives an accurate comparison of production
rates and provides the flexibility

ASSEMBLY

may be supplied with either a
pressure or weather seal, or both.

I
.'Y.

3 -foot drops-on both
ends and two sides-and immersion
in hot water. These tubes are to
be used in ground support signaling equipment.

SYSTEM

X2504

KMC

8.6-9.6
KMC

for

v
FLEXIBLE DESIGN

permits

ready adaptation to your

particular application.
Litton Rotary Joints are compact,
rugged, and can be readily modified
to solve virtually any antenna packaging problem. You supply the specifications-length, configuration, flange

T

1

type-and Litton will furnish the
waveguide runs as integral parts of

the rotary joint. Thus, potential
breakdown points are eliminated.

M.1,,4

LITTON INDUSTRIES
MAGNETRON
LOAD ISOLATORS

polarized ferrites at microwave
frequencies, Litton Load Isolators
permit high power magnetrons or
klystrons to operate satisfactorily
into long lines terminated in poorly
matched loads. They reduce frequency pulling and moding; provide
broad band operation with high isolation; present low input VSWR.

LITTON LOW POWER ISOLATORS
for laboratory use, permit you to
obtain maximum performance
from your X band equipment.

r-

272

a.

LITTON NIGH POWER ISOLATORS
improve performance in high power
radar and other microwave systems.

insure concentration of energy
in the useful pass band of your system. By employing the unidirectional properties of magnetically

Litton Industries offers an
integrated microwave
engineering service. We
will manufacture
waveguide assemblies to
your specifications or
drawings... or engineer
special microwave
components to meet your
particular requirements.

.,r

,L,k..

Write for complete
data and name of
nearest representative...

industries
COMPOMENTE
O.

VISION

5873 Rodeo Road
Los Angeles 16, California
TExas 0-7346
S. Fulton Ave.,
Mount Vernon, New York
Mount Vernon 7-6609

215
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First step in assembling slide for cam-andlever type auto radio pushbutton tuner involves loading two parts into pass -along
fixture

cut down production to meet orders without appreciably changing the plant setup
or the size of its labor force.
needed to step up or

Manual Pass-Along-A special
holding fixture is used in connection with manual pass -along at a
three -operator setup to insure
precise positioning of three slide
parts that are to be riveted together. The first operator drops a
brass spring into the fixture, then
November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

why companies find it

GOOD BUSINESS
to specify panel instruments
by

...

QUICK SERVICE from

HUGE STOCKS!
Over 50,000 stock units, in 800 sizes
and types, are available for immediate
delivery through 1,500 electronic distributors in the United States, Canada,
and abroad. This wide distribution can
save you time and prevent expensive
delays.

... EXACT

NEEDS

CORE MAGNET

CUSTOM BUILT!

METER MOVEMENT

Many meters quickly built from
standing tools. Others designed to your
specifications. Delivery schedules on
which you can rely. Movements include
three sizes of Simpson's superb Core
Magnet Meter Movement-self shielded
and exceedingly rugged.

EXTERNAL

MAGNET MOVEMENT

Whatever your needs in panel instruments, you, too, will find it makes good
business sense (and design sense) to specify "Simpson." Simpson instruments
have established a reputation for laboratory accuracy
yet they have the
ruggedness to stand up under years of service and severe shocks. Why not send
us your panel instrument problems today?

...

Ask your
Simpson
representative
or write on
letterhead for

Instruments that stay accurate

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY

new Catalog
now available.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

5200 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 44, Illinois Phone: EStebrook 9-1121
In Canada: Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ont.

Ri IiR.:SimipS.0

5o,"

,
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'FIGHT 'VIBRATION WITH VIBRATION
1_ ..I

_.S_ _.._

I._

How many jobs can a

vibration exciter do?
SYSTEMS

can help you

SHAKER
in at least five important ways.

Fatigue testing.

(continued)

e>

Shakers have

both the range and capacity to
determine fatigue limits of structural members, assemblies, aircraft wing and tail structures.
Peak forces of up to 25,000
pounds are now obtainable with
MB Exciter Systems.

including
random motions. This is something new! It subjects a specimen
to the same kind of vibration as
that encountered in actual service. MB electrodynamic shaker
Complex wave testing,

systems offer the frequency
range, high acceleration, and

places the slide on positioning pegs
over the spring. She then slides
the fixture along a circular table to
the second operator who places a
black spring on top of the slide and
sets a hold-down cam that locks the
assembly together.
The fixture is then passed to the
third operator at the riveter, who
grasps the fixture by a wood handle
projecting from one end and slides
it against a precisïon stop on the
table under the riveter. After inserting the first rivet, she operates
a lever attached to the table to
change the position of the stop so
the fixture can be pushed to the
second position for insertion of

freedom from distortion needed
for this kind of job.
Production and Quality Control.

Environmental vibration testing to

MIL -E-5272 and other government specifications. This is most
important now for assuring reliability of performance in military
production. But the same techniques can be used also to improve all types of products.

Just where in a product
does it come from and how to
eliminate it? An MB shaker helps
pinpoint the disturbance by letNoise.

ting you vibrate the product
through a whole range of fre-

quencies with the twist of a dial.

Your ideas are needed here. For
example: Someone discovered
that size of fine powder particles

which sift readily through a

screen varies with the screen's
frequency of vibration. Permitting easy control of frequency,

an MB shaker is capable of
working on a production line!
Tubes too are being production tested with MB Exciters.
If you need help in putting vibration exciters to work, get in
leading protouch with MB
ducer of vibration test equipment.

...

manufacturing company
A

DIVISION OF TEXTRON INC.
1060 State Street, New Haven 11, Conn.

HEADQUARTERS FOR PRODUCTS TO ISOLATE

...

EXCITE

... AND MEASURE VIBRATION

Turning bold-down cam after placing
black locking lever spring over slide

--Wj stress
eE21J\fLiÙ 4"9"
4:112

no
90
Holding pasealong fixture in position under riveter
274
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be\

NOW ! From BAKER & ADAMSON...

A New High in Electronic Chemical Purity
for Production of Semiconductors!
...Drastic reduction of metallic and

Acetone

other undesirable impurities

Acids

purity. Metallic and other unde-

Previous standards of chemical purity
have been outmoded by the stringent
quality requirements of the electronics industry-especially for chemicals
used in the production of semiconductor devices.
Baker & Adamson, the country's
leading producer of extremely high

sirable impurities are held to lower
limits than ever before.
Listed here is a group of these extremely high purity chemicals made
especially for the production of electronic devices-part of B&A's extensive line of electronic grade chemicals. Call or write your nearest B&A
sales office today for information on
any of the following . . . or other
electronic chemicals you may need.

purity laboratory and scientific
chemicals, now meets these demands
with "electronic grade" chemicals
that establish a new high in chemical

BAKER

& ADAMSON'
Electronic Grade Chemicals
GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION

Glacial Acetic
Hydrochloric (Muriatic)
Hydrofluoric, 48%
Nitric
Sulfuric

Alcohol, Methyl and Propyl
Bromine
Carbon Tetrachloride
Ether

Glycerine
Hydrogen Peroxide, 3% & 30%

Indium Fluoborate
Toluene

Trichloroethylene

ALLIED CHEMICAL AND DYE CORPORATION

Xylene

40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.

Onces: Albany" Atlanta Baltimore* Birmingham' Boston° Bridgeport" Buffalo' Charlotte" Chicago. Cleveland's Denver° Detroit° Houston''
Jacksonville Kalamazoo Los Angeles" Milwaukee Minneapolis New York" Philadelphia° Pittsburgh" Providence" St. Louis" San Francisco*
Seattle Kennewick" and Yakima (Wash.) In Canada: The Nichols Chemical Company, Limited Montreal'
Toronto
Vancouver' 'Complete stocks carried here.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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(continued)

SIZE 8 (R1000 Series)

.750 x 1.240 inches, weighs 1.75 oz.

Available as transmitters, control
transformers, resolver and differentials.
Max. error from EZ 10 minutes.
SIZE 11 STANDARD (R900 Series)

1.062 x 1.766 inches, weighs 4 oz.

Available as transmitters, control
transformers, repeaters, resolvers
and differentials for 26V and 115V
applications. Max. error
from EZ 10 minutes.

SYNCHROS

Automatic turntable setup used for rivet.
ing locking lever spring and antirattle
spring onto slide simultaneously with two
rivets

STANDARD
AND
SPECIAL.

the last rivet. She then unloads the
fixture and slides the empty fixture
across the diameter of the table
to the first operator.

SIZE 11 SPECIAL (R500 Series)

-

Same basic dimensions and applications
as standard Size 11 Synchros.
Conforming to Bu. Ord.
configurations with max. error
from EZ of 7 minutes.

Automatic
Turntable With
three operators serving an automatically indexing turntable and
with the riveter equipped with air
cylinders for completely automatic
operation, the production rate for

PRECISION RESOLVER (R587)

the slide assembly operation was
more than doubled per 8 -hour day
for the same size of working team.
Here all three operators load the
parts onto the turntable fixtures.
The remainder of the operation is
automatic.
At the first position after loading, an air cylinder brings down a

Size 15. With compensating network
and booster amplifier, provides 1:1
transformation ratio, 0° phase shift,
5 minute max. error from EZ.

"PANCAKE" SYNCHROS
2.478 x 1.078 inches, weighs 11 oz.
Available as transmitters, control
transformers, resolvers, differentials
and linear induction potentiometers.
Max. error from EZ 2' minutes.
Suitable for gimbal mounting.
All these Kearfott Synchros are
constructed of corrosion resistant
materials, thus enabling them to be
operated under adverse
environmental conditions.
ALL PHOTOS

3/4

SIZE

KEARFOTT COMPONENTS INCLUDE:
Gyros, Servo Motors, Servo and Magnetic
Amplifiers, Tachometer Generators, Hermetic
Rotary Seals, Aircraft Navigational Systems, and
other high accuracy mechanical, electrical and

ear ott
A

276

SUBSIDIARY

O

electronic components.
Send for bulletin giving data of Counters and other)
components of interest to you.
KEARFOTT COMPANY, INC., Little Falls, N.
Sales and Engineering Offices:
1378 Main Avenue, Clifton, N.. j.
Midwest Office:
188 W. Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.
South Central Office:
6115 Denton Drive, Dallas, Texas
West Coast Office:
253 N. Vinedo Avenue, Pasadena, Califi

J.
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Air cylinder at left pushes actuating lever
parts in position.
After riveting, air cylinder at right, having
disk on end of shaft, pulls up locking
lever to release assembly
of dog down to lock

Ncvember, 7956
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lid-Weed
Radar Switchboard
Goes Down the Hatch
NOT THROUGH
THE HULL

They used to remove a section of the deck to
get a radar switchboard inside a submarine.
Now it fits easily through a hatch because
Admiral has redesigned the unit to reduce
bulk and weight by as much as two-thirds!
This priceless saving in pounds and inches
is only one of the new unit's many advantages. Formerly up to 400 man-hours were
needed for major repairs such as replacing a
defective switch section. Now the job is done
in 20 minutes! The entire unit is built up of
standardized sub -assemblies fitted with multiple connector plugs. It is a simple matter to
remove and replace a faulty switch or amplifier. Each switch section even has its individual power supply to keep the switchboard
operable in case one section goes out. The
unit can be readily expanded to handle additional radar indicators by simply adding more
self-contained sections. Printed switches and
circuit boards, designed for automation
assembly, are ruggedly resistant to vibration
and humidity.
The radar switchboard, for use on all types
of naval vessels, is typical of Admiral's advanced design, research and development in
electronics, now being carried forward for all
branches of the Armed Services.

i

Admiral®
CORPORATION

Government Laboratories Division, Chicago 47

Admiral

LOOK TO
RESEARCH

FOR

DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCTION

IN THE FIELDS OF:
COMMUNICATIONS UHF AND VHF

MILITARY TELEVISION
RADIAC
RADAR BEACONS AND IFF
RADAR
DISTANCE MEASURING
TELEMETERING
CODERS AND DECODERS
MISSILE GUIDANCE
TEST EQUIPMENT
CONSTANT DELAY LINES
ELECTRONIC COUNTER MEASURES

Facilities Brochure describing
Admiral plants, equipment and experience sent on request.
ENGINEERS: The wide scope of work in progress at
Admiral creates challenging opportunities in the field of
your choice. Write Director of Engineering and Research,
Admiral Corporation, Chicago 47, Illinois.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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VARGLAS SILICONE
CLASS H

TUBING

and

SLEEVING

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

(continued)

finger that closes a hold-down dog
over the assembly. Two separate
riveting machines operate in sequence at the next two positions.
An air cylinder then pulls up the
locking lever to release the assembly, and an ejection finger
pushes the assembly down a chute.

Conveyorization-A color -coded
conveyor belt running down the
middle of the assembly bench transfers assemblies to the riveting
press for the final asembiy opera -

for applications requiring prolonged heat
endurance at temperatures up to 260°C.

Varglas Silicone tubing and sleeving were
developed by Varflex for applications involving continuous operating temperatures
up to 260°C. Exceptional stability is combined with the following qualities .. .

-

sharp turns and 90° bends
cause no cracking or peeling
no loss of
FLEXIBILITY...

dielectric strength.

grades conform to
NEMA and MIL -I.3190 standards.

DIELECTRICALLY-STRONG-All

MOISTURE-RESISTANT-including

resistance to
salt water, mild alkalis and acids.

-Standard burning test is 45
seconds to burn 1 inch. Can be made self extinguishing on special order.
FLAME-RESISTANT

COLD-RESISTANT-Excellent

resistance to chafing
and abrasion, flexible to -35°C.*

*For temperatures down to -65°C, and for
applications requiring extraordinary flexibility, we recommend our new Varglas
Silicone Rubber sleeving and tubing. Inquiries invited.

Color-coded conveyor setup used in final
assembly of cam and locking lever on

slide. Conveyor brings assemblies
press operator at left rear

to

Send

for

FREE

SAMPLES

!
I.

I

.

Mail coupon today for free folder containing 25
different test samples of Varflex insulating sleeving,
tubing, lead wire and tying cord.

V`
¡CORPORATION
Makers of Electrical

Insulating Tubing,
and sleeving

VARFLEX SALES CO., INC., 308 N. Jay St., Rome, N.Y.
(For Silicone Products Only)

Please send me free folder containing samples of your electrical insulating tubing and
sleeving.
I am particularly interested in insulation for
Name

Company
Street
City

278
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.
Method of transferring assemblies from
end of conveyor to fixtures on automatically indexing turntable of press

November, 1956
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ELECTRONICS

SENSITIVE RESEARCH INSTR

Every once in a while a dramatic change in design or in the use of raw materials will
open new horizons to the engineer. We believe that the results obtained by the Sensitive
Research Instrument Corp. in its use of the diamond pivot fall into that category.

Here are some of their findings:

ensitive Resea:ch tests show
that Tetrad Diamond Pivots will

withstand tremendous shock. A
Sensitive Research ruggedized instrument survived a drop test of
3 feet onto a corcrete floor producing a shock of up to 200 g's.
After 300 such crop tests there
was no deformation of either diamond pivot or sapphire bearing.
This test was conducted on an instrument with r_ sensitivity of
20,000 ohms per volt and an accuracy of .5 of 1 .

The same results were obtained
through subsequent tests by Sensitive Research on the most ultra
sensitive microammeters and low
torque, highly damped thermal
instruments using Tetrad Diamond Pivots.

owing element "Friction Free"
with no instrument tapping or
pivot stickiness.

hibits no hysteresis effect when
installed in an electrical indicating instrument.

he riding surface of the pivot

can be ground to .0008" compared
to an .015" riding surface in the
average ruggedized panel instrumerit. This means a friction coefficient ratio of better than 18 to
1 w:iich can be maintained almost
indefinitely.

he installation of a Tetrad Diamond Pivot is extremely economical when compared with servicing an instrument which exhibits
pivot or jewel deformation.

fter 5,184,000 oscillations over
a period of 3 months in Sensitive

ecause of this stability ALL
Sensitive Research instruments
are now available with diamond
pivots. The unique combination of
quality construction of the Tetrad
Diamond Pivot and the method of
use and assembly by Sensitive
Research has resulted in a product which is the most radical new
development in the precision instrument field in the past decade.

Research laboratories, neither
diamond pivot or sapphire jewel
showed any discernable signs of
wear. This is because of the extremely high polish on the Tetrad
Diamond Pivot.

he Tetrad Diamond Pivot is
completely non-magnetic and ex-

Resenurh instruments equipped with diamond picota write to:
Sensitive Risenreh Corp.. Jlo Marin St., New Rorheltr. N. E.

For;urther information coneernino Sensitive

ATTENTION ENGINEERS

Physical and et. mical prone etirx hart of diamond seat upon rripirxl.
It is quite po.siñle that you may have an snyeneeriug appltrnlion where dar,thiluty. minimal friction
and maintenance of shape is important. Consider Tetrad Diamond Picots. Please submit speciftratiana
or drowiaps. Samples furniahrd upon request.

TETRAD

T77

Dept. 5-T, 62 ST. MARY STREET, YONKERS, N. Y.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Manufacturer of
DIAMOND PRODUCTS

Pivots

- Styli - Engravers

Gauge and Embossing Points
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

tions on the pushbutton slide arm.
The four workers along this line
are each assigned one of the four
colors used to divide up the belt.
Each operator does exactly the
same operation and places her assembled group of parts on the
panel having her assigned color on
the belt. This assures that every
panel will be filled and the assemblies will reach the press operator
at the end of the conveyor with
exactly uniform spacing.
The press operator transfers the
assemblies one by one from the belt
to fixtures on the automatically indexing turntable of the press. In
sequence, the press curls the earn
rivet, sizes the fulcrum, sizes the
extension sideways to reduce play,
lubricates the slide and then ejects
the finished assembly into a bin at
the rear. When the press is shut
off, the belt stops automatically to
prevent pileups.

IMC'S new BC 2914 F-1 is a compact fan -blower
for airborne application which provides incr
blower speeds at lower air densities. Develope
manufactured originally for use in military aircra
instrumentation, the BC 2914 F-1 features a specially designed lightweight cast aluminum impeller and housing. At 60,000 feet, blower speed is increased to 11,000
rpm, with corresponding increase in air delivery. The
BC 2914 F-1 meets all JAN and MIL specifications.
Rotating parts are dynamically balanced with precision shielded ball bearings used throughout. Supplied with either AC or DC motor.

SPECIFICATIONS

(continued)

Luggage Clips Hold Units

BC 2914 F-1

115 volts at 2.5 amps
2.50

1/6 hp

1 2.02
BC2914F-I
RIA OELIVEAY
5
BAGA PNE5wRE

400 cycles

i

0751
0r AIA.
0075 585 /CU

á

Single phase

9500
9000

Weight:

5

8.

lbs., 6 oz.
o
IOO

150

AIR

200

250

DELIVERY (O.F.M.)

Request information on other units from 1/1000 to
1/10 hp in the IMC line of AC and DC subfractional,
servo and gear motors, fans, blowers and dynamotor

nduction Motors Corp.
570 Main St., Westbury,

L. 1.,

N. Y.

Want more information?

Phone EDgewood 4-7070

Use post card on

last page.
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Pushing down luggage clip to anchor
chassis on holding fixture

using luggage clips as hold-down clamps
support modular chassis units
during assembly work in the Long
Island City plant of Ford Instrument Co. The fixture provides
ample clearance for rods that
project down from the chassis.
The ends of the wire loops of the
luggage clips are bent at right
angles with pliers.
SIMPLE WOOD FRAMES

November, 7956

- ELECTRONICS

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

General:
The trend toward component miniaturization with attendent
increase in equipment compactness has resulted in a steadily
rising ambient operating temperature. Selenium rectifiers are
particularly critical in this respect because much depends on
their ability to maintain a high output voltage over extended
periods of time. A major limiting factor in this respect has been
the "Center -support" type of construction of conventional rectifiers and the tendency of this construction to concentrate the
generated heat within a relatively small area. The Pyramid
patented -type construction, known as the "Kool-sel," is a significant break -through of this heat barrier.
An exploded view of a Pyramid rectifier is shown below. Note
that the center support has been eliminated completely; instead, the individual selenium rectifier coils are supported at
their outer edges. A molded phenolic yoke forms the main
supporting member, with a mounting stud and locating boss
molded into the yoke. In this way, they become integral parts of
that yoke. The lugs of the rectifier are slotted to accommodate
the two arms of the yoke and the rectifier cells and spacers are
notched to fit snugly on the yoke arms. Clinching lips are provided on the top lug so that when it is pressed on the yoke, all
components are locked together to form a rigid assembly.

During assembly, the spacers are flexed slightly to insure that
the unit remains tight under all normal environmental conditions.

2. There is high resistance to burnouts on current surges.
3. The current pickup points are distributed over the full width
of the rectifier cell. This means that heat is dissipated rapidly

and the temperature rise of the rectifier cells during the flow of
current surges is relatively low.

CHARACTERISTICS:
Illustrated below is a typical aging Characteristics Chart, showing
percentage change in output voltage vs hours of operation.
CATALOG NUMBER

KS.65 KS75 AS-II)D AS150 AS200 KS,250 ES -300 KS350 65.400 65.500

Maximum RMS Input Voltage

130

130

130

130

130

130

130

130

130

Maximum Inverse Peak Voltage

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

Maximum Peak Current (MA)

650

750

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

5000

Maximum RMS Current (MA)

162

187

250

375

500

625

750

875

1000

1250

65

75

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

500

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

22

22

22

15

5

5

5

5

5

5

85°C

85°C

85°C

85°C

85°C

85°C

85°C

85°C

85°C

Maximum DC Current (MA)
Approximate Rectifier Voltage Drop

Minimum Series Resistance
Maximum Operating Plate Temperature

85°C

TYPICAL ACING CHARACTERISTICS
PERCENT
CHANGE

0
5

IN

-10

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

0

500

HOURS
OPERATION

2000

1500

1000

Voltage Regulation: The voltage regulation curves for a 300
ma selenium rectifier in a half -wave circuit with 117 -volt rms
input shown below. Suitable voltage regulation curves for all
Pyramid "Kool-sel" selenium rectifiers are available upon request.
170

J, 160
~0

J
MOUNTING STUD

5

150

110

O

0

25

50

75 100 1 5 150 1 5 200 225 250 275 300
DC OUTPUT CURRENT (MA1

Ill

It
III
CAT,

N0.

65300

C

C-ISOMFD
C-100MFD

120

0

n

117
V AC

140
130

SPACERS

130

I

1

I

I

APPLICATIONS:

RECTIFIER CELLS
EXPLODED VIEW OF

YRARID "ROOL.SEL" «LEMIUR

RECTIFIER

LOCATING BOSS

ADVANTAGES OF EEKooI-sel" CONSTRUCTION:

Mechanical:
1. Cells and lugs are locked in place and cannot rotate.
2. Locking together of the components is accomplished without
the current pickup contacts exerting excessive pressures on
the cell counter electrode. Too much pressure may produce

three detrimental effects: First, it may decrease the reverse
resistance and thereby lower rectifier efficiency. Second, there
is a cold flow of the counter electrode from under the pickup
contacts. Third, fracture or damage to the counter electrode
adjacent to the pickup contacts may occur.
3. The locating boss, being an integral part of the yoke, is always
in the correct position.
4. Pulling on the positive lug cannot crack or break the alley
(counter electrode) of the adjacent rectifier cell.
5. This particular mechanical construction results in fewer
component parts.

Electrical:
There is a high dielectric strength between the "live" components (i.e., cells, spacers, and lugs) and the mounting stud.
The normal insulation thickness over the mounting stud is 1/l6".
1.

Radios and Radio -Phonographs: Low-cost, efficient rectifiers
for radios and radio -phonograph combinations are "Kool-sel"
KS -65, KS -75, and KS -150. The needs of most 5 -tube chassis
are met by the KS -65, while the KS -75 and KS -150 are used in
sets with larger current requirements.

Television Receivers: High -voltage power supplies in television
receivers-including color sets-use "Kool-sel" numbers
KS -200, KS -250, KS -300, KS -350, KS -400, and KS -500. These
rectifiers, used in voltage doubler or voltage tripler circuits pro-

vide the proper B -plus voltage, eliminating the size, cost, weight
and hum problems of power transformers. "U" shaped brackets are available which permit the rectifiers to be mounted
either in vertical or horizontal positions.

Radio Accessories: TV boosters, UHF converters; phonograph
oscillators, inter -corns and the like can usually be powered
suitably by a "Kool-sel" KS -65 rectifier.

Laboratory Instruments, Power Supplies, Amplifiers: Rectified high voltage through the use of voltage doubler and
tripler circuits, for equipment where current requirements run
as high as 500 ma, may be provided with "Kool-sel" rectifiers.
Types KS -200 through KS -500 will be found useful for laboratory power supplies, DC filament supplies, motion picture projectors, amplifiers, test equipment and other specialized uses.

FOR COMPLETE DATA SEND FOR ENGINEERING BULLETIN-FORM KS -1

PYRAMID ELECTRIC

CO./,

North Bergen, New Jersey

PYRAMID IS THE BIG NAME IN CAPACITORS AND SELENIUM RECTIFIERS TODAY!
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Illustrated
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Recent Tubes and Components Are Covered

easily plugged into a receptacle.
Its unique construction provides
mechanical strength and simplicity of the complete unit.
The type FR also prevents overloading of more valuable components and possible fire due to
short circuit in tv sets. It is particularly recommended as a surgelimiting resistor in voltage doubler
circuits for tv receivers. Bulletin
P-3 is available. Circle Pl inside
back cover.

FUSE RESISTOR

easily plugged into receptacle
INTERNATIONAL

RESISTANCE

CO.,

401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8,
Pa., offers a new, completely in-

sulated type FR fuse resistor,
which functions as a resistor
under normal conditions and as a
fuse under abnormal conditions.
It supplies the need for a small,
compact, fully-insulated resistor fuse combination that can be

TAP SWITCH
is

hermetically sealed
FARNSWORTH ELECTRONICS CO.,

Pa-

cific Division, 815 San Antonio

Road, Palo Alto, Calif., announces
a new hermetically sealed switch
designed to meet the increasing
demands for reliability in electronic equipment. It features rigid,
simplified mechanical design making use of low-loss glass insulation, solid molybdenum contact
points, solid coined-silver contact
arm, hardened shafts and wear

surfaces.

ULTRASONIC CLEANER

for lab or production
ALCAR INSTRUMENTS, INC., 17

use

The switch is rated at 3 amperes at 115 v inductive load, and
withstands 5 g vibrations from 5
to 2,000 cps. It may be operated at
temperatures as high as 350 F
without damage to functional portions of the switch.
When panel mounted, it fills the
need for a compact, highly rated
switch which is explosion, splash
and drip proof.
The switch is available in a variety of terminal designs and for a
variety of mountings. Bulletin Ml
contains detailed engineering data.
Circle P2 inside back cover.

ducers mounted on a one -gallon
stainless steel tank. Price is $475.
Circle P3 inside back cover.

In-

dustrial Ave., Little Ferry, N. J.,
has developed a low -frequency
ultrasonic cleaner for small parts
cleaning, blind hole washing, removal of radioactive contamination, printed circuit cleaning and
other difficult cleaning operations.
The standard unit consists of an
electronic generator delivering up
to 100 w of energy to crystal trans-

FURNACES

for crystal pulling
NRC EQUIPMENT CORP., 160 Charle mont St., Newton Highlands 61,
Mass. Semiconductor manufacturers are offered two new low

282
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oscillogram demonstrates the wide spectrum and
ra-tdom nature of vibrations inherent in Sylvania's new "white
raise" vibration test. its approximation of flight conditions to
wl ich guided missiles ar subjected is an important contribution to

ttbe reliability.

Ti -e "white noise" test rack is compact and simple to operate. It
provides direct noise output readings from both an R.M.S. and a
peak -to -peak voltmeter ¡cross a wide frequercy spectrum.

puts wings on a test rack,
advances tube reliability
By providing a more realistic tube vibration test which can be adapted to large-scale
production techniques, the "white noise"
vibration test is contributing to greater tube
reliability.
Developed by Sylvania engineers in conjunction with Naval contracts, the "white
noise" vibration test meets important requirements for testing tubes used in guided
missiles and other vehicular applications.

First, it simulates environmental conditions
by presenting a wide range of vibrational
frequencies. Secondly, it presents these frequencies at random g -levels. Thirdly, it provides specification limits through direct
meter readings.
If you are interested in additional analysis
of the "white noise" vibration test, write
on your company letterhead. Please address
Department L20P.

r SYLVANIA
LIGHTING

RADIO

ELECTRONICS-November, 195E

TELEVISION
Want more information?

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.
Shell Tower Bldg., Montreal
Eastern Hemisphere+-Sylvania InternationatCorp.
22 Bahnhofstrasse, Coire, Switzerland

ELECTRONICS
Use post card on last page.
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ATOMIC ENERGY
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cost crystal pulling furnaces. The
compact model 2995 vertical type
and model 2996 horizontal type
can be used to grow either germanium or silicon crystals.
These new standard units are

equally suited for production or
research. Both models are easy
to load, unload and clean. They
offer excellent visibility of the
melting surface. High quality
crystals are assured by close tern-

TACHOMETER PICKUP
an explosion -proof unit
I -L-S

INSTRUMENT

10701

CORP.,

Briggs Road, Cleveland 11, Ohio.
Model 2000AG explosion -proof
tachometer pickup is a dual signal generating device which
provides electrical impulses for operation of digital electronic counters and a 3 -phase self-generated
electrical output for powering a
3 -phase synchronous electric tachometer indicator.
The two signal systems were in -

WAVEFORM GENERATOR
transistorized, self -powered
CORP., 5575 Kearny Villa
Rd., San Diego 11, Calif. Model
500 waveform generator is the
first of a line of fully -transistorized, battery -powered test equipCUBIC

ment. The instrument provides
clipped saw -tooth and rectangular
waveform output with a variable
repetition rate from 10 cps to 50
kc. A square -wave output is available from 5 cps through 25 kc.
With one change in a capacitor,
these repetition rates may be reduced to one every 5 sec.

TV SWEEP GENERATOR

for production, engineering
TELONIC INDUSTRIES,

Beech Grove,

Ind. A new series sweep generator
is available in two types, for both
vhf and uhf tv use.
The vhf units feature electronic
sweep, 1-v output and 25 -mc sweep
width. They cover channels 2-13
me and i -f, and have crystal controlled markers on each channel.
Designed with production line efficiency in mind, regularly used controis are mounted on the front

panel;

other

adjustments

are

perature control and a vibration free, precision pulling mechanism
driven by a variable speed motor.
Both units are readily adaptable
to automatic operation. Circle
P4 inside back cover.

corporated into an integral unit to
satisfy the demand for pointer
type indications concurrent with
precise digital information.
Model 2000AG is UL listed
(Telemetering Transmitters) for
installation in Class 1 Group D
Hazardous Locations.
Standard units are available
with 60 or 120 impulses per revolution and special models may be
obtained with from 3 to 240 impulses per revolution. Bulletin
TP -2000 is available. Circle P5
inside back cover.

At full battery voltage an output of 7 IT at 2,000 ohms impedance
is available. The rectangular wave
shape is continuously variable in
pulse width from 5 to in excess of
200 µsec. With a total power drain
of 300 mw, the anticipated life of
the 221-v battery is better than
500 hr. As the battery output
drops off, there is no deterioriation in wave shape or stability,
and only the output drops off. The
unit has been operated through a
temperature range of -40 to 160
deg with complete reliability.
Price of the unit described is $135.
Circle P6 inside back cover.

a sweep width of 0-50 mc. Output
is 1 v into 50 ohms. Both types are

flat within 5 percent.
Telonic Industries will work
with you on any individual design
problem. Circle P7 inside back
cover.
SCALERS

completely transistorized

available at the rear.
The uhf type units cover a f re quency range of 460-910 mc, with

284

LAROE INSTRUMENTS, INC., P. O.
Box 5906, Bethesda 14, Md., an-

nounces the Transcaler series, a
line of completely transistorized
November, 7956
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ACCURATE HIGH SPEED SWITCHING..

ELECTRO TEC
«pl.-JAWS

Precision
Selector Switch

This new Electro Tec Precision
Selector Switch is ideal where
miniature size, low friction torque,
high accuracy, and low electrical
noise at high speeds are
requirements. Simplified circuits
and long service life recommend
it for a wide variety of uses
including sampling, pulse
generation for precision
measurement, telemetering and
strain gage applications, in aircraft,
missiles, servos, computors, etc.
Switch design incorporates many
exclusive features that have gained
industry -wide acclaim for Electro
Tec precision slip rings,
commutators and brush blocks.

Withstands Shock and Vibration
Offers High Accuracy Measurement
Operates at High Speeds

CALL OR WRITE
FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE'
ö

or 10 position switches in
standard size 10 synchro
housings are available for

immediate delivery; other
circuit combinations
supplied to specifications.

ACTUAL SIZE

Electro Tec
Corp.
SO. HACKENSACK

NEW JERSEY
Tel.: Hubbard 7-4940

www.americanradiohistory.com
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(continued)

pioneers in tubeless and transistor designs
All -Transistor

Designs
High Conversion
Efficiency
Low Heat
Dissipation
Instant Warm-up
Time
Fast Transient
Response
Small Size, Light Weight
Non-Microphonic

Operation
Stable, Rugged, Long Life

These transistorized "TRANSPACS"ice) supply a rugged, reliable, stable
source of DC power, ideally suited for guided missile circuits, computer units,
reference applications, and all types of miniature and standard size electronic devices.

Incorporates special circuitry with germanium junction diode rectification,
high efficiency filtering, and germanium transistor regulation control. These
tubeless models make obsolete the bulky, low efficiency, high heat vacuum
tube or magnetic amplifier equivalents, wherever used.

Standard Models
Input 105-125 VAC, 60 or 400 cps. Input regulation within ±0.5%. Load
regulation within ±0.5%. Ripple less than 0.05%. Units are potted in hermetically sealed transformer type housings, but transistors are replaceable.
Output
Volts

Model
No.
TR5
TRIO
T R20
T R30
TR40
TR50
TR100
TR150
TR200
TR300

5

10

20
30
40

50
100
150
200
300

"C" case.
"D" case,

2
2

3/8
5/8

x 2
x 3

Current
Ma
0-200
0-200
0-200
0-150
0-150
0-150
0-100
0-100
0-100
0-100

Case
60 Cps

Size'

Weight-Lbs.

400 Cps

D
D
D
D
D
D
E
E

60 Cps

1.7
1.7
1.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
4.5
4.5
5.7
5.9

C
C

C
C
C
C

F

D
D
E

F

E

13/16 x 3 13/18 inches
1/16 x 41/4 inches

400 Cps

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.7

1.7
1.7
2.7
2.7
4.5
4.5

Net Price
60 Cycle
$70.00
70.00
70.00
70.00
70.00
75.00
90.00
90.00
115.00
120.00

scalers and counters for laboratory and field use. The instruments range from a basic
scale -of -128 unit to 1 -mc decade
units. Use of transistors gives
such features as light weight,
small size and low power drains.
Automatic count -up, count-down
circuitry is included in some
models to be used as reversing
counters or in any problem where
an automatic tally of difference
between pulses of opposite polarity is needed.
Model 7002-A, the basic model
of the series, features 0.7 µsec
pulse pair resolution, a mechanical
totalizer, manual selection of input pulse polarity and ability to
operate more than 150 hours off
an optional self-contained battery
supply. Other models include
100,000 pps decade modules and
four decade units as well as 1 me
units. Prices start at $475 for the
model 7002-A. For full details
write to the company.

400 Cycle

Net Price
$95.00

95.00
95.00
95.00
95.00
95.00
110.00
110.00
150.00
160.00

"E" case, 3 1/16 x 3 9/16 x 4 7/8 inches
"F" case. 3 7/8 x 3 7/8 x 4 3/4 inches

(WxDxH)

(R) Trade Mark Registered

Transistorized

"TRANSPACS"

®

are

available in a variety of both fixed
and adjustable voltage models.
Also special models designed
to customer specifications.
Write for catalogue E200.

67

E.

RADAR

Centre Street

DESIGN

CORP.,

210

Fifth

Ave., New York 16, N. Y. Model

Nutley 10, New Jersey NUtley 2-5410
286

CONSTANT MISMATCH
for coaxial line use

For

RDL-2 coaxial constant mismatch
is featured in a new line of coaxial

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Gear teeth get in line when he takes a hand
R. L. Thoen, right, explains faulty tooth conformation on a minute gear which has been
enlarged 100 times in this king-sized projector. Gear specialist on the engineering staff
of the Mechanical Division of General Mills and author of numerous technical papers,
Thoen makes gear trains perform with uncanny accuracy. He helps design and build the
special machines which make such accuracy routine work at the highly specialized plant.

Next to its men, General Mills is most
proud of its machines. For it is this
combination that mass produces gear
trains with nearly imperceptible backlash, total cumulative error of 0.0002
inch, angular tolerances within 40 seconds of arc, positioning accuracy within
0.01 percent.
This typical General Mills precision
production is possible only because men
like Thoen have improved standard
tools, created special machines, devised
ingenious attachments. Some equipment is operated under strict tempera-

ture-humidity control. All is backed

with the finest inspection devices. You
can use these machines and the men
that created and operate them to produce your precision products. You'll
profit. A simple request brings more
facts.
Booklet Tells More-Send Today

Learn how our men and machines eliminate irksome production problems. Write Dept.
EL11, Mechanical Division of
General Mills, 1620 Central Ave.
N.E., Minneapolis 13, Minn.

MECHANICAL DIVISION OF
CREATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

/

General Mills Pioneers Scientific
Frontiers One of General Mills' numerous research projects involves
the behavior of metals in space flight.
Here a scientist determines the
"sputtering" or disintegration rate
of molybdenum at 200 miles above
the earth. The metal is under fire
from atoms moving at 25,000 m.p.h.

General Mills

PRECIS/ON ENGINEERING AND PRODUCTION

www.americanradiohistory.com

NEW PHAOSTRON

NEW PRODUCTS

EXPANDED SCALE

terminations and attenuators operating to 4,500 mc. The mismatch is
produced in vswr's of 1.25, 1.50,
2.0 and 2.5. The use of evaporated
metal resistors and sealed construction make the units suitable
for field as well as for laboratory
use. A single -page bulletin contains description and prices. Circle
P8 inside back cover.

AC Voltmeter

Available now

distributors

(continued)

tom

in 90V

to 130V Range,
AC

Rectifier Type

in all custom

styles and sizes

31/2" and 41/2#

rectangular meter

TRANSMITTER

for

TEN TIMES GREATER READABILITY

for greatly increased accuracy!
21/2" or 31/2" square meter

scale, where you don't need it, and
expanded the section where you
need it most-between 90 and
130V. Precisely calibrated 1 volt
scale increments provide greater
reading accuracy. Wide frequency
range-linearity-true rms read-

ing and Phaostron craftsman
construction.

Phaostron Custom Panel Meters,

with expanded scale, 90V to 130V
AC rms, are available in nine types
at your Parts Distributor. For special requirements, write to the Product Development Department for
practical recommendations.

J2JeTJBA

trated).

Designed for outdoor operation,
the unit requires minimum open
shed protection. The sealed modulator includes a thermostatically
controlled heater and the wave guide is provided with a dehydrator to prevent moisture condensation.

6" rectangular meter

21/2" or 31/2"

round meter

PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT & ELECTRONIC CO., 151 PASADENA AVE., SOUTH PASADENA, CALIF.

288

For

antenna pattern

COLOR TELEVISION INC., 935 E. San
Carlos Ave., San Carlos, Calif. Providing a convenient r-f source for
use on antenna testing ranges,
model 119 X -band antenna -pattern
transmitter has a self-contained
power supply and modulator and is
tunable from 8,500 to 9,600 mc.
Changes in frequency, polarization, or antenna direction can be
made from either the main panel
or the remote -control unit, located
anywhere on the test range. The
latter is available for rack mounting or bench operation (as illus-

NOW!... all the time -tested proven
Phaostron features ...PLUS UP TO

Phaostron has squeezed down
that under 90V portion of the

X -band

Specifications-Modulation consists of 1 -µsec pulses at a repetition
rate of 1,000 per sec. Other specifications include: 24 -in. parabola,
33 -db gain, 3.5 -deg beam width;
motor - controlled
polarization

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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New traveling
hwave tubes for

S perry marks another "first" with the introduction of
these new broadband c -w traveling wave amplifiers-first
to cover these important frequency bands. Complete
amplifier consists of glass traveling wave tube, matching
structure, and focusing magnet (components also available separately) .

SIL

3TP-13O
(240-510

(500-1010 nu;)

mci

HIGH -GAIN

(3-5

(35-50 db), MEDIUM -POWER

w) AMPLIFIERS FOR TRANSMITTER AND

LABORATORY c -w SERVICE

APPLICATIONS
Laboratory amplifiers
UHF television
Communications equipment
Advanced radars
Electronic counter-measures
Satellite transmitters and relays

FEATURES
OPERATING

Self -aligning in focus magnet
No positioning adjustments
Gain curve smooth over band
Permanent periodic -focus magnets
available for airborne use

CONSTRUCTION

Glass shrunk on helix for rigid support

Aluminum foil focus magnets
Light weight

CHARACTERISTICS
STL-132

STP-130
FREQUENCY RANGE

.

500 to 1010 mc

240-510 me

.

SMALL -SIGNAL GAIN
45 db (min)

MIDBAND-370 me
MINIMUM

.

MIDBAND-750 mc

33 db

GAIN AT 3 -WATT OUTPUT
25 db (min)
POWER

SATURATED OUTPUT
POWER

3 w

(min)

.

45 db (min)

.

35 db

.

27 db

3

w

(min)
(min)

OPTIMUM SMALL -SIGNAL

.

.

.

625 to 800 y

625 to 800 y

GAIN BEAM VOLTAGE

BEAM CURRENT

.

55 to 75 ma

55 to 75 ma

Write or phone Electronic Tube Division for more facts
and figures.
Electronic Tube Division

GYROSCOPE

SPERR
CLEVELAND

NEW

ELECTRONICS

ORILANS

-

BROOKLYNLOA ANGELES

- November,

1956

-

SAN

FRANCISCO

SEA

THE

IN

CANADA-SPERRY

GYROSCOPE

Want more information? lise post card on last page.
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NEW PRODUCTS

CUT DOWN ON THE HIGH COST OF MOISTURE

through 360 deg with stops located
at 0, 45, 90 and 135 deg; 20 -kw
peak power; 115-v, 10 -ampere, 60 cps input power; price, $12,350.
Circle P9 inside back cover.

AND CORROSION RESISTANT COIL FORMS...

F

ce*

Resinite coil forms are the economical

POWER SUPPLY
for 20 -kw c -w klystrons

answer to your moisture, heat and Resinite coil forms are eu.stom-f-:-.
corrosion resistant problems. Coil Gated to sm.cification.
manufacturers have reported that in
many applications they are proving
equal or superior to previously used
and much costlier extruded or molded
plastic forms.
Resinite coil forms provide the highest resistivity of any resinated or
phenolic product. They are manufactured by an exclusive process to provide the optimum in both dielectric and
mechanical characteristics under the
most severe operating conditions. In
addition, TruTork internally threaded
or embossed forms assure exceedingly
Ivbtrclt transformer roil borris pire
jabrirated from .select materials.
high torque control of ±1 inch ounce
axial pressure in excess of 25 pounds.
Various grades of Resinite are available to meet particular requirements.
These include: AC for applications
where a cellulose acetate covering is
desirable; 104 for severe forming, fabricating and stapling; 8104 for minimizing effects of electrical property degradation; and TruTork to provide an
internally threaded or embossed form
to fit any threaded core-regardless of
diameter or threads per inch.

LEVINTHAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS,
INC., 2760 Fair Oaks Ave., Redwood

City, Calif. Developed for powering 20-kw c -w klystrons, the model
PC45 power supply provides zero to -20 -kv d -c at currents up to 3
amperes with less than 1 percent
ripple and is operated from the
remote -control console shown.
The power supply utilizes a
motor -driven Powerstat and operates with a power input of 230 y,
3 phase, 60 cps. Meters for measuring beam voltage, beam current, collector current and body
current are provided.
The unit is completely protected
by door, air, overload, time-delay
and external interlocks. A large
blower cools the equipment and
creates a positive pressure which
keeps dust from entering the cabinet. Circle P10 inside back cover.

-

Get full facts on Resinite coil
forms. Write, wire or phone.

Division of

Special embossed construction eliminates torque control problems.

AESINIT

I

CORPORATION

PRECISION PAPER TUBE COMPANY
2035E

W.

CHARLESTON Si.

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

Representatives Throughout the United States and Canada
290
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DELAY LINE
for aviation use
DELTINE, INC., 608 Fayette Ave.,
Mamaroneck, N. Y., has announced
a delay line especially developed
November, 1956

-
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MARION MEDALIST METERS bring color harmony and
functional beauty to panel design. Crystal clear, high
temperature Plexiglas*" fronts are available in many
standard colors with harmonizing or contrasting dials.
Custom case and dial colors can also be supplied.
Models include standard IV:, 2%z and 3V, inch sizes,
interchangeable with ASA/MIL type mounting, and all
standard DC ranges of microamperes, milliamperes, amperes,
millivolts, volts, kilovolts, and AC rectifier types including VU
and DB meters. The 11" Medalists are also available as self.
contained DC ammeters, rectifiertype AC voltmeters
and VU meters.
*T.M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. U. S. & Foreign Patents
Rohn & Haas Co.

"Reg. T.M.

marion

advancement
in instrument
design

Modern equipment styling directs
attention to that critical area, the indicator where electronics
meets the eye of the user. Now, Marion Medalist* meters in
your equipment will provide added eye appeal and sales appeal
by successfully combining accuracy and reliability with color
harmony and distinctive styling.

-

Marion Medalists have another important advantage
increased readability. In
the same panel space, a
Medalist provides up to
50% more scale length
MARION
STANDARD METER
longer pointer
larger nuand greater natural dial illumination, than a
merals
standard round or square meter of the same size.

-

-

-

-

MEDALIST

These are the reasons that Marion Medalist Meters are setting
new standards of appearance and readability, where
electronics meets the eye.
MARION ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
GRENIER FIELD, MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Copyright © 1956 Marion
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NEW PRODUCTS

decade

for aviation use and based on the
magnetostrictive properties of

unter

nickel.
In this delay line a number of
spaced impulses are generated
from a single pulse and fed into
a crystal matrix. By suitably biasing the individual crystals, a pulse
code may be obtained. Fifteen
pickup coils are precisely positioned by micrometric screws. The
resulting pulses have stability of
position in time to within 0.05
µsec. The equipment is hermetically sealed. The complete unit
weighs less than 1.5 lb. Circle
P11 inside back cover.

DIGITAL OHMMETER
for precise measurements
NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS INC., Del Mar

PLUG-IN MOUNT

NEON LIGHT ILLUMINATED DIGIT FROM 0 TO 9.
AUTOMATIC RECYCLE BUT DISPLAYS REMAINDER

MODEL

UNTIL RESET.
140-40

140-100

40 Kc/sec

100 Kc/sec

8 microseconds

4 microseconds

Max. (Counting) Rate
Resolution
Tubes

4

Dimensions

- 5963

4

11/2"

- 5963

x 51/2" x 514

northeastern

engineering

Manchester

New Hampshire

292

For

additional information on all items

Airport, Del Mar, Calif. The NLS
model 751 is a digital ohmmeter
that provides precise automatic
measurements of a wide range of
resistance values. Designed especially for industrial applications
where sturdy construction and the
of
benefits
volume -production
economies are of major concern,
model 751 has oil -sealed stepping
switches for maximum, trouble free life.
Resistance values are displayed
by 4 in -line luminous numerals
1 in. high, with automatically shifting decimal point and automatically -varied resistance symbols. Permanent records can be
made by connection of accessory
NLS digital recording systems.
Technical Data-Range of the
instrument is from 0 to 9.999 megohms with minimum resolution
of 10 ohms. Sampling rate is 60
cps; response, 1 second (aver -

on this page, use post card on last page.
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Name it .. if it's a Ferrite, a Magnetic Iron Core,
Molded Coil Form (Iron and phenolic) or an E. )
Core, MOLDITE makes it and MOLDITE is your one
consistently dependable source.
MOLDITE continues to pioneer with new methods and
techniques closely related to automation in manufacturing stud and studless powdered iron cores. This will
enable MOLDITE to produce faster, better and
cheaper.
In addition, color TV is finding MOLDITE in the
forefront with highly specialized equipment built and
designed by MOLDITE engineers for both quality and

quantity production.
Truly MOLDITE means Cores Unlimited for unlimited electronic applications today
tomorrow!

...

1410
CHESTNUT AVE.,
HILLSIDE 3, N. J.

Send for our Catalog 120
IRON CORES

FERRITES

Robert T. Murray Co.
604 Central Avenue
East Orange, N. J.

ELECTRONICS

MOLDED COIL FORMS

William A. Franklin
3 Holly Road
North Syracuse, N.Y.

- November,

7956

Jerry Gotten Co.
2750 W. North Ave.

Chicago 22.

E E

CORES
Engineering Services Co.
4550 Main St.
Kansas City, Mo.

Perlmuth Electronics Assoc.
2419 South Grand Ave.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Want more informat;on? Use post card on last page.
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Humbercrest Blvd.
Toronto 9. Ontario

52

Jose Luis Ponte
Cordoba 1472

Buenos

Airs
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MICROWAVE COMPONENTS

KEARFOTT

A Faraday

rotation type
unit is
illustrated.
A type and
configuration
is available
for your
requirements.

FERRITE DUPLEXERS

Improvements in recovery
time, reduction in insertion
loss and excellent magnetron

isolation are performance
benefits offered by Kearfott

-

designed
to meet specific radar space
requirements.

Ferrite Duplexers

age) ; and accuracy is x-0.1 percent of measured resistance or
one digit, whichever is greaten
Weighing 40 lb, the digital ohmmeter is available in rack mount
and portable styles. Circle P12
inside back cover.

FARADAY

l

KEARFOTT

FERRITE ISOLATORS

FLUX KIT

ROTATION
ISOLATOR

S 4s*

.e.i

9
DIFFERENTIAL
ABSORBER

ISOLATOR

For superior performance

custom
designed to fit the exact comKEARFOTT ISOLATORS

bination of characteristics,

available space and configura-

tion for your radar system.
For high or low power for

-

broad or narrow band use and
with db ratios of isolation to
insertion up to 150 to 1.

DIFFERENTIAL
PHASE SHIFT

ISOLATOR
types of Ferrite Isolators to assure the optimum

Kearfott offers
performance of all microwave applications.
3

KEARFOTT

for specific soldering jobs
ALPHA METALS, INC., 56 Water St.,
Jersey City, N. J., has announced
its newly revised general purpose
flux kit, which contains 16 of the
most recently advanced fluxes for
electronic assemblies, printed circuits, tinning and hot solder dipping, stainless steel soldering and
aluminum soldering. The kit will
now enable engineers, designers
and production men to quickly
determine the proper flux for
specific soldering jobs.
Cost of the kit is $7.50. Circle
P13 inside back cover.

FERRITE ATTENUATORS
AND SWITCHES

The 30 db

variable
attenuator
illustrated,

Ferrites offer new circuit possibilities and product improvement for AGC and electronic
switching of R.F. energy.

requires less
than 3 watts
control power.

Kearfott designs, precisely

tailored to your most exacting

requirements, assure maxi-

mum performance and reliability with minimum weight.

Write for Bulletin W-103
which gives full details of

these Ferrite Microwave components.

Kearfott's

COMPANY, INC.

Microwave

LITTLE FALLS, NEW JERSEY

complete

engineering and

WESTERN DIVISION

fabrication
facilities are at
your command.
Inquiries on your
Microwave
problems will
be treated
in confidence.
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253 VINEDO AVE.. PASADENA. CALIF.

SALES OFFICES
EASTERN OFFICE

MIDWEST OFFICE

1378 Main Ave.

188 W. Randolph St.

Clifton,

Chicago,

For

N. J.

Ill.

SOUTH CENTRAL OFFICE

6115 Denton Drive
Dallas, Texas

MAGNET CHARGER
costs less than $2,000
RADIO

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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FREQUENCY

LABORATORIES,

INc., Powerville Road, Boonton,
N. J. Model 942 magnet charger is
capable of charging large Alnico
magnets, ceramic magnets, and
November, 1956
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DRIVER -HARRIS ALLOYS AT WORK IN PRODUCT ADVANCEMENT

..

:.:

. ,.

- \i '.'I,'
t.

'

.

First transzarent

full-scale
model of the Earth
Satellite made by the
U.S Naval Research
Laboratory. The Satellite
will be launched under
the sponsorshiF of The National
Academy of Science! as a part of the
United States participction in the International Geophysical Yecr (1 July, 195731 December, 1958). It will re.,olve around the
earth at estimated altitudes of 2C0 to 1500 miles.

Hole measure the impact of micro -meteorites
on the first "Earth Satellite"?
When physicists at the U.S. Naval

Research Laboratory consider an instrument or a material to record accurately the secrets of outer space-it's
not size alone that counts, but dependable, reliable precision.
The strip of "Nichrome"* evaporated
on glass ("A" in the photo above) which
may be fitted to the outer skin of the
Satellite, measures only 1/4" wide x 11/2"
long. Its thickness: 100 Angstrom units
(1/10,000 mm). Its function: to measure

the surface erosion caused by the impact
of micro -meteorites. The resistance of the
Nichrome ribbon increases as the film
becomes pitted by meteor particles.
"Nichrome is being considered for
making this gage," states the Naval Research Laboratory, "because it supplies
electrical resistance in a desirable range;
adheres satisfactorily to glass in thin
film form; and has a very low thermal
coefficient of resistance."
There'll be no one on hand, 300 miles

out in space, to check on or supervise the
performance of the Nichrome strip.
Nichrome needs no one. It will do its
job dependably there-just as it will in
your electronic or electrical equipment,
after it is in your customers' hands.
And remember, Nichrome is only one
of the 132 special purpose alloys developed by Driver -Harris since 1899 for
electrical heating, resistance, and electronic applications. Do you need a special alloy? Send us your specifications.
*T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

11) rZver

Har/ Zs

HARRISON, NEW JERSEY

COMPANY

BRANCHES: Chicago, Detroit, Clevelcnd, Louisville, los Angeles, San Francisco

MAKERS OF THE MOST

ELECTRONICS

- November,

COMPLETE

1955

LINE

OF

In Canada: The

B

GREENING WIRE COMPANY, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

ELECTRIC HEATING, RESISTANCE, AND ELECTRONIC ALLOYS IN 7HE WORLD

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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FREQUENCY

CPS to

U MC!

rn

SPECIFICATIONS:

DIRECT READING

FREQUENCY

NEW PRODUCTS

MEASUREMENT

0
p

Frequency Range:
0-1,000,000 cycles
per second

Input Sensitivity:
0.2 volt rms.
Direct -coupled input
Time Bases:
0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001,
0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10
seconds. Also can use
external 0-1 mc standard
PERIOD MEASUREMENT

Period Range:
10 microseconds
to 1,000,000 seconds
Frequency Range:
0.000001 cps to 100 kc

Computer -Measurements Model 226A

Input Sensitivity:

UNIVERSAL COUNTER -TIMER

0.2 volts rms.

Direct -coupled input

*

*
*
*

Gate Times:
1 and 10 cycles of

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

unknown frequency
Standard Frequency Counted:
1 mc; 100, 10, 1 kc;
100, 10 1 cps;
external O.1 mc.

Three independent, adjustable trigger
level controls permitting full rated
sensitivity at any voltage level between
300 volts.
300 and
Small voltage increments ordinarily
masked by attenuators are easily selected.

TIME INTERVAL MEASUREMENT

Simplified color -coded controls and
direct read-out in kc, mc, sec, or millisec,
with automatic decimal point indication.

Range:

microseconds to
1,000,000 seconds
Start and Stop:
Two independent or
common channels
Positive or negative slope
Input Sensitivity:
0.2 volts rms.
Direct -coupled input
Standard Frequency Counted:
1 mc; 100, 10, 1 kc;
100, 10, 1 cps; external 0-1 mc.

brand new, multi -purpose instrument
provides precision measurement of frequency,
frequency ratio, period (1,frequency) and
time interval. Pressure, velocity, acceleration
displacement, flow, RPS, RPM, etc., may
also be measured with suitable transducers.

A

a

secondary

GENERAL

frequency standard.
price

0
U
n.

Stability:

$1,100.00

Short Term: 1 part in
1,000,000 (temperature regulated crystal )

Long Term: 3 parts per million per week
Display Time: Automatic: Continuously variable 0.1 to 10 seconds
Manual: Until reset
Input Impedance: 1 megohm and 50 mmf

Trigger Level: Continuously adjustable from
Accuracy: -F- 1 count ± stability
Secondary Frequency Standard:

Dimensions: 17" W x 83/4"
Weight: 50 lbs. approx.

H x

1

-300

mc; 100, 10,

131/2'

D

;iIiII:

MINIATURE T -R TUBE
meets high shock, vibration

to +300 volts

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,
1

kc; 100, 10, and

1

1740 Broadway, New York 19,
N. Y., has announced a new t -r

cps

approx.

MODEL 225A

e

o cps -loo kc

UNIVERSAL
COUNTER -TIMER
Similar to the 226A in design.
Featuring Oscilloscope Trigger Level
Marker Signals; Three Direct -Coupled
Inputs of 70 my sensitivity; Direct
Reading, Automatic Illuminated Decimal
Point. Easily portable. Price:;840.00

Data Subject to Change Without Notice- Prices F.O.B. Factory
Write for complete specifications on the new 226A and the 225A models and the
complete CMC line of electronic counting and controlling equipment.

Computer -Measurements Corporation
CC

-3a

296

other materials requiring large peak
magnetizing forces. With its accessories, it is designed to charge
permanent magnets requiring up
to 200,000 ampere -turns peak magnetizing force for saturation.
This charger is essentially a
3,000-v power supply with control
and interlock circuitry and storage capacitors from 200 to 800
µf. The energy stored in the capacitor bank is discharged by means
of an ignitron in a single unidirectional pulse into a pulse transformer and magnetizing adapter.
The resulting high flux density
charges the magnet. The ampereturn rating depends upon the size
and type of pulse transformer purchased to operate with the model
942. Two standard pulse transformers, a 30 cu -in. wire -wound fixture, and many adapters and inserts are available to charge rod,
bar, ring, U, multipole rotor, and
special permanent magnets. Circle
P14 inside back cover.

3

Oscilloscope marker signals facilitate
start and stop trigger level adjustment
for time interval measurement of
complex waveforms.

The 226A may be used as

(continued)

5528 Vineland Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif.
For

Dept. 78N

tube for application in radar systems. The tubes serve as electronic
switches permitting the equipment
alternately to send and receive
signals with one antenna.
The Bantam t -r, type 6795, was
developed to meet requirements in
commercial radar for a tube combining small size, ease of installation and removal, and low cost.
A broad-band tube operating in
the 8,500-9,600 me frequency
range, the new device equals all
electrical characteristics of the
1B63A, a tube nearly twice its

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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GRAYHILL

/

Where Precision and Reliability
are built into "small packages"

The Grayhill engineers were among the first to recognize the trend toward miniaturization and to build into
these smaller electronic components the precision and

electronic industry is ample evidence of their inherent
quality and reliability, and their compatibility to modern electronic design.

quality required for dependable, accurate performance. The widespread and rapidly growing acceptance of Grayhill components by many leaders in the

Whenever you need any of the following components,
you can specify Grayhill with complete confidence!

-

GRAYHILI SERIES 12 ROTARY TAP SWITCHSame as Series 5000 in appearance, dimensions and electrical characteristics but suitable
for military applications, and where subject to
severe environmental conditions such as salt
spray, humidity, etc.

D

©GRAYHILL SERIES 24 ROTARY TAP SWITCHSimilar to Series 5000 except for POSITIVE.
DETENT ACTION and better "feel" for preci.

lion requirements.

©GRAYHILL SPRING RETURN ROTARY SWITCH
-Similar to Series 24 except this switch gives
momentary contact on either side of center
position only. 1 to 3 decks, shorting or non

shorting.
OGRAYHILL TEST CLIPS-for fast testing when
mounted on test panel board. Leads slip easily
in and out of clamp -type jaws. Adjustable
spring action. Useful in laying out harness on

perforated board. Available with threaded
stud for laminated panels, threaded stud with
insulated clip for metal panels, banana plug,
and pin plug.

©GRAYHILL PLUG-IN ADAPTORS-Designed for
testing resistors, capacitors, and similar pig

high frequencies, low moisture absorption,
high dielectric strength and fungi resistance.
Tinned copper wire leads. Available in diameters from t/a" to 1/4, body length 1/2" to 1".

tail type components on standard test equip-

flGRAYHILI. SERIES 5000 ROTARY TAP SWITCHA quality built tap switch designed to conserve
panel space. Rated at 1 amp. 115 Volts AC,
will carry 5 amps. as a selector
resistive
switch only. Non -shorting (break before makel
or shorting (make before break) 2-10 positions
per deck, 1 to 10 decks.

ment. Banana plugs on 3/4" spacing. Molded
phenolic base.
GRAYHILL INSULATED TEST CLIPS-Fully insulated to permit two or more to be laid side
by side without shorting. Molded phenolic
finger grips. Insulated hinge pin.
GRAYHILL PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES
Series 2000-SNAP ACTION SWITCH-Momentary contact SPST. Rated 10 ohms, 115 Volts,
AC, resistive. A distinct click at moment of
actuation make it desirable for test equipment. Either normally open or closed.
Series 4000-SIILENT ACTION SWITCH-Momentary contact, SPST non -snap switch. Rated
1/2 amp. 115 Volts AC, resistive.
Series 23-1-MINIATURE SILENT ACTION-A
Non -Snap, momentary contact SPST switch,
rated 1/4 amp., 115 Volts, resistive. Mounting
bushing Ks''-32 thread. Overall length l3%4".
Max. dia. V2".
Series 30-1-MIDGET SILENT ACTION SWITCH
-A sub -miniature, non -snap, momentary contact SPST push button switch. Rated .10 amp.
115 Volts AC, resistive. Mounting bushing 1/4"32 thread, overall length 6x4", max. dia. 3/e".
GRAYHILL BINDING POSTS
Series 29-1/2' diameter, permit: mounting on
3/4" centers in 3e" mounting hole. Non -turn
"D" washers. Flush crosshole. Also available
for 1/2" mounting hole. Molded phenolic, base

10

m

GRAYHIIL STAND-OFF INSULATORS-Bodies
are molded of mica -filled phenolic (MIL -P-14,
Type MFE) for low high frequency loss, high
dielectric strength, row moisture absorption
and fungi -resistance. Silver plated, brass solder terminals. Front of panel length '3á'. Diameter 3gá".
GRAYHILL DIODE HOLDER-Provides tight snap
fit wit'1 spring tension clip. Loop terminal and
spring clip formed of one piece of phosphor
bronze wire, fold plated, for easy soldering
and corrosion resistance. Molded phenolic base.
Length '3Sá', width 39', height 3/8", center to
center of clips .635".

JACKSSeries 31-Designed for printed circuits as o
® GRAYHILL
test point to feed AF,
and Pulse signals,
TEST

RF

check and feed DC voltages, monitor signals
during test, alignment, etc. For standard .081"
to .0825' tip phone plugs. Rivets to board like
an eyelet. For %6", Kt" and t/a" board. Snap on plastic sleeves available.

PARTS-Through
own
w GRAYHILL
patented automatic transfer molding machines,
greatly
Grayhdl
of your
MOLDED

its

reduce the cost
thermo-setting plastic components in quantities
from 50 to 200,000 and provide increased design flexibility. Maximum sizes 11/a" x 11/e"
by 7/e".
can

available for dual mounting.

COIL FORMS-Molded of mica -filled
O GRAYHILL
phenolic (MIL -P-14, Type
for low loss at
MFE)

Write today for complete information on any Grayhill product.
523 Hillgrove Avenue
....:.._.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

La

Grange, Illinois

INC.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Threshold

voltage

adlustmentFixed

T H E R E' S

gain

AiusFnhents

size used in the same applications.
Circle P15 inside back cover.

electric bias
Critical magnetic and

TIC TRIMMER POT
Balancing

adjustments

for every
application
Padding

Adjusting

scale

{actors
Parameter

ompensation

Fixed reference circuits

MICROMICROAMMETER
features high stability
KEITHLEY

'1IC manufactures in production quantities
the most complete line of precision trimmer
potentiometers in the industry. Common to

all TIC trimmers is the unexcelled TIC
quality construction and advanced design. The wide selection of sizes and shapes, in addition to the wide range of power
and temperature capabilities,
permit selection of units of
maximum compatibility with a
specific application.

The TIC Trimmer Potentiometer Line includes units from % inch to 1 inch in size .. .
-55° C
50 to 100K ohms in resistance
to +145° C temperature range . . . power
ratings up to 4 watts. Advanced mechanical
design provides extremely precise, stable adjustments under all forms of adverse environmental conditions.
TIC was the originator of the high stability
subminiature trimmer pots. For example the
original metal -film potentiometer, the TIC
MANUFACTURER OF
RFT Metlfilm, represents the outstanding adTHE WORLD'S FINEST
vance high stability trimmer potentiometer
POTENTIOMETERS
design. The RFT contains a resistance element of metallic film that provides infinite
OF
i PRECISIONNEER
WIREWOUND
resolution for ultra -fine trimming. CompactPOTENTIOMETERS
ness of the RFT permits stacking 7 to the
square inch. Latest addition to the TIC TrimFOREMOST IN THE
mer Line is the new low cost RWT which,
DEVELOPMENT OF
a
by
use
of
adjustment
RFT,
like the
provides
NEW DESIGNS
25 -turn lead screw.
¡UNEQUALLED FOR PROMPT
Complete information on the TIC Trimmer
DELI VERY PRO DUCT ION,
PROTOTYPE
Potentiometer Line is available upon request.

....

TECHNOLOGY

INSTRUMENT CORP.

569 Main Street, Acton, Mass., COlonial'3-771 I,
West Coast Mail Address, Box 3941, No. Hollywood, Calif., POplar S.8620

29R

For

additional information on all items on this page,

INC.,

tors and ion chambers. Other
applications include such diverse
functions as area monitoring and
liquid level control, when used
with the proper transducers.
The 410 differs from commercial vacuum tube and vibrating
reed electrometers primarily in its
combination of stability, convenience and economy. It measures
currents over 10 decades on 20
ranges, from 1 by 10-e to 3 by
10-'s ampere full scale. Accuracy
is within -}3 percent or better.
Zero drift is less than 2 percent of
full scale after a 5 -minute
warmup, with less than 2 percent
in any subsequent 24 -hr period.
Other features include the
ability to drive 1 -ma or 5 -ma recorders as well as the 50-mv rebalancing types; a regulated tap
of about 250 v for polarizing ion
chambers; and input noise below
1 percent full scale on all ranges.
Circle P16 inside back cover.

PRECISION POT

spring loaded, linear motion
G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC., 918 E.

Green St., Pasadéna 1, Calif., has
announced the 86125A Pancake
Rectipot, a miniature spring
loaded linear motion precision potentiometer. Designed for applications requiring measurement of
a short stroke in limited space, it
has less than 1 in. of body length

use post card on last page.
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INSTRUMENTS,

12415 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 6,
Ohio. Model 410 micromicroammeter measures low currents in
photocells, v -t grids, semiconduc-

November, 1956
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"Pioneer"

-

one who
goes before
for others to follow."

IF WEBSTER IS

-

RIGHT

Then Midland Has Don

glass

it Again, this time with

hlders for crystals!

Permanent high

v cuum

attainable only with glass,

isolates the crystal from atmospheric factors

detrimental to deplendable performance.
crystals designed With the future in mind
i

Truly, here are

-

future requirements, of application and design
as well as the long l'kfe of the unit

far into the future.

MANUFACTURING
3155 Fiberglas Road

COMPANY,

INC.

Kansas City 15, Kansas

World's Largest Producer of Quartz Crystals
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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n
TELEPHONE TYPE

MIDGET

COOL -RUNNING

.

INTERLOCK

for a full half inch stroke of the
stainless steel shaft.
Standard stroke ranges from 0.1
in. to 0.5 in. are offered in resistance ranges of 1,000 and 2,000
ohms with linearity of ±1 percent and resolution of 0.0012 in.
Capable of long life under adverse conditions of vibration,
acceleration and temperature, the
86125A is designed for use in laboratory equipment, fire control systems, remote flight controls, servo
follow-up on linear actuators, and
industrial control systems. Circle
P17 inside back cover.

ELECTRIC COMPANY
3349 ADDISON STREET
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

RELAYS

SOLENOIDS

COILS

SWITCHES

HERMETIC SEALING

LOW CAPACITANCE

GLASS TRIMMER

Whatever your relay needs may

with linear tuning curve

be, it will pay you to contact

CORNING GLASS WORKS, Corning,
N. Y., has introduced a new pre-

Comar. Electrical characteristics,
sizes and mountings are tailor-

made to exactly fit your require-

ments. Precision -engineered,
easier to install, more efficient in

operation. Send specifications for
our recommendations and prices.

SMALL SPACE

.

HERMETIC SEALING

300

cision glass trimmer capacitor
with a linear tuning curve. Measuring only in. deep behind the
chassis, the new capacitor, Code
682014, is ideal for critically tuned
r -f circuits and high Q tuned circuits.

Specifications-Minimum Q is
at 50 mc. Temperature coefficient of capacitance is +50
±50 ppm per deg C. Adjustment
tongue is 0.029 in. wide the
mounting has a standard bushing
8-32 thread. Constructed of glass
tubing with a coating of metal
500

;

For additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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let DeMornay-Bonardi build your
COMPLETE MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
-you'll save design time and testing time.
Cost is 25% to 50% less. Delivery months sooner!
Using "building-block" methods, D -B saves you time
and money in special purpose system construction.
We manufacture and stock 924 types of reliable components, from 2.60-90.0 KMc/SEC. This wide choice
gives us the flexibility to build for any application, and
allows better control over the elements in a complex
system. It greatly simplifies design, saving weeks of
trial -and -error methods.
Each D -B component selected from stock is already
tested-hence the assembly needs no proving...

checks out as soon as it's put together... is guaranteed to work. With so many savings in engineering time,
D -B can complete a system at a price 25% to 50%
lower than your costs. Delivery time is cut by months.
All we need from you to construct a special purpose
waveguide system are your electrical requirements
and space allowance. We do the rest with building
blocks, proved in use since 1941. Talk it over with a
D -B representative, or write direct. New D -B catalog
now ready-request a copy on your company letterhead.

Heterodyne System Designed
for Beckman Instruments, Inc.
This system was designed to measure
an unknown frequency anywhere
between 10 KMc and 50 KMc by
heterodyning it against a set of precisely known frequencies which are
generated by multiplication from a
low frequency primary standard. The
system provides:

a. Generation

of standard reference frequencies by means of
Klystron multiplier, a balanced
sideband generator, crystal multipliers and band-pass filters.

b.

Coarse measurement and filtering of the unknown frequency
by means of cavity wavemeters.

C. Selection of the proper channel
by means of three SPDT
switches plus a special 3 -way
and 5 -way switch for transitions
from one waveguide size to
another.

d. Mixing of the unknown

fre-

quency with the properly selected
reference frequency to provide
an unambiguous beat frequency.
Except for the 3- and 5 -way switches,
all waveguide components used in
this system are either stock D -B catalog items, or minor modifications
of them-an important factor in
quick delivery.

DEMORNAY

BONARDIJ

DE MORNAY 8ONARDI

780 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY,
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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bonded to it, the trimmer capacitor has a silver-plated Invar core
and wire terminal. Hardware is included with the unit. Circle P18
inside back cover.

Séeazø-'«e4e ptedefted
a ileo
FAST PULSE GENERATOR
Output Flexibility

Advanced/Delayed Operation
Direct Coupled Pos. or Neg. Pulses

...FAST

ECONOMICAL...

RISE TIME

TRANSISTOR METER

portable, battery operated
DURSON Co., 10416 National Blvd.,
Los Angeles 34, Calif. Transistometer No. 101 tests both pnp and
npn low power junction transistors.
It permits small signal beta measurements to 250 using two scales,
0-50 and 0-250. Both I, and beta
measurements are directly comparable with transistor manufacturers' specifications.
All functions are controlled by
a single switch with sequence
arranged to afford meter protection. The meter is also protected
against excessive overloads. Internal transistors are interchangeable with similar types without
circuit alterations or factory calibration.
The unit is ideal for laboratory
or production line testing. Weight
is less than 6 lb. It is available in
kit form at $67.50. Circle P19
inside back cover.
,

Model 2125A

A wide range instrument
designed for the economical generation of
fast rise time pulses at low impedance. Direct coupled
output at ground potential minimizes waveform
problems, and optional use of internal load allows
provision of full power to low impedance loads and
optimum waveform to higher loads.
90 V Amplitude Open Circuit, 50 V into 50 Ohm
Load .02 vs Rise Time 10 CPS to 100 KC Rep.
Rate 0 to 100 vs Delay or Advance .1 to 100 1s
Pulse Width 60 DB Attenuator.
Write for Complete Data: Our Bulletin 2125A,

E

The Model 2125A Pulse Generator is the latest
addition to the Electro -Pulse line of electronic
instrumentation which includes Precision, Variable,

and Megacycle Pulse Generators, Pulse Code
Generators, Pulse Oscillators, Time Delay
Generators, and Electronic Counting Equipment.
Air

Model 2120A PRECISION PULSE GENERATOR

Representatives in Major Cities

Séea

eé4e, T't.

11861 TEALE STREET, CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA
Telephones: EXmont 8.6764 and TExas 0.8006

302

For

AUDIO TRANSISTOR
pnp germanium unit
MARVELCO ELECTRONIC DIVISION OF
NATIONAL AIRCRAFT CORP., 3411

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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"POWER SUPPLY ENGINEERS: In a rut? Want to work
at the forefront of the electronic power supply field?
Our expansion is limited only by the sire of our handpicked engineering staff. Excellent compensation, recog-

corporation
Electronic Development

&

Manufacturing

345 CARNEGIE AVENUE, KENILWORTH, N. J.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

nition, security. Stimulating colleagues and challenging
jobs. Write to T. C. Garns, Director of Research, for telephone or personal interview. Will consider capable Circuit
Engineers with only nominal power supply background
for rapid training and development in this essential and
challenging field."

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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insulated

Tulare Ave., Burbank, Calif. A
new low noise audio transistor
for use at audio and ultrasonic
frequencies is now available. It
is a pnp germanium diffused alloy
junction unit hermetically sealed
in a resistance welded metal case
with glass -to -metal seals to secure
the 11 in. leads. The unit is designed for high gain (B = 70),
low -to-medium power applications
(150 mw).

TERMINAL
\,

LUGS

USECO offers quality insulated
lugs with ... Immediate deliveries Wide selection of types
Phenolic or moulded melamine

High dielectric strengthChoice of platings Swaged
types or threaded, internally or
externally Packed in strong,
protective bags for protection
and convenience Quick service from 135 jobbers and 31

representatives. Write today
for name of nearest jobber and
representative. Please address

Department

\i

/
1

miniature
and

standard

1

/

Complete line of standardized
electronic hardware-miniature

lugs-chassis bushings-stand-

offs-spacers-terminal boards
etched circuits and 500 other
items. World's most complete
stock of silver and gold-plated
terminal lugs-over twenty-one
million pieces.

16.

(

U. S.

ENGINEERING CO., INC.
A Division of Litton Industries, Inc.

5873 RODEO ROAD

304
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LOS

Ratings-Collector
Maximum
dissipation is 150 mw; collector
voltage, -45 V; collector current,
-20 ma; ambient operating temperature, 55 C; and ambient storage temperature, 85 C.
Typical characteristics measured at 1 kc and 25 C are as follows: collector voltage, -6 v;
emitter current, 1 ma. Circle P20
inside back cover.

ANGELES

16,

CALIFORNIA

additional information on all items

1

PICTURE TUBES
for portable tv sets
WESTINGHOUSE

CORP.,

is 141 in.

The sperical faceplates are made
of neutral gray glass, minimizing
reflections and improving picture

on this page, use post card on last page.
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Electronic Tube Div., Box 284,
Elmira, N. Y., has added to its line
of Reliatron tubes two new picture
tubes, types 14NP4 and 14NP4A,
for portable tv sets. Both are
directly viewed and of rectangular
glass construction. A new bulb
design permits 90 deg deflection.
This design increases picture area
and decreases tube length by 2
in. Overall length of each tube

November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

A TRIUMPH OF TELEPHONE TECHNOLOGY
CLARENVILLE, NEWFOUNDLAND

ORAN, SCOTLAND

NAUTICAL MILES
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Contour of ocean bed where cable swiftly and clearly carries 36 conversations simultaneously.
This is deep-sea part of system
joint enterprise of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Company, British Post Office and Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Corporation.

-a

A great new telephone cable now links North America
and Europe-the first transoceanic cable to carry voices.
To make possible this historic forward step in world
communications, Bell Laboratories scientists and engineers
had to solve formidable new problems never encountered
with previous cables, which carry only telegraph signals.
To transmit voices clearly demanded a much wider

frequency band and efficient ways of overcoming huge
attenuation losses over its more than 2000 -mile span. The
complex electronic apparatus must withstand the tremendous pressures and stresses encountered on the ocean
floor, far beyond adjustment or servicing for years to come.

Here are a few of the key developments that made
this unique achievement possible:

More than 300 electron tubes of
unrivaled endurance operate continuously, energized by current
sent from land.

Precisely designed equalizing networks and amplifiers compensate
for the loss in the cable every 40
miles and produce a communication highway 144 kc. wide.

A unique triple watertight seal
protects the amplifiers from pressures as high as 6500 pounds per

Power supplies of exceptional reliability send precisely regulated
current along the same coaxial
that carries your voice to energize
the amplifying units.

square inch.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
World center of communications research and development

www.americanradiohistory.com
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contrast. Both types have an external conductive coating that provides a filter capacitor when
grounded. The 14NP4A has a
metal -backed screen for increased
picture brightness.
The tubes employ low -voltage
electrostatic focus and magnetic
deflection. The anode voltage is
12,000 v. Both tubes are 10A in.
high and 131'6- in. wide. Circle P21
inside back cover.

non-nuclear, Vitro Engineering Division has
created outstanding records in the engineering, design
and construction of the newest and best in technical facilities for industry and government.
NUCLEAR, or

IN THE NUCLEAR FIELD

Vitro is across the map in atomic energy. Whether scoping a heavy water plant in India, working on Consolidated
Edison's full-scale power reactor or designing atomic facilities for Lockheed's nuclear -aircraft project, you'll find Vitro
engineers at work.
Vitro, in nuclear engineering since 1942, has designed
and built facilities for uranium isotope separation (Oak
Ridge), plutonium production (Hanford), uranium milling
and refining (Salt Lake City and Canonsburg), hot laboratories, and processing plants.
IN OTHER FIELDS'

Vitro has designed and built nerve gas installations for
the Army, armament test facilities for the Air Force, and
for private industry the country's largest titanium production plant, processing plants, including a sugar refinery,
acrylonitrile plant, and ore and mineral production works.
Wherever plans are afloat for difficult engineering projects, it's a good bet Vitro engineers are there. May we
discuss your engineering problems?
Write for detailed information to

VITRO ENGINEERING DIVISION

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

261 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
DIVISIONAL ACTIVITIES

Q Research,
*Nuclear

development, weapons systems

and process engineering, design

ARefinery engineering, design, construction

306
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Uranium mining, milling, processing, refining

p

Rare metals, heavy minerals, fine chemicals

Q

Ceramic colors, pigments, chemical products

additional information on all items

POWER TETRODE
made of ceramic and metal
EITEL

on this page, use post cord on last page.
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MCCULLOUGH,

INC.,

San

Bruno, Calif., has announced a
new 300-w anode dissipation
ceramic
power
transmitting
tetrode. Designated the 4CX300A.
the tube is approximately 21 in.
in length by H in. in diameter and
was developed specifically for
severe environments.
Made entirely of ceramic and
metal, and incorporating ceramic
support of internal electrodes, the
tube produces low noise output
despite heavy accelerative forces
from shock and vibration. Supported solely at its base by a
standard Eimac air system socket
it will withstand repeated 11
millisecond 50 g shocks in any
plane without internal shorts or
mechanical damage. There are no
major electrode resonances when
the tube is vibrated from 30 to
2,000 cps.
Metal -ceramic construction inhibits deterioration of electrical
characteristics while operating
continuously at envelope temperatures of 250 C. Also, high temperature processing has produced an
November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

HOW FAST CAN AMERICA STRIKE BACK?

America's defense is keyed to halt aggression
almost as soon as it starts. In seconds, bombers of
our Strategic Air Command, guided by a new
bombing and navigational system, will be able
to take to the air, seek out, and smash any
threat of war aimed in our direction.

Heart of this new bombing and navigational
equipment is an electronic computer, built
by IBM. With a speed and accuracy never before
possible, this computer sifts through reams
of flight and target data, translating them into
vital facts for a safe and successful mission.

Careers unlimited
If you are an engineer or a technician, perhaps
you would like to work on similar computers
for business, government and science-as well
as for defense. IBM offers unequalled career
opportunities in this virtually "unlimited"
field of electronics.

Many IBM benefits
In addition to excellent starting salaries
and on-the-job training with pay, IBM offers
a chance for rapid promotion through its
individual merit recognition system. You'll
work in some of the choicest locations in
all America and enjoy the advantages of IBM's
industry -famous employee -benefit policies.

Write,

outlining your background and interests, to:
R. A. Whitehorne, Room 411, International Business Machines Corp., 590 Madison Ave., New York
22, N. Y.
IBM Laboratories at Endicott, Owego, Poughkeepsie and Kingston, N. Y., and San Jose, Calif.

DATA PROCESSING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
TIME EQUIPMENT
MILITARY PRODUCTS

ELECTRONICS

- November,

IBM

1956

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION
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extremely clean tube with more
thorough outgassing.
The 4CX300A operates at full

ratings through 500 me -500 w
input as a r -f amplifier or oscillator, and 300 w input as a plate modulated r -f amplifier. Circle P22
inside back cover.

X-500
Sub -Miniature

ACEPOT'

ACEPOT*- ACETRIM* subminiature,
precision wire -wound potentiometers
and trimmers 2re shooting to
new highs!

X-500

from

rated to

"Hotpot" operates

-55e

C.

150° C.

to 150° C.

1/2" size

ACEPOTS and ACETRIMS meet unusually rigid func-

up to 250K

tional and physical requirements and are setting new
standards for dependability in sub -miniaturization.
The designs are the result of 4 years' development and
over a year of successful use by leading electronic
and aircraft equipment manufacturers.

.3% linearity,'':
proved in use

ACETRIM

ACEPOT

(trimmer)

(potentiometer)
to 250K

200
1/2

x 1/2"

±

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,
1740 Broadway, New York 19,

N. Y. Type 6788, a T-3 subminia-

Condensed Engineering Data
Resistance Range
Size

SUBMINIATURE TUBE
for guided missiles

2%

10^to150K±3%
1/2

1/2"

±3%
±.3%
Linearity
excellent
extremely high
Resolution
-55° C to 125° C
-55° C to 150° C
Ambient Temperature
low or high
low or high
Torque
other values on special order.
The above specifications ore standard
All units sealed, moistureproofed, and anti -fungus treated. Meet opplicable portions of JAN specs and MIL -E -5272A standards.

-

ture sharp cutoff audio voltage
pentode amplifier, was designed for
guided missile applications. It is
also expected to find utilization in
such areas as military vehicular a-plications and telemetering. The
complete line announced includes
three other pentodes and three
triodes. Circle P23 inside back
cover.

Ace also offers larger size precision potentiometers, to RETMA specifications, manufactured to highest standards to meet your most rigid requirements. Expedited delivery from special order section.

For applications where you must be positive,
answer your potentiometer and trimmer needs
with space and weight saving, highly accurate
and dependable ACEPOTS and ACETRIMS.

Available in threaded bushing, servo, flush

tapped hole or flange mounts, and ganged
units. Special shaft lock is self-contained.
Internal stops and taps as required. Indexing
pin provides non -rotational mounting.

Expedited delivery on prototypes; prompt servicing of production orders.
Write for Fact File and application data sheets.
*trademarks applied for

ROTARY ACTUATOR

for airborne applications
St.,
St. Louis 13, Mo., has developed a
new 400-cps servo controlled flat
package actuator designed for air WHITE-RODGERS Co., 4407 Cook

ACE ELECTRONICS ASSOCIATES
Dept
308

E, 101

Dover St.

For

Somerville 44, Massachusetts
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Photo courtesy of Associated Spring Corp.

Need a spring

for service above 500° F.?

When it is a question of strength and resistance to fatigue

corrected, decreases as heat exceeds 700°F.)

and relaxation under corrosive conditions

Other Inco Nickel Alloys-Monel, "K" Monel, Permanickel®
help solve special spring problems. Permanickel, for example, combines good electrical conductivity
with excellent heat and fatigue resistance.

-

Particularly when temperatures range over 500°F.
and other materials do not perform satisfactorilyThat is the time to see how INCO Nickel Alloys may
solve the problem for you.
Inconel and Duranickel, for example, are widely used
for springs that must resist relaxation at stresses up to
70,000 psi and temperatures up to 650°F.

Inconel "X" goes even further. It maintains 90 per cent
of its room -temperature mechanical properties up to
900°F., 80 per cent up to 1100°F. Combines excellent
resistance to heat, corrosion, and relaxation at stresses
up to 100,000 psi. (Maximum recommended design stress,

U
n

Nickel Alloys
- November,

1956

Why don't you let Inco engineers help you find the
right spring for severe service.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.
Electrical and Electronic Section
E-11-56
67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

corrosive conditions
I need springs that will last longer in
D high temperatures. Please send me your new booklet on
"Into Nickel Alloy Helical Springs".

Name

MONEL® "R"® MONEL "K"® MONEL "KR"® MONEL
"S"® MONEL INCONEL® INCONEL "X"®
INCONEL "W"® INCOLOY® NIMONIC® Alloys
NICKEL
LOW CARBON NICKEL DURANICKEL®

ELECTRONICS

-

Want more information?

Title

Company
Company Address
Use post card on
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You Can Hare

Precision
Parts
with
1o,000,000,000,000

IVIMG01-11VIS
per cm3
ZTOLUME

IR

SISTIZZ-ITY

by specifying

DIAMONITE
high alumina ceramics

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

borne applications. This rotary
actuator is designed to be operated
from magnetic, transistor or v -t

amplifiers, and can be supplied in
two output torque ratings: 100
in. lb at stall and 50 in. lb at 1.8
rpm, or 50 in. lb stall and 25 in.
lb at 3.6 rpm.
This actuator is available either
with or without a -c tachometer

feedback for stabilization purPosition feedback may be
provided by either internal potentiometer or synchro signals. Internal fixed stops and limit
switches can be incorporated if
required.
Maximum overall dimensions
excluding shaft extension is 6 in.
wide, 3-ia high and 1i in. deep. External electrical connections are
made by means of an AN type connector mounted either on the side
or recessed in the back of the
actuator. Circle P24 inside back
cover.
poses.

with all these highly -developed properties, too!
The ultra -high volume resistiv
ity of Diamonite, even at very

high temperatures, togethe r
with its other highly develope d
dielectric properties as show n
at the right, offer many oppor
tunities for improved electronic
design and performance.

PROPERTIES AVAILABLE

.

/

i,,

Te

Its absolute zero water absorp-

tion factor insures uniform
performance under all atmospheric conditions and its highly developed physical and
thermal characteristics often
solve vexing problems.

IN DIAMONITE

Composition
to 97% AI,O.,
Tensile Strength
.to 28,500 p.s.i.
Modulus of Rupture
to 49,500 p.s.i.
Compression Strength_to 500,00 p.s.i
Impact Resistance
.23
.25 loud
Specific Gravity __
to 3.82
Pore Volume
less than 1%
Softening Temperature 1850°C
Thermal Conductivity_ _02 /cal/se%m2/cm/°C.
Average Coefficient
Thermal Expansion
cm.cmj°C
_ 25°/700`C 7.3x106
Volume Resistivity, _ 1250°C 2.0x10"
Ohms per CM,
, 500°C
1.3x10"
Value
Vol. Res.

1 megohm_over
1,100°C
Dielectric Constant
K d 25°C
1010r'. 8.77
Dielectric Loss
Factors
25°C 10ati .0009
Hardness
Mohs 9 -4 Water Absorption' _ _ _Absolute Zero
Thermal Shock
Resistancet
over 1,000-C
__
_

Determined
in water.

t

Electrically

after 48 hours Immersion

Withstands repeated heating to this temperature
and air quenching without loss of strength.

you require precision parts, however intricate in design
and in any quantity, embodying these unique properties,
Diamonite's electronic and ceramic engineers and product
development facilities are at your service in working out
details of the application.
If

ZN
310
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PRINCIPAL CITIES
For

products
manufacturing
company
Canton 2. 02aio

additional information on all items

LIGHTWEIGHT TWT
for military aircraft
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.
Y., has announced the TW956, a
new lightweight traveling -wave

tube for military aircraft. The
2.¡, lb device is 80 percent lighter
than heavy equipment, also illustrated, performing the same function. It utilizes a system of
permanent magnets for focusing
instead of solenoids requiring
electric power. The new device
combines the tube and focusing

on this page, use post card on last page.
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MODEL 685

MODEL 385

OSCILLOSCOPES

MODEL 387R

MODEL

MODEL

770

675

Model 770: Wide Band DC A.mpE-

Model 387R: Industrial's 3" scope

fiers (0 to 5 MC). 10 MV RMS per
inch sensitivity. New flat -face 5"
tube permits a more linear reading
as well as facilitates photography
for permanent records of any pattern or series of patterns. An illuminated calibrated screer is backed
with a green filter which reduces
reflections. Excellent pulse response,
built-in voltage calibrator and unusual
stability are features every engineer
will appreciate.

rack mount style with identical
horizontal and vertical amplifiers.
DC to 500 KC response and a 10
MV RMS per inch sensitivity. Recurrent and driven sweep, internal or
external locking, non -frequency
discriminating ten -to -one gain control, full screen deflection without
low or high frequency distortion
are ideal features designed to permit versatile use of this equipment
in all phases of electronic work.
in a

Model 675: Features a vertical wide
bane frequency response from
cycle to 4.5 megacycles, at a 20 MV
1

RMS per inch sensitivity. A new type

circuit technique has replaced the
need for dual sensitivlity. The vertical
attenJator is frequency compensated
in decode steps. The recurrent sweep

hcs a frequency coverage from 10
to 100,000 cycles with vernier control. Illuminated calibrated screen

and other features qualify the
685 as a high -quality 5" 'scope.

Your inquiry is invited. Technical details are available at yoJu request.

THE

HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
10527 DUPONT AVENUE

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

CLEVELAND 8, OHIO

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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votalizing

(continued)

apparatus in a single lightweight
package. Circle P25 inside back
cover.

Wecorcler
-.,

'

SILICON RECTIFIER
a new fuse -type unit
RECTIFIER DIVIN. College Ave., Bloomington, Ind., has announced a new

TARZIAN

SARKES

SION, 415

fuse -type silicon rectifier to replace all selenium rectifiers in
radio, tv and electronic devices.
The rating of the unit is 400 v
back at 500 ma. Overall dimenin. in diameter and
sions are
approximately 1 in. long. It will fit
into a standard fuse holder.
Further information is available
from the company. Circle P26
inside back cover.

A precision instrument used to record the time o

signal is at or above a pre -selected value. Widely
employed in measuring field intensity in propagation tests.
Operates from the rectified output of any good
quality receiver. Input voltage range is 0 to -10
volts DC. Sensitivity is guaranteed to .05 volts DC
input through average readings to .005 volts are
not unusual. Any of 10 channels may be set at
varied voltage ranges. Isolation between channels
permits closeness to .05 volts without interaction.
Each channel, when energized, operates a

RPM

1

synchronous motor driven counter reading in 1/10
minutes and totaling to 9,999.9 minutes.
Full detail in the Gates 300 -page catalog, Page 235.

CONVERTER

Gates M3815 Totalizing Recorder; rack panel size 19" x 14"
and 51/4" x 19". Drop down
to service front panel. For 115
volts, 60 cycles.
Price, F.O.B.

Quincy, Illinois, $1375.00.

analog -to-digital type

ttdw,

iglii' Ì
a`

i-'
GATES RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ILL.

312

-

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922

OFFICES IN: NEW YORK, WASHINGTON, ATLANTA,
HOUSTON, LOS ANGELES

For

Jacksonville Rd., Hatboro, Pa., has available its shaft position, analog-todigital converter, the Digi-Coder,
now available in a new C -2-B
model.
The advanced -design unit incorporates, at a lower cost, many
new features, such as reduced inertia, wide range of a -c and d -c
operating voltages, and noncorrosive, precious -metal contacts. The
FISCHER & PORTER Co., 809

additional information on all items on this page,

use post card on last

www.americanradiohistory.com
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You owe it to yourself and your faiiiilv
to compare these multiple advantages

offered only by Consolidated...
Find out now how CEC's engineers enjoy a combination
of advantages unique in electronics, and made possible by
executives with both scientific and professional management backgrounds. CEC's policy of recognition for the

individual has built a pioneering, multi -million dollar
organization-the recognized leader in the application of
electronics to chemical analysis, process monitoring, dynamic and static testing, and automatic data processing...

YOUR CREATIVE
IMAGINATION PAYS OFF
AT CEC
In development engineering laboratory, George M. Slocomb (center),
31, supervisor of digital data proc-

essing section, explains new test
procedure in transistor circuitry for
digital data handling. Viewing breadboard demonstration are engineers
Bob Kelly (left) and Wayne Hodder.
CEC's substantial R&D budget
is 2-3 tintes greater than normal
budgets-totals 10-15% of sales.

MILLIONS Of DOLLARS

a

1

TOP MONEY for professional engineers in all classifications: Development, Design, Systems, Test and Service. CEC's fast, continuing growth
offers great opportunity in a stimulating
professional atmosphere.

HOW TO ENJOY YOUR WORK and

make your family happy ... CEC's
progressive administration emphasizes

excellent working conditions in modern
buildings. Your family will enjoy the
beauty of CEC's non -industrial location!

Don't take our word for it

... ask our engineers ... WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE DATA.

Consolidated
Electrodynamics
300 North Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, California
NATIONWIDE COMPANY -OWNED SALES
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

&

PROFIT SHARING SECURITY plus
exclusive life, health, accident plans.
CEC's profit sharing enables you to
participate in the Company's growthbacked by rising sales ($17.1 million in
1955...$23 million anticipated in 1956).

NAME

(Please print or type)

ADDRESS

SERVICE OFFICES

Want more information?

Joseph H. Lancor, Vice President & Director of Engineering
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation, Dept. E-1
300 North Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif.
Please send Consolidated information to:

Use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com
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latter may be used to make and
break a circuit at 250 ma, 48 IT d -c,

Looking for dependable
microwave
test equipment?

or 115 y a -c.
These improvements and others
result in a unit with a life expectancy 20 times greater than any
other shaft position, analog -todigital converter now available.
Circle P27 inside back cover.

NARDA'S NOTED FOR IT!
The most complete line of UHF and microwave test
equipment including such instruments as:

WAVEGUIDE COUPLERS

COAXIAL COUPLERS
WAVEGUIDE TERMINATIONS

COAXIAL TERMINATIONS
FREQUENCY METERS

SUPPLY

for transistor circuits

HORNS

SORENSEN
TUNERS

& CO., INC., 375 Fairfield

Ave., Stamford, Conn., has introduced a variable voltage, low cost

ECHO BOXES

especially designed for
transistor circuit work. The TNobatron, model T-50-1.5, features
excellent line voltage regulation
and transient response for line
supply

MIXERS
SLOTTED LINES

and load pulses.

BENDS

Specifications-Input range of
the unit is 95-130 v a -c, 60 cps.
Output voltage is 0-50 v d -c in 3
ranges, 0-10, 0-25 and 0-50 v.
Regulation for line changes is ±1

ATTENUATORS
STANDARD REFLECTIONS
From L Band (1120-1700mc)
to KA Band (26,500-39,500mc)

percent for 105-125 y, ±2 percent
for wider input. Ripple is 50 my
maximum.
Complete specifications, performance data and quotations are
available. Circle P28 inside back
cover.

Ask for catalog
Narda also makes a complete line of bolometers and tbermistors,
available for same -day delivery

4744

the

IGNITRON TUBE
controls resistance welders

narda

WESTINGHOUSE

corporation

160 HERRICKS ROAD, MINEOLA, N. Y., PIONEER 6-4650

COMPLETE
314

INSTRUMENTATION
For

FOR

MICROWAVE

AND

UHF

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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CORP.,

Electronic Tube Division, Box 284,
Elmira, N. Y. Type WL -5822-A
ignitron tube, for control of frequency -changer resistance welders, is a sealed, stainless -steel
jacketed, water-cooled, mercury pool tube capable of intermittent
November, 1956
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RCA

Prototype

"Special Red" and

"Premium"

DESIGN FOR DEPENDABILITY

Types

0A2

0A2 -WA

OB2

062 -'NA'

2021

2021-W'

GAC7

6/4C7 -W"

614

614 -WA'

6AK5

5651

6AK5

5654 6A65

6AK5

5654,6A65
W 5996'

2C51

5670
5686

5690*
6S17 -GT

56917

6SN7-GT

56921-

6517

5693t
5718

5718

571ß-A
5719

...In

lip

fumed

N«

1

critical
applications
.. specify

5719

5719-A

6AS6

5725

6AL5

5726

6AL5

5726/6AL5

6A15

5726/6AL5
. W !6097'

2021

5727!2021

66A6

5749

6BE6

575ß

12AX7

5751

12AX7

5751'NA

12AU7

5814-A

12AU7

5814.NA

5840

5841)-A

6AQ5

6005

12AY7

6072

0A2

6073

.W.

W'

5844

RCA "SPECIAL RED"
AND "PREMIUM" TUBES

Optimum performance of electronic equipment, particularly when it involves critical
applications, often depends on the quality of the tubes installed in the equipment.
Premium -quality tabes minimize early failures and inefficient or unreliable equipment
performance.
The ability to design and manufacture a premium -quality tube comes only with the
accumulation of many years of experience in the development and production o' tubes
of all types. RCA's special knowledge of tube design, manufacture, inspection, and
quality control is diligently applied in producing RCA PREMIUM TUBES. This
special knowledge is your assurance of electron tube dependability and optimum
performance of your equipment.
Design for dependa5ility. In critical applications, specify "SPECIAL RED" and
"PREMIUM" TUBES-available through your RCA TUBE DISTRIBUTOR_ For
technical data on RCA "Special -Red" and "Premium" tubes, write RCA, Commercial
Engineering, Harrison, N. J.

TUBES FOR INDUSTRIAL -ELECTRONICS
Radio Corporation of America, Harrison, N. J.

O

B2

6074

-WA'

6AS7-G

6080

616

6101

6J6

6101/616

6AU6

6136

6AG5

6186/6AG5

12AU7

6189(12/U17

12AT7

6201

5840

6205'

-WA'

-WA'
.WA'

NOTE: Since the "Special -Red" and "Premium" types can not

always be used as replacements, check tube
data before replacing a
type in the prototype
column with the listed
"Special -Red" or "Premium" type.
(Special -Red Tubes

'Built to the military
specification applicable
at the time of production.

ELECTRONICS

- November, 1956

Want more information?

Use post card on
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flitST

bought
because they
LAST
Day in, day out ... in aircraft, refinery vessels, fire protection
systems, furnaces, molding presses ... under extremes of heat
and cold, moisture, chemicals and abrasion, Revere thermocouple wires stand up because they're tailor-made for each
application.
Solid or stranded chromel-alumel, iron-constantan and copper-constantan conductors available in various gauge sizes.
Wrapped, carded or extruded insulations include polyethylene, vinyl, nylon, Revcothene*, Teflont, fiber glass, asbestos
and pure silica glass fiber. Outer braids treated with flame
and abrasion resistant saturants. Metallic braids for severe
service. L & N, SAMA or NBS calibration. Wires constructed
to Military Specifications MIL -W-5845, MIL -W-5846 and
MIL -W-5908.

ignitor service. It has a 1,200 or
1,500 v maximum anode voltage
rating. with 1,500 or 1,200 ampere
maximum anode current.
It features a provision for the
thermostatic control, which when
equipped with suitable thermostatic
switches, conserves cooling water
consumption and simultaneously
protects the tube and associated
equipment from overloads and
overheating.
Overall length including leads
is 25 in., and the diameter is 41
in. The unit weighs only 8.1 lb.
Circle P29 inside back cover.

Whether your application requires extreme flexibility, chemical inertness or resistance to temperature, flame, abrasion,
moisture, acids or solvents, a standard or special Revere
thermocouple wire will meet your specific need.
"Revere trade name

1-E.

I. DuPont

trademark

ßANSOM RESEARCH, P. O.

Send for Engineering Bulletin No. 1701 describing
Revere Thermocouple Wires and Extension Leads.

g0)2

CORPORATION

For

Box 382,

Pedro, Calif. Model 1430
preset wave timer is capable of
measuring 1-f signals with five
place accuracy as indicated on the
faces of the direct reading counter
tubes. For example, a 400 cps
signal can be measured to within
±10 ¡.sec, or 5 places, instead of
3 places with the usual ±1 count.
The instrument consists basically of a 4 -decade preset counter

San

OF

AMERICA

21

WALLINGFORD, CONNECTICUT A Subsidiary of Neptune Meter Company
316

PRESET WAVE TIMER
designed for the laboratory

additional information on all items

on this page, use post card on last page.
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL

Pioneers in Guidance Systems
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory
is a stable research and development center located to the north
of Pasadena in the foothills of

the San Gabriel mountains.
Covering an area of 80 acres and
employing1550 people, it is close
to attractive residential areas.
The Laboratory is staffed by the
California Institute of Tech-

nology and develops its many
projects in basic research under
contract with the U.S. Gov't.
Qualified personnel employment
inquiries now invited.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

IN THESE FIELDS NOW

For many years the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has pioneered in the design and

available to designers of complex missile
systems.

guidance systems, utilizing the most advanced types of gyroscopes, accelerometers
and other precision electro-mechanical devices. These supply the reference information necessary to achieve the hitherto unattainable target accuracies sought today.
The eminent success of the early "Corporal" missile flights shortly after World
War II firmly established the Laboratory as
a leader in the field of missile guidance.
These flights also initiated experiments involving both inertial and radio -command
systems employing new concepts of radar
communication. Because of this research
and experimentation JPL has been able to
add materially to the fund of knowledge

This development activity is supported
by basic research in all phases of electronics, including microwaves and antennas,
new circuit elements, communications and
reliability in addition to other branches of
science necessary to maintain a fully integrated missile research organization.

development of highly accurate missile

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory, therefore, provides many challenging opportunities to creative engineers wishing to actively apply their abilities to the vital technical problems that require immediate and

future solution.

We want to hear from men of proven ability. If you are interested please send us
your qualifications now.

INSTRUMENTATION
APPLIED PHYSICS
DATA HANDLING
COMPUTERS
TELEMETERING
RADIO AND INERTIAL GUIDANCE
GUIDANCE ANALYSIS
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
MICROWAVES
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
PACKAGING

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
A

DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
PASADENA
CALIFORNIA

ELECTRONICS-November, 1956
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and a 5-decade precision timing
unit. Frequency range is 1 cps to
20 kc with square wave input or
20 cps to 20 kc with sine wave
input. The preset count capacity is
up to 9,999; the precision timer
range is up to 1 sec in 10 µsec increments; and the timing accuracy
is x-10 µsec. Circle P30 inside
back cover.

PRECISION POT
3 in. in diameter

is

CORP.,
Newport Beach,
Calif. The 3 -in. diameter single turn series 5700 precision potentiometer is a new unit with torque,
noise and mechanical
runout
values considerably improved over
the series L.
Housed in a dimensionally
stable one-piece plastic cup, the
5700 can have 8 sections ganged
on a common shaft at the factory
. . each with a maximum of 33
taps.
ti

HELIPOT

o rUledel
U

bet4M tiVti(deºf.

, .

ADIOS

.

Progressive engineering from PACE has passed
another milestone toward the elimination of
tedious, time-consuming manual programming

5. Read-out results

is controlled either by keyboard or
punched paper tape. Setting or read-out of components is entirely by selection as both sequences are
controlled by auxiliary tape. Permanent record of
operations is provided with an electric typewriter
and a tape punch. The digital voltmeter part of
the read-out system has a visual indicator so that
all operations can be monitored by the operator.

ADIOS facilitates the programming and readout of PACE's precision analog computing
equipment by making it completely automatic to:
2.

and dynamic

ADIOS

operations. ADIOS (automatic digital inputoutput system) is the latest development from
Electronic Associates, Inc. with characteristic
optimum reliability, versatility and accuracy.

1.

of both static

problem check.

Adjust attenuators to 4 -digit accuracy.
Adjust diode function generator

Your inquiries are invited for detailed informa
Lion on ADIOS, PACE computing systems, time rental at our Princeton Computation Center or

potentiometers.
Read-out attenuator settings.
4. Read-out the ouput voltages of all
operational components.
3.

a

visit with our skilled

Sates

Engineering Staff.

Write Department EL -11, Electronic Associates,
Inc., Long Branch, New Jersey.

Other Features-Standard range
of resistance is from 50 to 163,000 ohms. Linearity is as close as
±0.1 percent. The unit is available
with or without ball bearings, for
servo or bushing mounting. Power

ratings are 6.9 w at 25 C ambient
and 5 w at 40 C ambient. Operating range is from -55 to +80 C.
The series 5700 also offers a
wide selection of modifications to
meet exact specifications. Circle
P31 inside back cover.

BINARY DIVIDER
pulses tv synchronizers

SET
LONG

318

BRANCH,-

For

NEW

S

JERSEY

LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS, INC.

THE

additional information

on

Pitts St., Boston 14, Mass.
Using the binary storage principle
of magnetic cores, the model 1801
Syncpulser is a binary divider
75

TELEPHONE

LONG

BRANCH

6-1109

all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Inspector

i«,ks finished enameled wire

THIS MAN CAN HELP YOU

Eliminate cost of incoming magnet wire inspection!
This inspector acts as customers'
agent in the Anaconda magnet
wire mill.
Result: Anaconda Magnet Wire
complies with such exactness to
specifications that many customers
have felt it possible to eliminate
incoming inspection ... at considerable savings in money, time and
manpower.

More than this, customers say
Anaconda quality control pays off
in smoother winding room performance ... and helps them produce a consistently high quality
product at lowest cost.

ASK THE MAN FROM
FOR

www.americanradiohistory.com

Talk to the Man from Anaconda
about a trial run of Anaconda wire
to prove it to yourself. Call or

write: Anaconda Wire & Cable
Company, 25 Broadway, New
York 4, New York.

ANACON DA

MAGNET WIRE

NEW PRODUCTS

Purtbase

Order
OC

N° 411

(continued)

circuit which has the unique advantage of avoiding the set-up adjustments and maintenance of
ordinary dividers. It is designed
primarily as a subassembly for use
in the synchronizers of tv broadcast equipment. In this application it gives a 525 count synced to
60 cps, but units can be constructed for applications requiring other counts.
The 32.5 kc output is 22 v into
1,000 ohms, the pulses 2

sec wide

at the base. The 60 cps output is
a 7 v pulse into a high impedance
load. The construction is that of
a 7-tube subassembly 71 in. by 3 -1in. by 3 in. using the latest in

printed wiring techniques. Circle
P32 inside back cover.

Who Gets the Order-and Why?
If you're the person responsible for buying your company's
springs you know why. You know the price should be right .. .
equal or better. But you know that price isn't the final factor
either. You've found that dependability of the supplier is of
his assured
greater importance. His delivery commitment
. and his engineering and
uniformity of quality products
manufacturing organization that can help solve unusual problems that so often save time and final costs. It's these things
that spring buyers keep in mind when the supplier's name is
put on the order.
Lewis' name goes on the "P.O.'s" of so many large companies for one or maybe all of the reasons mentioned above.
We're proud of that-and we are certainly going to make sure
that all of our present and future spring buyers have the same
important reasons to put "Lewis" on the order-and more
too, if we can find them. How can we help you ?

...

.

.

LEWIS SPRING & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2656 W. North Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois

The finest light springs and wireforms of every type and material
320

SELENIUM RECTIFIER

compact, plug-in type
INTERNATIONAL

For additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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RECTIFIER

CORP.,

El Segundo, Calif. Type 60-7788 is
a small, compact plug-in selenium
rectifier designed to replace the
6AL5 tube in many tv sync discriminator circuits. These subminiature selenium rectifiers do not
require any heater power.
This unit consists of two 1U1
selenium diodes, mounted and
soldered to a plug that fits a 7 -pin
miniature tube socket. Each diode
is designed to deliver 20 IT d -c at
1.5 ma for an rms voltage input
of 26 v maximum and may be operated through an ambient temperature range of -50 C to 100 C. The
November, 1956
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variable capacitors for

electronic Instruments

save time, trouble, and expense, when made by R/C
Whether you manufacture frequency meters, grid dip meters,
or "Q" meters-sweep generators or communications
kits-if it includes a variable capacitor, chances are Radio
Condenser can help you.
As a major supplier of tuning devices for thirty-four years,
R/C has long manufactured a complete line of standard,

special, and custom variable capacitors especially for instrument
use. Characterized by quality consistent with the particular
end product, these variable capacitors are well suited
to rapid, low-cost, quantity production.

Let us know what your requirements are and we'll be happy
to send you complete information on the variable capacitors you
need. Or, a call to the Radio Condenser Engineering
office nearest you will bring a variable capacitor specialist
right to your desk.

RADIO CONDENSER CO.
& Copewood Streets, Camden 3, New Jersey, EMerson 5-5500
Middle West: 4335 West Armitage Ave., Chicago 39, Ill., SPaulding 2-4411.
West Coast: 1102 Southwestern Avenue, Los Angeles 6, Calif., REpublic 2-8103
Export: International Div., 15 Moore St., N.Y. 4, N.Y., CABLE: MINTHORNE
Canada: Radio Condenser Co. Ltd., 6 Bermondsey Rd., Toronto, Ontario

East Coast: Davis

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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a proven performer
always in control
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(continued)

diodes are completely encapsulated
within a thermosetting plastic to
protect them from moisture, corrosive atmosphere and fungi.
In addition to their application
as horizontal sync phase discriminators, in tv receivers, these diodes are ideal components for bias
supplies, power supplies for sensitive relays, in computers and in
many other circuits. Circle P33
inside back cover.

A FEW REPRESENTATIVE SIZES AND SHAPES

A. W. HA YDON CO. delayed reset time
Protect power tubes in expensive
delay relays
transmitting, receiving or
control

the

equipment two ways:
1. On initial application of line
voltage, the timer operates as a
standard Time Delay Relay
providing the delay equipment

Shown in the chart is a typical characteristic. In this case the Reset Rate is equal to
the Time Delay.

required to get up to correct
operating temperature.
Therefore, you can throw your
load right across the line, and
plate voltage will not be applied
until filaments or heaters warm
up. This eliminates the need for
estimating warm-up time,
preventing premature tube
failures.
2. If line voltage fails, an
escapement in the timer operates
to provide a Reset Rate which
can be calibrated to the cooling
characteristic of the equipment.
"Down time" is kept to a
minimum, and equipment is back
in operation as soon as practical
after line voltage is restored.
This automatic system takes all
the "guess" out of operation.
You know that no time is
wasted
no tube life sacrificed
by operator error.
Do you have another application
where a Delayed Reset is
necessary? These timers will
undoubtedly solve your
problems too!

's

Is
ó

y

WHERE

Is
U

iFF 4ENTIAL

:

is

IE

(ENGTN OE INTE44UfTION MINUTES

SPECIFICATIONS

-

PREFERRED

r

-65'

1.

Operating temperature range:

2.

Vibration: 5-55

3.

Shock: 30g

4.

Hermetically sealed units meet military requirements
for fungus, humidity, and salt spray.

F

to 160"F.

with lOg maximum acceleration
duration)

CPS

111 ms

Write for Bulletin AWH TD402 describing 6400 Series
DC, 11400 Series AC, 24300 Series 400 Cycle

PERFORMANCE

IS

PARAMOUNT.

See us

at the Automation Show
Booth 330, Nov. 26 to 30

QoemAl(DON (?aHiAcuy
235 NORTH ELM STREET, WATERBURY20,CONNECTICUT
Design and Manufacture of Electro -Mechanical Timing Devices
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SOLDERING IRON TIPS
expanded long -life type
HEXACON

ELECTRIC

CO.,

130

W.

Clay Ave., Roselle Park, N. J., announces an expanded line of long life Hexclad soldering tips. There
are 40 stock sizes and shapes to
choose from. Hexclad tips outlast
plain copper tips more than ten
to one and speed up production.
The new tips have a heavy durable coating of iron alloy over
copper base on all exposed sur-

faces for long wearing qualities.
Inserted part of the plug tips also
have a coating (to protect against
oxidation of the copper) which is
sufficiently thin so that good heat
transfer to the tip is maintained.
These tips retain their original
shape because they do not erode
or pit, thus deliver the same heat
consistently for uniform joints.
They are furnished tinned ready
to use. Circle P34 inside back
cover.

COAX TERMINATION
precision wideband type
HOLLAND ELECTRONICS, 2133 Cen-

tral Drive South, East Meadow,
L. I., N. Y., has developed a new

precision wideband coaxial termination with type N connectors.
The WB5ON units feature pre last page.
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NOW...General Plate can give you
Silver -Cadmium Oxide Contacts
in TO P LAY Form

General Plate development and volume production of Silver -Cadmium Oxide clad as
TOP -LAY now means you can get all of the advantages of
Silver-Cadmium Oxide and TOP -LAY combined:

*

Silver -Cadmium Oxide, properly applied, is an outunusual in its ability to
standing contact material
resist arc damage.

*

High work -hardness and density of both contact facing
and backing, blanked or formed from TOP -LAY reduces
prolongs contact life.
mass and deformation

-

...

*
*

Thermal and electrical capacities are increased when
compared with Silver -Cadmium Oxide contacts made
by conventional methods.

fixturing

These Silver -Cadmium Oxide TOP -LAY advantages, plus the many other advantages offered
by General Plate clad metal contacts, produce assembly accuracy, design freedom, substantial cost
You can

profit by

-

The problems of brazing

-

atmospheres, cleaning and

are eliminated.

reductions and performance improvements.
Benefit today from General Plate's new Silver for complete inCadmium Oxide TOP -LAY
formation, write for Bulletin 728.

...

using General

Plae Composite Metals!

METALS & CONTROLS CORPORATION
GENERAL PLATE DIVISION
1

ELECTRONICS

- November,

31 l FOREST STREET, ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
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ANNOUNCI\G
For Production of

Ultra -Pure Water
THE

cision film -type resistors in rod
form in a specially designed compensated structure providing excellent broadband characteristics
with a maximum vswr of 1.1 from
d -c to 4,000 mc.
The standard 50 ohm unit cor-

BARNSTEAD
MF

SUBMICRON
FILTER
Removes Particles
to 0.45 micron

(.000016 in.)

Here is a new Barnstead
aid for the production of
extremely pure water..
a filter that removes submicroscopic particles from
distilled or demineralized
.

.

rectly matches the output impedance of slotted lines, signal
generators and short rise -time
pulse generators. Similar units
with other resistance values can
be supplied to match any special
equipment. The units serve also
as correct loads for filters, attenuators and directional couplers.
The WB5ONM unit includes an
AN UG-21B/U (male) connector
and the WB5ONF unit includes the
corresponding female connector
(UG-23B/U).
Other connector
types can be supplied. Circle P35
inside back cover.

water. This new filter

permits on a production basis an ultra -fine filtration heretofore possible only on a small laboratory scale. The MF Submicron Filter
provides positive filtration to 0.45 micron. It removes bacteria.
Removal of the submicroscopic particulate matter from the pure
water assures better results in work with semi -conductors, transistors,
charactron tubes, condensers, reactor components, high resistance
cooling systems etc.
Employs replaceable Millipore filtering membrane. Capacities: 100
to 500 or more gallons per hour.
Write for Bulletin 141 for full details on production of water with
resistance of 10,000.000 ohms or more, and free of organics,
bacteria, and particulate matter.

RECTIFIER STACKS

tirO..stead
STIR
(Barn .
t

of the silicon type
TRANSITRON

& DEMINERAIIZER CO.
Simi and

e s a

Ste

,

i

i,

v

e,

Ca

84 Lanesville Terrace, Boston 31, Mass.

Since 1878

324

-

Stills & Demineralizers For Every Pure Water Need

For

additional information on all items on this page,

use post card on last page.
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CORP.,

Melrose 76, Mass. The TL series
of silicon rectifier stacks combines
the superior performance of silicon rectifiers with the versatility
of stack mounting. They overcome
the basic limitations of gerNovember, 7956

- ELECTRONICS

NEW MINIATURE SERVO
40% Lighter, 10% Smaller
Here, no bigger than your thumb, is the smallest practical servo control motor currently produced. Combined with Transicoil's new Size 8 motor driven
induction generator, and powered by a new completely transistorized servo amplifier, this motor offers you
the unusually high torque -to -inertia ratio of 28,000

radians/sect.
Compared with a Size 9 control motor-until now,
the smallest practical unit available-Transicoil's new
Size 8 measures only 0.75 inches in diameter, 10%
smaller, and weighs only 1.4 oz., 40% lighter. Yet it
operates on standard voltages from 26 to 52 volts, and
52 volts with center tap, at 400 cps, permitting pushpull transistor application.
Hence, just as Transicoil's introduction of plate to
plate wiring eliminated the transformer, once necessary in servo systems, the Size 8 units and transistor
amplifiers mark another milestone in miniaturization.
This is just one more example of how Transicoil can

Size 8 Motor Driven Induction Generator

and Transistor Amplifier. All units of the
Size 8 system have been designed for
in
minimum
maximum
performance
space.

solve your control problems whether they involve
miniaturization or control complexity, and go on
to manufacture systems and components of the
utmost precision and accuracy. You pay only for
results-on a fixed fee basis for equipment deliv-

ered and performing properly.
Technical data on the new Size 8 combination
and the transistorized amplifier is yours for the
asking. But you'll end up with a better system if
you write outlining your servo control problem.

TRANSICOIL CORPORATION
Worcester, Montgomery County Pennsylvania
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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PRECISION TRANSDUCERS
OPERATED POTENTIOMETERS

PRESSURE

Linear and nonlinear functions of
applied pressure.
Outputs:

50,000 ohms.
to 0-5000 psi.
Types: Absolute and differential.
Vibration Ambient: 0 to 55 cps, 0 to 500
and severe vibration 25g to 2000 cps.
Construction: Hermetically sealed.
Resistances: 10010
Ranges: 0-5

CpS,

Write for Pressure Operated Potentiometer Bulletin

ULTRA -SENSITIVE PRESSURE

SYSTEM

Output: 50 volts at full scale.
Range: ±3/a psi, differential.
Resolution: 1 x 10-e psid.
Zero stability: Better than 1 x 10-3 psid.

Write for Bulletin

EPMS

(continued)

manium, selenium and copper
oxide to provide trouble -free operation under severe environmental
conditions.
The TL series provides reliable
operation at temperatures up to
150 C, and features voltage ranges
up to 5,100 v rms, and current
ratings up to 10 amperes. Standard
stack types are available for
single-phase, three-phase and six phase power supply circuits.

Uses-The series is especially
designed to meet the critical requirements of missile, aircraft and
other military equipments. Four
JAN type rectifiers, the 1N253,
1N254, 1N255 and 1N256, may be
optionally incorporated into these
stacks.
Complete specifications and
ratings are found in the manufacturer's bulletin TE -1342. Circle
P36 inside back cover.

RESISTANCE BRIDGE PRESSURE PICKUPS

Sensitivity:5 mv/v at full scale.
Ranges: 0-10 to 0-1500 psi.
Types:

Absolute and differential.
Hermetically sealed.

Construction:

Write for Bulletin No. 7

RATE

OF CLIMB

volt signal and/or dial indicator.
± 25,000 ft./min.
Time constant: 0.2 sec. at sea level to 2 sec. at
50,000 ft.
Outputs: 5
Range:

Write for Vertical Speed Transducer Bulletin

RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS

Resistance: 5

to 500 ohms at 32°F.

Materials: Platinum or nickel.
Range:
Types:

-350 to +2000°F.
Liquid, surface, gas.

Corrosion proof, severe vibration ambient, fast speed of response.
Characteristics:

Write for Resistance Thermometers Bulletin

"For Transdu:ers See Trans-Sonics"

T4an - Sanies,
P.O. BCX 328
326

LEXINGTON
For

MASSACHUSETTS

COMPUTING INDICATOR
with a variable gate time
DYNAC, INC., a subsidiary of Hewlett-Packard Co., 395 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, Calif. Precise
measurements of speed, rpm, pressure, thickness and numerous
other quantities can now be read
directly in the desired units without time-consuming conversion calculations. The DY-2500 is an electronic counter with a variable gate
time that functions as a multiplier
of the transducer input to provide

direct readings.

Features-Included

additional information on all items on this page, use post cord on last page.
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is a

front

panel plug-in board that automatically sets any predetermined conversion multiplier. Gate time may
also be selected manually and is
adjustable from 0.0001 to 0.9999 in
0.0001 -sec increments. There is
November, 1956
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k

Mee
t.

t.

... or however you express it that's your business... But -if
you're an Electronic Engineer
looking for a good position
THAT'S OUR BUSINESS!
We offer opportunities for advancement within a
rapidly expanding medium -size company. You'll
benefit from the close personal association of a
small laboratory with the versatility of a larger

DOPPLER AND INERTIAL
RADAR SYSTEMS

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

AIRBORNE RADAR AND
COMMUNICATIONS

organization.

DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT

YOU MAY OBTAIN:

DIGITAL COMPUTERS

top starting salaries

progressive wage reviews
better starting positions
continuous profesunique educational advansional development
tages
full tuition for day or evening study
at Boston's leading Universities

TRANSFORMER DESIGN

r-

Send your resume or request for

1

additional information to:

-------------DR. M. A. MEYER

-

Remember
your future
is NOW
at

-

ELECTRONICS

- November,

.

.

Chief Engineer

LABORATORY FOR ELECTRONICS, INC.
BOSTON

14,

MASSACHUSETTS
327
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also provision for a second input
to permit measuring ratios of two
independent variables and direct
readings of such quantities as engine revolutions per gallon.
A pushbutton on the front panel
permits a quick check of proper
operation. Circle P37 inside back
cover.

HIGH -POWER TRANSDUCER

magnetostriction type
Glenwood Landing, L. I., N. Y., has designed a high -power magnetostricACOUSTICA ASSOCIATES, INC.,

The Johnson Type

tion-type transducer for large
scale ultrasonic cleaning, degreasing, descaling, plating and other
metalworking and finishing operations. This 400 w, 25 kc transducer
can be grouped externally on existing process equipment and
driven in tandem by electronic or
rotary -driven above -audible frequency generators ranging in
power from 2,000 to 150,000 w.
It can be used with liquids at
temperatures far above boil point,
thus overcoming limitations inherent to barium titanate transducers.
The new transducers may well be
the answer to many industrial
problems in a variety of fields.
Circle P38 inside back cover.

"S" capacitor falls midway between

the type "M" and "K" capacitors in physical size. Design
is compact, construction rugged! End frames are DC -200
treated steatite-plates are nickel -plated brass. Available as a "single" type, the "S" capacitor has a plate
spacing of .013" with a peak voltage rating of 850
volts. Other spacings are available on special order. Square mounting studs
topped 4-40 on 17 /32" centers. Available with straight shaft, screwdriver shaft,
or locking type screwdriver shaft. Single hole mounting types available on
special order.
Capacity per Section
Max.
Min.

Cat.
No.

Type
No.

148-1

15S8

15

148-2
148-3
148-4
148-5
148.6

25S8
3558
5058

25
35
50

7558
10058

100

Plates
per Sec.

2.3
2.6
2.9
3.2
3.9
4.5

75

L

6

S34,4"

10
14
19

1

'As"

1

944"

29
38

111/2í"
14344"

13/16"

For complete information on all Johnson electronic components, write for your
free copy of Components Catalog 977.

STEATITE AND PORCELAIN INSULATORS

MICROWAVE MULTIPLEX
with plug-in crystals

Fracture resistant, dense molded and glazed for low moisture
absorption. Stand -Off and Feed-Thru insulators designed with
extended creepage paths for maximum voltage breakdown
ratings. Types available with built-in jacks to accommodate
standard banana plugs. Hardware is nickel plated
excellent
for exposed applications. Write for full information.

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA,

-

Jul>, visora dr;oziipany get eel klcueleci
JI

Capacitors

328

2320 Second Avenue S.W.
Inductors

Knobs

Dials

Sockets

Waseca, Minnesota
Insulators

For

Plugs

Jacks

Pilot Lights

Ford

unusualtechnical

engineering

an

opp ortunit

s..
eg

..

Camden,

N. J., has announced microwave

o

pitertm

ntourr

multiplexing equipment designed
with simple plug-in crystals for
quick, economical channel frequency selection and change.

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Features
The multiplexing
equipment features identical individual channel units which can
November, 1956
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Reliability...
through 15,631 accepted types

ACTUAL SIZE

ACTUAL SIZE

Clear plastic (Pe) meters feature;
Longer scale length

Visibility unlimited
Light unobstructed-no shadows
Interchangeability-universal
Appearance revolutionized

UNIQUE FEATURES AND CHARACTERISTICS
These guarantee superior quality in all TRIPLETT meters:
High torque to weight ratio for extra rugged movement.
Specially developed bearings withstand severe vibration
and reduce friction to a minimum.

Bearings are microscopically graded not only for depth and
radius, but also for polish. Only best quality jewels are used.
Unique hardening method assures uniformly hard pivots.
High flux scientifically aged alnico magnets for greatest
permeability. Micrometrically balanced all metal frame
construction protects bearings against vibration from any

direction.

Simplicity of frame construction assures easy, accurate
alignment in servicing.
Dials are all metal-no paper dials are ever used-will not
become abrasive, warp, crack or discolor under normal
conditions. (Printing presses in Triplett's own plant allow
fast, inexpensive service on special dial requirements.)

Extra strong ribbed pointers precisely balanced with triple
"slide and lock" adjusting weights.

Insulations provide extra allowance for breakdown voltages.
All metal parts processed, all molded parts

precured to

eliminate distortions from stresses and strains.

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 52 years of experience BLUFFTON, OHIO
Triplett design and development facilities are available for your special requirements for meters and test equipment.
ELECTRONICS

-

November, 1956
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(continued)

be used interchangeably for operation on any frequency in the

The Army's multi -channel AN!
TRC 24 transmitter relies on Micro Match Directional Couplers for
continuous RF Power monitoring
and VSWR indication. They give

monitor ANTRAG

right. , , here f

positive confirmation of the trans-

mitter and antenna system's performa nce.
MicroMatch Directional Couplers
give your transmitters these invaluable features at extremely
low cost. Their output is essentially
independent of frequency over
the range of 20 to 2000 megacycles. They are adjusted to produce full scale meter deflection
at power levels of 1.2 watts to
120 KW. Accuracy of power measurement is ±5% of full scale.

WRITE FOR OUR

Akita

50 -page catalog.

WHEN M/CROMATCH IS 8U/LT IN YOU KNOW WHAT'S GOING OUT

MERCURY SWITCH PULSER

for spectrometry measuring
¡/npp

Ui/G

M.C. JONES ELECTRONICS CO.,

Int.

BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

For

HAMNER ELECTRONICS

Co., INC.,

Princeton, N. J. Designed for calibration and stability measurements involving scintillation specHamner's
trometry
circuits,

additional informatics en alf items on this page, use post card on last paga.
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microwave modulation spectrum.
Frequency assignment is made
simply by insertion of an appropriate plug-in crystal.
The equipment (type MV -124)
can be used with all RCA microwave systems, as well as with
other systems engineered for ssb
operation. This multiplexing system permits simultaneous transmission of up to 24 different signals in the microwave band from
10 to 130 kc; can be used for transmission of any combination of telephone, teletype, telemetering, facsimile and control signals simultaneously; and can be expanded
economically for greater signal
capacity by stacking groups of 24
channels. Circle P39 inside back
cover.

November, 1956
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HEAT

Which is your biggest
insulation problem?

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

MOISTURE

CORROSION
MECHANICAL STRENGTH
COST
SPACE

Your 3M technical man can show you a "SCOTCH" Brand Product to solve
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. offers a
complete line of "SCOTCH" Brand Electrical Products
to meet your insulation needs. And the man to help

MYLAR* TAPE (Polyester Film): One of
the most stable of pressure -sensitive adhesive tapes. Has extremely high dielectric strength. Insensitive to heat, cold, and
moisture; resists chemical action; is almost impossible to tear. With true thermosetting adhesive.

"PTF" TAPE AND FILM (made of
TEFLON* Resin): High degree of chemical
inertness; great mechanical strength; a
minimum of pinholes; excellent electrical

properties over a wide range of temperatures and frequencies. Available as pressure -sensitive adhesive tape or as fused
or unfused film.

PAPER -BACKED TAPES: These widely used "work horses" have purified crepe
or flatback paper backings, unified by
impregnation with an electrical grade
saturating solution. With true thermosetting
adhesive.

VINYL PLASTIC TAPES:

Conform
smoothly to odd shapes and contours.
Pressure -sensitive adhesive sticks tight at
light finger pressure. Resists acids, oil,
alkalies, alcohols, water, sunlight, and
weathering. Offers high dielectric strength.

r

it!

you select the right product to solve your problem is
your local 3M technical representative. Ask him
about these products, for example:

ACETATE CLOTH TAPES: the ultimate
in non -corrosive tape for fine -wire coils.
Acetate cloth or acetate film cloth backings available-all with pressure -sensitive
adhesive. Good moisture resistance; attractive appearance. With true thermosetting adhesive. Also available with
acetate film or acetate film fibre backings.

GLASS CLOTH TAPE: Heat -resistant
glass cloth backing won't burn, shrink, or
rot. Thermosetting adhesive cures at 120°
C. for two hours to form a strong, permanent bond. High resistance to varnish
solvents. With true thermosetting adhesive.

'CLIP AND MAIL FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION PRODUCT
Electrical Products Division
3M Co., St. Paul 6 Minn.
RESEARCH
Please send me complete information on products checked:
POLYESTER TAPE
PTF TAPE
ACETATE CLOTH TAPES
PAPER -BACKED TAPES
VINYL PLASTIC TAPE
GLASS CLOTH TAPE
"SCOTCHCAST" EPDXY RESINS
Have a 3M Technical Man call.
Name
OF

3M

ENCAPSULATING AND IMPREGNATING RESINS: "SCOTCHCAST" Brand
Epoxy Resins are available with a wide
range of characteristics which equip them
for innumerable applications. High mechanical and electrical strength and
moisture resistance. Available in rigid or
flexible forms, filled or unfilled.
'Reg.

T.

M. DuPont Co.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Company
Address
City

Zone

.... State

The terms "SCOTCH" and "SCOTCHCAST" are registered trademarks of Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export Sales Office: 99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. In
Canada: P.O. Box 757, London, Ontario.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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The answer

N-101 mercury switch pulser features a continuously adjustable
rise time (0.03-0.5 µsec) . Output
delivers up to 10 ma (maximum

Special -Application Instruments

22 NO either polarity and is continuously variable with better
than 0.1 -percent linearity.
Battery pulse source and stability are better than 0.1 percent per
day after initial warm-up. It operates on 115 v 60 cps, 18 w. The
N-101 is constructed on the popular
Variflex chassis for relay rack
mounting or table top use. Literature is available. Circle P40
inside back cover.

to your current project
...or your next one... may be easier
with one of these

DIGITAL OHMMETER
is

completely automatic

ELECTRO INSTRUMENTS, INC., 3794

If you think Stromberg-Carlson makes telephones only for office
or home conversation, you should know how many instruments
we offer for specialized jobs.
Shown above are just a handful, developed for somebody's
special project.
Suspended -type 'phones, great space -savers used either in
dial or manual service.
Remote -control instruments, such as we make to work with
dictating machines. "Press -to -talk," "Press -to -receive" and
"Press -to -control" handsets, very popular in two-way radio
applications. "1574" telephones, with a special
key for transferring calls (or other functions)
from one line to another.
NEW CATALOGUE, with complete description of all
special -project instruments, sent you on request. Or
for a specific problem, just write

C

l CR7q

STROMBERG-CARLSON COMPANY
A

DIVISION

OF

GENERAL

Telecommunication Industrial Sales
332

For

DYNAMICS
114

Carlson Rd.

CORPORATION
Rochester 3, N. Y.

additional information pn all items on this page,

Rosecrans St., San Diego 10, Calif.,
has developed a completely automatic digital ohmmeter. With
modification L, the new instrument displays 5 digits, presenting
accurate measurement
quick,
which are visually indicated on a
true, digital, in-line read-out. Accuracy is within 0.01 percent, ±1
digit, from 0.01 ohm to 100,000
ohms with ranges to 10 megohms
at reduced accuracy.
Range is indicated by a lighted,
automatically -positioned decimal
point and by the symbol n or a
Ks/ in the extreme right window.
Average reading time is approximately 1 sec. Overall panel size
of the unit is 7 in. by 19 in. It is
designed to be mounted in
standard racks.
The digital ohmmeter is essentially a self -balancing bridge
with the unknown resistance one
arm of the bridge. Balance is
achieved by automatically adjusting a digital rheostat with step -

use post card on last page.
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FREE
Making possible for you
the maximum utilization
of available design theory

Publisher's
Edition, $12.50

will be given to you
with your first selection and
charter membership in the McGraw-Hill

This book

,.

Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club

Published 1955

F

éiäelyeNiV,?1}r

Announcing..

.

new McGraw-Hill Book Club
for Electronics and Control Engineers
a

The McGraw-Hill Electronics and
Control Engineers' Book Club is
being organized to provide you
with a technical reading program
that cannot fail to be of value to
you. It will bring to your attention outstanding books in your
field which, through a variety of
human reasons, you might otherwise miss.
Stop here for a moment and check
the ten important books listed in
the coupon. How many of these
books do you own? Have you been
denying yourself the stimulus, the
positive help that they could give
you? They are the contributions
of specialista in almost every
branch of your field-authorities
who offer their practical guidance
for your use at any time. Possibly
just one idea from one of these
books could mean more to you in
actual dollars and cents than many
times the cost of the book. Add
any one of them to your personal
library and you are apt soon to
number It among the most effective
working tools in your possession.
The choice is yours. These ten
books suggest the quality of the
volumes which will be made available to you as a member of the
Club. All selections will be chosen
by the editors of the McGraw-Hill
Book Company whose thoroughgoing understanding of the standards and values of the literature
in your field will be your guarantee of the authoritativeness of the
selections.
From this point on, the choice is
yours. We ask you to agree only
to the purchase of three books in
a year. Certainly out of the large
number of books in your field offered you in any twelve months
ELECTRONICS

- November,

there will be at least three that
you would buy in any case. By
joining the club, you save yourself
the irritation of shopping and save,
in cost, about 15 per cent from
publishers' prices. No comparable
program could be so convenient or
so economical.
How the Club operates. Every
second month you receive free of
charge The Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Bulletin (Issued six times a year). This gives
complete advance notice of the
next main selection, as well as of
a number of alternate selections.
If you want the main selection you
do nothing the book will be mailed
to you. If you want instead an
alternate selection, or if you wish
no book at all for that two -month
period, you notify the Club simply
by making use of the form and return envelope provided with each
Bulletin for this purpose.
You need not accept a book every
other month. The purchase of as
few as three volumes in one year
fulfills all your membership requirements. Ar.d if you choose,
you may cancel your membership
anytime after accepting just three
:

books.
Send no

money-just the coupon.
Why not immediately enjoy the
stimulus and positive help wiz; new
program can afford you? By taking advantage of this special offer,
you will receive absolutely free Dr.
John G. Truxal 's Automatic Feedback Control System Synthesis,
together with your choice of any
one of the ten books shown above
as your first selection-at the
special CIub Price.
So mail the coupon today!

R

Automatic Feedback

E

Control System Synthesis

by John G. Truxal
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
A notably complete and current compilation of methods
useful in the design of feedback systems. This graduate level account of modern feedback theory, with emphasis on
the synthesis of feedback control systems, includes an
abundance of worked examples and concise summaries
which make it invaluable for both advanced students and
practicing engineers.
"The book is highly recommended to all engineers."
-Physics Today, August, 1955

Mail Entire Coupon to:
The McGraw-Hill Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. P. O. Box 97

Please enroll me as a member of the Electronics and
Control Engineers' Book Club. I wish to take as my
first selection the book checked below
:

D Control of Nuclear Reactors
and Power Plants by M. A.
Schultz, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation. Publisher's Edition,
$7.50. Club Price, $6.40.
Transistors by Abraham Coblenz, Transistor Products Inc. and
H. L. Owens. Texas Instrument

Analog
In
and
W W. pSorroka
Professor of Engineering Design,
University of California. Publisher's Edition, $7.50. Club Price,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Stanford University. Publisher's Edition, $12.50. Club Price,

Leader, Electromechanical Engineering Department, North American Aviation, Inc. Publisher's
Edition, $7.00. Club Price. $5.95.

Publisher's Edition,
Company.
$6.00. Club Price, $5.00.
Electronic and Radio EngineerIng, 4th ed.. by F. E. Terman,
$10.65.

D Introduction to Electronic Analogue Computers by C. A. A. Wass,
Senior Principal Scientific Officer,
Aircraft Establishment
Royal
England.
Publisher's Edition,
$6.50. Club Price, $5.50.
Linear Feedback Analysis by J.
G. Thomason, Radio Research
Establishment, England. Publisher's Edition, $8.50. Club Price.

$6.45.

The Compleat Strategyst by J.
D. Williams, Head of the Mathematics Division, The Rand Corporation. Publisher's Edition, $4.75.
Club Price, $4.10.
Control -System Dynamics by
W. R. Evans, Controls Croup

D Electronic Measurements, 2nd
ed., by F. E. Terman, Professor
of Electrical Engineering and J.
M. Pettit, Associate Professor of

Electrical Engineering, Stanford
University. Publisher's Edition.
$11.00. Club Price. $9.35.
D Elements of Servomechanism
Theory by G. J. Thaler, Associate
Professor of Electrical Engineering. U. S. Naval Postgraduate
School. Publisher's Edition, $7.50.
Club Price, $6.45.
$7.25.
girt copy of
I am to receive FREE with the book checked above
Automatic Feedback control System Synthesis. You will bill me for my
few additional Banta
first selection only at the special club price, plus
for postage and handling. (The Club assumes this charge on prepaid
orders.)
Forthcoming selections tell be described to me in advance., and I may decline any book. I need take only 3 selections or alternates in 12 months
of membership. All further selections I choose will be at the member'.
special price.
No -risk guarantee. If not completely satisfied, I may return my first
shipment within 10 days and my membership will be canceled.
(Plana Print)
Name
Address
Zone
E-11
State
City
This offer is available only in the United States and Its poseslon.
In Canada write McGrawHill Canada, 253 Spadina Road, Toronto 4.
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MODEL.

278 6/12 SERIES

CONTROLLER
VHF -AM TWO-WAY. RADIO

_------.r.,.

_.."

-1,_,

FOR AIRPORT VEHICLES
AND GROUND STATIONS:

i

%

NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

ping switches. Complete specifications and price information are
available. Circle P41 inside back
cover.

6

12 VOLT
The CONTROLLER mobile
unit was specifically designed
for airport vehicles requiring
two-way communication
with control towers and
other aeronautical services
such as airlines, flying schools,

--'

Unicorn, C.A.P., etc.
For use in ramp jeeps, electrician's
trucks, crash trucks, tow tractors, snow
plows, executive cars, police cars and at
temporary locations such as construction sites.

BREAKOUT CABLE

for missile wiring
PACIFIC AUTOMATION
PRODUCTS,
INC., 1000 Air Way, Glendale 1,

Complete Mobile Package
Model 278-E-6/12-2

$398

FOB. Miami

FEATURES.
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

118 to 152 MC. crystal
controlled (CR -18/U crystals).
SINGLE OR DUAL CHANNEL: maximum spread
500 Kc.
POWER OUTPUT:
3 to 4 watts, more than enough
for airport service.
LOW BATTERY DRAIN: total standby 8 amps. at
6 volts, 5 amps. at 12 volts.
UNIVERSAL: instantly changeable from 6 to 12
volt operation.
COMPACT: under dash or trunk mounting, case
511" x 11" x 13".
LOW COST MAINTENANCE: the CONTROLLER
has earned an excellent reputation for
trouble-free operation. High quality
standard manufacturers parts used and
identified for easy replacement at your
local supplier.
OPTIONAL ITEMS: V AC adapter for operating
mobile unit from 110 or 220 volt AC.
Hand carried case for portable use.
Weatherproof case and speaker.

FREQUENCY RANGE:

ATTENTION DEALERS!
Write for available
territories.

Complete specifications and
price list sent on request.

\\

`mó
al

410..

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS 0

COMMDNICATIO>
FOUNDED 1978
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CORAL

GABLES,
For

0

A
0

ADIO COMMUNICATIONS

MIAMI

COMPANY,
34,

FLORIDA

EQUIPMENT

Inc.

additional information on all items on this page,

Calif. Developed specifically for
missile wiring, but adaptable
to commercial applications, is a
multi - branch
multi - conductor
breakout cable now being produced. In this breakout are 141
conductors. Although terminating
in a 3 -branch breakout, this cable
permits continuous circuitry as
there is no junction in the breakout. Circuits can be completed between any two or all three
branches of the breakout without
originating in the prime cable.
The cable has a flexibility from
-65 F to +175 F. Connectors are
sealed against moisture and dirt.
Details on the manufacture of this
3 -branch breakout and other electronic cable are covered in bulletin 159. Circle P42 inside back
cover.

COUNTER TUBE
features small size
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.
Y. Type 6879 miniature cold

cathode decade counter tube was
developed for specific application
in fire control equipment. It is
also designed for use in computers
and various military equipments,
where its small size offers space saving advantages.
Important decade counter tube
features include very low power

use post card on last page.
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The precise answer
to an exacting

cable problem
Special Ill -conductor
telemetering and instrumentation cable developed for guided missile
work ... Cables of the type used
for instrumentation and telemetering
must operate faultlessly. Dielectric
requirements are especially exacting
in preventing attenuation of low-level
signals.

The project engineers at North
American Aviation, Inc., designed a
111 -conductor cable that would have
the necessary low -loss characteristics,
provide trouble -free operation and
adequate service life. The cable was
used by North American for guided
missile work at the Air Force Missile
Test Center in Florida.
Electrical characteristics
Rigid control of electrical characteristics is of primary importance in the
manufacture of this cable. A polyvinyl chloride insulating compound,
Rome Synthinol® adequately meets
specifications and provides an economical solution to specification requirements. Capacitance is controlled
by strict adherence to the specified
wall thickness of the insulation and
by controlled cabling which properly

Laminated Fiberglas tape

spaces the conductors comprising

each of the 37 individually jacketed
triplets.
These components and their controlled fabrication prevent attenuation of the low-level signals which
this cable is designed to carry-a vital
design factor in instrumentation and
telemetering cables.
The ingredients of success
Three organizational factors enable
Rome to handle tough cable specification problems like this regularly. First,
comes engineering competence-experience with electronic circuit problems. Next, production facilities and
uncompromising control of quality.
( For example, Rome utilizes a photoelectric gauge to maintain close
control of diameter limits on insulations and sheaths. This control proved
to be especially valuable with the
cable described here.) And, finally,
comes the unmeasurable factor of
production know-how which is so
important in meeting exacting and

unusual design requirements for

multi -conductor constructions.
Designing and manufacturing special cables is a regular occupation of
ours. To see how Rome can help you,
contact your nearest Rome Cable office or write us direct.

Rome Synthinol jacket
over each triplet

Heavy Rome Synthinol® jacket

Rome Synthinol insulated

triplets,

twisted with fillers

Tinned copper shielding broid

ROME CABLE
It Costs Less to Buy the Best

ROME

TORRANCE
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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NEW PRODUCTS

_

1/a% REGULATION

3-36 VOLTS, 15 -AMPERE
D.C. POWER SUPPLY

short circuit proof
dual magnetic

/N,

regulation gives you
line transient-free
wide -range d.c. power

z

Stablvolt©
SHORT CIRCUIT -PROOF

EXCELLENT STATIC and

DYNAMIC REGULATION
VERY LOW RIPPLE
NO TUBES,

NO MOVING PARTS

ULTRA -FAST RESPONSE
LOW INTERNAL

IMPEDANCE

MR

532-15

D. C.

POWER SUPPLY

Exclusive MRC dual magnetic, tubeless circuitry
efficiently isolates line voltage transients from the
d.c. output, giving you precision regulation unobtainable
with conventional magnetic amplifier -type voltage

regulator systems. Circuit uses high-performance flux
oscillators in connection with high -gain magnetic
amplifiers, eliminating vacuum tubes, mechanical
references and other delicate elements, and providing
excellent dynamic and static regulation.

requirements, long life (no filament to burn out), incorporation
of a number of functions in one
envelope and circuit simplicity.
The 6879 is similar in electrical
characteristics to the 6802, except
that it has three output cathodes
(numbers 0, 8 and 9) instead of
four. An output of at least 15 v
is provided, and the standard
circuitry frequency range is zero
to 5,000 pps-up to 10 kc with
special circuitry. Circle P43 inside back cover.

The MR 532-15 is short circuit-proof. When short

circuited, line current is automatically limited, protecting
power supply from internal damage. Normal operation
is resumed automatically no re -setting of switches,

-

no fuses, no downtime. Extremely wide voltage range is

accomplished by means of static magnetic circuitry.

transistors-no variable transformers.
superior performer for industrial, laboratory and
original equipment applications. Competitively priced.
No

Write for complete
technical data

A

17.5" w x 12.5" h x 15.5" d (also
avail. for 19" st'd rack mt.)

Model MR 532-15/SPECIFICATIONS

Size:

Dual magnetic regulated
80.150V
Input: Voltage Range

Weight: 150

Type:

Frequency Range
Output: Voltage Range

##

MAGNECRAFT

57-63 cps

5-32V
3-36V
Extended Range
0-15A
Current Range
Short Circuit Current 30A

DC
DC
DC
DC

REGULATION

Voltage Adjustment: Continuous with vernier.
Ripple: less than 50 millivolts
entire voltage range
Response time: less than 25 milliseconds for

line transients
max. 150 milliseconds for
load transients

Static:

Dynamic:

±I/a% for 80-150V

less than 1% for
10% line transient

line change

±1/2% for 0-15A
load, 5.32v range

±1% for extended

less than 1.5V for
10% load

transient

voltage range

magnetic research corp.
200 CENTER STREET, EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA,
Phone: ORegon 8-8921
336
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MINIATURE RELAY
is hermetically sealed

additional information on all items on this page,

use post card on last page.
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ELECTRIC

Co., 3350

West Grand Ave., Chicago 51, Ill.
Developed for the reliable switching of a great variety of circuits,
a new 6 pdt hermetically sealed
relay is available with various
contact arrangements and contact rating up to 5 amperes. It
can be furnished with specially designed dry circuit contacts.
For d -c operation, it is available
in a wide range of coil operating
voltages or currents. It is furnished hermetically sealed with
20 -pin octal plug or 20 -pin solder
November, 1956

- ELECTRONICS

G. D. Schott (second from left), Flight ControlIs Dept. Head, discusses new
techniques in the mechanization of autopilots with R. D. Wertz t left),
Flight Controls Research Engineer; R. J. Niewald, Flight Controls Analysis
Section Head; and B. C. Axley, Servomechanisms Analysis Group Engineer.

MISSILE
SYSTEMS
FLIGHT

One of the most critical problems encountered in the development
of a successful missile system involves attaining rapid responses of
controls consistent with system stability. Moreover, it is a problem
of increasing importance as new aerodynamic configurations
require major advances in flight controls performance.
At Lockheed, Flight Controls engineers are developing unique control
methods to cope with this growing problem. Their expanded activities
have created new positions for those possessing experience and
a high order of ability in:

CONTROLS

Hydraulic servomechanisms
Circuit design
Aerodynamic stability and control
Flight analysis
Autopilot simulation
A number of the positions now open are on supervisory levels.
Inquiries are invited for positions at Lockheed's Engineering Centers
in Van Nuys and Sunnyvale, California.

MISSILE

SÌ STEMS

DIVIS ION

research and engineering staff

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

VAN NUYS PALO ALTO

www.americanradiohistory.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

terminal header. It is also available open or with dust tight enclosure. Descriptive literature may
be had on request. Circle P44 inside back cover.

RF LEAKAGE

CONTROLLED TO LESS

THAN

(continued)

/o MICROVOLT!

FLOW RATE INDICATOR
for logarithmic panel use

Jacksonville Rd., Hatboro, Pa., has developed an inexpensive flow rate
indicator for use with the company's turbine type primary metering elements. Known as the
industrial logarithmic panel indicator, the new unit converts the
output signal of the turbine meter
into a series of pulses of constant
amplitude at a frequency equal
to that of the turbine meter output and, therefore, proportional to
volumetric flow rate.
These pulses are integrated in a
d -c milliammeter providing an indication proportional to frequency
and hence to flow rate. External
terminals are provided for pulse
and d -c my output signals. A
shaded pole panel meter with a
logarithmic characteristic is employed to provide uniform rate accuracy of 2 percent at a short
term repeatability of 0.5 percent
of rate. Circle P45 inside back
cover.
FISCHER & PORTER CO., 808

Mt\1kl

?li\llB\'t

1\Itll)U
91N111 ß1

This Type 240-A Sweep Signal Generator built by Boonton Radio
Corp., Boonton, N. J., is designed to operate at controlled output levels down
to 1/10 microvolt. To prevent RF leakage between the oscillator chassis and
oscillator cover, Boonton engineers specified a METEX RF gasket at this
critical joint. This METEX RF gasket, knitted of monel wire, prevents RF
leakage so successfully that peak performance is obtained at minimum output
levels where leakage was previously experienced.

METEX RF Shielding, knitted of monel, aluminum or silver
plated brass wire, combines maximum conductivity for efficient performance with inherent resiliency that assures continuous line contact between
imperfect mating surfaces. Interlocked loops, knitted of continuous wire
strands, assure maximum cohesion.
If you have a problem involving RF shielding in electronics
or related equipment, write METEX, today!

BRUSH ELECTRONICS CO., 3405 Perkins Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

METAL TEXTILE CORPORATION
ROSELLE, NEW JERSEY
0-211

338

For

additional information on all items on this page,

PREAMPLIFIER

vibration pickup type

Model BL -1606 vibration pickup
preamplifier is designed as a link
between Brush accelerometers
models BL -4305, BL -4306 and
BL -4307 or any type of vibration

use post card on last page.
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Accuracy of
full scale
on both AC and DC
±3%

RCA-WV-87B-offers many time -saving work-simplifying
features for laboratory, production, servicing-can
help improve the quality of your work!
The WV -87B is housed in a durable metal case
for general use around the service shop or the lab
or for shelf- or rack -mounting on the production line.
The unusually large meter face, clearly
calibrated scales, and VoltOhmy _:t circuit permit
extraordinary ease and speed in taking highly
accurate readings. Helps you work better, faster,
more efficiently. You can be positive of the
measurements you take when you use
the RCA Master VoltOhmyst.

Check these outstanding features:
wide -vision open -face extra -large (71/2") meter scale,
mirror -strip on scale to eliminate needle -to -scale
parallax
two-color, separate scales for speedy
peak -to -peak and rms voltage readings
work simplifying single probe with built-in switch for all
Ohms and DC/AC Voltage measurements
high stability circuit free from effects of line voltage variations
meter tracking error only ±1% or less
accuracy
of ±3% full scale on all AC and DC ranges
DC
current readings as low as 10 µa.
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Operation

Ranges

to 1500
(7 ranges)
0

DC

AC

Volts

Low Scale,
0 to 1.5

Freq. Response

'11 meg.,
2 uuf

(7ranges)

(RMS, sine

waves)

RCA WV -87B Master VoltOhmyst-newest addition
to the world-famous line of RCA superior-quality
Test Instruments-is available through your
RCA DISTRIBUTOR. Price $137.50t. See him now
for details and literature or write RCA, Commercial
Engineering, Section K 19w, Harrison, N. J.

R, C

to 1500

0

Volts

Input

0

Volts
(Peak -to -Peak
values, sine
or complex
wave forms)
AC

0
(7

to 1.5
to 4200
ranges)

0.83 to 1.5
meg.

uuf to
85 uuf

75

cps to 3 Mcr
(for source im-

3C

pedance of 130
ohms)

Low Scale,
0

to

4

to 15 a.
(9 ranges)
Low Scale,
0 to 500 ua
o

DirectCurrent

0 to 1000

megohms

Ohms

(7 ranges)

MIN Radio Corporation of America
leak

Components Division

Camden, N. J.

Height: 10'

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Width: 131/2" Depth: 7"; Weight:
;

8

lbs.

'1100 meg. with WG -289 Probe and WG -206 Multiplier Resistor.
'Crystal -Diode Probe WG -301A available to extend range to
50 Kc to 250 Ms within ±10%.
;User price (optional) Complete with WG -299C DC/AC-Ohms
Probe, Low -Capacitance Flexible Cable, Current Leads, Ground
Lead, Instructions.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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miniature

ENCAPSULATED

pulse transformers
custom -wound for your needs
Type MILX

...

for extreme
environmental conditions

M... for

Type
and

subminiature

transistor circuits

I.-

2

-44--1

-;- -(
2

to

"1

6

.__.
tl

Technitrol is equipped to design and produce pulse
transformers to meet your particular requirements.
Simply let us know your performance specifications.
Technitrol's staff of engineers will test sample transformers under actual circuit conditions-assuring proper
performance. All charges for this service are included in
our low sample quantity price.

pickup and one of the AF anlyzers models BL -2105, BL -2109, or
amplifier models BL -2601 or BL 2602. Thus, users are provided
with absolute measurement or
recording of acceleration, velocity
or displacement.

Functions-A 2 -stage preamplifier with high input impedance
allows vibration measurements to
be carried out to very low frequencies at extended distances from

the measuring instrument. A builtin calibration unit, consisting of a
vibrating disk suspended on a
metal strip which is brought into
resonance at the line frequency,
affords a direct and quick calibration of the combination of accelerometer, preamplifier and measuring instrument before the measurements are carried out.
A set of integrating networks is
provided for measurements of the
velocity and displacement of the
vibrations in consideration. Circle
P46 inside back cover.

Technitrol also makes a full line of lumped and distributed parameter Delay Lines. You may choose from a
variety of mountings, or again, our engineers will aid you
in developing special designs.

for additional information,
write for Bulletin El66.

rECHNITROL
engineering company
2751 North Fourth
340

Street Philadelphia 33, Pennsylvania
For

MEMORY CORE PLANES
standard and special sizes
GENERAL CERAMICS CORP.,

memory core planes. Standard
type 1 memory frames have the
conventional wiring scheme of one
one y, and one z, and one sense

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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N. J., has produced new magnetic
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ELECTRONICS

An UNKNOWN WORLD Awaits Us, Too
-

the Unknown World. This was the challenge to men of
to venture into the mysterious, unexplored regions of the
earlier centuries
Earth. They met the challenge and found new lands.
While no continents or uncharted seas remain for us to discover, an unknown world awaits us too. The challenge to men of our times is to venture
still farther into the unexplored realms of scientific knowledge. Today's scientists are opening new worlds as truly as did Magellan and Columbus. Helping
them speed their discoveries are the men who design and build Remington Rand
Univac® electronic computing systems. Univac recognizes the importance of
the contributions of their engineers and technicians in this new age of discovery. They are important men ... and Univac treats them accordingly.
TERRA INCOGNITA

...

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:

-

To utilize such new circuit eleELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGNERS
ments as transistors and magnetic amplifiers in high speed digital
computing circuits. E.E. degree or equivalent experience required.
Pulse circuit techniques, particularly such as are acquired in radar,
telemetering, guided missiles or TV will satisfy many of our requirements.
For memory core and general magMAGNETIC CORE MEMORY
netic testing projects. Degree in E.E. or equivalent plus circuitry experience. To be responsible for program.
Experience in logical design of digital comLOGICAL DESIGNERS
puters.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS (ELECTRO) Development of computer
input-output devices and servo-mechanisms. Research and development

-

work in the field of small, high speed, electrically -actuated mechanisms
where ultra reliability is a must.
For research and development of new circuits.
PHYSICISTS
Inorganic
or physical. Minimum of 5 years experience.
CHEMISTS
TECHNICAL PUBLICATION ENGINEERS-Engineers with background
in circuitry mathematics or symbolic logic with writing experience.

-

-

Send Complete Resumé to

-

DIVISION

-

OF

D.

SPERRY RAND

Dept. PN -2

2400 W. Allegheny Avenue
® Registered

CORPORATION

A. BOWDOIN

in U. S. Patent Office

www.americanradiohistory.com
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ENGI\EERS

&

PHYSICISTS

Electronics

APL -An Organization
Of And For Technical

Men And Scientists

(continued)

winding through each core. Standard frame sizes are 10 cores by 10
cores, 16 cores by 16 cores, 32
cores by 32 cores and 64 cores by
64 cores. The wire frames are
available, using either the Fer ramie S-1 or the Ferramic S-3
memory core.
In addition to the above standard
sizes of memory frames, facilities
are available for the design and
production of frames of different
wiring patterns and different sizes.
Circle P47 inside back cover.

The Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) of the Johns Hopkins
University is an organization of and for technical men and
scientists. Several factors allow for more effective utilization of
"mind power" at APL. They lead to tangible and intangible
satisfactions for staff members that could not be gained elsewhere.
Among them are:

Individual staff members are given a measure of responsibility
and initiative much greater than in many comparable establishments. Decision -making, on all levels, is placed in the hands of
scientists and technical men.
2. Staff members do not restrict their efforts to limited technical
problems. Instead they are asked to assess and solve problems
of a systems nature, including analyses of complete tactical
problems.
3. APL handles technical direction of the work of many associate and sub contractors, including 21 universities and leading
industrial organizations. As a result, APL staff members enjoy
a rewarding exchange of ideas and techniques with other leaders
1.

in R & D.
4. The combined facilities of APL, its associate and sub contractors, and Government test stations provide opportunities for
members of its technical staff to develop and exploit their varied
capabilities in a unique environment where teamwork and individual initiative are fused.
5. This esprit and freedom to look into new concepts has resulted
in a number of "quantum jumps" in defense capability, including

the proximity fuze, the first supersonic ramjet engine, and the
Navy's Bumblebee family of missiles which includes TERRIER,
TALOS and TARTAR. APL is presently attempting breakthroughs on several important fronts.
APL'S expansion program recently witnessed the completion
of new laboratories covering 350,000 sq. ft. in Howard County,
Maryland, equidistant from Washington, D. C. and Baltimore.
Men of originality are invited to inquire about staff opportunities. Salaries compare favorably with those of other R & D
organizations.
OPENINGS EXIST IN:

ANALYSIS: Dynamic analysis of closed -loop control systems;
analysis and synthesis of guidance systems; counter -countermeasures systems; electrical noise and interference.
DESIGN: Control and guidance circuitry; telemetering and dataprocessing equipment; microwave components, antennas, and
radomes; transistor and magamp applications; external missile
systems.
TEST: Prototype engineering and field test evaluation.
For Additional information write: Professional Staff Appointments

The Johns Hopkins UniversIty
Applied Physics Laboratory
8609 GEORGIA AVENUE,

SILVER SPRING, MD.

FLAG -TYPE TERMINALS
with insulation support
AIRCRAFT-MARINE PRODUCTS,

modate wire sizes 22-14.
Junior Fastons in the straighton insulated and noninsulated
support types accommodating wire
sizes 22-14 are also available.
Further information and literature may be had on request. Circle
P48 inside back cover.
PULSE GENERATOR

features high output

Teale
St., Culver City, Calif. Model
2125A pulse generator provides an
ELECTRO -PULSE, INC., 11861

economical source of fast rise time
pulses for a wide range of laboratory and test applications. High
output, consistent with good waveform, is available through optional
use of an internal load resistor.
Controls provide excellent resolution, utilizing multiple decade
November,

342
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INC.,

Harrisburg, Pa., announces a new
line of Junior Faston flag -type
terminal with insulation support.
The flag -type feature makes the
terminals handy to apply in unusual position applications, and
their insulation support absorbs
wire vibration and adds strength
to the connection. They accom-

7956-

ELECTRONICS

This machine produces

1400 stamped wire circuits

an hour!

WITH EACH STROKE A COMPLETE STAMPED CIRCUIT EMERGES READY FOR USE
IN RADIO -TELEVISION -AUTOMOBILE DASH BOARDS -ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
FABRICATORS OF INSULATED PARTS should
check new patent #2,753,519 issued July 1956. You
can now fabricate insulated parts with metal pieces
attached. Save hand assembly of metal contactsconnectors-ground straps, etc. Little space or
equipment is necessary . . . only a standard press
equipped with an automatic device for feeding the
copper and insulated material.
The scrap is automatically reclaimed.

PRODUCE 2,000,000 RADIO RECEIVERS, as one
manufacturer did in less time and at lower produccan be
"tooling cost also nominal
tion cost
machine."
made on engraving

...

...

PRESENT LICENSEES:
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., New York
Electralab, Inc., Needham Heights, Mass.
LICENSE AVAILABLE ON NOMINAL ROYALTY BASIS!
Write for fill_ information

Stamped wiring is fully covered in the following patents:
U. S. Patents

:2,401,472

2,431,393
2,431,725

2,535,674
2,622,054
2,647,852

Foreign Patents

2,679,596
2,753,619

.1.62,605
129,783
553,181

A. W.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

Argentina
Austrollia
Canada

Franklin

610,058
741,241
918,687
420,575

Gt. Britain
Gt. Britain
France

Italy

39 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

343
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PHILLIPS family-a

(continued)

complete line Of HERMETIC SEALS
backed by the engineering, the

rigid quality control, the plant
capacity needed forprompt
delivery and unvarying quality
fi

ranges for pulse spacing, delay
and width.
Repetition rates from 10 cps to
100 kc, variable advance or delay
operation from 0 to 100 µsec, variable pulse width from 0.1 µsec to
100 µsec, and a variable amplitude
low impedance output characterize
the new instrument. Circle P49
inside back cover.

SEALED ROTARY POT

covers 100 to 50,000 ohms
Glendale,
Calif. The PRM123 is a rotary
type, lc in. diameter, single gang
only, bushing mounted, sleeve
GLENDALE CONTROLS CO.,
Single and Multi

Terminal: Kovar and

Compression Types

WRITE FOR
CATALOG

Crystal Bases

Condenser End Seals

Transistor Mounts
Customized Seals To Order

PHILLIPS
HERMETIC SEALS, MULTI -CONTACT, POWER, HERMETICALLY SEALED RELAYS, ACTUATORS

PHILLIPS CONTROL CORPORATION
SALES OFFICES:
SANTA MONICA

-

JOLIET, ILLINOIS

AN ALLIED PAPER CORPORATION SUBSIDIARY
NEW YORK - PHILADELPHIA - BUFFALO - SAN FRANCISCO - DENVER

ATLANTA

-

DETROIT

-

CLEVELAND

-

DALLAS

-

SEATTLE

344

bearing potentiometer. Standard
tolerances are ±3 percent in resistance, and ±0.3 percent on independent linearity. Operating
temperatures for standard models
are -65 F to 275 F. Rotation is
360 deg mechanical (continuous).
Standard electrical angle is 350
deg ±2 deg.
All models of the rotary trim
potentiometer can be quickly furnished with explosion -proof or
dust-tight seals. Special models are
also available on order. The PRM123
is designed to meet military specifications MIL -R-12934 and MIL November, 7956
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FAST ACCURATE
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
i

RADIATION, INC.
DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEM

i

PROCESSES DATA IN MINUTES INSTEAD OF DAYS
Whatever form your original data

is in

- - -

Features:
High-speed operation

direct analog voltages
output from any telemetry system
output from most data collection systems
- - - this
equipment converts the raw data,
either analog or digital, to digital information
acceptable by high-speed computers.
-

Address all inquiries to Dept. C.
P. O. Box 37
Melbourne, Florida

Automatic programming
Digital operation throughout
Extreme accuracy
Instantaneous Quick -Look analog plots
zero -shift, scale factor,
and linearization.

Integral

Let us show you how this system can

specific data handling problem.
complete information

fit your
Write for
Personnel Inquiries Inviter/

i

RADIATION Inc.
o
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Electronics

Avionics

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Melbourne,
Orlando,

Fla.
Fla.

Instrumentation
345

"He's out
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NEW PRODUCTS

E-5272.

Circle P50 inside back

cover.

with the man from

PHILLIPS"

MINIATURE TV CAMERA
a remote -controlled unit
MAJESTIC

INTERNATIONAL

CORP.,

743 North LaSalle St., Chicago 10,
Ill. A cigar -shaped television

COIL CHARACTERISTICS:
Operating Voltage:
up to 230 volts D.C.
Resistance: up to 13400 ohms
Operating Current:
.005 amps., minimum

CONTACT ASSEMBLY
1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 pole
Single or double throw
Contacts: Standard:
10 amps. non -inductive
Heavy Duly: 20 amps. non -inductive

Special Heavy Duty:
25 amps. non -inductive

MOUNTING:
Four No. 6-32
tapped holes-standard

VARIATIONS:
Plug-in mounting and terminals
Enclosures with
solder or screw terminals
Hermetically sealed assemblies
Mechanical latching assemblies

this
your
is

dish? Compact and efficient, this Type 27
power relay is designed for maximum
reliability and long life. The armature is
supported by stainless steel pins in two
bronze bushings and the frame is held rigidly
by brass side plates. Its stationary contacts
are mounted on molded phenolic with
integral barriers and the movable contacts on
precision tempered blades. All movable
blades are preset with locked adjusting screws.
The restoring spring force is adjustable for
accurate setting of pick-up and drop -out.
The two -coil design of Type 27 power relay
coupled with its efficient magnetic circuit
provides high sensitivity.
But whether your dish is a power -type
relay, AC or DC, or a multi -contact telephone
type relay you should call
the "man with the PHILLIPS Plan".

-

PHILLIPS
HERMETIC SEALS, MULTI -CONTACT, POWER, HERMETICALLY SEALED RELAYS. ACTUATORS

PHILLIPS CONTROL CORPORATION

.

AN ALLIED PAPER CORPORATION

SALES

OFFICES: NEW YORK - PHILADELPHIA -

SANTA MONICA - WASHINGTON -

camera, called the Peepsqueek, is
designed for industrial, scientific
and medical tv viewing. The
camera is less than 6 in. long,
measuring only H in. in diameter.
Its size and the fact that it is
equipped with spring-loaded guide
rollers permit thorough inside inspection of previously inaccessible areas such as pipes, tubing
and walls.
This remote -controlled unit contains a mini-resistron and a number of subminiature tubes that
serve as amplifying elements. A
conical mirror accessory may be
mounted
in. ahead of the lens
combination to reflect the image
of the inside walls. The image
received can be magnified up to
20 times since the focal length of
the lens system is only in. Circle
P51 inside back cover.

WINSTON SALEM

.

.

JOLIET, ILLINOIS

SUBSIDIARY

BOSTON - SAN

-

CLEVELAND -

FRANCISCO - DENVER

DALLAS -

SEATTLE

www.americanradiohistory.com

POWER OSCILLATOR

for wide -band

use

THE W. L. MAXSON CORP., 47-37

Austell Place, Long Island City 1,
N. Y. Substantial r -f power output

more for your money
from the leader in the field!

N

Berkeley
MODELS

7350 and 7360

UNIVERSAL
EPUT*

& TIMERS
MODEL

7360-0

cps to

1

me range

DESCRIPTION
These truly universal instruments combine high-speed electronic counting with a precision time base in multi-purpose circuitry. They function
as counters, timers, time -interval meters, EPUT* meters, frequency,
frequency ratio or period meters, or as secondary frequency standards.
No other single instruments yet devised offers their wide rangé of usefulness in the laboratory or test stand.

All models have provision for standardization against WWV and may
be coupled to external frequency standards. Connections are provided
for driving Berkeley digital printers, data converters, or in -line remote
readout units.

FEATURES'---------------1

MODEL 5916 IN -LINE REMOTE READOUT offers
large illuminated in -line figures all on one
plane which can be read from any angle.
Reduces error and fatigue; ideal for remote

observation of data.

0.1 v rms sensitivity

2 Step attenuators; trigger-adjusted noise discriminators
3 More stable frequency dividers
4 Electronic (not relay) reset
5 External frequency standard input connection
6
7

8

9

10
11

12

AC or DC coupling of all input circuits;
10 megohm input impedance
Multi voltage accessory socket to power photocells, etc.
Binary-coded output with direct connection to digital
printers, data converters, inline readouts, etc.
Crystal -controlled time marker output
Unitized modular design
Larger, brighter readout numbers
Modern -styled all -aluminum cabinets

prints data on
standard adding machine tape. 7000 -Series instruments also drive data converters to operate card punches or electric typewriters.
MODEL 1452 DIGITAL PRINTER

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS
Model 7350

Ranges-Frequency:
Time Interval:
Period:

0 cps to 100 kc
10 N. sec to 10' sec
0 cps to 100' kc

Time Bases:
Accuracy:

10g sec to 10 sec

Crystal Stability:
Input Requirements:
Display Time:
Dimensions:
Price: (f.o.b. factory)

0 cps 'to
1

-

Model 7360
me

h sec to 10 sec

0 cps to
1

1

1

me

p sec to 10 sec

count, = crystal stability
per week ±3 parts in 10' per week
0.1 y rms, 10 megohm impedance, dc or ac
coupled
Adjustable, 0.1 to 5 seconds (automatic reset). Manual reset also provided.

±

3

parts

1

in 10'

-

101/4"H x 203/4"W x 161/2"D (cabinet mount; rack mount available)

$890.00

Technical bulletins and application data files
are yours for the asking; please address
,Department. G 11

!

- November,

1956

an

important feature of

7000 -Series instruments. Modular
chassis design permits rapid checking or replacement of components and sub-assemblies.
BERKELEY

$1,175.00

Berkeley

*TRADEMARK REG

ELECTRONICS

Accessibility is

Want more information?

-BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS
Richmond 3, California
Use post card on last page.
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INC.

98

Telephone LAndscape 6-7730
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WILEY
1) CIRCUIT THEORY

AND DESIGN

6) ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMERS
AND CIRCUITS

By JOHN L. STEWART, California Institute
of Technology

SECOND EDITION

An important new book which applies
modern network theory to the understanding of vacuum tubes and feedback
systems. It stresses pole -zero design methods, founded on an easily grasped pictorial representation, and includes careful
treatment of many topics which are especially useful adjuncts to circuit design.
1956. 480 pages. 463 illus. $9.50.

Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

By REUBEN LEE,

Simple, practical and thoroughly up to
date. Contains the most useful information on the design of transformers for
electronic equipment and the effects of
transformer characteristics on electronic
circuits. 1955. 360 pages. 263 illus.
$7.50.
7) PRINCIPLES OF

2) RADIO TELEMETRY

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

SECOND EDITION

By ZDENEK KOPAL, University of Manchester,

By MYRON H. NICHOLS, Ramo -Wooldridge
Corporation and LAWRENCE L. RAUCH, University of Michigan

England
A lucid presentation of those parts of

analysis and algebra on which numerical
methods are based. Applications in such
areas as the use of large-scale computing
machines for automatic work are fully
emphasized. 1955. 568 pages. Illus.
$12.00.

Here, for the first time in a single volume, is all the material on radio telemetry. This valuable book provides complete coverage of theory, methods, and
techniques, as well as analysis of telemetry practice and equipment. 1956. 461
pages. 206 illus. $12.00.

8) THE VACUUM DEPOSITION and
PROPERTIES of THIN FILMS

3) PRINCIPLES OF
COLOR TELEVISION

By L. HOLLAND, W. Edwards & Co., London

This work covers in detail: plant design,
film production, and the physical properties of thin films for all purposes. 1956.
541 pages. Illus. $10.00.

By The HAZELTINE LABORATORIES STAFF
Compiled and edited by Knox Mcllwain and
Charles E. Dean

Helps you make the transition from
monochrome to color TV thinking and
solve the problems you will encounter in
practice. Exclusive features include: engineering design of receivers, a full chapter on gamma, FCC specifications, glossary of color TV terms. 1956. 595 pages.

9) TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
Their Purpose, Preparation and Production
By C. BAKER, A.R.Ae.S.

through a broad band of high frequencies characterizes the model
1141 power oscillator.

-

Specifications
Output exceeds
from 200 to 400 mc; 25 w
from 400 to 1,000 mc; and 10 w,
from 1,000 to 2,500 mc. Frequency
range is covered in two overlapping bands: 200 to 1,050 and 954
to 2,500 mc. Calibration accuracy
is
1 percent or -}5 mc, whichever is greater; resettability is
better than 0.1 percent.
The oscillator is equipped for
square -wave or sine -wave modulation from built-in 400 -cycle and
1,000 cycle sources. Provision is
also made to allow modulation at
other frequencies from a suitable
external source. Modulation level
and r -f output level are adjustable
over wide ranges.
The instrument comprises an
oscillator unit and a power supply
modulator unit, each contained in
a well ventilated metal case 111 in.
by 91 in. by 201 in. Circle P52 inside back cover.
40 w,

preparation and production of technical literature. 1955. 302
pages. Illus. $6.25.
A sure guide to the

252 illus. $13.00.

10) AUTOMATIC
DIGITAL COMPUTERS

4) VACUUM TUBE CIRCUITS

AND TRANSISTORS

By DR. M. V. WILKES, Cambridge University

Written by a man who helped in the development of EDSAC, this book provides
valuable material on history, design, principles of programming, and operation.

By LAWRENCE B. ARGUIMBAU, with transistor contributions by RICHARD B. ADLER,

M.I.T.
An extension of Arguimbau's earlier wellknown work on vacuum tube circuits, this

1956. 305 pages. $7.00.

new book contains up-to-date material on
transistors, color television, frequency
modulation, and noise. 1956. 646 pages.
652 illus. $10.25.

11) HIGH VACUUM TECHNIQUE
THIRD EDITION

By J. YARWOOD, The London Polytechnic

Theory, practice, industrial applications
and properties of materials. 1955. 208
pages. Illus. $5.50.

5) PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY
CONFERENCE
Edited by R. G. BRECKENRIDGE, National
Carbon Co., B. R. RUSSELL, The College of
Wooster, and the late E. E. HAHN. With 46
contributors.

12) ABSTRACTS OF THE LITERA-

Thorough coverage of the subject of
photoconductivity. Stresses basic theory,
phenomenological theory, interpretation
of photoconduction phenomena, and the
most recent data on the properties of important photoconducting materials. 1956.

feature crimped terminals

and LUMINESCENT MATERIALS
and THEIR APPLICATIONS

MOLEX PRODUCTS CO.,

Compiled by the Batelle Memorial Institute and sponsored by The Electrochemical Society. 1955. 200 pages. Spiral
Binding. $5.00.

Mail this coupon for ON -APPROVAL copies
JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc. E-116
440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Please send me the book(s)
circled below to read and examine ON APPROVAL. Within 10 days I will return the
book(s) and owe nothing, or
will remit the price(s) indicated, plus postage.
For

2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Name
Address ..
City

PLUG AND RECEPTACLE

TURE ON SEMICONDUCTING

1954 ISSUE

653 pages. 216 illus. $13.50.
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Zone

State

SAVE POSTAGE! Check here if you ENCLOSE
payment, in which case we pay postage. Same

return privilege applies,

of

course.

additional information on all items on this page,

9515 South view Ave., Brookfield, Ill., has announced a new low-cost plug and
receptacle featuring fast, simple
assembly for use in applications
requiring multiple circuit hookups. Crimped terminals for snap-in
assembly eliminate time consuming soldering and cut assembly
costs by as much as 75 percent.
Terminals are available individually or in reels for automatic
machine assembly to wires. They
are rated up to 15 amperes per
terminal; are molded from a U. L.
approved Molex compound which

use post card on last
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Allen-Bradley

developments

GREATER COLOR PURITY- BETTER CONVERGENCE

FULL ROUND YOKE CORES
FOR COLOR TV

ALSO BLACK AND WHITE

Allen-Bradley has developed a method of producing
ferrite deflection yoke cores as a full 360° ring! Unlike
cores made from quarter rounds, the new full round
cores are perfectly concentric and have parallel inner
surfaces. They require no grinding. The round
rings are "cracked" into halves and taped for

These ferrite yoke
cores are produced as
full rounds, and are
"cracked" into halves
and taped, as shown,
for easy assembly.

shipment. Assembly is quick and economical. The
tape is rolled back, the core is slipped over the coils,
and the tape put back in place. The core's concentricity
assures better convergence and greater color purity.

FLARED YOKE

FERRITE CORES

FOR NEW 110° TUBE

... SAVES WEIGHT

For the new 110° picture tube, Allen-Bradley has developed a flared yoke ferrite core whose outer surface
is also shaped to reduce the amount of material
required. This makes possible a weight reduction of
approximately 30% over conventional cylindrical cores.
The new flared yoke is produced as a solid piece but,
with the Allen-Bradley method, the yoke is "cracked"
into halves, yet a perfect ring is maintained. Available in Allen-Bradley Class WO -1
ferrites which are to be preferred
because of their uniform magnetic
characteristics.
Allen-Bradley Co.
Greenfield Ave.
Milwaukee 4, Wis.
In CanadaAllen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont.
110 W.

FERRITE SAVED
BY CURVED SHAPE

- -a

L

v7(7>

ALLEN - BRA LEY

\Quelity

/

RADIO, ELECTRONIC, AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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Regulation in less than '/so th

cycle...

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

provides good electrical and physical properties, plus dimensional
stability and low moisture absorption. Additional information is
available. Circle P53 inside back
cover.

Output of typical electromechanical
regulator in response to step change in
input voltage. Average correction rate of
6v. per sec.

Output of
Eliminating

Curtiss-Wright Distortion
Voltage Regulator from
same input. Full recovery in 330
microsec.
Simultaneous two -pen recording of 60 c.p.s. voltage

PLUS Pure Sine Wave Power
CURTISS-WRIGHT LINE REGULATOR
Electronically regulates r.m.s. and peak voltage simultaneously to ±1%.
Reduces typical power line distortion to less than 0.3%.

Furnishes 1.4 KVA of distortion -free power.

Introduces no phase shift between input and output.

Simultaneously provides additional 4 KVA of
electromechanically regulated power.

- 1°0

pler, more accurate calibration of
better design of transmeters
formers, synchros, motors . . .
easier testing of such components,
with fewer rejects . . . easier,
more accurate measurement of
magnetic properties and receiver
sensitivity . . . better a.c. computer performance ... elimination
of fast line transient effects. Write
for details.

Faster recovery time (less than
%0th cycle, or 330 microseconds) plus the unique ability to
these
eliminate line distortion
are the reasons why the CurtissWright Distortion Eliminating
Voltage Regulator has been chosen
by more and more laboratories
and production test departments.
Besides general laboratory use,
this line regulator provides sim-

...

-

Electronic Component &
Instrument Sales Department

ELECTRONICS

CURTISS»WRIGHT
CORPORATION
350

For

N.

1.

additional information on all items on this page,

direct -mounting type
GEORGE -HELD, INC., 1020 North
LaBrea, Los Angeles 38, Calif.
The PC -5 wire -wound potentiometer mounts directly on the
printed circuit board by its own
round leads. It eliminates the use
of screws and lugs now required
for mounting conventional potentiometers.
The environmental resistant
construction, light weight, small
size (1 in. diameter, I in. height),
suit the PC -5 to airborne and
other compact equipment. The
cylindrical shape is easily adaptable to automatic installation
techniques.
Features-Terminal linearity is
±3 percent; resistance range, 10
to 35,000 ohms; dissipation, 2 w;
rotation 325 deg. It also features
noncorrosive, nonnutrient, sealed
construction. Circle P54 inside
back cover.

TOTALIZING COUNTERS
feature long life
ANATRAN CORP., 165 E. California
St., Pasadena, Calif. The new
Digicon and Digipot are designed
for use with remote indication and
control shaft position, telemeter -

DIVISION

CARLSTADT,

WIRE -WOUND POT

use post card on last page.
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Progress in the Science o

MAGNETIK NULL INDICATOR
"Today's Version of the D -C Galvanometer"
"The D -C Galvanometer was essential to the historial experiments
in electricity conducted by men like Galvani, Ampére and Lord
Kelvin. However, the dense stray fields of today's electrical world
combined with the need for greater speed and accuracy in the laboratory and on the production line place a heavier burden on the present
day galvanometer. The Doelcam Magnetik Null Indicator, Model
2HG-1 is today's most practical version of the D -C Galvanometer.
Not only does it combine magnetic and electronic elements which
make it insensitive to stray pickup; but it has 3 discreet ranges, linear
scale for deflection measurements fast response and the ability to
withstand overloads as high as 100,000 times full scale deflection."

A DIVISION OF MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL

H
HONEYWELL

1400 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD
BOSTON 35, MASSACHUSETTS

Instruments for Measurement and Control

ELECTRONICS

Accelerometers

- November,

1956

HIGH SENSITIVITY: 2 Microvolts per division, 0.003 Microamperes per division.

HIGH CONVERTER FREQUENCY: 2500 cps
carrier, Insensitive to 60 or 120 cps pickup.
LOW NOISE LEVEL: Less than 2 Microvolts

equivalent input.

EXCELLENT STABILITY: Zero
1
division per hour.

drift

less than

INDEPENDENT OF LINE VOLTAGE: No observable drift or change in sensitivity for
line variations from 105 to 125 volts.

Linearity

POLARITY SENSITIVE: Zero -center mirror scale meter for polarity sensing measurements.

'Doelcanv
Gyros

ISOLATED INPUT: Input terminals are isolated from chassis and circuit ground.

PROPORTIONAL DEFLECTIONS:
over full scale range is 5%.

Write for Bulletin NI -7

$ynchros

PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS

Amplifiers

Microsyns

Servo Motors

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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QUICK READING: Time constant of less than
1 second.
RUGGED: Not damaged by over -range of
45 volts d -c.

MAINTENANCE: Only one vacuum
tube. No moving parts except meter.

LOW

351
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announces
an unusually precise

SERVOMOTOR TACHOMETER
GENERATOR
I

I

HIGHER

AMBIENTS

I

ing by radio link, direct readout
to card punching equipment, remote control of communications
equipment and as components of
analog and digital servo systems.
They are designed with 10 contacts or a potentiometer coupled
to each visual indicator wheel.

Specifications

LOWER

NULLS
I

I

SIZE 1I

Counters

are

exceeds 50 million counts. Additional features are the small size
1} in. and 2i in. for 3 and 5 digit

units respectively; lighted number

GREATER

S11HLX7ICC
(Actual size)

-

rated for continuous duty at 1,000
rpm or 2,000 rpm intermittent
duty. Life without maintenance

wheels, high speed operation from

either step or shaft rotation inputs and extreme stability under
adverse environmental conditions.
Complete specifications are given
in bulletin 802-230. Circle P55 in-

RUGGEDNESS
I

I
I

1

for

side back cover.

INST
INSTRUMENTATION
OTS
FIRE CONTROL
AJ T

MISSILES S

GOMPVTER
FEATUR ss..
(RMS)

3.0 my in phase
quadrature
total
my
13.0

Vortag

Ambient temp

1500CQ3600 rpm

0.5%
MK -14 specitifo tEXACT

Ord.
gearhead
gervo
Servo meets
with p recision

Equipped
output speed.lace assembly.
Rugged, one-piece

WR17 E for

detailed
co m pieta

intor rr+ atíor+

SAMPLING SWITCH
multichannel type
APPLIED SCIENCE CORP. OF PRINCETON, P. 0. Box 44, Princeton, N. J.

EAsruivAnIIhvicìs,
SOLVING SPECIAL PROBLEMS IS ROUTINE AT EAD

387 CENTRAL
:352

AVENUE
For

DOVER,

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

additional information on all items on this page,

use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com

The new Ascop type AA switch
features 2 poles with 24, 30 or 32
contacts per pole and sampling
last page.
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CURRENT WL -6198__1

TOP VIEW

The side appendage will

NEW

no longer be necessary

thanks to advanced
Westinghouse design.

AND IMPROVED
DESIGN
FROM
WESTINGHOUSE
Westinghouse first with redesigned Type 6198 Vidicon
Camera Pick-Up Tube ... first to bring you these

important improvements!
the side appendage has
been deleted, yoke construction can be greatly simplified because
a slot does not have to be provided.
IMPROVED ELECTRICAL DESIGN. This advanced new design
permits use of full-length deflection coils in the yoke, and provides
focus uniformity to materially improve picture shading.
Further, the new WL -6198A permits the introduction of a more
uniform photo -sensitive surface to reduce the mottling effects in
the picture.
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE FEATURES. Now that mottling is reduced and picture shading improved, the resultant picture is of
more uniform clarity ... with a truer image ... closer by far to the
actual subject being observed and transmitted by the camera.
ENGINEERS! For challenge, security, growth potential, investigate
career opportunities now being offered by Westinghouse Electronic
Tube Division. Write Technical Placement Director, Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Electronic Tube Division, Elmira, N. Y.
IMPROVED MECHANICAL DESIGN. Since

You will want full details on this new Westinghouse Vidicon Camera Pick Up Tube. Get detailed technical data by writing to Commercial Engineering
Dept., Westinghouse Electric Corp., Elmira, N. Y.

TOP VIEW
New orientation

WATCH
WESTINGHOUSE
WHERE SIG THINGS ARE HAPPENING FOR YOU!

markings on the 6198A
permit use of the f u II
photo surface area.

6ET-4118

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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NEW PRODUCTS

rates up to 6 rps. Special construction allows manual phasing of
both poles through 360 deg. Both
poles may be manually phased
during operation.
The switch will operate efficiently up to 175 F and under a
wide range of shock and vibration
conditions. It weighs only 26 oz
including the 115-v 60-cycle motor.
Circle P56 inside back cover.

Model VR -607

Secondary-standard

POWER SUPPLIES
small and light in weight

Voltage -reference Source
This versatile easy -to -use instrument
is valuable as:

0.01% absolute
accuracy*
1

a secondary standard for precision

-millivolt steps

voltage measurements
a meter and transducer calibrator
an absolute reference source for analog
computers
a standard reference* for use with
Epsco's DATRAC® and ADDAVERTER
voltage-to-digital conversion equipment
a low -impedance precision attenuator

any voltage selectable
from +111.112 to
-111.112 volts
1

-microvolt
resolution

with 10 -microvolt steps
when used with 100:1
precision attenuator

Engineering
data sheet
on request.

(continued)

SPECIFICATIONS
Size: 111/4 x151/4 x16 1/2 ( portable model) .
Rack -mounting unit occupies 14" height.
Weight: 50 lbs. Power input: 150 watts,
95-125 volts, 50-65 cycles single-phase.

Originally designed to meet the precision requirements of Fip8e0's

DATRAC®

and

ARNOLD

MAGNETICS

CO.,

5962

Smiley Drive, Culver City, Calif.,
has available switching transistor
power supplies that convert low
voltage d -c to higher voltage d -c
or a -c. They are hermetically
sealed, very small and light in
weight, handling 120 w per lb.
There are no contacts or moving
parts-units contain only transistors, toroids and i -w resistors.
Hence maintenance is eliminated.
Switching does not stop when

the unit is momentarily overloaded
because the switching signal is a
function of the instantaneous load
current.
The power supplies are designed
for such applications as missile
and aircraft, portable batterypowered equipment and high power uses. Circle P57 inside back
cover.

ADDAVERTER

TRANSMITTER RACKS
heavy duty type
PREMIER METAL PRODUCTS CO., 337

588 COMMONWEALTH AVE.,

354

BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS

For

Tel: COpley 7-8100

additional information on all items on this page,

use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com

Manida St., New York 59, N. Y.,
is manufacturing a new line of
heavy duty transmitter racks de last page.
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LIFELINE IN THE SKY

case

JFD

r.istor

No. 5 of

? ston Capacitors
at work

$

PISTON CAPACITORS AT WORK
You're a jet fighter pilot streaking home to your carrier 200 miles distant .. .
somewhere in the dead of night
above a pea -soup fog. No margin for error
here
minutes, yards mean the difference between success and failure. Yet
you're guided unerringly every second of the flight. Safely . . . swiftly you let
down to home base-thanks to TACAN (Tactical Air Navigation).
Federal Telecommunication Laboratories specified the Model VC11 JFD
Variable Trimmer Piston Capacitors in its TACAN development program for
the U. S. Navy and U. S. Air Force. Used in the Ferris discriminator circuit of
the IF amplifier, the VCII is used in adjusting critical band pass frequencies
to prevent adjacent channel interference. Compactness
stability
shock resistance . . imperviousness to temperature variations . .
these are
a few of the reasons why today Federal Telephone and Radio Co., Hoffman
Laboratories, Inc., and Stromberg -Carlson Co. (A Division of General Dynamics
Corporations, are building JFD VC11 Capacitors into TACAN equipment.
The VC11 is one of 50 miniature and subminiature trimmer capacitors upgrading performance in today's most sensitive printed and conventional electronic circuits. Wouldn't volt like to see how they can help you on your project?

...

...

...

..

.

- ...

MODEL

VC i
1

Approx. zero

temperature
coefficient,
1 to 10 mmf.,

fused quartz
dielectric,
invar rotor

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

1462-62

STREET

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Go Forward with JFD Engineering)

www.americanradiohistory.com
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NEW PRODUCTS

(continued)

signed to accommodate 24 in. rack
panels. The racks are 27 in. wide
by 24 in. deep and are available in
8 sizes, with or without front
doors. They feature adjustable
panel mounting angles ?o thick
and tapped 12-24 on universal
spacings rectangular cut-out in
bottom for leads, duplex receptacle
and outlet box in back.
Constructed of 16 gage steel with
a 12 gage bottom and welded
throughout, the racks have rear
doors closed by a chrome handle,
red striped chrome moulding top
and bottom. They are supplied
with or without louvres. Circle
P58 inside back cover.
;

Flight demon-

stration at Fort
Devens, Mass.

of

Helicop-Hut Air
Traffic Control Set.

HELICOP-HUT AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

SET

unit designed for
directing and controlling airport traffic; for
Civil Defense and weather reporting purposes.
SELF-CONTAINED (except for primary power), inA highly mobile two -man

cludes communications equipment, weather instruments, console, equipment racks, storage facilities,
electrical and ventilating systems, miscellaneous

equipment.
by helicopter, cargo aircraft, truck,
,,r special carriage.
2500 pounds complete with elecLIGHTWEIGHT
t onic equipment.
COMPACT
96" long, 76" wide, 54" high; 75" from
floor to ceiling of observation dome.
TRANSPORTABLE

-

u

Requires only 30 minutes to set up
for operation.

-

SHELTER CONSTRUCTION-New

skins bonded to

a

process-aluminum

plastic foam core give high

strength/weight ratio.

For further information, write or phone

SYSTEMS, INC
Dept. B-11.

-

ELECTROMAGNETIC CLUTCHES
three new miniature units

'TRADE MARK

Danvers, Mass. Phone: Danvers 1870

Craig also supplies other types of control towers, complete mobile electronic systems and various
types of shelters, vans and trailers.
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A. J. THOMPSON, INC., Route 1, Box
812, Florissant, Mo., has available

a new line of miniature electro-

magnetic clutches for electronic
and instrument applications. The
C line couples the input hub to

use post card on last page.
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of rockets swcoshing heavenward
become more and more familiar as we

SIGHTS

thumb through today's industrial publications.
The recalcitrant rocket shown on this page
indicates that things can go wrong in research,
and we don't claim that the absence of a
Sanborn oscillographic recording system somewhere along the line was the reason for this
disappointing trajectory.
What we do wish to say is that Sanborn
equipment is playing an increasingly vital part
in rocket development. Used in the laboratory
to record flight behavior simulated by analog
computers, and in plotting rooms at testing
bases to tape down telemetered data, Sanborn
"150's" are helping rockets to get and stay
where they belong.
You can see Sanborn systems in many
other places, too. Oil fields, electronic component production lines, machine tool plants,
hydraulic testing laboratories, numerous aircraft manufacturers, computing facilities ..
are putting single to 8 -channel Sanborn systems
to work. (Most are housed in vertical mobile
cabinets, while those in the "field" are often
divided into portable packages for each instrument.) All of them give their users inkless,
permanent recordings in True rectangular coordinates, one percent linearity, as many as
nine chart speeds, and the efficiency (and
economy) inherent in Sanborn unitized design.
A dozen different plug-in preamps further
extend their value, by mak=ng changeover to new recording inputs a quick
and easy procedure.
.

SAN BORN
COMPANY
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

8-,

6

-CHANNEL

ELECTRONICS

4

-CHANNEL

- November,

2

-CHANNEL

1956

1

-CHANNEL

2-, 4-, 6-, 0 -CHANNEL
ANALOG COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Want more information? Use post card or last page.
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Which way rockets are going may
not be a primary concern of yours.
But if recording problems are,
you're opt to find some interesting
and useful answers in Sanborn's
16 page "150 System" catalog.
Write to us for a copy.
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the output shaft when energized;
both the hub and output shaft
being free when deenergized.
They are ideal for airborne applications. The servo mounted
units are available with output
shaft at either or both ends. Controlled torque output under vibration meets requirements of MILE -5272A. Units operate on d -c
voltage.

END YOUR

RINTS FOR

Technical Data

QUOTATION

SPURS

HELICALS

LEAP SCREWS

T H

RATCHETS

E

WORM AND WORM GEARS
CLUSTER GEARS

RACKS

STRAIGHT BEVELS

INTERNALS

ODD SHAPES

GizeAG

-

Performance
specifications of the C-4 model are
0.59 in. in diameter by 0.93 in.
long (excluding input and output
shafts), weighing 0.8 oz and transmitting 4 in. oz of torque. Model
C-6 is 0.83 in. in diameter by 1.34
in. long (excluding shafts) weighing 2.3 oz and transmits 16 in. oz
of torque. Model C-10 is 1.37 in.
in diameter by 1.765 in. long and
transmits 60 in. oz of torque. Circle P59 inside back cover.

.Ver,a,ca Qea4
1021 PARMELE STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

ULTRA
WIDE -BAND AMPLIFIER

TEN -TURN POT
is 7/8 in. in diameter
INDUSTRIES, 5873 Rodeo
Road, Los Angeles 16, Calif. Model
LA09 10-turn potentiometer is
especially designed to meet critical demands for reliability in miliLITTON

tary electronics equipment.
Extended low frequency response to 1000 cps
High frequency response to 210 Mc with linear phase shift and rise
time less than .0026 i< sec
Gain flat to within ±1% db and stabilized to ±0.2 db
Voltage and current regulation minimize effect of fluctuations in line
voltage and tube characteristics
Ideal for distortionless pulse and transient amplification as in radar,
nuclear and television research
Write for data sheet on

SKL

Model 202D

in. diameter potentiometer
built with a rugged all -metal
external construction, sturdy
metal -to -metal stops, precision
stainless steel ball bearings, and
glass -sealed terminals positively
seated to the metal housing to
provide mechanical reliability and
a low leakage path. Terminals are
gold-plated for excellent solder-

The

is

ability.
SPENCER KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC.
1320 SOLDIERS FIELD ROAD, BOSTON 35, MASS.
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Technical Data-Resolution as
close as 0.008 percent is the re -
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This letter moved

a man

ahead 5 years

Two years ago a man took 10 minutes to write this letter. Today he enjoys
the responsibility and professional standing in the AUTONETICS Division of
North American that might have taken 7 to 10 years to achieve in other fields.
THE FIELD AT AUTONETICS-A FIELD OF OPPORTUNITY

Now under way at AUTONETICS are nearly 100 projects, comprising
some of the most advanced and progressive work being done today
in the fields of Electronics, Electro -Mechanics, Control Engineering
and Data Processing.
You will work on automatic control systems of many kinds, for
manned and unmanned vehicles. Every state of the art is represented,
from preliminary conception right through flight testing. Facilities are
the finest obtainable. Your colleagues will be men of ability and

imagination, of the highest professional standing.
The long-range potential in this field is truly limitless. The techniques being developed at AUTONETICS today will have the widest
application in the industrial methods of tomorrow.
You owe it to yourself to consider how far you can advance by
entering this exceptionally promising field right now. Here are the
opportunities:
COMPUTER APPLICATION ENGINEERS
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST ENGIELECTRO -MECHANICAL DESIGNERS
NEERS ELECTRONIC COMPONENT EVALUATORS INSTRUMENTATION
FLIGHT CONFIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS
ELECTRONIC RESEARCH SPECIALISTS
TROL SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS ENGINEERS ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING WRITPRELIMIERS
INERTIAL INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
RELIABILITY SPECIALIST
NARY ANALYSIS AND DESIGN ENGINEERS
Write your letter today. Decide now to get the facts, so you can make the
most of your potential. Just put your address and brief qualifications on
paper-handwritten will be fine. Reply will be prompt, factual, confidential.

Write: Mr. A. Brunetti, Autonetics Engineering Personnel,
Dept. 991-11E, P.O. Box AN, Bellflower, California

Autonetics
A

AUTOMATIC

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION,

CONTROLS

MAN

INC.

HAS

ELECTRONICS- November, 1956

NEVER

BUILT

BEFORE
359
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suit of winding a large number of
turns of resistance wire on a
mandrel 17 percent longer than
in previously available potentiometers. Linearity is held as close
as 0.05 percent. All connections
are welded. Taps are welded to a
single turn of resistance wire.
Circle P60 inside back cover.

MARINE RADAR
for small vessels
KELVIN & HUGHES (MARINE) LTD.,

Fenchurch St., London, England, has designed type 14 marine
radar for use on fishing and small
coastal vessels. A slotted wave guide radiator scanner unit
eliminates the conventional reflector. Extensive use has been
made of printed circuitry and
components potted in resin. Magnetic techniques have eliminated
use of thermionic tubes in the
transmitter. Price of the radar is
99

$3,350.

A

STAfIIfH

NEW CR

FOR /PRECISION

FEATURES

IN RANGE 3 mc
4

MAX.

l

+1

1

SMALL- BUTTON

TO

PLUS

APPLICATIONS

100 mc.

The unit has a 9 -in. tube with
preset electrostatic focusing, and
has 5 range scales up to 48 miles.
There are separate monitoring
facilities for transmitter and dis-

play unit.
A motor generator for use on
a number of voltage ranges and
a -c or d -c ships mains has also
been produced. It has avc and
needs no starter unit. Circle P61
inside back cover.

This all -glass vacuum mounted
crystal unit offers high reliability
for applications which require minimum ageing. When used with drive
level less than one milliwatt, frequency shift due to ageing will not
exceed .0002% during the first year
of service.
Supplied for oven or non -oven
operation. Specify Bliley type BG6A.

MINIATURE 7 -PIN BASE

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL
VILLEIN =496

BLILEY
ELECTRIC COMPANY
UNION STATION BUILDING

ERIE, PA.
360
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PRESS -FIT

TERMINALS

for closer spacings
Fayette Ave.,
Mamaroneck, N. Y. With dielectric strength ranging from 1,000
to 2,000 v per mil thickness, these
SEALECTRO CORP., 610

coud on last page.
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SIMPLYTROL

AUTOMATIC
PYROMETERS

For Control of Temperature
10 standard
ranges from
-200' to
+ 3000° F.
Accuracy 2%
t limit of calibration error).
Sensitivity
4 ohms per
millivolt.

RIBBONS STRIPS
*
*

of
PURE TUNGSTEN

MOLYBDENUM

log

4-A. Send for your

Range 0/1500

IN

ULTRA THIN SIZES
to
TOLERANCES CLOSER THAN COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
by

OUR SPECIAL ROLLING TECHNIQUE
Note: for highly engineered applications-strips of TUNGSTEN
and some other metals can be supplied

ROLLED DOWN TO

Booth 106.7, Automation Show,
Nov. 26.30, Trade Show Bldg., N Y.C.

.0003

For HIGHLY ENGINEERED APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY

H.CROSS CO.'

d&r
dependable & reliable

5

BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38, N. Y.
WOrth 2-2044
TELEPHONE:
COrtlandt 7-0470

WIDEBAND FLUTTER METER
The one and only instrument for
measuring and evaluating wide band flutter

TRANSMITTER
and RECEIVER
ENGINEERS

$910.00
complete with
cabinet as

College graduates with 4 years
experience for challenging development work on new and

illustrated

unique communications systems.
Experience should include one or
more of the following:

with dust
cover only

RF CIRCUITS

$875.00

H F

OR

VHF RECEIVERS AND

TRANSMITTERS
AUTOMATIC ANTENNA
COUPLERS
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS

MODEL FL -4A

You are invited to mail your complete resume to the address below.
Scientific
Staff
Relations

THICKNESS

Finish: Roll Finish-Black or Cleaned
Ribbons may be supplied in Mg. weights if required

F.

0/800°C. $127.004.
copy. Assembly Products, Inc., Chesterland 4, Ohio. Phone (Cleveland, O.) HAmilton 3-4436. (West Coast: Desert
Hot Springs 4, Calif. Phone 4-3133 or 4-2453).

THORIATED TUNGSTEN
SPECIAL ALLOYS

and OTHER METALS

Cat. No. 4535, size 10" x 6" x 7".
Range 0/ 1000°F, 0, 500°C. $135.00

Thermocouple -type automatic pyrometer for controlling temperature in furnaces or ovens and
manufacturing processes. Leads between Simplytrol and its thermocouple sensing element may be
up to 100 feet or more depending on Temperature
range and lead wire resistance. Load relay, 5 amperes S.P.D.T. Optional heavy duty relays to 40 A.
Either AUTOMATIC control or LIMIT shutoff. An
automatic Simplytrol turns heat on and off to
hold required temperature. Proportioning effect
can be increased or decreased by changing cam
on the sensing cycle. With shorter cycles, control
more nearly approaches straight line. A limit
Simplytrol locks up when the trip point is reached
and remains locked until reset. Use limit Simplytrols for monitoring and safety shutoff or alarm.
Cabinet model for wall
mounting or portable
shown above. To the
right is an MFP Simplytrol for flush mounting in
a cabinet or control panel. Several other mountNo5/2"
45
ings are shown in Cata- sizeCot.5 " x
x32-MF8"deeP,

*
*

Features:

HUGHES
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
LABORATORIES
Culver City, Los Angeles County,
California

Measures flutter frequencies dc to 5000 cps
Internal 24 db/octave
filters for analysis
3" oscilloscope for
detailed flutter studies

for manufacturers and users of high-speed tape
recorders, who are engaged in instrumentation,
telemetering and data transmission systems.
Specifications:
Carrier frequency: 14.5kc from crystal oscillator
Indicators: ±2% drift and rms flutter meters
Range: 0.2, 0.6, and 2.0% rms full scale
Flutter filters: 0.5 to 30 cps; 30 to 300 cps;
300 to 5000 cps
Dimensions: 83/,"x 19" standard rack

Order Direct or write us for name of nearest representative
Manufacturers: Electron c
and Electro -Mechanical
Equipment & Components

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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P. O.

406 East Gutierrez Street
Box 1500, Santa Barbara, California
Telephone: WOodland 5-4511
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Teflon Press -Fit terminals open up
new design possibilities by way of

Model 905 Digital Magnetic Tape Handler

still closer spaced terminals, such
as in canned transformers, precision potentiometers and coil assemblies. Typical is an encased
transformer top with two banks
of ten terminals each, with Press Fit terminals spaced only ; in. between centers. Each feed -through
terminal has turret lugs for inside
and outside wrap-around and
soldered connections.
The terminals are now available in eight RETMA color -code
colors-white, brown, yellow, blue,
red, orange, green and gray.
Available in both stand-off and
feed -through designs, in miniature
and subminiature sizes, Press -Fit
terminals are readily installed by
press -fitting into the proper sized
hole, using the insertion tool in a
drill -press type equipment. Circle
P62 inside back cover.

The Ultimate in Digital Tape Handlers for High -Speed
Computers, Electronic Business Machines, Industrial

Control and Other

EDP

Applications.

Regardless of cost, many features are exclusive with Potter
Speed and ease of operation-Up to 75"/sec in a variety of
dual speed combinations, with 3 msec starts and stops.
Tape widths from 1/4" to 1/4" are accommodated. Automatic
threading, fast rewind, end -of -tape sensing, and front panel
or remote control provide unmatched flexibility and ease
1

of operation.
Standard 19" Rack Mounting-Hinged front panel provides
quick access to mechanical parts and plug-in electronic
components. Transparent dust cover protects tape and moving
parts without hindering visual observation of tape track.

TWT POWER SUPPLY

Auxiliary Equipment-A complete line of digital data -handling
accessories is available, including record -playback heads
(Model 6400) in numerous channel number and tape width
combinations. Record -playback amplifiers can be furnished as
individual plug-in units (Models 52, 53) or in complete systems
(Model 920) for return -to -zero or non -return -to -zero recording.
Shift registers, high speed printers and other data -handling
components are available separately or in integrated systems
for solving specific data-processing problems.

regulated to 0.005 percent

...

and feel free to consult Potter
engineers on your data -handling problems. No obligation,
of course.

WRITE FOR INFORMATIVE BULLETIN

POTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
115 Cutter

362

Mill Road

For

Great Neck,

L

East
Freehold Road, Freehold, N. J.
Model 5550 traveling -wave -tube
power supply provides 2,000 to
5,500 positive or negative volts
at 500 ma.
Features-The supply is regulated to 0.005 percent and ripple
voltage is less than 25 mv. The
output voltage can be modulated
through its complete range by a
few volts of external modulation.
Extreme stability is obtained by
using a chopper amplifier to correct the drift of the d -c amplifier.
Circle P6 inside back cover.
LAWN ELECTRONICS CO., INC.,

I

NY

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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Beryllium Copper Alloy. The Beryllium Corp., Reading, Pa. A 4 -page
bulletin describes the physical
properties which make this alloy
particularly suited for applications in the electrical and electronic fields-including these design factors: (1) high electrical
conductivity; (2) service temperatures of 400 F and above; (3) excellent spring characteristics; and
(4) corrosion resistance.
The bulletin gives information
on applications of Berylco 10 strip
for such design uses as: current
carrying springs, circuit breaker
parts, clips and the like. Charts,
tables and graphs give complete
data on properties, composition
and tempers available. Circle Ll
inside back cover.

Printed Circuit Connectors. DeJurAmsco Corp., 45-01 Northern Blvd.,
Long Island City 1, N. Y. A 12 page technical brochure describes'
an expanded line of printed circuit receptacles, designed for
in.,
in. and in. printed circuit
boards. Included in the series discussed are types with 6, 10, 15, 18,
22 and 28 contacts in single or
dual rows to accommodate up to
56 connections.
An outstanding feature of the
connectors described is the "bellows action" contact for extra durability and reduction in board
tolerance problems. Gold-plated
phosphor bronze spring retains tension, allows use of undersized or
oversized board while maintaining
low contact resistance of less than
20 my at 5 amperes.
Molding compounds for the units
described include mineral filled
Melamine and Plaskon reinforced
(glass) Alkyd type 440A. Wiring
styles are eyelet lug, solderless
wire wrap, taper tab solderless
wiring, and contacts for dip soldering. Circle L2 inside back cover.

Carrier Amplifier. Consolidated
Electrodynamics Corp., 300 North
Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena,
Calif. Bulletin 1550 B covers the
type 1-127 four-channel 20-kc carrier amplifier system which offers
linear frequency response from 0
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

For

to 3,000 cps. Included are information on applications, features,

sensitivity, high-speed recording
and a list of specifications. Circle
L3 inside back cover.
Magnetic Industrial Counters.
Berkeley Division of Beckman
Instruments, Inc., 2200 Wright
Ave., Richmond, Calif. Theory and
circuitry underlying substitution
of magnetic devices for vacuum
tubes in industrial high speed
counting equipment is explained
in the new data file 109. It explains
how the Ferristor, a miniature saturable reactor device, replaces
most of the short-lived vacuum
tubes to produce a far more rugged and reliable events -per -unit time instrument for countless industrial uses.
Besides describing the Ferristor
itself, the data file includes a detailed study of circuitry, time base
and other electronic components
involved in designing the magnetic
EPUT. Complete diagrams illustrate the text. Circle L4 inside
back cover.

Thermistor Overheat Detectors.
Fenwal Inc., Ashland, Mass. Bulletin MC -134 describes a new line
of thermistor overheat detectors
for aviation service. It discusses
the advantages of thermistor elements for temperature detection
which include stability and compactness and permit leads up to
200 ft long and relatively simple
circuitry. Present and potential
applications are depicted. Physical
and performance specifications are
listed. Circle L5 inside back cover.
Threshold Indicator. Stoddard Aircraft Radio Co., Inc., 6644 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.,
has available literature describing
the new 91296-1 threshold indicator. The unit discussed is a signal actuated go -no-go accessory
which may be used with r-i/f-i meters (covering frequencies from 30
cps to 1,000 mc) to operate a bell,
lamp or other alarm system when
radio interference exceeds the
limit of military specifications,
such as MIL -I -6181B, proposed

IT TAKES ALL

KINDS... people, brain

Dept.

P

aleitella

ti

TECHNICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION

12333 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles 64, California

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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power, skills and facilities to produce
quality electronic components ... and
Packard -Bell has them all. Many of
America's foremost companies rely on
Packard -Bell for quality and on -time
deliveries. Packard -Bell is a recognized
leader in Research, Development and
Production of electronic components,
producing delay lines, pulse transformers, pulse-forming networks, filters and
low -voltage coils. If you have anything
to do with electronics write today for
free facilities brochure to :

LEADERSHIP IN ELECTRONICS
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
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MIL -I -6181C, MIL -I -16910A, proposed MIL -I -16910B, MIL -I -11683A,
MIL -I -001683B, and MIL -S -10379A.
Illustration, descriptive text and
specifications are provided, as well
as brief descriptions, with photos,
of the r-i/f-i measuring units with
which the threshold indicator may
be used. Circle L6 inside back
cover.

.
1

ÿ

.

If you have
vision that hurdles
known horizons,
professional skills to
take you there, and a
driving discipline that teams
the two
opportunities
as limitless as space itself
await you at Martin -Denver.

...

We see you accepting the
challenge of the ICBM,
Titan, in concert with an elite
group of engineers.

We see your faculties sharpened,
your life lived more fully, in
the Colorado Rockies.
See for yourself

... and

write Emmett E. Hearn,
.

Employment Director,
Post Office Box 179,
Dept. Ell, Denver 1,
Colorado.

4
ri

.

Bantam Speed Reducers. Metro
Instrument Co., 432 Lincoln St.,
Denver 3, Colorado. Bulletin No.
98 describes the company's small
but powerful Bantam speed reducers. The reducers illustrated in the
bulletin have a maximum power
output of 0.1 h -p at the low speed
shaft. Standard units and units
with an antibacklash feature are
described. Each kind is available
in over 400 fixed ratios. Many
electronic applications are listed.
Circle L7 inside back cover.
Single -Turn Potentiometer. Hell pot Corp., Newport Beach, Calif.
The 2 -in. diameter series 5600 precision potentiometer is the subject
of data sheet 54-49. A single -turn,
continuous -rotation unit for servo
or bushing mounting, the series
described offers high resolution
and close linearity characteristics.
Data sheet 54-49 is illustrated
and lists specifications, construction, coil characteristics and available modifications. Circle L8 inside back cover.
Mica Data File. Mycalex Corp. of
America, 125 Clifton Blvd., Clifton,
N. J. A completely revised engi-

neering data file, containing technical information, design considerations and suggested applications
of the company's Supramica ceramoplastic and Mycalex glass bonded mica products has been
issued. Illustrated 4 -page sections
on Supramica 500 and 555 ceramoplastics, Mycalex 400 and 410
glass -bonded mica, as well as a

comparison chart detailing the
properties of these materials and
other plastic and ceramic insulators of comparable use are assembled in a file folder for inclusion
in engineering files and libraries.
Additional sections of the data
file provide information on special
Mycalex glass -bonded mica for November,

364
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mulations for capacitor dielectrics
and other specific applications, and
machining and fabricating instructions for working the materials.
Charts of electrical and thermal
characteristics
and
complete
tubular data on the physical properties of the materials are included. The file will be kept up-todate with additional material on
new developments. Circle L9 inside back cover.
Flowmeter. Industrial Development Laboratories, Inc., 17 Pollock
Ave., Jersey City 5, N. J. A new
catalog describes function, construction and operation of the
Laub Electro -Caloric flowmeter.
The 4 -page, 2 -color catalog lists
the advantages of the instrument.
A cutaway view clearly illustrates the construction of the
smooth -bore flow cell while a
simple diagram effectively shows
the principles of operation. Standard sizes and materials are listed
and complete mechanical and electrical specifications are furnished.
Circle L10 inside back cover.
One -Third Octave Filter Set.
Brush Electronics Co., 3405 Perkins Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio, has
released a single -page catalog
sheet, illustrating and describing
the one-third octave filter set,
model BL-1609. The instrument described is specially designed for
sound and vibration analysis,
measurement of sound transmission and reverberation time, and
in general, any audio signal analysis or telemetry data reduction.
The free literature contains detailed design, operating and installation information which suggests
various application opportunities.
One side of the sheet covers detailed specifications of the instrument. Circle L11 inside back cover.

Thermistors. General Electric Co.,
Detroit 32, Mich., has announced a
newly revised 53 -page manual on
thermistors, thermally sensitive resistors for automatic detection,
measurement and control of
physical energy.
The publication, designated TH13A, describes the latest general,
material and operating characteristics of the electronic semiconducELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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SHEET....ROD....
TUBING....MOLDED

OR

MACHINED PARTS?

YOU CAN GET JUST
WHAT YOU WANT

"Made of Teflon by JOHN

*TEFLON

CRANE" has become practically
a standard specification for parts
and components subject to severe
electrical, corrosive, thermal, mechanical or atmospheric abuse.
Whatever your requirements in
Teflon . . . sheet, rod, tubing,
packings, gaskets, bellows, insulators, sealing discs or non-stick
parts . . . "John Crane" can
supply them!
In addition, you get these important plus factors: complete uniformity throughout, high density
control, freedom from flaws and rigid adherence to your specifications.
"John Crane's" complete fabrication facilities assure you prompt
delivery on exactly what you want
-no compromise. If you have an
entirely new requirement, no
standard design or procedure"John Crane's" laboratory facilities, know how, research and engineering experience go to work
on your particular need.
Now is a good time to put "John
Crane" to test. Contact Crane
Packing Company today.

Du Pont
trademark

Advantages:
CHEMICAL-Completely inert
ELECTRICAL-Extremely low power factor
Very high dielectric strength
THERMAL-Temperature range
-300°F. to +500°F.

Crane Packing Co.,
6402 Oakton St.,
Morton Grove, Ill.,
(

Chicago Suburb)

In Canada: Crane

MECHANICAL-Strong, flexible
Weather resistant

Packing Co., Ltd.,
Hamilton, Ont.

LOWEST COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

ABSOLUTELY NON-STICK

CRANE PACKING COMPANY
OFFICES IN

All

PRINCIPAL CITIES

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on lust pogo.
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tors, as well as general types of
applications. Besides basic data, it
also includes details on thermistor
assemblies, static and dynamic
characteristic curves in addition
to user information on how to
order them. Circle L12 inside back
cover.

ADAPTABLE

...

SHIELDING'S

Automatic Direction Finder. Aircraft Radio Corp., Boonton, N. J.,
has available a 4 -page brochure
describing its new automatic direction finder system, the type
21ADF. The system described-receiver, power unit, control unit,
loop, and indicator-weighs less
than 20 lb and is designed for use
on all types of aircraft, especially
where weight, size, operating reliability, and minimum air drag are
important considerations.
The 2 -color brochure lists specifications and provides illustrations
of its loop housing installation.
Circle L14 inside back cover.

MULTI -CELL®
ENCLOSURE
Designed and developed by Shielding engineers, here's installation

versatility never before offered in any type of shielding room!
Featuring completely interchangeable standard panels of either
solid or mesh construction, this Multi.Cell® Enclosure makes installation

a snap

... and

no special tools are required either! Erection

poses no problem as this versatile enclosure can be fastened

VHF Communications Receiver.
Servo Corp. of America, 20-20
Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park,
N. Y. A 2 -page. brochure TDS
5200, lists specifications for a professional quality a -m and f -m receiver covering the frequency of
50 to 200 me in one continuous
band. The receiver described is
used in the laboratory to calibrate
other receivers; in flight -testing;
control tower, propagation, studies ;
monitoring; evaluating transmitters; meteor research; and as a
general, all-round communications
receiver.
Full specifications are listed in
the brochure. Circle L13 inside
back cover.

from

the inside or outside, by use of a single screw driver!
Other engineered -design features include: (1) Modular panel con-

struction of single or double shielding thickness; (2) Standard door
installation in any wall pc;ition to swing left or right, in or

out; (3) Composite enclosures constructed in combinations of
40 or 48 inch panels; (4) Choice of cell or isolated enclosure.

for

Supplying attenuation characteristics to meet any de-

MIL -1-16910

mand, all Shielding Enclosures have passed all applicable

and
MIL -I -6181B

military tests-concrete proof that Shielding has the

rí

answer to your

RF

Suppression problems.

Write today for illustrated
booklet

INTER FERENCE

SPECS and
OTHERS

(=
- THE

"THE TALENT TO CREATE

SKILL TO

PRODUCE'.

SHIELDING, INC.
Dept. E-1
366
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Millivoltage Measurement Instruments. Leeds & Northrup Co., 4934
Stenton Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
Concise information about Speedo max H electronic potentiometer type indicators, recorders and
controllers calibrated directly in

millivolts- -5

mv, 0 to
now available in an illustrated 2 -page data
0

to

-I- 5

mv-is

sheet.
This sheet completely lists features and specifications of the
Speedomax H indicators and recorders, and presents a condensed
tabulation of instrument charac-

page, use post card on last page.
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teristics for control applications
ranging from simple two -position
to
full -proportioning
control.
Circle L15 inside back cover.

Resistor Catalog. Cinema Engineering Div. of Aerovox Corp., 1100
Chestnut St., Burbank, Calif. Bulletin No. LC-1030BX is a 20 -page
booklet dealing with the entire
Cinema line of wire wound, fixed,
accurate encapsulated resistors.
The catalog, issued yearly, includes a military specification tabulation for the first time.
Cinema resistors include the
CE100 and CE200 series, radial
wire terminals or radial lug terminals; the PW100 and PW200
series, for printed circuitry,
axial wire terminals or radial lug
terminals.
Information includes line drawings of the products, as well as descriptive tabulations. Circle L16
inside back cover.
Tubing Metals and Alloys. Superior
Tube Co., 1528 Germantown Ave.,
Norristown, Pa. Data Memorandum No. 1 lists 121 metals and
alloys from which the firm produces its standard and special
small diameter tubing. The analyses are conveniently grouped into
carbon, alloy and stainless steels,
nickel and nickel alloys, copper
and copper base alloys, glass sealing alloys, reactive metals (titanium and zirconium) and nickel
cathode materials. They are also
grouped as to whether standard
or special analyses.
The data memorandum lists 63
standard and 58 special analyses.
Circle L17 inside back cover.
VHF Receiver. Servo Corp. of
America, 20-20 Jericho Turnpike,
New Hyde Park, N. Y. Brochure
R-9903 fully describes the Servo flight R5200 vhf communications
receiver. The receiver discussed
meets all the prime specifications
of wide frequency range, high
order of accuracy, maximum sensitivity, high frequency stability,
and also provides automatic noise
limiter, squelch, continuous tuning
without switching, and continuous
operation.
Part of the development story
of the R5200 is the special attenELECTRONICS
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make your
COMPLEX AUDIO
FILTER CONSTRUCTION
routine at
CHICAGO STANDARD

BUILT
TO YOUR

SPECIFICATIONS
or available as
stock units.

Chicago Standard's years of experience in building thousands of filters
have made possible a degree of skill
in eigineering and workmanship that
can solve your difficult audio filter

problems quickly
plete satisfaction.

... to your com-

Proen techniques of space utilization and mechanical design result in
superior internal construction and efficient, compact, light -weight filters.

frequency C.V.S.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Typical
Band -Pass Filter

Proven design principles result in
optimum coil and circuit performance. Reliable operation under extreme conditions is assured by:
1. High efficiency core materials.
2. Chicago's high strength ceramic terminals.
3. High dielectric strength insula-

tion.

CHICAGO STANDARD
TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
3501 Addison Street, Chicago 18, Illinois
431

weeAor
outlining your filter
requirements and for
information on stock
units.

EXPORT SALES: Roburn Agencies, Inc.
3reenwich Street, New York 13, New York

For additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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tion given to its mechanical design
to assure simplicity in servicing.
The r-f tuner and the complete i -f
strip are constructed as separate,
self-contained units which can be
readily removed from the main
chassis. Once removed, they may
be operated separately, or in conjunction with each other. Circle
L18 inside back cover.

To ueeAd

*Mineipaíttd:..

is THERMAL SHOCK giving you trouble?
Stupakoff offers a number of ceramic bodies providing
exceptional resistance to thermal shock, the most outstanding being STUPALITH, which has withstood over a
hundred cycles from 2000° F to liquid air without harm.

are HIGH TEMPERATURES your problem?
Components formed of selected Stupakoff Ceramic Materials will withstand extremely high and prolonged temperatures, without deterioration, even in the presence of many
corrosive gases and materials.

would PRECISION -MADE CERAMICS
help speed your production?
Stupakoff specializes in the mass -production of precisionmade ceramic parts and components. Tolerances of
± 0.001 in. are not unusual. Their use in assemblies of
electrical and electronic equipment sharply reduces
assembly costs, and assures correct functioning of the
equipment in service. This precision is particularly valuable in miniaturized assemblies.
Write for the new Stupakoff Ceramic Data Chart

Pulse Transformers. Technitrol
Engineering Co., 2751 North
Fourth St., Philadelphia 33, Pa.,
has announced a bulletin on pulse
transformers of particular interest
to design and production engineers. Different core materials and
variatidns in windings and sizes
allow the rapid production of a
number of series and types within
each series, all encapsulated, to
fit many standard circuits.
Also offered are custom -wound
pulse transformers to fit special
circuits such as transistor, printed
and military types. Circle L19 inside back cover.
Tiny Electrolytics. Gary Wells Co.,
3 Park Row, New York 38, N. Y.
Bulletin H covers a complete line
of miniature electrolytic capacitors which are encased in solid drawn single -ended aluminum cans
spun on to plastic end plugs to
give a moisture -proof seal. Included are data on tolerance,
power factor and leakage current
as well as a dimension chart. Because of the low prices discussed,
these capacitors are particularly
suited for radio -tv -phono and similar applications. Circle L20 inside
back cover.

Deposited Carbon Resistors. International Resistance Co., 401 N.
Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. Bulletin B-4 contains comprehensive
data on construction, applications,
types, dimensions, performance
and tolerance. Detailed charts and
graphs are shown in the 4 pages.
Circle L21 inside back cover.

Electronic Timer.

STUPAKOFF

Co.,
DIVISION OF

The CARBORUNDUM Company
WRITE DEPt,

368

3E

TATROBE, PENNSYLVANIA

For

additional information on all items

West Va., has available an 8 -page
brochure with current information
and specifications describing its
standard line of electronic timers
now being manufactured. Included

on this page, use post card on last page.
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in the line described are delay,
repeat cycle and interval timers.
Circle L22 inside back cover.

the bond is stronger

than the materials!

Calibrated Load. Color Television
Inc., 935 E. San Carlos Ave., San
Carlos, Calif. A new leaflet illustrates and describes the model
128A X -band calibrated load, an
adjustable mismatch load which
is calibrated at three frequencies
and at four vswr's. Specifications
included cover the standard calibration frequencies and vswr's, the
accuracy, type of waveguide fitting, dimensions and price. Listing is made of the availability of
special calibrations where required. Circle L23 inside back
cover.
Development in Miniature. Cook
Electric Co., 2700 North Southport
Ave., Chicago 14, Ill., through
Newsletter Vol. 1, No. 30, announces the availability of a new
voltage standard, an acceleration
switch, and a 5 -ampere spdt relay.
Any of the miniatures discussed
are furnished in hermetically
sealed cases with a volume of less
than 1 cu in. and weigh less than
2 oz. Circle L24 inside back cover.
Automatic Instrumentation. Fairchild Electrotechnics, Division of
Fairchild Engine and Airplane
Corp., 118 E. 16th St., Costa Mesa,
Calif., has available a folder and
technical bulletins describing its
automatic instrumentation components and systems. Topics covered in the bulletins include:
resistance bridge indicator, voltage ratio indicator, miniature
bridge balance and warning systems.
Readers need write only once
and they will receive each new
technical bulletin, describing components and systems now under
development, as they are published
subsequently. These supplementary bulletins can be filed in the
same folder if desired. Circle L25
inside back cover.

Thermocouple Insulators. Claud S.
Gordon Co., 3000 S. Wallace St.,
Chicago 16, Ill., has issued a new
bulletin No. 300-56 illustrating and
describing the complete line of
Sery-Rite thermocouple insulators.
Listed are the dimensions, sizes
ELECTRONICS
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StapIlii
-BONDED
METAL
ALUMINA TERMINALS

Right-Sample of a Stupakoff Alumina Terminal
rig, torsion -tested
to destruction. The failure
occurred in the ceramic,
not in the bond.
Left is similar terminal
before testing.
in test

STUPAKOFF

Amazing bond -strength, and unequalled high -temperature ceramic -to -metal adherence are two outstanding
characteristics of Stupakoff Alumina Terminals. Available in six standard stock sizes and many special
designs, these terminals provide assurance of stronger,
tighter, soft -soldered assemblies. The alumina body
is a Stupakoff development, processed under rigidly
controlled conditions.
The new Stupakoff metal -bond technique (patent
applied for) should not be confused with the ordinary
silver metallizing process. This is not a plating, but
an intimate bonding of ceramic and metal. Its effectiveness is proved by the- photograph at the left,
showing the results of a typical torsion test. Ultimate
failure of the terminal occurred in the ceramic and
not in the bond.
Because the bond remains hermetically tight well
beyond the temperature limits of soft solder, assembly
processes are simplified and more dependable.
Write for full information and prices on Stupakoff
Metal -Bonded High Alumina Terminals.

DIVISION Or

The CARBORUNDUM Company
WRITE DEPT. E

TATROBE, PENNSYLVANIA

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES, INC.

(continued)

and types of insulators available
for high thermal shock, high temperature and high mechanical
strength. The principal properties
of the different materials are included as an aid in selection.
Circle L26 inside back cover.

Fuse Resistor. International Resistance Co., 401 N. Broad St.,
Philadelphia 8, Pa. Catalog data
bulletin P-3 covers the type FR
fuse resistor. Comprehensive data
on applications, advantages, design, construction, ranges, tolerance, stamping and derating are
given. Detailed charts and graphs
are included. Circle L27 inside
back cover.
Selenium Rectifiers. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. The
12 -page bulletin, GEA -6545, gives
features, application, charts, construction, dimensions, specifications and other data on 4 kw to 125
kw selenium rectifiers as well as
multiples to 500 kw. Circle L28
inside back cover.

NOW ... do it better with

SUPER LOW NOISE FIGURE

11. SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED PRICE

ni
ni

NOW IN VOLUME PRODUCTION

PROVEN FIELD RELIABILITY
OF SILICON CONSTRUCTION

ICRQWÁ

back cover.

FULLY INTERCHANGEABLE WITH
no need
OLDER TYPES
for special biasing circuits,
special low impedance IF input and RF microwave mixers!
.

.

.

Send for technical bulletin and

prices...

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES INC.
22 CUMMINGTON STREET, BOSTON 15, MASSACHUSETTS
370
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Panel Instruments. Triplett Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton,
Ohio, has published a comprehensive new panel instrument data
sheet, Form 81556-T. The 4 -page
form contains full-size scales of
various types of panels as well as
dimensional diagrams of round,
rectangular and special instruments on which panels are used.
Typical external shunts, illustrated for purpose of showing
mounting dimensions, as well as
illuminated meters are also shown
in the data sheet. Circle L29 inside

additional information on all items

Ferramic Magnetic Cores. General
Ceramics Corp., Keasbey, N. J.
Bulletin MT -103 is a 4 -page folder
describing the magnetic properties
of Ferramic S-1. Tabular material
and characteristics charts are included. The cores described are
available in more than one grade
each, embodying a different set of
characteristics. Circle L30 inside
back cover.

Antenna Handbook. I-T -E Circuit
Breaker Co., 601 E. Erie Ave.,
Philadelphia 34, Pa. A new 14page handbook containing a

on this page, use post card on last page.
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selected group of curves of antenna characteristics has recently
been announced as an aid for engineers working with microwave antennas or systems involving such
antennas. Circle L31 inside back
cover.

... ROUND TRIP
TICKET

Magnetic Controls. Westinghouse
Electric Corp., P. O. Box 2099,
Pittsburgh 30, Pa. Cypak magnetic
controls and logic functions for
industrial control are discussed in
an 8 -page booklet (TD 52-760) now
available. Illustrated with photographs, drawings and circuit diagrams, the booklet discusses the
basic "and", "or", "not", and
"memory" logic functions; the circuitry providing these functions,
including the basic Ramey magnetic amplifier circuit; and current
applications to industrial control.
Circle L32 inside back cover.

You can obtain the obvious advantages of a round trip

ticket by bringing'your radar component problems
to Microwave Associates. We are equally concerned
with both legs of the radar journey. Our products
will not only help insure maximum transmission of
energy to the target but will contribute to most
efficient conversion of available return signals into
useful data.
Microwave Associates offers the following design
improvements to increase radar efficiency, sensitivity
and reliability:

Recently developed super
sensitive E Mixer series offers
increased burn out resistance
for longer life.

Transformers. Transonic Inc., 808
Sixteenth St., Bakersfield, Calif.
An 8-page well -illustrated folder
shows the company's manufacturing and testing facilities for a wide
line of transformers. Typical prod-

New, higher power designs,

ucts listed, which are engineered
and manufactured by the company,
include: high altitude units, wave
filters, power transformers, high
power audio units, instrument
transformers, pulse transformers,
geophysical units, current limiting
transformers, wide -band transformers, saturable reactors, blocking
oscillator pulse transformers and
specialty magnetic core products.
Circle L33 inside back cover.

Constant Voltage D -C Power Supplies. Sola Electric Co., 4633 W.
16th St., Chicago 50, Ill., has available a booklet (DC -235) giving
technical data for six, standard design, regulated d -c power supplies for intermittent, variable,
and pulse loads, or high -amperage loads. The text is amply
illustrated with photographs,
schematic drawings, and tables
showing mechanical and electrical
specifications and performance
data. These d -c power supplies
combine a constant voltage transformer, a germanium power rectifier and high -capacitance filter
without choke.
The theory of operation of the

decreased spike leakage and

TR DUPLEXER

insertion loss, faster recovery
time and longer life.

TUBES

Long life Philips cathode, high
altitude designs, extra rugged
construction for operation under'
extremes of shock and vibration.

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES INC.
22

Cummington St., Boston

www.americanradiohistory.com
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(continued)

power supplies is covered in detail
in the booklet, with oscillograms,
schematic diagrams and charts
showing output voltage curves for
a typical power supply assembly
at various loads and supply line
voltages. Ratings for the 6%stock
d -c supplies are shown on specification charts. More than 30 other
ratings are offered on special
order.
The booklet has 8 pages, measures 8i in. by 11 in. and is pre punched to fit a standard 3 -ring
binder. Circle L34 inside back
cover.

Paper Tubulars. Aerovox Corp.,
New Bedford, Mass. A 16 -page
catalog describes capacitors of
the tubular type, having casings
of ceramic or organic materials.
The catalog covers units designed for radio -television and
instrument applications and contains impregnant charts, dimensional drawings, color -code charts
and rating tables. Circle L35 inside back cover.

for MINIMUM SIZE

... the exceptionally reduced sizes and lightweight of Aerovox metallized -paper capacitors makes them ideal for those applications
where space is at a premium.
for MAXIMUM
PERFORMANCE

the unique properties of Aerovox metallized -paper capacitors -ruggedness, reliability, and high safety factor assure you of
longer equipment life.
.

for WIDEST OPERATING
TEMPERATURES

... Aerovox

metallized-paper capacitors are
available in a wide variety of case styles for
operation at temperatures ranging from

-65°C to 4-125°C.

Aerovox metallized-paper capacitors were developed specifically
to meet today's critical requirements for capacitors of improved
reliability and reduced size. Complex electronic gear such as
guided missiles, computers, airborne receivers, telephone switchboards, transistorized radios and color TV have successfully
applied Aerovox metallized-paper capacitors.

372

For

Magnetic Memory Planes. General
Ceramics Corp., Keasbey, N. J.
Bulletin MP -105 covers a line of
completely assembled coincident current magnetic memories for
computers, switching, automatic
control and systems. Applications, specifications and data on
standard configurations for the
Ferramic magnetic memory planes
are included. Circle L36 inside
back cover.

Rotary Solenoids. Oak Manufacturing Co., 1260 North Clybourn
Ave., Chicago 10, Ill., has prepared a new 2 -color, 8 -page booklet to describe and illustrate its
line of high -torque rotary solenoids. The solenoids discussed
feature instant starting, uniform
force throughout the stroke and
rugged construction.
The booklet contains a dimensional chart, mechanical supplements and 8 complete engineering
data charts. Circle L37 inside
back cover.
Liquid Rosin Flux. Alpha Metals,
Inc., 56 Water St., Jersey City,
N. J. A new 2 -page technical bulletin giving a complete description,
uses, properties and methods of

additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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application of the No. 100 non activated liquid rosin flux is now
available. A helpful graph showing the concentration -density relationship of No. 100 flux and No.
400 flux thinner is included.
This information will be of particular interest to those involved
in the problems of electronic and
printed circuit soldering. Circle
L38 inside back cover.
Large Waveguide. I -T -E Circuit
Breaker Co., 601 E. Erie Ave., Philadelphia 30, Pa. Bulletin EPW-656
provides mechanical and electrical
characteristics and standard shape
data on the latest type waveguide
for multi -megawatt radar and
communications systems. Sizes described are from WR770 and
larger with maximum vswr limited
to 1.05 for bends and 1.03 for
straight sections over the entire
operating band. Circle L39 inside
back cover.
Systems and Products. Servo Corp.
of America, 20-20 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N. Y. A new
16 -page
short form catalog
(SF9901) describes the various
systems, equipment and components manufactured by the company.
Included are the Servomation
building block servo -synthesis
equipment, Servoscope servo system analyzer, Servoflex servo amplifiers, Servoboard electromechanical assembly kits, spectrum signal

generator, Servotherm pyrometers,
infrared radiation standard, heat
detector cells and accessories,
UV-IR photometer, Servoflight
dead reckoning tracer, h -f direction finder and vhf communications receiver. Circle L40 inside

AEROUOH
Your ONE source of supply for ALL types of metallized paper capacitors is Aerovox. Available in hermetically-sealed
metal cases, bathtubs, cardboard tubulars and many other
case styles, standard and specials, for standard or
elevated operating temperature requirements.
Aerovox pioneered the metallized-paper capacitor art
in this country and its many years of experience and
know-how has provided valuable application -engineering
information to many leading electronic equipment
manufacturers. You are invited to consult with our
metallized-paper capacitor specialists for assistance in

selecting the right capacitor for your particular
requirements. Complete detailed specifications, quotations,
delivery information, available on written request.

back cover.

0

Process Instruments. Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2500 Fullerton
Road, Fullerton, Calif., has available a 4 -page bulletin on its process instruments. The brochure
contains pictures and brief descriptions of the Beckman electrolytic
hygrometer, L -B infrared analyzer,
leak detector, flow colorimeter,
micro-microammeter, r -f gas analyzer, pH control system and the
111 data system.
Information on how to obtain
ELECTRONICS
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Q31>'%`tezeN`\lE0
°DuPont Trademark

,4EROV0_X_

CORPORATION

NEW BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS
In

Canada: AEROVOX CANADA, LTD., Hamilton, Ont.

Export: Ad. Aurieroo., 89 Broad St., New York, N. Y.

additional information on all items
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additional data on the various instruments for process analysis,
measurement and control is also
contained in the bulletin. Circle
1,41 inside back cover.

Precision Potentiometer. Helipot
Corp., Newport Beach, Calif. The
new 1 7/16 in. diameter series 5400
precision potentiometer is the subject of data sheet 54-44. The unit
described is a single -turn, continuous -rotation unit for servo or bushing mounting, and available with
or without ball bearings. The data
sheet is illustrated and lists specifications, construction, coil characteristics and available modifications. Circle L42 inside back cover.
Having trouble finding
a problem part? Wish you
could impact extrude it in one
piece? Let us help. We've
contributed to the thinking
of many other firms... taking
over the blueprints or working
from the part itself. Can tell
if it can be done and how much
you can save by one-piece
impact extrusion. Promptness
assured by 30 years reputation
in serving big business.

CORPORATION
HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY

IMPACT EXTRUSIONS

ALUMINUM

ZINC

CONDENSER CANS -SHELLS

MAGNESIUM

LEAD

SILVER

Magnetic
Memories.
General
Ceramics Corp., Keasbey, N. J. The
operation of coincident current
Ferramic magnetic memories is
covered in technical bulletin No.
MM -1. The 8 -page bulletin is the
first of a series on Ferramic
square hysteresis loop materials
for design, development and production personnel. A bibliography
is included. Engineering assistance
available is mentioned. Circle L43
inside back cover.
Analog Computer. Reeves Instrument Corp., 207 E. 91st St., New
York 28, N. Y., announces a new
16 -page brochure illustrating and
describing the advanced design
features of the 400 series REAC
analog computer.
The brochure details the many
new "firsts" incorporated in this
computer-first problem check system, first time scale check system,
first plug-in servo padding turrets,
first 400 -cycle high performance
servo, first automatic recording of

recorder calibration data.
The modular building-block construction of the 400 series is described, along with a general description of component operation.
A special section is devoted to the
completely redesigned high -stability d -c amplifiers used in the computer. Circle L44 inside back
cover.
Solder Core Contacts. DeJUR
AMSCO Corp., 45-01 Northern
Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Technical bulletin on new solder
374
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core contacts for Continental connectors includes illustrations, descriptions and specifications covering perfected method of pre -filling
contacts with a solder alloy of
any specified composition. Circle
L45 inside back cover.

Electrical Insulating Materials.
Furane Plastics Inc., 4516 Brazil
St., Los Angeles 39, Calif., has
published a complete chart of
formulated epoxy resins giving
physical and electrical data on 27

resin systems.
Introduced on the chart is
Epocast 18, a one -compound epoxy
resin which cures at elevated
temperature. It is not necessary to
add hardener to Epocast 18, which
has demonstrated good stability
at room temperature.
The chart shows a multiple
choice of hardener for several
epoxy resin systems-offering
fast or moderate cure-with and
without safety hardeners. Circle
L46 inside back cover.

Transistorized Equipment. Electronic Research Associates, Inc.,
67 East Centre St., Nutley, N. J.,
announces a new 8 -page 2 -color
catalog covering their complete
line of transistorized and tubeless
equipment. It describes test equipment, power supplies, packaged
circuits, miniaturized components,
constant current generators and
other items. Included in the catalog is the company's new line of
high
efficiency
transistorized
power supplies which are intended
to replace vacuum and magnetic

for Teflon* on wire
...

From advanced know-how and industrial chemistry

wire and cable ... Hitemp Wires, Inc. has opened new
horizons for the electronic and electrical industries.
With "Teflon" insulated wire, tubing, multi -conductor
cables, lacing cord, tape and sewing thread, miniaturized
electronic and electrical components are now possible ...
with the amazing working temperature range of -90°C to +250°C.
"Teflon" insulated products offer this unexcelled combination
of properties: low loss factor, low dielectric constant,
high volume resistivity, nonflammable, low coefficient
of friction, unaffected by moisture, tough ... yet
flexible, and completely inert to all known commercial solvents.
For better products ... for lower production costs, call the
leading specialist in high temperature insulations ... your
nearest Hitemp Wire, Inc. sales engineer.

amplifier equivalents
wherever
used. Circle L47 inside back cover.

Plug -In Circuitry. The Walkirt Co.,
145 W. Hazel St., Inglewood, Calif.,

has available 2 -color data sheets
pointing up new features of its
line of plug-in units. Included in
the changes described are: plastic
banding color code for immediate
group identification; gray gloss
finish of tough baked urea alkyd
enamel, embedment in mica -filled
epoxy, rather than polyester resin,
as before; and for maximum
legibility, direct-printed nomenclature on face of each unit.
Other construction and performance factors in the redesigned
ELECTRONICS
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"Teflon." Through unique applications of "Teflon" on
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NEW

Je we%beorinq
' Z 0 -YORK"
ACTUAL SIZE

0.01

ounce -inches

PRECISION
uti)ze btifiuwd

POTENTIOMETER
Jewel bearings for lowest torque, and superior seal against
surroundings that contain abrasive dust, make this new, Model LLT 7/s
Waters pot the ideal unit for high-reliability service where minimum
torque is essential. With torque low enough to permit actuation by a
Bourdon tube or a bimetallic thermal element, this potentiometer
offers new advantages in sensitive -instrument applications as well
as in computer, servo, and selsyn uses. Check your needs with these
specifications:
0.01 ounce -inch
Maximum torque:
one watt at 80° Centigrade
Dissipation:
100 ohms to 100,000 ohms
1/2
ounce
Weight:
inch
7/9
Body
depth:
inch
diameter:
0.885
Outside
Linearity: 0.5% standard; on special order, 0.25%
Winding angle: 354° standard; on special order, 360°
Ganging: to six decks with no increase in diameter.
Resistances:

Where the features of a ball -bearing potentiometer are desirable, specify Waters Model LT 7/8 "Lo-Tork" potentiometer.
Write for data sheets on jewel-bearing and ball -bearing precision wire-wound potentiometers.
Do you ever need pots that are "just a bit different"?
by modifying a standard
Maybe we can help you
Waters design or by taking a bold, new approach. Tell
us your need and we'll tell you what we can do.

-

MANUFACTURING, inc.

WATER
APPLICATION

376

ENGINEERING

SWayland, Massachusetts

MFG. INC

Mail address: P.O. Box 368. So. Sudbury, Mass.

OFFICES

IN

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

line are stressed, such as shock
and vibration resistance, moisture proof construction. Catalog No.
11386 also points up the company's
other stock lines-counters, multi vibrators, amplifiers and pulse
generators. Circle L48 inside back
cover.

Miniature Electrical Connectors.
The Deutsch Co., Los Angeles,
Calif., has announced a new 8 page, 2 -color catalog illustrating
and describing its complete line
of miniature electrical connectors.
The catalog presents standard
plugs and receptacles and features
the two newest additions to the
Deutsch line: push-pull miniature
connectors and spherical orientation (rack and panel) connectors.
The standard connectors listed
in the catalog include: bulkhead
mounting square flange and cable
clamp receptacles standard, cable
clamp and lanyard plugs; hermetic, and rack -and -panel receptacles. Connector accessories
are also listed and illustrated.
The catalog notes that the pushpull connectors are designed for
crowded, inaccessible and ballistic
installations, where space is at a
premium and where lock -wiring or
twisting is impossible or impractical. The spherical orientation
connectors described are designed
to self-align and mate in blind
connections. Circle L49 inside
back cover.
;

Color Difference Meter. Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Wayne and Windrim Avenues,
Philadelphia 44, Pa. Data sheet
10.10-6 describes color theory,
accuracy and features of Gardner
automatic color difference meter
with Brown ElectroniK amplifier
and motors. The meter discussed
gives three-part numerical comparison of color samples. Circle
L50 inside back cover.
Amplifier. Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co., Wayne
and Windrim Avenues, Philadelphia 44, Pa. Specification S901-1
describes and illustrates the Brown
safety amplifier for nuclear reactor control. The amplifier discussed can be used with electric
clutches, solenoids and similar de -

Safety

For additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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vices, as well as with electromagnets, because fast -acting relays
initiate complete, irreversible
scram. Circle L51 inside back
cover.

Magnetrons and Traveling -Wave
Tubes. Radio Corp. of America,
Harrison, N. J. Prepared to assist
those who work with microwave
tubes and circuits, the 40 -page
booklet MT -301 describes the
theory of operation of magnetrons
and traveling-wave tubes, presents
operating considerations and applications, and gives techniques for
measurement of important electrical parameters. Illustrations included show the structural parts
of both types of tubes, typical performance characteristics, test
methods and representative circuit
applications. Data are given for
four commercially available RCA
magnetrons and one t -w tube. An
extensive list of references is also
included. Price of the booklet is
50 cents. Circle L52 inside back
cover.
Digit-Matic Printers. Victor Adding Machine Co., 3900 North Rockwell St., Chicago 18, III., has available a new 12 -page manual on its
Digit-Matic printers. The units described are basic adding, multiplying, or calculating machines
equipped with electrically actuated
keys. Thus figures can be entered
into the machines electrically and
at high speeds.
The literature covers all operating specifications for digital printers, and provides details on many
types of special calculating and
printing techniques. Illustrations,
special features and circuitry are
included. Circle L53 inside back
cover.

Printed Circuit Connectors. Anton
Electronics Laboratories, Inc.,
subsidiary of U. S. Hoffman Machinery Corp., 1226 Flushing Ave.,
Brooklyn 37, N. Y. A recent catalog data sheet covers the PCD22
printed circuit, double contact
connector receptacle for use with
a Ile in. PC board having 22 individual contacts on each side of the
board.
Listed features of the connector
described are: (1) use of a flat
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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"to honor

an inestimable benefactor of mankind

...He will be remembered
when all the rest of us are long forgotten."
A statement by HERBERT HOOVER at a
Testimonial to Dr. de Forest, April 8, 1952

Dr. Lee de

forest

His invention of the 3 -Electrode
Grid Vacuum Tube fifty years ago
in 1906 was the birth of today's

Electronics Industry.

THE

WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Dr.
de Forest:

March 16,
1956

many contributions you
on your
progress.
scientific
Through
distinguished
your
tong and
gh
experienced career you
must have

that your

of

pridements

o and
the ed
development talent fur
radio, television
of modern
also feel
great satisfaction
must
bering your
past decades in rememand in
service
ments that
your haniwork re achievpossible
has

anticipatingof
.

made

Sincerely,

The Measure
of a Mighty

Contribution
Of all the creations shaped by his genius,
Dr. de Forest's 3 -element grid Audion tubethe miracle seed responsible for the swift
growth of electronics-best reflects his
enormous gift to mankind.

To understand this vastness, appraise the
value of the lives spared in wartime and protected in peacetime
and add these seemingly
limitless electronic inventions fathered by
his precious Audion.

...

This space is sponsored by a member of
the electronic industry
in grateful acknowledgement of Dr. de
Forest's contribution
to mankind.

DE FOREST
GRID VACUUM TUBE

1906-1956

50th

Anniversary
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
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PALOHM._.

nùktialuie gut

WWA and WWL

TYPES

PRECISION ENCAPSULATED RESISTORS
For critical, applications. Non -inductive,
encapsulated in chemically inert
compounds for complete environmental protection.
Superior performance assured through
thorough testing, temperature cycling, salt
water immersion, and overload tests.
Three wattage ranges, five sizes in each type
Ranges from 0.1 ohm to 5 megohms
Tolerances as low as 0.05%;
standard I%
Temperature coefficient
0.00002/Deg. C

Built to surpass MIL -R -93A

BULLETIN

R

-26A

DALE PROD 2139
e
mbus,

(for easy insertion)
backed up by a double -thick reinforcing spring for positive contact
and virtually infinite life; (2) a
full kick -out on the contact to hold
it in securely, or to enable removal
by compressing the kickout; (3)
various retention contact forces
on special order; (4) uniformly
heat treated flat wire Beryllium
copper contacts. Applications and
specifications are included. Circle
L54 inside back cover.
Constant Voltage .D -C Power Supplies. Sola Electric Co., 4633 W.

PL -wound,

Write for

(continued)

contact

PonMor Co
>E.poft Dept
1270 8roodwoy, New York
N

Y

Nebraska, U.S.A.

16th St., Chicago 50, Ill., is offering a technical bulletin on the DC
Solavolt-a new, adjustable -output, constant voltage d -c power
supply. The bulletin discusses features and applications of six stock
DC Solavolts, and gives electrical
and mechanical specifications for
each.
The 4 -page publication, DC -245,
is pre -punched to fit a standard
3 -ring binder. Circle L55 inside
back cover.

Molded Boron Carbon Resistors.

''

®RIB L M

WIRES

,

and

CABLES

MICROPHONE CABLES

side back cover.

Designed for low capacitance, high insulation resistance, low at
tenuation-in plastic or rubber insulation to stand severe service
T -V

LEAD-IN CABLES

R -F Gas Analyzer. Beckman In-

`" `"""

struments, Inc., Fullerton, Calif.,
has available a 4 -page brochure
containing latest information on
its r -f gas analyzer. The instrument is described and illustrated
in detail in bulletin 488 which contains application information as
well as instrument performance

Furnished only in pure virgin polyethylene to insure best electrical properties and long life under severe operating conditions
T -V

LEAD-IN CABLES

c --v`

Made hollow, of pure virgin polyethylene, for maximum efficiency
in receiving Ultra High Frequency signals

INTERCOMMUNICATION
___
CABLES
These quality cables are made in various constructions, utilizing
plastic insulation for both conductors and jacket

-----...r..v K

SHIELDED

INTERCOMMUNICATION
When installation conditions dictate, shielded cables are recommended. Made with internal or external shield -2 and 3 conductors

"MADE

8

Y

ENGINEERS

FOR

ENGINEER

,"

CORNISH WIRE COMPANY, iNc.
New York 7, N.

50 Church Street
378

For

additional infonnotion on all items on this page,

International Resistance Co., 401
N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa.
Comprehensive data on construction, applications, types, tolerance,
resistance element, terminals, insulation, dimensions, performance
and characteristics are included in
bulletin B-8. Detailed charts and
graphs are shown. Circle L56 in-

Y.

and specifications.
The r -f gas analyzer is described
as a compact, rugged mass spectrometer which combines analytical versatility, simplicity and low
cost with ease of operation, portability and performance. It can be
used both as a continuous stream
analyzer or routine laboratory instrument. Important basic information in exploratory work such
as oil well mud logging and pilot

use post card on last page.
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plants are just a few of the many
uses for the instrument discussed.
Circle L57 inside back cover.

Miniature Camera Tube. Resitron
Laboratories, Inc., 2908 Nebraska
Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. A recent
bulletin illustrates and describes
the Resitron 6912, a 11/2 in. dia.
photo -conductive camera tube
ideally suited for tv broadcast, industrial tv, aircraft and military
applications where portability,
size and weight considerations are
important. Tube dimensions, base
connections and operating characteristics are shown. Circle L5S
inside back cover.

TIME DELAY RELAYS
5900 Series: For lime delay or
interval timing in ranges from
0 to 10 minutes.

Convergence Dot Generator. Foto Video Laboratories, Inc., 25 Amity
St., Little Falls, N. J., has released

INTERVAL TIMERS
8006 Series: Times intervals from
60 seconds to two weeks with

its latest catalog information on
its model V-6 convergence dot generator. The unit discussed is used
for adjustment of the convergence
of shadow mask tricolor kinescopes as used in color tv receivers
or monitors, and also checks linearity of both color and monochrome monitors or receivers.
This specification sheet contains
descriptions of the features, applications and specifications of the
unit, plus illustration. Circle L59
inside back cover.

exactness.

ELAPSED

TIME INDICATORS
5700 Series: Registers passage of
time in minutes and tenths of
minutes and hours with mathe-

matical regularity.

i

Power Supply and Bridge Control.
Gow-Mac

Instrument

Co.,

100

Kings Road, Madison, N. J. Bulletin SPS 8-56 contains an illustrated description of the model
9293-B power supply and bridge
control, a compact instrument that
has all the circuitry and controls
necessary for operation of a GowMac four filament T/C cell for gas
chromatography or other instrumental gas analysis both intermittent and continuous. Chief features, specifications and prices are
included. Circle L60 inside back
cover.

TIMING MOTORS

:
.

!

TAKE TIME NOW to write for the
name of your HAYDON Timing Specialist,
and for HAYDON Catalog.
A

- November,

1956

For

Manufacturing Company, Inc.

2435 ELM STREET, TORRINGTON, CONN.
Send me "Electric Timing Devices" catalog.
Send me name

illustrations and descriptive data
on its current line. Products cov-

ELECTRONICS

i.e a,.1

SUBSIDIARY OF GENERAL TIME CORP.

HAYDON

Audio Units. James B. Lansing
Sound, Inc., 2439 Fletcher Drive,
Los Angeles 39, Calif., has issued a
6 -page leaflet (catalog SC502) with

ered include extended range speakers, low and high frequency
drivers, dividing networks, and

Compact HAYDON Timing Motors
that can be operated continuously
in any position drive all HAYDON
Timing Devices. HAYDON specializes in timing; engineers and
builds only timing components;
has the "know how" to put time
to work for you.

of HAYDON Timing Specialist.

NAME
e

g
e

Trodemark Reg.
U.S. Potent Office

additional information on all items
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several models and styles of enclosures. Prices are given. Circle
L61 inside back cover.

BACKED by the
finest engineering
and manufacturing facilities.
BACKED by Scintilla Division field
service specialists.

THE FINEST

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
MONEY CAN BUY!

by efficient distributors.

BACKED

tilla Division of Bendix has achieved a
recognized position of prominence in the

When you specify Bendix Scinflex* electrical connectors you can be certain of
receiving the finest possible service from
a product that is the result of advanced
engineering design and the most modern
production techniques.
Significant proof of the outstanding
performance and reliability of these connectors is given by the fact that, within
a relatively short period of time after the
start of manufacturing operations, Scin-

8ender

electrical connector manufacturing

industry.
Further reassurance is offered the user
by the fact that Bendix Scinflex electrical
connectors are backed by a nation-wide
field service organization and by especially
trained, well -staffed and adequately
stocked distributors.

SCINTILLA DIVISION of

ennui

SIDNEY, NEW YORK
AVIATION CORPORATION

INTRICATE STAMPING

SPECIALISTS

PIX Manufacturing
Co., Inc.
81-A Hudson St.
Newark 3, New Jersey

3,q()

Precision Parts to meet your production and engineering needs.
From .002" to .187" thickness. Radio tube parts, drawings,
piercing, wire straightening, cutting and forming, relay components, transistor bases, terminal lugs, multi -slide stampings,
beryllium copper contacts and printed circuit connectors.
Send sketch or

print for quotation.

Vinyl Electrical Tapes. Permacel
Tape Corp., New Brunswick, N. J.,
has prepared a brochure describing the qualities and applications
of plastic electrical pressure -sensitive tapes made of a specially formulated vinyl. The illustrated
brochure presents the Permacel
vinyltapes as resistant to the four
major causes of insulation failure
-moisture, surface contamination,
excessive heat and the discharge
of surface electricity.
A section of the brochure also
is devoted to Permacel 291, suitable for electroplating applications where a stop -off tape with
high adhesion is needed. Circle
L62 inside back cover.
Machine Tool Control Systems.
Farrand Controls, Inc., 4401 Bronx
Blvd., New York 70, N. Y. Bulletin
819 describes the Inductosyn linear and angular micropositioning
systems. The linear type described
is an electronic automatic machine
tool control capable of automatically positioning the carriage of a
machine tool with a maximum
linear error of 0.0001 in. or positioning a rotational member with a
maximum angular error of 5 sec
of arc. The rotary type discussed
can be used as an electromechanical dividing head, a multispeed
data transmission system, a high
precision position servo, an electronic back-lash -free gear ratio, a
high speed electromechanical.
phase shifter or an angular pick off accurate to ±5 parts per million. Circle L63 inside back cover.

Rate Gyros, Accelerometers, Potentiometers. Humphrey Inc., 2805
Canon St., San Diego 6, Calif.
Three new technical bulletins containing photos, descriptions and
general specifications of rate
gyros, accelerometers and potentiometers are now available.
Bulletin R-100 offers information on four basic series of rate
gyros ranging from a miniature
gyro, suitable for stabilization systems and instrumentation, to one
developed specifically for systems
in which position information is

For additional information on all items on this page, use post card on last page.
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obtained by integrating the rate
gyro output.
Bulletin A-100 describes three
basic series of accelerometers including series LA03-0200, the
smallest and lightest being used in
production instrumentation and
control systems.
Bulletin P-100 covers a variety
of types and models of potentiometers now being manufactured
by the company. Circle L64 inside
back cover.
Unit Thermistor Controller. Fenwal Inc., Ashland, Mass., offers an
illustrated brochure describing its
series 53000 thermistor-actuated
temperature controller. The controller discussed is designed as an
individual unit which is plugged
into a separate power supply
chassis. For multi -point control,
the brochure shows how the requisite number of controllers can be
plugged into a single power supply
chassis, thus centralizing control
and conserving space, but maintaining a choice of locations for
temperature adjusting controls.
Also described in bulletin MC 133 are the thermistor sensing elements whose excellent sensitivity
and stability permit control as
close as 0.25 percent of scale range,
and lead wires 200 ft and more in
length. Circle L65 inside back
cover.

Precision Potentiometer. Helipot
Corp., Newport Beach, Calif. The
series 7700 precision potentiometer is the subject of data sheet
54-26. The 10 -turn metal -housed
unit described is available with
either air -core or copper -mandrel
windings in a wide range of total
resistance. Advantages of the new
potentiometer are covered by
specifications and illustrations;
including construction, coil characteristics and modifications available. Circle L66 inside back cover.

PANEL MOUNT SHOWN,
SERVO MOUNT OPTIONAL

ACTUAL SIZE

SERIES 341

TEN -TURN

PRECISION

POTENTIOMETER

-

Smaller in diameter than a fountain pen
no longer than
a shriveled up Gryllidae Gryllus*, this tiny "pot" offers
ultimate precision in the smallest package on the market.
Check some of the standard specifications of this precision built, wire -wound, ten -turn potentiometer:
SIZE:

17/32"

WEIGHT:
BACKLASH:

10 gms. max.

PHASE SHIFT

VIBRATION;
LINEARITY:

x

1-1/8"

Essentially Zero
Less than 0.1 ° at 4000 cps.
l Ogs to 500 cps (3 attitudes)
Best Practical 0.05%
*

also known as

Circle L67 inside back cover.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

cricket

STANDARD MODELS AVAILABLE IN PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
NOW
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS CAN USUALLY BE MET. WRITE
TODAY FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS AND
OTHER MINIATURE WIREWOUND, PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS.

Openings exist for highly qualified engineers
WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

Thermal Conductivity Cell. GowMac Instrument Co., 100 Kings
Road, Madison, N. J. A 2 -page
data sheet deals with the model
TR-11-B thermal conductivity cell
for 200 C operation. Included are
illustrations, description, general
specifications, a circuit diagram
and
operating
specifications.

a

ACTUAL SIZE

Series
304

POTENTIOMETER DIVISION

PIICIfIf..

One -turn, Wire -wound,

Precision

Potentiometer.
LOW COST

11150 LA GRANGE AVE., WEST LOS ANGELES 25, CALIF.

1956 for additional informction on all items on this page,

use post card on last page.
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Plants and People

Edited by WILLIAM G. ARNOLD

Electronics manufacturers continue plant and facility expansions through new construction and additions or acquisition of existing plants. Engineers and executives shift to new
positions in the industry. Societies elect officers

Levinthal Electronics Builds New Plant In Stanford Park
has started on the
first unit of a 55,000 sq ft facility
in Stanford Industrial Park in Palo
Alto, Calif. for Levinthal Electronic
Products. The new plant will
augment the present installation in
CONSTRUCTION

Redwood City, Calif. Space will be

devoted to administrative engineering, and research activities
relating to work in high-power
microwave equipment for radar,
data transmission, missile guidance,
and telemetering and scintillation crystal development under an
Atomic Energy Commission contract. Specialized medical electronic
equipment, particularly that relating to the detection and measurement of electrical activity in the
body and for therapy of electrical
malfunction of the heart will be
produced in the plant.
Levinthal also announced that Eli
M. Goldfarb was named senior
project engineer. Prior to joining
Levinthal, Goldfarb was a research

dean of engineering and provost, Stanford University, left, attends groundbreaking ceremonies for new plant of Levinthal Electronic Products along with Elliott
Levinthal, president, and Albert J. Morris, vice-president of the company.
F. E. Terman,

associate in the Electronics Research Laboratory at Stanford University on microwave electron devices. Prior to that he was a
research engineer in the Jet Pro-

pulsion Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, working on guided missile computer design and other

electronics projects.

Westinghouse Dedicates Research Labs, Plans Addition

New Westinghouse research laboratories near Pittsburgh

WESTINGHOUSE Electric dedicated
its new research laboratories near
Pittsburgh, Pa. The building is situated on a 72 -acre site and has almost a third of a million sq ft of
floor space. The laboratories employ
more than 700 people of which over
450 are professional scientists, laboratory technicians and assistants.
The move from the old laboratories in Forest Hills, Pa., to the
new location more than doubled research facility space. Ground was
broken for the new labs in 1953.
Occupation began last year.
Construction is expected to start
this fall for an addition to the new
laboratories that will house approxiNovember, 1956
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have
an idea
in your
hip
pocket?
Then we have an idea you'll be
happiest at Firestone...
where ideas are most likely to see
the light of day and breathe the air
of success. Here, too, you'll
discover benefits and attitudes
inspire more ideas, more success.
Ideas-and men with ideas
have kept Firestone at the top of
the pioneers -in-progress list for 56
years. Right now, we're carrying
forward the Army's vital
program for the "Corporal,"
first surface-to-surface ballistic
guided missile. This includes
development engineering, field
test and service, and missile
and component production.
But the need for good men with
good ideas grows ... because
Firestone plans to keep growing
in this field. For instance,
here are just a few specific
needs
few from a list too
long to show in full:

-

-a

Component Design
Electronics Systems
Mechanical Systems
Flight Simulation
Field Engineering
There's a man at Firestone

-

with ideas -good ideas on your
future. Why not write today?

Tï r¢áto ira
GUIDED MISSILE DIVISION
RESEARCH

DEVELOPMENT

MANUFACTURE

"Find your Future at Firestone"-Los Angeles

Monterey

WRITE; SCIENTIFIC STAFF DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES 54. CALIF.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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mately 159,000 sq ft of space. This
50 percent expansion will be for
the materials engineering department now located in East Pittsburgh. The addition itself will be
larger than the old Forest Hills
laboratory.

Program-About

30

percent of

the Laboratories effort is in "blue
sky" projects, in work fundamental
to the electrical industry but not directed toward a particular product
development. About 55 percent is
co-ordinated with long-range plans

of product divisions, most of it be-

ing basic research. Eight percent
is taken up in governmental activity, seven percent is devoted to
product development, mostly in
highly specialized fields of research endeavor.

Baldwin -Lima Opens Electronics And Instrumentation Plant
BALDWIN-LIMA-HAMILTON
opened a new $3 million

CORP.

plant at
Waltham, Mass. to house its entire
electronics and instrumentation division. The division will manufacture testing instruments, SR -4
strain gages and testing systems,
testing machines and allied equipment. These products were previously handled by four Baldwin Lima organizations: Ruge deForest
of Cambridge, Mass., O. S. Peters
Co. of Washington, D. C., Sonntag
Scientific Corp. of Greenwich,
Conn., and the testing equipment
department of the Eddystone division of Baldwin -Lima-Hamilton
in Phildelphia, Pa.
The four organizations have coordinated their manufacturing for
more than a year in spite of geographical separation. They were
consolidated last year into the electronics and instrumentation division.
John R. Martin, Baldwin vice -

New plant for Baldwin electronics and instrumentation division

president, is general manager of the
new plant.
The new plant, located in the
Waltham research and development
park, was completed six months
from the date of ground breaking.
The 102,000 sq

ft

of floor space in

the plant is divided into 92,000 sq ft
for manufacturing operations and
10,000 sq ft for offices. The plant
employs 525 people and has a pay-

roll of a quarter of a million dollars

per month.
The new division, which will have
a production capacity one third

greater than the combined capacities of the three companies brought
together to form it, will have an
initial product output of $700,000
per month and good prospects of
increasing this output to $900,000
per month by the end of 1956.

Stromberg To Buy Bond Plant, Appoints Engineers
division of
General Dynamic Corp. plans to
purchase the Bond Stores factory in
Rochester, N. Y.
STROMBERG-CARLSON

The company plans to make the
new plant into an electronics research, engineering and manufacturing center. Plans are now being

prepared to move the company's
research -advanced development and
electronics engineering departments, automation engineering,
electronics production facilities,
government contract administration, national television service department, and certain warehousing
facilities, into the new plant. It is
expected that these moves will be
made gradually over a number of
months as the space becomes available.

This will make all manufacturing
facilities at the firm's Carlson Road
headquarters available for the production of telephone apparatus and
related communication equipment.
The company's executive offices
Bond Clothes plant in Rochester, N. Y. with 800,000 sq ft of space

also will remain at Carlson Road,
November,
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in the new building now under

construction.
Approximately one year ago
Stromberg -Carlson broke ground
for a new $5 million administration -research building and an addition to its manufacturing plant on
Carlson Road. A portion of this
structure, to be used for manufacturing purposes, will be occupied
this fall, and the remainder is
scheduled for occupancy in 1957.
When this building is completed
the Carlson Road plant will provide
a total of approximately 800,000 sq

ft of floor space.

MEASURE NOISE AND
FIELD INTENSITY FROM

150 KC TO 1000 MC

-

WITH ONE METER!
Quickly

Accurately

Reliably

The Bond plant contains 800,000
sq ft of floor space, and was built
in 1948-49, and first occupied in
1950. The building is located on a
57 -acre site.

Appointments-Stromberg-Carlson-San Diego appointed Howard
W. Grossbohlin as head of the tube
and component department, and
Robert M. Peterson as assistant
chief engineer in charge of electronics engineering.
Principal product of Stromberg Carlson -San Diego is the Charactron shaped -beam cathode ray tube
and its associated electronic equipment.
Grossbohlin joined Stromberg Carlson -San Diego this year as an
assistant in the department he now
heads. He formerly was in charge
of a product development department for the Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories in Clifton, N. J.
From 1946 to 1950 Peterson was
an instructor in electronics engineering at the University of
Wisconsin. Prior to joining Stromberg -Carlson -San Diego, he was a
supervisory engineer on computer
display test equipment at Hazeltine
Electronics Corp. in Little Neck,

Noise and Field Intensity Meter
Model NF-105

(Commercial Equivalent of AN/URM7)

Empire Devices Noise and Field Intensity Meter Model
NF -105 permits measurements of RF interference and
field intensity over the entire frequency range from 150
kilocycles to 1000 megacycles. It is merely necessary to
select one of four individual plug-in tuning units, depending on the frequency range desired. Tuning units are
readily interchangeable ... can be used with all Empire
Devices Noise and Field Intensity Meters Model NF -105
now in the field.
Each of the four separate tuning units employs at least
one RF amplifier stage with tuned input. Calibration for
noise measurements is easily accomplished by means of
the built-in impulse noise calibrator. With this instrument
costly repetition of components common to all frequency
ranges is eliminated because only the tuners need be
changed. The same components...indicating circuits, calibrators, RF attenuators, detectors and audio amplifier...
and power supplies... are used at all times.
Noise and Field Intensity Meter Model NF -l05 is accurate and versatile, it may be used for measuring field intensity, RF interference, or as an ultra -sensitive VTVM.
A complete line of accessories is available.

L. I.

For complete performance data, send for Catalog No. N-356

-

> Automation
Jack Rosenberg
has been appointed manager of
automation for Electronic Control
Systems, affiliate of Stromberg Carlson.
He will be responsible for the design, development and prototype
construction of high-speed special
purpose digital computers and controls for machine tools.
In 1947 Rosenberg joined the
ELECTRONICS
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(continued)

electronic computer project at the
Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton, N. J., as a design engineer.
In 1951 he went to the electronics laboratory of GE in Syracuse, N. Y., where he was en%gaged in the design of specialized
military electronic equipment. He
remained in that position until joining Electronic Control Systems,
Inc., in 1954.

'

wei

IRE Names 1957
Officer Candidates
for the positions of president and vice-president of the IRE
for 1957 are John T. Henderson and
Yasujiro Niwa, respectively.
Henderson is principal research
officer of the National Research
Council in Ottawa, Canada. He has
been a member of the IRE board of
directors, 1953-1956. He has served
on the IRE appointments committee, nominations committee, policy
advisory committee and professional groups committee. He has
been vice-chairman and chairman of
the Ottawa section of IRE.
Niwa is president of the Tokyo
Electrical Engineering College of
Tokyo, Japan.
NOMINEES

atter how exacting the conditions,

eit

pid JEWEL

BEARINGS

ASSEMBLE

MORE

READILY and

FUNCTION

MORE

EFFICIENTLY.

A variety of settings and mounts, plus a wide range of
sizes (stock sizes, or to specification), enables these high precision elements to be ideally incorporated.

--

In addition, various settings and cushionsilicon rubber, spring, or friction
provide maximum protection for
settings
Stringent
bearings subject to severe shock conditions, yet
quality control methods,
permit controlled jewel movement, thus ending
exact tolerances and
lost time for tear -down and readjustment.
design features insure
Of particular advantage are the complete
jewel assemblies, set in screws or bushings,
./ LASTING PRECISION
which Bird provides in standard sizes or to your
PERFORMANCE
specifications. These assemblies greatly reduce
overall cost by eliminating rejects, stopping
LONGER INSTRUMENT
waste, and cutting assembly time. Prove these
LIFE
advantages in your own plant. Forward a print
to us with specifications we'll provide you
// VERSATILE
with testing samples.
ADAPTABILITY
For information on Bird Jewels write for
Bulletin 14
Over 40 years of serving Industry with Quality Jewel Bearings
ing methods

/
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American Broadcasting
And Western Union Buy
Broadcasting -Paramount Theatres Inc., and the Western Union Telegraph Company purchased a 50 per cent interest in the
Wind Tunnel Instrument Co. of
Newton, Mass.
The two companies will each receive 33,950 shares of Wind Tunnel
stock, under the terms of the transaction, which involves more than
$400,000. The balance of the stock
is being held by officers and employees of Wind Tunnel.
Organized in 1949, Wind Tunnel Instrument is an aeronautical instrument -producing concern. It
also provides research and development services.
The cash provided by American
Broadcasting and Western Union
will go toward a capital expansion
THE American

November, 1956
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(continued)

program of Wind Tunnel, which
plans to build a plant adjacent to
Microwave Associates, Inc. and
Technical Operations Inc., firms in
which AB -PT and WU have a financial interest.
Microwave Associates of Boston
and Technical Operations of Arlington, Mass. have formed a new,
jointly owned company, Power
Sources. The new corporation will
produce all -semiconductor power
supplies.
The new corporation is directed
by Marvin G. Schorr, also vicepresident of Technical Operations.
The treasurer is Vessarios Chigas,
executive vice-president of Microwave. In addition to the above, directors include Dana W. Atchley,
Jr., president of Microwave Associates and Robert Smyth, chief electronic engineer of Technical Operations.

Audio Society
Elects Officers
WALTER O. STANTON, president of
Pickering & Co. of Oceanside, N. Y.,

Multiple switching
sequences

has been elected president of the

in a switch only

in diameter

15116'

Centralab Series 100
Sub -Miniature

For military and

Rotary Switch

commercial

applications...

A lightweight, ultra -small switch with the
electrical rating of larger switches.
Available up to 12 positions. Make and break,
resistance load, 1 ampere at 6 volts d.c.;
150 milliamperes at 110 volts a.c.; current -

Guided missiles
Band -switching in
extra-small electrons.
equipment

carrying capacity, 5 amperes.
Sections are ceramic
Centralab Grade
L-5 Steatite. Wafers can be stacked up three
sections per shaft.
Meets the corrosion-resistance requirements
and exceeds the insulation resistance
specified by MIL -S-3786.

-

Transistor circuits

Aircraft instrumenta

- -

Walter O. Stanton

Audio Engineering Society. He succeeds Col. Richard H. Ranger, president of Rangertone in Newark,
N. J.
The new president joined Pickering in 1948. He has been responsible for components and systems
development in the fields of industrial control, fire control and audio.
Beside being a member of the
Society, which elected him executive vice-president last year, StanELECTRONICS

- November,
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Write fin- Technical Bulletin EP -73
.for complete engineering data.
P.2756
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In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Road, Toronto, Ontario
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film insulations allow higher operating temperatures.
epoxy and silicone rubber encapsulation
techniques highly developed at Celco.

3. Latest

...

Built in 1954 and acquired by
Sylvania this spring, the Hillsboro
plant is a one-story facility with
more than 27,000 sq ft of floor space,
and is located on a 9 -acre site.
Elmer J. Perry is the Hillsboro
plant superintendent. There are
now 150 employees at the facility,
and by the first of 1957 there should
be 300 to 350 employees.
Construction has started on a new
engineering and pilot production
building for the tungsten and

I
I
I

ea.I

MAHWAH, N. J.

t
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transistors and diodes.

1

d

Your plant is only hours away by the Celco Air Fleet
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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formally opened
its new electronics plant at Hillsboro, N. H. for manufacture of
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC

I

I

e«ea« Gale

Sylvania Opens Two
Plants, Selects Engineers

I

I

Take advantage of the Celco design and production experience
in this specialized field
colt RAmsey 9-1123 or write today.

t

I

I

2. Glass, asbestos, silicone, and polyester

I

I

I

proved performance.

I

L

cording Co. and Clair D. Krepps,
technical director, MGM Records.
The Society is a professional organization in the field of recording,
transmission and reproduction of
sound, in frequencies audible to
the human ear. It was formed in
1948 to advance the theory and
practice of audio engineering and
its allied arts.

I

I

Thin -gauged, grain -oriented nickel alloys yield im-

I
I

as governors were:
E. V. B. Kettleman, engineer, recording department, RCA Victor
records division of RCA ; Len
Frank, partner, Carnegie Hall Re-

I

Designed and built to the most precise demanding specifications
of the Avionics industry, Celco components give better performonce with less weight and space.

I
I

1

1

I

1

®I

vice-president.
C. J. LeBel, chief engineer of
Audio Instrument Co. of New York,
a founder and first president of
the Society, was reelected secretary
for his sixth consecutive term. The
treasurer, Ralph A. Schlegel, technical facilities supervisor of RKOGeneral Teleradio Pictures, WOR
Division, New York, was also renamed.
Elected

I
I

ton is secretary of the Institute of
High Fidelity Manufacturers.
Sherman M. Fairchild, president
of Fairchild Recording Equipment
Co. in New York, was elected executive vice-president of the Society. Two vice-presidents were
chosen : Henry J. Shroeder, president of Shroeder Sales Co., Cleveland, who is central vice-president,
and Ross H. Snyder, manager of
the custom products department of
Ampex Corp. in Redwood City,
Calif., who was chosen western

November, 1956
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chemical division of Sylvania.
The new 48,000 sq ft building will
house engineering offices, laboratories, and pilot plant facilities for
more than 100 scientists, engineers,
and technicians.
To be completed by the middle of
1957, the building will be used for
the division's activity in semiconductors, phosphors, chemicals and
metallurgy. With the addition of a
new facility, the division's operations will occupy more than 300,000
sq ft of space.
Sylvania also announced that Gordon L. Fullerton has been appointed
to the newly created post of manufacturing manager of three television picture tube plants. Since 1954
he has served as plant manager of
the Ottawa, Ohio and Fullerton,
Calif. plants. The Hatboro, Pa.
plant now comes under his direction.
He joined Sylvania as an industrial engineer in 1943 after employment with the A&P Tea Co., and
the Pennsylvania Electric Co.

2

1

pole

multiple fingers

- November,
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with stop

to 23 positions,
with stop

pole
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to 17 positions,
with stop

More contact
combinations
within medium -duty power range
Centralab Series PA -230
Rotary Power Switch

Meets the

requirements of...
Transmitters

(7'/ amps.

- 115 v.a.c.)

Wafers can be stacked up to 20 sections per switch.
Grade L -5A Steatite sections have low loss
factor. Operating voltages up to 3000 volts R.M.S.,
60 cps, between electrical circuits.
Available in a number of switching configurations,
shorting or non -shorting.
Smooth -operating, roller -bearing index insures
minimum of 25,000 operating cycles.
Square rotor shaft prevents "play" in rotation
provides pin -point accuracy.
Coined silver contacts, for better current carrying characteristics.

Industrial
controls

Laboratory
testing
Other military
and commercial
applications

-

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC'S

ELECTRONICS

pole

-2

Automatic Electric
Enlarges New Plant
manufacturing and research plant, under construction in Northlake, Ill., is
being increased by approximately
200,000 sq ft, bringing the over all
floor area to more than 1.5 -million
sq ft.
The increase was required to provide productive capacity in line
with revised estimates of the expected demand for dial telephone,
communications equipment, auto -

3

1

Stanford Research
formerly with
the Lincoln Laboratory at MIT, has
joined Stanford Research Institute
as a senior research engineer in the
computer laboratory.
Dr. Meisling was in charge of
transistor procurement, testing and
circuits theory at the Lincoln Laboratory. Prior to this, he was an
assistant professor in digital computer design, and a lecturer and
research engineer on computer
projects at the University of California.

17

at any position

Meisling Joins
TORBEN H. MEISLING,

to

Write for Technical Bulletin EI' -ï
for complete engineering data.
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PRECISION PHASEMETER
0.1° ABSOLUTE ACCURACY

0.01° incremental accuracy
30 to 20,000 cycles per second
0

to 360° phase range

10-megohm input impedance

(shunted by 25 µµf)
THE NEW MAXSON Model 901 Precision
Phasemeter is a direct -reading electronic instrument adaptable to a wide variety of demanding
measurement applications in computers, synchros,
and amplifiers.
The instrument measures phase difference
between two sinusoidal voltages; phase angles are
read from a two -degree, step control with vernier
indicator having a precision of 0.01°. Built-in
sensing provides direct reading of proper quadrant. Accuracy is independent of even harmonics
and of third harmonics up to 1%. Input -level
range is from 0.5 to 10 volts rms.
Write or phone us for further information.

Output connection for
strip -chart recorder.
Self-contained power
supply for 105-125 volts,
50-60 cycles.

Adaptable to standard
relay -rack mounting.

mation devices and other electronic
products, according to the company.
More than 7,200 persons now
working in 16 separate buildings in
the company's existing Chicago
plant will be employed in the new
building, where all manufacturing
operations will be on one floor.
Research and development laboratories and the general, administrative, engineering and sales offices
will be housed in a two-story structure adjoining the factory building.

Standard Crystal
Elects New Officers

WIDE -BAND POWER OSCILLATOR
200 to 2500
me l sec
Kenneth

40 watts at 200-400 mc

25 watts at 400-1000 mc
10 watts at 1000-2500 mc

Frequency ranges....200 to 1050 mc,
Calibration accuracy
±1% or

950 to 2500 mc

±5 megacycles
whichever is greater

better than 0.1%
internal square -wave and sine -wave,
400 and 1000 cps; also external
50 ohms (nominal)
Output impedance
Resettability

*Modulation

Maxson Instruments products include: power oscillators, 1-F amplifiers, mag-amp voltage regulators, frequency regulators for aircraft inverters,
high -precision phasemeters, ultrasonic fiowmeters, acceleration -sensitive
switches, and statistical accelerometers. For detailed information, contact
our main office or the nearest Maxson District Office.
SALES OFFICES IN NEW

YORK, DALLAS, LOS ANGELES, DAYTON AND
D. C.

WASHINGTON,

AXSON
INSTRUMENTS

DIVISION
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1.

Thomson

of Standard Crystal Co.
of Kansas City, Mo., manufacturer
of frequency control units, has been
transferred to a local group headed
by Eugene M. Strauss, insurance
executive. The firm has been recapitalized and a board of directors
elected by the new stockholders.
New company officers are: Kenneth
B. Thomson, president; Ernest O.
Ruff, vice-president; Alan K. BenCONTROL

Provides exceptionally broad frequency coverage and substantial power
output in a single source.
Offers smooth tuning and
precise resettability, with
overlapping coverage of
the full range in two bands.

Write for free bulletin.

B.

MAXSON CORPORATION

47-37 Austell Place
Long Island City

1

New York

Tel: RArenswood 9-1850

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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jamin, secretary and Eugene M.
Strauss, treasurer.
Standard Crystal will continue to
manufacture low -frequency crystals as well as the more standard
types of frequency control units.
Thomson has been associated
with crystal manufacturing for fifteen years. He was formerly president of American Crystal Co. and
has in the past been connected with
Bliley Electric Co., Sherold Crystals, and Export Sales Co. Ruff,
the new vice-president, continues
in his previous post of chief engineer to the company; he was for November, 1956
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merly chief of engineering development for American Crystal. Strauss
is president of Gene Strauss & Associates, Inc., an insurance firm
headquartered in Kansas City. He
is also a director of Westpan Hydrocarbon Company of Amarillo,
Texas and Kansas City.

offering
you

Perkin-Elmer
Appoints Borden
has been appointed head of the infrared instrument development section of
the engineering & optical division
of Perkin-Elmer Corp. He will be
concerned, primarily, with the development of infrared reconnaissance instruments.
He joined the firm in 1949 and
worked initially on the development
of bombing systems for high speed
aircraft. In 1952 he joined the company's infrared process control analyzer program and, prior to his
new appointment, had been responsible for the application engineering and sales of the process
control instruments.
Before joining Perkins -Elmer,
Borden was associated with the
Servo Corporation of America and
with the Glenn L. Martin Co.
JOSEPH L. BORDEN

RELIA13111.117
deposited carbon resistors
STANDARD - MOLDED - HERMETICALLY SEALED
Electra

is a

pioneer and today a recognized leader in the manu-

facture of Deposited Carbon Resistors. Production runs into tens of
thousands of resistors every day. And reflected in every shipment
a degree of

manufacturing skill made possible only by this pioneer

work and production leadership.
This skill, coupled with devotion to exacting

quality control,

making possible new and brighter horizons of reliability.

Franklin Institute
Honors Firestone
FLOYD A. FIRESTONE,

Electra

wide range of resistance values and low cost. You get all this, plus

an educator,

ceremonies.
The Institute is recognizing Dr.
Firestone "For his invention and
development of a practical industrial tool for the detection and
measurement of the location and
extent of defects in metal parts by
ultrasonic means," namely the ultrasonic reflectoscope. He taught at
the University of Michigan until
1945 where he was an assistant and
associate professor of physics.
Since 1945 he has been a consulting
physicist.
The holder of over 25 patents, Dr.
Firestone applied for patents on the
ultrasonic reflectoscope in 1940. To
his credit also are patents on a

- November,
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Deposited Carbon Resistors you get precision, small physical size, a

will be recipient of the Edward
Longstreth Medal of The Franklin
Institute of the State of Pennsylvania. The award will be made at
the Institute's Annual Medal Day
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Electra reliability. Put Electra reliability into your products.

It costs

no more. Write today for complete details. Made to meet or exceed

specifications MIL -R -10509A and proposed MIL -R-105096.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4051 Broadway,
Kansas City, Mo.
WEstport 1-6864
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Please send me details on Electra Deposited Carbon Resistors.
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Engineers
Electronic
Electrical

Vacuum Tube
Mechanical

Physicists
Important questions
concerning your future:
1.

Have you found that your education and talents are not fully utilized?

2.

Are you missing the personal satisfaction of
using your knowledge in the development of
interesting and important projects?

3.

Are you interested in a challenge to your
creative ability?

At GENERAL ELECTRIC X-RAY

(continued)

photoelectric inspection device, an
electric organ, a device for aiding
air navigation, a new system of
musical notation, an acoustic device
for measuring the capacity of milk
bottles and others.

Bendix Division
Appoint Engineer
has been appointed
director of engineering for the Pacific division of Bendix Aviation
RALPH A. LAMM

Corp.

Until recently Lamm was head of
special missile development at the
Bendix research laboratories division. He joined the corporation
staff in 1955.
Lamm has been staff member of
the Radiation Laboratory of MIT ;
head of the MIT field experimental
station in Washington, D. C.; chief
of the missiles division of the National Bureau of Standards ; and assistant director and chief of the
missile division of the Corona Labs.

your future is UNLIMITED

Expansion has created excellent opportunities
at our Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and St. Petersburg, Florida, plants.

Good salary, exceptional employee benefits
and unlimited opportunities for advancement
in our development and engineering
laboratories. These are our fields:
Radiation
Particle acceleration
Electron beam generation
Medical and industrial

Electron optics and
emission
Vacuum tube technology
High -voltage generation

radiography
X-ray diffraction, spec-

Circuitry
Instrumentation

troscopy and microscopy

For additional facts and an appointment write to:

Hughes Names
Lab Head
MILLER has been appointed head of the engineering
laboratory of the Hughes Aircraft
guided missile laboratories in Tucson, Ariz.
Until his recent appointment, he
was head of the systems engineering department of Hughes' guided
missile laboratories in Culver City,
Calif.
Before joining Hughes in 1950,
Dr. Miller was engaged in microwave circuit development at GE and
later associated with the Naval Research Laboratory. At Hughes he
worked in guidance and control development.

FRANK G.

M. J. ZUNICK, Engineering Section

X-Ray Department, General Electric, Room BY -107
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

Haydn Brothers
Re-establish Company
HAYDU have
formed a new company, Haydu
Electronic Products. George Haydu
has been appointed president. The
company has purchased certain assets and manufacturing equipment,
including complete machine products division, tool and die division
and electronic components manu GEORGE AND ZOLTON

'Progress /s Our Most important Product

GENERAL d6 ELECTRIC
X-RAY DEPARTMENT

November, 1956
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facturing division, from Haydu
Brothers of New Jersey, subsidiary
of Burroughs Corp.
The new company will continue to
manufacture electronic components
and equipment. In addition, they
will continue the production of precision burners for the electronic
tube and glass working industries.
Plans have already been made and
a program set up towards expansion
into such diversified fields as instrumentation, automation and consumer products.
The company has a new plant in
Plainfield, N. J.

GE Locates TEMPO,

Appoints Engineers

For Small Spaces,
High Temperatures
30

GAMEWELL
RVG SERIES
/14/%7i9ture PRECISION
POTENTIOMETERS

SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. was selected by General Electric as headquarters for its new defense elec-

tronics planning operation.
It will be known as the technical military planning operation,
TEMPO, and be a part of the company's defense electronics division.
Broad objectives of TEMPO will
be to assure the United State of
technological leadership in weapons
systems and to provide maximum
defense per dollar in these systems.
The new operation will have its
headquarters temporarily in leased
space and is planning a permanent
facility.
R. C. Raymond, manager of the
new operation, said TEMPO is now
recruiting a staff of scientific and
engineering personnel and that current plans call for an organization
of 50 professional and administrative employees by the end of 1956
and another 50 in 1957.
Dr. Raymond is a former head of
the electronics department of the
Rand Corp. at Santa Monica, Calif.
Peter J. Schenk is manager of
TEMPO's projects section and
Russel L. Krapf is manager of the
finance and administrative section.
Because TEMPO is essentially
an advance planning organization,
no laboratory or manufacturing facilities are planned at Santa Barbara. However, facilities for computation and other tasks associated
with advanced study programs will
be installed as needed.
TEMPO will do advanced tech ELECTRONICS

- November,
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These Gamewell pots
provide superior charand 1.{6"
acteristics in miniature size ... ideal
for high temperatures and other environmental extremes. All have anodized aluminum bodies, stainless
steel shafts, excellent linearity and
meet MIL-E -5272A specs as they
apply. RVG-17XS has a specialized
arrangement which produces sine cosine functions with unique precision and smoothness.
For dependable performance
under rugged environmental conditions and severe space restrictions,
specify one of these RVG Precision
Potentiometers. Many special features and modifications are also
available to meet your specific need.
Write or call for details.
THE GAMEWELL COMPANY

j

Check these dimensions
for reducing
"package" size

-F.,,

M..I,.,

WIPER

1/16 Ma..

RVG-10
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II/16 -4.-1/2 -.

RVO -14
Del
.1299

NEWTON UPPER FALLS 64, MASS.

WIME

/32

RVO -17X5

SPECIAL!

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
GA6- 8

Send for New catalog
with data on complete
line.
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MEASURE

VACUUM IN
HORSEPOWER?

Sure you can!

But we prefer microns.
And each and every one of
our new PHG-27 vacuum
discharge gauges comes
equipped with a full supply
of handy -dandy microns,
guaranteed to last a lifetime.

(continued)

nical planning and study work for
the company's defense electronics
division and its product departments, and for outside customers
when projects are beyond the
scope of any one of these departments.
The new operation also will be
responsible for marketing advanced
complex weapons systems of its own
creation as well as for systems
which are required by customers
but which are beyond the scope of
any one of the division's product
departments.

Appointments-Henry F. De Long has been appointed general
manager of GE's cathode ray tube
department.
Since 1952 he has been manager
of manufacturing in incandescent
lamp operations in Ohio.
In his new position, he will direct operations of the cathode ray
tube department which has plants
in Syracuse and in Buffalo, N. Y.
DeLong joined the company's

Henry F. DeLong

CEC's PHG-27 offers
extended range (25 microns
to 1 x 10-7 mm Hg), truer
pressure readings, automatic

voltage regulation.
Write for Data Sheet No. 9-41.

Consolidated Electrodynamics
Rochester Division, Rochester 3, N. Y.
formerly Consolidated Vacuum
NATIONWIDE COMPANY -OWNED SALES AND SERVICE OFFICES
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chemical products department at
Nela Park, Cleveland, in 1934 and
later transferred to the standardizing division.
Raymond J. Barclay was appointed manager of manufacturing
for the GE industrial computer
section.
In his new position, he will be
responsible for the manufacture of
the company's complete line of
analog and digital computers. He
was formerly a manufacturing specialist for industrial computers. He
joined the company in 1942. GE
recently expanded its industrial
November, 1956
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computer section sales force into a
national organization with headquarters in Syracuse.
George C. Trotter, manager of
sales for the section, said the present industry -wide computer sales of
$450 million annually will increase
to more than one-billion dollars by
1965. The new sales organization is
designed to increase significantly
the firm's sales effort in this growing market.
The sales -force merger includes
appointments of five key sales managers in specialized computer fields,
such as military, banking and
finance, transportation and industrial control.

Lear Selects
Department Head
DALLAS V. FRANKE has been named
head of a new engineering department at the LearCal division of
Lear in Santa Monica, Calif.
The new advanced development
department has been established to
expand activities in system development, studies, and analyses. Currently the department has study
and development programs in the
fields of electronic counter-measures, navigation, and the selfcorrecting automatic navigation
(SCAN) system.
Franke until recently was research director and sales manager
of Cal-Tronics. Previously he held
positions of chief engineer at
American Electronics, research engineer at Hughes Aircraft, and
senior engineer at Gilfillan.

there is

...

a

breakthrough point!

many of our present

assignments involve
seeking solutions

currently unknown!
perhaps YOU* have

the answers

..

ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL

MECHANICAL
AERONAUTICAL

PHYSICISTS

MATHEMATICIANS

Karp Anti Lesser
Form New Firm
John Lesser,
formerly chief executive officers of
Karp Metal Products Co. in Brooklyn, N. Y., have formed Karp,
Lesser & Co., in New York, N. Y.,
serving as engineering and management consultants to the precision
sheet metal fabrication field and
allied industries.
Karp, former president of Karp
Metal Products Co., was also vicepresident and a director of H & B
American Machine Co.
Prior to his service with Karp

- November,

INERTIAL GUIDANCE
SYSTEMS . . .

gyroscopic devices
servomechanisms
electronic components
airborne digital
computers

help break through

DANIEL S. KARP and

ELECTRONICS

.

INSTRUMENTATION
LABORATORY

the boundary

--

write
MARTIN PHILLIPS

personnel director
INSTRUMENTATION
LABORATORY
Dept. of Aeronautical Engineering M.I.T.
68 Albany Street
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
GRADUATE COURSES may be taken

1956

for credit while earning full pay

..

.
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Metal Products as assistant chief
executive officer, Lesser was vicepresident and general manager of
Photo Chemical Products of CaliJOSEPH D. SCHANTZ

fornia.

Chief Electronics Engineer

Also associated with Karp and
Lesser is William G. Lampe, who
for twenty-five years served with
Karp Metal Products Co. as plant
superintendent and chief engineer.

RADAR SPECIALIST
for Research and Development

at Millimeter Wavelengths

ACF Establishes
Missiles Group
ACF INDUSTRIES has established a
missiles group to coordinate the activities of its several divisions in
the field of missiles and related
weapons systems.
Function of the new group is to
assemble the divisions' component

Responsibilities will include:
All phases of radar development for shipborne

tracking radar.

Shipboard stabilization techniques.
Antenna and feed mechanisms.
Development of microwave and modular circuitry.

Synchronizer and tracking circuitry.

Knowledge of computers, servomechanisms, etc. desirable.
Salary commensurate with background and experience.
Bell's fast moving research and development program offers
many other challenging openings for engineers and technicians
in all fields. There is an interesting and secure future for you at
Bell, with opportunities limited only by your own capability
for accomplishment.

Write to Manager, Engineering Personnel,
BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
P.O. Box 1, Buffalo 5, N. Y. or

call Mr. H. Ackerman collect at
Niagara Falls 7851, Ext. 7216
Dept.

J

Richard F. Wehrlin

skills and apply them to over-all
weapons systems.
Richard F. Wehrlin, president of
ACF's Avion division, was named
chairman of the missiles group.
Gen. C. L. Bolte (Ret.), former
U. S. Army vice -chief of staff and
now special assistant to ACF's
board chairman, was named assistant chairman. Other members
are top executives of the several
divisions and of the parent company
in New York.

Dahno Victor

for a personal interview.

Moves To New Plant
began its move
into a new $1.5 million plant in Belmont, Calif.
All offices and production lines,
formerly housed in six separate
DALMO VICTOR CO.

November, 1956
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buildings in the San Carlos -Belmont
area, will be consolidated in the
new structure containing 180,000

ft of floor space.
Dalmo Victor Co., manufacturer
of aircraft radar antennas and
other airborne equipment, was
founded in 1921 in San Francisco
by T. I. Moseley, who continues as
president. In 1954 the company became a division of Textron of

RCM
INSTRUMENTS INC.

sq

Providence, R. I.

J

L

-

moisture -sealed

POTENTIOMETERS
keep moisture, dust, and price in line
Once you use these Model

H -MS Potentiometers, you'll
why it pays to call upon CIRCUIT INSTRUMENTS for all
your requirements. CIRCUIT INSTRUMENTS is big enough

see

Harmon-Kardon
Expands Facilities
acquired an additional plant adjacent to their present location in Westbury, L.I., N. Y.
The new building will house new
automation production equipment
to be used in the manufacturing of
printed circuit high fidelity tuners,
amplifiers, and combined receivers.
The additional area will double production facilities.
HARMAN-KARDON

to engineer the latest refinements in potentiometers. But it
is small enough to keep production procedures highly

flexible. This means greater ease in obtaining special features ... greater assurance of obtaining quick deliveries.

Martin Names
Electronic Engineer
CECIL O. RIGGS

has joined the Glenn

e.:

L. Martin Co. in Baltimore, Md., as
a senior electronic engineer. He has

been head of the physics department
of Waynesburg College since 1946,
and from 1921 to 1942. During the
war he taught in the electrical engineering department of the United
States Naval Academy.

Lockheed Begins
Move To New Labs
missile systems division began moving into its multimillion dollar research laboratories
in Palo Alto, Calif.
The initial movement of some 100
employees into the $4 million research laboratories is the start of a
gradual transfer to the Bay area of
approximately 400 people from the
missile division's present Van Nuys,
Calif. plant. Transfers to the research facilities will bring the total
number to 600 in October.
Activation of the laboratories, located on a 22 acre site in Stanford
LOCKHEED'S

University's industrial park, marks
the completion of the first phase of
the company's Bay area building
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

MODEL H -750 -MS
POTENTIOMETER
(actual size)

SEALING...

EFFECTIVE

WIDE CHOICE

...

The next best thing to hermetic seal-

Model

ing, Model H -MS more than meets
JAN -R-19 moisture and humidity requirements. Its all -metal case is rolled
and securely bonded at the joints.
Terminals are glass sealed. The shaft
is sealed by means of an "O" ring.

11/2" standard case sizes ... in 1, 5
or 10 turn design ... with resistance
values from 50 to 400,000 ohms ...

with

a

H -MS is

yours in 1/4", 1" or

wide spread of tolerances...
higher... with

in 2 or 3 watts or

many special features.

CIRCUIT INSTRUMENTS INC.
P.O. Box 1438,2801 Anvil St., North

Dept.
St. Petersburg 1,

E

Florida

data sheets on Moisture Sealed
Hermetically Sealed D
Helical D Servo D Sub -Miniature D High Temperature
High Precision D Potentiometers.
Send

J

LIRCflIDL
INSTRUMENTS INC.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

Subsidiary of

CITY

STATE

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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program. The recently -completed
research facilities includes two
main laboratories of 51,000 sq ft
each. Now being completed is a
14,000 sq ft laboratory building.

IBM Selects

Research Director
direct -current

TACHOMETER
GENERATOR
permanent -magnet
APPLICATIONS
Ideal for use
VELOCITY SERVOS
as a rate generator in servo or integrating devices where a highly

O

linear speedivoltage relationship
required with minimum ripple.

DIRECT READING TACHOMETER
Makes an excellent tachometer
when combined with a d -c voltmeter having proper voltage range.

O

Ideal for
O SPEED TRANSDUCER
use as a speed transducer in connection with fast response direct

writing oscillographs.

FEATURES
Miniature. Approx. dia. 11/4".

O

SIZE

O

LINEARITY

Output voltage is proportional to speed to better than 1/,
of 1%.

Excellent service life at
12,000 rpm. Higher speeds possible.

O

SPEED

O

Various models up to
OUTPUT
20 volts per 1,000 rpm.

O

RIPPLE The rms value will not exceed 3% of the d -c value at any
speed in excess of 100 rpm.

O

Better than 20,000
BRUSH LIFE
hours at 1800 rpm.

O

BIDIRECTIONAL OPERATION
Output in either direction
a Y. of 1% tolerance.

O

EFCON

is

CONSTRUCTION

is

held to

Aluminum hous-

ings with protective treatment;
stainless steel shafts; fully shielded
ball bearings; Mylar insulation.
SEND FOR COMPLETE DATA

SINGLE UNITS
from

$1950

priced lower
in

quantity

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Sews -Tek
PRODUCTS COINCORPORATED

1086 Goffle Rd., Hawthorne, N.J.
Phone HAwthorne 7-3100

Emanuel

R.

where close I tolerance is
standard tolerance

Poire

EMANUEL R. PIORE has joined IBM
as director of research.
Dr. Piore was formerly chief
scientist of the Office of Naval
Research. His most recent post was
research vice-president for Avco
Manufacturing Corp. where he was
engaged mainly in the direction of
scientific programs. He remains a
consultant for that firm.
At IBM, he will head a companywide research effort presently being
carried on in laboratories located
in New York and California and
in Zurich, Switzerland.
While with the Office of Naval
Research, he was instrumental in
helping the government in the use
of general-purpose digital computers and in developing programs
in applied mathematic and numerical analysis.
In 1935, he joined RCA, later
moving to CBS as engineer-in charge of the television laboratories. He is associated with some
of the early work on color tv.

D ON'T DERATE
D ELIVERY DATES FOR
CLOSE TOLERANCE

CAPACITORS
Only

EFCON

mass-produces miniature

plastic film capacitors to close tolerances.
No need to delay your equipment delivery
dates while awaiting delivery of precision
capacitors. At Electronic Fabricators, Inc.,
the standard production runs are for ± %,
-±2%, and ±5% tolerance capacitors. It is
not necessary to pick and choose from wider
tolerance production runs nor is it necessary
to pay premium prices for close tolerance.
I

Mylar* and Polystyrene Film Capacitors ore each available in two styles: Types
MC and PC have a rigid cardboard tube
construction; Types MH and PH are hermetically sealed in a metal cose with glass to -metal, solder -sealed terminals. Extended
foil construction with leads directly soldered
to the foil minimizes inductance and contact
resistance for all types.
EFCON

The plastic film ensures high insulation resist once, low dielectric absorption and stability
over extended temperatures and life. Types
MC, PC, MH and PH capacitors are avail-

able in a range of standard capacitance
values from 0.001 to 2 mfd. Non-standard
values and tolerances closer than ± % are
obtainable to your specifications.
I

Honeywell Buys

Plant For Transistors
MINNEAPOLIS - HONEYWELL

Other

EFCON CAPACITORS

..

pur-

chased the Hathaway plant in Boston, Mass.
The three-story, 250,000-sq-ft
plant will house Honeywell's transistor division-engineering, production and sales-that is scheduled
for transfer to the Boston area

@

t

Type

S

Molded Silver Mica Capacitors

«n

ELECTRONIC
Z

FABRICATORS,
INCORPORATED
682 Broadway, New York 12, N, Y.

Write Dept.

E for technical data

*DuPont T,odema,k

Use post card on
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Type TH Teflon Film Capacitors
high -temperature and high humidity

last page.
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UNIFORM PRECISION...

4 ACTUAL

SIZE

Here's high precision production on
automatic equipment that delivers
continuous uniformity from the first to the
millionth unit! Economical production,
minimum scrap add up to low piece prices
that will surprise you. Upset Pins

upE

of the types shown made from any
workable metal or alloy
in wire
diameters from .010" to .090". Flanges
accurately positioned to your specifications.
Flanges and heads with rounded edges.
Send blueprints or samples for estimate.

...

ART WIRE & STAMPING CO.
1

Boyden Place, Newark 2, N. J.

EiAYs

Specify the COUCH MODEL 2A or 4A
relay whenever HIGH SHOCK - HIGH
VIBRATION capabilities are required
and for DRY -CIRCUIT applications.

... 5 to 25 cps @ 0.4" peak to
peak excursion; 25 to 2000 cps @ 20G
acceleration; No contact opening, relay
energized or de -energized.
VIBRATION

SHOCK ELECTRICAL ... 75G for 10 milliseconds minimum. No contact opening, relay energized or de -energized.
SHOCK MECHANICAL

...

200G minimum

...

no physical damage to relay or change

DEFLECTION YOKES

in electrical characteristics.

Models 2A and 4A are subminiature,
hermetically sealed, D.C. relays which
meet and in several respects exceed the
requirements of MIL -R -5757B. They are
actuated by a "balanced -armature" rotary motor. Both models are particularly
suited to dry -circuit switching applications.
LEADING

Ambient Temp.:
Weight:
Height of Case:
Diameter of Case:
Terminals:
Contact
Arrangement:
Contact Material:

We specialize in the design and manufacture of precision deflection yokes for military
and commercial applications. Phone or write
for immediate engineering evaluation of your
critical display problems.

eelto
Island Avenue
ELECTRONICS

- November,
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to +125°C
maximum
11" maximum
1%2" maximum
Flattened & pierced
DPDT
Model 2A
4PDT Model 4A
Fine silver to
molybdenum
Simultaneous operation, simultaneous
release, no contact
bounce

--

watt-Model 2A
watt-Model 4A

Built-in Dependability

Co.

Mahwah, N. J.
Want more information?

Pull -in -power
( Coil) :

-65°C

3.2 oz.

Test Data and Literature on Request

Phone: RAmsey 9-1123

(Natant/lie gog«reer«rg Laboratories

Operation:

PARTICULARS

Use post card on last page.
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from its present location in Minneapolis. The activities and administration will be integrated with those
of the firm's Doelcam division, also
located in Boston. Production facilities for manufacture of the Doelcam division's line of gyroscopes,
synchro motors, and other precision
electro -mechanical servo components will also be consolidated in
the new plant.
The plant would ultimately employ 1,500 people. Approximately
600 of these will be new jobs, the
remainder being transfers of key
engineering personnel from the
transistor operations in Minneapolis and some production and
supervisory employes from the
Doelcam plants.
The new facilities are expected to
be in production by mid -December,

Look no furtherIf you're looking for

"BORON -FREE"
fused quartz

1956.

PURE TIN

plated on Somers Thin Strip.

Somers engineers have developed a

special hot tin plate process which
now will provide the smooth surface,
solderability, adherence and complete
absence of slag so essential to manu-

facturers of:

LABORATORY WARE

PRINTED CIRCUITS

IRC Relocates

Subsidiary Plant

The world's largest producer of fused quartz products can help you with your
most critical and exacting
needs for your laboratory

CIRCUIT INSTRUMENTS, a

CAPACITORS
subsidiary

of International Resistance Co.,
moved to a new plant in St. Peters-

burg, Fla.

ware.

The 12,500 sq ft building permits
expansion of laboratories, model shop, engineering and design departments. It will more than quadruple available production facilities.
At present 85 people are employed. It is expected that 200 to
250 will eventually be required.
International Resistance Company is located in Philadelphia,

Vitreosil° products can

be supplied in an unusually

large variety of types and
sizes. Also fabricated to
specification to meet individual requirements.
TRANSPARENT VITREOSIL

For ultra-violet applications, metallurgical investigations, chemical research
and analysis, photochemistry, spectroscopy and physical, optical and electrical
research.
Send specifications for

your requirements. Please

CABLE WRAPPING
Tin coatings of .00002 to .00008 and
.0002 to .0003 are available on brass,
copper, bronze and other Thin Strip
metals in gauges from .012 down to
.002, widths from Ys" to 6" and wider.

And, of course, Somers exacting stand-

ards for tolerance, tensile strength
and other physical properties are
rigidly maintained.

Whatever your requirements for tin
plated thin strip, you can depend on
Somers long experience and modern
equipment for a quality product.

Write for further information and

use coupon below.

confidential data blank. Somers will
gladly analyze your problem without obligation.

THERMAL AMERICAN
FUSED QUARTZ CO., INC.
18-20 Salem Street, Dover, New Jersey
Please send technical data on

.

Company
Name 8 Title
Street

city

EXACTING STAN DARDS

Zone

.
Stole

B OMB 11 111.1 111.1111111

Want more information?

New Circuit Instruments plant

with branch plants in Downingtown, Pa., Asheville and Boone,
N. C. and Burlington, Ia. Hycor,

Somers Brass Company, Inc.,
112 BALDWIN AVE., WATERBURY, CONN.
Use post card on last page.

Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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How To Get Things Done
Better And Faster

TRACER -GUIDED DRILLING
100 HOLES R M.
WITH NEW HERMES

Engravo,

Printed circuit plates
now accurately drilled
by unskilled labor from
enlarged template by

air activated feed

BOARDMASTER VISUAL CONTROL

*^ Gives Graphic Picture-Saves Time, Saves

* Money, operate Write
for Production, Traffic, Inventory,
* Ideal
Scheduling,
of Metal Compact
Attractive.
* Made
Over 100,000
Prevents Errors
Type or
Simple to
Cards, Snap in Grooves

on

Sales, Etc.

Ask for catalog

and

in Use

$4950

Full price

29

attachment.

with cards

24 -PAGE BOOKLET NO.

FREE

H

describing pneumatic

ll (ill' Il ('llil (eS

C-110

Without Obligation

Write for Your Copy Today

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
55 West 42nd Street

ENGRAVING MACHINE CORP.

13-19 University Place, New York

3, N.Y.

New York 36, N. Y.

for service and
lab. work

eeat.`il¢it

PRINTED

MODEL

CIRCUIT

0 -lo

OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
FOR COLOR

$6950

TV!
Shpg. Wt.
27 lbs.

1

TUBULAR RIVETS
SPLIT RIVETS
COLD -FORMED SPECIALTIES
RIVET -SETTING MACHINES

Check the outstanding engineering design of
this modern printed circuit Scope. Designed
for color TV work, ideal for critical Laboratory applications. Frequency response essentially flat from
5 cycles to 5 Mc down only 11/z db at 3.58 Mc (TV
color burst sync frequency). Down only 5 db at 5
Mc. New sweep generator 20.500,000 cycles, 5
times the range usually offered. Will sync wave form
display up to 5 Mc and better. Printed circuit boards
stabilize performance specifications and cut assembly
time in half. Formerly available only in costly Lab
type Scope. Features horizontal trace expansion for
observation of pulse detail
retrace blanking amplifier
voltage regulated power supply
3 step
frequency compensated vertical input
low capacity nylon bushings on panel terminals
plus a
host of other fine features. Combines peak performance and fine engineering
with low kit cost!

-

-

MILFORD

'eGGedd

RIVET

MODEL
TS -4

---

T

$4950
Shpg. Wt.
16 lbs.

V

SWEEP GENERATOR KIT
ELECTRONIC SWEEP SYSTEM

THE

MILFORD
& MACHINE

RIVET

CO.

PLANTS:

MILFORD, CONNECTICUT

HATBORO, PENNSYLVANIA
AURORA, ILLINOIS

ELYRIA, OHIO

NORWALK, CALIFORNIA

A new Heathkit sweep generator covering all
2 frequencies encountered
in TV service work
(color or monochrome). FM frequencies too! 4 Mc
220 Mc on fundamentals, harmonics up to 880
Mc. Smoothly controllable all -electronic sweep system. Nothing mechanical co vibrate or wear out.
Crystal controlled 4.5 Mc fixed marker and separate
variable marker 19-60 Mc on fundamentals and 57180 Mc on calibrated harmonics. Plug-in crystal included. Blanking and phasing controls
automatic
constant amplitude.output circuit-efficient attentratioa
maximum RF output well over .1 volt
vasdy improved linearity. Easily your best buy in

-

-

-

A

COMPANY

SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC.

BENTON HARBOR 14, MICH.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
...COMPLETE INFORMATION

sweep generators.
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ou are ever where
with the

nOBSERVER TVC -1

a division of IRC, is located in
Sylmar, Calif. Another subsidiary,
Hycor Co., is in Vega Baja, Puerto
Rico. The company has licensees
in Argentina, Australia, Canada,
Denmark, England, Germany, Italy
and Japan, as well as a wholly owned plant in England.

Farnsworth President
Joins Litton

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV CAMERA
The Observer is a low-cost electronic camera. Whatever it 'sees'
however distant, dangerous or

-inaccessible - can be transmitted

by wire to any remote point or
points where it can be viewed on
a conventional TV receiver in

-

comfort and safety.

Industry, science, education, business management- are but a few
of the fields in which the B -T
Observer has virtually unlimited

in which the
Observer has already proved

application-fields
B -T

its time and money -saving
potentials.
Any qualified TV Service -Technician can install the equipment.
Operation requires no technical
knowledge or training. The facilities of Blonder -Tongue are at your
disposal to assist you in surveying and planning a B-T Observer
system for your organization.

For complete details, write to Dept. PL -11

LABS.. INC.
BLONDER -TONGUE
Telequipment, London, Ontario

WESTFIELD, NJ.

In Canada:

and
The largest manufacturer of TV Signal Amplifiers, UHF Converters
Master TV Distribution Systems.

precision, deep drawn

KOVAR

PARTS

-from 1/4" dia. and 3/4"
deep, .025" thickness
Consult the Engineering Company for
quality parts or sub -assemblies of steel.
aluminum, copper, brass, kovar, nickel
and monel. Fast, economical service on
long or short runs. The most modern
machines and micro -precision tools
assure highest accuracy.
°Registered trademark or the
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
WRITE TODAY for quotations, sending
your sketches or blueprints; no obligation.

THE

402

engineering

CO., 27

WRIGHT ST., NEWARK 5, N. J.
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Harvard

L. Hull

has joined Litvice-president.
a
as
ton Industries
post as preshis
leaves
Hull
Dr.
ident of the Farnsworth Electronics
Co. a division of IT&T.,
Active in various executive management positions for the Manhattan Project and the Argonne National Laboratory in the field of
atomic energy during the period
1943 to 1953, Dr. Hull was made'
a vice-president for research and
development for Capehart-Farnsworth in 1953. A year later he was
appointed president of the company.
He joined the Sperry Gyroscope
Co. in 1933 to do research and development work in military and
industrial electronics, a field in
which he has been active ever since.
He remained with Sperry until
1943 when he was named director
of process improvement for the
Tennessee Eastman Corp.
HARVARD L. HULL

Gabriel Fills
Engineering Post
has been appointed to the newly created post of
assistant to the director of engiHENRY G. GIULIANI

November, 1956
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MIIRKEM

STAR
ELECTRICAL PORCELAIN

MACHINES

Solve "IN -PLANT" PRINTING PROBLEMS
- FASTER - NEATER - AT LOWER COST

for unusual applications
We have facilities for compounding formulas to meet specific needs-whether it be very
dense or highly porous material,
permeable or vitreous, resistant

to heat, electricity, weather,
chemicals or abrasion. Consult
STAR engineers on any special
requirements. Send for catalog.
over
55 years
in

business

MAKERS OF ELECTRICAL PORCELAIN SINCE 1899, LAVOLAIN®,
VITROLAIN®, THERMOLAIN®, NUBLAC®, COMMERCIAL WHITE®
AND HUMIDOLAIN®

The Markem Model 45AF Machine prints trade
name, trade mark, specifications, etc., on resistors,
condensers, capacitors, diodes, triodes, transistors,
etc., at production rates. Feeds, prints, and ejects
automatically. Quickly insertable type provides easy
change in data being printed.
Write for further information.
Submit sample of item you wish
to mark.
WIRE LEAD

COMPONENT PRINTING

the

ASTAR

porcelain company

42 Muirhead Avenue, Trenton 9, N. J.

MARKEM MACHINE CO.

California Representative: Edwin E. Starr, 4101
Rhodes Ave.,North Hollywood,CaI.,STanley 7.5879

SPADE
BOLTS

KEENE 5, NEW

HAMPSHIRE

COMPONENTS FOR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

000000

000ÓÓflÓ0ÓGÖ000000
.000000
0000000
Orj
GOZO;,,a;;0Oá000Ó00

L.....
Specialists in designing and manufacturing of allpurpose fasteners and wire forms. Tooled to produce over 1000 styles in any screw size, material,
finish, quantity, to your specifications.
Serving Industry for Thirty-five Years
OTHER PRODUCTS

-

-

S

o

WIRE STRIPPERS

&

CUTTERS

STAMPINGS
TOOLS
Bulletins on complete line upon request
DIES

WENCO MANUFACTURING CO.
1133

W. Hubbard St., Chicago 22,
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111.,

U.S.A.

_

Radio Engineering Products produces a wide range of standard components for use in communication systems. In most cases these components can be delivered from stock.
FILTERS: Filters of advanced design are available for carrier telegraph, carrier telephone,
and telemetering systems. These include channel filters, low-pass filters, and line filters.
JACKS and MOUNTINGS: Two standard 13/4" by 19" jack mountings are available. Type
F6097A mounts 52 sirfgle jacks, and type F6097B 26 single jacks. Type F8410 jack is a double
jack with parallel break contacts, interchangeable with type 410A.
REPEATING and RETARDATION COILS: A large number of standard types are carried in
stock. These include voice -frequency and carrier -frequency line coils, hybrid coils, and retard
coils for telephone and telegraph applications.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY

ST.,

TELEPHONE

UNiversity 6-6887
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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NOW... ANY MICROWAVE
COMPONENT CAN BE

neering and sales for the Gabriel

BUILT AND ENGINEERED
TO YOUR

PARTICULAR

Regardless of complexity, design or tolerance problems-you
can get UHF or microwave components that are job -engineered
to your application. All units
are delivered, electrically tested
and proven, ready for immediate
operation.
Components can be built from
your prints or can be designed
and built to integrate with the
application. Close and confidential coordination is maintained from drawing board stage
to installation.
Range of assemblies is practically unlimited-from dc. to
over 40,000 mc., military or industrial. Typical examples are

..

MANUFACTURING

manufacturer

of

CORP.,

capacitors

in

Bloomfield, N. J., has completed construction of a new building adjoin-

.

Tuneable
S -Band
Transmitter

Cavityre-entrant type, pulse output 150 w., operates at extreme altitudes
and under extreme conditions of temperature, humidity and salt spray.

..

Co.

PLANET

-

Improving signal-to-noise ratio
selectivity...

received your copy?

Planet Doubles
Production Capacity

these components, delivered

Telemetering

electronics division of The Gabriel

Have you

He has served as chief engineer at the E. A. Rockwell Laboratory, assistant director of research
for Tidewater Oil Co., president and
chief engineer of Aero Units, and
chief mechanical engineer of Lavoie
Laboratories.

APPLICATION

ready for field use:

(continued)
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.

Tuneable

ing the present plant.
The new facility, in addition to
housing new offices and a laboratory, doubles the company's 1955
production capacity and represents
over four times the capacity with
which the company started in 1949.
The additional capacity is being
devoted exclusively to the manufacture of electrolytic capacitors.

Airborne Instruments
Enters Computer Field
INSTRUMENTS

AIRBORNE

LABORA-

of Mineola, N. Y. acquired
Mountain Systems, Inc. of Thorn TORY

UHF

Pre-Selectorrelatively low frequency
coaxial resonator with very low insertion loss, extreme selectivity and very
high signal-to-noise ratio. Especially
adapted to use in aircraft or in crowded

communication bands.

Calibrating... designing
S -Band
components .. .

wood, N. Y.

Mountain Systems will be operated as a separate and wholly
owned affiliate of Airborne, with
a board of directors consisting of
Hector R. Skifter, John N. Dyer,
Donald M. Miller (three of Air -

S -Band

Signal
Generator

Cavity-

VALUABLE NEW
TECHNICAL DATA

DESIGN IDEAS
MATERIEL INFORMATION

Send for

"Introduction to
Fiberglas Fabrication"
by

KOCH FIBERGLAS

FRFE.1
TENTH ANNIVERSARY 20 -PAGE
ILLUSTRATED

MANUAL

Every day, Koch Fiberglas is
uses in your industry

filling new

Koch cases for electronic equipment
will not dent, are impervious to mois-

ture, vapor, fungus, mildew and corrosion. They are shock and vibration proof when fitted to Koch specifications with special hair -latex shock
pads. Can be self -palletized for fork
lift. Can be insulated by Koch with
foamed -in -place plastic. Koch cases
are air-tight; require no paint or outer
packaging for long-range storage or
overseas shipment. Re -usable, so cost
amortizes through re -use. Withstand

parachute drops from any height, free
falls onto water or snow from 500
feet, or submersion.
For manual, write on your business
letterhead to Dept. EBE.

re-entrant type,
complete with thermistor mount and
calibrated variable attenuator. Frequency range 2700 to 3400 mc.
e
Get the facts on our complete design, engineering
and mechanical fabrication
facilities. Have us quote
on your needs -cavities,
mixers, duplexera, multipliers, rotary joints, twists,

KOCH
FIBERGLAS
PRONOUNCED "ROPE"

bends and other components or assemblies.

Contact us today. Request catalog.
CORTE MADERA, CALIFORNIA
J

-V -M ENGINEERING

COMPANY
4631 LAWNDALE AVENUE, LYONS, ILLINOIS
(Chicago Suburb)
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Joseph D. Mountain

One of the world's largest fabricators
of molded Fiberglas products
Want more information?

Use post card on last page.
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DC -AC

CHOPPERS
For 60 Cycle Use
Built to rigid

commercial
specifications.
Twenty-two types,
both single and
double po e.
Long life.
Low noise evel.

Extreme reliability.
Write for
Catalog 370.

need

sub -miniature

STEVENS

relays?

INCORPORATED

ARNOLD

AEMCO'S Type 95 Sub -miniature Relay
is "first choice" for design engineers working toward miniaturization and modification
of existing equipment. Sealed in a tiny
crystal case, AEMCO'S 95 relay weighs
less than 1/2 ounce
measures only .78"
in length! Now available with a wide
variety of terminals and mountings, this relay is adaptable to a number of applications previously limited.
TWO BASIC UNITS AVAILABLE: 95-2029
with DPDT contacts rated at one amp. @
28 VDC. 95-2267 with either one of two
combinations, (SPDT and SPST-N.O. or,
SPOT and SPST-N.C.) rated at 0.25 amps
@ 28 VDC, permitting design variation to

22 ELK NS STREET
SOUTH BOSTON 27, MASS.

...

fit most applications.

... NO MISSILES
... NO COMPUTERS
... NO SERVOS
just the peaceful pursuit of fresh
ideas in electronic communications.
REGENCY is looking for a DESIGN
ENGINEER ... a young man who thinks
our revolutionary, tubeless, all-transistor radios are antique ... and who can
help us prove it, from the laboratory
to production.
Regency is in the vanguard of those
pushing transistors into the VHF region.
This is a real opportunity for the right
man to work for a young, forward-looking company that is already out front
in the semi -conductor equipment field.
If you are that man send resume to:
Edward C. Tudor, President

el -et
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

DIVISION
DEPT.

A7900

I.D.E.A.,INC.
PENDLETON

PIK

INDIANAPOLIS 26, IIND.
Want more information? Use post curd on lost page,

OTHER RELAY
TYPES AVAILABLE
Typical of AEMCO ingenuity,
type 95 Sub -miniature Relay is
just one unit from AEMCO'S
complete relay line. Others are
available in a wide choice of
spring and coil combinations,
operating potentials and contact ratings. If one of the hundreds of AEMCO relay types
does not exactly meet your
specifications, we will be happy
to design and manufacture a
unit to meet or exceed your
requirements.

AEMCO also manufactures a complete line of
SEQUENCE and AUTOMATIC RE -SET TIMERS,
TIME SWITCHES, and SIGN FLASHERS.

I

WRITE TODAY-Your inquiries ore invited. Ask for Bulletin "H" which describes the 95 as well as other relays
in the complete AEMCO line.

INCORPORATED
13

State Street

Mankato, Minn.
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PRODUCT

NEWS

for Testing

3 Standards

Quartz Crystal Units
These Crystal Impedance Meters will measure resonance and
anti -resonance resistance of quartz crystals, including those covered
by Spec. MIL -C -3098A. Capacitance, inductance and performance
index (PI) of the crystal can be determined from these parameters.

(continued)
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borne's principal officers) and
Joseph D. Mountain. The principal
officers of the newly formed group
are Joseph D. Mountain, president;
John N. Dyer, vice-president; and
William H. Dobbins, secretary and

treasurer.
Mountain Systems is in the field
of research, development, and manufacture of business data equipment.
Airborne is in the electronic
fields of radar and navigation, airtraffic control, medical diagnosis,
nuclear technology, special systems
and components, countermeasures,
and automatic controls.

Wynkoop Elected
V-P of RCA
Thomas P. Wynkoop, Jr., U.S.N. (ret.) was elected
REAR ADMIRAL

Model 541A (TS-710/TSM)
Frequency Range 10-1100 kcs.
Measures the effective resistance from
200 ohms to 0.5 megohms, over five frequency bands, of crystal units. An internal
load capacitance is calibrated from 15 to
105 mmf. with an accuracy better than
±0.5 mmf. Power dissipated in the crystal

unit is accurately measured by a selfcontained VTVM and ohmmeter. Operates from regular 115/230 volt, 50/1000
cps. power source.
Accessories include 14 fixed and 3 variable calibrating resistors and adapters for

octal base and HC -5/U crystal unit
holders. Net price $650.

Model 531 (TS-683/TSM)
Frequency Range 10-140 mcs.
Twelve fixed calibrating resistors of
10, 22, 30, 40, 51, 60, 68, 82, 91, 100,
120 and 150 ohms, plus a 100 -ohm
variable resistor are used to determine
the effective crystal unit resistance.
An anti -resonance adapter with a fixed
load capacitance of 32 mmf. is also
provided. Fits standard 19" wide relay
rack. Operates from regular 115/230
volt, 50/1000 cps. power source. Net
price $550.

Thomas P. Wynkoop, Jr.

All three models are identical in finish and
overall size; front panels measure 7 x 19. Loop
type handles are mounted on each side of panel

for convenient handling.

Model 459 (TS-330/TSM)
Frequency Range 1-15 mcs.
This C.I. Meter was the first model
produced for the Signal Corps under
the national crystal testing standardization program and is still filling a
current need.

Four built-in resistance decades

Hundreds of these C.I. Meters built by RFL
are in service throughout the world. They can
be relied upon for accurate, extended performance. All models are in current production.

Radii Frequency
LABORATORIES, INC.
BOONTON

19, Ni,..

cover 0-9900 ohms in ranges of 0-99,
0-990 and 0-9900 ohms. The internal
load capacitor is calibrated from 12
to 110 mmf. with an accuracy better
than ±0.5 mmf. Net price $560.

Complete Descriptive Literature
is Available. Write Today.

U. S. A.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT SINCE 1922
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Want more information? Use post card on last page.

vice-president, commercial marine
distribution for RCA.
Since 1949 he has been president of Radiomarine Corp. of
America, a subsidiary which was
recently merged into RCA. Radio marine's communications, manufacturing, marketing and service
functions have been transferred to
other RCA units. Admiral Wynkoop will be responsible for the
coordination of commercial marine
distribution activities throughout
the corporation.
He joined RCA upon his retirement from the Navy where his assignments included eight years in
the Navy Department in Washington, and duty in some of the Navy's
November, 1956
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NUMBERING, CODING
TRADE -MARKING

MACHINES
and the complete equipment to
go with them for FAST production.
ACROMARK Marking and Numbering Machines are engineered
for maximum efficiency at minimum
cost.
Write today for complete
catalog of marking and

HARMONICS

machines.

numbering

HIGH ACCURACY
MEASURES FROM 0 TO 360 DEGREES
READINGS NOT AFFECTED BY NOISE AND
PHASE SHIFTS OF THE ORDER OF .01 CAN
BE MEASURED EMPLOYING SPECIAL CIRCUIT
TECHNIQUES
MEASURES IN -PHASE AND QUADRATURE
COMPONENTS SEPARATELY

Send a sample or drawing
of products you wish to

mark for engineers FREE
recommendation.

For

arma,
323 Morrell St., Elizabeth 4, N. J.
"The Original Marking Specialists"

pNÁ
,EEC\ENV'
A

NS

&MJ
PLUGS

es

F

large Pit+sburgh stoc

r

-

their

I

I

maw
SPECIALIZING IN m>:

T1

UM'

Extra fine precision woven meshes used
,n electronics industry.

en-

Cadmium plated
Plug and Socket, Contacts mounted in recessed pockets, greatly increasing leakage

s..

IMMEDIATE D IVERY
from
Wide range of mes

ABUZZ

Improved Socket
Contacts
4 individual flexing surfaces.
Positive contact over

practically
tire length.

..:..:;
:::
.
1i
T
e

WIRE CLOTH

SOCKETS

se

'

INDUSTRIAL TEST EQUIPMENT CO.
E. 11th ST.
NEW YORK 3
GR. 3-4684

55

2400_

SERIES

further information contact your nearest
representative or write for brochure

-lja

/'

11111111i

`193111BWIRIZBIIIMMIIIBBBBB/
P -2406 -CCT

e

V

S

Bross, copper, monel and pure n,ckel etc. Aeo,loble n o
vorlety of weoves, w,th sto,rless steel and phosphor
bronze regulorly woven up lo 400 X 400
mesh.

distance, IN-

CREASING

FOR FAST SERVICE CA

VOLTAGE

-L

OR
r

RATING.
S -2436 -SB

Interchangeable
with 400 Series.
Send

for complete Catalog No. 21. Plugs, Sockets,

Terminal Strips.

apes

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION
CINCH MANUFACTURING

CHICAGO

SUBSIDIARY

ELECTRONICS

24.

3431 BUTLER STREET, PITTSBURGH I, PA.
MU.I 1199
TELEPHONE

CORPORATION

ILLINOIS

Or UNITED -CAER

- November,

FACTORY ENTERPRISES, INC.

FASTENER CORP.

1956

Want snore information?

Use post card on

www.americanradiohistory.com

last page.
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New

(continued)

largest shipyards. He was commander of the Naval Shipyard,
Long Beach, Calif., from 1946 until
his retirement from the Navy in

Rhodium

1949.

Farnsworth Appoints
Research Director

Plate
lVon!t

Genisco Rate -of -Turn Tables

facilitate fast, precise
calibration and

Curl,Crack

evaluation of rate gyros

orPeel!

Ball -disc integrator drive provides
infinitely variable rates from 0.01 to
1200

Charles D. W. Thornton

sec.

EXTREMELY ACCURATE...constancy of angular
velocity of the turntable is within 0.1%, including
wow and drift errors, at any rate.
SMOOTH, CONSTANT ROTATION... unique synchro-

has been
appointed director of research of
Farnsworth Electronics Co. He
came to Farnsworth in 1956 directly from the Atomic Energy
Commission in Washington, D. C.
He has been acting in the capacity
of special assistant to Harvard L.
Hull, president, on atomic energy.
In his new assignment, he will be
responsible for work in the areas
of solid state physics, storage and
experimental tubes, nuclear instrumentation, applied physics, and will
act as scientific advisor to the vicepresident of research and development. His last position with AEC,
prior to coming to Farnsworth, was
director of the general manager's
office of operations analysis and
planning.
CHARLES D. W. THORNTON

A rhodium plating process that

produces

*Compressively

developed specifically for industrial
applications. RHODEX will
materially increase the fatigue
resistance of the metal c\ er
which it is deposited.
Stressed deposits

.

.

.

*Patent Pending
Dnpi. EL -II

Sel -Rex Precious Metals, Inc.
229 Main Street

Belleville 9, N.

J.

New Electronics

Firm Established

descriptive literature and

A NEW corporation, Mandrel Indus-

technical data on Sel -Rex RHODEX (Compressively Stressed Rhodium.)

tries, devoted to manufacture
and research in technological fields,
has been formed. It consolidates
under a single administrative structure three manufacturing firms.
The three divisions of Mandrel
consist of the electric sorting machine division, specializing in the

Please

rush

NAME

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

nous motor, designed specially for this application, has large diameter rotor; high polar inertia.
EASY

TO

OPERATE...single handwheel controls

turntable speed. Inexperienced personnel can
operate machine after few minutes instruction.
IDEAL FOR LARGE VOLUME TEST PROGRAMS...
ruggedness, simple operation, repeatability, and
versatile mounting facilities make it the ideal
machine for production -line testing.

within 0.2% in
same rotational direction; 0.5% in opposite direction, under 500° per second.
PRECISE REPEAT POSITIONING...

LOW ELECTRICAL NOISE LEVEL

... better than -55
= 1 mw in

dbm per slip ring circuit (zero dbm
600 S2).

UNUSUALLY RUGGED ... built to take years of continuous use; requires only minimum amount of

maintenance.
TABLE CAPACITY...100 pounds.
ACCESSORIES INCREASE ITS USEFULNESS!
SUB -RANGE ADAPTER...extends low range of
Genisco Rate -of -Turn Table to 0.0001° per second.

UNIT...for use in areas where
accuracy of line frequency is questionable, or for
calibration of gyros with accuracies better than
line frequency.
PRECISION STROBE

MOUNTING STANDS... available in portable and
fixed models.
Send today for complete specifications.

Please direct
your inquiry to Contracts Manager, Genisco, Incorporated, 2233 Federal Avenue, Los Angeles 64, California.

RELIABILITY FIRST

Want more information? Use post card on last page.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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lacing tapes for every purpose
Gudebrod Lacing Tapes are easy to tie, easy on
the hands. Knots tie securely-stay put!

GV D ELA D E*.

Increased operational

versatility .. greater
accuracy in

..

theá

original braided'':
RF,

nylon wax -coated lacing tape.

GVDELACEH*

VHF and UHF

SPECTRUM

rubber -coated

easier to -'sandle, no slipping, fungus.;

'ANALYSIS

resistant.

NEW TEELAGE

the latest
advance in tapes, coated with DuPont Teflon, to
withstand extreme temperature conditions.

'T.M.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION
AND TRIAL SUPPLY TODAY!

Electronics Division
225 W. 34th
New York

Executive Offices
12 S. 12th St.

St.

1, N.Y.

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

with the

IMPROVED

PANORAMIC
PANALYZOR

Check these advanced

A R E LAY that
Limited quonti y
of model shop

flies with

NIKE

15 G UP TO

2000 CPS

samples available

Submit your speci-

fications and requirements with
your inquiry.

DIMENSIONS
15/32" dia. x 1-3/4" long
WEIGHT

7/8

oz.

OPERATING POWER

500 MW Max. (This relay is
available for power require-

Photo

ments as low as 100 MW but
with slightly less vibration

Nike installations,

courtesy Western

resistance.)

Electric Company

VIBRATION RESISTANCE
15G up to 2000 CPS

engineering features:
NEWContinuously variable scanning
rate ro.n thru 60 scans sec with
one contro'. Three selectable modes
. free running, line synch or
1

external synch.

NEWThree

selectable types of
.
Square law

a.,.p.it..,de displays

exponential Linear 20

.

db, Log

40

db.

NEW
,rc,E

Flat face CRT, edge lit
1
screen and camera mount
be -el for photographic records-optional.
c

NEWDifferential markers to show
fre.¿ue..cy dispersion available in
the Type T-10,000.
The Panalyzor Model SB -SB is available
in three types.

Type
T-200
T-1,000
T-10,000

Sweepwidth
Range
- 0 kc

Resolution

Range
cps - 4.5 kc
400 cps - 10 kc
me - 0 me
9 kc - 100 kc
10 me - 0 me
Write today for complete
specifications and prices.
200 kc

50

1

Made by the
makers of Pan adaptor, Pano-

ramic Sonic

..5".11-G7.
1NC.

- November,

RADIO PRODUCTS. INC.

Analyzer, a n d
Panoramic Ultrasonic A n alyzer.

LONG BRANCH, N. J.

RELAYS

ELECTRONICS

PAORMIC

10 So. Second Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y.
MOunt Vernon 4-3970
Cables: Panoramic Mount Vernon, N. Y. State

195o

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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ATLAS
Precisioneers
"HUSH-HUSH"
Assemblies for

THE
FALCON
NO HIDING place "upstairs"
for enemy bombers with The
Falcon on the hunt. This newest
guided missile is being produced
for the U. S. Air Force by Hughes
Aircraft Company.
Some off the "innards" of this
bird of prey are ATLAS-Precisioneered and classified "confidential." But there's no secret
as to how ATLAS can help you
develop parts and assemblies
from pilot stage to production
efficiency for radar
sonar systems ... computers ... correctors
. all types of electro -mechanical
devices. Just bring your designs
to ATLAS. At your disposal on a
job basis are our men, equipment,
techniques, a prototype is turned
over to you for volume production.
When war or peace demands a
product, call on ATLAS Precision Products Co. (div. of Prudential Industries), Philadelphia
24, Pa.
Send for e:. oklet, "Precisioneering Electr mechanical Equip-

...

ment."

(continued)

manufacture of electronic and pneumatic sorting equipment; The
Greenleaf Mfg. division, primarily
engaged in research, development
and production of aircraft, electronic and ordnance components and
equipment; and Electro -Technical
Labs. division, manufacturer of
geophysical oil exploration equipment. The new corporation will
have assets in excess of $4 million.
Electric sorting machine division
will continue to operate in its
newly -completed plant in Grand
Rapids, Mich. The Greenleaf Mfg.
division will conduct its principal
manufacturing activities in St.
Louis, Missouri. Electro -Technical
Labs division temporarily occupies
headquarters at Houston, Texas
pending completion of new facilities

CRITICAL

POT SPECS*

are met at

CI C

in Houston.

Directors of the newly-formed
corporation are James R. Lowe,
chairman, James F. Coonan, vicechairman and managing director,
George Quist, Louis W. Greenblatt
and Alonzo G. Curtiss.

Burroughs Promotes
Top Engineers
IRVEN TRAVIS,

who has been vice-

president of research for Burroughs Corp. since 1952, has been
named vice-president of research
and engineering.
Raymond G. Bower, vice-president of engineering, will retire.
He has been associated with the
company for 37 years and as vicepresident of engineering since 1946.
Dr. Travis joined Burroughs in
1949 as director of research activities at Paoli, Pa. He was made a

Equipment designers who demand
more than "shelf item" specifications,
rely on CIC for dependable delivery of
ultra -precise potentiometers.
The result of CIC research, carbon
film potentiometers are setting new

standards of accuracy, life at higher
speeds and performance reliability.
CIC has assisted many firms in a wide
variety of industrial instrumentation,
military fire control and flight guidance
equipment.
Why not discuss your specific requirements with us?
*New carbon film techniques assure
virtually infinite resolution; linearity
to .01%, sine -cosine to .025%;
compact ganging; precision ball
bearing servo construction.

"For Precision Performance... specify CIC"
Detailed Technical Data
Sheets available on request.

COMPUTER
INSTRUMENTS --p

CORPORATION
Irven Travis

92 Madison, Ave.

Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y.

Want more information? Use post card on last page._

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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S TAVO LT
POWER
RECTIFIERS

EEG

IF IT'S NEW...IF IT'S NEWS...IT'S FROM

Standard
U.

t. Approved

eocrdúsatlo+c
TRANSISTOR SOCKET

Models

totiocearaowwww

3301

-

Socket

with flat ,addle

c

Stationary or Mobile Types
For Hangars, Air Fields, Missiles
For Factories and Labs
Mag -Amp Control, Stable, Fast
15 to 1500 amps

Write for interesting
information to

CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP.
Formerly McCOLPIN-CHRISTIE CORP.
27th Year of Rectifier Manufacturing
3410 W. 67th St., Los Angeles 43, Calif.

-- Sorket for .oee with or
without mounting ring

3304

ELCO

CORPORATION,

M

Elco's new Series 30(10 multi -purpose transistor socket may he used for 3 -pin transistors
with in -line pins or with pins on a .200" diameter pin -circle. accommodating triangular pin
configuration: thus eliminating the need for
stocking different types of sockets for variations
in pin layouts. You can now, for the first time,
punch a round hole in your chassis!
The insulator body is made of low -loss mica filled phenolic, type MFE, in accordance with
the latest issue of Specification MIL -P-14. Contacts are beryllium copper, gold-plated over
silver plate to pass the 48 -hour salt -spray test
per Specification QQ-M-151a, and afford excellent contact resistance values. Sockets are available for mounting with flat saddle or mounting
ring in standard wiring applications.
Complete data and specifications are offered
in our Bulletin 105, together with prices and
other pertinent information you request upon

your tontpany letterhead.

BELOW

PHILADELPHIA

ERIE,

24,

PA.,

CU

9-5500

...
'D/D YOU KNOW THAT
/S HELP/NG

Little Mag says

NEW! ENGRAVED'
Rubber Dies and Stamps!

- 03
146-35-I

380 TO 420.1..
TFIA01
PRI

I

RL

ßEs 5-f

ANT

soKn

-60V

02 TO

350

i

WV

13

2V

NA

350

4
iL

GENERAL PRECISION
LABORATORY INC.

pC10

RESS

AfyS

5

i

134
L`

The Distant Early Warning (DEW)
radar picket line is that safety fence.
Its performance must be absolutely dependable.
Magnatran heavy duty components including unitized rectifiers, are the "standard"
power supplies in the vital transmitters completing the system.
Whenever you require reliability and dependability you too can use.
Magnatran transformers.

Now you con get clean, clear, sharp, even
impressions everytime with Krengel Deep-Kut En
graved Rubber Dies and Stamps. Lasting impressions remain on metals
printed materials .. .
textiles
on any surface.
glass
We make Deep-Kut Engraved Rubber Dies and
Stamps for every marking unit ... any type style or
logotypes. Anything you need in any quantity
you desire.
We also make every type of marking machine
and can supply you with the proper marking ink.
Write for free sample and catalogue, or send
us your requirements for price quotation.

...

...

...

KRENGEL MANUFACTURING COMPANY

227 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.
TEL. CO 7-5712
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956

See page 39

'56 Electronic Buyers Guide

Want more nformotion? Use post card on last page.
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MAGNATRAN
P.O. Box 211

incorporated

KEARNY, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.
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how to get
more volts
per pound
at high
altitudes
PROBLEM: Design a regulated high -voltage dc power supply for operation
at high altitudes. Specifications:
Input voltage -400 cps ± 10% Output-dual: 4 KV at 2.5 ma; 8 KV at
Regulation-no load to full load within 1% 105 cubic inches
.3 ma
maximum Light as possible.

SOLUTION: We designed a vacuum tube regulator circuit, with the regulator tubes kept at low voltage. Result: The tubes could be mounted externally-for easy replacement.
For compactness and to protect high-voltage components against the
hazards of moisture or rarefied air, we cast the rest of the unit in epouv
resin.
The assembly weighs only 62/3 lbs., occupies 96 cu. in., plus terminals.
This sort of engineering can be at your service too. When you need electronic assemblies-by hundreds or thousands-straightforward or special
design-make use of our production and design experience and facilities.

CALEDONIA ELECTRONICS AND TRANSFORMER CORP.
In

Dept. E -1l, CALEDONIA, NEW YORK
Canada: Hackbusch Electronics, Ltd., 23 Primrose Ave., Toronto 4

director of the company in 1950
and in 1952 became vice-president
of research.
Burroughs also announced the
appointment of U. Clarke S. Dilks
as manager of the research division
of the Research Center.
In his new position Dilks will
have responsibility for the applied
research and technique development. He will also direct the basic
work in support of long-range
corporation product objectives par-'
titularly those utilizing transistors,
magnetic material.
Prior to his appointment, Dilks,
who joined Burroughs in 1948 as
manager of the electromechanisms
department, was an associate director of the research activity. He
had also been a technical consultant
and a member of the research
activity's technical planning staff.

Air Associates Ups
Three Engineers

Specialists in the Unusual

Precision -Produced
MATERIALS for
TRANSISTORS
((
and DIODES

Clyde C. Councilman

elements

-

cut or stamped

metal ribbonsdof

WELDED RIBBONS-Dissimilar
be coltinuously

can
the same width

Write for

SINCE

weed

tolerances.
close overlap
together, within

List of
Products

1901

SIGMUND COHN CORP.
121 SOUTH COLUMBUS AVE., MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.
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has been appointed chief engineer of Air Associates.
He will direct the operation and
administration of the engineering
departments which are responsible
for all products developed and
manufactured by the company.
Prior to his advancement, he served
for seven years as project engineer
and as a section head within the
company.
Marcus C. Eliason was named
general sales manager of the company.
In 1947, Eliason was affiliated
with Air Associates as a project
CLYDE L. COUNCILMAN

with N -type or P -type ribbon and
GOLD doped
sheet or
form of wire,
supplied in the
pieces.
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Polyethylene for

Brew Delay Lines

RUGGED
SERVICE

i

Distributed Constant
Lumped Constant

Ultrasonic

Duke

University, ,after

materials,

ordered

evaluating

these

large

Here are some reasons
why you can be sure your
requirements will be
fully satisfied when you
come to Brew for delay

other

castings

lines:

made of WESTLAKE high -molecular -weight

custom built to your specifications
wide experience in all type lines

virgin Polyethylene. This inexpensive, light

weight, chemically
thermoplastic

is

advanced packaging techniques
special manufacturing and testing procedures
modern facilities and skilled personnel
exacting quality control
continuous research and development program

fungii resistant

inert,

one of the best High Fre-

quency Di -electric materials yet developed.

estlake

plastics co.

Send us your specifications or send for Catalog 54 giving the complete Brew story.

'

Richard D. Brew and Company, Inc.

Lenni Road, Lenni Mills, Penna.
In Lower Delaware Valley, U.S.A.
New Phone No: MEdia 6-5170

133 W.

Concord, New Hampshire

1

design

development

manufacture

CABLE
CLIPS
t' ail VA«
for severe conditions

Gedet"

eettedorte
for maximum
economy

capacitance

91ENCESSER
vecied

SCREWS
and NUTS

Lerg A

WE ARE SPECIALLY ORGANIZED
TO HANDLE DIRECT ORDERS OR
ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS

Acid resistant
Need no insulation

Can' rust
Can't corrode

WECKESSER COMPANY
5701 Northwest Highway
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Chicago 30, III.
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t

&pttenuation
TYPE Nlu F/ft IMPED.sI. O.D.
C1
7.3
150
.36'

.36"

2
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173

C
C

171

.44

5.5

SPOT DELIVERIES FOR U.S.

22

C

3

BILLED IN DOLLARSSETTLEMENT BY YOUR CHECK

C
C

33
4
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4.8
4.6

184
197

CABLE OR AIRMAIL TODAY

C

44
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.MX

and SM' SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS
Constant 50n -63n -70n impedances

TRANSRADIO LTD.133A Cromwell Rd. London SW7 ENGLAND
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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(continued)

engineer leaving in 1949 to join the
research and development labs of
the Hughes Aircraft Co., as a systems engineer. In 1954, he rejoined
Air Associates in the position of
sales manager in the electronic
equipment division.
Charles Knight has been appointed as general manager of Air
Associates' facsimile equipment division in Orange, N. J.
Knight will now be responsible
for all aspects of the company's
facsimile program, which includes
the planning of engineering programs, sales and sales promotion,
production requirements and serv-

thinking
of resistors?
think of

Europe's Largest Selling
Electron' Tubes
Now Av lable
to the di rim inating
Americ. tube_buyer
. rd prices.
st

-at

s

ice.

Knight, who has 17 years' experience in electronics and allied
fields, has been with Air Associates
for nine years, during which time
he has served as chief design engineer and administrative engineer.

SPEER
and send for this valuable
catalog!

Electronic Research
Names Top Engineers
ELECTRONIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

of Nutley, N. J., manufacturers of
transistor and tubeless equipment,
appointed Sidney Moskowitz, formerly chief engineer, to the position of director of engineering.
He was engineer at Industrial
Scientific Corp. specializing in in-

It will give you helpful information
about the complete line of Speer
Resistor Products-specifications,
characteristics and applications:
Fixed Composition Resistors
Phenolic Coil forms
Iron Coil Forms

not
replacementbut an
improve

Write for your copy today.
Other Speer Products
for the Electronics Industry
fixed carbon resistors
contacts
anodes
battery
discs
brushes
coil forms
graphite plates and rods
carbon
fixed
capacR.
F.
coils
composition
also
itors
chokes made by Jeffers Electronics

Sidney Moskowitz

r

Send me

the Speer Resistor Catalog.

Name

Title
Company
I
I
1

Address

City

Zone_State

L
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PIONEER

SPEER RESISTOR DIVISION
SPEER CARBON COMPANY
Bradford, Pennsylvania

last page.

dustrial electronics. He has been
an instructor at the City College of
New York and in 1950 served as
adjunct professor at New York
University. From 1943 to 1954 he
was with Federal Telecommunications Laboratories where he
was engaged in development of

.

Write for your Telefonken Tube
Manual and for the name of your
nearest jobber.
Imported exclusively bg

AMERICAN
ELITE. INC.

Dept. !1
7 Park Avenue
New York 16, N. Y.
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Under one roof
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WELCH

.

D.C. PANEL METERS

MICROAMMETERS

VOLTMETERS

-

-

MILLIAMMETERS

SENSITIVE 20 MICROAMPERES MOVEMENT

Accuracy 2% of full scale deflection
Welch Model 350 Panel Meters are often used in temporary
"bread -board" assemblies and in "home-made" devices so common in
electronics laboratories. In such work it is frequently more convenient
to have an attached rather than a separate meter.
Suitable for such applications as measuring grid' currents and currents from photoelectric tubes and cells. They have alnico magnets.
sapphire bearings, and especially selected pivots to make possible the
extremely sensitive 20 microampere movement.

DANO
makes all these coils
to exact specifications:
Encapsulated Coils
in
either Polyester or Epoxy
Resins
Coils for High Temperature Applications
' / Bobbin Coils
Form Wound Coils
Paper Section Coils
Acetate Bobbin Coils
\/ Cotton Interweave Coils

MODELS

-

350-3} inch round -2.4 inch scale
351-3 inch square -2.4 inch scale
451-41 inch rectangular-3.5 inch scale

Model No. 350

TYPES
Microammeters 0-20 up to 0-500
Milliammeters 0-1 up to 0-500
Ammeters 0-1 up to 0-30
Voltmeters, various ranges, 100 to 50,000 ohms per
volt
Zero Center Ammeters
Rectifier Instruments
DB Meters
Special Scaled Meters
Thermocouple Meters

Model No. 351

Analyse YOUR coil problems carefully. If your products require any
of these coils you'll do well if you
"deal with Dano", leaders in electrical coil windings to customer
specification.

A complete line of round, square, and rec-

tangular meters is manufactured by Welch.
WRITE FOR OUR METER CATALOG

TRANSFORMERS MADE TO ORDER

THE DANO ELECTRIC CO.

W. M. WELCH SCIENTIFIC CO.

,

DIVISION OF W. M. WELCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Established 1880

MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN.

Rlodel No. 451

I'm Building a College Fund
for My Kids with the

AUTOMATIC UNIVERSAL

TRANSISTOR AND POWER
TRANSISTOR CURVE TRACERS

I'm earning in

C

Illinois,

U. S.

aid

PHASE ANALYZER
AND VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER

I
..448mei.,__
__...._:$ 6 e

Mobile -Radio
Multi enct ce

I couldn't set aside from my
engineer's salary enough
money to send the kids
through college. So when I
learned of the boom in mobile -radio I -decided
to start my own part-time business. Now my
income from mobile-radio maintenance goes
into a '.'college bank account."
This can be your story, too. Send coupon
"l for your free copy of "HOW TO MAKE MONEY
=`I IN MOBILE -RADIO MAINTENANCE." Published
by Lampkin Laboratories, Inc., manufacturers
of the 105-8 Micrometer Frequency Meter and
-205-A FM Modulation Meter.

"'°
"

-For

research,

circuit development and quality control
of transistors.

Phase and Voltage of AC signals measured simultaneously and read directly
from dial and meter scales.

Useful frequency range from 20 cps. to
10 kc.

High accuracy (-1-2.5%)

Dynamic tracing of entire family of curves
simultaneously, includingInternally generated calibration axes displayed
at all times
Retrace not blanked; anomalies clearly seen
For all types of transüstors and power transis tars. Permits rapid determination of parameters.
Far selecting, matching and detecting anomalies
and rejects.

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Instruments Div., Bradenton, Fla.

Model 200A-Trapsistor Curve Tracer
Request Bulletin S393.
300A-Power-Transistor Curve Tracer
Request Bulletin S667

ttTndel

AC signal under test need not be a pure
sinusoid, but may be greatly distorted.
Indispensable for alignment of servo
systems, measurement of input requirements of non-linear loads and determination of amplifier input impedances even
in the presence of noise feedback from
the amplifier.
Provision included for dynamic record-

ing of internally demodulated AC
transients.
Request Bulletin S675

At no obligation to me please send "HOW
TO MAKE MONEY IN MOBILE -RADIO MAINTENANCE."

Magnetic Amplifiers

Name

632 TINTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 55, N.Y.-CYpress 2-6610
z

Address

City

A.

MAGNETIC A1UPLIFIE1tSIiU

EXTRA MONEY

°

1515 Sedgwick Street, Dept. H, Chicago 10,

Inc

West Coast Division
EL SEGUNDO, CAL.- EAstgate 2-2056

136 WASHINGTON ST.,

State

J
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for

pulse communication equipment and
guided missile guidance systems
and served as department head. He
joined Electronic Research Associates in 1954 to head the engineering staff.
Martin Perry has joined the
company as chief engineer.
He was formerly the chief radio
engineer of C.B.S.-Columbia where
he was engaged in the development
of a line of radio receivers including several transistor radios. Prior
to C.B.S.-Columbia, Perry was a
senior design engineer at Emerson
Radio.

applications
where both

reliability
and
low

cost

are

necessary-

SPECIFY
BAKER
CONTACTS
OF PALLADIUM
AND

PALLADIUM
ALLOYS
...products of outstanding
quality and craftsmanship
Progressive research development policies, coupled with BAKER'S vast experience and specialization in the supply
of contacts, contact materials and precious metals, permit BAKER to provide
contacts of outstanding quality at economical cost.
Typical of the quality contacts developed
by BAKER'S electrical and metallurgical
laboratories are those of PALLADIUM and
PALLADIUM ALLOYS. These have low
sticking characteristics and will maintain
uniform surface conditions. PALLADIUM
costs less than any of the platinum group
metals, and, in addition, has the lowest
specific gravity, both of which reduce
the cost of Palladium contacts. PALLADIUM ALLOYS, while they maintain the
characteristics of PALLADIUM, offer additional features...such as greater hardness, longer life and greater resistance
to metal transfer and sticking.
Consult BAKER for the solution to your
problem. Request BAKER'S new 28 -page
ELECTRICAL CONTACTS CATALOG

(continued)

on com-

pany letterhead.

113 Astor Street, Newark 5, N. J.
CSNG67L HA.QD END US T.Q/SS,

Altec Lansing
Builds New Plant
CONSTRUCTION

heim, Calif.

has started in Anaon Altec Lansing

third
Southern
Corporation's
California factory. The new plant
and corporate headquarters represent an investment in excess of
$1,200,000 and will provide Altec
with a total production and engineering facility of 200,000 sq ft.
The new plant will have acoustic
laboratories which include three
comparative listening rooms and a
6,500 cubic foot anechoic chamber.
Portions of the Beverly Hills and
Los Angeles operations will be
transferred to Anaheim in order to
provide increased facilities for all
phases of the firm's manufacturing
activities including the Peerless
transformer division. Partial occupancy of the 14 acre site near Disneyland is scheduled for November
with the full occupancy taking place
in January of 1957.

I
I

let Williams

I

help you apply

FERRIC
OXIDES

I

to the manufacture
of your

FERRITES
You'll be well repaid by
getting the facts on a special
group of Pure Ferric Oxides,
developed by Williams especially for use in the manufacture of ferrites.
Williams Ferric Oxides analyze
better than 99% Fe203. They
contain a minimum of impurities. They are available in a
broad range of particle sizes
and shapes. Among them,
we're certain you'll find one
that's "just right" for your
requirements. The proper application of Ferric Oxides to
the manufacture of Ferrites
is our specialty.
Tell us your requirements .. .
we'll gladly send samples for
test. Chances are good that
our Ferric Oxide "Know How"
can save you considerable
time and money. Address
Dept. 25, C. K. Williams &
Co., Easton, Pa.

Applied Electronics
Completes Plant
Electronics
marine and
industrial communications equip-

NEW plant of Applied
Co., manufacturers of

ment, has been completed in San
Francisco, Calif.
The plant has an area of 22,000
sq ft.
New facilities include a laboratory to augment current engineering and to facilitate new product
development.

I LLI AM S
W
PIGMENTS
COLORS
&

C. K.

WILLIAMS & CO.

Easton, Pe.

Lewis, Ill.

last St.

Emeryville, C.I.
also produce
SWe
Iron powders for

IRN Magnetic

the Electronic

ReCore Industry, the Magnetic Tape for
cording Industry and others. Write

complete technical Information.
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BRUSH
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SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES
SEMBLIES & COMMUTATORS

Poly-Scientific's newly perfected manufacturing processes
permit limitless variation in
design. Epoxy resins allow for
greater miniaturization without loss of strength. Poly Scientific makes use of any of
the noble metals and alloys,
making possible the selection
of the optimum material with
the proper hardness for each

specific application.

14114BLAC KS R114 .,

Effective new shielded room requires no maintenance
Filtron, Inc.-electronic components manufacturer-selected Armorply panels
for a shielded room that's easy to assemble, move, or alter in shape with ordinary labor. Special compression joints end need for soldering in this room,
erected by Shielding, Inc. And, more important, Armorply requires no maintenance. The. zinc-bond steel faces on Armorply panels will give effective
shielding and a neat appearance for decades. (Armorply also available with
copper, lead, aluminum or other metal faces.) For full information and a free
Armorply sample, write:

Weldwood® Armorply®

CORPORATION
VIRGINIA

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION

kÇRE57

ONE SOURCE
FOR ALL YOUR
TRANSFORMER NEEDS

Hundreds of modern transformers-Voltage Controls-Hermetically Sealed transformers-Fully Enclosed Transformers.

Dpt. E-11-56,

55 W. 44th St.. New York 36, N. Y:

CUT COSTS WITH

STOCK MOLDED NYLON BOBBINS
NO MOLD COST
RUGGED ONE PIECE CONSTRUCTION REDUCES
BREAKAGE
ACCURATE MOLDED PARTS REDUCES WINDING COSTS

HIGHER INSULATING CHARACTERISTICS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON STOCK SIZES
WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG

Co.
American Molded ProductsCHICAGO
22,

2729-39 W. CHICAGO AVE.

PHONE: ARmitage 6-3235

ILL.

WORRIED ABOUT
PRECISION PIVOTS?

CREST Hi-Fidelity Transformers are de-

signed to meet the demands of most commonly used Hi-Fidelity Amplifier Circuits.
Provides a much higher Audio Output
Level at very low distortion. Excellent Linearity gives uniform response. Seven section winding provides wide frequency
response band. Frequency response t d b
from 20 to 20,000 cycles at full power
rating, 1 d b from 10 to 100,000 cycles at

Call v(
Steel, chromium plated, or carbide precision pivots to .013"
diameter, I RMS or finer surface finish. Diameter tolerances to
.000010". Chamfers, radii, lapped ends, etc.
Also volume production lapping of fiat or round production

'/a power rating. Permissible feed back 30
d b. All units have primary taps for screen

driven circuits.

CREST

parts.
Submit your specifications

WRITE DEPT. E-11
FOR COMPLETE CATALOGS

THE VAN KEUREN COMPANY
176-D WALTHAM STREET
WATERTOWN, MASS.

TRANSFORMER

CORPORATION

The protographer's nightmare at the left consists of a lump of sugar
and four VK Precision Parrs. The "eyes' are .080" long.

1834 W. NORTH AVE., CHICAGO 22. ILL.
ELECTRONICS
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Random Processes in Automatic Control
BY

115

J.

HALCOMBE LANING, JR.

AND RICHARD.

H. BATTIN

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New

York

110

1956, 434 p, $10.00.

THE rapidly developing theory of

SMOOTH 'EM OUT

WITH RAYTHEON

Voltage Stabilizers

±1/2%

Stabilization

If your equipment depends on a well regulated power supply, Raytheon
Voltage Stabilizers assure you top
performance under virtually all
conditions.
a Guaranteed

to

±

stabilization

1/2%

Up to 50% increased tube life
a Regulated to temperature and
frequency changes
Response time within 3 cycles
Compact, rugged, dependable,
low cost.

26 STANDARD MODELS AVAILABLE
Available in a wide variety of input and
output voltages from 15 to 2000 watts

and where needed, harmonic filtered

models for 250, 500 and 1000 watts. Special models can be built on order to your
specifications.
For full information see your electronic
supply house or write Dept. 6120
request bulletin 4-260.

-

"Excellence in Electronics."

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO
COMMERCIAL EQUIPMENT DIVISION
Waltham 54, Mass.

Want more information?

random processes and its application to control systems is the subject of a book by J. Halcombe Laning, Jr. and Richard H. Battin who
have themselves contributed to the
development of this subject. Much
of the material presented has not
been available previously except in
technical periodicals making this
book a timely publication which
should be of considerable use to
control system engineers.

Topics Covered-After two introductory chapters which present
the elements of probability theory
and random processes, the authors
consider in turn Gaussian random
processes, stationary and nonstationary processes, Weiner's smoothing and prediction problem and
finally the optimum design of control systems when the assumptions
of Weiner's theory are removed or
replaced. This material is supplemented by a fairly large appendix which considers, among
other things, the effect of a limiter
on Gaussian noise, the description
of analogue computers, orthogonal
functions and various other mathematical considerations which were
omitted in the body of the text.
Problems are given at the end of
each chapter and a bibliography
consisting of 49 items appears at
the end of the text.
The presentation of the material
is suitable for a graduate level
course on this subject. Mathematical rigor and heuristic arguments
are both used and the authors are
careful to point out when an argument is not completely rigorous.

Illustrative Examples-Concepts
which are glossed over in many
texts are well explained. The many
illustrative examples will be welcomed by the engineer who is not
familiar with the concise mathematical technique with which this
subject is usually presented. More-

over, many of the intermediate
steps in a derivation are given so
that the reader need not supply
these himself. Readability of the
text is enhanced by the summarizations of the arguments used
and by the enumerations of the
reasons for the study of each new
topic.
It should be pointed out however
that the reader needs a knowledge
of mathematics beyond that which
is generally given in an under-

graduate engineering curriculum.
For instance, on page 76 a knowledge of matrix algebra is assumed
and an explanation of matrix methods at this point might have been
useful. Other instances of similar
omissions were noted such as the
assumption of a minimum in the
discussion of orthogonal functions
on page 382 rather than its proof.
These criticisms are, however,
minor. This book is a well written
account of recent developments in
statistical methods as applied to
control systems and it should be
successful both as a textbook for
graduate courses on this subject
and as a reference book for practicing engineers.-ARMEN H. ZEMANIAN, College of Engineering, New
York University, New York.

Principles of
Color Television
BY KNOX MCILWAIN
AND C. E. DEAN

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,
1956, 596 p, $13.00.

SHORTLY after the NTSC completed its work on the compatible
color standards, the Hazeltine Corporation prepared for its licensees
a series of reports on the NTSC
color system and its implementation in circuits and equipment.
Since the Hazeltine engineers
had made many substantial contributions to color television technology and had displayed a firm
grasp of the principles underlying the color standards, during the
NTSC deliberations, it surprised
no one that these reports con -

Use post card on last page.
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OPHAR

ULTRA -LOW DISTORTION AMPLIFIER
0.005% Distortion At 50 Watts

---WAXES
---COMPOUNDS

Zophar Waxes, resins and
compounds to impregnate,
dip, seal, embed, or pot electronic and electrical equipment or components of all
types; radio, television, etc.
Cold flows from 100°F. to
285°F. Special waxes non cracking at -76°F. plain or
fungicidal. Let us help you
with your engineering prob-

Model UF -101

Krohn -Hite ULTRA -LOW DISTORTION 50 WATT POWER
AMPLIFIER incorporates 80 db of negative feedback with harmonic and intermodulation distortion of less than 0.005%. The
response is flat ±0.5 db from 0.5 cps to 30 kc. Excellent transient
response is maintained at all output impedances from 2 to 450 ohms
by switching the feedback to the output transformer secondary
winding being used. A dynamic range of 110 db is obtained by
careful shielding and the use of d -c on the heaters of the first
two stages. Four type 6550 output tubes are operated in class AB1
to deliver 50 watts conservatively. This amplifier provides a lower
distortion laboratory signal source and is useful in the development and testing of high quality audio equipment. Price $450.00
f.o.b. factory.

lems.
For immediate service contact:

Mayer, Sales Manager
A. Saunders, Technical Director
H. Saunders, Chemical Laboratory
L. E.

For Further Details Write Dept. E

Phone SOuth 8-0907

ZOPHAR MILLS,

580 Massachusetts Avenue

DESIGN ENGINEERS
SAVE TIME
SAVE MONEY

Krohn -Hite Instrument Co.

INC.

26th Stret,
Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

112-130

MOLDED CHOKES

with
National Coil

Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

RELAYS & BUZZERS
Vibrating Type
Mini -Buzzers.
Give
clear penetrating signais. Available in 612-24.115.230 & 460
AC

Duty Power
6-12.24.115Volts AC. 50.60
6.12.24.115 Volts
DC. All coils formvar
wound. Pure silver
contacts. 10 Amp.
rating.
Minimum
contact pressure 25
grams.
Dimensions:
Medium
Relays.

230
Cy.

Company's

I-II/16"
Catalog information

x

(Built to Surpass latest MIL Specs)

LINE

IF IT'S

.

NEW JERSEY

NEW

STOCKS IT!

tantalytic capacitors

National Coil Company, Sheridan, Wyo.
Please send me the following:
Kit "N", 108 coils, (6 of a value)
Inductance from .15uh to 15uh
Kit "Q", 120 coils, (6 of a value)
Inductance from .47 to 39uh_.._..
Kit "R", 144 coils, (6 of a value)
Inductance from 1.2uh to 120uh
Kit "S", 66 coils, (6 of a value)
Inductance from 150uh to 1000uh

-

SchweUer

---1

---USE

COMPANY

NEWARK 4

.

National Coil offers a complete line of RF and IF
coils and transformers built tc your specifications.
We specialize in the
Check with us first
"Toughies".
THIS HANDY ORDER FORM
I
.

ELECTRIC

1419 McCARTER HIGHWAY

components, offers coil kits for immediate delivery
from stock. Coils most commonly used placed on
cards (which identifies value and characteristics)
by air if you wish.
.
and shipped in plastic box

.

x

for Relays and Buzzers sent free on request.

The National Coil Company-manufacturer of quality

.

11/2"

Volt AC ratings. Ideal
for all paging systems.
warning alarms, signals. All metal case
easily mounted with
screwdriver.

NOW, available from Schweber
stock, over 250 different ratings in
the 85°C and the NEW 125°C, polar
and non -polar types.

$10.00
$12.75
$18.50

SEND

for "Tantalytic Engineering Bulletin."

$11.50

NAME

Schweber

COMPANY

122 Herricks Road

ELECTRONICS
Mineola, L. I., New York

ADDRESS
CITY

ELECTRONICS

STATE

TANTALYTIC IS A REG. G.E. TRADE NAME

100,
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(continuedp

NEW BOOKS

Weiwyn

stituted an authoritative and well written review of the subject, an
achievement marred only by the
restricted distribution inherent in
a licensee service. This restriction
has now been removed by the publication in book form of these reports, brought up to date in text

e

leaders in the field of high
stability deposited carbon resistors

Now Offers

and references.
This is an excellent book, onewhich shows every mark of great.
care in its writing and editing, accurate and comprehensive, yet easy
to read. It probably could not have
been written by one man at this
stage in the game; actually 12 men.
contributed to it, eight of whom
served on the NTSC panels. Yet,
it reads with the coherence of a
one-man job, a tribute to the firm:
hand of Messrs. Mcllwain and
Dean who edited it.

VITRICON
Vitreous Enamelled
Miniature Capacitors

Values:
18 to 1000 uufd

Temperature Coefficient:

Tolerances:

±20%, ±10%, ±5% and ±2%
(±0.5 uufd at low values)

Substantially zero

Max. Ambient Temperature:

- with spread of

±40 parts/million/degree
Power Factor at

150° Centigrade

1

C

mc:

better than 0.001

For complete data and specifications write to Dept. OK -7

International, Inc.

3355,Edgecliff Terrace, Cleveland

11,

Ohio

/

Sturdy 2 and 3 conductor plugs, reduced in size, are made in a
wide variety of terminal and handle styles. Metal handles are
baked enamel striped ... plastic handles in red or black. Screw type,
combination .clamp and solder lug or plain solder lug terminals.
Jacks make positive electrical contact with standard mating plugs
by positive spring pressure. Springs are nickel silver material, insuring long life and maximum solderability. Made in two and three
conductor types
open and closed circuit.
Microphone connectors, both cord and panel mounted, are ruggedly
made of nickel plated brass.
Send for bulletin giving complete specifications on these new prod,
ucts of a long established manufacturer.

-

Richards
3743
420

Electrocraft, Inc.

N. Kedzie Avenue, Chicago 18,

Colorimetry-Any book on color
television perforce deals with concepts new to the majority of its
readers, so great effort has been
taken to explain, or at least to make plausible, the many colorimetric mysteries which underlie
the compatible system and its relationship to the prior art of color reproduction. This reviewer, despite copious previous exposure to,
the subject matter, found himself
remarking more than once "well
that's clear, at long last" in reading the introductory chapters.
Despite this concern with basic
fundamentals, the authors do not
hesitate to go into strict, brasstacks detail in the latter chapters.
Moreover, since the authors are
not committed to a strict regimen
in the choice of circuits and components, the coverage is broad.
For example, a 45 -page chapter is
devoted to the special problems for
decoding the NTSC signal for
single -gun picture tubes, following
an equally comprehensive chapter
on the three-gun approach.

-

Manufactured in England and Canada

Welwyn

-

.
tO

Illinois

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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References-Thirty-two pages
are devoted to the author and subject indexes, and the reference
lists can only be described as completely adequate, as witness 72 references in the chapter on gamma
correction and nonlinearity, 111
items on the generation of the
transmitted signal. The references
for the most part contain detailed
page -number delineations, showing
November,
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.

"govern" the
government
Much as we revere and respect this system of ours, we don't want
the government running our lives.
The best government is one that's closest to the people. And
there's just one way to keep it under control.
Vote.

Every time you get a chance.
Vote November 6, for sure.
Vote to elect the ones you want representing you. To keep the
ones who are doing you proud. To get rid of the ones who are
not so hot.
You're the boss, however you vote. No matter who's elected,
you pay their salaries and paint their offices and keep watching
over them as they work.
Even if the ones you're "agin" happen to
win, they're obligated to the minority, too.
They're servants of all the people, not just
those who voted for them.
Your vote prods, approves, protests, de`
mands, restrains, rewards.
Vote-so you and your children after you
always can.
:::

See You
ELECTRONICS

- November,

at the POLLS!

1956
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V2eficge
Plug -In

RELAYS
Class 22P
6PDT Relay
with 20 -pin Plug.

for every purpose
Simplify wiring-avoid needless handling and exposure.
Relay can remain packaged until
wiring is completed. May be plugged -in "on the job" after equipment
is installed.

Quickly removed or replaced.
is not disturbed. No special
skill or equipment is required.

Wiring

Permit inspection, testing or

adjustment with negligible
down time.

Class 11 Relay with
40.109 hermetical-

ly sealed or dust
tight enclosure and
heavy duty glass
to metal octal

plug.

that the authors have actually consulted the literature, not merely

are
)available in miniature and sub -miniature sizes open, hermetically sealed
and dust tight enclosed. Wide range
of operating voltages or currents, contact arrangements and plugs.

-

Tell us what you need or send

for catalog.

MAGNECRAFT
Electric Company
3350B W. Grand, Chicago 51, III.

GET THE EXACT

TERMINAL YOU NEED

culled over tables of contents.

Subjects Covered-The chapter
headings are: light and photometry; color perception; color
space and color triangles; colorimetry; color in a television system; required information content; characteristics of the eye;
the choice of color components and
their interleaving in the composite
signal; production of composite
color signal; synchronization; nonlinear amplitude relations and
gamma correction; the color television standards of the NTSC;
equipment for producing the transmitted signal; color television receivers; decoders for three-gun
displays; decoders for one-gun picture tubes; test and measuring
methods; glossary of color television terms and three appendices on
the luminance contributions of
primaries, the color-signal formulas and the complete text of the
FCC order setting up the compatible system.
This reviewer knows of six
books, including this one, now in
print on color television technology,
and he also knows that the "Guild
of Reviewers" frowns on too explicit ranking of competing books.
But when one volume stands preeminent (for whatever special reason, including all-out support of
the project by an organization
which can afford to put 12 authors
on the job) it deserves to be identified as such. "Principles of Color
Television" leads the league.DONALD G. FINK, Philco Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa.

Transistors in Radio
and Television
Magnecraft Plug-in Relays

I

By MILTON S. KIVER

McGraw -Sill Book Co., New York, 1956,
324

p, $6.50.

are no longer curiosities in the world of electronics. By
now it is obvious that they can do
just about anything the electron
tube can do, at least in the audio
and lower radio -frequency ranges.
It therefore behooves everyone connected with the technical end of the
industry to understand what transistors are and how to use them.
This is as important for the tech TRANSISTORS

DOUBLE TURRET

-MINIATURE

SINGLE TURRET

FROM THE LARGEST
STANDARD and CUSTOM
LINE AVAILABLE...
Over 100 varieties are furnished as standard. This includes a full range of types,
sizes, body materials and plating combinations. Specials can be supplied to any specification. The Whitso line is complete to
the fullest extent of every industrial, military and commercial requirement.

Standoff terminals include fork, single and
double turret, post, standard, miniature and
sub -miniature body types-male, female or
rivet mountings-molded or metal base.
Feed through terminals are furnished standard or to specification.
Whitso terminals are molded from melamine thermosetting materials to provide
optimum electrical properties.

Standard as follows-melamine, electrical grade (Mil -P-14, Type
MME); melamine impact grade (Mil-P-14,
Type MMI); and phenolic, electrical grade
(Mil -P-14, Type MFE).
Plating Combinations: Twelve terminal and
mounting combinations, depending on electrical conditions, furnished as standard.
Body Materials:

Specials: Body materials and plating combinations, also dimensions, can be supplied
to any custom specifications.
PROMPT DELIVERY IN ECONOMICAL
QUANTITY RUNS
Get facts on the most com-

plete, most dependable
source for terminals
and custom molded
parts. Request
catalog.

9328 Byron Street, Schiller Park, Illinois
!Chicago Subu,bl
Use post card on last

Want more information?

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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(continued)

nician as for the circuit -design specialist.
This book is designed to introduce the radio and television technician to the transistor art. It is
recommended for use in technical
institutes, radio and television
schools, colleges, high schools,
training programs and home study.
Theory The book begins with
an introduction to modern electron
theory. The second chapter discusses point -contact and junction
transistors. Building upon his introduction to electron theory the
author makes the flow of electrons
and holes appear quite reasonable
to the student and gives him a
working understanding of transistor action. A comparison of pointcontact and junction transistors

D-2

-

-

Unique design of the two-dimensional Model
D-2 features
Single micrometer adjustment
controls vertical depth of cut, and adjusts
height of copy tableand pantograph.
Range of ratios from

constitutes nearly two-thirds of
the book and provides sufficient
entertainment type circuits with
component values given.
The book concludes with 13 simple laboratory experiments designed
to give the student a feel for working with transistors. A comprehensive bibliography covers the eight
years that the transistor has been
with us and several pages of data,
reprinted from ELECTRONICS, giving useful characteristics of commercially available units.-J.M.C.

to

1

to infinity!

Accessibility on three sides permitting panels up to 30"
diameter to be engraved, milled or profiled. Vertical range
over 10" allowing operations on complete chassis, cabinets
or other bulky objects. Ruggedness, stability and precise
accuracy inherent in construction.

Mounted on the ruggedly constructed heavy duty steel
Green Engraver Bench. All functional parts are conveniently within reach of the operator while seated. Accessibility of master type sets stored in lower cabinet trays, tools
and accessories contribute to productive capacity.

follows.

Circuits-The author then discusses the more common transistor
amplifier circuits and their use in
radio and television receivers. This

2

A brochure with full details is yours upon request.

Literature also available on the smaller Model 106 three-dimensional engraver.

GREEN INSTRUMENT COMPANY
363 Putnam Ave., Cambridge, Mass.

ALL NEW 250 VA
VARIABLE FREQUENCY
ELECTRONIC GENERATOR
AN

Here is our new high powered
version of the #1460 Variable
Frequency Converter (Electronic Generator) in the same
frequency ranges. The Model

Thumbnail Reviews
Solid State Physics, Vol. II.
Seitz and David Turnbull.
Press, New York, 1956, 468
Second semiannual volume

Frederick
Academic
p, $10.00.
in series

planned along the lines of "Advances
in Electronics and Electron Physics".
Covers magnetic resonance, electron
paramagnetism and nuclear magnetic
resonance, neutron diffraction, specific
heats and lattice vibrations, and displacement of atoms during irradiation.

Radiation Dosimetry. Gerald J. Hine
and G. L. Brownell. Academic Press,
New York, 1956, 932 p, $22.00. Problems in determining energy absorbed
in material exposed to radiation. Covers theory and measuring units also
ELECTRONICS-November, 1956

#I422

is

available in either

-

360 to 440 CPS or 1440 to
1760 CPS
both continuously
variable. Output Voltmeter
and Ammeter included. Power
imput 110-125 Volts 60 CPS.

MODEL #1422
REGULATION

No

Complete specifications and other information concerning the #I422 on request.
Our complete catalog of CML Generators
giving specifications and price schedules
is also available. Write to _Dept. #14-A.

-

-

load

-

full

-

load

better than 2%
HORMONIC DISTORTION
SIZE

-'Total

-

less than 2%

1012" x 19" Panel,
17" Deep

PRICE

-

$775.00 Net, F. O. B.
Plainfield, New Jersey

COMMUNICATION MEASUREMENTS LABORATORY, INC.
350 LELAND AVENUE, PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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HYCOR
e/1//liffG

fz1iP

MAGNETIC
CLUTCHES

medical and biological effects. Of interest to electronic engineers are sections on ionization chambers, geiger
counters, scintillation detectors and
various dosimeters and area -survey
equipment. Also means of producing
radiation such as high-energy beams
and isotopes.

1200°C

PROVED IT
CONCLUSIVELY!

The Theory of Sound (Two Volumes).
Lord Rayleigh. Dover Publications,
New York, 1956, 984 p, $3.90 (paper).
Reprint of Lord Rayleigh's classical
work first published in 1877. Historical introduction includes biographical
sketch of author and historical development of acoustics to the time of
Rayleigh.
ilf!1111 I(',III(1.1111ú1

Radio Receiver Laboratory Manual.
Alex W. Levey. John F. Rider Publisher, New York, 1956, 112 p, $2.00
(paper). Construction and testing of

radio receivers. Thirty three practical
laboratory experiments for course on
technical school level.

Only

1

watt of power

required

...

to develop 15 oz. in. of torque
with a response time of 5 milliseconds. Only two moving parts
which eliminate all maintenance
problems.

Minimum dimensions (only

o.d.) facilitate their use in
compact assemblies. Extremely
low cost enables designers to
utilize the benefits of multiple
clutching in inexpensive electronic equipment.
1"

Send for

Bulletin C-1
for complete details

Hycor's systems engineers will be pleased to
assist in special design
applications.

Representatives in principal cities

HYCOR
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY

12970 Bradley Avenue, Sylmar 1, Calif.

Debunehing in UHF Velocity -Modulated High Density Electron Beams.
Myron Weinstein. Office of Technical
Services, Washington, D. C., 1956,
100 p, $3.00 (paper). Highly technical
report on Air Force sponsored work
carried on at the University of Illinois
Engineering Experiment Station.

NEW

Picture Book of TV Troubles, Vol. 5,
Horizontal Output and H-V Circuits.
John F. Rider Publisher, New York,
1956, 108 p, $1.80 (paper). Trouble
shooting television receivers. Presents
oscilloscope waveforms and photographs of tv screen.
Alexander
Schure. John F. Rider Publisher, New
York, 1956, 72 p, $1.25 (paper). Fundamental concepts of transmission
lines, operation and characteristics
with essential formulas and applications including use of stub lines for
matching.
R -F Transmission Lines.

Computer Applications. Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, Ill., 1956,
108 p, $3.00 (paper). Proceedings of
symposium held during October 1955.
Includes fourteen papers on use of
digital computers in industry, business
and engineering.

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol.
15, Applications of Radioactive Isotopes And Fission Products in Research
and Industry. Columbia University
Press, New York, 1956, 327 p, $7.50.
Covers several industrial process control applications of interest to electronics engineer including use of
isotopes in chemical analyses, determining rate of flow and liquid level.
Frequency Response. Rufus Oldenburger. The Macmillan Company, New
York, 1956, 372 p, $7.50. Based primarily on papers presented to ASME

BAKER
-SAG
NON

Platinum Clay.
Tungsten Wire
STANDS UP BEST WHERE

HIGH TEMPERATURES ARE REQUIRED!
In scientifically controlled comparison tests

to determine relative sagat elevated temperatures, both platinum clad molybdenum and
platinum clad tungsten wire showed very little
sag. But at 1200°C the molybdenum sagged
seven times faster than the tungsten.

In addition to this advantage, tungsten shows
substantially lower degree of interaction with
platinum. Baker's Platinum Clad Tungsten
Wire is available in a broad range of diameters.
a

Send for free booklet
"Platinum Clad Tungsten Wire."

113 ASTOR STREET, NEWARK 5, N.1.
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

(ENGELHARO /NOcis- T.q/EE,
Want more information?

Want more information? Use post card on last page.

Use post card on last page.
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CUSTOM

Miniature and Sub -Miniature

WOUND

SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES
BRUSH BLOCK ASSEMBLIES

TOROID

COMMUTATORS
and other

COILS

Electro -Mechanical Components

FOR

PRECISION MADE

MAGNETIC

TO YOUR OWN SPECIFICATIONS

AMPLIFIERS

Precision molded products with exacting tolerances in
precious and non -precious solid metals of all alloys.
All
types of Thermo -Plastic and Thermo -Setting materials.

TRANSFORMERS
FILTERS

fabricated or one-piece precision
molded to your specifications in Nylon, Kel-F, Mineral filled
Mellamine, Phenolic, and other materials.
Rings and leads
spot welded or brazed together for positive electrical circuit.
Slip Ring Assemblies

MIL - JAN SPECS
Send Specifications for Prompt Quotation
and Service to Dept. Ell

Our Swiss methods and techniques are geared to
meet exacting requirements. We invite your inquiries.

pec ialties Co.

COLLECTRON CORPORATION

agnetic
18

SCUDDER AVE., NORTHPORT

L.I.,N.Y.

MUrray Hill 2-8975

216 East

45th Street

o

New York 17, N. Y.

IT TAKES

TW0
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Creates Preference

Arouses Interest

DIRECT MAIL
Gets Personal

Attention

Triggers

Attie,

After your prospect

has been convinced by
Display Advertising, he still must act. A
personalized mailing piece, is a powerful action -getter. Send for our Industrial
Direct Mail Catalogue, 150 lists available.

iesG

Mc CRAW -HILL
DIRECT

PRECISION
PLASTIC
CAPACITORS
AT
COMPETITIVE
PRICES!

POLYSTYRENE and MYLAR*

Capacitance From .001 mfd to any value
Voltage
From 50 V.D.C. to 30 KV
Tolerance
Polystyrene From ±0.1% to ±5%
Mylar*
From ±1% to ±10%
SMALLEST CASE SIZES

TUBULAR-BATHTUB-RECTANGULAR
Very

Good Deliveries

*DuPont T.M.

PRECISION CAPACITORS, INC.
319 N. Victory Blvd.

IMPREGNATING
SEALING
DIPPING
INSULATING
BLENDING

Burbank, Calif.

POTTING
HEAT CONDUCTING
MOISTURE PROOFING
FUNGUS PROOFING

ENCAPSULATING

MAIL LIST SERVICE

Direct Mail Division,

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42 St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Please forward my free copy of the McGrawHill "Industrial Direct Mail Catologu."
Nome
Company
Address

City

ELECTRONICS

BIWAX CORPORATION

Store

- November,

Standard compounds available from stock.
Samples and specifications on request.
Modifications developed and produced to meet specific requirements.
Information relating to your problem will enable us to make recommendations. Write to
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COAXWITCH

CUT -A -WAY VIEW, MODEL 74

d)

COAXIAL SELECTOR SWITCH
50 OhmsType N Connectors-Manually Controlled
Low VSWR -4 Models

view shows that shield as well as center
conductor is switched. Beryllium copper
contacts, on the gooseneck, mate directly
with male "N" (Type UG-21B/U) connectors, which connect directly to back plate
of switch. Since all connectors come out in
line with axis of switch, right angle connectors are usually unnecessary.

The COAXWITCH is an RF switch for use
in coaxial circuits where it is important that
the 50 OHM impedance of the cables be
maintained. In a circuit sense, this switch
consssts of two pairs of "N" connectors
spaced 41 "apart using RG -8/U as the con-

necting link. The COAXWITCH itself
introduces no VSWR other than that of
connectors. Characteristic impedance is

maintained thru all switch details. Cut-aMOOEL

76

MODEL

ZLICVLatieLG

718

SIN4LL COAXIAL CIRCUIT
EIDNT POSITIONS

SINDLL COAXIAL CIRCUIT
SIR POSITIORS
1StLECTDR OR TAP SWITCN)

(StLtcTRS

TWO

.MODEL 72R

COARIAL CIRCUITS
TOO

POSIaE

CA,
POT

OR TAP SWITCN)

ea"y Sewt

72-2

MODEL

Ts

TWO

COAT L

2

3

6

6

6

I

2

3

MIS

6

7

6

O
0

R.

oO
LINOS I,DICATE POSITION
INDICATO POSITION

BIRD
SOLID

DOTTED

LINOS

I

,

SOLID LISES INDICATE POSITION
DOTTED LINES INDICATE POSITION

ELECTRONIC CORP.

E

0

VAN GROOS
COMPANY
Sherman Oaks, Cal.

1800 EAST 38TH ST., CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

TERMALINE Coaxial Line Instruments

COTO -COIL

and

(10940/'lcí
The rapid spread of automation
throughout industry would be impossible without efficient control systems.
Some of the finest measuring instruments depend upon Coto -Coils to attain the highest degree of precision
and dependability.
If you use coils, Coto-Coil can save
you countless hours of laboratory and
production time by producing the
exact coil you require in the desired
quantity.
Send details to ..
.

COTO -COIL CO., Inc.
65 Pavilion Avenue
Providence 5, Rhode Island

Coils

Coto
youNO
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Electromagnetically Enriched Isotopes
and Mass Spectrometry. M. L. Smith.
Academic Press, New York, 1956, 272
p, $8.00. Collection of thirty papers
presented to Conference on Electromagnetically Enriched Isotopes held
at Harnwell, England in September
1955. Includes information on design
of mass spectrometers as well as analytical techniques.
Radio Annual Television Year Book
1956. Jack Alicoate. Radio Daily
Corp., New York, 1956, 1,376 p. This
is the nineteenth annual edition of

MI
1

Frequency Response Symposium held
in New York during December 1953.
Includes other recent papers. Twenty
eight papers in all cover fundamentals,
frequency-response aids, servo applications, process control, transient response, optimum controls, nonlinear
techniques, sampling controls and statistical methods,

CUCU I TS

REOERSIRO SAITCN
CAPOT. etc.)

1

(continued)
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this broadcasting industry reference
book. It is strictly nontechnical. It
provides statistics, market information, lists or general information on
the broadcasting business as a whole.
Subject divisions include, advertising
agencies; a -m, f -m, tv stations in the
U. S., Canada, Mexico, South America;
tv and radio performers and program
producers; Canadian Broadcasting,
manufacturers of broadcast equipment,
FCC; group station operations; networks; industry organizations; statioi representatives; transcription and
recording companies.
Glossary of Terms Relating to Automatic Digital Computers. British
Standards 2641: 1955. Published by
British Standards Institution, 2 Park
Street, London, W.1, 1956, 16 p, 3
shillings, Definitions of 95 terms
peculiar to digital computers and related terms on number scales and
number representations.

Technical Papers, Vol. II. Twelfth Annual National Technical Conference,
Cleveland, Ohio. Published by The
Society of Plastics Engineers, Inc.,
1956, 618 p, $7.50. Complete versions
of 56 papers on injection molding,
epoxy resins, properties of plastics,
molding and extrusion, thermoplastic
sheets, reinforced plastics, and foam
plastics, many directly applicable to
electronic equipment design.

Elementary Nuclear Theory. Bethe
& Morrison. John Wiley & Sons, New
York, 1956, 274 p, $6.25. Selection of
topics in the field of nuclear energy.
Including description of nuclei, quantitative theory of nuclear forces and
beta decay in complex nuclei. Topics
are treated in elementary fashion.
Blocking
Oscillators.
Alexander
Schure. John F. Rider Publisher, New
York, 1956, 72 p, $1.25. Comprehensive
review of circuit configurations en the
technical level.
November, 1956
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FOR PRECISION LABORATORY
OR PRODUCTION TESTING

Chopper Improved
DEAR SIRS:

THE high-level electronic chopper
for d -c amplifiers (ELECTRONICS, p
192, Nov. 1955) uses series selenium
rectifiers to reduce the negative
plate voltage swing on the cathode
follower triodes (ELECTRONICS, p
444, April 1956) .

FIG.

1-Bridge electronic chopper for

recognized the inadequacies of the
present allocation and the need for
additional channel space. We
strongly feel that the split -channel
docket will provide much of the
needed relief.
The State Police Sub -Committee
of this Association, representing
the State Police licensees operating
in the radio spectrum from 42.02
me to 45.06 mc, filed a minority
report with the Commission opposing split channels in the State
Police assignment. Their comments, however, offered no objection to channel splitting of frequencies other than those assigned
exclusively to State Police operations.
As your article conveys the
opinion that police radio men in
general do not favor channel splitting it would be appreciated if you
might clarify this situation in a
future issue.

d -c

A. MASON
Associated Police
Communications Officers
San Jose, California
ROBERT

amplifiers

-fb

R. R. MCPHERSON
Graduate Research Assistant
Electronic Defense Group
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

'e

FREED

1110 -AB INCREMENTAL

INDUCTANCE BRIDGE
AND ACCESSORIES

Accurate inductance measurement with or
without superimposed D.C., for all types
of iron core components.

-----

Millihenry to 1000 Henry
INDUCTANCE
20 to 10,000 Cycles
FREQUENCY
I% to 1000 Cycle., 2% to 10KC
ACCURACY
Micromho te MHO
CONDUCTL.NCE
0.5 to 100
"Q"
,kmperee
Up to
SUPERIMPOSED D.C.
DIRECT READING
For use by enskilled
1

1

operato -s.

ACCESSORIES AVA LAELE:

1140-A Null Detectar
1210-A Null Detector- V.T.V.M.
1170 D.C. Supply and 1180 A.C. Supply.

NO. 1410

DEAR SIRS:

IN the September 1956 issue of
page 141, you had
a short paragraph in "Cross Talk"
ELECTRONICS, on

concerning the fact that research
people use the Centigrade scale
while production people use the
Fahrenheit scale for temperature.
We too have this problem. Do
you have any good suggestions?

Channel Splitting

Dqw Corning Corporation
Midland, Michigan

was reported under "FCC Actions"
that action may be forthcoming on
the two -year-old channel -splitting
docket. It further stated "Police
radio men have not favored split-

ting."
Association represents
police communications and filed a
brief with the Federal Communications Commission on this docket
supporting and favoring the split
channels. Our Association hás long
This

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1

DISTORTION METER

Double Scale

Manager
Electrical Industry Sales

ON page 22 of the September,
1956, edition of ELECTRONICS it

1

FREED

CLAYTON DOREMIRE

DEAR SIRS:

-

y

a<

>

The same components can be re-

arranged in a bridge circuit (Fig.
1) to switch the cathode followers
on alternate half cycles but with
even less back voltage on the
triodes. The circuit grounds the
alternate triode plate so it cannot
go negative.
Also, only half the transformer
secondary voltage is needed, as
usual in bridge rectifiers.

.,.

fee.,ee
o. '

Editor's Note: Perhaps readers in
both fields can help.

Noise and Systems
DEAR SIRS:

I HAVE enjoyed the recent series
by W. R. Bennett on the various
aspects of noise, but Part V (p
148, July 1956, ELECTRONICS),
"Reducing Noise in Communications Systems," seems misleading.
The article is partisan to the
extent of omitting the limitations

USES
The Type 1410 Distortion Meter may be
used in Ike laboratory or in production
testing of
receivers, amplifiers
and
oscillators.
Frequency Range: 20 kc to

1

mc.

Input Impedance: 500,000 ohms shunted
by 70 mmfd. (plus capacity of input cable)
on all ranges but the 0.1 volt range. The
shunt capacity on this range is 800 mmfd.
Accuracy: Harmonic Distortion can be
measured accurately to 0.1%.
Sensitivity: Distortion levels of 0.1% can
be read accurately for a signal input as
low as 0.2 volts. Maximum input signal is
1000 volts rms.

Elimination Characteristics: Eliminates fundamental completely while attenuating
second harmonic approximately 3%0 -Send for

Complete Transformer
Catalogs

&

Instrument

FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC.

1722 Weirfietd St., Brooklyn (Ridgewood)) 27. N.Y.
Want more information? Use post rard on last page.
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FOR MARKING...
PLASTIC

GLASS

METAL

PAPER

CERAMIC
CARDBOARD

RUBBER

in such products os
Resistors, capacitors,
valves, tubes, labels,
sleeves, spark plugs, cartons, etc., etc.

THESE PRODUCTS
AND MANY OTHERS
OF ALMOST ANY

MATERIAL AND SHAPE
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and deficiencies of pcm while extolling its virtues. It also avoids
any unfavorable comparison of
pcm with other modulation systems.
It is interesting to compare a
pcm/a-m system with an f -m system having equal bandwidth, equal
peak r -f power and equal r -f signal
to noise ratio. Starting with the
pcm/a-m system: assume a seven digit binary code is used. The
seven digit code yields a pcm s/n
ratio of about 47 db. To assure,
perfect decoding of a pcm signal,

the instantaneous s/n ratio must
always exceed 6 db. Because of the
statistical relationship between
the rms and peak values of white
noise, an additional 12 db of signal is provided to override noise
peaks. Thus, an 18 -db rms r -f s/n
ratio is assumed.
Design Problem
To design a comparable f-m system, it is first necessary to determine the r -f bandwidth of the pcm
system. The maximum information frequency (f,) is sampled
2.5 times per cycle, and each
sample requires 7 digits (ignoring

any necessity for synchronization) .
To facilitate the decoding operation, harmonics of the digit repetition frequency also should be
passed through the system. Assume that the third harmonic is
required. Before the modulation is
applied to the transmitter, it contains frequency components up to
2.5x7x3x f, or 52.5 f,. Using
amplitude modulation, the r -f spectrum is twice this or 105 fm.
An equivalent bandwidth f -m
system will have an improvement
factor of 39 db (from a modulation index of 52). Assuming an
18 -db r -f s/n ratio for both the
pcm and f -m systems, the final
s/n ratio averages 57 db for f-m
compared with 47 db for pcm.
The required r -f bandwidth for
pcm, as in other pulse systems, is
not an absolute figure; therefore,
some argument could arise about
the correctness of the preceding
numbers and initial assumptions,
but the conclusion will remain:
f -m does a better job than pcm/a-m
under the stated conditions.
In defense of pcm, increasing
November, 7956
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the number of binary digits from
7 to 8 increases the pcm bandwidth
by a factor of only 8/7 but improves the s/n ratio by 6 db. A
similar increase' in f-m bandwidth
increases the f -m s/n ratio by only
1.16 db. Adding a ninth digit increases the pcm bandwidth another
6 db, but the corresponding f-m
s/n ratio improves by only 1.02 db.
This conforms with some statements by the author: "Frequency
modulation is not the most efficient
way of exchanging bandwidth for
signal-to-noise ratio. The ultimate
bargain is reached by pulse code
modulation. Instead of direct proportionality of rms signal-to-noise
ratio with bandwidth, pcm gives
an exponentially increasing improvement with bandwidth."
Although rate of trading bandwidth for s/n ratio is exponential
for pcm and linear for f -m, the
pcm signal will be inferior to f-m
if fewer than perhaps 8 or 9 digits
are used. It is true that adding
more digits to the pcm will improve the pcm s/n ratio much more
rapidly than an equivalent increase
in f -m bandwidth. Conversely, if
fewer digits are used, pcm becomes
rapidly worse than f -m.
Relay Problems
The r -f bandwidth at which pcm
becomes superior to f -m is of the
order of a hundred times the maximum frequency component (fm)

of the original information. Thus,
at extremely wide bandwidths pcm
can have, advantages over f -m and
other modulation systems. If a
:system designer could ignore the
complexity, size and cost of pcm
equipment and if several hundred
kilocycles of r -f spectrum were
available for a communications
quality speech channel (fm -3 kc),
then pcm might be the best answer.
If a signal is to be transferred
through many relay stations, pcm
has the much publicized advantage
that the signal may be regenerated
to its original coded form at each
relay station, and so only the
original quantitizingnoise degrades
the information at the final receiving station. However, even in some
systems where a signal is relayed
several times, other types of modulation will prove superior to pcm.
The system designer must make
'ELECTRONICS
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careful analysis of system requirements, equipment cost, carrier
power attainable, bandwidth available, antenna suitability, atmospheric vagaries and many other
factors; then, with the aid of the
gods, -he can achieve a reliable system having the desired s/n characteristics.
In summary: contrary to what
might be inferred from the article,
pcm simply isn't the panacea for
communication system noise prob-
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to the articles on noise
has been highly gratifying and I
would like to express my thanks to
you and others for taking the
trouble to write letters about the
subject. Differences of opinion are
healthy symptoms and discussions
of them should aid in better understanding of the problems.
I did not intend to claim unconditional superiority of pcm over
all other transmission systems in
combatting noise. Individual transmission problems require individual scrutiny and certainly there
are cases where f -m, for example,
RESPONSE

8031 N. Monticello Ave., Skokie, Illinois

EC>

Naval Air Missiles Test Center
Point Mugu, California
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is a more sensible choice. It is
difficult to make general statements in a brief article without

including a certain amount of
semantic noise which could lead to.
wrong conclusions.
The main advantage of pcm
over all other systems is that it can
exploit bandwidth to prevent accumulation of noise effects from.
successive repeaters in a long system. There are ranges of bandwidth and numbers of repeaters
for which f -m does well enough
and, in fact, may be better than
pcm for specific conditions and
requirements. But since noise does
disturb the frequency as well as
the amplitude of an r -f wave, some
noise must be accepted in the signal output circuit of the most ideal
f -m detector. Even small contributions can sum up to objectionable totals when the number of
sources is large. Increasing the
number of links in an f-m system
reduces the allowable noise contri November, 1956
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bution from each one and calls for
increments in power or bandwidth
in the individual links. At some
point depending on the economics
of the particular situation a
changeover to pcm becomes profitable. From there on more links
can be added without making the
requirements more stringent.
I do not have any serious objections to your analyses of specific
cases. You have been somewhat
extravagant in assigning bandwidth to pcm but this is a matter
of engineering judgment as to
choice between operating with detached wideband pulses versus
overlapping narrow band ones.
One comment I would like to
make is that the kind of bandwidth
needed for pcm is not at all the
same as the bandwidth needed for
f -m. The pcm band can be cluttered
with noise, interference, and waveform distortion to a considerably
greater extent than the f -m and
still be satisfactory for a long system. The choice then may be between a narrow band requiring
high precision and a wider band
with generous tolerances.
It is possible to cite examples in
which pcm, in spite of its wide band, is able to get a signal
through a medium for which a
narrow band method would fail.
Consider a pair of wires in a telephone cable. The attenuation is
proportional to length and to the
square root of the frequency. How
much bandwidth is there? Practically the bandwidth is unlimited
if you are willing to use short
segments separated by repeaters.
With an analog transmission system the maximum number of
repeaters is limited by the increasingly severe requirements which
must be placed on them and hence
the bandwidth is also limited. With
pcm, the number of repeaters can
be increased to the point where
the bandwidth of each section is
sufficient, while with analog this
might not be possible.
A monograph by C. B. Feldman
and myself deals with a number of
these problems in more detail.
There is no claim for an all-inclusive set of answers.
W. R. BENNETT
Bell Telephone Labs. Inc.
Murray Hill, New Jersey
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Locations: C-Camden, N.J. F-Cocoa Beaci, F a. H-Harrison, N.J. I-Clark, N.1. (periodic foreign assignments). L-Lancaster, Pa.
Mocrestown, N.J. N
New York, N.Y.
RCA Service Co. (Cherry Hill, R.J.; Alexandria, 4a.; Tucson, Ariz ; San Diego, Sacramento,
San Francisco, Calif., Foreign Assignments). V-Somerville, N.J. W-Waltham, Mass. X-Wes7 Los Angels, Calif. Y-Marion, Ind.

S-

Please send resume of education and experience, with location preferred, to

Mr. John R. Weld, iemployment Manager
Dept. A -15L Rad. Corporation of America
30 Roc:efellr Plaies, New York 20, N.Y.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
Copyright 1956 Radio Corporation of America
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TYPE OF DEGREE AND YEARS OF EXPERIENCE PREFERRED
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The Advertisements In this section Include all employment opportunitlee-oxecutive, management, technical, selling, office, skilled, manual, etc.

Civil Service Opportunities
Selling Opportunities Wanted
Selling Opportunities Offered

Positions Vacant
Positions Wanted
Part Time Work

---RATES---

DISPLAYED

The advertising rate is $25.25 (effective Jan. 1957) per inch for
all advertising appearing on other than a contract basis. Frequency rates quoted on request.
An advertising Inch Is measured W' vertically on a column
3 columns -30 inches to a page.
Subject to Agency Commission.

-

Send NEW ADS or inquiries to Classified Advertising

Employment Agencies
Employment Services
Labor Bureaus

Division of ELECTRONICS,

P.

UNDISPLAYED

$2.40 (effective Jan. 1957) per line, minimum 3 lines. To figure
advance payment count 5 average words as a line.
Box Numbers-counts as 1 line.
Position Wanted ads are /a of above rate.
Discount of 10% 1f full payment is made in advance for 4 con-

secutive insertions.
Not subject to Agency Commission.

O. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y.,

for December issue closing November

1st.

Research Opportunities

at Battelle Institute
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,
MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS,

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS,

PHYSICISTS, and MATHEMATICIANS
interested in RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
are urged to investigate the employment
possibilities at BATTELLE.
Professional assignments offer outstanding
growth possibilities in the field of electronics and engineering in general.

AERONAUTICAL

Technical Educational Program furnishes the opportunity to secure an advanced degree at no expense to the
technologist.
The

The Benefit Program provides four weeks'

vacation after only five years' employment.
Provides MIDWEST Opportunities for
Experienced Engineers

FOR DESCRIPTIVE MATERIAL AND TECHNICAL APPLICATION FORM, WRITE TO:

In South Bend, hundreds of professional people
have found a community adequately satisfying
for o highly educated way of life. Notre Dome
Is an excellent center for technical, graduate
study, os well as affording cultural opportunities.

Mr. Russell

S.

Drum

Reliability Engineering Research
BATTELLE INSTITUTE

Columbus, Ohio

Immediate openings available in research, design,
test and development:

AIRCRAFT JET FUEL SYSTEMS

AIRCRAFT

LANDING GEAR

AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS

Electra -Mechanical Design
Magnetic Amplifiers
Nucleor Control Applications
Rocket Circuitry
Servo -Mechanisms
Systems Evaluation
Thermo -dynamics
Transistorication
Vibration Analysis
Computer Applications
Heat Transfer
Stress Analysis
Structure
Systems and Component Design or
Testing

Conventional Brakes
Hydraulic Systems
Mechanical Design and Test
Power Broke Research
Power Steering

If you are interested in any of these engineering
projects, send a summary of education and experience to:
Technical Employment,
Department C-4
BENDIX PRODUCTS DIVISION OF
BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
401 Bendix Drive
South Bend, Indiana

Electronic Electrical
ENGINEERS
Permanent positions are available at all
levels of experience in the Communication
and Radio Frequency Section of a large
Midwestern research and development organization. We need qualified personnel
to work in.

Electronic Countermeasures
Microwaves
Radio and Radar
Antennas and Propagation
Communications Systems
Here is an excellent opportunity to join
the staff of a progressive, growing organization; work on challenging and diversified research programs; receive liberal
educational benefits; and enjoy optimum
professional associations along with new

air-conditioned facilities.
J. A.

Metzger

ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION
of Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago 16, Illinois

10 West 35th St.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES ALSO

AVAILABLE IN TUCSON, ARIZONA

November, 1956
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DESIGN
ENGINEERS

Come to

New England...
And Continue

to Work on
ICBM

-

TALOS

MISSILEMASTER

Nostalgic for New England now

that Autumn's there? You can
come home and still utilize
your special skills.
The Electronics Division of
American Machine & Foundry

Company, Boston, now engaged
in missile systems programs,

affords exceptional
opportunities for Design
Engineers who desire the
exhilarating New England way
of life at salaries enabling
you to enjoy four season
recreation, outstanding
educational environment,

-

attractive homes, friendly
communities.
LONG RANGE ASSIGNMENTS
FOR CIRCUIT

DESIGN

ENGINEERS

Experienced in Wave Forming
and Timing, Microwave, Relay
Switching, Digital Data
Processing, Transistors and
Servos

AMF offers extensive
benefits including
temporary housing
allowance, liberal
relocation assistance and
tuition reimbursement
plan for advanced study.
Please send complete
resume to:
Mr. John E. Meade

Director of Engineering
ELECTRONICS DIVISION

American Machine
& Foundry Company

We have present openings for experienced Electronic Engineers
in the design and development of ground radar systems, airborne transmitters and receivers and in the electrical systems
of guided missile fuzes.
We also have a need for Mechanical, Aeronautical and Structural Engineers of the same experience levels in the design of
servomechanisms, the design of large, light -weight structures
of the airframe variety and the design and layout of electronic
and elecrromechanical chassis and packages.
In the computer field, we have a need for Physicists and
Mathematicians for the programming and solution of engineering problems utilizing analog computers and IBM equipment. Experience in the development of new applications and
techniques for digital and analog computers combinations is
also desirable. Attractive openings also available for Packaging
Engineers, Technical Writers and Illustrators.
CROSLEY'S continued and extraordinary success in the sphere
of government electronics, has placed the name of CROSLEY
as one of the forerunners in this ever-expanding field. Our
present and anticipated demands call for additional engineering personnel at all levels. CROSLEY offers you a partnership
in its continued expansion program-"A Partnership in

Opportunity."
CROSLEY has numerous company benefits including a group
insurance and retirement plan, subsidized educational program,
periodic merit reviews and up to three weeks paid vacation
after five years. We would also pay relocation expenses including moving expenses, reporting to work pay, family transportation and a generous subsistence allowance.

Please send your
resume to
Director of
Engineering
Dept. T-17

Cros/ey DIVISION
¡-y

1085 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass.

IJO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
2630 Glendale -Milford Road
Evendale, Cincinnati 15, Ohio

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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Which direction
are you going?
The Boston Area has everything
Fine Suburban Living
Exceptional educational and
cultural facilities
Nearby famous winter sports and
summer resort areas, andOpportunity to Travel the Road to Success with RAYTHEON in the fields of
AIRCRAFT NAVIGATIONAL AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS, and GUIDED
MISSILES.

As one of the largest, fastest growing and most progressive Electronics Companies in New England RAYTHEON can offer-numerous advancement
possibilities, interesting professional challenges, tuition support plan for engineering courses, regular salary review, adequate supporting technical personnel,

large company advantages, including Life and Health Insurance, paid vacations,
and other employee benefits.
We are interested in ENGINEERS for:

MECHANICAL DESIGN
ANALOG COMPUTERS
MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
AERODYNAMICS
MECHANICAL PROCESS
TUBE APPLICATIONS
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS
CIRCUIT DESIGN
ELECTRONIC RELIABILITY &
TEST EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC PRODUCT DESIGN
RADAR SYSTEMS

M1.5.5/LE
SYSTEMS

Call or send resume to
G. P. O'Neil
CRestview 4-7100, Ext. 224

O/V/5/ON

BEDFORD, MASS.
November,
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IDEAL ENGINEERING "CLIMATE"
The many advanced aircraft and missile programs
at Convair San Diego today include:: The F -102A
Supersonic Interceptor. The Atlas Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile, Th_e Metropolitan 440 Airliner,
the new Convair 880 Jet-Liner, and a far-reaching
study of Nuclear Aircraft.
Within these vital, highly -diversified Convair
projects in beautiful San Diego, California, engineers find the perfect "climate" for a challenging
and rewarding engineering career. You will find
Convair salaries, computor and test facilities,
engineering policies, educational opportunities

and personal working advantages the most desirable in the industry.
What's more, you and your family will almost
certainly enjoy a new, exciting, happier way of
life here
where the weather year 'round is
unsurpassed.
For a significant engineering career in the
engineering "climate" you seek, we invite you to
forward a full resume today. Write H. T. Brooks,
Engineering Personnel, Dept. 923.
Generous travel and moving allowances to
engineers.
.

C O N VA
Ce

A

DIVISION

OF

3302 PACIFIC HIGHWAY
ELECTRONICS

- November,

.

.

1 RGD

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
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THIS

SERVO

IS THE KIND OF

ENGINEERING
HELP
WE NEED!

Opportunities for project engineers, technical
specialists, and design
and analytical personnel on high speed aircraft, missiles, and the
EARTH SATELLITE.

and

CONTROLS
ENGINEERS

Opportunities are available in the following fields:

l

Electronic Engineering in

telemetering,
guidance, ra-

SERVO ANALYSIS
ANALOG COMPUTERS
AUTO PILOT DESIGN & ANALYSIS
INERTIAL NAVIGATION
SATELLITE CONTROLS

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS
AUTOMATIC PROCESS CONTROLS

dar and parti-

cularly circuit
designing.

Contact Professional Employment Office

MARTIN
BALTIMORE 3, MARYLAND
Hydraulic and

Servo

Engi-

neering in control and autopilots.

LIAISON ENGINEER
FOR WEAPONS SYSTEMS
to

$12,000
Mechanical

gineering
packaging

General Electric's Light Military Electronic Equipment Department is organizing a team of systems evaluation engineers to
support a weapons system evaluation program. The team will
synthesize weapons systems and consult with design groups.

En-

in
and

structures.

The following areas of knowledge and experience will be important in the evaluation of a prospective employee's capabilities:
Engineering or Physics degree.
Advanced degree in mathematics, engineering or physics.
Operational experience with weapons systems, aircraft or airborne electronic
equipment.
Responsible participation in activities for planning, development, procurement,
test and evaluation of weapon systems equipment.
Experience in planned advanced development study and proposal activities
of military airframe and electronic producers.

Please write us
or mail coupon for

full information.

W. C. Walker, Engineering Employment Mgr.

Pacific Division, Bendix Aviation Corp.
11608 Sherman Way, North Hollywood, Calif.
I
I
I

field_

am interested in this engineering
am a graduate engineer with
degree.
am not a graduate engineer but have
_

years experience.
Name

Reply in confidence to:
Mr. John Sternberg, Dept. 843
LIGHT MILITARY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DEPT.

GENERAL

Address

ELECTRIC

French Road, I'tica, N. Y.

City
Zone

This position is in Utica, N. Y., a cosmopolitan city
near the Adirondack resort area.

State

November, 1956
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and how about your tomorrow ?
You're a creative engineer. Today you are practicing your professional specialty in one of the many phases of modern aviation.
Because you have faith in your ideas and your ability to make them
work, you welcome the challenge of helping transform them into
realities that will pay off.

But possibly you find that, all too often, the burden of nonprofessional tasks consumes a great part of your creative time.
Perhaps you seek a place where you can contribute your technical
abilities to vital aviation problems-a place where you can see your
ideas really put to work.
Well, this may be the opportunity you have been waiting for.
Because of our continued growth and increased diversification, we
must expand our creative engineering staffs at both Akron, Ohio,
and Litchfield Park, Arizona. Here at Goodyear Aircraft, you will
find unlimited opportunity for professional development in nearly
every phase of aviation. Here you will find the stimulation of creative challenge and the satisfaction of realistic accomplishment.

As a Goodyear Aircraft engineer you will come to know that here
your every idea has a chance. And, to help you prove them, you
will have at your disposal the most modern facilities available,
including one of the largest computer laboratories in the world.
For we have long known that the freedom of creative thought and
expression enjoyed by our engineers is a major factor in maintaining the position of Goodyear Aircraft among the leaders in aviation.
You will find salaries and benefits liberal. And as an example of our
vital interest in technology, a company -paid tuition program lead-

ing to advanced degrees has been established at nearby colleges.

For further information on your career opportunities at Goodyear
Aircraft, write: Mr. C. G. Jones, Personnel Department, Goodyear
Aircraft Corporation, Akron 15, Ohio.

They're doing big things at

GOOD
T H E
ELECTRONICS

-

T E A M

TO

T

AIRCRAFT
EAR
AERONAUTICS
WITH
E

A M

November, 1956
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What is

INERTIAL

nAumATion?
...what principles recommend this

system for flight guidance beyond
the earth's orbit?
- can such a system withstand
the shock of extreme environmental

conditions?
...does it require previous
reconnaissance or radiate signals
for enemy detection?

You are invited to send for
"AN ANSWER

RE: GUIDANCE"
containing S technical papers discussing these and other questions
relating to Inertial Navigation.

Just mail the coupon for your
copy... still better, learn
about this significant new
field at first hand
To create a missile guidance system that will reach its target unerringly, requiring no terrestrial
source of energy, no earthbound
direction, involves creative engineering of the highest order. A
degree of precision, hitherto unattempted, must also be attained
in the essential "hardware."
This is an opportunity which gen-

"I chose Stromberg -Carlson
for opportunity...
maybe you should, too"
Stromberg -Carlson offered me and my family so
much more than a good salary, plus bonus and
a flock of fringe benefits, that I couldn't say
anything but "When do I start?"
There's the Company itself-sixteen times bigger today than in 1940-and now a division of
the headline -making General Dynamics Corporation. One look at its Electronic Engineering
alone convinced me that here is probably the
"hottest" electronics industry in America today.
Of course, there's Rochester, and its surroundings. Right in the heart of the Finger Lakes;
only four hours from the Adirondacks. Home of
the Eastman School of Music and Eastman Theatre; of world-famous parks; of no less than thirteen golf courses; of schools and shopping centers unrivalled in the East; of scientific industries whose engineers turn up as your next-door
neighbors.
But above all there's opportunity. As the chap
who hired me put it, "This is the spot for men
who are either stymied in a little company, or
buried in a giant." Opportunity, that's it-no
limits to individual initiative and accomplishment-and with all that expansion there sure is
going to be a lot of promoting! Brother, here's
a place where I can develop! Why not check my
conclusions? Start with a brief note to

R.

W.

uinely deserves the over -used
adjective "unique"-on a major
pioneering program with a company known for its engineering
excellence.

Countermeasures

Intmediate openings for Senior
Engineers, Engineers and Associate Engineers experienced in:

Data Systems

Digital Techniques
Electro -Mechanical Design

Infrared
Laboratory and Test
Engineering

SYSTEMS EVALUATION
GYROSCOPICS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
ACCELEROMETERS
TELEMETRY
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

RELIABILITY
STANDARDS
STABILIZING DEVICES
SERVOMECHANISMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS
DATA REDUCTION & ANALYSIS
TRANSFORMERS
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Microwave Circuits

Navigational Systems
Radar

Transistor Engineering
Communication Systems

Please forward confidential resume. No reference contact without
your permission.
Moving allowances arranged

Missile Guidance Systems
Systems Test Equipment
Division American Bosch
Arma Corporation
Technical Personnel
Dept. 674
Roosevelt Field
Garden City, L. I., N.Y.

Writers-Technical
Components and

Specifications

Gentlemen:
Please send me a copy of
"AN ANSWER RE: GUIDANCE."

Holmes, Electronic Engineering

NAMF

STROMBERG-CARLSON COMPANY S -C
CORPORATION
A

DIVISION

OF

DYNAMICS

GENERAL

2

rafit

Carlson Road, Rochester 3, N.Y.

44FP
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SYMBOL /

OF AN ENGINEER'S

FUTURE...

RCA offers the opportunity for you to apply your engineering talents to its
Missile Test Project at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida-"Launching Site
of the Satellite."
Here at the world's largest missile testing laboratory, extending from Florida
far across the South Atlantic, you can enjoy professional status with the recognized leader in electronics. Unprecedented growth opportunities are offered
in various phases of data acquisition, transmission and processing, including

Radar-Communications-Optics-Computers-Timing-Telemetry.
At RCA's Missile Test Project you will enjoy professional advancement
combined with famous Florida living. You and your family will appreciate
the ideal climate on Florida's Central East Coast which allows year 'round
outdoor activities.

For complete information
about this new and
challenging field, write to:

Mr. Wm. T. A. Baxter,
Personnel Manager, Dept. N -10L
RCA Service Company, Inc.
Missile Test Project
P. 0. Box 1226
Melbourne, Florida

Let MTP become a symbol of your future!

MISSILE TEST PROJECT

MELBOURNE, FLORIDA
Tmk.'D

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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ENGINEERS

-,,

Electronic
Systems
Specialists

\

PARTS

(Reliability)

1

SYLVANIA'S
rapid growth is almost twice that of
the electronics industry
as a whole... think what this
can mean to you in opportunity and
rapid advancement. And Sylvania helps
underwrite your advanced studies in

AT BUFFALO:

LABORATORY

E. F. Culverhouse
175 Great Arrow Ave.
Buffalo 7, N. Y.
Your inquiries
will be answered

within

2 weeks.

Qualified men will become a vital
part of a Reliability Group.

-

GM
INERTIAL GUIDANCE

ELECTRONICS DIV.,
Milwaukee 2, Wis.

AT WALTHAM:

4.

What are the statistical
factors to be considered in
calculating the detection
probability of a search
radar?

5. What is

the effect of atmosphere turbulence on high

gain antenna performance?

6.

How is the sidelobe level
of a radar antenna effected
by random perturbations of
phase and amplitude over
the aperture?

7.

How does the AGC
bandwidth effect the accuracy of angle -tracking?

If you believe that you can assist us in the
solving of these problems, please write:
BUFFALO

degree with design experience and/or application experience. Job will be to recommend types of parts to be used
and how these parts shall be used.
ME or EE

SYSTEM PROGRAM

leading universities in both locations
...because we want you to assume
greater responsibility and leadership.
Here are some typical problems being
solved by Sylvania engineers and physicists in our Buffalo, N. Y. and Waltham, Mass. laboratories.

1. How do you design 10 similar microsecond timing circuits whose delay times can be varied over a range
of 100 times by analog control voltage maintaining a tracking accuracy of ±0.1% in an environment of
-65°C to +125°C at sea level to
100,000 feet?
2. If you know which bits of a code
group are in error, can you modify
the hamming code to use these data
to provide maximum information
capacity in a noisy channel?
3. Can you design a crystal mixer
to operate with latest production
type crystals and having a noise figure less than 12db above KTB operating in the "S" -band?

APPLICATION

WALTHAM

Enjoy Challenging Opportunities in the
most versatile Laboratories in the country.
Work with the top men in the field and
with the finest test, research and development facilities. We are in the process of a
Major, Permanent, Expansion Program.
New Plant facilities being added in suburban Milwaukee area.
To aid you in your professional advancement AC will provide financial assistance
toward your Master's degree. A Graduate
Program is available evenings at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
GM's Electronics Division aggressive position in the field of manufacture and GM's
long-standing policy of decentralization
creates individual opportunity and recognition for each Engineer hired.

Recent EE,ME

Graduate Inquiries
Also Invited
Milwaukee offers ideal family living in a
progressive neighborly community in cool,
southern Wisconsin where swimming, boating, big league baseball and every shopping
and cultural advantage is yours for the
taking.
To arrange personal, confidential interview
in your locality send full facts about yourself today to
Mr. John F. Heffinger
Supervisor of Salaried Personnel

'A.

LABORATORIES

Erling Mostue
100

First Ave.

Waltham, Mass.

SYLVANIA Vt

Electronics Div.
General Motors Corp.
Milwaukee 2, Wis.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC

November, 1956
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- ready for action !
potent defense
weapons now in use by our Navy

ONE OF THE MOST

is a

supersonic, rocket -propelled,

guided -missile called the "Terrier".
Well named, the job of this electronically -controlled "watchdog" is to
track down an enemy and put him out
of action before he can strike.

Working in close cooperation with
the Armed Services on this guided missile, Philco research, engineering
and production have made important
contributions to its development. This
has been particularly true in connection with the proximity fuse, the
mechanism which extends the effective
target range and enables the "Terrier"
to demolish an aircraft the moment it
gets in the vicinity of the marauder.
From the first sketch to the final,
super -accurate mechanism, Philco pioneered and completed this assignment
in cooperation with the Navy. Philco's
world famous scientific knowledge and
skill is a continuing factor in the development of tomorrow's defense for
your protection ... tomorrow's quality
products for better peacetime living
throughout the world.

U.S.S. Boston, the Navy's first guided -missile ship
with its "Terrier" ready for action, as it was

commissioned at the Philadelphia Navy Yard.

PH ILCO is

Currently Engaged in Long Range Industrial and Diverse Military Engineering Fields

Guided Missiles Radar TRANSAC Digital Computers Underwater Ordnance Bombing and Fire
Control Systems
Servo -Mechanisms
Microwave Communication Systems
Infra -Red Devices
Transistor Circuit Application
Multiplex Equipment
Television Relay Systems
Industrial TV
Color Broadcast Equipment Forward Scatter Communications Fire Control Systems REDAP

Philco offers a wealth of career opportunities for qualified engineers

PH I LCO

CORPORATION!

(<4

Government and Industrial Division, Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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ARIZONA
Famous for its Climate
and for Western Living

GOODYEAR

AIRCRAFT
MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS
Continually expanding programs at Northrop Aircraft are creating new opportunities for mechanical engineers in the following areas: launching
and landing gear design, hydraulics and pneumatics, control systems, and equipment.
You'll enjoy the fine spirit of cooperation at
Northrop. The new multi -million-dollar engineering and science center, now nearing completion,
will be a great place to work in, both as to its
modern architectural design and newest scientific
installations. You'll be associated with a top engineering team on such notable projects as Northrop's new supersonic trainer airplane, Snark
SM -62 intercontinental missile, and other advanced aircraft and missile programs.
You'll be given constantly fresh, challenging
assignments. Remuneration will be substantial,
with many benefits that are unexcelled in the entire industry-health and life insurance, college
educational reimbursement plan, regular vacations plus extra year-end vacations with pay, and
a generous retirement plan.
At Northrop, the progress of personnel is important. Initiative and ability are recognized and
encouraged, and full opportunity is given to present and discuss ideas.
You will find the career opportunity you are
seeking at Northrop, pioneer in the design and
production of all weather and pilotless aircraft. If
you qualify for one of these attractive positions,
contact the Manager of Engineering Industrial
Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., ORegon 8-9111,
Extension 1893, or write to: 1015 East Broadway,
Department 4600- T Hawthorne, California.

CORPORATION
ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
Arizona Division
Litchfield Park, Arizona
Modern schools.
Outdoor recreation
the year 'round.

This modern laboratory is the Western
Division of the well -established Aero physics Department of the Goodyear Aircraft Corporation of Akron, Ohio.

A Subsidiary of the
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO

Openings are available for experienced
personnel and recent college graduates.
Complete Missile and Electronic Systems
Microwaves,

Servomechanisms,

Radars and Stabilized Antennas

Transistor Application,
Electronic Packaging,
Electronic Ground
Support Equipment

Long range research and
development projects.

University of Arizona graduate studies
available under the Goodyear Fellowship
Program, or company financed evening
courses.

WESTERN LIVING AT ITS BEST
"IN THE VALLEY OF THE SUN"

Modern Inexpensive Housing

NORTHROP

Send resume to:

A.

E.

Manning

Engineering and Scientific Personnel

NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC., HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA
Producers of Scorpion F-89 Interceptors and Snark SM -62 Intercontinental Missiles

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT
LITCHFIELD PARK

PHOENIX, ARIZONA
Similar opportunities available in our
Akron, Ohio Laboratory
446
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\//
CHALLENGING
OPPORTUNITIES
IN

Inertial Systems
Avionics
Missile Guidance
Computers
Jet Engine Fuel Controls

WITH

® THE ELECTRONICS

DIVISION OF

ALL GRADUATE ENGINEERS are offered permanent job

opportunities. We extend a cordial invitation to every deserving Engineer and Designer
to write us their wants. We may be able to supply the square hole for the square peg!
YOUR FUTURE depends on your making the right connection with the right firm as
quickly as possible.
The men hired will enjoy working with some of the top men in the field and with the
finest test, research and development facilities. GM's long-standing policy of decentralization creates individual opportunity and recognition.
Why not send

us

full facts about your education, work background, etc.

We will do all we can to treat your application with the fullest confidence.

AC SPARK PLUG

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
MILWAUKEE 2, WIS.
ELECTRONICS

- November,

FLINT 2, MICH.
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ENGINEERING
UNLIMITED
...an established concept at
Convair-Pomona where your
opportunities in the career of your
choice are virtually unlimited. Work
in the finest engineering facility in the
country at America's first exclusive
Guided Missile plant. Ultra -modern
surroundings, completely air-conditioned,
in beautiful Pomona only minutes from
Los Angeles, the mountains, the seashore
or desert recreation. Here is country
living near the city at its best:
Excellent opportunities
available now in:
ELECTRONICS
DYNAMICS
AERODYNAMICS
THERMODYNAMICS
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
HYDRAULICS
MECHANICAL DESIGN
LABORATORY TEST ENGINEERING

Generous travel allowance
to Engineers who are accepted.
Write now enclosing
a complete resume to:
Employment
Dept. 3-G

,:x"::--

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT
Expansion of our engineering department
requires electronic engineers with radar,
servo, sonar or transistor circuit experience.
Excellent opportunity for advancement with
top -calibre associates. New modern plant
in the suburbs with ideal laboratory facilities and well -trained technical assistants.

Other Opportunities in the
following areas:

TECHNICAL WRITERS

DRAFTING

Electrical Layout

DETAILING

Electrical

-

Mechanical

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Must have EE degree or equivalent, with
3-5 years experience in one of the following:

----

Flight Simulators
Analog Computers
Radar & Sonar Trainers
Radar Guidance & Fire Control Systems
Redesign, Modification & Testing of
Radar & Electronic Systems
Electronic Installation & Maintenance
Coil & Transformer Design
Packaged Power Supplies
Other Openings For:

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT DESIGNERS
COMPUTER DESIGNERS

FIELD ENGINEERS
()

Must have E.E. degree or equivalent with
5-10 yrs. experience.

*Positions located throughout USA

LOCATION:
On U. S. Highway 22, thirty miles (45 minutes) from New York City.

ENVIRONMENT:
One of the finest plants of its kind
spacious, modern, air-conditioned.
Conducive to bringing out the best of your

abilitiesl

ABOUT THE COMPANY:
Organized in 1945. Engaged in research,
design and development for the Armed
Services.

ITS BENEFITS:
Paid Vacations
Education & Tuition Assistance
Other Group
Insurances

Pension Plan

Group Life
Insurance
Paid Holidays
Paid Sick Leave

Interviews in Your
Community by Appointment
Send complete resume, write or call

personnel director.

R
CONVAI
OFGD
A DIVISION

GENERAL DYNAMICS
CORPORATION

POMONA

6

STAVID
ENGINEERING

P

CALIFORNIA

Incorporated
U. S. Highway 22
watchuag. P. O.
Plainfield. N. I.
Plainfield 7-1800

:::;..

..

:.,.x.;>sy:x:<;srYr

November, 1956
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ELECTRONICS
AT CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY
ACCA is our project name for Automatic Carrier
Controlled Approach. It started six years ago when
the Bureau of Ships asked C. A. L. to make a feasibility study of automatic, all-weather control of aircraft in return -to -carrier operations.
Over these years, by combining our manpower resources in electronics with knowledge in such fields
as control theory, computers, meteorology, aerodynamics, statistical analysis and information theory,
we have continued to assist in making major decisions on the techniques and equipment involved.
Théoretical and analytical studies have been supplemented by key experiments conducted in the Laboratory, in the air, and on the high seas.
The electronic prediction of a ship's movements
and the subsequent use of these predictions in the
total physical system could well be termed "electronics...plus"! It is typical of the intensely interesting
opportunities at C.A.L. for men capable of mentally
moving forward the frontiers of scientific knowledge.

o
ELECTRONICS

CORNELL AERONAUTICAL
LABORATORY, INC.
OF CORNELL

- November,

The story of Cornell's 160 current projects
and those preceding them is contained in a 68
page report, "A Decade of Research." Whether
you are interested in C.A.L. as a place to work
or as a place to watch, you will find "A Decade
of Research" both useful and pertinent. Mail
the coupon now for your free copy.

Mr. W. L. Diefenbach

CORNELL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, INC.
Buffalo 21, New York
Please send me "A Decade of Research."
Name

Street
City

UNIVERSITY

1956

Zone

State

Please include employment Information
449
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electronic engineers
SENIOR and JUNIOR

Continued Expansion
Opens Up New Opportunities with
YOUR ENVIRONMENT?

Greenwich, Connecticut

s

Excellent positions are available with the General Engineering Laboratories of American Machine & Foundry
Company, a recognized leader in the design, development and manufacture of atomic, electronic and mechanical equipment for the consumer, industry and de-

s

fense.

If you qualify in any of the fields listed below, investigate these opportunities now:
High power radar system development
Tropospheric scatter systems
Microwave theory & component design
Electronic packaging
Missile control and handling systems
Antenna design
Electronic countermeasures
Telemetering
Data handling
Circuit theory
Navigation systems
Instruments
Good opportunities for advancement through advanced
education on the premises as well as at nearby graduate schools in addition to a liberal tuition reimbursement plan, excellent employee benefits and an ideal
location in Connecticut, surrounded by fine suburban
communities. Relocation expenses paid.

Investigate the Environment created
at AC for its Advanced Development
Programs on Missile Guidance and
Aircraft Fire Control Systems.

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL
LABORATORY
is one of the most Versatile Laboratories in the country and is in the
process of a Major, Permanent Expansion.

Men hired will enjoy working with
the finest of test equipment and facilities, together with top men of the field.
We are currently engaged in the following Types of Test Activities:
VIBRATION TESTING
COMPLEX WAVE ANALYSIS
LOW TEMPERATURE-ALTITUDE

HIGH TEMPERATURE

RELIABILITY EVALUATION
Advanced electronic
equipment recently
designed by AMR

s

INSTRUMENTATION

Write Mr. J. Heffinger,
Supervisor of Salaried Personnel
Please send your resume to Mr. J. F. Weigandt
OR for additional technical information,
contact Mr. D. R. Barker or Mr. H. R. Holloway
NOrmandy 1-7400
s

General Engineering Laboratories

e

American Machine & Foundry Company
Fawcett Bldg.

Fawcett Place

Greenwich, Connecticut

THE

ELECTRONICS

DIVISION
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
MILWAUKEE 2, WIS.

November, 1956
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GETTING

NOWHERE ?
RAYTHEON
FIELD ENGINEERING
HAS A FUTURE!
Ready to go ahead? Field engineering at Raytheon is an open
door to advancement. We recognize ability just as quickly as seniority. Many of our executives
were formerly field engineers. And

Raytheon's Field Engineering
Section is continually expanding
to meet the need for laboratory
and field support of new electronic
equipment.

Engineers with suitable experience are assigned highly responsible project engineering positions.
In this capacity they provide liaison with company engineering
laboratories and our military and
industrial customers.
Our primary interest is in men
who have field experience and a
degree in Electrical Engineering.
However, an extensive electronics
background, which includes applicable missile, radar or sonar
experience, will be given full consideration. We also have a few positions for men familiar with mechanical and hydraulic technics.
Your future at Raytheon includes

attractive salaries

- regularly

reviewed for merit increases; assistance in relocating; life and

accident insurance; company sponsored educational opportunities-other benefits and allowances. Write to E. K. Doherr for
information.
Excellence in Electronics

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Government Service Department
100 River Street. Waltham 54. Massachusetts
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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amaaagemaaaaaa

Needed Now...

Engineering Talent

NO

in
R

PRYSICISTS,

Electronics
Physics
In

Mechanics

ENGINEERS
You

NEEDED:ir!3:c7k,5::

e3z93BM3MME3

;t

to Vt)ar

A short 61 years ago, there were those
who claimed that the great work had all
that no new discoveries
been done
of major importance were likely to be

Fu#dIC,..

...

made in the future. At that very time,

however, Professor Wilhelm Roentgen
had begun a series of experiments destined to reveal a force of nature that
would revolutionize medicine and technology and become an instrument for
deeper probing of the structure of mat-

ter-the

X -Ray.

apply today! Farnsworth
and electronics
physicists
wants
qualified
and
needs
and
production on
development
research,
for
engineers
ideas even more revolutionary than Roentgen's: Missile
guidance, control and test equipment systems, microwaves, radar and countermeasures, infra -red systems,
industrial electronics, antennas, transistor and pulse
circuitry and packaging.
If you feel lost in a labyrinth of detail and routine ...
you'll find
want a challenge as well as a change

The 1895 cry certainly doesn't

...

ENOUGH HERE TO CHALLENGE
A HUNDRED ROENTGENS!

sj;leAta
rE

. _ain
O.

,o. o.

Address Technical Employment Director
FARNSWORTH ELECTRONICS COMPANY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

A Division of

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

agazazazaaaamexama

to investigate the opportunity of a
career with Industrial Research Laboratories in suburban Baltimore. Live and
work in an atmosphere which encourages
high level engineering, associate with
top-notch engineers and, with them, develop yourself by being in contact with
an entire project, not just a segment of
a project.
Industrial Research Laboratories is
large enough to become involved with
varied and interesting defense projects
as well as commercial undertakings, yet
small enough to insure individual recognition.
The company has a liberal approach
to paid vacations, sick leaves, incentive
plans and other employee benefits.
Our production and earning curves
have been on the upswing constantly,
since our inception, and we have never
discharged or furloughed an employee
due to lack of work.
You owe it to your future to ally
yourself with this firm with a future.
Write:
.

.

INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH
LABORATORIES
Diu. of Aeronca Manufacturing Corp.

Hilltop & Frederick Rds.
Baltimore 28, Maryland
Dept.

A-11

November, 1956
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Consider Me significance

of your profession/
The shape of things to come is being designed by electronic
engineers of professional stature, the exceptional engineers
who-by education and experience-are qualified to fulfill
an important destiny. Such men are needed at Bendix Radio
to do research and development on the most advanced
electronic systems in both military and commercial fields.

Nowhere are the professional aspects of the
engineer's career held in higher regard than they are at
Bendix Radio!
At Bendix you will be given the opportunity
for important accomplishment while working on the most
advanced electronic systems. These include:
MISSILE GUIDANCE & TRACKING SYSTEMS

RADAR WARNING SYSTEMS
MILITARY ELECTRONICS
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
AIRBORNE ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
At Bendix Radio, the importance of your career
opportunity for rapid
professional growth while working with leading engineers
who are pioneers in their fields. You are hacked up by
skilled sub -professional people and kept well-informed as
to the status of company work and project developments.
You work in a modern plant with the latest equipment and
will receive an excellent salary, periodic merit reviews and
complete company benefits, including assistance in graduate education.
The attitude, the way of life and the vision of
the future is designed for the man of professional stature
at Bendix Radio. We invite you to take up this way of life
in our beautiful residential area and look upward toward
is fully recognized. You are given the

a

bright future.

Drop us a postal card,
briefly stating your education
and experience. We'll act fast
.. and confidentially!
Address: Employment Supervisor, Dept. J

"77mofje
DIVISION OF BENDIX AVIATION CORP., BALTIMORE 4, MD.

7i'ad/27
ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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engineers/physicists...

the
electronics
engineer

who can

WRITE
is one of our favorite people

here are the world's largest semiconductor single crystals

-

Produced by Texas Instruments another notable "first" for this
26 -year -old electronics and geophysics firm whose products and
services now total $40 million annually. The many pioneering projects now under way at TI offer electrical, mechanical, and industrial
engineers wide and interesting choices of work ... in the design,
development, and manufacture of:
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

ELECTRONIC AND

AND OTHER COMPONENTS*

MECHANICAL

transistors
transistor circuits
diodes
rectifiers
transformers
resistors
panel meters
test equipment

radar

ELECTRO-

APPARATUSt

sonar

infrared
navigation
magnetics
telemetering
communications
computers

You are invited to join one of these expanding programs at Texas
Instruments where recognition of individual achievement has
contributed to its tenfold growth in the last ten years. Advanced
personnel policies include company -sponsored educational assistance, profit sharing, insurance and pension plans.
The TI plánt is within Dallas, yet away from downtown traffic
... within 5 minutes of fine residential areas, churches, and public
and private schools. Your home will be within 15 minutes of yeararound recreational, amusement, and cultural facilities.

-

*Address SEMICONDUCTOR-COMPONENTS
replies to:

Mr. William

C.

tAddress APPARATUS replies to:

Mr. Robert

E.

Houston

Spoiler

..

of them, let us tell
. if you're one
you about the opportunities for publications engineers at Collins

...

in the fields of

..

Microwave Relay
Navigation Systems
Communication Systems

Right Control

SSB Systems

Computers
Amateur Equipment

Radio Astronomy

Radar Systems
Guided Missiles

Collins offers you top salary, rapid advancement, company benefits, liberal moving expense
allowance. Electrical Engineers or Physicists
are desired. Actual writing experience is not
U.S.A. citizenship is.
necessary

...

INSTRUMENTS
TEXAS
INCORPORATED
Jig

6000 LEMMON AVENUE

DALLAS

9,

TEXAS

Send resume to: Industrial Relations Director

Collins Radio Company
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
1930 Hi-Line Drive, Dallas 2, Texas
2700 W. Olive Ave., Burbank, Calif.

November,
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ENGINEERS
9t
BURROUGHS

Wa you ,Cook at

Is A FOOD Place

To

Work!

From the inside or the outside, you'll like what
you see at the new and modern Burroughs
Research Center in Paoli, Pa. In any one of
our four spacious laboratories, in our fine technical library, or in our beautiful low-cost cafeteria you will find that unique and pleasant
atmosphere that characterizes the strong and
progressive spirit of an expanding company.
In the two short years since 1954 when
Burroughs opened its Research Center, more
than 1600 people have joined its engineering
staff to enjoy the finest in research facilities,
good pay, educational aid, and the opportunity
to work and live in a relaxed suburban
community along Philadelphia's famous Main

Line. These people heartily agree that

Burroughs is a good place to work, and we
know that you will, too.
If you are an Engineer or Physicist seeking
stimulating and challenging assignments in
advanced computer techniques that will test
your initiative and creative imagination, why
not look into the Burroughs story?

Inquiries are invited from those qualified es
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

ELECTROMECHANICAL

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

ENGINEERS

MATHEMATICIANS

MECHANICAL DESIGN

PHYSICISTS

ENGINEERS

Write or Telephone

M.

E. JENKINS
Placement Manager

Paoli 4700

RESEARCH CENTER
PAOLI, P.A.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

Vecr Historic Valley Forge
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Ir.-

ENGINEERS, BS, MS, PhD

COMPUTER ENGINEERING POSITIONS
Now open at

General Electric's

New Industrial Computer Section

at Palo Alto, Calif., Schenectady, N.

Immediate Opportunities on

Y.

and another location (to

be

announced shortly)

ERMA COMPUTE R

(Electronic Recording Machine Accounting)

special

and many other general purpose and
application computers, both digital and analog
Openings for
PHYSICISTS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

ELECTROMECHANICAL ENGINEERS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
NUMERICAL ANALYSTS

ERMA IS REVOLUTIONARY IN CONCEPT AND EXECUTION
data processing system designed to solve entire checking account bookkeeping.
...Originally conceived by Bank of America and developed to the bank's specifications by Stanford Research Institute.
... Nos being product -designed for manufacture, by General Electric, snaking optimum use of transistors.

...First industrial

Please send your resume to C.

E. Irwin INDUSTRIAL COMPUTER SECTION

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Building 32, Schenectady, N. Y.

ELECTRICAL

MECHANICAL

opportunities in

Inertial
Guidance

OPERATIONS
RESEARCH

System

Program
Enjoy Challenging Opportunities in the further development
and systems testing of Inertial Guidance Systems and their
Servo Loops in the most versatile laboratories in the country.
Work with the top men in the field and with the finest
test, research and development facilities. New plant being
added in suburban Milwaukee as a part of Major, Permanent,

Expansion Program.
AC will provide financial assistance towards your Master's
Degree. A Graduate Program is available evenings at the
Recent EE, ME
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.
GM's long-standing policy of decentralization creates inGraduate
dividual opportunity and recognition for each Engineer hired.
Milwaukee offers ideal family livInquiries
ing combining small town hospitalInvited
Also
ity with every metropolitan shopping
and cultural advantage.
For personal, confidential interview in your locality send complete
THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION
resume to
Mr. John F. Heffinger
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Supervisor of Salaried Personnel

Ate

Operations Research Office of The
Johns Hopkins University offers exceptional
opportunities for scientists who prefer the
challenge of operational problems of unusual scope and diversity to routine design
and development work.
The

Our current research program has openings for men qualified in electronics and
physics who are particularly interested im
Mathematical Analysis
Determining applications of known photographic, accoustic, infrared and radar
techniques to military problems
Military communications systems planning, analysis and evaluation
Electronic Countermeasures Analysis
Please send your resume to
Research Personnel Officer

FHE

OPERATIONS RESEARCH OFFICE

THE

JOHNS HOPKINS
-UNIVERSITY
7100 Connecticut Avenue
Chevy C;.,ase, Md.

MILWAUKEE 2, WIS.

November, 1956
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An Engineer and his Family

Enjoy Life in Upstate New York
where he is associated with the

Electronic Tube Division of
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.

Elmira, N. Y.

Engineers change jobs for many reasons.
Here is a typical example of the reasons why
many engineers have selected the Westinghouse
Electronic Tube Division in Elmira, N. Y. as the
place to advance their engineering careers, and
why they like the Elmira area as a place for
pleasant family living:
"It took me several
years to realize that
selecting the right job
in the right location is
really a "family affair". Unless the wife
and kids are happy,
too, there's not much
sense in sticking with
a job .
. no matter
how interesting the
.

work is.
"About year ago, we decided that 'big city'
life was not doing our family any good. Marge
had made a few good friends, but didn't feel
she had grown 'roots'. Our two youngsters,
Billy and Linda, were nervous and high-strung
with no good place to play. My salary was
pretty fair, but the high cost of city living ate
it up quickly.
"That's when I started looking around for an
opportunity that would enable us to live in
more congenial surroundings. We checked into
several offerings, but none seemed to suit us.
"Then I saw an ad for openings in the Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division in Elmira,
N. Y. It sounded like the kind of work I
wanted, so I phoned Bob Jarrett, the employment supervisor, and arranged for an interview.
That was our lucky day!
"After traveling to Elmira and talking with
Mr. Jarrett, I found that my E.E. degree and
previous experience qualified me for a position
in the Camera Tube Design Section. With a
little instruction, I could qualify for several
other jobs, too.
"Mr. Jarrett explained about the Westinghouse pension and insurance plan. It was the
kind of protection I needed for my family.
"He also told me there would be a 3% general increase in salary each Fall for the next
three years, quarterly cost of living adjustments,

...

ELECTRONICS

- November,

and periodic review of my work to determine
merit increases. Because the Electronic Tube
Division is new and expanding rapidly, the
chances for promotion are unusually good.
"I liked the looks of the clean little city, the
attractive residential areas, and rolling wooded
hills all around. About a mile from the plant, I
spotted a super golf course!
"When I asked Bob Jarrett about outdoor
activities, he said there was wonderful fishing,
boating and swimming in the Finger Lakes,
about 25 to 30 minutes' drive. (Lots of Westinghouse folks have summer cottages there and
commute to work).
"Well, to make a long story short, I received
an offer through the mail in a few days that
seemed mighty attractive. When I took Marge
and the kids to see what Elmira was like, they
fell in love with the place!
"My work at Westinghouse this past year
has been richly rewarding. Plenty of design
problems to challenge my engineering training
and experience. Working together as a team,
my colleagues and I are making significant contributions in the field. I'm finally advancing my
engineering career.
"As for Marge and the kids, let her tell about
that
"Well, like most engineer's wives, I'd be
willing to live wherever Jim's work took
him. But when Billy
and Linda came along,
it was different. I
wanted them to grow
up in a community
where there were good
schools, churches, and
clean wholesome surroundings.
"When Jim accepted a position with the
Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division and we
moved to Elmira, I knew we had found exactly
what we wanted.
"Everyone seemed so friendly and anxious to
help us get acquainted. The folks at Westinghouse helped us locate a darling little home ...
only 6 minutes' drive from doorstep to plant!
"I was invited to join the Newcomer's Club

...

so I got acquainted quickly. And we were
soon made to feel at home in one of the many
churches.
"Elmira is large enough to have all kinds of
comorganizations and cultural interests
munity concerts, Little Theatre, camera club,
bird -watching, bowling, sailing, hiking and
bridge. Yet, it's small enough to be close to
fields and forests.
"Jim seems so much more relaxed now. He's
working hard at Westinghouse because he loves
it, but here he can enjoy the things he was
missing in the 'big city'.
"I've found many fine places to shop . .
modern department stores, super -markets, and
everything! Our living costs are down, too.
Jim grew a grand vegetable garden in our back
yard
and I'm getting interested in raising
flowers.
"Both the children have grown taller and
huskier since we left the 'big city', and they've
lost their high-strung temperament.
"This is real family living, and we are all
growing 'roots' in the community, thanks to
Jim's decision to work at Westinghouse."

...

...

..."

1956

If you are interested in advancing your
career in the electronics field, we invite you to
submit information which may lead to an interview. At present we have opportunities for
engineers in Tube Design and Development for
Microwave Tubes, Receiving Tubes, Pickup Devices, Power Tubes, Cathode Ray Tubes; Application Engineering, Electrical Equipment
Design, Manufacturing Engineering, and Glass
Engineering.
In submitting information concerning your
background, phone collect to Westinghouse
Electronic Tube Division, Elmira 9-3611 and
ask for Robert M. Jarrett. (After 5 p.m. or
weekends, phone collect Elmira 9-2360). If
you prefer, write a letter to Mr. Jarrett, Dept.
Q-22, giving basic information, and ask any
questions you wish.
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RAYTHEON

The

Electronic Encin6ors

Radar Department

of Raytheon's

D

Wayland Lab
is engaged in

echanical

aduagteowd...,reauie

...7leapMid*

numerous vast projects,

R

including the

.

.

Encinrs

.

Professional
levels to

personnel needed at

all

fill responsible openings at this

steadily expanding Division of Bendix
Aviation Corporation. It's your chance to
get specific assignments at the peak of
the art in ELECTRONICS and MICRO.

126-A BOMBER DEFENSE MISSILE SYSTEM

WAVE DEVELOPMENT and DESIGN. Good

salaries, all employee benefits, ideal
suburban living conditions. Whether you
be a
Department Chief or a Junior
Engineer with less than one year's ex
perience, we have the opening and the
shoes for you to fill.

We have challenging and lasting positions for Systems Engineers and
Design Engineers with eperience in the following:

INDICATOR DESIGN

COMPUTER DESIGN

TIE-IN COORDINATION

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIP.

Dept.

N

Wencel

RADAR SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

RADAR SYSTEMS DESIGN

AVIATION CORPORATION

SPECIFICATION WRITING

MILITARY TEST EQUIP. DESIGN

WAYLAND

Address: Chief Engineer

RAYTHEDON

LABORATORY
HOW TO BE THE HAPPIEST CREATIVE

c-

ENGINEER IN CALIFORNIA

Engineers (E.E., M.E., Mfg., Sales) can
j
have the kinds of jobs that creative
men dream about. Top salaries and
benefits. Suburban locations in Fuller,;)/ ton, Newport Beach, Richmond, or
' -.
Palo Alto.
Write Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2999 W. 6th Street
Los Angeles 5, California. Ask for Career File. 52-11

Send brief resume to:

Radar Professional Personnel, 242-Raytheon Mfg. Co., Wayland, Mass.

1

ELECTRICAL
more

responsibility!
challenge to
electronic engineers and physicists who are able to accept
mature responsibility on research
and development projects. The
creative mind will find academic
freedom, complete management
encouragement and full respon-'
sibility on a task. Excellent salary and generous company benefits.
HRB is

offering

a

For application

join, write:

Technical Personnel Officer
Haller, Raymond & Brown, Inc.
State College, Penns}lvania

-

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS
Challenging positions open for high
caliber Electrical Engineers to work in
interesting research and development
programs in instrumentation and circuitry.
We offer an opportunity to do non routine research with some of the leading engineers in the field. This is an
opportunity to be creative and experience satisfaction of accomplishment and

contribution.
Excellent employee benefits,
good
salary, and working conditions. Please
send complete resume to:
E.

P.

ENGINEERS
are ioerea.ing Ihr scup,. of our research
and engineering and oiler a new challenge to
iur with ambition. incentive and ability. We
work on rom,plex electrical and electronic do
vices integrated into over-all automatic control
systems for Aerial photographic and navigaVV,.

-

tional use.
Excellent facilities and opportunities are available to men with an E.L. degree or equivalent

and 2 or more pears experience in design and

development work on equipment that performs
complex functions with a minimum of spare
and weight.
We are tt world leader in the application of
elrotro-mmchanics to finished instruments and
we are vitally interested in men seeking identity with a fast-moving engineering group.

iciol reply and

BLOCH

INDUSTRIES, INC.
1980 N. Hawthorne Ave.

of
INSTITUTE OF

TECHNOLOGY

10 West 35th St.

Chicago, Illinois
Opportunities also available in
TUSCON, ARIZONA

Chief of Engineering:

CHICAGO AERIEL

ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION

ILLINOIS

rc.so t,e to

Melrose Park, III.
western suburb of Chicago)

(A

We are also interested in M.E.'s, Physicists and Experimentalists.
P.S.

November, 1956
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DEVELOPMENT
Argoni? National Laboratory
Fast Exponential Assemtly showing
5:1 rgitio, 10 fuel plates and
5 dilut en plates par fuel can.

BASIC RESEARCH
The crystal table and the optical system of the
7.7 meier bent crystal gamma -ray spectrometer.

Facilities
of

Leadership

... 70 million dollars in facilities ... devoted to significant basic research and engineering development
... actively supporting the individual investigator
as well as the engineering team ...
Unique research tools and machines that have
attracted world-wide attention ... facilities that
promote a continuous expansion of theoretical and
experimental knowledge ... convenient technical libraries and machine shops located throughout the
complete facilities for processing technical
site
papers
... Now expanding our staff for the first time in a
number of years ... Argonne offers Physicists, Chemists, Biologists, Metallurgists, Chemical Engineers,
Mechanical Engineers, Electrical Engineers an opportunity to become associated with the nation's
senior atomic energy center.

...

r onne

NATIONAL
LABORATORY
z
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Professional Personnel Office
P.O. Box 299

Lemont, Illinois

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

AVION
1)1\ IStON

ACF Industries, Ince
Challenging Research &
Development Positions For:

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Airborne Electronic & Missile Systems
Equipment
Analog Computers

Magnetic Storage
Devices
Radar

Aircraft Navigation

Aids
Magnetic Amplifiers
Microwave

Ouition-Paid Educational Plan
AVION encourages advanced education. Our liberal
educational benefits plan enables qualified employees
to further their education either by taking courses
leading to a degree, or courses pertinent to their
assignments.

Electro -Optics

.

Field Service Representatives
to represent AVION at permanent field locations. Work will consist of design, maintenance
and liaison with the customer. QUALIFICATIONS: Experience in one of the following:
Radar; Computers; Fire Control Systems; Servomechanisms; Magnetic Amplifiers.

Travel Allowances

Oou

are invited to join a leader

Call or write:

.

.

.

.

will

be answered

OPEN

PLANT ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
FOR

ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS
TECHNICAL WRITERS
METALLURGISTS
STATISTICIANS
PHYSICISTS

.

Move to the forefront of your field
our important position in Electronics assures you of chalrapid
.
lenging assignments on advanced projects
.
es well
recognition of your accomplishments
as high salary supplemented with many company paid benefits.
.

Technical Employment Dept.

.

NOW
IN

Oocation ideal for working & living
Comfortable, convenient living provides optimum
conditions to bring out the best of your capabilities.
Suburban Paramus, N. J., offers countrified, neigh yet it Is
body residential communities nearby
only 15 minutes from G. Washington Bridge and
New York City's superb cultural, educational and
entertainment centers.

CORPORATION

POSITIONS

in Electronic Development

All Levels

From Junior to Supervisory

Every inquiry

ATOMIC

Infra -Red

Openings At

Top Per Diem

GOODYEAR

Continues it's policy of
Dynamic Leadership

Positions Open on Several
Levels of Responsibility
Forward Comprehensive
Resume To:
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT BB

GOODYEAR

.

.

ATOMIC CORPORATION
BOX 628, PORTSMOUTH, OHIO

AVION DIVISION

.,d1iIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIh,

ACF INDUSTRIES. INCORPORATED

Route 17, Paramus, New Jersey COlfax 1-4100

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

Our Virginia Plant: North Pitt Street, Alexandria, Va,

PHYSICISTS

-

ENGINEERS & PHYSICISTS
small expanding company
engineer owned and operated
location-Cambridge, Massachusetts

Want an opportunity
rapidly in
electronics? We need

to advance

good men and we'll
pay for them.

Reply in confidence to:
P-3143, Electronics
Class. Aile. Div.,
P.O.i. Box 12, N. Y. R4, N. Y.

GEL offers excellent opportunities to individualists who desire

professional growth, responsibility, and good salary. Positions
now available at all levels for electronic and mechanical engineers in the following fields:
Servos

Receivers

Antennas
Microwaves

Countermeasures
Electronic Packaging
Pedestal Design

Pulse Circuitry

For further information-contact: L. Billig, Chf. Eng.

GENERAL
18 Ames St.

ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC.
Cambridge, Mass.
UN 4-8500

L
'°IiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIII

The Standard Oil Co.

Ohio
Requires one Analog Computer Engineer for the Process Engineer Division
with ability to program and maintain a
100 Amplifier Differential Analyser. This
new

NEED ENGINEERS
in this EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES
Place an "Engineers Wanted" advertisement
section. It's an inexpensive, time saving method of selecting competent personnel for
every engineering job in the electronic industry. The selective circulation of ELECTRONICS offers you an opportunity to choose the best qualified men available throughout the industry.

facility offers opportunity for quali-

fied person.

Salary-Liberal Benefit Plans
Write: Mr,
Rm.

C. A.

Bruggers

1737G-Midland Bldg.,
Cleveland 15, Ohio

November, 1956
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ENGINEERS !
Ze/ 1(e& htey
Do you eat and sleep electronics?

The Hoover Company,

Do you try to keep abreast of the advancements in
the electronics industry?

ances, dates back to 1908. To supplement its vast

with its world-wide position

and reputation in the manufacture of electric appli-

Do you want to develop your own talent in a rapidly
expanding electronics industry?

field of manufacturing. The Hoover Company selected
a group of specialized engineers and they are known

Then consider employment at Hoover Electronics- a

as the Hoover Electronics

company with many diversified activities in electronics,
including:
SPECIALIZED TEST EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC RANGING EQUIPMENT
RADIO NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
COMPUTING EQUIPMENT
MISSILE GUIDANCE
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Company-a subsidiary of

The Hoover Company.
The home plant of Hoover Electronics Company in

Baltimore will be a 110,000 sq. ft. daylight plant with
all modern conveniences including air conditioning,
modern restaurant, and other conveniences to provide
the ultimate in working comfort.

INSTRUMENTATION
RADAR SYSTEMS
RADAR BEACONS
SERVO SYSTEMS

If you have had engineering experience in any of

TELEMETRY

to the Personnel Director.

these fields forward a summary of your background

HOOVER ELECTRONICS CO.
AVE.
3640 WOODLAND
SUBSIDIARY

BALTIMORE 15, MD.

THE HOOVER COMPANY

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1956
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ENGINEERS

H

GLA ante at
OFFERS TOP

M0N[rw[li

OFFERS EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES IN
RESEARCH

-

APPLICATION

DESIGN and DEVELOPMENT

and

ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS

Openings for ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, PHYSICS
MAJORS, in all phases of Industrial Instrumentation, including Automatic
Data Processing and Nuclear Reactor Controls.

Opportunities permit designing and working with equipment from the initial
ordering through development to actual operational checkout. These
positions offer excellent potential for men with ambition and inventiveness.
Positions provide prestige and benefits offered by one of the leaders in
INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION.
CONTACT OUR REPRESENTATIVE

OPPORJI/NIÎY
Electronic Engineers
Physical Chemists
Physicists
If you have a degree and experience
in: Design and development of ap-

-

GLA engineers enjoy unusual individual
freedom while working for a growing and
progressive company near New York's
famous vacationland. Salaries are commensurate with experience and ability.

HONEYWELL

Send resume:

BROWN
&

INSTRUMENTS

Mr.

Philadelphia 44, Pa.

Windrim Avenues

R. E.

--

ENGINEER

sure...

MICROWAVE

odds are in YOUR favor..

COMPONENTS

nationwide specialists in recruitment of engineering
personnel have an active and enviable record in developing job
opportunities for men who want bigger salaries and a chance for
greater personal achievement.
DECISION/INC is retained by more top-ranking firms
thruout the nation than any other organization to find the right
man for each job.
This confidential service costs you nothing.
It takes TIME-MONEY-EFFORT to improve your job situation. If you
are an engineer or scientist, particularly in the ELECTRONIC-AERONAUTICAL or GUIDED -MISSILE field, DECISION/INC will do this quickly,
effectively at no cost to you.
HOW? After a study of your outlined objectives, our
placement specialist develops a plan "tailor-made" for youwhich includes a resume of your experience ... and then a review
by selected companies leading to confidential interviews at your
convenience and our client's expense.
NOW is the time for DECISION!
All you do Now is ... send us your name,
home address, job interest or title. We
take it from there.
DECISION/INC

Write or phone:
OLIVER P. BARDES,

Attn;
Powers, Personnel Manager

General Laboratory Associates, Inc.
Plant #2, Norwich, New York

GAMBLE?
if the

-

proved electronic components
Knowledge of dielectrics and chemistry of dielectrics and insulatorsMolecular engineering
circuitry
and electro -mechanical devices for
aircraft-Development of gas tubes
-Glass and/or ceramic to metal

seals-CONSIDER

MR. D. R. GARVEY

Wayne

4,

President-DECISION/INC

1440-41 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
GArfield 1-1700
CINCINNATI 2, OHIO
Publishers of the authoritative ENGINEERS' JOB DIRECTORY

We are looking for a young engineer or physics major who has
had 2-5 years of responsible
experience as a designer of
microwave components for radar
systems. Related experience in
the development and design of
high power microwave duplexers
is desirable. This position offers
rapid growth to the young man
who can prove his capabilities.
Our location is in Suburban
Philadelphia and we have complete, modern facilities.

Arrange a confidential interview
at your convenience. Call collect

-Mr.

Brown, Moorestown, N. J.,
BElmont 5-5000.
If unable to phone, write to

Dept. VIOL, P-3193, Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N.Y. 36, N.Y.

November, 1956
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ENGINEERS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

for immediate placement

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

COMPUTER ENGINEERS

SOLID-STATE PHYSICISTS

Engineering at NCR:
1. Immediate, permanent positions in Mechanical
Engineering, Electrical Engineering on,-1 Physics Research
Divisions.

2. Engineering project work

in Adding Machines,

Cash Registers, Accounting Machines, Computers and
related Data Processing Equipment in Dayton, Los
Angeles, and Ithaca, New York.

3. Opportunities

in design, development, produc-

tion -engineering and packaging of mechanical, electronic, and electromechanical devices.

4. Some experience in development, design, and
application of high-speed, light -weight mechanisms of
the intermittent -motion type; or, experience in digital
devices and components, is desirable, but not essential.
5. Ample training and indoctrination

As an NCR engineer you, with your family,
1. UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITY in the broad, everexpanding field of Business Machine Engineering and

is

available

to all employees.

will enjoy:

employees' park for outings with swimming, boating,
and supervised play for the children.

...

Research.

2. AN EXCELLENT SALARY, plus exceptional benefits of lifetime value for you and your family.

3.

A RECREATIONAL PROGRAM for year-round
enjoyment of the entire family, including a new NCR
Country Club with 36 holes of golf, and a 166 -acre

ACT AT ONCE

-

4. LIVING IN DAYTON
considered a clean,
attractive, progressive city with outstanding school
facilities.
5. YOUR WORK AT NCR with its friendly, family
atmosphere, with its employee morale at a very high
level, and with people who, like yourself, have decided
to build their professional future with NCR.

Send résumé of your education, experience and

geographic preference to:
EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT, TECHNICAL PROCUREMENT SECTION 4

THE

*

Trade-Mark-Reg.

ELECTRONICS

U. S. Pat.

- November,

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY
Dayton 9, Ohio

Off.

1956
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ENGINEERS

Electrical Engineers

i;

AND CONTROLS

ELECTRONICS

WORTHY OF YOUR ABILITY

An opportunity to broaden your experience while working on high
speed aircraft, missiles, or the EARTH SATELLITE. COMPANY
SPONSORED EDUCATION PROGRAM. You will be trained in one
of the following fields:

at the Electronic Division of the
Otis Elevator Company

If you have about seven year's
experience in the selectrion, development and preparation of

....

complex electronic equipment
if you can apply electronic pulse
techniques and computer principles
to varied and unusual problems in
the field
if you'd like to ioin a progressive
company that will appreciate your
ability and reward it accord-

SERVO ANALYSIS
ANALOG COMPUTERS
AUTO PILOT DESIGN & ANALYSIS

....

INERTIAL NAVIGATION
SATELLITE CONTROLS
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

ingly

...

.

look into this opening
with OTIS!

Your applieation ºtrill Le held
in strict con Jldenr e.

Contact Professional Employment Office

IPrìte

ELECTRONIC DIVISION

OTIS ELEVATOR

Company

BALTIMORE 3, MARYLAND

a aa

a aaa aa

35 Ryerson St.,
Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

aaa a a a a a a a a

a a ...

Engineers Needed for Research
and Development Positions in the
for underwater
ordnance, including high gain amplifiers, conventional filters, power amplifiers, oscillators and detectors in the ultrasonic range.
Design of electronic instrumentation

Opportunities
for..

graduate
study

Liberal
Vacation
Policies

Analytical and experimental treatment of scientific
research problems in the fields of hydrodynamics,
acoustics, electronics, network theory, servomechanisms, mechanics, information theory and noise analysis
including analogue and digital computations.

of transducers, fundamental problems in
underwater acoustics involving transmission, attenuation, reflection, etc. Problems in sound control and
Acoustical aspects of systems renoise reduction.
search including operations research and feasibility
Design

Excellent
Working
Conditions

studies.
Send Resume to ARNOLD ADDISON,

Personnel Director

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY PARK

ra a

: r-

to

B. DeFRANCIS

WILLIAM

MARTIN
aaaa

if

YOU'LL FIND THE JOB

WE WILL TRAIN YOU IN THE
FIELD OF SERVOS

,r;,,,,f Iii

,.,.,

e, n-,, ,,,

PENNSYLVANIA

MICROWAVE
TUBE
ENGINEER
Our Range Product Engineering
Section is engaged in advanced
electronic research that will revolutionize traditional homemakers'
ways. Within five years we expect
our activity to triple. This means
an excellent opportunity to start
and grow with this program.
Heavy background in the design
and development of microwave
power tubes to work on new home
appliance of electronic nature is
required, plus considerable knowledge of tube characteristics, tube
materials and properties, manufacturing techniques, and basic design
principles. Must be able to design
new approaches and direct and
coordinate development and evalu-

ation activities.

portunity to advance into management or further specialization.
We're located in a central southern city, one of the finest in
America for leisure, culture and
an all-around family way -of -life.
Excellent starting salary.

For farther information
restale in confidence to:
P-3229, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

November, 1956
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ELECTRONICS TEST EQUIPMENT
ENGINEERS

V PRODUCTION

ELECTRONICS PROJECT

ENGINEERS

Ptioc
EMERSON -ELECTRIC
OF ST.

LOUIS

(joQQceL.
ion

i

okwiatioft about

Exceptional career opportunities
RON MIDDLETON

created by vital new projects and
planned long-range expansion in

or
ANDY DEPKE

our Aircraft Division

any Wednesday evening between

8-10

Wherever you are, we'd like to talk to you personally.
Telephone us
. collect
from the comfort and privacy of your own home, for a
friendly and informal discussion about your future, and the unprecedented
opportunities now awaiting you at EMERSON -ELECTRIC.

p. m. Eastern

Daylight Time

7-9 p. m. Central Daylight Time

...

6-8 p.

m. Rocky

5-7 p.

EMERSON -ELECTRIC is a medium size company (5000 employees,
700
engineers), and a national leader in the design, development and production of supersonic airframe sections, missiles, electronic fire control
systems
and aircraft components. You'll be an important part of a team working on
bombers which will fly at twice the speed of sound, plus other aircraft of the next
decade.

Mountain Daylight Time
m. Pacific

at COlfax 1-3484,

Daylight Time

ST.

LOUIS, MO.

Our Commercial Division, established in 1890, produces a comprehensive line of fans,
motors, air conditioners
and power tools. This perfect balance of aircraft, electronic and consumer production
assures you of security and
permanency in your career at EMERSON.

We're ideally located in a pleasant, suburban residential area, and our working atmosphere

informal-and efficient.

is

relaxed,

Benefits include unusual salary arrangements, 48 -hour week, rapid advancement, fully
paid transportation and
moving expenses to St. Louis, group insurance and pension plan, and many others.
This is opportunity-awaiting your call. Let us hear from you. Or if you prefer, write
of your education, business background and approximate salary requirements.

us

and include a brief resume

AIRCRAFT DIVISION

EMERSON

ELECTRIC

8100 W. FLORISSANT

ELECTRONICS

- November,

ST. LOUIS 21, MO.

1956
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Production Engineers

JJ

advance in the

J

V

mush ro011lill11

field

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

of

MICROWAVE TUBES

PHYSICISTS
(Circuitry & Systems)

KEY

Republic Aviation
.
opportunity to join a growing organization
Corporation's ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ANALYSIS GROUP! We offer immediate
fallowing üeldsopenings for engineers or physicist s wish barkgounds in the
Unexcelled

.

.

to your future
SYLVANIA'S
Microwave Tube
Laboratory

Aircraft Navigation Systems
Aircraft Radar Systems
Aerial Reconnaissance
ECM

7

Infra -Red
Human Engineering and
Cockpit Instrumentation
Whether you're
.

7

.

.

nr

a

a

Write Gordon McClure

"jack-of-all-trades", experienced in several of

`master of ONE",

a

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

these areas

specialist in some particular area

.

.

500 Evelyn Avenue, Mountain View, California

.

-paid future at
we'd be glad to discuss with you the prospects of a satisfying high
hospitalizaREPUBLIC Plus- our many employee benefits including company -paid
tuition í2/3I , _-Fold
tion insurance, surgical insurance, accident, life insurance,
other,. Long Island
Pension Plan, individual merit rated increases and many
recreation,
living-the most diversified way of life in America . . . in sports and

ELECTRONIC

in culture, in social pursuit.
Please send complete

resume

to:

C
C

Mr. David G. Reid,

7

7

/iEPUBL/C

Engineering Personnel Manager

Al P//AI

C

TWA/

FARMINGDALE, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK

n

n

nr

A

r

n

n

n

DESIGNER

design of industrial
measurement and control equipment for
the continual process industries. Unusual
opportunities in a rapidly expanding firm
and industry for personal growth through
technical "know how" and hard work.
BSEE or MSEE required. 1 to 10 years experience. Servo and feedback experience
helpful. Send resume to: 1205 Chesapeake
Ave., Columbus 12, Ohio.

Development

and

71/industrial
ucleonics
COMMUNICATIONS

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS and TECHNICIANS
EXCELLENT SALARIES

MINIMUM PREREQUISITES
EE Graduates with

3 years
experience
years technical school in
3
and
attons
cotyears
years eexperience.
Require installation adjustment and maintenance
experience with communication receivers and associated terminal equipment. Also, men with similar
experience with high-powered transmitters, anten-

ENGINEER

Aircraft Radio Corp., the industry's leader in avionics for over 30 years, has openings on its staff
for forward thinking engineers in the following
fields:

TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT
PROJECT ENGINEER
SERVO AND INSTRUMENT ENGINEER
ENVIRONMENT-TEST ENGINEER
COMPONENTS ENGINEER
CHIEF ENGINEER TO HEAD SERVO AND
INSTRUMENT DEPT.
ADVANCED TECHNICIANS

e

WRITE OR CALL COLLECT: Personnel Manager

AIRCRAFT RADIO CORPORATION
BOONTON, NEW JERSEY

Deerfield 4-1800 Ext. 238

TECHNICIAN

2

nas, transmission lines.
Must be willing to travel: in United States and
Overseas.

Page Communication Engineers, Inc.
710 Fourteenth St., N.W., Washington 5, D.C.

NEth ENGINEERS
Place an "Engineers Wanted" advertisement in this EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES section. It's an
inexpensive, time saving method
of selecting competent personnel
for every engineering job in the

electronic industry. The selective
circulation of ELECTRONICS offers
you an opportunity to choose
the best qualified men available
throughout the industry.
November, 1956
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BE

HAPPY...

...GO BERKELEY!
SiFRqqs

9

90

`

w'

L.t.

,,.

-a/v`...-

RICHMOND

U. C.

LIVERMORE

`----

STANFORD

I

n

If you've looked around much for a
new job, you know some companies
solemnly offer you the moon on a

silver platter. At Berkeley, we're
fresh out of moons. But we can deliver something you won't find everywhere-a first-rate place to work and
live. You can relax here and find
satisfaction in your work. Nobody
breathes down your neck - all the
stuffed shirts were kicked out long
ago. This is a fast-growing company,
and you'll have plenty of responsibility and a chance to move ahead
rapidly. Our engineers work in new,
comfortable quarters, completely
equipped for research and development. You'll be paid well, share in
the profits, and receive many other
benefits. Most of all, though, you'll
he happy you made the change.
We shouldn't have to say much
about the San Francisco Bay area.
If you like living, you ought to try
it here. Our plant in Richmond is
just 22 minutes from the nearest
cable car.
Basically, we're looking for effective electronic circuit designers. We

need analog computer design
engineers, computer applications engineers, field engineers with trouble-

Picture of a young man

Planning a
Successful Future!
Success doesn't just happen to a
company or to an individual. Success
comes as a result of clear thinking and
long-range planning.
And that is just what the young
engineer in the picture is doing. He
is studying the many possibilities of a
career in guided missiles.
The book he is reading is entitled
"Your Future in Guided Missiles with
Bendix". It is one of the most complete
guides to job opportunities in the
guided missile field. It also contains a

shooting experience, industrial
systems engineers, and electronic
technicians. We also need men with
experience in new techniques, such
as transistors or magnetics, and in
such specialties as microwave, uhf,
nuclear radiation detection.
For details, write or phone:

detailed background of the functions
of the various engineering groups such
as systems

analysis, guidance, tele metering, steering intelligence, component evaluation, missile testing,
environmental testing, test equipment
design, reliability, propulsion and

other important engineering
operations.
Here is exactly the type of information that every ambitious engineer
should have if he is concerned about
his future. A copy of this thirty -six page book is available to you. Just
fill in the coupon. It may help you plan
your successful future.

BENDIX PRODUCTS
MISSILE SECTION

DIVISION

1

403C, Bendix Drive, South Bend, Indiana
Please send me a copy of the book
"Your Future in Guided Missiles."

HARRY MCELROY,

Personnel Director
Name

Berkeley

Prime Contractor

for

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS INC

RICHMOND 3, CALIF.

LANDSCAPE 6-7730

114

ELECTRONICS

- November,

TALOS MISSILE

1956

Address
City
State
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FOR RATES OR

AN INVITATION

INFORMATION

TO ENGINEERS

About Classified
Advertising

INTERESTED IN REAL ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY

To those who wish to explore, from a study standpoint, the newest in
systems or missile guidance and radar-to engineers versed in circuit
development and packaging or in hydraulic servo systems development
-we extend an invitation to look into a position at Sanders.
Yes, we have educational programs, fringe benefits, liberal salary scales

BUT, more significant, at Sanders can also be found a breadth and depth
of technical progress that will keep you on your toes and contribute
much to your career.
The pace is fast, the work demands high skill and competence, but to
those who qualify Sanders can offer a direct road to professional success.

We think you'll also value-as we do-the relaxed living conditions
here, in the beautiful New Hampshire hill country (less than an hour
from downtown Boston).

nContact

/r/craw-J d

cc77

,7he

O//ce //eareyt
ATLANTA, 3
1321

Rhodes -Haverty Bldg

WAlnut 5778
R.

HUbbard 2-7160

you are an electronic or electrochemical engineer interested in real
engineering opportunity, send your resume to D. H. Johnson.

H. J. SWEGER

CHICAGO,

NASHUA

t

0

i

11

530 No. Michigan Ave.
MOhawk 4-5800

!7 J*I O E R S
M

POWELL

BOSTON 16
350 Park Square

If

SSOC/HTES
e0 R

ou.

W. HIGGENS

BRENNAN

J.

1I)

NEW HAMPSHIRE

CINCINNATI, 37
1825 Yorktown Rd.
Clifton Village, Apt. 2
REdwood 1-3258
G. MILLER

CLEVELAND, 15
1510 Hanna Bldg.

SUperior 1-7000
W. SULLIVAN

DALLAS,

2

Adolphus Tower Bldg.,
Main & Akard Sts.
Riverside 7-5064
G. JONES

Microwave Design Engineer

DETROIT, 26

856 Penobscot Bldg.

to $12,000
Capable of design and development of microwave components. Background in antennas,
couplers, mixers, oscillators, phase shifters, TR
devices or similar complex electronic components desired.
You'll work with a major company that has
made many contributions to the field of advanced military electronics.
Location: Resort area in upper New York
state, center of year-round outdoor recreation.

Reply in strictest confidence to:

P-3230-Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

WOodward 2-1793
W. STONE

LOS ANGELES, 17

1125 W. 6th St.

MAdison 6-9351
C. W. DYSINGER

NEW YORK, 36
330 West 42 St.
LOngacre 4-3000
S.
D.

R.

HENRY
COSTER

R.

LAWLESS

HATHAWAY

PHILADELPHIA, 3
17th & Sansom St.

Rittenhouse 6-0670
E.

H.

MINGLE

BOZARTH

ST. LOUIS, 8

3615 Olive St.

JEfferson 5-4867
W. HIGGENS

SAN FRANCISCO, 4
68 Post St.

DOuglas 2-4600
R.

C. ALCORN

November, 1956
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Engineers
have always
been VIPs
at GPL
At General Precision Laboratory
engineers are very important people
indeed. They have always been-in this
advanced electronics organization that
was founded by top scientists and has
been run by them ever since.
As you would expect with this type
of management, the basic operating
policies of the Lab put continuing
emphasis on availability of the most
advanced equipment . . . small research
teams that give every man a chance to
show what he can do
following each
career closely ... prompt recognition.
The brilliant work of its engineers
has brought the Company into front
rank in little over a decade. A few
notable GPL achievements: airborne
navigation systems that are the most accurate in operational use today
.
stereophonic sound reproduction equipment that pumped fresh life into the
motion picture industry
closed-circuit
television systems so flexible and so
simple that they find new fields of usefulness every day.
Success means growth-growth in
both the size and the range of our activities. We need more engineers and
scientists with a solid background in advanced electronics, creativeness and the
perseverence and practical know-how
that transform bright ideas into realities.
For such men we have unusual op-

...

...

portunities-opportunities that not only
provide notable returns in pay and benefits now, but that also build lifetime
careers. If you are such a man, we are
interested in knowing about you-what
you have done and what you hope to do.
Write Richard E. Hoffman, Employment
Manager. Interviews can be arranged for
any time, including weekends. We will
pay expenses of qualified applicants.
Currently, GPL seeks engineers in-

TOP careers for TOP

ENGINEERS
at
One of the world's great centers of
electronic research and development
Top opportunities for achievement and recognition
are available at Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, a division of the world-wide International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation.
Here, a man works with the finest facilities ..
with recognized leaders in his field. As a part of
FTL's long-range development program he has a
dependable road into the future... a future of
stability, achievement, and commensurate rewards.
Why not write today for your copy of the booklet
that tells the fascinating story of FTL ... the broad
and generous employee benefits ... the many opportunities for permanence and satisfying progress.
Interesting Assignments in:
Radio Communication Systems Electron Tubes
Microwave Components Electronic Countermeasures
Air Navigation Systems Missile Guidance
Transistors and other Semiconductor Devices Computers
Antennas Telephone and Wire Transmission Systems

-_----,__-`--------_
___-

--_-

,s- kY
.,+i

terested in:
Missile Guidance,
Radar Navigation
and Bombing Systems
(Doppler

&

FTL's famed
Microwave Tower
-28 minutes from N. Y.

Inertial)

Research
Development
Applications
Systems Analysis
Systems Test

Administrative Engineering
Mechanical Packaging
Field Engineering
Technical Writing
Component Specification and Test
Production Follow -Up

RURAL
itl[COM1111NICAl1N

uBORAiwEs

Transistorization

Name

in semi -rural Westchester,
just one hour
from New York City

Address

LCity

General Precision Laboratory
Incorporated
63 Bedford Road, Pleasantville, N. Y.
suae.o i.Awv o

ELECTRONICS

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Federal Telecommunication Laboratories
500 Washington Avenue, Nutley, N. J.
Please send a copy of your booklet describing
opportunities at FTL.

Computers
Magnetic Amplifiers
Servos
Microwave Techniques
Pulse Circuitry

r

C.

- November,

7one

State

Federal Telecommunication Jaboneorres
A

19!

Division of INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION
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ELECTRONIC

MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS

ENGINEERS

A CONFIDENTIAL
SERVICE {or:..

ENGINEERS
SCIENTISTS
800 Client Companies
Many Fee-Paid Opportunities
in New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut

For pulse, radar, microwave circuits, servo mechanism design to government specifications pursuant

to long-term programs.
For work on semi -conductor device development
team, combining the fields of physics, machine design, metallurgy and chemical processing.

...

SUBURBAN
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY INC.
100 W. 42 St., New York, N. Y.

...

e

Good salaries
friendly management
maximum opportunity for professional development.

GOLAN, Director
Offices in Stamford, Conn.
D.

Our modern plants are located in the heart of the New York
metropolitan area, close to centers of learning, culture and
recreation. Full parking and transportation facilities available.

L.

&

N.Y.C.

2 SYSTEMS ENGINEERS

This top rated company requires

2 systems engineers with 5 years' experience in the elec. Reid.
This requires a knowledge of electronic circuits, and
experience in design for mass production. Starting
salary $12,000 per year. Co. pays agency fee and

Send resume to: Mr. S. Winston

relocation expenses.

MONARCH PERSONNEL
28 E. Jackson Blvd.

Chicago 4, III.

SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE ENGINEER

$18000

RADIO RECEPTOR CO.

Electronics with broad Engineering and administrative experience. Excellent advancement opportunities in progressive organization. Relocation to the
Sunny South would be necessary.
JOHN BALKANY
6 N. Michigan Ave., Room 708, Chicago 2, III.

240 WYTHE AVE., BKLYN, N. Y., EVergreen 8-6000

REPLIES (Box No.): Address to office nearest you
c/o This publication Classified Adv. Div.
NEW YORK: P. O. Box 12 (36)
CHICAGO: 520 N. Michigan Ave. (11)
SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4)
LOS ANGELES.: 1125 W. 6th St. (17)

OPPORTUNITY IN CENTRAL FLORIDA
FOR ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

POSITIONS VACANT

PHYSICISTS AND MATHEMATICIANS

ground. Write:

WAY

2326 DIVERSIFIED

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES,

Man.
.

Complete

. plastic film
P-3157, Elec-

SELLING OPPORTUNITY OFFERED

POSITION WANTED

ELECTRONIC
INC.

EXECUTIVES-ENGINEERS

73 Warren St., N.Y. 17,

N.Y.

BA

7-3672

ELECTRONIC AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS for positions as directors, scientists, physicists, staff, project, departmental heads, designers

transistors

Production

charge of electronic sealing
diversified products.
tronics.

prominent multi -division manufacturer of
precision motors and electronic components
seeks additional representation in the South
and West. If interested, please furnish
pertinent information on personnel, lines
handled, areas covered, etc. RW-3240, Electronics.

ORLANDO 3, FLORIDA

EDWARDS

transformers

Electronics

Representative Wanted: To enlarge and improve present representative organization,

SYSTEMS 1111 INCORPORATED

communications

Engineer-Electrolytic Capacitors.
Must be capable of designing complete line.
Should be familiar with manufacturing techniques and controls. Will report to Plant
Manager. Location-South-central. Salary
open. Please reply in confidence to P-3150,
Electronics.
Chief

If you would like to bring your family to Central Florida to live in the sunshine all
year around, away from the ice and snow of winter-where you can swim, fish, water
ski and boat . . . where it costs less to live and there are more opportunities-then
this is your once -in -a -lifetime opportunity.
We are a small growing company, owned and managed by engineers, with modern,
newly -designed, well equipped laboratory located in the beautiful lake region of Central Florida. We have a limited number of openings for qualified creative and imaginative personnel for work on challenging projects in the Electronics Systems field.
Salaries are paid commensurate with past experience and all engineers participate in
Liberal Profit Sharing Plan. Moving allowances paid.
Submit complete resume giving details of past experience and educational back-

for: guided missiles
analog computers
field engineering
servomechanism

+

Top notch firm is seeking capable Engineer to supervise staff of 100. Prefer background In Military

radar
tubes

pulse

antennas

packaging
TV and

radio

audio systems

instrumentation
microwave research & development
Discreet service. Hundreds of client companies from coast to coast. Mostly fee -

paid positions. Send resumes. Confidential.

Eng Assts

Here's the way to get the job
you want with one application!
Trainees, Juniors, Seniors,
Evening Students
No need to spend time, effort
and money "shopping" for a
job. Apply just once-to usand we will conduct an individualized employment campaign
for you among our more than
1500 clients throughout the

U. S.
For full information, contact
MISS MORSE

LAWRENCE
PERSONNEL SERVICE
120 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

BR

9-3040

470

Capacitor Engineer available with thirteen
years experience in major companies. Knowledge of R. F. Attenuation Filters. PW-3082,

Electronics.

EMPLOYMENT
PROBLEM?
When you are in need of specialized men for specialized jobs, contact them through an employment
ad in this publication.
November, 1956
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engineers

ELECTRONIC

J(i1&)

ENGINEERS!

... physicists

opportunities

at

MOTOROLA ivi PF'ioeniK
Arizona

WORK IN A

(your family will love year-round outdoor living)

ARE YOU

ENGINEERS

.

.

.

OR TIME CARD

NUMBERS?
if
.
If you are tied up in red tape
the scope of your work is limited .
if you can't use your creative engineering
then MEMCO offers you
.
abilities
sound escape from stagnation and
a
monotony.
.

.

.

AT

WHILE YOU ADVANCE YOUR CAREER'44
Here are two of the country's newest and most complete
Electronic Laboratories; (1) our expanding Military Research
lab. and (2) our new Semi -Conductor Division. Both offer
outstanding career advantages ... (see listing below). This
is your opportunity to get in on the ground floor of a swiftly
expanding company. You'll enjoy working in air conditioned
comfort in the most modern and well instrumented laboratories ... with liberal employee benefits, including an attractive profit sharing plan and association with men of the

highest technical competence.

Salary levels are open and commensurate with ability.
You'll like working with Motorola in Phoenix, where there's
room to grow and it's fun to live.
MOTOROLA IN

every electronic engineer

PHOENIX

HAS OPENINGS

..

.

encouraged to use his creative talents.

works on all phases of his projects.

appreciated as an engineer, not as
replaceable cog in a big machine.
is

a

gets top pay and many benefits.
can build a sound, worthwhile future.

Research Laboratory
Microwave Antennas
Pulse and Video Circuitry
Radar Systems Design
Circuit Design
Electro -Mechanical Devices
Systems Test

Transistor Applications
DRAFTSMEN

for above positions write to:

full details pleose write to:

Solid State Physics
Physical Chemistry

Metallurgical Engineering
Production Engineering
Transistor Sales Engineering
Electrical Design and Layout

for above positions write to:

Mr.
Coulter, Dept. A
3102 N. 56th St.,
R.

ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
5009 Calvert Road

College Park, Maryland
(A suburb of Washington, D. C.)

ELECTRONICS

- November,

Mr. V. Sorenson, Dept. A
5005 E. McDowell Rd.,
Phoenix, Ariz.

Excellent opportunities in RIVERSIDE & CHICAGO, too
CALIF., Exceptional openings in
Military Operation Analysis, Analog Computor
Flight Simulation, Digital Computor Analysis,
M icrowaveSystems,Servo Mechanisms, Missile
Systems, Aerophysics.

RIVERSIDE,

MARYLAND

i

Semi -Conductor Division
Transistor Application
Transistor Devices

Phoenix, Ariz.
For

FOR:

Electronic Engineers, Mechanical Engineers, Physicists,
Metallurgists, and Chemists, in the following categories:

MEMCO:
is

VACATIONLAND

Write to:
Koziol, Dept. A
Mr.
P 0 Box 2072
Riverside, California
C.

CHICAGO, ILL., Challenging positions in Two -

Way Communications, Microwave, Radar and
Military Equipment, Television (Color), Radio
Engineering, Field Engineering, and Sales
Engineering.

Write to:
Mr. L. B. Wrenn, Dept. A
4501 Augusta Blvd.
Chicago 51, III.

MOTOROLA
471
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-.411111P

Immediate opportunities in

PERSONNEL MANAGERS

Looking for Engineers

AIRBORNE

..

.

Technicians?

electronic countermeasures
Permanent positions of major
responsibility. Work from initial
concept to finished product. Assoc$

iate with recognized leaders in the
electronics field. Ability rewarded.
Excellent employee benefits.

for free
copy of

Immediate openings in Electronic Division:

-opment,direct
layout and
to

I

Write

senior
engineers

-for

devel-

design through all
phases to finished
product. Prefer 8

design
engineers

I

development
and design of electronic circuits to

MIL Specifications. 4 to 8 years
experience.

to 12 years expe-

rience.

b.4

ene

send detailed resumé to:

eompson. Products, Inc. rig
Manager, Technical Placement 1-E
6410 Cedar Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio

For more than 55 years, Thompson Products has been a leader in creative engineering
and precision -manufacturing for aircraft, automotive and other diversified industries.
.411111..

"MM.

_

..

"RESERVOIR of ENGINEERS
and TECHNICAL MEN"
The engineers and technicians you
want to reach are gathered in convenient,
compact groups-as this 16 -page booklet
points out.
It keys the job titles these men hold to
the McGraw-Hill publications they read for
on-the-job information. It explains how you
channel, concentrate
can make contact
your employment advertising to just the
with the job qualifications you
men
without wasting advertising
want .
money for higher -priced space in publications with general circulation, in which you
pay for perhaps 999 unqualified readers
for every who may meet your job require-

...

.

.

1

ments.

Write for your free copy to
Classified Advertising Division

ELECTRONICS
P.

O. Box

12, N.

Y. 36, N. Y.

EDITOR WANTED
for responsible full-time position on
the editorial staff of NUCLEONICS

NUCLEAR ENGINEER
with education or experience in reactor technology or related work. Challenging opportunity to keep in close touch with entire nuclear power field. Work

with staff of technical specialists.

SEND RESUME, SALARY REQUIREMENTS TO

The Editor NUCLEONICS
330 West 42nd St. e New York 36, N. Y.

November, 1956
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REEVES

REAC® FIELD SERVILE
ENGINEERS
GRADUATES OR EQUIVALENT EXPERIENCE
Electronic Technicians or Engineers, preferably
with some experience in analog computers, military or commercial, who have a real interest in
Field Service, includ ng the Travel aspects, are
needed for Computer Field Service.

The REAC (Reeves Electronic Analog Computer) Is

the foremost general purpose computer widely
used by industry and military installations.
Free Hospitalization and Surgical benefits for you

and your dependents.
an opportunity to join an expanding organization with an exceptional reputation in the
Electronic Field.

Here

is

Excellent starting salary-opportunity to advance.
No Overseas travel required.

Interviews can be arranged in Mineola,
Daily until 6 P. M.

L.

I., N. Y.

REEVES INSTRUMENT CORP.
Subsidiary of Dynamics Corp. of America
Telephone or Write Mr. Waters
East Gate Boulevard, Roosevelt Field, Mineola, L. I., N. Y.
Pioneer 6-8100

WHATII [7

ll
1/S:I lliI5IS1 S.S 11'tyJi

Means to an Electronic Engineer at General Electric

"CAREER OPPORTUNITY"
u>ed everywhere.
WE USE THEM a lot

...two words

you see

at Electronics Park. But with

this difference. To every man who comes to work with
us, "career opportunity" has a specific meaning.
And for a very good reason.

ELECTRONICS PARK is where many new concepts

in electronics are born. The G -E organization here
is primarily in the business of designing and developing new things -components, systems, equipments. Often a whole new product m e results from

applied research activities here

TO: GENERAL ELECTRIC

Electronics Pk.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

ATT: Dept. 11-6-E

Technical Personnel
I

11

am

interested

... Advanced
... Design

in...

Development

...Field Service

...Technical Writing

...Sales

ELECTRONICS

- November,

In

-

the field

nary production and sales in this area, a new denew plant
partment is organized to handle
built in another area-and a new management staff
appointed to direct it.
AND MANY of the supervisory and specialist positions in such a new G -E department are drawn
from the experienced development staff at Electron-

it-a

ics

Park.

JOIN US NOW ... if you have a BS, MS or PhD degree in Electrical or Mechanical Engineering or

and after prelimi-

Physics AND/OR electronic experience. Send the
coupon below ... or if you prefer, write us personally in complete confidence.

o'...

FROM:

...Military Radio & Radar
...Multiplex Microwave
...Mobile
Commun cations

... Semiconductors
... Electronic Components
... Computers
...Tubes

& Antennas
Televisior Receivers

... Industrial Television

NAME
ADDRESS

DEGREE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

CLASSIFIED

EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE

OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS

DISPLAYED RATE

UNDISPLAYED RATE
$2.40 (effective Jan.

1957) a line, minimum
payment count 5 average words as a line.

3

advertising rate is $21.75 (effective Jan. 1957) per inch for all advertising appearing on other Than a contract basis. Contract rates quoted
The

lines. To figure advance

on request.

additional in undisplayed ads.

BOX NUMBERS count as one line

ADVERTISING

AN ADVERTISING INCH is measured ?/ inch vertically on one column, 3
columns -30 inches-to a page.
EQUIPMENT WANTED or FOR SALE ADVERTISEMENTS acceptable only in
Displayed Style.

DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made in advance for four consecutive
insertions of undisplayed ads (not including proposals.)

Send NEW ADS or Inquiries fo Classified Adv., Div. of Electronics, P. O. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y., for December issue closing November Ist
The publisher cannot accept advertising in the Searchlight Section, which lists the names of 'the manufacturers of resisitors, capacitors, rheostats, and potentiometers or other names designed to describe such products.

ELECTRONICS CONTRACTOR

WANTS WORK

%ITAN'11E1)

Electronic sealing all plastics
diversified
.
products. Excellent facilities for research &
development modern plant & equipment.
.

('WW-3158. l;ltrleonios
Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, X.F. 35, N.T.

ENGINEERING DEGREES

We

(Under and Postgraduate)
E.E. Option in Electronics
Earned Through Home Study.
Residential Courses Also Available
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Box 27724(G),
HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF.

will buy the equipment listed below
REGARDLESS

of CONDITION!

Special Price Paid For R.C. 286 Antenna

JUNCTION BOXES
CBY-62018-C W-22081-CBY-62008A-CBY-23049

Superior Vacuum Tube Patents

RELAYS

5059R-5058-5055-5053M-5053-Price

#10
A-18259-Antenna Switching Relay Box-BG-AN-198-BC-408

Patents for sale or license. Cover

Eleven U.

S.

superior,

practical,

standard

for
mitting, Industrial Applications.

vacuum

UHF, VHF, FM, TV, Radio, Power,

Bros. Relay

BINNEWEG

TUBES

tubes
Trans-

TELEVISION Oakla2d11If, Calif.

35T-Eimac-53A-VT-127A-WL-530-100TH-250TH
450TL-750TH-15E
TIME DELAY RELAYS

TRANSFORMERS

163248-RET. D 163250-D 163254-D 162899-D
D 165964-KS 9273-KS 9012-KS 9536-KS 9336
KS 9608-KS 9602-KS 9605-KS 9117-KS 9607
KS 8984-KS 9153-KS
14987
D

Ha-ydon 115e 60 cy. adj. in 5 sec. steps to 40 seo.
59.95
spdt mu sw. $6.95. With 2 arms & 2 sw
57.95
Hayden 5901.2. to
min. in .I min. stops
RELAYS: many types in stark-inquiries invited.
We wish to buy your surplus timers, relays, etc.

183254

1

8983-X 330005-A

74

EMPIRE ELECTRONICS COMPANY
N. Y. 7, N. Y.
Worth 2-5272

Cortlandt St..

AIRCRAFT SPARK PLUGS

RB-19R-RB-48552-590 S2-613 S2-RB 5/2-RD 5/3-RB 5/4

Special Purpose

5/5-RB 23-R-RP-43-5-63-5'-64-S-LE-44-LE-45-LS-48

RB

AND

AC-181-AC-281-RB-212 52-RB-312 52-RC-9R-RS-14-1R
RZ-14-R-R-214-RB 27-R-RB-23-RS 19-2R-RN-5/3

Transmitting Tubes
CAP ELECTRONICS, INC.
83 Warren Street
New York
REctor 2-8078-9

Will also purchase new or used magneto points.

RADIO and ELECTRONIC SURPLUS
14000 Brush Street

7, N.

Y.

we will pay you

Detroit 3, Michigan

$67500 cash

Phone: TOwnsend 9-3403

for an AN/ARC-3!
WANTED
TransBC -348 Rec'r Modified

ART -13/747A
mitters
$175.00
ART -13/T47 Transmit$125.00
tors

Alt...$175.00

BC -788C

Transceiver

$

25.00

BC -348 Rec'r Unmodi$ 50.00

fled

A R C

-

I

Transceiver

$300.00
BC -342 Rec'r ..$ 50.00
R5/ARN-7 Radio ComBC -312 Rec'r ..$ 40.00
pass
$175.00
1-152C Ind. ...$ 50.00
fmreso C.O.D. Subject to Inspection w
H. F INNEG A N. 49Washi pion Ave. Little Ferry,N.J.
A R C

- 3

Complete
.

$325.00

hml

"WANTED NEW SURPLUS

RADIO
TRANSMITTING TUBES
Any Quantity Types 893, 898, 852, 857"

Trans -International Forwarders, Inc.
82 Beaver

St., New York

5, N.

WHitehall 3-6257

Y.

WANT TO BUY!

Similar fabulous prices

BC -224, BC -348 RECEIVERS

for R-77/ARC-3 & T-67/ARC-3

ARC -3
BC -788
R5/ARN-7
Cash or trade. Immediate action.

HARJO SALES CO. Dept.
503 N. Victory Blvd.

collect on ARC -3 components STanley 7-0406

Phone us

B

Burbank, Calif.

What else do YOU have?

SELL YOUR WAY TO WEALTH!
Military and Commercial Aircraft Electronics: ISC-788, I-152, Alt\ -7, ARC -1,
It'l'A-1B, ART -13, DY -21, A1'N-9, transmitters, receivers, test equipment, etc.!
WANTED-Electronic Tubes: Broadcast, transmit
ring. receiving, Magnetrons, Xlystrons, miniature,

WANTED-Surplus

BC -788?

R5/ARN-7?

I-152?
RT-18/ARC-1?

TEST SETS TS? ETC.?

-

adr-wiuiature, ruggedized,
TOP PRICES PAID! FOR FATTEST CHECKS
-SELL TO REX! Write or phono R. 51. Sanett,
R9ilIEX. 1524 S. Eeìris Dr. Los Ang. 35, Calif.

l'h: ltt:public

5-0215

.

.

.

ARROW SALES, INC. Dept. E.
7460 VARNA AVE., NO. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

C1testviety 1.5556.

November, 1956
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TUBES

SAVE ON
0A2
OAºWA.
0A5

$0.90
3.00
3.75
OBº
.60
OB9WA
3.00
.85
OB3VR90...
OD3
.60
1AD4
1.15
ELC18
1.00
1622
1.10
1623
2.75
1624
5.00
1624A
12.50
11326
1.25
1627
10.00
1649
2.50
11332
1.00
1635
3.50
4.00
1636
1640
2.00
4.00
1642
25.00
1B45
5.00
1647
6.75
1851

ºK99

11362

VR -3B
3622
3624

.

1663A
1 Dº1 /SN4.
1Nº16
1

N93B

.

19.50
5.00

1.º5

1.45
3.00
2.50
6.00
2.20

1Nº3BM
1N23C
1 Nº3CR
1 N95

N6

3.5

N48

6.000

1N31

1.90
9.00

1

1N3º
1

8.000

N49N38A

1N46

1P21

1P24

1Pº8

9.00

1P30

1.35
.90
.90
1.95

1V5

1W5
1Z2
9AP1
9AP1 A

4.00
6.00

ºAS15

4.75
.80
.75
2.50

2B24
2C33
2C35

2C39A

2C39 sealed

2C46
2C50
2C51

2C52

203
2D21

2D21W

ºDº9
2E24
2E25
2E26
2E27
2E32
2H21
2J31

2J32
2.133
2.134

2J36
9148
2J49
2.150

2J54
2J55
2.156
2.161

2J62

2K33A
9K33B

2K34
2K35
21(39

K41

21(42

2K43
2K44
21C45

2K46
9K47
ºK48
2K50
4K54
1(56

2X2A
3API

3626
3629
3C99.

.

9.50
11.00
9.50
8.50
9.00
.30
5.00
6.00
3.95
2.75
10.00
.75
1.00
.80
2.50
3.75
3.25
.60
1.00
85.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
35.00
35.00
25.00
32.50
40.00
15.00
5.00

6D4

. .

...

4.75
3.00
4.75
60.00
4.00
2.50
1.50
7.50
7.00
6.00
3.00
8.50
2.50
35.00

.

3(93

3C94
3C31

3C33
3C45
3DP11 A
3D91 A
3E99

3FP7A

6.14

614WA
6J6W
6K4

1.00
2.25
6SK7W...... 1.50
6SL7W . . . . 1.25
6SU7GTY.... 2.75
6X5WGT. .
1.25
6X4W
1.00
6X4WA..... 2.25
.

.

.

.

6AS6W/
5725

6AS7G

6AU6WA
66L6

68M6

68M6A

2.70
2.50
2.50
35.00
35.00
40.00

.

.

SRC

.

-19.....º00.00
90.00

7C94

WE -954A.... 3.00

V-260/
VA -6310....75.00
V-262

WE-º69A.
FG -271

.

.

271A

WE-274B
WE-º8ºA....
WE-282B

WE983A....

.

.

WL -456

464A

X-481D
CK501 AX.

802
803
804
807
807W
808
809

...

812A

834
836
838
842

.

WE-285A.... 5.00
WE-986A. . .. 5.00
2.20
287-A
WE-290A . . . 7.00
5.00
GB -302
12.50
Q 304TL
WE-305A. . . . 2.85
3.35 307A/RK75.. .75
12.50
3.00 WE-308B
1.50
2.50 WE -312A . .
Q WE -315A....10.00
3.00 WE -316A. . . . .50
40.00 WE323A . .. .10.00
3.00 WE -336A. . . . 5.00
75.00 WE -338A.. .. 5.00
75.00
2.00

845
46
849

852
861

865

PJ22

26Ä7GT
26E6WG
RK -28A

BK29D
35T

D-4º

RK47

V-50
V-50XR..
HK-54
QK57

.

O
º5.00

QK-59....

95.00
1.25
2.50

RK -60/1641
RK -61

QK-62...
HY-65...

º0.00

884
20.00 GL-889
200.00 GL-889A
22.50 902A

. .

527
583
KU -610
KU -627
KU -628
WL-652
HK -654
GL-672
WE-701A....

º.0

WE-703A..
WE-704A
WE-705A..

.

.75

.

9.511

SPECIAL
5"

DUAL GUN TUBE

1.00
Long persistency face, P7 screen.
7.50
RK -65/51:01.3
Value at $200.00. This tube has
FG -67...
12.00
been rejected for military use.
2,25
HY-69...
.50
RKR-72..
Fully
.50
RKR-73.. ..
Guaranteed
ML -100..
50.00
6.50
100TH...
3.00
WE101D.
VACUUM CAPACITORS
FG -105..
11.00
F-193A..
2.50
6 mmfd. 32 KV... 8.00
F -128A
10.00
50 mmfd. 32 KV... 8.00
FG -154
10.00
75 mmfd. 20 KV...10.00
VT158...
9.75
FG -166
6.75
100 mmfd. 20 KV ...12.50
FG -172
20.00
Also Other Values
25.00
OK -181
HF -200
12.50
WL -200
75.00
.75
204A
25.00 WE-349A.. .. 5.00 WE -709A..
6.00 WE-350A.... 2.50 WE -709A.... 1.50
205F
2.00 714A
10.09
00 350B
5.00 715A
1.75
º11/VT4C 75 50 354C
3.0
15.00 WE -355A.... 9.95 7158
919E
3.50 715C
10.01
WL -918
15.00 WE -356B
2.00 717A
.59
QK291 . .. .150.00 WE-359A.
1.25 740AY-EY. .35.09
60.00 368AS
FG235
385A
Q
721A
.75
OK235
Q
1.20 7216
7.00
50.00 WE -388A.
OK-243
4.50
WE
-393A.
..
722A
.75
150.00
OK-249
-396A. . 3.25 723A/B
8.51
WE245A. . . 6.45 WE
WE
-403A....
1.50
725A
3.00
...
2.50
WE-949B.
5.00
3.50 WE40313/5591 2.75 726A
250-R
15.00
21.00 WE -404A....1º.00 726B
250TH
15.00
250-TL
.1 º.50 WE -408A.... 2.00 726C
7.50
WE -251A. .49.50 WE -412A.. . 4.50 730A
63.00 750TL
WE -º5ºA .. 7.50 GL -414
35.00
37.50 801A
Q1(º53...... Q WE -416B
.35

$11.95

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

jh
..s

. .

1.25
.35
.35
3.75
.45
2.75
3.50
1.50
3.00
2.00
1.25
1.00
.30
.25
1.25
.75
1.35
65.00
150.00
1.00
.65

CK-1006
CK-1007
1229
1603
1614
1620
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1631

163
1641
1945
200T
2050
2051

.

.

.

B3Ó0

Z491

5551 /FGº71

5553/
FG958A.
5559/FG57
558
5591/403B

5606
5611

5634
5636
5639

5643
5644
5647
5650/5981
5651

5654
5656
5657
5663
5665

5692
5693

.

.

5703

5703WA..

.

.

5704
5718
5719

RK -57º1....150.00

5725/6AS6W 2.75
5726/6AL5W .60

1.90

5744

5749/6BA6W 1.25
5750
5763
CK-5787
5814

3.00
1.30
4.95
.80
4.00
5814WA
35.00
5819
7.95
5825
1.00
5829
5837
50.00
4.50
5840
6.00
5841'
1.50
5844
4.00
5851
6.00
5852
8.00
5876
1.25
5879
9.00
5893
5.00
5896
5.00
5899
5.50
5902
5.50
.
.
.
5909A
11.00
5906
.80
5915
4.00
5932
5.00
5933/807W
35.00
5956
1.50
5965
4.75
5977
70.00
5981
149.50
5982
9.50
5987
5993/TE-10.. 9.00
.

.

6005/

6AO5 W

. .

.

1.95

6.00
6021-A
2.00
6028/408A
6037/0K243 75.00
6044
6046
CK-6050

15.00
.75

2.00

6081/
ATR407. . .22.50

4.00
1.50
1.40
6100/6C4WA 2.25
6.00
6111
9.00 6112
6.50
9.00 6116
150.00
5.50 6130
7.50
1.50 6136
2.50
25.00 6147
3.00
3.00
6159
80.00 6177
49.50
.10.00 6189/
12AU7WA 3.00
149.75 6201/
2.75
1ºAT7WA
125.00
2.75
65.00 6203
6.01.`
6.50 6205
1.56
3.00 6211
7.00 6946/508...º00.00
13.00
7.00 6264
6.00 VA -6310/
7.25
75.00
V260
5.00 8002R
15.00
70.00 8012
1.00
1.40 8025A
2.00
1.50 9001
.85
7.00 9002
.55
1.00
125.00 9003
1.25 9005
1.50
35.00 D178461
50.00

.100.00
99.50

R-4330
R-4340
5516
5517

5639A

5691

.35
.35

991

HK3054

5675
5683
5687

125.00
2.00
4.95
7.00
5.75
3.00
5.00
5.00
4.50
1.50
.90
6.00
1.60
3.00
2.50

6082
6096

.

CHECK WITH US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS

r;

S.IL.ES CO.

.

902P1

706AY-GY.. 10.00 CK-1005
7079

1.20
2.00
1.00
2.25

1.35
1.00
35.00
50.00
2.00
9.00
3.00
1.50
1.50
2.00
1.00
3.50
4.00

3.50 905
7.50 917
7.50 919
20.011 922
18.50 997
20.00 931A
9.50 935
.50 957
1.25 958A
.69 959

702A

5670WA

1.50
4.00
100.00
17.50
8.00
4.00
.00
15.90

851

OK983 A .. .150.00 RH-507
QK984A . .150.00 508/6946.

5667
5670

9.00

1.35
50
8.00
5.00
8.00
50
6.00
5.00
1.50
.70

872A
150.00
19AT7WA .. 2.75
1ºAY7...... 1.70
15.00
12DP7
12GP7
15.00
3.95
FG -17.. ....
RX-91
3.50
7YP9

2.00
2.00

9.50 5702

832A

HIGHEST PRICES PAID

TUBES

90
3.50

811

813
59.59 814
1.95 815
50.00 828
1.09 829
8296
830B

Write, wire, phone for prompt quotations.

Thousands of other types in stock. Send us
your requirements. RECEIVING TUBES! We
Carry a complete line in stock. Standard
brands only.

- November,

75.00
20.00
6.00
25.00
6.95
.90
4.00
6.00
3.50

FP -265

12.59

WE-417A....19.09
WE-418A....17.09
WE-491A.... 7.00
WE-422A....10.0*
WE-493A.... 5.75
WE-4º8A....40.00
GL-434A . . 5.00
WE-438A....40.00
1.00
4468

5.00

all types of electron tubes,
tube inventories, contract terminations, etc.

THIS IS ONLY A PARTIAL INVENTORY

ELECTRONICS

417A

FG -958A....80.00

WE -258B

GUARANTEED

WE PURCHASE

35

150.00
150.00
100.00
4-65A
14.50
4-195A
19.50
4823
4.00
4831
20.00
4(07
7.50
4(08
95.00
4(35
14.95
4E97
7.50
4J39
45,00
4134
25.00
4J49
95,00
4150
99,50
4154
50,00
45.00
4PR60A
º0 nn
4X150A
4X950M..... 35.00
SARP1
90,00
5ADP1
20.00
CSR
1.00
5RP9A
9,95.
7.50
5CP1 A
5(.P7A
8.nn
5CP11A
9.Sn
5C99
2730
51D9
5 n0
5IP4
5 nn
SIDS
6.50
511311A
7.50
5AAP1
2.95
SNP1
2.00
5R4GY
1.25
5R4WGA..
4.00
5R4WGY. .. 3.00
5Y3WGT
1.75
6AC7A
1.00
6AC7W
1.20
6AK5W
1.00
6AN5
2.25
6A R6
1.50

1.75
2.50
1.75
2.50

6F4

1

38º4W

3J30
.65 3131
1.40 3K29
.40 3K93
4º.50
.
3K30

1N63
1N69

ºC44

2K25
2K26
2K28
2K33

.

1N5º

2C4
9C43

13.50
12.50
15.00
45.00
25.00
120.00
60.00
120.00
85.00
175.00
95.00
100.00
110.00
110.00
110.00
35.00
200.00
75.00
55.00
150.00
5.00
50.00
.90
1.50
99.50
1.45

ºKº3

TUBES

BRAND NEW

ELECTRONICS
Dept. B.
Venice Blvd
I

1

,

All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles, subject to
change without notice.
Minimum order
$3.00. Check with us for items not listed.

108

Los Angeles

16

California

1956

475

www.americanradiohistory.com

is1
SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

p1

TUBES

a

i

511.00
60.00
21.50
10.00
16.00
18.00
25.00
50.00

4X150*
4X1500
4-65A
4-125A
4-250A
4-400A

I
-

013
814
815
828

836
838
843
845
849
851
852
858
660
866A
872A
880

100TH
203A

2.50
25071_15.00
250TH
24.00

1

10.00
35.00
275.00
10.00
17.50
39.95
125.00
5763 00

460TH
45071608

575A
HK -554

7507L
807
815

DD3

IV

2X2
2X2A
3024
3824W
3628
512407

5R4WGY....
5YlGT

3.00

1.45
1.15
250.00
100.00
75.00

889RA
15007

2.50

2334
2J55

i

THYRATRONS

CI K

55.75
1.00
1.20
1.50
7.00
8.00
1.00
7.00
26.00
7.00

1C

2021W.
11122

3C45

4625

C5B
ELSE
SC22
C661/5528

_

.

12.00
125.00
POR

5559

5586
5588
5607
5610
5611
5633

250.00

1.60
48.00
8.00
12.50
3.50
5.50
6.00
7.50
6.00
10.00
5.00
.50

5635
5636
5637
5641
5644
5645
5646
5647

i
1

5651

5656096

a

5.00
125.00
1.25
1.10
4.50

5657.

i
a
i

5663...
5670 W A
5678
5680

115.00
3.00
4.75
4.75
1.65
6.00
1.50
6.00
2.50
4.85
1.75
5.00
4.00

5687

5691
5693
5702

5702WA
5703

5703WA
5718

a

5718A
5719

5719AS
5722
5725

5725/6/156 W I

1

6187
5726

4.00
.60

6097
5732
5744
5749
5750

3.50
3.50
1.25
1.30
1.75
3.00
125.00
1.15

5726/6AL5W/

ii

i
i

5751

5762

5763
5780 W E

MAG

300.00
4.50
5.50

5783

5783W8

Lo
7.50

5784

784WA

a

4.85
6.00
8.50

5787
5794
5797

I

2'00

All items F.O.B.

Los

5

FG -105
FG -154
FG -172
FG -271
KU -627

4.126

4134
4142
4150

37.50
10.00
30.00

1.00
2.00
1.00

20511

2050W
2051
10.00
.

3.75

3DP7

31)P152
3FP7
3GP1

POR
5.75

5814

5814WA

3.25
2.00
4.25
2.00
4.00
1.30
11.00
5.50
5.25

5829
5840
5844
5851
5854
5876
5896
5896A
5898
5899

3JP1
3W2P1
3EP1
SBP1A
5BP4

7.60
4.00

5002

5902A
5932

5977A
5995
5998
6005
6021

6032
6044
6045
6080
6096
6100
6110
6112
6116
6147

6.75
250.00
3.00

6098CT

Klys

6189

Phot.

150

0
00.00

22.50
22.50
95.00
15.00
10.00
3.75

0 K60
OK62
0 1(284
706CV
714A
725A
5586

i
i

150.00

5607A

150.00
100.00

5780

SCP1A
5CP11
5FP7A
SJP1

2.50
10.00
25.00
25.00
2.00
4.99
12.50
10.00
12.00
2.50

5JP1A
5JP1A

5NPI

7CP1
7UP7
9LP7
12DP7
902P1

I
I

3.75
1.70
2.75
1.25
3.50
1.90

16130.

CK705

9.00
6.00
8.50

2C43
2C46

3E29...

65N7WGT
651(7W

12AT7WA...
6X4W
6XSWGT
7F0W

M L-3

53.50
1.20
1.98
1.90
3.00
1.20
1.40

18.50
27.50
45.00
80.00
15.00

....

40.00

25.00

21(55
31(30

537.00
15.00
100.00

5611
6116

48.00
250.00

32.50

6BL6
6BM6

32.50

V-45
V-50
V-82

POR
POR
POR

5.50

Phot.

Molt

30.00

0020/100R
9002
9003
9006

7.50
.65

1827
1635
1B35Á
1840
1863A

1.35
.45

TR. AND ATR. TUBES
1658
510.00
4.25
1Q22
GA4
7.50
532*
2.00
20.00

6232

I1111.

11111
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R

Voltage

A

$8.91
18.71
48.7
149.50
5.7
6.89
3.9
3.96
6.9
3.9
39.20
.9
.79
2.37
.97
2.91
2.94
24.95
9.91
19.76
30.72
15.89

Brand new. Will operate air dampvalves, remote boat steering, window and door locks, garage doors.
Remote tuning, rotate antenna arrays,
etc.

t

WESTON INDUSTRIAL TUBE TESTER
Elaborate expensive laboratory type tube tester. Model
Test hundreds of types including industrial, home
receiver, TV, etc.
Three precision
Attractive oak case S"x12"x24".
meters, rectifiers, etc. Works on 1 10-v 60-c. Full InSlightly used -perfect. Wt. 35 lbs.
structions.
SALE $14.90 F.O.B. Lincoln
Govt. cost over $100
0Q2.

G.E. AMPLIFIER -RECTIFIER
New 110-v 80-c electronic unit. Push-pull amplifier-In A.0
Useful in laby. control circuits.
control application, voltage applied to input will Produce
a DC voltage for motor or relay operation at output:
Ideal for study of Servo-Selsyn circuit, etc. 101/4"x
91/4"x51/4".
Govt. Cost over $150
SALE $8.96 Ppd

rectifier.

the factory price of a 1 -input
2,000 VA unit) And here's another bonus! This Air Forces
2,000 VA overstock, Sola Cat.
has V4 inputs) 901No.25
125 V.,0 190-250 V. 60 cr. or
50 cy. Isolated secondary is constant 115.0 V. ± 1% from noload to full-load of 17.4 amp. So, If ou choose, use
it as a 220:115 V. step-down. And slash $147.50 off
the factory 1 -input price!
Brand new in original wood box. 4 cu.
$97650
ft. Ship. wt. 254 lbs. F.O.B. Pasco,
Wash. Only
(EXPORTERS: Note choice of 50 cycles.)

THE M. R. COMPANY
P. O. Box 1220-B

(Prepaid)

gear,
9000 rpm all ball -bearing motor driving a worrn (1000
rotary double shaft. Very powerful due to high
Output speed 1s 6-10 rpm. Will
to 1) reduction ratio.
operate on 8 to 24 volts DC or 8 to 12 volts AC. Fully
reversible.
d
control travel limit.
Has limit switches
nta.
Overall dimensions 100.
su
Marvelous equipment buy. Govt. cost over $107.
$8.72
PPd
SALE

OVER 60% OFF .

Fluctuating

.

ers,

TRANSFORMER

End

a.

GEAR -HEAD MOTOR

REpublic 5-0215

LOS ANGELES 6, CALIF.

_
over 1000-Ib. capacity
Powerful expensive fully reversible Govt. ball bearing motor with
built-in 100 -to -1 ratio precision
reduction gear. Gives smooth powerful pull on winch cable.
Hundreds of applications. Mount
on boat trailers, boat docks, raising anchors, etc.
Ideal for trucks, farm equipment trailers, industrial uses.
puts labor loading
DSts 90%.
Wt. 54 lbs.
17"x12'x8
rum holds 40' t/", or 75' 3/36" cable.
Orig. Govt. Cost over $200.
F.O.B. Lincoln
$46.71

and

Angeles, subject to prior sale and change of price without notice

2029-2047 W VENICE BLVD.

BOAT & TRUCK ELECTRIC WINCH
Operates from 6 or 12-V battery

PERSONNEL CARRIER MOTOR
Amazing buy!
Use for golf cars.
factory personnel carriers, boys auto,
1000 other uses.
Powerful expensive ball -bearing gear
reduction motor runs on any 6-v or 12-v
storage battery. Powerful high torque.
Shaft speed 150-300 rpm. Full instr. Easily reversible.
Wt. 34 lbs.
Sale $19.46 F.O.B.
Gov't cost over $200

542.00
70.00
2.50
1.00
60.00

V & H RADIO and ELECTRONICS

i

POWER RECTIFIER
New G.E. 115-v 60-c selenium rectifier
unit.
Will supply DC voltage for laby.
work, signaling, power supply systems, experiments, radio and TV test benches, etc.
Furnishes pure, well filtered direct current adjustable from 25 to 210-v. Also AC voltage
adj. from 50 to 230-v. Attractive cabinet. Rough and
fine adjustments.
Govt. Cost over $200
SALE $15.61 F.O.B.

1 ($66)
Govt. Weather Unit ($125)
6-Volt Electric Winch ($250)
Power Plants (110-v 80.c 1000-W)
Weston 0-100 Amp DC Meter
G.E. 0-300 Amp DC Meter
Triplett 0.15 Amp DC Meter
Triplett 0-50 Volt DC Meter
Simpson 0-120 M.A. RF Meter
Westinghouse 0.35 M.A. DC Meter
G.R. #100-Q EVA Tarlac (FOB)
Handset Holders Screw on desk
Edwards AC -DC Bell ($3.75)
Laboratory Sensitive Relay ($11.50)
Relay Spring Adjusters ($2.50)
Relay Gram Gauge ($7.50)
Machinists Calipers, polished, stainless
Telephone Line Test Phone Unit ($250)
110-v to 20-c Telering ($70)
Federal Dual Amplifier-Repeater ($150)
Wire Chiefs Test Board ($175)
A.E. Step-by -Step Switch ($105)

.592* ....... 18.50

KLYSTRONS
5RX-16....5100.00
6BM6A
21(25
21(28
21(45
21(48
21(54

.

SURPLUS CENTER BUYS
Gear Reduction Unit 85 to

2.00

22.... 510.00

RT -434

LARGE AC SELSYNS
wFinest large 110-v 80-c powerful SelMarvelous for experimental use.
wonderful wind direction weather
units. Transmit mechanical motion electrically.
Run on small AC generators,
etc. Many uses. Size 4"x6". Wt. 8 lbs.
each. Runs directly off 110-v 80-c. Govt.
cost $79.50 each.
SALE, $15.41 per pair Ppd. or $8.00 each.
yns.
Make

.

MISCELLANEOUS POWER TUBES
VT-98BR. .. POR
59.00

2042

D

ULTRA-VIOLET (Black light) TUBE
Conduct fascinating fluorescent glow
with this tube in your home laboratory. experiments
on
110-v thru resistor. Full instructions. Operate
Rock» and
minerals glow brilliantly under black light.
Locate
valuable mineral deposits.
Cost $2.50
SALE, 490 Ppd.

\

55.00
.60
.40

16132
I

uraniumr

SPECIAL OF THE MONTHI

57.50
0.00

1.351

1.50
3.00

614

POR
POR
POR

Molt

4164

DIODES

6BF7W......

1

ARMY GEIGER TUBE
Finest beta -gamma precision radiation detection
tube.
Makes
Geiger Counter unit
orthtive
$100.00. Fullrolnstramctions for constructing efficient counter-detector
using
tube plus few inexpensive components.
Cost $8.50
SALE $1.39 Ppd

5100.00
165.00

4.161

512.00

65F7

60.00
3.00
3.00
1.35
250.00
11.00

6161

6386
6392

5326

6ANSW A....
6AQSW
6Á56W

POR

6152
6201
6211
6236
6263
6293
6326
6328
6364

4355

SURPLUSSALE

.55

W. AND WA. TUBES
6AC7W
634WÁ
52.00
6AC7WA.... 4.00
65N7W

4.25
7.50

6101/6J6WA

1.15

t.00

575

.00
45.00
45.00
12.00
5.50
68.00
45.00
30.00
95.00
80.00

16125

4.7S

2.50
5.50
2.25

B72Á

6211

1N21C
1N230

10.00
10.00
3.75
5.50
4.60
4.50
1.75
4.50
POR
30.00
1.75

5967
5969
5977

00.00
1.00

816

54.50
4.50

4.00

5948/1754....200.00
5949/1907.... 65.00

37111

314/1

COMPUTER TUBES
$1.00
52.00 I 5964
5965, ETC... 1.00
2.25

2021
6ÁN5

7.00
4.75
8.00

5899A

100R/8020
10010
250R

54.00
2.55
5.00
6.00
15.00
.. 3.00
1.95
7.50
50.00
1.25
8.50
1.00

3CP1..
ES & UP
5799A

7H40

SCOPE TUBES

2AP1
3AP1.

.

51.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
7.50
12.50

6-4
6-7

157

2156
2161
2162
4121

10.00
15.00
19.95

677

5528/C6L..

5,000 SER
5517
51.60
5528/C6L.... 10.00

I

FG -32

5Y3WGT

52.00
1.95
.75
.85
.65
.70
.90
.50
1.75
1.00
5.00
5.00
1.35
4.00
.44

MAGNETRONS

2122
2126

4.76

1603
16111.15

RECTIFIERS & REGULATORS

092
083

8.50
1.25
1.01
.50
5.00
17.50
15.00
4.00
275.00

8290

.80
6.00

6113

SB.
SC

510.50
2.50
1.50
9.00

i
.
i

WRITE US FOR LOWEST OPEN MARKET QUOTES!

BROADCAST TUBES

2C39Á
2H21

1

R

PARTIAL LIST! 1,800 TYPES IN STOCK!

Beverly Hills, Calif.

DIAL TELEPHONE
Genuine Kellogg standard dial telephone.
Will work on any modern system either

9y

as

main phone or as remote extension
Completely self contained transmfoeion
Easy to connect. Complete with

phone.

circuit, signal bells.
rd.
List $30.50

SALE. $13.91 Ppd.
write for big new
WINTER CATALOG 10000 of Items! Motors, sporting
We pay freight
goods, hand -electric tools, watches, etc.
F.O.B."
excent where stated
"Nationally known-World famous"
ORDFR FROM AD or

SURPLUS CENTER

let

nibowwwwwwieLwK

840

"O"

ST.,

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

November, 1956
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COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
MICROWAVE CAVITY

JAN TEST EQUIPMENT

PULSE NETWORKS

G.E. #6E3-5-2000-50P2T, 6KV "E" circuit, 3 sections
5 microsecond, 2000 PPS 50 ohms impedance.
$6.50
G.E. FIE (3-84-810) (8-2-24-405) 50 P4T: 3KV "E"
CKT Dual Unit: Unit 1, 3 sections, 0.84 Microsec.
810 PPS. 50 ohms imp; Unit 2. 8 sections, 2.24 micro $6.50
sec. 405 PPS. 50 ohms imp.
H.616 10 KV, 2.2 usec., 375 PPS, 50 ohms imp..627.50
H-615 10KV, 0.85 uses., 750 PPS, 50 ohms imp..627.50
H-605: 25KV, "E" CKT. 1.5 usec. 400 PPS, 50 Ohms
$62.50
Impedance, 5 sections
7 -5E3 -I -200-67P, 7.5 KV "E" Circuit, 1 Microseo, 200
$7.50
PPS, 67 ohms impedance 3 sections
7.5E4-16-60, 67P, 7.5 KV "E" Circuit, 4 sections 16
$15.00
miorosec. 60 PPS. 67 ohms impedance
3
microseo.
KV.
"E"
Circuit,
7 -5E3 -3-200.67P, 7.5
$12.50
200 PPS, ohms, imp. 3 sections

TS 13!AP. Signal source 9305-9445 mc, 50 microwatts.
Comes with a wavemeter, thermistor bridge power

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

CBS TEST GEAR*

meter, and calibrated attenuator. Oscillator is a klystron type 723/a -b which may be internally (self synch) or externally pulsed. Controls are provided for
FM operation, variable pulse delay, pulse width and
phasing. Operates from 115 v, 60-800 cps. New.. .$375
TS 235 DUMMY LOAD: Provides excellent impedance
match for peak powers of up to 750 kw. at .001 duty
ratio. Frequency range 400-4,000 mc. Complete with
$150
blower
R34/APR-2. Scan and search receiver; automatically
scans the spectrum 90-1,000 mc and records signals
on paper strip. Can also be used for single -frequency
$295
reception. Operates from 115 v. 400-1600 cps

352-7150. Primary 50 ohms, Secondary 1000 ohms, 12000v, 12.0
Amp. Pulse: 1 or 2 uses, at .001

duty ratio. Fitted with magnetron
well and bifilar winding for fila$32.50
ment supply
MAGNETRON PULSE TRANS.
#964; Prim. imp. 30 ohms. 1600 v.
Pulse. Secondary imp. is 1250 ohms, 12 KV pulse. Turns
ratio sec: pri. is 7.5:1 Duty ratio is 0.001 at 1.2 usec.
Millar winding 1.2A
$8.50
RAYTHEON WX 4298E: Primary 4KV., 1.0 USEC.
SEC. 16KV-16 AMP DUTY RATIO: 001 400 CYCLE
$22.50
FIL. TRANS. "BUILT-IN"
$22.50
W ECO: D-163247 For Modulator of SCR 720

#K -2449A
Primary: 9.33 KV.

GE

$6.75
OCR 100 Ohms
K-904695.501: Ratio 1:1, Pri. Imp. 40 Ohm. Sec Imp.
Passes pulse 0.6 usec with 0.05 user
40 Ohms.
$8.95
rise

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
ANTENNA ASSEMBLY: Uses 17" paraboloid
dish, operating from 24 vdc motor. Beam pattern: 5
deg. in both Asimuth and elevation. Sector Scan:
over 160 deg. at 35 scans per minute. Elevation Scan.
$35.00
over 2 deg. Tilt. Over 24 deg
3cm. Horn, 1" x 'h", with twist and 180 deg bend.
$22.50
With dielectric window
Typeed e
AT49/APR-Broadband Conical, 300-3300 MC, $8.9
3

N

Discone Antenna. AS 125 APR. 1000-3200 mc. Stub
$14.50
supported with type "N" Connector
AS14A/AP, 10 CM pick up dipole assy. complete w/
$4.50
length of coax and "N" connectors
AS46A/APG-4 Yogi Antenna, 5 element array...$22.50
30' Parabolic Reflector Spun Aluminum dish 101/2
$4.85
Focus
AN/APA-12-Sector Scan adaptor for APS-2 radar
$37.50
Complete Kit
LP -24 Alford loop, for use with glide-path transmitters
$32.50
(MEN -1), etc 100-108 mc
18" PARABOLIC DISHES, spun aluminum, Focus ap$4.95
inches
prox.

-

12128 RF Wobbulator

1902 AM/FM Generator
1210 RF Wobbulator

15006 Wobbulators

Dumont 2646 Voltage Calibrator
Dumont 274A oscilloscope
Ferris 10B Microvolter
Ferris 20B Microvolter
Measurements Mod. 62 vtvm
Measurements M 286 Balum
Measurements 67 Peak VTVM
RCA TX 6530A RF Attenuator
RCA WR 53A FM Sweep Generator
Sylvania 400 oscilloscope
Boonton Radio 202B F M Sig. Gen.
Freed 1010 Comparison Bridge
Freed 1210A null Detector vtvm.
Gen Rad. 5468 Audio freq. microvolter
Gen. Rad. 583A Output power meter
Gen. Rad. 722-D Precision condenser
Gen. Rad. 731 B, modulator -monitor
Gen. Rad. 732E Dist. & noise meter
Gen. Rad. 740 Capacitance Bridge
Gen. Rad. 1021-P2 UHF Gen. & Pwr. sup.
Gen. Rad. 715A Direct current Amp.
Gen. Rad. 1000-P6 Diode modulator
Gen. Rad. 1551 sound survey system
local CBS mfr. enables
A fortunate "buy" fromsavings
to you!! All units
us to pass on tremendous
are in used but excellent condition. Many more
items, too numerous to list, are in stock. Write for
further information.

DYNAMOTORS

Butterfly tank unit: 'l'unes 60-300
me. Ideal for frequency meter.
grid -dipper, signal source. etc.
r5.75
New, complete with
acorn tube socket.... eP

UNDERWATER MICROPHONE

Model 711-1 Hydrophone is a piece -electric device using
an array of 20 barium titanate cylinders enclosed in
a rubber cylinder 46 inches L and 21 inches in diem.
Sensitivity: -105 db/microbar relative to 1 v/microbar. Frequency response: 200-15,000 cps. Impedance
100-150 ohms. The response at rt. angles to axis is
uniform over an azimuth of 360 deg. The Hydrophone
may be operated at depths up to 1000 ft andd52,50
P
deg. C. to 35 deg. C.
temperatures of

-1

INPUT
AMPS

14
19
28
12

DA-3A

28

10

PE 73 CM

28
14
18

19

BD 69
DAG-33A
BDAR 93

3.8
7

9.4

2.8
3.2
3.25

28

Less Filter.
L
6xeellent.
PE 94., Brand New

t$

VHF BUTTERFLY

TANK

UHF Wobbulator

1900 RF Generator
1212 RF Wobbulator

OUTPUT
VOLTS AMPS PRICE
.150
.095
.250
.119
.050
.260
.010
5.
.350
.08
.06
.150
Replacement for PE
375
405
540
275
500
300
150
14.5
1000
220
450
375

$6.50
4.35
3,95
6.95
3.95
17.50
8.95
2.50
5.75
94.

$5.95

INVERTERS
800-IB Input 24 ode. 62 A. Output: 115 V, 800 cy. 7A.
$18.75
phase. Used, excellent
PE -218H: Input: 25/38 vdc, 92 amp. Output 115V 300/
$32.50
500 cy. 1500 Volt-ampere. New
PE206: Input: 28 vdc. 36 amps. Output: 80 V 800 cy.
$22.50
500 volt -amp. Dim. 13 x 51/2 x l0ys. New
EICOR-ML 3011-5, Input: 13.75 V; 18.4A, Output:
$59
115 V/400..., 3,ß. 0.95 PF 100 VA. New
PU 7/AP. Input: 28 vdc/160A. Output: 115 VAC, 400.
500 VA., 21.6 Amp. Volt. and Freq. Reg. Used.
5
Exc.
Id,
I

COAXIAL R.F. FILTERS

F-29/SPR-2, Hi -Pass., with 1000 mc. Cut-off. Type
$9.50
"N" input and output. 50 Ohms Z
F-41/SPR-I, Hi -Pass, with 300 mc cut-off. Type "N"
$10.50
input and output. 50 Ohms Z

T-48852
352-7098
1(59336
M-7474319
KS80984
52C080
32332

400VCT/35MA, 6.4V/2.5A.,

2A

80G198
302433A
KS9445

70G30G1
M-7474318
352-7069
352-7099

X

2.39
2.49
3.45
4.29
3.79
4.25

5.95
3.95
4.25
2.95

3.75

+'

6.4V/-

.15A
1150-0-1150V 2MA
6VCT/.00006 KVA

68G631

352-7096

4.75

139Á

2.7/V @ 4.25A-1OKV Test
900V/75MA 100V/.04A
900VCT/.06SA, SV/3A
800VCT/65MÁ 5VCT/3A
700VCT/806M1{ SV/3A, 6V/1.75A...
2500V/6MA, 300VCT/135MA.......
110V/50MA TAPPED 625V 2.5V/5A.
6.3V/2.7A, 6.3V/.66Á 6.3VCT/21A
27V/4.3Á 6.3V/2.9Á 1.25V/.02A....
650VCT/OMA, 6.3ICT/2A, 5VCT/-

KS9685

5.49

320VCT/50MA, 4.5V/3A, 6.3V/CT
20A 2x6.3VCT/6A
2.5/1.75A, 6.3V/2A-5KV Teat

RA6400-1
901692
901699-501
901698-501
Ux8855C
RA6405-1

2113 Signal Generator

4.95

8.95
22.50
5000V/290MA, 5V/10A
6.79
734VC7/.177A1 1710VCT/.177A
700VCT/350MA1 6.3V/0.9A! 6.3V/ 6.95
25A, 6.3V/.08A, SV/CA
2x2.5V/2.5A (2KV TEST) 6.3V/ 7.45
2.25A, 1200/100/750V. @ .005A
1140/1 25MAI 2.5V/1.75A, 2.5V/ 3.95
1.75A SKY TEST

352-7176

TEi-INSTRUMENT

VOLTS

M5V/2A, 6Á5V/ 3A1 P O ID-39/APG-13
-0MA!J6.3V/.9AI 6.3MV6A SV 6A
9800/8600 @ 32MA

352-7196

Mega Sweep

BDAR83
35X-069
DM33A
B-19

KS13104
K59615
K59318

352-7070

Dual mega Marker Sr.
Mega Pix
Mega Marker Sr.

TYPE

Primaries 115V. 400 Cycles)
6.3V/15A, 6.3V/0.9A, 6.3V/0.4A,
53.85
6.3V/0.2A
7.50
1450VCT/0.283A, 1050VCT/0.217A
1.57
6.3V/4A, 3V/1A
1.35
6.3V/4A, P/O R-55/ARQ-9
5.79
1233/.35MA, 11401/CT/.07A
1.45
6.3V/2.5A

(All

KS13101

702724
K59584
1459607
352-7273

KAY ELECTRONICS

CM

400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS

352-7039

325-B Noise/distortion meter
430-B Wattmeter

1211

!22

1459608
352-0102
M-7472426

HEW LETT-PACKARD
320-A distortion Analyzer
400-A vacuum tube voltmeter

50 ohms Imp.

Secondary: 28 KV, 450 ohms.
Pulse length: 1.05/5 uses @ 635/120
PPS. PK Power Out: 1,740 KW.
Bifllar: 1.5 amps.
$62.50
GE #K -2748-A, 0.5 uses @ 2000Pps.
Pk. Pwr. out is 32 KW impedance
40:100 ohm output. Pri. volts 2.3 KV Pk. Sec. volts
11.5 KV Pk Birder rated at 1.3 Amp. Fitted with
magnetron well
$24.50
K-2745 Primary: 3.1/2.8 KV. 50 ohms Z. Secondary:
14/12.6 KV 1025 ohms Z. Pulse length: 0.25/1.0 uses
@ 600/600 PPS. Pk. Power 200/150 KW. Billion 1.3
Amp Has "built-in" magnetron well
$32.50
K -2461-A. Primary: 3.1/2.6 KV-50 ohms (line). Secondary 14/11.5 KV-1000 ohms Z. Pulse Length; 1
uses @ 600 PPS. Pk. Power Out: 200/130 KW. Bifllar
$29.50
1.3 Amp. Fitted with magnetron well
K35.145 --Pulse Inversion: PRI: 5 KV PK. Pulse Negative. Sec: Pos. Pulse, 4 KV; 1 uses. and .001 DUTY
RATIO
$6.50
541318.1-3 wdgs Ratio: 1:1:1, 1.10 uh. /wdg. 2.5
$3.50
ohms DCR
UTAH X -151T-1: Dual Transformer, 2 Wdgs. per section 1:1 Ratio per sec 13 MH inductance 30 ohms
$5.00
OCR
UTAH X -150T-1: Two sections, 3 Wdgs. per section.
$5.00
1:1:1 Ratio, 3MH, 6 ohms DC-11. per Wdg
1.0
uses
Pulse
Pri:
200V,
Sec.
53V,
68G71 I: Ratio: 4:1
$4.50
@ 2000 PPS, 0.016 KVA
TR1049 Ratio 21 Pri. 220 MR, 50 Ohms, see. 0 75 H.

Receiver front end cavity resonator:
Tunes 2700 to 3400 mc with a loaded
Q of 3000. 50 -ohm, type N input.
Video output from 1N27 crystal. May
be used at quarter wave
550
-P
(1.1 to 1.4 lime)

3.85

2.75
1.75

6.3V/9.1A, 6.3VCT/6.5A, 2.5V/3.5A,,)
2.5/3.5A
592VCT/118MA, 6.3V/8.1Á 5V/2A
6.4/7.5A, 6.4V/3.8A, 6.4/2.5A
600VCT/36MA
2100V/.027A
2-2.5V Wdgs at 2.5A, Each Lo -Cap ,
2216v

Test

5V/13Á
6.5V/6A,
2.5V/1.79Á
6.5V/1.2A, D/O BC800
360VCT/20MA, 1500V/1MA, 2.5V/ 1.75A 6.3V/2.5A, 6.3V.6A, P/O
BC -969

4.8$

5.39

4.79
2.65
4.95
5.95

4.95

6.45

; AND - " x Y," WAVEGUIDE
MICROWAVE COMPONENTS

"E" or "H" Plano
$8.50
21/2" radius
AT-68/UP 3 Cm Horn with Type N.
feed for receiver measurements, etc.
90 degree elbows.

$7.45
New
ROTARY JOINT (APS-6) Sperry PT #658275, 180 deg.
rotation, choke-tochoke. Has "Built-in" Di -Coupler.
$22.50
20 DB, with "N" Takeoff
PARABOLOID DISH, 18" diam. Spun Aluminum, 8"
$4.95
Focus. For AN/APS-6
3CM. DIPOLE and Feed Assembly. (May be used with
$5.00
above dish.) 8 inches long
FLEXIBLE SECTION 9 in. long, Cover -to -Cover $5.50
ROTARY JOINT (APS-6) Sperry PT #658275, 180 deg.
rotation, choke to choke. Has "Built-in" Di -Coupler,
$22.50
20 DB., with "N" Takeoff
$14.50
3 CM. DIPOLE FEED, 15" L. for APS-15
MITRED ELBOW. Cast aluminum, 11/4" a %" W.G.
$3.50
W.E. Flanges. "E" Plane
3 CM ANTENNA ASSEMBLY: Uses 17" paraboloid
dish, operating from 24 vdc motor. Beam pattern: 5
deg. in both Azimuth and elevation. Sector Scan.:
over 160 deg. at 35 scans per minute. Elevation Scan.
$35.00
over 2 deg. Tilt. Over 24 deg
$15.00
Bulkhead Feed-thru Assembly
$10.00
Presure Gauge Section with 15 lb. gauge
617.50
Directional Coupler. UG-40/U Take off 20db
MAGNET AND STABILIZER CAVITY For 2741 Mag$24.50
nerron

10

CM.-RG48/U Waveguide

Tunable from 3200-3333 Mo. For
checking out radar transmitters, for spectrum analysis, etc. Complete with pickup antenna and coupling
$17.50
devices
POWER SPLITTER for use with type 726 or any In CM
Shepherd Klystron. Energy is fed from Klystron antenna through dual pick-up system to 2 type "N"
$12.50
connectors
LHTR, LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY. Parts of RT39
APG 5 & APG 15, Receiver and Trans. Cavities w/
assoc. Tr. Cavity and Type N CPLG. To Rem Uses
2C40, 2C43, 1627, Tunable APR 2400-2700 MCB. Sil$15.00
ver Plated
BEACON LIGHTHOUSE cavity p/o UPN-2 Beacon 10
$27.50
cm. Mfg. Bernard Rice, each
MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE Coupler with 721-A
Duplexer Cavity, gold plated
$31.50
72e1Á TR BOX complete with tube and tuning
10CM ECHO BOX:

82 g -

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY. M.O. OR CHECK. ONLY SHIPPING SENT C.O.D.
RATED CONCERNS SEND P. O. PARCELS IN EXCESS OF 20 POUNDS WILL BE SHIPPED VIA CHEAPEST TRUCK OR RAILEX.

34ICárial'St.,NewYork'13;N.Y: Dept:EngChas:Rosen Phone:CAná16=4882
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SAVE

go

H ARJ O !

dough.

RCA TV CAMERA

'

world's largest stock

NEW Surplus
for Labs! Export!
Industrials!
Medicine!
Closed Circuit
TV!
ideal for labs, industry.
prisons. TV technician,
swim pools, medics-"mechanical eye"
for closed
ireuit TV. 1846 Iconoscope,
video anvil her and clipper. THE REAL6 -stage
THING! Send for
ru -w, free, complete technical
data. SOLD AT
FRACTION OF REAL VALUE!
GROUND
TEST
,

*
*
*
*

Immediate Delivery

CODE 4 TWIN CONTACTS
-Form C 1 -Form D
A 1 -Form B
Heavy duty armature bearing. Available in
all standard coil resistances from 12 ohms to
Single or quantity prices on
12,000 ohms.
11 -Form

All Standard Makes
New -Inspected -Guaranteed
See

TS -10C
TS -13
TS -15
TS -13
TS -19
TS -24
TS -32
TS -33
TS -34
TS -35
TS -36
TS -45
TS -47
TS -59
TS -89
TS -110

Standard Telephone Type Relay

Hundreds of Types

request.

1

In stock.

Our Ad on Page 95

24 HOUR DELIVERY OF THESE TYPES
Standard Telephone Relays

Hermetically Sealed Relays
Voltage Regulators
and Cutouts
Differential and
Polarized Relays
Special Relays

Short Telephone Relays

Midget Relays
Timers

Aircraft Contactors
Rotary Relays
Western Electric
Type

"E"

Antenna and Ceramic Relays
Motor and Control Relays
Relay Assemblies
Latching and Interlocking

Keyed Relays

0. Box 186 -AA, West Chicago,

TSX-4SE
1-56
1-122

AIRCRAFT
ELECTRONICS
ARC -1
ARC -27
ARC -3
MN -62
ARC -4
MN -53
ARC -5
LP -21
ARC -12 LP -31
ARN-6
AS313-B

I-177
1-222

IE-12
IE-19
1E-36

METERS:
WESTON AC AMMETER:
(Pictured) In portable leather case,
with Test Leads, 21/2", 0-15 $55.95
AC and 0-3 AC Scale

.7

DC AMMETER HOYT: In portable
metal case, with Test Leads, 4s/d',
Fan Mirrored Scale 0-15 ADC
$4.95
DB METER -10 to Plus 6. Westinghouse 3",
NC -35 Imp. 600 ohms @ 1000 cycle

4.95

0.8 Amp RE w/Thermocouple IS -89; 21/z" Rd
0.15 AC -DC-21/4" Rd.: IS -122
0-500 MA DC -21/z" Rd.; 1S.22
0-150 V. 60 cycle: Simpson: 31/2" Rd
0-250 MA DC-Delur, 3" Sq
OUTPUT -5 Ranges. 4000 ohm Imp. -Used

4.95
4.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
4.95

495
0-I MA Weston 506: 2r/z^ Rd
0-3 RF AMMETER IS -128: 21/2" Rd....NEW: 2.95

115 V. 60 CYCLE BLOWERS:

-

-

At left: 115 VAC 60 Cycle
SINGLE TYPE
100 CFM
2-'h" intake: 2" outlet. Complete size: 5" x 6"
$8.95
No.

1

C43(it

-

VAC 60 Cycle DUAL TYPE
-100 CFM-4" intake; 2" Dis.
Each Side. Complete size:
15

8'x6"

No. 10880

D-

No. 2C069

$21.95
$21 95

VAC 60 Cycle BLOWER -200 CFM; 4" intake:
3" x 5" outlet. Overall stzd: 6" x 7^ x 6". Bodine
Motor NSI-33. Removed from New
115

Equipment

#130D-200$ 14.95

115 -VAC 60 Cycle BLOWER-100 CFM: 3-e' Intake; 2" outlet: Rd. Flange with Flap Director.
Overall size with bracket: 8" L x 6-1/4 W a 7" H.
Removed from New Equipment.
Diehl
Motor Fit -2106-8 No. FDBL-2106
$ 6.95
Sante as above, but with 12-Cttrved
7 95
Director. No. CDBL-2106
$

NEW LIST:

RECEIVER -TRANSMITTER: FM Crystal
Control on 5 channels. 100 KC separation 20-28 MC.
Transmitter: 25 Watt output, 7 Tubes; 1/625.
1/12A6, 3/12S37, & 2/12SA7. Receiver: 11 Tubes:
1/12SL7, 2/12A6, 3/125.47, 3/12H6, 2/12K8, &
1l12SJ7, Dynamotor Supply: Receiver 28 VDC 1.2 A
input; output 250 VDC 60 MA. Transmitter 28 VDC
4.1 A input; output 550 V 120 M.A. Control Panel:
For local Control & outlets for Remote also. Heavy
duty 5" speaker. Size: 12" x 25" x 93¢".
With Schematic and Conversion. Weight: $59.50
c.5 lbs. )'rice
NEW:
BC 500

$13.95

VAC 60 cycle COMPACT TYPE -108 CFM; Motor built inside squirrel cage; 4-1/2" intake: 3-5(" x 3"
Dis. Complete size 4-1^ w x 8-%" H x
$14.95
8-%" D -No. 2C067
115 VAC 60 cycle FLANGE TYPE-140 CFM; 3-1z"
intake; 2-1/2" Dis. Complete size: 7-39" $13.95
W x 7-14" H x 6-2y" D -No. 10807
115 VAC 60 cycle FLANGE TWIN -275 CFM: 4-$4"
intake; 3-t/2" x 3" Dis. Complete size: I1 -L" W x
2-%.' H x 8-1/16"
115

(and BC -500 Rec.-Trans.)
RECEIVER: 20-28 MC variable timing. 10
pre -Set push button channels, squelch circuit. 4"
speaker: 10 Tubes; 2/125G7, 2/6SL7, 1/6V6, 1/635,
USED: $29.95
/AC7, & 1/6116. Price
PLUG for rear of Receiver
$1.00
DYNAMOTOR: 12 V input: Output 220 V 80 MA.
ReISSUE: $2.95
`I)1í-34
NEW: $4.95
BC -604 TRANSMITTER: 20-28 MC, 30 Watt, companion to BC -603 Receiver. Crystal control. 10 Pre Set channels, interphone communication; 8 Tubes:
USED: $18.95
7/1619 & 1/1624
PLUG for rear of Transmitter
$1.00
DYNAMOTOR: 12 V input: Output 625 VDC 225 MA.
ReISSUE: $8.95
NEW: $12.95
=1)M-35
FT -237 BASE for mounting Receiver & 'transmitter
(No plugs required)
USED: $9.95

Write today for FREE New
Listing of many, many items)

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
EE -8 Field Telephone Ideal for prisate telephone
-stem for two or more phones, up to 17 miles, hand

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1

BC -224, BC -348 RECEIVERS
ARC -3
BC -788
RS/ARN-7
Immediate action.

20-28 MC

BC -603

1

WANT TO BUY!
Cash or trade.

RECEIVER -TRANS. -FM

POWER
ELECTRONICS
DY-11
PE -206
DY-12
5D2INJ3A
DY-17
Pioneer 12117
Pioneer 12123
Pioneer 12133
Pioneer 12142

1.000's of other items)
Tell us your needs!

Phone West Chicago 1100

Ill.

1

BC -314

APS-4.-6
SCR -717,-720
APQ-13

Relays

Write for New Relay Sales
Catalog, C-7
P.

TS -125
TS -143
TS -182
TS -184
TS -204
TS -251
TS -268

RADAR
EQUIP.

Mechanical Action Relays
Ratchet and Stepping Relays
Time Delay Relays

BK Series

Relays

ELECTRONICS
ARB
BC -342
ART -13
BC -344
BC -191
BC-348
BC -222
BC -375
BC -224
CRT -3
BC -312
TCS-12

EQUIPMENT

Multiple Contact

R

' Marjo Sales Co.

-

VICTORY BLVD.
Phone: Thornwall 5-2613

Office -Warehouse:

BURBANK. CALIF.

III

N.

503

DECADE

.11

1

UNITS

Nationally advertised (name on request). For
Laboratories, radio and appliance mfrs., utilities.
contmunieations companies. 18%" lg., 10% w,
10-11/16" high.
#201 Resistance
- 10 ohms in
I

steps of

#205 Resistance

10M -

#403 Capac. Range

$75.00

I

ohm....et.

IOOM ohms

in steps of

10

40 lbs.

ohms vt. 40 lbs.

10 - 100 mfd.
in steps of I mfd...et. 80 lbs.

Complete with cables

EACH
xDF-100 Direction Finder Antennas complete with
cable and tuning knob
F.O.B. our New York Warehouse

$9.95

M. SWEDGAL
258 Broadway

New York 7, N. Y.

ringer generator with handset, carrying case, uses
Orr flashlight batteries...... Used.' Checked: $14.95

New Equipment. Used Cases: $18.95
SOUND POW'D Head & Chest Sets. It:Checked: $3.95
TS -9 HANDSETS
NEW: $6.95 -USED: $3.95
TS -13 HANDSETS w/l'L-55 & PL-68..USED: $5.95

Electronic Components

DYNAMOTORS
INPUT
OUTPUT
VOLTS VOLTS MA

12 VDC
12
12
12 or 24
12 or 24

220
625
230
540
230
220
375
330

14

14

14 VDC
14
24
28

250
250

1000

80
225
90
450
100
70
150
150
50
60

350

STOCK
No.

DM -34
DM -35

PE -133
DA -12
DA -14
DM -24
BD -83
BD -87
DM -25
PE -86
PE -73

PRICES
USED NEW
52.95
9.95
4.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
6.95

54.95

6.95
14.95
8.95
7.95
4.95
5.95
8.95
E0.95

.

.

DM36 Dynamotors-24 v. $2.95 each.
15 amp. -30 v. cireuit breakers C. H.
20f each.

Insulated resistors, ceramic and tublar
condensers, tubes. Large inventory of
other items.

We purchase surplus inventories

8.95

BELVISION, INC.

FAIR RADIO SALES

132
3

,

MAIN

ST

O

478

254 Greenwich St.,

November, 7956

www.americanradiohistory.com

N. Y. 7, N. Y.

Barclay 7-6063

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
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tt
t
t
t1
tt
t
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TUBES

Special
Purpose Tubes
0A2

.90
.70
.95
.74
.74
1.75
6.00
3.10
20.00
7.00
2.00
50.00
7.50
30.00
22.00
6.00
14.00
2.25
75.00
5

OB2.......

083/VR90
OC3/VR305.....
OD3/VR350....
1822
1623
1E26
18x7
1Bï7

1B40...........
11341
11147
11356

1963A

1021

1P22
1P23
1P25A

tIP30

1Pd0
1P41
1Y2
172
2AS15A
2B22
2C22
2C26

2C26A.
2C39
t2C40
2C43
2C44
2C51

2e52
2D21
2011W
2E26
2E36
2121

2J22
2J31
2J32

2336
2339
2117
2148
2J51

2155

2J59
2361.

2162
2167
21(29

21(54
21(55
2X2
2X2A
3AS
31321

3622
31323
3814

150

1.80
1.63
6.50
2.75
6.25
1.95
.70
.30
.40
6.00
9.00
9.00
.50
1.80
4.00
1.00
1.80

3.25
2.15

6.30
12.50
12.50
34.00

9.00
65.00
35.00

225.00
40.00
59.00
15.00
30.00
220.00
28.85
15.00
15.00
.38
.85
.55
3.50
1.45
3.50
1.00

313283,70
3

3C25
3C31
3C33
3C45

306/1299
31321A
3E29

ttB22

4B24
41328
4C27
4C28

4C35

4127
4J23
4J30

4342
4X150A
d X150G
5A6
5c22

5021
5329

6AC7W
6A15
6AK5W
611316

6*56

6A57G
6C4W
634
6C21

6J4W/1
6J6W
65C7GTY

5.00
1.50
7.00
5.90
.39
6.50
8.50
6.50
6.25
3.00
3.50
20.00
19.00
8.50

200.00
30.00
30.00
29.00

54.00

2.25
34.00
6.50
7.50
1.20
1.45
1.10
1.50
1.20
3.88
5.75
2.50
17.00
3.50
1.25
2.25

6511761.50
6.00
65J7WGT
65L7WGT

65747W GT
7FBW

12LSGT

26A7GT

2807
C1B
XFG1
CSB

10

10Y,

SCRi2

15E
15

T -R20

RX21
H1(24
HK24G
CE25A/B
R1(25

SPECIAL....

1.80
2.00
4.30
.75
5.50
1.75
1.50
2.05
1.00

.29
.31

155.00
1.30

.25
2.75
5.00
5.00
2.00
3.20
2.25

R1(34

.70
.65
3.10

0K61

5.50
22.00
22.00
22.00
22.00
1.75
0
7.75

30

REL36
EF50
T55
1459
QK60
R1(62

R1A65

R1473

FG81A
VR92
100TH
114B

149B...........
FG154
FG166
203A211

2110
21511

.80

12.00
1.65
6.50
1.25
?
35.00
65.00
5.50
.50
16.00
2.90

217C
218
RX233A
244A

249C
250R
250TH

25071
253

2566
2628

274B
276A
283A
397A
305A
307A
31641

313C0
324A
336A
339A
347/1
350E
35616

359A
371/1
371B

393A
399A
400A
MX408U
617A
434*
446

446A
446B
464A
471A

31503AX
W1532
532A
559

HY-615
627

701A
703A

705A
706C
706CY
707A

70]B
703A
71513

715A

717*
721A
721g
722

72441

724B
725A
726A

750TL
800
801
601/1
802
803
807
811
814

815
816
826

827R
829

8306
830
832

1.60
.75
1.50

All fully guaranteed!
Ready for shipment!
Save up to 90%!

842
843
845
849

1A6

1A7GT
1B3GT
1CSGT.
1G6GT
1HSGT

1.16G.82

TN-1/APR-1 TUNING

U

r

2.00
.75
.75

A

3.00313241N5.00

4.50
40.00
.90
.45
.50
2.00
1.40
1.20
3.20
1.50
1.50
1.00
.65
110.00

115

v
40 socle.,
V. up to 100

SAC7.

IT

7.7

new.

input
to

0

1$99.50

X -BAND DO -ALL
.
FRadar Test Set; 9'_85-946.5
thermies ,r
attenuntore. free.
21.0/B
bridge. -avtonth generator. etc. in one
well regulated that line
supply
package.
Pow
Meaeureo transmay be 109-12ír volte. 50-1200 CY.
e time of
mitter espectrum width. frog.. power, r
cavities, checks magnetron nulling.
T -P and
R-Tranters
T
-R
and
tunes
radºr
runes
nsitvity and band width. ccheek,
measures
-n excellent condition, $99.50
avait..
.

7

6 00

.50

.

Ont.,

P

1.85

35

852
861
864

865

874
876
818
884
885

899A
918
927
929
930
954
955
957
58

C1(1005
(1148
1201
120341

1274
1291
1294
1616
1619
1620
1625
1626
1629
1630
1636
1638
1641
1642

1810P1
1960

4.00
75.00
4.00
12.00
.30
.75
.50
.75
.45
.95
.95
2000.00
2.15
1.60
1.10
1.48
.25
.40
.35
.35
.30
.63
.63
.07
1.00
.50
.81
.50
.30

4.00
30
.25

.25
.40
.75
1.49
4.00
.40
5.00
.60

1961
5528

23.00

5636A.

10.00
4.00
Q

5603
5635
5636

5639
5641
5651
5654
5656
5670
5676
5718
5719
5744
5794
5814
5814A

3.00

1.74
2,78

1-

.59
.95
1.05
.85
.67
.67
.68
.63
1.12

684G
6137

688
6B8G
6EC5
6BF6

6616.
6827
6C4
6C5GT
6CD6G ..
606

.88

.61
1.68
.63
.86
.75
.45
.89
1.18,
.48
.89
.49
.49
.48
.63
.85
.78
.62
.55
.45
.85
1.55
1.12
.98
.95
.86
.99
.72
.72
1.30
.68
.78
.60
.98
.63
.63

6D8G
6E5
6F5
6F6
6F7

6066
6H6

6H6GT
6J5
6J6
6J7

61(7

6K7G

6L50

6L6

6L6G
6L6GA
6L7

6L70
6N7
6N7GT
6P5GT
6P7G
607GT

6R7
654
657
65 A7

65A7GT

All

gnu

NEWe

dl

ARRIVALS

Excellent contition
595.00

TS-3/AP
TS -3A/
TS-92/AF
TS-667A/AP. For APA-44
1.203-A ItF WATTMETER

125.00

97.50
72.57
78,50

For SCR -720

And MANY more

Inc.
ARROW SALES,
MAIN WAREHOUSE:
OFFICE AND
7460 VARNA AVE., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
Mai to: BOX 3007-E, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
POplar 5.1810
Phares: STanley 7-0406

Telegraph: WUX, NO. HOLLYWOOD
Cable: ARROWSALES, NO. HOLLYWOOD
CENTRAL WAREHOUSE d SALES SHOWROOM

241

S.

65J7GT
65 K7

MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 16, ILL.

OTHER WAREHOUSES IN:
Atlanta, Ga., San Antonia, Teo., Pasco, Wash.,
Sacramento, Cal.. Burbank, Cal., Los Angeles, Cal.
5840
5840A
5896

5902
5902A
5906
5932

5977....
5979

... -.......

5981 ,...
6004...
6005
6021

6021*.,

6082....

lam

4.00
4.20

4.90
5.75

5.00
16.00
4.00
5,35
22.50
73.00

3.25
1.75
4,00
4.90
3.85

6097
6099
7193
8002R
8005
8011
8012
8013A
8025
001
9002
9003
9004
9006

2.20
3.80
.25
10.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
3.50
1.25
.75
.65
1.25
.35
.25

I-

7AG7
7B4
765
7B6
798
7C4
7E5
7E6
7F7
7F8
707
7H7
7W7
7Y4
7Z4
10
12A6
12AH7GT
12AT6
12AT7
12AU6
12ÁV7
12AW6.
1211X7
1284A
-

12BA6.a
128 A7

í2g Y7

12C8
12H6
12.15GT

12J7GT
12848
12L6GT

1250707
125417

125 A7GT
12SC7
í25F5.

12SF5GT
125F7
12507
125H7
12537
1261(7
12584707
125L7GT
12507
125R7
1273

1407

í4R7
1457
í4W7.

55.75
5.00
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00

.85
.59

1.10
.59
.55
.75
.55
.98
.49
.85
.56
.90
.85
.72
.92
.63
,68
.83
.78
.50
.63
.62

.66
.62
.60
.58

56
75
76
77
78
89

.45

19V8
24A

25AVSGT

7511X407
25L6GT
26

30

32L7GT
33
34
35

3SL6GT.... ..
3SWA
3523
12ZSGT
36

39/44

41
45

4523

45Z5GT
46.
49
SOBS
SOCS

SOL6GT

84/6Z4.52

SCOPE TUBES
4.00
5CP1
7.00
5CP7
2.50
5FP7
SHP1A....36.00
12.00
SLP1
5N P1

.86
.69
.02
.67
.81
.81
.75
.65
.65
.73
.75
.60
.53
.62
.59

.79
.75
1.95
.98
.65
.82
1.05
.70
1.12
1.04
.63
.61
.58
.54
.65
.85
.84
.69
.38
.63
.43
.56
.54
.49
.82
.05
.62
.48
.52
.72
.82
.B6
.68
.63
.67
.59
.60
.52
.55
.55

14X7
19
1915G60
19C8
1936
1978

.59
.65
.80

2AP1
3AP1
3EP1
3HP7
5BP1
5BP4

.83
.69
.65
.68
.92
.07
.63
.69
.79
1.10

.54
.78
.72
.82
.78
.92
.89

4A4

14 A7.

.85

6V6GT
6W4GT
6W6GT

.70
.75

1213E6.63
12BH7

.54
.54
.69
.78
.75

6T8
6U8

.79

A4

7A5
7A8

.54
.76
.72

6SL7GT
65N7GT
6507
65A7GT
65R7
6557

.46

.46
.88

6Y6G

.59
.63
.54

65 K7GT

What do YOU need?

6X4
6XSGT
6X8

.98
.98
.73
.83
.72
.55

65B7Y
651370T
6SFs
65F7.
6507
6SH7
6517

13.00

78P7
9GP7

9LP7
902
902P1

6.50
8.50
12.50
5.50
5.00

SEMI -CONDUCTORS
1N21
1N219..
1N22
1N23

9
.

.50

1.75
1.13
.50

1N27

1N31
1N32
1N38

5.00

6.48
13.08
.75

1N69

1N70
1N91

C1(705....

.65

.75
1.12
.50

SPECIAL

5.25

8.50
6.00
1.30
1.75
7.00
3.00
1.00
3.00
3.00
.90
9.00

.98

6J7GT
6K6GT

TS.146/UP.

.89
.78
.95
.75
.63

1.05
.69
.72
.53
.92

6ÁG7
6A1(5
6ÁK6
6AL5
6AM8
6A58
6AU6

6F80

Output continuously a r' ble

n .ciel

.

GAGS

on,r $24.50

amperes ° Brand

88

641137........

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
'.1..5 KVA.
MERTRAM ITRANSTAT.

115

.55
.81
.95
1.45
.58
.59
.49
.69
.95
.97

5Y3GT
5Z3
6*3
6A4
6A6..
6*7
6A8GT

newn stern,.

and epeettrum ranalyses

.75

4*1
5T4
5U4G
5U4GB

IF.
Rcr,.iv e. and converts 38-80 MC P.O to 30 3?
!tee tires only 2_;0eV. a v and 8.3 VAC for heaters.
Tined calibrated tun:no chart. Originally used for
receiver,. but aleo ideal for
.,dnr c
with carton of @pare tubes and
coos.
A terrific value at only

59

.39

304
3Q5GT

WARNING SEARCH RADAR
for airborne use. Operates on "S"
band. Range: 200 miles. Spare parts
also available. Send for more details.

10.00
3.85
1,75
.68
12.00
12.50
3.00
6.00
.70
3.00
1.50
.35
.65
11.00

1R4
3U4

3CB6

EARLY

.95
3,75
.65
.45

.58
.80
.60
.78
.81
.61

íL4
1LDS.
1N5GT
1615GT..
2A6
3A5

AN/APS-20

10.00.90

.75

.48
.65
.47
.70
.83
.55
.78
.50
.83

1H6G

TEST SETS

4.50
6.00
2.95
.50
2.50
3.00
.60
.70
1.50
2.25
1.25

S

1A3

RADAR

POWER

1

Tubes
074

*
SUPPLIES *
* PARTS - METERS - TUBES
* TELETYPE
*
* AIRBORNE ELECTRONICS
* NAVIGATION AIDS

F-4

Receiving
01A

WRITE -WIRE of PHONE

1.50
.95
1.00

838

Imo Imo
- November,
ELECTRONICS

2.00
18.50
.70
15.00
2.25
5.90
24.00
14.00
20.00
4.50
5.50
2.00
10.00
11.00
18.00
13.00
1.00
.40
5.00
3.00
5.00
7.50
4.90
2.00
8.50

3.50

836
837

-4

-+

6SH7 metal
ea
Write for tubes not listed. Get our quotes
on quantity orders. We deliver anywhere.
Min. order $5.00. All items subject to
prior sale and change of price without
notice,

4mo

ir
Jr
Jr

1
1

1
1
1

Imn
479

1956
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

%TUBES

ALL FAMOUS ADVERTISED BRANDS ONLY

RMA GUARANTEE -From 10% to 95% Below Manufacturers Price
Special Prices to Quantity Buyers. Most of Our Tubes are Jan. -95% are Original boxed

Type

Price

Type

Price

Type

Price

Type

Price

Type

AB/150

51.99

OA2
0132
1B22

.74
.89
1.69

2K23
2K25
21528

16.50
18.99
29.50

9.95
1.99
1.10
3.99

21541
21545

72.50
32.50

23814311

7

2.49
8.99
2.99
25.00
3.99
12.49
9.99
14.99
6.99
3.99
2.49
16.99
14.99
65.00
7.99
13.99
6.99
3.19

12AT7
12AU7
12GP7
1SE
15R

1P30
2A4/G
2AP1

5BP1
SBP1A
5BP4
5C22
5CP1
5CP1A
SCP7
5CP11A.
5021
SFP7
5HP4

C3J
C5B

6.35
.49

7.99
1.79

CK-551AX/
2E41

CRP RK 72
ECl

.49

1624

5.99

1829

.801.89

1.99
.29

EF-S0
E1148

EM.3GA.....39.50
F123A.. 5.99

2AP1A.. 6.44

FG17

4.50

2C21
2C22
2C26

HF -100
K-24. ... ..

7.49

2C39A

9

2C40

3.69

H K -54H

tH3-iÌ4B. ... 1.69
KU -610

3.49
1.70

HY-65

.49
.39
.39

49

FG -105..12.99 iC1iA
FG -154. .14.99 2C39
.

99

'69
4 99
11.50

10.99

2C42

9.75

2C43

10.99

2C44
2C46

1.35
7.49

2K33A..59.95

2K54.... 8.95
2K55....9330
2V3/G

.34

2X2A

5JP1
5JP4

.89

3315

3AP1....

69

5232
5333
5LP1
5NP1

95

5

3AP11A. 4 95
3622
3823
2824

1.49
3.25
2.99

5R4WGY

3624W ... 4.99
3825
3827
3828
3BP1
3BP1A

3.99
3.49
4.69

2.99

26A7/GT
26C6

2807

7BP7

Brands such as R.C.A., G.E., Ken -Rad., Sylvania, Tung -Sol and Raytheon.
Price Type
Price Type
Price TYPO
Priee Type
Price
.85 274B
17.50 826
.75 1625...
29
1.79 706C
,7695
7060Y
35.00 829B
16
62
.29
276A
7.25
8.99
12
3.55 8308
.299
649 70731
2.99 1630
1.25 282A

1.89

4.99

35TG

7.25

5315

Q15-62.
89Y

2.29
24.50
.15
.19
.55
.99
.49
.49

7.25

282
286A

2.99
1.19
89

6.25
5.00
.39
1.59

9LP7
10Y
12X3
24R.
35T

5342331

6.35

-Look and Compare

-

'

1N21
1N21A
1N21B
1N22

CRYSTAL
DIODES

TUBES

7.50
10.00

304TH
304TL

307A....

310A
316A
329A

13.95

1.85
3.99
.69

4.69

347A

3.88

3508

2.99

354C
388A
394A

14.95

1.49
2.99

WL -417A 2.74
1N238
13426
1827

1.10
3.55
.69
.41
.64

1N34
1N34A

707B

3.95

708A
709A

713*.......
714AY
71531

7156

715C

718AY/CY/
EY/DY
719A
720CY/DY/
721A
7216
722
723A/B
724A
7248

2.99
1.69

.96

24.95
2.65
6 46
14.50
.49
29.75

14.65

31.50

11:

838.....

3.50
.49

843851

0.49
13.49

845
860
8865
64

29.75

8.l6

99

8.99
1.15

725A....
726A

833A
836
837

1

45

1.19

866JR/
2B26.

.59

1.88
.39
.46
4.99
.95
2.40

1641

1642
1644
1806P1
2050.

2051..
2051,._

1159
.76
56545651.....
0
5656
...
25
5678-....-.,., 2.20
5686...,.31... 1.79
5687
_2.69
5702

1.40 5702WÁ
5703

.

8698

30.00
2.49

GL -872A

3.99 876A
9.50

1632

1.25
.99

876

3.10

119

...
5726.........
6744.........
5751.........
5725

1.99
1.00
.91

2.10

1.25

5763

Manufacturers, exporters, and large quantity users -Inquire on your letterhead for our inventory listing
of receiving tubes, special purpose tubes, resistors, condensers, and other radio and television parts.
REL-21

1.00
.39
1.88

RK -34
RK 59

RK -60... 1.99
RK -61... 3.50

73.69

RK -65/5023 14.99
RK

VT25/49
RX-2330A

69

.

39
VT67/3/0 Spec .26
VT -158
17.50
VU -111
.19

1832/532A

.

.99

.

OK -59. 29.50
0K-61 32.00
.

QK-185
V R-90
VR-78

.

.

99.00
.89
.89

VR 105
VR -150

.79

.79

2C53
2E24
2E27
2021
22021W

9.90
2.49
.95
.79
1.39
1.39

2121
2321A
2122
2326
2327
2.130
2231
2132
2333
2134

4.95
4.99
2.50
5.99
14.50
14.50
13.50
13.50
13.50

2338
2339
2349
2161

14.00
11.00
39.50
16.40

3C21..

1.29
64.95

3C22
5C23
3C24

3C28

14.50

23522

6AG57

5.95
8.99
6.25
2.25
4.99
1.88
10.25
1.88
2.95
3.95

3033
3C45
3CP1

3023

30P1
3E29
3EP1
3FP7

3GP1
3HP7

631

OAKS

6AN 5W

.49

4.69

1.50
.79
1.19
.64
1.35

212

39.50
.49

6J6W

1.29

8.95

6154

9.95
3.95

12316

3s.so

5ÁP1

19.95
64

6ÁR6
6Á 57/G
6BM6
6C4
6134
6F4.
634
614W

2.95
49.94

3321
4A-11
4B36
4C27

9.60 4028
íE27

2162

6C21
6AC7
6AC7W

1.50

6X4W
7BP1

....

1.49

2.99

2.30
3.75
3.99
1.49
9.95
.39

.

205D
207
211

21531

217A

217C

1.199

299

100TH
203A.
2056

4.95
5.99
1.99

3.99

49.50

3.25.72

2

99

GL -434A

6.66

4468

1.79

446A

1.49

WL -460

8.99
WL -464A 4.25
471A
1.25
C K-508 A X.. 110
X..

221*

4.99
3 99

C K -521A
527

242C..

8.00

WL -530 19.50

233A
2498
249C

250TH
250TL
250R
253*
259A
264C
269A
271A.
274A

119
2.99
3.99

24.95
13.95

499
3.39
5.99
3

90

13.50
12.99
5.95

1.10

14.50

W L-531

532A

6.25
99

,

700A/B/C/D/
E

701A

702A
703A
704A
705A
7068

10.99
4

99

2.25

1.90
1.59
1.25
75
14.50

All boxed and fully guaranteed. Special
quantity discount-10% on 100 or more of

FAY-BILLCO

DE

T

..

418 Broome St., N. Y. 13, N. Y.
Telephone CAnal 6-8404

FY/GY

730A....
800

801A
802

26.00
24.50

35.00

7.95
1.29
.42
2.89

LU2.69

805
807
807W
808
809
810
811
313
814
815
816

9.99
4.90
1.25
3.25
1.79
3.15
9.95
3.19
11.49
2.49
1.99

1.05

878

90
1.00
1.10

884
885

9-3

.69

299

902P1

918
927
931A
954
955
956
957
991

1.99
1.45
2.99
.19
.29
.25
.33
.39
1:39

CÑ19006

1.97

959A.

1500T
1608

2.99

95

.49

1614

1613

1616
1619

S0239

584
5851

5879
5933
5963
5964
5977
6080

_.

1.19

3.25
1.16
2.95
1.19
.74

3.89

2.99
3.90

6080W

.

8005 R
8012
8013

14SO
.66

--

94.50

8013A
8020
9001
9002
9004
9006

1.86
2.50

3,49
2025.99

1 99
.79
.69
.19
,39

.09

.92

COAX CONNECTORS

same type. Minimum order 510.00. Thousands of other types in stock
Send us
your requirements. F.O.B. New York 25%
deposit with order or If paid In advance
save C.O.D. charges. Rated firms net 10
days.
Prices subject to change without
notice. For fast service ask for Sy.

DISTRIBUTINGEl

7268
726C
728AY/BY/
CY/ Y/

M359A

24¢

15¢

831R

831 AD

FOR MORE QUALITY -PER -DOLLAR, BUY RECONDITIONED

TEST EQUIPMENT

NEED

WE WILL QUOTE ON NEW AND USED TOP-QUALITY COMMERCIAL BRANDS AND
SELECT MILITARY SURPLUS ITEMS IN OUR CHOICE STOCK, TO YOUR NEEDS.

METERS?

STANDARD

or SPECIALS

ANY QUANTITY

-NEW -MILITARY

AN/APR-4 LABORATORY RECEIVERS

ALL

RANGES

SIZESS
REPAIRED

TERS.

METERS

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
DAYTON 9, OHIO

434 PATTERSON ROAD
'11M1-

04> 04Ii0

04BIZIN.0-4138111-

0-41-

I

&
SETS

PURPOSE TUBES
PARTS -TESTING INSTRUMENTS

SPECIAL
&

CATHODE RAY TUBES -TRANSISTORS & DIODES -WIRE & CABLE
PROJECTOR, REFLECTOR, GERMICIDAL & OTHER TYPE OF LAMPS
FLUORESCENT LAMPS -BALLASTS & STARTERS
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES -HOUSEHOLD & BATHROOM SCALES
HEARING AID BATTERIES -TAPE RECORDERS & TAPE

All merchandise direct from outstanding

U.

S.

I

-

MILANO BROTHERS
Tel. Circle 6-0375 Cable: MILANBROS, New York

I

Manufacturers -Original Packing
for account of

No Surplus or distressed lots -We take care of Export Formalities
Foreign Customers. WILL QUOTE AGAINST SPECIFIC REQUEST.

RECALIBRATED

INSTRUMENT SERVICE

FOR EXPORT ONLY
RECEIVING, TRANSMITTING
RADIO & TELEVISION

RESCALED

WRITE - PHONE - WIRE

041-0! 04 04>04M. 040

We offer:

I

MILITARY

FORELECTRONIC

Complete with all five Tuning Units, covering the range 38 to
4,000 Mc; wideband discone and other antennas, wavetraps,
mobile accessories, 100 page technical manual, etc. Versatile,
accurate, compact -the aristocrat of lab receivers in this
range. Write for data sheet and quotations.
We have a large variety of other hard-to -get equipment,
including microwave, aircraft, communications, radar; and laboratory electronics of all kinds. Quality standards maintained.
New Reduced Prices On: LARGE POWER UNITS, DYNAMOME-

I

250 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

4iO4i0l0404!04l04>048M0-0403011.04>0 .11M1-0-41M1111.04>P0.11

76-14 Woodside Ave.
Elmhurst 73, N. Y.
CAA No. 4264 Ltd.
HA 9-2925

FOR SALE
Several Model A-143 "SEIFERT" field coil
winding machines-Semi -automatic -Layer
winds coils from )/e" to 11/4" long, up to
5" Dia. -#40 to 12 gauge wire.
FS-3184, Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N.Y. 36, N.Y.

November, 1956
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ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
WHEN IN NEW YORK, VISIT US AND

Third International

SEE THE

.

.

.

AUTOMATION
Expositwn

IN THE

LARGEST
1

RELAYS

STOCK OF
NOVEMBER 26-30
New York Trade Show Building
500 Eighth Avenue, N.Y.C.

OE 0Ì9

CIO

WORLD

0k)

00

PRODUCTION QUANTITIES IN STOCK
6 to 12 VDC
24 to 36 VDC
=_R981; 48 to 60 VDC
-R615; 90 to 120 VDC

SS1 Mfd. by Western Electric Co.; 44 step;
2 Levels ; Bridging Wipers ; Contacts ; Gold
plated brass ; Interrupter Switch ;
Break Make; Net Weight lb. 14 oz.
"Homing" Type; 360° Wipers; Step in One
Direction
I

1

SIGMA 22RJ SP & DP
SENSITIVE TYPES

Light weight; Extremely
small; Hermetically
sealed in soder dipped
brass can; 3 oz max
weight. Silver contacts
rated at 2 amp; soder lug
connections.
22RJA2006: 10.0 ma operate, 3.5 ma release; 1A;
200 ohm; #R618
22RJCC5000G: 2.8 ma operate,
lease; 2C; 5000 ohm; #R619
22RJCC8000G: 2.3 ma operate.
lease; 2C; 8000 ohm; #R617

#R927;
#R982;
#R983;
#R616;
7

50° ea

ma re950ea
ma re9 50* ea

1.0
0.8

FILTORS, INC.
Developed to meet spec MIL -R-:5757B; 4 to
9 VDC.
Hermetically sealed; -65°C to +
125°C; 50G for 11 millisec; contact rating 3
amp. Solder lug connections.
6C9A: 6.3 VDC; 3PDT(3C); 42 ohm; 2.6 oz;
6 50 ea*
#R669
26SA12A: Developed to meet spec MIL -R 575A; same as Allied MH12D; 26.5VDC;
4PDT(4C); 250 ohm: 2.2 oz; solder lug
7 00 ea*
header; #R670
SS5

Mfd. by Western Electric

Minor Switch 10 steps
and off Contacts: #'s
R960, 975, 976 Gold
plated brass ; Bridging Step &

1

WESTON Model 705 SENSITROL

Stationary contact is a
small powerful permanent
magnet and movable contact is iron "rider"
mounted on pointer which
travels over relay scale.
Operating torque moves
pointer into magnetic field
of
stationary contact
which

Bridging

Wipers;
Contacts;
Gold plated brass. Interrupter Switch: 1
Break -Make; Net Weight: 2 lb. 2 oz
"Homing" Type; 180° Wipers; Step in One
Direction
ELECTRONICS

- November,

draws

R300, motor driven I0V
60 cycles; continuously
adjustable delay 10 to 60 seconds;
SPST(1A); #R67I
795* ea.
Prices listed with asterisk (*) are subject to
1

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

as quoted

1-9

15%
20%

50-99
over 100

10%

10-49

AN TYPE RELAYS
AN3303.1: 24VDC; 4PDT(4C); 200 ohm; Hermetically sealed; AN Connector; #R677....7.00 ea
AN3304-1: 24VDC; 4PDT(4C); 425 ohm; Hermetically sealed; Solder lug header; #R446..6.00 ea
AN3308-1:
24VDC; 3PDT(3C);
10 Amp
Contacts; Hermetically sealed; AN Connector;
#R1034
750 ea
AN3310-1: 24VDC; 4PDT(4C); 10
Amp Contacts; 160 ohm; Hermetically sealed; AN Connector;
#R1035
9 50* ea
AN3312-1: 24VDC; 3PDT(3C); 10
Amp Contacts; 135 ohm; Hermetically
sealed;
Binding
posts;

#R1036

#R561

movable

contact and holds it firmly. Contacts remain
closed until reset. Will operate directly from
a photocell or a group of thermocouples. Net
weight 14 oz.
Double contact with Solenoid Reset ; Sensitivity 7.5 Microamps ; Reset coil 6-24 VDC
or 24 VAC; Makes contact on increasing or
decreasing values; Contacts; "Twintacts",
Capacity 100 ma at 110 volts; Nickel
plated brass cover; Weston Model 705 Type

6 #560
18.75
Same as #R560 but with glass face; Weston Model #705 Type 6 R56I
19.75*
Single contact (Normally Open), Solenoid

Reset ; Sensitivity ; 10 Microamperes ; Reset
coil; 6-24 V DC or 24 V AC; Contact:
"Twintact", capacity 100 ma at 110 volts ;
Glass Face; Weston Model 705 Type 4
# R523
17.75*
Same as #523 with Brass Cover Weston
Model 705 Type 4 R523N
16.75*

ADVANCE A7979 -1Y:

115VAC;
6PDT(6C), Dual 41/2 Amp Contacts, Hermetically sealed; 20
pin standard plug-in base;

700* ea

#R1039

800*

ea

AN3316-1: 24VDC; 4PDT(4C); 10
Contacts; 135 ohm; Hermetically sealed;
Binding posts; #R1037
9 00. ea
AN3316-2; 24VDC; 4PDT(4C); 10 Amp Contacts;
135 ohm; Hermetically sealed; Binding posts;

D8797-1Y: 24VDC;
4PDT(4C), 10 Amp Contacts,
Hermetically sealed; Solder lug
header; #R1040
6 00* ea
ADVANCE A7974-1:
115VAC,
25 to 800 cyc; DPDT(2C), 10
Amp Contacts; Hermetically sealed; AN connector;

600* ea

#R1041

324 CANAL
:

#R1038
950* ea
AN3350-2: 24VDC; SPST(1A); 50 Amp Contacts;
100 ohm; #R297
750 ea

MAGNETIC
CLUTCH
Double acting magnetic

clutch ; rated for opera
tion on 24VDC ; 125 ohms ; 200 ma. Pulls
in at 18 VDC, drops out at 5 VDC. Tooth
clutch assures positive coupling. Torque capacity 12 in -lbs. An extra output shaft and
a concentric flange are engaged with power
off. When power is applied, flange disengages and shaft can rotate freely while coupling engages shafts through the unit. Flange
can thus be used as a quick acting brake on

output shaft.
Of ball -bearing construction, can operate
at high speed. Suited for precision use as
backlash and play are zero. Stainless steel
output shaft 3/16 dia. x 1/2" long. Bronze
input shaft 3/16 dia. x %g " long. Concentric
flange, 1.-% dia. x 3/16 thick with 3
equally spaced tapped holes for coupling.
Aluminum body 1-7/8 dia. x 2" long, exclusive of shafts. Mounting flange at output
end. Shipping Wt., each 5 lb.

#MCIOI

ADVANCE

Ur)A'VCrSC4

KURMAN
TIME DELAY

Amp

SEALED SPECIALS
Each'
9.50
10.50
11.50
12.50
10.50
11.50
12.50
13.50
11.50
12.50
13.50
14.50

SS6 Mfd. by Western
Electric Co.; 22 step;
;

tyre;

13.75
14.75
15.75
16.75
Step in

one direction; 20 position; 180° wipers.
one bridging and remainder non -bridging;
Interrupter Switch:
break, #R891 ; 2436VDC ; 3 levels ; Clare #SDI 9..12.95 each

1

levels

6

HERMETICALLY

Wiper; other non-bridg- Reset
lb.
ing; Net. Wt.
#R60; Single Level; 6 to 12 VDC
#R975 Single Level; 24 to 36 VDC
#R976 Single Level; 48 to 60 VDC
#R643 Single Level; 100 to 125 VDC
#R977 Two Level; 6 to 12 VDC
#R978 Two Level; 24 to 36 VDC
#R979 Two Level; 48 to 60 VDC
#R644 Two Level; 100 to 125 VDC
#R642 Three Level; 6 to 12 VDC
#R600 Three Level; 24 to 36 VDC.
#R645 Three Level; 48 to 60 VDC
#R646 Three Level; 100 to 125 VDC

5

Each"

to 12 VDC
24 to 36 VDC
48 to 60 VDC
90 to 120 VDC
CLARE TYPE 20 "Homing"

ALLIED 50G MH MULTIPOLE TYPES
Developed to meet spec MIL -R 575A; 18-30VDC; Hermetically
sealed; -55°C to + 85°C; 50G for
11 milliseconds. Contact rating 2
amp. Solder lug connections.
MH18DT: 26.5 VDC; 6PDT (6C);
240 ohm; 4.2 oz; Operate time: 8 millisec,
release; 5 millisec. Mounting plate opposite
7 50* ea
terminals; #R647
MH18D: Same as R647 above but mounting
plate on same side as terminals (As illus7 50* ea
trated) ; #R648
MH12D: 26.5 VDC; 4PDT (4C); 300 ohm;
2.9 oz; Operate time: 7 millisec, release: 5
7 00 ea
millisec; #R649
MH6D: 26.5 VDC; DPDT (2C); 400 ohm; 1.2
oz; Operate time: 6 millisec, release: 5 milli 600 ea
sec; #R665
STRUTHERS DUNN 220XFX100; (Similar
to Allied MH18D); 26.5 VDC; 6PDT (6C):
7 50* ea
240 ohm; 3 oz; #R1145

STEPPING
SWITCHES

Each'
13.75
14.75
15.75
18.75

#R926;
s1t980;

LATEST HERMETICALLY SEALED
SUBMINIATURE TYPES

"'"..:

FAST DELIVERY FROM OUR STOCK

"the show of the future"
We are exhibiting at
BOOTH 121

eAb,.

All Merchandise Is Guaranteed and
May Be Returned For Full Credit.
SEND FOR LATEST CIRCULAR TERMS: -All
Prices F.O.B. Our Plant.
Bated Firms Net 10 Days;
All Others Remittance with Order. Orders Under
$10.00 Remittance with Order, Plus Approximate
Shipping Charges (Overage Will be Returned).

WAlker S-9642

ST., N.Y.C., 13, N. Y.

jen¢idl co

1956

$6.500 ea.

Cable address:
UN IG ENCO R,

.

N. Y.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

RADALAB INC.

RADAR
P.P.I. REMOTE REPEATERS
VD -7" Upright
V E-7" Table Type
VF -5" "B" Scope "5" P.P.I.
VG -"24" Plotting Table
V1-12" Upright
VI( -12" Upright
VL-12" Upright h.H.l. IND.
All indicators are 110v 60 cyc.

87-17 124th St., Richmond Hill 18, New York, N. Y.
Phone Virginia 9-8181-2-3
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CALL US DIRECTLY BY TELEX OVERSEAS
TELETYPE TWX N. Y. *4-4361

AN/ASQ-1 AIRBORNE MAGNETOMETER

SHORAN

CARRIER EQUIPMENT

AN/APN-3-AN/CPN-2
The AN/APN-3 and AN-CPN-2 are Precision dis-

CHAN. VOICE AND TELEG. TER115v 230v A.C. 12e D.C.
CHAN. TELEGRAPH AND TELETYPE TERMINAL 115v 230v A.C. 12e D.C.
CF -3 4 CHAN. INTERMEDIATE REPEATER

PF SPEECH

4

CF -2

4

115v. 230 A.C. 12v D.C.
CF -4 CARRIER CONVERTER. Used to adapt
the CF -I and 2 for operation on a simple 2
wire trans. line instead of using spiral 4.
115v, 230e A.C. 12e D.C.

SCRAMBLER

be

attached to either a radio or
telephone circuit to scramble
This equipspeech or code.
ment utilizes coded cards in
each terminal equipment. Unless the properly numbered
card is inserted on the receiving end the speech can not he
unscrambled. This provides an
excellent privacy system. 24
VDC input. Mfg. Western

MISC. EQUIPMENT
airborne chart recording magnetometer.
The set consists of an amplifier, oscillator, detector
head, chart profile recorder, power supply. The
equipment has a sensitivity of 2 gamma. The AN/
ASO -I records on an Esterline angus recorder disturbance in the earth's magnetic field. An indicator
is provided that gives a bearing on a magnetic disturbance. Input is 28v DC. Weight about 130 lbs.
This is

Electric.

SCR -536

CF -I

MINAL

tance measuring installations. This equipment operates on 225 mc. Tho range is 250 miles with an
accuracy of 25 feet. This equipment is widely used
by geological companies for prospecting and mapping.
Power input is 110e 400cyc and 28v DC.

AN/GS0-1 NAVY TYPE
This is a unit designed to

an

AN/CPN-6 3 CM Beacon
AN/UPN-4 3 CM Beacon
AN/URC-4 VHF Rescue Set

AN/TRC-I,

TEST SETS from TS -1 to TS -700 many late types
PARTS SPARE and sets of equip mfg. after 1948.
radar, radio and special types write

is a precision laboratory
instrument covering 38-4000 MC in 5 plugis tuning
units. The tuning units are calibrated directly in
A wide or narrow band width I.F. may
megacycles.
be selected in the receiver enabling pulsed signals
to be observed. Outputs for a pulse analyzer; pan.
adaptor. etc. are provided. A tuning meter is also
provided. Input Il0v 60 eye.

The

RDO

AN/APR-4 receiver

:411==,
improved
--

NAVY SUPER SEARCH

RECEIVER
The RDO is a very elaborate radar
search receiver greatly
The set uses
over the APR -4.
APR -4 tuning units, but is much

more versattie, having input metering, D.B.
output meter. automatic noise limiter, and
greater selectivity and sensitivity. The RDO is
recommended when only the very best will do.

AN/ARC-12
AIRBORNE 225-350 MC TRANSCEIVER

Input

sets provide 10 chan
channel communication from
225-350 mc. A guard channel
The AN/ is also provided.
ARC -12 is a late set and is
the V.H.F. version of the
AN/ARC-I. and will communicate with the ARC -19,
ARC -27. ARC -33 etc. Output
is 8 watts. Input is 28 VDC.

These

TUBES

.75
.55

6AN4

.69
.47
.89
.481

6AS5
61307A
16SK7

.45

6V6GT

.

.

.44
.40
.38
1.00

.65

.

SPECIAL
25L6GT (Tung -Sol
Jobber Boxed)

.921

6AC7W
6AK6

12AU6
12AT6
12A6
12AY7.

12537

Late Date.

(s

30

70L7

.

15642

55c
.35

"Rogers Canada" Many of
US

A7
1L A6
1S5

1V6

Mftre

5X4....

6A8

6K7GT
6L7

607

.44
.68
.42
.70

...

.35
.68

.40
.78
.72

%

RCA GE

.46
.32

35Y4

35Z4...

Transmitting Types

1832...

766
7C6

707..
7Y4

1407

25Z6
35L6GT.

.42
.52
.62
.46
.58
.45
.49

14C40.
5R4GY
35TG ...

190N8.
HF120.

is a 75 C

Sylvania Tungsol Commercial JAN Boxed Bulk

.35

HF140.
218
250TL

250TH

270A.
446A.

450TL..
468
707A

WE BUY SURPLUS
AT HIGHEST PRICES

1.10
.72

Branded

1

-In Stock -95

1IOv 60 eye.

RC -115B GROUND 75 MC
MARKER BEACON TRANS.
Marker Beacon Ground Station.
This equipment conies mounted in a transporting trunk. The set can emit either inner, outer,
or airways signals. The transmitter is crystal
controlled. 110 Volts 60 eye. Late USAF equip.

This

BRAND NEW -GUARANTEED.

15Z4.

2, 3, 4, 6, 7.

AN/GRC-9 Field Radio, many other AN equipts.
SCR -I91, 300, 399, 499, 508, 608, 808, and others

AN/APR-4 Search Receiver

HANDI-TALKIE

Freq. range 3.7.5.5mc crystal controlled battery
handi-talkie. The range of this
operated
equipment is approximately 2 miles. We can
supply these sets to your specified freq. Completely reconditioned and guaranteed.
WE CAN SUPPLY OVER 1500
OF THESE SETS

Receiving Types
.62
1 AG4
.45
1U4..

MN -5
F.M. 30-42 MC MOBILE RADIO SETS
This set is ideal. For police, prospecting outfits or anywhere a compact reliable system of communication is desired.
Power output is 5 watts. Set
Input
is completely remote controlled.
is 12 VDC.

8.25
1.10
1.95
15.001
3.25

722A
725A

4.50
20.00
10.95
23.75
37.50
.32

45.00
12.00
1.50
.35

1.75

.. 1.101
807W 5933... 1.95
1807

BOB..

1813

75

9.001

8308
843

1.25
.25

1851

4.951

864
865

.23
.25

902P1

.

958A..
1625
1629

190 Washington St. N.Y.C.

WOrth 2-1042

.39
.29

.26
2.45

5783...
9002

9003...

X99035984
9004

1.352
1

18.50
.25

Diodes

1N54

.32
.25

1N86

CANADIAN -MARCONI
Most Jobber Boxed
10c Special
1F7G
1B5

1G5G

1B7Gt

,33

106

36

1D7
1E5GP

38
39

1F6
Also

1N38A

SOLO Electronic Sales Corp.

1.50

1N58A

.35
.65

1

G4Gt

19c
25e
25e
35c
42c
12e

1J6G

3A8Gt
6B8G
6R7

12A
30e
12Q7Gt
1st Quality -Canadian -Unbranded
8c
1 A4P

(Rated: D8B)
Many other types in stock. 1D5GP
19
Wholesale 8 Export Only 46

20e
11c
19c

AN CONNECTORS
FAST DELIVERY
All comply with government specifications

Sverkeeveawireitereiree

FROM STOCK

Let us quote on your requirements.

green

ilrílle)triCc

99 MURRAY ST.. NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

LOW PRICES
Cadmium or olive

drab finish.

WOrth 4-2490-1-2
November,
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ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ELECTRONIC

SIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL

TERMINATION INVENTORITS

WAR

C&H

SALES CO.

INFORMATION ON OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF SURPLUS ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS. ALL PRICES NET F.O.B.

WRITE OR WIRE

Size: 2-5/32" long x
11/4" dia.; bearing one
end 1/2" O.D.; Shaft
Size: 1" long, threads
8-32-3/" long, with bearing shaft /8" dia. x
1/4" long. Gear on shaft
end 1-7/16" dia., gear
on bearing
end 11/4"
dia. Drive gear 25/32"
dia.

FOR

2176-E East Colorado Sr.
Pasadena 8. California
RYan 1-7393

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

$3.95 ea.
SIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL

INVERTERS

1:1 reverse ratio, 60
teeth on large gear;
1/4" shaft.
Size: 3"
long with
1-15/16"
dia.

VOLTAGE
DIVIDER
10042-1-A Bendix

Input 14 volts; output: 115 volts; 400
cycles. -phase; 50 watt
$35.00
12116-2-A Bendix
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc; single phase; 45
amp. Input: 24 VDC, 5 amps.
$35.00
DC

1

12117 Bendix
Output: 26 volts; 400 cycles, 6 volt amperes,
$15.00
phase. Input: 24 VDC; 1 amp.
12121 Bendix
Input: 24 volt D.C. 18 amp. 12000 r.p.m.
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 3-phase, 250
volt amp, 7 pf.
$49.50
12123 Bendix
Output: 115 V; 3 -phase; 400 cycle; amps
.5 Input: 24 VDC; 12 amp.
$49.50
12126-2-A Bendix
Output: 26 volts; 3 phase; 400 cycle; 10
VA; 6 PF. Input: 27.5 volts DC; 1.25 amps.

>7

frL
9

r

$3.95 ea.

.

Stook No. 108

's
SIMPLE DIFFERENTIAL

Model TS-89/AP ratio 10-100

1

$37.50 each
long, 1-}i"
1/4" shaft
each end 1-1 reverse
ratio 32 teeth on input and output gear
price
$3.50 each

size

SELSYNS-SYNCHROS

$24.50
12130-3-B Bendix
OutpUt: 125.5 VAC; 1.5 amps. 400 cycles
single phase, 141 Va. Input: 20-30 VDC.
18-12 amps. Voltage and frequency regu-

stock no. 149

$49.50

lated.

2-1i"

diameter,

12133 Bendix

Input: 26/29 volt D.C., 28 amps. Output:
1815pvolt, 3 phase, 400 cycle, 250 vol;amÓÓ

12147-1 Pioneer
Output: 115 VAC 400 cycles; single phase.
Input: 24-30 VDC; 8 amps.
Price $39.50 each

778 Bendix

Output: 115 volt 400 cycle; 190 VA; single
phase and 26

volt, 400 cycle, 60 VA, single
24 VDC.

$37.50

Input:
Output: 115 volts AC; 750 VA, 3 phase, 400
cycle, .90 pf and 26 volts. 50 VA single
phase, 400 cycle, .40 pf. Input: 27.5 VDC

10 phase.

60 amps. cont. duty, 6000 rpm. Voltage and

$59.50

frequency regulated.

10339 Leland
Output: 115 volts; 190 VA; single phase;
400 cycle, .90 pf. and 26 volts; 60 VA; 400
cycle, .40 pf. Input: 27.5 volts DC, 18 amps.
cont. duty, voltage and freq. regulated.

$49.50

10486 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycles;
VA; .80 pf. Input: 27.5 DC;
cont. duty.
10563 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle;
VA; 75 pf. Input: 28.5 VAC;

3-phase; 175

12.5 amps.;

$70.00
3-phase; 115
12 amps.

$35.00
PE109 Leland
Output: 115 VAC, 400 cyc.; single phase;
1.53 amp.; 8000 rpm. Input: 13.5 VDC; 29
$50.00
amp.
PE218 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; single phase pf. 90;
380/500 cycle; 1500 VA. Input: 25-28 VDC;
92 amps.; 8000 rpms.; Exc. Volts 27.5.

$30.00

BRAND NEW

MG149F Holtzer-Cabot

Output: 26 VAC @ 250 VA; 115 V. @ 500
VA; single phase; 400 cycle. Input: 24 VDC
$40.00
@ X36 amps.
MG153 Holtzer-Cabot
Input: 24 VDC; 52 amps. Output: 115 volts
-400 cycles, 3 -phase, 750 VA. Voltage and
$95.00
frequency regulated.
DMF2506M Continental Electric
2430 volts input; 5.5-45 amps.; cont. duty.
Output: 115 volts; .44 amps.; 400 cyc.; 1
phase; Ø. 1.0; 50 watts.
$39.50
940702-1 Eicor, Class "A"
Input: 27.5 volts at 9.2 amps. AC. Output:
115 volts 400 cycles; 3 phase 100 voltamp;
Price $39.50 each
continuous duty.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

1C- Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
$37.50
37.50
1D'3 Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
37.50
1F Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 60 cy.
37.50
1G Gen. 115V 60 cy.
12.50
1SF Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 400 cy.
7.50
2J1F1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
10.00
2J 1 F3 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
7.50
2J1FA1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
5.00
2.11G1 57.5/57.5V 400 cy.
7.50
2J1H1 Diff. Gen. 57 5V 400 cy.
17.50
2J5D1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
17.50
2JEF1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
17.50
2J5H1 Gen. 115/105V 60 cy.
17.50
2J15M1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
34.50
5C" Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
34.50
5D Diff. Mtr. 90/90V 60 cy.
34.50
5D6 Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
34.50
5F Syn. Mtr. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
34.50
5G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
42.50
5HCT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
12.50
5SDG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 400 cy.
25.00
6D6 Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
34.50
6G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
42.50
7G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
R1"0 -2A Kearfott Cont. Mtr.
17.50
115V 400 cy.
R200-1-A Kearfott Cont. Trans.
15.00
26/11.8V 400 cy.
R2'0 -1-A Kearfott Trans.
15.00
:6/11 8V 400 cy.
R220-T -A Kearfott Receiver
20.00
26/11.8V 400 cy.
R235 -1A Kearfott Resolver
22.50
6/11 8V 400 cy.
C5E701 Type 11-4 Rep. 115V 60 cy. 20.00
C65405-2 Type 1-1 Transm.
20.00
115V 60 cy.
20.00
C6S406 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C6S406-1 Type 11-2 Rep. 115V 60 cy. 20.00
10.00
C7E166 Volt. Rec. 115V 60 cy.
12.50
C7E248 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
5.00
C7E249 Syn. Diff. 115V 60 cy.
7.50
C7E863 Repeater 115V 60 cy.
C7S331 Transm. Type 1-4 115V 60 cy. 20.00
7.50
851 Bendix Autosyn Mtr. 22V 60 cy.
402 Kollsman Autosyn. Mtr. 32V 60 cy. 7.50
FPE-25-11 Diehl Servo Mfr.
22.50
75/115V 60 cy.
25.00
FPE-43-1 Resolver 400 cy.
25.00
FJE-43-9 Resolver 115V 400 cy.
15.00
Kollsman
26V
400
cy.
99S-0411
10.00
13770410 Kollsman 26V 400 cy.
20.00
1515B-0410 Kollsman 26V 400 cy.
12.50
10047-2-A Bendix 26V 400 cy.
15.00
2900 Transicoil 115 V 400 cy.

Dual Simple Differential
1:1 reverse ratio on
both. Size: 31/4" long
x 1-7/16" dia. Shaft
size: 1/e" and 5/32".

$7.50 ea.
Stock No. 110

SMALL DC MOTORS

(approx. size overall 35/4" x 11/4" dia.:)
12.50
5069600 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 250 rpm
15.00
50669230 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 145 rpm.
5068750 Delco 27.5 VDC 160 rpm w/brake 6.50
5068571 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm
5.00
(1x1x2")
5069625 Delco 27.5 VDC
15.00
120 rpn w/governor
10.00
5BA10A118 GE 24 VDC 110 rpm
5BA10AJ37 GE 27 VDC 250 rpm reversible 10.00
12.50
5BA10AJ52 27 VDC 145 rpm reversible
5BA10AJ50, G.E., 12 VDC, 140 R.P.M.,
15.00
reversible
5BA10FJ32, G.E., 12 VDC, 9.5 R.P.M.,
15.00
reversible
5BA10FJ33, G.E., 12 VDC, 56 R.P.M.
15.00
reversible
806069 Oster series reversible 1/50 h.p.
5.00
10,000 rpm 27.5 VDC 13" x 31/2"
3.00
C -28P -1A 27 VDC 1/100 h.p. 7,000 rpm
7.50
7100 -B-PM Hansen 24 VDC 160 rpm
4.00
SSFD-6-1 Diehl PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm
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SAVE UP TO 70%
OF
WHOLESALE COST

UG-216/U
UG-27/U
UG-29/U
UG-58A/U
UG-83/U

.30
.85
.65
.75
.75
1.50

UG-146/U...
UG-201/U...
UG-255/U ...
UG-260/U...
UG-273/U...
UG-274/U...
UG-290/U...

FROM ONE OF THE

INQUIRIES FOR ALL YOUR

LARGEST INVENTORIES

100% GUARANTEED

ELECTRONIC NEEDS

IN THE U.S.A.

TUBES

COMPLETE LINE nr COMMERCIAL
ARMY AND NAVY TYPES
IN STOCK I I
I
512.50
SSDG
1(T
$37.50
29.50
5SF
I HCT...... 42.50
29.50
5SG
37.50
IF
34.50
6G
3G
37.50
27.50
62.50
6DG
3D
42.50
62.50
6HG
311CT
42.50
7G
22.50
513
47.50
7DG
34.50
SCT
45.00
23CT6
42.50
51ICT
45.00
23CX6
.. 34.50
SF
4.95
211E1
34.50
5G
3.95
221G1
22.50
SN
IN
STOCK
OTHER
TYPES
MANY
QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST

1

COAXIAL CONNECTORS
S .40
UG-87/U....S .40
PL-259
UG-88/U .... .65
SO -239
.40
M-359

WE INVITE YOUR

ALL COMPONENTS
ST

QUALITY AND

SYNCHROS

GUARANTEED

NEW -COMPLETELY

1

807W
$1.75 Ea.

750TL

1.75
1.50
1.70
.65
1.10
1.95

$19.95 Ea.

FG -172
$15.00 Ea.

.65

Complete Listing of Factory Fresh JAN
Approved Connector. Available at Similarly
Low Prices I
1

FULL LINE OF RECEIVING TUBES
POWER TUBES,, MAGNETRONS. ELYBLENCSyS3LARYILAArIMILOOW PRICES

TYPE J
POTENTIOMETERS
Full Range of Values Available From Stock

for Immediate Delivery
5 .9S Ea.
Single Type J Units
2.95 Ea.
Dual Type JI Units
3.95 Ea.
Triple Type JJJ Unita
SEND FOR COMPLETE LISTING

CONSTANT VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

1638
1844
1B53

1854
11360

1B63A
1P22
1P25

1P41

2C40
2C43
2C46
2C52

2130

2J36A
2K25
21(26

2K28
2K29
ALL mdse

HERMETICALLY SEALED
0.5 MFD
$7.50 Ea.
12.10 Ea.
1 MFD

400

VA-THORDARSON T47176

Heavy Duty-incL Headset, Chest Mike A
$14.88 Ea.
20 ft. of cord
$9.48 Ea.
TS -10 type S. P. Handset

Terms: 20% cash with order, bal. C.O.D.
unlese rated. All prices net F.O.B. our warehouse Phila., Pa. subject to change without
notice.
Special Discounts on Quantity
Purchases

ph -SEC. 5v. 190amp.35KV Ins Ea. $29.50
KENYON S-14940 -PRI -105-125v 60cy 1phEa. 519.50
SEC. 5v 115 amp
MIL -T-27 Type -PRI -115/230v 50/60 cy.Ea. $6.25
SEC. 51r 10 AMP 10 KV Ins

11337

SOUND POWERED PHONES
U. S. NAVY Type" M" Head and Chest sets

$95.00 Ea.

1

.

PRI -95-150V. 60 cy 1 ph.
SEC -115V. 1% Regulation 400 VA
Encl. Case supplied with external
$27.50 Ea.
capacitor.

7P4
6.95
7.50
7P10
7P13
5.95
139DW2F
7.60
7P15
148DW2F
12.50
Utah X124T2-9262
3.75
Utah X139T1-9278
14.50
G.E. 68G628
16.50
G.E. 68G627
INQUIRIES
YOUR
SEND US
POLYSTYRENE
CAPACITORS

2K33.

.

.

.

.

.125.00
95.00
90.00
100.00
35.00
65.00
175.00
60.00
5.00
6.00

.

21(39
21(40
21(41

2K45
21(48
21(50
21(56

3826
3829

3.50
9.00
7.50
15.00
12.00
250.00

7F8W
P.18 5556
BL17
BL26

FG27A
V-57
RK71 /6D21 .160.00
FG95,'5560. .15.00

19.50
95.00
4C33
125.00
4.161
.60
6A8GT
1.25
6AJ5. _
4.00
68F7W
_ . .32.50
6BL6
37.50
6BM6
1.25
6SK7W
1.25
6X5WGT
4B31

.....

.

guaranteed.

GUARANTEED
1.35
3.00
2.45
3.25
1.00
1.00

6201

6136
6072
6211
5965

5844
5687
1684
1680
2D21

1.00

.

Measurements Corp 79B -Pulse Generator
$165.00

Waterman Rakacope-Model S -12-B
Scope

TS Types and Microwave Test Equipment
and Components in Stock
All items new except where noted *(Excellent Used -Guaranteed)

500VDCT

BRAND NEW

LECTRONIC

WRITE FOR
A COMPLETE

LIST OF SURPLUS

OK202
250TL

261A
268A
312A
339A

OK381 ..

. .

1

-

715B

720AY
723A/B

EQUIPMENT

804.
807

07W/5933.

90.00
25.00
75.00
200.00
15.00
10.00
6.00
1.50
7.00
.110.00
60.00

R1111

R1131C

1620
1633
1636
CG1984
R4340
5550
5563
5636
5638
3.75 5639

3.00
3.75
30.00
9.00
8.00
1.25
3.00
3.00
3.50
10.00
3.00
.50
.75

10.00
25.00
20.00
30.00
3.00
4.25
6.50
5.00

3"

$325.00

89.00
Dumont 208 Oscilloscope
13C-221 Freq. Meter
*325.00
LAE-1 Signal Gen. (510-1300 MC) 225.00
LAG Signal Gen. (1200-4000 MC) *375.00

Tolerance

MFD BY W.E

707A

*575.00
*220.30
*95.00

IIP 325B Distortion Analyzer
HP 400A VTVM

RESEARCH LABORATORIES
715-19 Arch St., Phila. 6, Pa.

6.00
6.50
6.50
95.00
10.00
1.75
195.00
1.25
1.75
45.00
220.00
6.00
6.95
35.00
6.00
8.00
4.00
4.00
6.00
30.00
11.50

5643
5645
5646
5657
5675
5702
5721

5744
5751

5764
5777
5787
5794
5819.
5838
5839
5840
5851

MArket 7-6771-2-3

Cable Address: LECTRONIC, Philadelphia

15.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
7.50
4.75
12.00
70.00
10.00
50.00
75.00
7.50
4.00
150.00
7.00
30.00
195.00
10.00
2.50
5.00
90.00

5893
5894.
5896.
5899
5901

5902
5906
5937
5962
5976
5981

5993
6021.
6032
6034
6035
6037
6038

PAGE ELECTRONICS
COrtlandt 7-4245

SAVE

X2A

618

12AT7

12AV7

$ $
.75
.75
.85
.85

12AY7
12AX7
12ßH7

1.50
.75
.75
.75

12SN7
2.50 83
1.95 ELIC/NL600... 3.50
1.95 EL3C/4B24..... 4.50
1.00 EL6B/NL618... 5.50
We Purchase Tubes, Inventories

Contract Terminations.

Catskill Ave.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
LIP 200B Audio Oec

6116
6161.
6167
6177
6181

6199
6201

6229
6236.
6247
6263
6326
6383
6385
6524

200.00
55.00
25.00
90.00
375.00
30.00
3.25

350.00
225.00
15.00
15.00
400.00
70.00
20.00
15.00

6101
5852
397A
6111.
5857.
412A
6115A
5876
416B/6280...40.00 5641
24 -hour telephones take your orders anytime for prompt servicing. Material subject to prior sale.

DUTCHESS LABS
38

200VDCW

CK1026

.

OK103
OK181

KC4/5625....50.00 0K185

G.E. - RCA - Sylvania - Tungsol - Electrons
-

-1

RELIABLE TUBES

8.00
7.50
25.00
20.00
50.00
50.00
30.00
20.00
6.50
65.00
1.50
9.50
10.00
6.00
3.50
40.00
90.00
15.00
37.50
26.00
30.00

136 Liberty Street

TUBES
6350

134BW2F
176AW2F

PRI -95-125/190-250V 50/60 cy.
SEC -115 V 1% Regulation 2000 VA.

HI CURRENT
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Amartran type W -PRI -105-125v 60cy

CIA..

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
MFD. BY UTAH, G.E., RAYTHEON,
PHILCO, WESTINGHOUSE, WESTERN
ELECTRIC ETC.
7P1
132A*2F
$6.95

2000 VA -SOLA /30768

GAS ENGINE DRIVEN
AC GENERATOR
ONAN MODEL OFA-2
GENERATOR -110v - 60cy 1 h 4KW.
GAS ENGINE -4 CYL - 8 HP Air Cooled
Battery Ignition Electric or Cord Starting
-Fuel Tank 4 gals. -Complete with 12v
$395.00 Complete
Battery -400 Lbs.

GENERAL RADIO
535.00
GR 107K Var. Inductor
*35.00
GR 107N Var. Inductor
GR 222L Precision Condenser 1500M NI F
* 55.00
5.00
GR 510A Decade Res
7.50
GR 572B 1KC Hummer
6.50
GR 668A Decade Rea. -.1 ft Steps
7.50
U Steps
GR 663B Decade Res.
27.50
GR 700PI Volt. Divider
*225.00
GR 713E Beat Freq. OSC
225.00
GR 715 AE DC Amplifier
275.00
GR 720A Het. Freq. Meter
*95.00
GR 722N Precision Capacitor
89.50
GR 723C VT Fork 1KC
*85.00
GR 726A VTVM
GR 727A VTVM (Battery Oper.) 1I5.00

OVER 50 TYPES LOW4lAND HIGH
POWER TYPES IN STOCK FOR

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

PRODUCTION
QUANTITIES

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

TEST EQUIPMENT

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Tel. Pok-5944

TRANSMITTING TRIODE
AMPLIFIER. Brand new original
packing. Regular net $253.00 each.
While they last $6.95 Each.
851

17-B.C. 348R like new.
7-B.C. 312 excellent.
70 -SCR. 536 like new.
19-A.N.F.R.C.

1-T.S.
1-B.C.

1

Transmitters new.

EXPERT IN EXPORT

A. van

Breems-Radio engineer

Shippan

Avenue,

Stamford,

5896A $.75
5718A $.79
Thousands of other types at low low prices.
2C26 $.39

174U, new.
221 A.K. new.

All units are in new or like new condition -fully guaranteed.

907

New York 6, N. Y.

Conn.

Telephone Fireside 8-4489

PHONE-WRITE -WIRE
Terms 25% deposit with order or send full
remittance to save C O D Charges. F O B
Bethpage, N. Y.

S

& R ELECTRONICS, INC.

297 Central Avenue, Bethpage, New York
Wells 1-8600

November, 1956
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SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

BARGAINS

0A2

0A3/VR-75
OA4G
.

0A5

in high quality

OBº
OB3/VR-90. .
0C3/VR-105.

TEST EQUIPMENT

LAB

-

-

OSCILLOSCOPES

TEKTRONIX model 641 with feat rice plug-in
$1095.00
preemp 63/54K. L. N P W (Worth $1300)
5" TEKTRONIX model 546 with plug-in preamp 31295.00
Excellent.
5' TEKTRONIX model 511A.
5700.00
SPECIAL
3700.00
good
5' TEKTRONIX model 614AD. Very
$150) 575.00
5' DUMONT model 274A. Vy. good. (worth
BUY
5110.00
208B.
A
REAL
DUMONT
model
6'
Vy.
$170).
good...595.00
model
WO.88A.(Worth
6' RCA
3125.00
7" RCA lab Hope. rack gild. (worth $275) LN

SIGNAL GENERATORS, VTVMs, ETC.
ABSORPTION WAVEMETER. General Radio
type 76y8A New orig. etne.w/inetructione.8ame
332.50
Hewlett-Packard3(
h3ú. xn$n1 marker.
SR.
MEGA-MA
19.50
Veryy good road. stale included
$
mtd.
LN
5235.00
VTVM. Balientine model 305. Reek
SQUAppRE WAVE GENERATOR. Meaeuremente
165.00
MEGACYCLE7(GDO) METEdR. Meaeuremente $
Corp. model 69. Rack mtd. what coil. and
PUpL SbE GENE RAT OR. Hewlett-Packard model$250
w
r.
ack mtd
2
5450.00
"EPUT" (Event Per Unit Time) MÉTÉR.Berele m del 554. Five dig it cou0nter. L. New 3690.00
5380.00
'Nei.
GENERATOR.1Meenremente Model
5 GNALGood
3350.00
80.
FM SIGNAL GENERATOR.Ey Meaeuremente 175.00
UHF SWEEP GENE RATORa RCA WR-4(B. $1225.00
Very good
RCA WR-09A.
TV SWEE GENERATOR.
$99.50
y gEEPP
RCA WR-598.
TV SWyWP GENERATOR.
TVeSWEEP GENERATOR, RCA WR-59C. $135.00
0179.50
Very Good
o
FREQUENCY METER, //citieeñ a band. Lavie
33.00
(
DIST ORTION S/NOI7SE ) METER. General $
Radio

d

odel 732-B

w/

732 -PI range

filter.

575.00

VY goo
SIGNAL GENERATOR. General Radio model $90.00
6058. Veryy eoodcondition
General
FREQUENCY TRANSFER UNIT.
$280.00
Radio Model 1100C. Like Novel
580.00
Corp.m
VTVM.
Hewlett-Packard
SIGNAL GENERATOR.
$490.00
606A. In very good condition
5275.00
SERVOSCOPE. Like navel
AUDIO GENERATOR. Hewlett-Packard model 595.00
200-C
AUDIO GENERATOR. Hewlett-Packard model
200 -AB
$125.00
MICROWAVE
BROADBAND oly
PRO) Nodeç 902. $1750.00
ERATO. Polytechnic
Irma
o, In very good condition
Rutherford
TIME DELAY GENERATOR.
3225.00
Electronics model An. Excellentcondition
UHF SIGNAL GENERATOR. Hewlett-Packard

51300.00

model 616A. 1800-4000 moe. Like new

-

-

real brutel I PRIMARY: 98-104-110-116-123
volte. 60 cyolea AC. SECONDARY: 3100-03100 8 500 mn. 15 KV impregnated mica ineu9"x8 754"
latiom
Conservatively rated.
NEW. In original mio'a. wood bore,. 801bs $14 50
FOB NYC
VARI AC. General Radio 20 amp model V -20M
Brand new in orig. factory wood boxes. (worth 537 50
555.00). SPECIALI
SUPPLY. New
HEAVY
A

ür

aáoie
loti g áedngPOWER
Weái hoo
industry. PRIMARY: 220 volt. 3 phase 60

For 12

board in compact form. Rack Mtd.
order wire linee. New. in orig. crates

TERMS:

20

C.ttnrar,trrd.

etc

8.00

800500

2J31-40
2J51

2J52
2J54
2)55
2.156
2.161

2162
2J64
2K25
2K30

2K33A
2K34
2K39
2K45
2K47
2K54
2K55

2V3G
2X2

2X2A
3A4
3A5

3624W

EL -3C
EL-3CJ

3C22
3C23
3C24
3C33
3C45
3D22
3DP1

3DP1 A

3E29
3EP1

3FP7

3FP7A
3GPI
3GP1

A

3HP7
3HP14
3)21

3JP1 º

3K27
3KP1

4.65A
4822
4823
4824
4825
4B27
4831

2.25
20.00
4C27
7.50
4C33
85.00
4C35
17.50
4E27
7.00
4)34
25.00
4J38
100.00
4)39
100.00
4)46
35.00
4J61
150.00
4X100A
12.50
4X150A
20.00
4X500F
55.00
EL-05B/5C30. 1.00

5AP1

5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
25.00
2.00
7.50
6.00
8.00
9.50
10.00
1.00
7.50
4.00
2.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
7.50
10.00
5.00

5BP1

58P1 A

5BP2A
5BP4
5C22
5CP1
5CP1 A

5CP7

5CP7A

5CP11 A

5CP12
5FP7
5FP14
5GP1
5HP1
5123
5129
5J30
5131

5J32
5JP1

5JP2
5JP4

5.00.
5.00

51P5A
51P11
5LP1

A

9.50
7.00

1.50
1.25
2.50
35.00
5RP1 A
35.00
5RP11 A
. . 50.00
5SP1
5X3
2.75
5X3P1
. 35.00
50.00
5XP1
25.00
5Z2P7
50.00
5Z4P11
EL-C61
12.00
EL-C6L
5.00
EL-6C/4Bº5. . 8.00
6AC7W
1.00
6AD4
2.50
WE-6AK5 . 1.25
6AK5W
1.00
6AL5W
.75
6AN5
2.25
5NP1

5R4GY
5R4WGY

.

6AR6

.

1.º5

6AR6WA.... 2.50
6AS6
1.25
6AS6W
º.º5
6AS7G

3.00
2.50
15.00
6C21
614
1.75
6J4WA
2.50
6J6W
1.00
6L4
3.50
6K4A
3.10
6L6WGA.... 3.75
6SK7W
1.00
6SN7W
1.50
6SK7WA
2.00
6SU7GTY.... 2.50
6X4WA
2.00
6X5W
1.25
7BP7A
7.00
7CP1
5.00
7EP4
10.00
7F8W
1.75
7HP7
10.00
10KP7
25.00
1 ºAP7
50.00
12DP7
15.00
12DP7A
35.00
12GP7
15.00

68A5

(JOHR BOXED) 3.25
surplus Elutac)

FG-17

3.50
6.75
1.50
2.50
00

RK -20A

TZ 20
RK -23

1.50
1.50

.

394A

2.50.

RK-25

25E6WG

.

FG -27A

28D7W
FG -32
VX-328

VX-33A
357
35TG
VX-41

P-54

HK-54

T-55

VX-55

6.00 GL -546

RK -60/1641.- 1.25
RK -61
2.50
RK -65/5D23

65

.

.

.5Ó

9.00

FG-67

HY-69

2.25
RK -72
.50
RK -73
75
.50
RK -75/307A
7.50
75TL
3.50
FG-B1 A
16.75
FG-95
100R
.. º.50
5.00
100TH
100TL
12.50
WE -122A . . . . 1.50
F-123A
5.00
WE -123A.... 2.50
10.00
F-148A
VXR-130
1.65
4.00
HK-154
VT -158
10.00
7.50
FG-166
20.00
FG-172
12.50
OK-181
7.50
FG-190
10.00
HF -200
3.50
CE -203
3.50
203A
50.00
207
10.00
WE-211C
8.00
WE -211D
15.00
WL -218
WE -ºººA. . .100.00
CE -235A
5.00
7.00
WE-242C
WE-244A . . . . 7.50
WE-245A . . . . 6.50
3.00
WE-2498
WE-249C
2.50
5.00
º50R
12.50
250TL
WE-º51A....50.00
WE-252A . . . 7.50
WE-253A.... 2.50
WE-254A.... 2.75
WE-º57A.... 2.00
80.00
FG -258A
WE-2628
5.00
2676
5.00
WE-268A . . . 5.00
40.00
FG -271
WE -271A
6.50
WE-2748
.90
7.50
WE -276A . .
WE -282A . .
3.50
WE -283A . .
3.50
WE -º85A. .
5.00
WE -286A . .
3.50
287A
2.50
WE -300B
5.00
304TH
8.50
304TL
12.50
.50
307A
WE -310A . .
4.00
WE -313C
3.00
316A
.50
WE -3º3A.. . .10.00
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

559

8.50
.30
.25
2.50
6.50
.35

.

CK-1007
SN -1007A.
SN -1007B. .

.

650

.

8.50

. .

CK-1009/8A .. 3.00
SC -1016C
SC -1017C

.45 2000T

575A

150.00

6.00 2050
1.00
631-P1
5.00 R-4330
7.50
.16.75 5528
WL -632A
7.50
WL -652/57. .40.00 5550
25.00
WL -655/58...80.00 5551
40.00
WL -681/86...º5.00 5553
WE -701A.... 1.50 5556/PJ-8....80.
6.75
703A
1.25 5557
3.50
.70 5558
WE -705A . .
3.50
5.00 5560
706AY-GY.
16.75
707B
º,º5 5584
3.00
714A
7.50 5610
1
.

.

.

.

.

.

715B
715C

717A
719A
720AY-EY.
721A
72113

723A/B
725A
726A
7268
726C

730A
801A
802

GL -803
804
805
807
807W
808
809
810
811

811A
812
813.
814
815
816
826
828
829
8298

.

5632

8.50

.35 5637
7.50 5638
35.00 5640
.50 5642
7.00 5644
7.50 5645
3.00 5650
5.00 5651
14.00 5654
15.00 5656
5.00 5670
.35 5672
2.00 5676
2.00 5678
8.50 5687
7.50 5691
1.20 5692
2.00 5693

3.75

2.75

10.00
. .

832

832A
833A
834
836
837
838
842
845

849
850
851

860

866A
866.111

8698

872A
884
885

922
923
937

1

A

SN -947C
SN -9488

958A
959

5634

1.00
2.25
10.00
2.75
2.50
2.75
10.00
1.25
1.00
1.10
.50
8.00
4.00
8.50

5696

2.50
5.00
30.00
7.50
1.25
1.00
1.00
1.50
3.50
17.50
15.00
7.50
2.50
1.25
1.00
50.00
1.35
.95
.95
2.00
17.50
1.50

5801

830B.50

902A/P1
6.00 913
3.50 917
6.00 918

WE -3º8A.. . .
WE -337A . . . .
WE -339A . . . . 7.50
WE -347A .. . . 3.00
WE -350A.... 2.50
WE-350B
2.00
WE -35ºA.. ..15.00
WE-355A .. . .1 º.50
WE -356B
3.50
WE-368A/AS 1.25

991/NE-16.

6.50
6.50
CK-1026
2.50
SN -1039A.
6.50
SC -1156A.. .. 6.50
1500T
100.00
1614
1.85
1619
.30
1624
1.50
.30
1625
50.00
1846
50.00
2.00 1945

.10.

FG -33

SN -976D

4.50 CK-1005
2.50 CK-1006
.1 º.50 SN -1006

WE -404A . . .
WE -409A.. . . 1.25
2.25 GL -415
25.00
2.50 WE -417A. . .1 º.50
10.00 WL -417A. . . . 1.50
1.50 WE -418A.. . .17.50
3.50 WE -421A . . . . 5.00
7.50
. .
15.00 446A34A.
5.00
3.00 450TH
408.ÓÓ
2.00 450TL
40.00
5.00 464A
1.50
35.00 CK-510AX . . . .75
3.00 527
20.00
3
WL -530
20.00

HK-44G

3238..

3718
WE -388A
WE 393A - -

6.50

6.50
6.50
1.00
6.50
5.50
85.00
1.35
1.25
4.50
1.25
1.

1.45
1.00
2.50
4.50
5.00
4.50
1.00
1.00
3.50
15.00
2.25

5703
5719
5720
5725
5726
5727
5728
5734
5740
5750
5763

.75
1.25
9.00
12.50
35.00
2.50
1.25

5771

º78.50

5798
5800

7.50
5.00
6.00
5.00
6.50
1.00

5803
5827
5828
CK-5829
584
5847
5915
5932
5933

1250

12..50

.75
3.75

º.00
5948/1754. 225s00
.

5949/1907...75.00
596º/BS-101
5963
5977

5979/BS-1....10.00
5960/BS-º.... 8.50
5981/5650...75.00
5.00

5998
6098
8002R
8005

50

15.00
4,50
3.50
2.50
2.00
1.50

1.50 8012A
1.75 8013
1.40 8013A
75 8020
3.50
6.50
6.50
.35
1.25

5.00
1.40
3.50

.

80251.00
.85
9001

.

9002
9003
9005

.50
1.25
1.40

ALL TUBES ARE NEW, INDIVIDUALLY CARTONED, FULLY GUARANTEED
All

Merchandise

ELECTRONICS
CORP.

512 BROADWAY, N. Y. 12, N. Y.
WALKER 5-7000

ELECTRONICS

2.129
2.130

1.00
1.00
2.50
2.25
2.50
2.50
10.00
50.00
10.00
125.00
50.00
25.00
35.00
50.00
15.00
5.00
100.00
12.00
85.00
50.00
85.00
100.00
85.00
30.00
75.00
5.00
5.00
1.25
.25
.90
.50
.60
2.00
5.00
3.50
1.00
4.85
8.50
4.50
3.00
2.50
4.50
4.50
1.50
5.00
8.50
50.00
.. 3.75
2.50
7.50
6.00
7.50
3.00
5.00
8.50
1.50
1.50
2.50
1.85
10.00
3.00
2.50
50.00

45.00
10.00
150.00
7.50
14.00
6.50
3.50
5.00
7.00

3J31

(o

With Order.
7F.l),It.
N. Y. C.

BARRY

2J41A
2)26

38131

832A (JAN BOXED) 6.00
837 (HYT. JAN BOXED)
1.25
889RA (RCA JOBR
175.00
BOXED)
3K20000LK (JOBR
1500.00 1850-A (RCA NEWT)
BOXED)
120.00
4PR60A (ORIG.
37.50 WL -6730 (JOBR BOXED)
JAN BOXED)
100.00
19.75
4X 150A
1.00
5812 (HYTRON)
ELCBJ/A (ORIG.
30.00
15.00 5819 ((%RCA)
BO8C211/74C50TH
JOBR
68Ó
(JAN
25.00
B
ED)
10.00
BOXED)
60.00
'00 6101 (RCA)
NEW GL-8183 (JOBR
ML -100D(RECTIFIER)
BOXED)
420.00
40.00
10.00
0283 (RCA
4116B/6280 (W.E.
10.00
29. 50 6284 (RCA
30.00
0292 (DUMONT)
450THR (JAN BOXED)
Ó.O0

2E22
2E24

3625
3B26
3B27
3628
3829

THIS MONTH ONLY
Same high quality, mire guarantee ae before. Over
Write
1000 other types in clock at eneihle prices.
Quotation requeete invited.
for complete price list.

(JAN BORE 444.00

2021W
2D29

3624
3624W

EXTRA LOW PRICES FOR

71'.1.

8.75
5.00
.75

2C43
2C46
2D21

3B211

TUBE SPECIALS!

2C39Á (JAN)
hr.xa
2 C40I(RCA JAN BOXED)
7.5
2.50
2C51/398A (W.E.)
2C23 (G.E. BOXED) 4.00

.

3AP11A

5150.00

.75

.60
2.50
OD3/VR-150 .60
EL-C18/3C31 1.00
i AD4
1.15
1AE:4
1.00
1AF4
2.50
1 AG5
2.00
1622
1.25
1824
5.00
1B35
3.50
25.00
1638
1846
1.75
1647
4.00
1 Dº1 /SN4. .
5.00
1 D85
2.50
1P22
5.00
1P28
7.50
1P29 & 30. . . 1.50
1P36 a 37 ... 2.00
ºAPI
4.00
ºAPIA
6.00
28P1
8.00
2C38
6.50
5.00
2C39
2C39A
10.00
2C40
10.00
8.50
2C42

3AP1

OR
cycles. SECONDARY: 9850 v. 8 3.2 A.
9850 8 1.4 A. PLUS 4925 8 .8 A. Meas.
deer.
(Unarnted) abt. 434r high z 3' w. 2'4 availW ggt; 1600 (be. New & completa. Only
able. WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL PRIORI
RING DOWN PANEL. W.E. RD -101. Switch-

1.00
1.00
4.00
.60

OC3W

2K41

EXTRA SPECIALS
TRANSFORMER. 3100-0-3100 volte 8 Si ampi

.75

S
.

- November,

Prices are F 0
shipping point

It

western engineers
ELK GROVE,

CALIFORNIA

fr less than

tOrrs
endollars cannot

be

processed

GEORGE WHITING, OWNER

1956

485

www.americanradiohistory.com

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
DUMMY LOAD -X BAND. 50kw at a duty cycle of
1000. 50 watts average. 11040 flange. 9" long, 10
tins. Mfg. for Gihillan. New $27.50
TRANSITION lys"xys" to l"xt/z" (RG51 to 11G52)
Smooth electroformed taper. Standard flanges. New

GUIDED MISSILE BEACON
FILTER CAVITY F-28/APN-19
2700-2900 mc, 1.5 db max. loss at ctr. freq. over

$16.50.

WAVEGUIDE TO TYPE "N" coax adapter. RG52
vaveguide 1'x/". New $14.50
DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS. Three types a) unidirectional b) bi-directional c) cross guide. All
20db aux. All 26G52 guide with standard flanges.

band, 3db at 15 mc band ends. JAN spec. Ideal as
standard reference cavity. Brand new. $37.50
CRYSTAL DETECTOR assembly p/o AN/APN-19
and 60. IOcm. Low level converter with matching
transformer from RF line to crystal. New $19.50

COMPLETE RADAR PLUMBING FRONT END.
c/o 2K25 local ose. mount, 2X25 beacon mount,
type N adapter, crystal mount with tuning slug,
variable attenuator, beacon xtal rat, beacon N
adapter. Also matching duplexer assy. All from
latest type Navy Radar by Raytheon. Ideal for
radar front end or as a complete laboratory bench
set-up. Price incl. duplexer $52.50. Less duplexer
$42.50. Brand new electrical and mech. tested.
DALMO-VICTOR HI-SPEED SCANNER rotating
joint assembly 1200 rpm p/O AN/APS-6 complete
joint kit. New $47.-50
MINIATURE 60MC IF STRIP uses 6 ea. 6AK5
tubes, with synchronous single tuned interstage
coupling networks realizing an overall gain of 100db
tor a band width of 2mc. Weight 9 ounces. $12.50
"BNC" COAXIAL SWITCH single pole double
throw. New $8.50
X BAND THERMISTOR for TS -36 Power Meter
$7.50
TS35 SIGNAL GENERATOR complete "X" band
coverage CW output 0 to -70dbm, peak pulse output plus 3 to -e7dbm. 0 to 35db attenuator, 2K25
oscillator. Tuneable wavemeter. Temp. compensated power meas. circuit -10 to plus 33dbm. 115
vac 60 cy input. Price like new guaranteed $275.

COAX MIXER ASSEMBLY IN21 type crystal de-

New $15.00

KOILED KORDS

wires

3

$126

22 inches long stretches to 9

ft.

Cheap Relays for Computers and
6 for $2.00
Experiments
G.E. Switchettes
All types -756 ea
I

115 V. AC RELAY

to 115F. 2400 to 3400 me. New $18.50
UG65/66U FLANGES for RG48 guide, high hub.
bronze $10.00
COMPLETE SURFACE SEARCH RADAR U. S.
Navy type "SO" Raytheon 275kw nominal pulsed
output l000ntc. "S" band. Rotating yoke plan
position indicator with 2, 4, 20, 80 mile range selection. Input 115vdc, 32vde or 28vdc. Lightweight.
Delivered complete with installation accessories, set
of drawings, instruction books, export cased. Price
Is less than half the cost of lowest priced commercial radar on market today. Write, phone

RADIO -RESEARCH INSTRUMENT Co.
550

- 5

HAND WOUND 10 Sec. to 24
MIn. TIMER SWITCH..$1.35
6

Watt Most POWERFUL
TELECHRON MOTOR

6

RPM
RPM Reversible

Xfmrs-Min.

Pulse

regulated, $44.50
SPERRY MICROLINE MODEL 444 klystron signal
.source. In new condition. Complete source for all
Sperry klystrons. List $1400. Our price $425.00

3 KW 400 CYCLE SOURCE
Complete Generator Set 115 V.D.C. Motor. Generator output 115 V., 400 Cycle A.C. Includes Speed
regulator. Motor easily swapped for any other Input
sou wish. Used, exc. cond. $385.00 each.
LORAIN. Latest Radio Marine Direct reading
digital computer like new. Write.

this Searchligh

Section of

HAYDON TIMING MOTORS

60 (7 11 RPM
1.00
HANSEN Synchron 4 rpm $4.24
CRAMER 4 rpm
$4.65

I

GONIOMETER

K.C.

64 G Dey

Street

New York 7, N. Y.

EST. 1923

ELECTRONICS
an index of reliable sources for Used

and Surplus Equipment now available.

24

the

Searchlight Section in
issues for later offer-

regular monthly

motors.

Made for

is

Consult

DELCO
DIEHL

P.M.

Please include postage

$8.50
$10.00

110v 60 cycle 30 RPM..$2.60
110v 60 cycle 1 RPM... 2.60
230v f2 RPM
1.00

4 RPM
.. 2.90
3.25
3.6 RPM..$3.15 60 RPM .. 4.85
Laboratory Special of Each Motor $25

BLAN

, N. Y.
Tel. JU 6.4691
PLISHNER

General Radio VARIACS In stock.
Special Sale on a few 200-B (1 amp.)
$8.95
removed from equip't

I

- 250 to 1500

1S

J.

WESTINGHOUSE

134BW2F RADIATION LAB. # blocking oso. pulse
voltage KV 2.5/2.5; 2.5/1.25 pulse duration 1 to 2.5
microsec. Duty ratio .002. Load imp. 1500. Test
voltage 1500 rms. List pricee $22.90. Our price new
from
$5.75. Fse output.
148DW2Fremoved
RDIATIO N LAB.t
pulse output.
Pulse voltage KV 2/.57(2). Pulse duration .2 to 1
microsec. Duty ratio .002. Load imp 800. Test
voltage 1500 rms. List price $22.00. Our price removed from equipment $5.75. Fosterized.
CW TUNEABLE PACKAGED MAGNETRON.
Tuneable 2800 to 3025 me with calibration curve.
Octal type base. New in original carton $25.00
AN/TCC-7 CARRIER TELEPHONE Component
units In stock. Write
AIRBORNE POWER SUPPLY DY30/APN-19
Complete shock mounted package input 19.5 volts
DC 2.7 amps. Output 360 volts at 60 ma and 100
volts at 10 ma. Will operate 2C40 and 2C43. Part
of guided missile radar beacon AN/APN-60. Fully

I10V 60 CY

TELECHRON Motors
I RPM
.. 3.95
2 RPM ... 2.90
3 R.P. Hr. 2.85
3 RPM ... 3.90
I R.P.I2Hr

TYPE CFT -47372

Avc., N. Y.
PAUL

$2.90

for $6.00 l00 for $50

O

tector RP to IF, 'N' fittings, matching slug, duplex
couplings, mfg G.E. New, $18:50
ADAPTER RG48 WAVEGUIDE 3"xlt/z" to type
"N" coax. New $34.50
THERMISTOR MOUNT 10CM. Avg power range
-3 to plus 11 dbm, 72 ohms type "N" coax input.
Accuracy .5db at 6 to 10 mw. Temp range plus 32

TS46/AP FREQUENCY- METER complete 3000nic
band coverage with accuracy of .5mo relative, absolute plus and minus 3mc. 200 microamp. meter.
Micrometer adjust. Equal to TS -117. New $35.00

ings.

volts.

Will work at

lower speed at 12v. or 6v. Bat- $378
e
tery or Rectifier. Size 1"x1"x2".

If you don't see what you want -ask

for it. Ask the advertisers. They are

MINIATURE

-5687

BOLTON LABORATORIES, Inc.

constantly adding to their stocks and

Offers Two Popular

may have acquired just what you need.
And, when you have special items to

Type
Twin Triode Tube

Brand New -Purchased from Orig-

inal Manufacturer.
Laboratory Checked -Fully Guaranteed by us. Production Quantities
available. Immediate Delivery.
Priced much lower than your present

equipment cost.

KLEIN & SCHWAB
74 Cortlandt St.

N. Y. 7 N. Y.

Beekman 3-5690

Military Test Sets
At Popular Prices:
TS -102A

PULSE GENERATOR
Superior to the TS-102/AP Range Calibrator, this
crystal controlled pulse generator produces a square topped, 50 volt synchronizing pulse of .8 microseconds at a prf of 400. 800, 1600 or 2000 cps, and
a triangular marker pulse of 0.4 microseconds duration at a prf corresponding to a pulse -echo distance
of 1500 ft. The phase between the marker and sync.
puises is continuously variable front -190 to +180

dispose of, use the Searchlight Section
of Electronics to help you locate buyers

Send a list of your equipment

and we will gladly give full information as to space and rates.

degi .,,.

SG -8/U NOISE GENERATOR
This popular model, employing a 5722 temperature
limited diode as the R. F. noise source, can be
used as an absolute means of receiver noise measurements as well as for fundamental studies. The
normal input Impedance is 270 ohms but a 50
ohm adaptor is supplied with the unit as a standard accessory.

BOLTON LABORATORIES, INC.

Classified Advertising Division

ELECTRONICS
P.

New York 36, N. Y.

O. Box 12

BOLTON, MASS.

Phone: Yonkers 9.6000

11

rand

RESISTOR 5

Legri S Company
Riverside Ave.
Yonkers 5, N. Y.

391

November, 1956
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
CONDENSERS

NEW YORK'S RADIO TUBE EXCHANGE

4m/el-600V Type TLA
New -Factory Cartons -Guaranteed

mfd-2000

.115

amps. O

20

V Mica

me.

1

53.98

3X4 mfd--600, 1000 & 2000
001
005
105

"05
01

.012

60KV
15KV
25KV
50KV
1500
25KV

24.95
9.75
20.95
29.50
.65
12.95

0V

14.75
5.25
10.95
32.95
4.25

.01502

80

10KV
20KV
7500V
16KV
17KV

02
02

.06
3
.

03

.04
05

7500

.OB

126

I

'.29

.39

2500
3000
3000
6000
5000
0000
7500

.79
.69
1.19
1.49
3.25
2.25
.851
4.25
8.25
6.95
12.50
19.50
24.50
27.50
.89
2.29
8.50
10.50
13.90
69.50
2.85
.88
.98
1.45
1.98

12.6KV
20KV
25KV
27.5KV

\.1

2000V
0000
JOKY
13KV
15KV
50KV

'\.1
t.X.2

4000V
1500V
2000V
3000V
4000V
6000

_5
"s

25
I

25

.851

15.95
19.95
40.00

5

20KV
25KV

:
G

\.25

7500
600
1500
2000
2500
3000
6000
7500

5

.x91

2500
3000
4000
5000
7500
600
1000
2000
4000
800

2

3

3

1000
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
5000
7500

4

2X5
2X6
6

1000
1500

1.19
1.39
1.10
1.89
1.98
27.50
.89
1.19
1.69
1.69
1.95
2.95

IIOAC

.791

300

30AC

600
800
5000
600
600
1000
1500
2500
600
600

4X8

"J"

1000
1500

000 L
000
000
000

24
28
ôU

500

2C39
2CS9A
2C40

2C45.....
2C44
2C46

2x.02

600

2x.04

600

.05

100

.05

2x.08
.1
.1

120.1

Mfd.
.01

.025

.05
.05

600

600

2.25

600

.19

Special! TS45 X BAND GENERATOR -x9900

5.95

4000

t
t
t

000000 L
L
600 000 t
250500

Meg L
1.5 Mee
1

t

t
01

Me. L t
2.2 Mae L
2.5 Meg t

t_ag

t

Shaft Plus

t
Mee t

400
600

TSKI/SE

1000
500

.57

28.5

1000

.55

100

.21

11

.29 1
.39 1
.33 2x1
20 1211

600
1000

60

1000
400

.27

400
600

400

.22

2

400

ç

600

.35 4

100

1000

600

400
600

.1

500
600
1000

.1

1250

400
600

19 13x.1

.32

.21
.31

.5
5

5

1^n«)

.23 2x.5

409

191 2s 5

489

.15 3.1
600
.19 3x.1
1000
.29 .25 400
.29
.25
600
.23
.25 4
6 0
.28 .5
400

.39

5-.1

.19
.25
12

1

600

600

MONMOUTH

ELECTRONICS

- November,

2A4G
6C21

6J5GT

.39

TS -45

TS47 APR
T569,, AP
TS100
T5102A/AP

TS226

TS239A-TS239C
TS251
T5258
T5270
T5418
TF890i

SURPLUS EQUIP.
A PA10
A PA 38

APS3 APS4
APR4
AP R5A

A

1

834

PT2-APT5

special prices

6H6
6K8G
6AR6

5R4WGY
5W4GT
OZ4A
OF4A
6AC7
28D7
VT52

307A
274A

274B

2628

328A
357A

450TH

450TL
957

5691
5692
5693
5639
5814
9001
9002
9003
9006

Phone: ORegon 4-7070

TY ELECTRONICS, INC.
119 PRINCE ST.
NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

Cable: TELESERUP

89

WHOLESALE and EXPORT ONLY

.25
.49
.391

.55

Long Branch 6-012"

Prc".

4.152

Price
.35
.29

RADIO LABS.

H -.n kin s.

5A6

5BP4

Kit of 12 @ 1.19

Oakhurst, N. J.
Art

2AP1
4C27
4C28

.49

10

T5110/AP
T5125/AP
T5126/AP
TS147
T5174/AP
T5175/AP
T5182

Available Large quantities at

82

151

TS108

1-960

SPECIAL

.39
.45

250

500
1

.49

600

400
15

.10
.17 2
.29
)

500
600

Ann

Source.

1054 Tube

T35 AP
TS36 AP

TS3A/AP
RF4/AP
TS12/AP
TS13/AP
TS14/AP
TS33/AP
T534/AP

600
.69
230ÁC .151

.35

Battery

OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT USED CHECKED OUT SURPLUS

t

12 4'.5
.31 2x.5
19

1000

V.

carrying case.

00

1

3

Band Spectrum Analyzer. Band 8430-9580 Megacycles.
Will Check Frequency and Operation of various X Band equipIt will
ment such as Radar Magnetrons, Klystrons. TR Boxes.
also measure nuise width, c -w spectrum width and Q or resonant cavities. Will also check frequency of signal generators in
the X band.
Can also be used as frequency modulated Signal
Generator etc. Available new complete with all accessories. in

POT 5$1.60
750-75 K

from

Field Type X

Meg t

4

Converter

EQUIPMENT
TEST
MICROWAVE
T5148/UP SPECTRUM ANALYZER
NEW TS147D SIGNAL GENERATOR

$.89
Ohms

POTS

9O

SPECIAL! 5,000 V. POWER SUPPLY
Foi íP25 Infrared Image
NEW, Complete with RCA

13.50
3.851
4.75
6.50
55.50

CHANNEL CONDENSERS
Volts Price Mfd. "..'ts Price Mfd. v-'*.

.1

'2x.1

.25

.25
.34
.22 2x.25

.38

1000
600

2x.1

.2

.34

.05
2x.05

.1

.21 3x.1
.25 3x.1

1200

4.50

14.25

24 21

CONDENSERS

251

15.00

2326
2J27

3.35
1.98

330AC

100
150 000:
250 000:

.25

.50

3.45
4.10
6.35

1000
2500

L t
L t
L

"JJ

.25

8.50

6.00
12.00
2322...... 4.50
21A

Mfd. Volts Price Mfd. Volts Price Mfd. Volts Price

2.01

9.00
9.58

3.93

600
000

oa.

600
600

62.25
7.50

PUR

75-75Meg
.01

.50
2.25

IN43

3.7;

330AC

=1,010

Shaft

K f

4.50
4.00
3.50

PUR

4000

100 000 L
150 000 t
200 000 L t

t

7N25
1N26
1N27
1N34Á

PUR

4406C

15
15
20

t2

Ohms

75 000

0001

1.25

1N21C...12.50
íN22..... .50
íN23
.50
1N23A... .50
11023B... 1.50
1N23C... 7.50

425

10KV
680AC
660AC

5

20

S0 000 L

os

.95

1N218...

23400-24500 MEGACYCLES SIGNAL GENERATOR

ld

32 50 132
51.95 42
75.00 50
PUR 80

TYPE

35.00
.50

NEW UNUSED SURPLUS TS 259 K BAND

2.20
2.95
6.25
6.50
8.95
14.50
25.95

500I0._L ti

.50
37.50

3.95

/2

1.8515

1

íB11
1860
1B21
1N21A

-

45.75

.99 14

t f'

35.00
23.00

6.35
10.95

.69 12

500
1000 L
1000 1 Switch
1500 t
2000 L t
2500

10.00

11150

1838

4000
5000
1000

.35 10

10
15
0
25

1.25

1827

20. 0
2500

,4q+

TYPE

1B26

.391 30

.69 10

L I
Li
200 t

6.95
1823
12.00
1824
1B24Á....15.00

3.00 902P1..... 2.75
2.50
15.00 726A
6.00 931A
5.00 357A
20.00 954
.35
. 2.00 726B
2134
14.25 3EP1..... 8.50 7DP7
9.00 3613AS...
726C
20.00
.35
955
.90
2J36
25.00 3EP9..... 8.50 12AP4.. . 50.0 371B
7.50 956
4.50 730A
.35
385A
Z.í38
8.95 3GP1.... 5.00
1.80 750TL....50.00 957
.35
2339
75.00 12DP7A. 45.00 388A
8.50 3121
.50 958A
.35
4.50 801A
200.00 393A
5.40 LM15
29.00 4B26
2J40
2.25
2
25
802
959
2.50
18.00 15E
1.50 394A
23342......60.00 4C27
2.00 E1148.... .25
23.00 1551
.50 MX408U. .50 803
23349
40.00 4C28
5.00 1280
.95
2.75 805
8.50 NE16
.59 417A
23350
55.00 4E27
1.20 1500T...135.00
15.00 807
50.00 204
.75 434A
2355
55.00 4J25
8.25 446A
.75 808....... 1.00 103.1554..75.00
2J56... .110.00 4326......50.00 KY21A
2.25 1603...... 4.25
3.95 809
50.00 RK21
2.50 446B
20.00 4127
2J6í
10.50 1612...... 1.50
8.00 450TH. .47.50 810
50.00 RX21
2J62Á....35.00 4.820
3.75 1613
1.25
1.50 450TL....47.50 811A
2162
15.00 4J29......50.00 KH24G
812A
3.95 1616...... .50
2.65
. 2.95 464A
14.50 4130......30.00 25T
.30
?$22
3.95 1619
17.00 4.131.....150.00 R%72.... .60 471A..... 4.00 812A
3.23
1.75
10.95 1622
18.00 813
150.00 RK73.... .50 527
12.00 4132.
2K25
2.50 1624...... 1.25
21.00 WL530... 4.00 814
2K26.....44.00 4133. 150.00 FG95
1625......
4.00
815
1.50
.30
WL531...
6.50
100.00 100TH
25.00 4134.
2K28
1.00 1626
.25
11.00 W1533....15.00 816
28.00 4135.....150.00 FG105
23.29
6.00 20007...150.0
1.75 Hk654....35.00 829
2f33Á..125.00 4336.....150.00 122A
1.00
7.00 2050
2.50 70A/D...10.00 829A
75.0 203A
2K39....140.0 4137
.65
829B
8.00
2051......
2.75
.50
701A
150.00 211
2K41.....95.00 4138
475.00
.70 5820
1.10 830B
150.0 217C
2.00 703A
2K42....180.00 43339
6.00 5826.....450.00
10.90 704A
.75 832A
150.0 242C
2'143_ mom 43340
36.00 8012...... 1.00
.75 833A
150.0 244C
705A
23.44....195.0 4141
7.50 8012A.... 2.50
834
2.50 706ÁY/
2K45.....35.00 4142.....180.00 249C
1.50 8013
. 3.00
2K48
75.00 4151. _190.00 250TH.. 23.00 FY..... 25.00 836
1.25 8013A.... 3.95
3.50 837
2K50....295.00 4152.....225.0 250TL....14.0 707A
4.00 838....... .70 8019...... 1.75
3.00 707B
2$54.....35.00 4153.....225.00 252A
2.00
35.00 8020
35.00 849
2.00 714AY
3.95 274B
15.00 5ßP1
2K55
1.50
1.75 857B. .125.00 8025
8.75 715A
72.00 5BP2A...123. 304TH.
K56
3.00 PD8365...96.00
3.00 860
10.50 715B
3ÁP1Á...10.00 SBP4..... 3.950 304TL
25.00 9001...... .85
12.00 861
715C
3BP1..... 7.20 5CP1..... 1.75
.65
1.25 9002
4.50 717A
.35 866A '
5.00 3ÓÁ
3824
1.50 5CP7
1.35
67.00 9003
4.95 719A
11.04 869B
3B25
5.00 5CP7A.. .18.00 310B
.85
869BX ...50.00 9004
5.50 720ÁY/
5.00 5CP12.... 5.00 311A
31326
1.25 9005...... 2.75
2.95 GY....50.0 872A
5.00 5D21
7.95 312A
3B28
.20
.60 9006.
.75 874
15.00 721A
27.50 323A
EL3C.... 5.50 5Jp1
.50
7.25
878
6.00 327A
3.50 721B
51p2
322
59.00 5JP4
.50
6.75 723A/ß... 7.85 879
11.00 325A
3C24
1.00
1.75 5123
.75 884
2.75 724A
25.00 350A
1.00
.75 885
2.75 724B
1C31
1.40 5LP11A ..25.0 350B

1.19
1.50
3.75

9.25 10

10KV
15KV
20KV
25KV
30KV

1ßE2

1.851

600

1.40
1.50

O1ß

Price

Price Type

Price Type
Price Type
11.00 HK354C..15.00 725A

600
600
1000

9000
600
600
1000
1600

2000
2500
3000
5000
0000
6000
7600

0D3

PUR

10KV

-S

OCS.

.98
1.35
1.55
32.95
1.29
1.49
2.15
3.65
9.25
1.89
3.85

600

f7

.75
.85
.75
.75

OB3

PUR

800
1000
1500
5000
400
600

s

0B2.

1.75
2.65
2.95
5.10
6.99
15.95
24.95
69.50
74.50

10KV
15KV
220AC
330AC

5

OAS

.751
.95
1.10

BOOT LA

I4

01.2

3.09 10
6.25 10
43.95 10

800

100SO

1500

2.3 9

25KV

Ohms

2000

1.10 9
1.49 12X2.5

2000

1

1000TLA

2

1.10
10.90
5.25
.39 2X8

10KV

\.4

2

Price Type
Price Type
Price Type
.85 23332......12.50 3DP1.... 3.30 C6A
.90 2333......32.00 3DP1A... 3.95 7BP7

Type

20.00
.59
49.50
.55
.791
1.29
1.15
2.80
2.45
4.25
7.50
13.25
23.251
.55
.98
2.50
8.50

330AC
15KV

.491

2000
2000

1

12

58

10KV
12KV

7500
600
1000

2

6.9S 2

1500

125

1.25
1.5

10.95
áz9 12
16.50 2-2
9.95 3

25KV
.05-.06 12KV
.05

Price

Volts

2X1.25

Standard brands. First grade only. No pull outs.
At lowest prices.
No rebrands.
No rejects.

NEW TUBES

51.39

V

Prim Mid.

Volts

Mid.

.95

S

1

Used equipment for sale
-Model
3 -Motor

P4 Synchroscopes.
Generator sets: Voltage 220Ac; phase 3:
Amps 7.5: Frequency 60 cycles; RPM 3600 Voltage 115 adj; Frequency 420 cycles; load amps
16.3; Phase I; KVA 2; RPM 3600.
POTTER RADIO CO.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
f314 McGee St.

6

BC -610-E,

APR -4

F, H

BC -221, BC -342, ART -13

ALLTRONICS
Box 19, Boston

1,

Mass.

Richmond 2-0048

487
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

"TAB"
THAT'S

Buy

A

Portable Units -AC & Battery Inbuilt
In One Camera Case
new to

lags

lo v

super circuit constant
coat

bright
light otput; light duration
1/600 ne 'd: color K 6800-;
coat per flash lea. than H o
1000 to 2000 tlaehee per set
of batteriee.
All :he with
inbuilt AC pack. (Kite do not

include batteries.)
Model 4008, 60W Sec color 75 ; B&W 225 -6
Recycles 2 seed lest than 4 lbs
525.91
Model 6008, 120w See, color 100
B & W
300 + Recycles S seed, less than 5 Ibs.539.95
Model 10005 240W Sec color 150
B&W
450
Recycles 10 sec'd, less than 6 113.544.95
a® 570
Kits ASSEMBLED additional
Two (2) 240V BATTERIES
510
SOLD WITH "TAB" MONEY BACK GTD

Amp

14VDC

10
12
20
24
30
36
50

Replaces
FA 104/FT118
Amato 5804X
GE FT 210

TWL

THI

28ST

THVA

BYLV 4330
X400
DX & FA100

V4X4

TLX

W -Sec

Max

111.

CIRCUIT BREAKER
Helnmann Main. Bkrs.

-

6, 9. 10,

12. 30. SO

0

Amps: 3,
51.50 EACH;

FOR 516...
50 FOR 550
SQ'D & CH Toggle Bkrs. 5. 10. 15.
70 Ampe,
500 EA; 12/55
Kllson Therma Push Button
Bkrs, Amps: 5. 10. 15. 25, 30. 35
59c EA; 8/54; 25 FOR 510

12

25.

THOR

201./

M'

Electric
2400RPM 115VAC/DC513.95
THOR 4001 5S; Electric
Speed Drill /Jacobe chuck
050 RPM 115VAC/DC $27.50
Speed

Drill

/Jacobe cheek

SELSYNS-SYNCHROS

ONE EACH AY1 & AY5 Autosyn
use 60 oy 12 to 30 V
52.95:
12/930
AY106-A1 Rotor 10 115V..
$6
AY 201-2A Rotor 10 26/Stator 30 11.8V/400.y

0

NEW G.E. PHONO CARTRIDGES

Original Boxed-Money Back Gtd
it .003

56.75
19.25
28.00
5.08

Gold Treteure
Gold Treasure
Single (S) .003 .....
Single (S) .001

5

08

HI-FI RECORDING TAPE
Sold on Money Back Guarantee
7" REEL, 1200 FOOT ]lighest Quality
FERRO -SHEEN

quality ountrolled, constant output. Grise Free. Plastic tape. Splice Free.
Freq. 712 IPS 40-15 KC Oxide Wnd In.
"TAB" SPECIAL to. $1.59 EA: 3 @ $1.50
EA; 12 FOR $1.45 EACH....1000's SOLD

processed

PLANETARY DRIVE
5:1 & 1 to 1 RATIO
Beg. O.5 !9"TAB"lO $1.50 E$1A:
SPECIAL

12

FOR

5

New Xmitting Mica Condenser
.00015MFDi10.000WVDC,

cased,

PRICE

Amp/0.1
Amp/0.1
Amp/.07
Amp/.01

CR6006/50

Amp24

/

11.79
16.96

.

CM75, Ceramic

"TAB" Special...® 54:5

FOR 515.

0A2
5
0A3.
0C3/VR90
0C3/VR105
0D3/VR150

1AD4
1AG4
1B3

1522

1B24
1B32
2B35

1546
1563A
1D21
1

L N5

1023
1X2A
2C22
2C26
2C39A
2C40
2C43
2C51

2021
2E22
2E26
2E32

2G21
2J30
2342
21(22

2523
2528
2K29

21630

MICROSWITCH
5-1, SPNC/30 Amp Cased
Hoy Duty Industrial Type
Incl. Magnet Sun oressor
20ç Ea; lots of 5
Lots of 100 @ $15

2533
21439

K41
21(42
2

21(43

2548
2550
2P23

RELAY BARGAINS
Clare
SK5010/VAC SLD/OPOT/18-28VDC
3A CTS Octal Base A 51.50: 12/515
G.E. K35J406/SPDT/2000 Ohm/8 ma/5A CTS
Plug In
$1.50: 12315
GI51, 242 SPNO/20A CTS, dbla make
79e:
12/56 S'
nn 32AXX100/Reset
overload,
115 VAC/10 ma
92.98; 12 FOR 530
Guardian 4500 ohm/SPST/531 cts 51.25: 12/98
RBM, 115VAC/SPNO/831 cts.
$2; 6/59....
S'Dunn 17AXX109/115VAC/SPNO/308 ets
Special
$3;
6 FOR 512

TRANSFORMER BARGAINS
115V 60CY INPUT
2500V/20MA, 6.3V/6A. 2.5V/1.75A. 4/BC412
Scope Replacement
56.98; 6 FOR $30
800VCT/200MA, 5V/3A, 6.3VCT/6A
53.98:
12/536

Diamond Replacement Needles
RPJO1D or RP3030 Single Dia
RPJ012A Dual Diamond
RPJ013A Dia & Sapphire

53.95
5.95
7.95
14.98
29.95
52.00

3524W..
3C22
3C24

.74
.89
.84
.74
.65
1.24
1.35
1.25
.65

1.25
4.94
2.84
3.49
1.88
21.95
3.49
.70
150.00
.60
.25
.20
7.95
7.22
6.90
2.85
.59
1.89
3.25
.99

7.00
2.95
5.09
31223
125.00
3K23
3X2500A 100.00
16.50
4-65A
3C45

3D21A....

4-125A.. ..19.09
4623
4B27
4C35

6.00
2.50
15.00

4352

50.00

5C22

29.45
7.45
.45
.45
2.61
1.20
2.35
.90

4X1508....22.25
5021
5U4G

GAGS

6AN5
6A56
6A 57G .

.

.

61306

616

.45
.55
.40
79,00
.50

6557
6X4
8021

12A U7.

.

12AX7...
F017
195G6.

.

.S5

.

.

.

24G

HK24

REL26....

1.95
15.00
59.00
14.00
17.50
28.00
29.50
100.00
100.00
100.00

RK34.....
3525

TZ40
50L6

HV69

.

2.70
1.38
2.70
2.70

.49
.24
.45
3.33
.55
5.49

1.85
2.75
.. .69
1.85

1201

512A X..... 1.35
1.09
531DX
536A X..
1,85

1620
1625
1626
1629

394A
434A

......... ...

10

12.6
15

446A...
446B
450TH.....65.00

¡

Watts

1.43

3.50
10.35

233A
250R

2.92
10.95
35.00
15.00
15.00
.48
5.00
.90
1.15

215

90.00
125.00
110.00
80.00
125,00
89.00
.. 5.00
75.00
3.98

250TH.....
304TH.....
304T L....
316A
349A
371B
3.83A

571A X..
608 C X.
703A
704A
705A

70713

710A
715A

7178
72131

722A
724A

7245

725A
726A
801A
807
807W.
814
815
826

8236

832A
836
837
864

866A
872A
874.
884.
885
927
954

Selected, GTO & Tested fur
resolution. let oleos image conlli-Seneiierter view' g tube.
ivity eimplified design 2' dia.

..

THAT'S

1

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

4.45
.97
.46
1.20
.74
.74
3.95
1.68
3.85

200

1K
1K

5881
5910

1.15
2.70
.43

.98
.50
.99
2.00
65.00
.98
2.48
.68
4.69
5.51

5932
5965
6080
6082
6099
6146
6199
7193

3.95
1.50
5.99
4.50
1.55
4.87
45.00
.25

1632
1633
1642
1644
1680
1850A
2050
2050W
2051

5514
5516

.99

7.98
11.00
.85
3.50

8005

5517
5654
5656
5663
5670
5672
5686
5687
5691

2.10
1.40
1.25
6.00
1.06
2.24
1.55
2.99
3,59
4.65

8012
8013
8020
8025A
9001
9002
9003
9006

2.48
1.90
.70
8.49
5.00
1.49
1.95
.34
1.25
1.29

5692
5693
5694
5697
5702
5704
5718
5719
5727
5732

5.00
4.75
3.70
3.70
2.50
2.25
3.00
2.50
1.77
2.85

3DP1 .... ..

.59
1.38
1.19
.90

5744

1.85
1.49
3.10
1.45
4.25
4.95
5.99
1.49
.79

53 P2

5651

5749

5750
5751
5783
5787
5794

5812
5814

3BP1A.

3C P151.

.

10
10
60

75
100
100

SOK

100K

1117cEAt

150.164EÁ;

A:

1500

120
120

2500
2500

20
25
25

3K

SK

120

30K

15
120

6K
10K
15K

25
25

EACH ANY VALUE
100 of one value @ $15.00

20¢

^L,4

CONTROLS
POTENTIOMETERS

Shaft

Ohms Watts

10

S

s11/2

38
13/16

2
4
4
2
4

7/16

5
5
S

1/4

2

S
2

100315

For

52.30
2.20
2.20
1.80
2.40
2.00
1.80
2.40
2.30
2.40
2.50
2.50
2.60
3.30
3.40

5/16

4
2
2

1/2

11/2

514
514

$11

sly
512
511

915
$16
S17

518
$22
523

/
NEW CONDENSER #BT -14
012 Mf d
25000 WVDC
tubular mica.
-a ial stud ter54: 6/521: 25/575
minals 1355' t l''a' Dia.
-

LION
NEW HI Q PHONE CW FILTER
32971 -Fur Radio, Air,
00.104 Mfer 13 CC
085 Reg. "TAB"
Range, Ship or Ham use.
4/SI0
52.98:
SPECIAL

/II

1.09
2.70
2.95
2.00
.80
.57
1.25
,15
.. 5.55
5.98
.

10

15K
20K
25K
30K

20
60

2K

5 -Screwdriver

3.85
3.50

8008

61501

120

10K
40K
50K
100K
200K
e500K
1 Meg

33.00
45.00

.23
72.00
1.05
.84
.80
2,00
4.25
.42
1.19
4.98

.34
.29
.34
.35

.

IN23B

Diode

69¢

SPECIAL
IN21

ea;

$5

FOR
6 For

$1

.

2.75
6.50
3EP1
2.40
3FP7
1.91
3.00
3FP7A
1.91
3GP1
58P1
1.95
5CP1A.... 9.00
5H P1
3.55
5JP1
14.95

3DP1A....

5LP1
55 P7

7BP4A....
75P7

STEVENS ARNOLD DC -AC CHOPPER
0-500 CPI Type CH385 SPDT Coil DC
25V/8002 imp 00cy/830 ohn, 400 001/1100
hm..
Ele'roMech. Vibrator used a.
(:hopper, rectifier. demodulator. e0. wave
tor. Ideal Servo Applications Re $20
SPECIAL
53.75; 4 FOR 512

MICA CONDENSERS

5.00
7,00
50.00
7.50
4.50

MFD
.03
.01
.001

Price

WVDC
800
1200
1200
1200
2500

.002
.015

WRITE FOR
FULL LIST

.002

"_.500

4354:

1ÓÓ/925

204: 100/515

35e 100930
75c; 100/550
45c; 100/535

PRECISION RESISTORS
1% ACCURACY GTD
SPECIAL
EA
10 OF ONE VALUE 104 ea
100 OF One Value
$8.00

Mf g'rs-Labs-Industrials
Write for New Wholesale
BARGAIN CATALOG

Willemite screen. Resolution up
to 350 Win.
in.
Tube & Data.
TAB" SPECIAL 54.75; 2/59
New Snooporseope HI
Voltage Power
Supply Model PS2002, 4500VDC-Cling new
Housed In caged
proved trio)or circuit.
AMPLIFIER Chassis.
"TAB" 531.95
Model P52002K, KIT
a to above. all componente & pre-drilled AM@ern ahaeeie..
521.95
MODEL PS2003 Snoopereeope Doubler Power
Supply. LESS Chassis
913.95

1

.Y8

2.50

.10

955
956
957.
1005

INFRARED SNOOPERSCOPE

Dept.=

.

HY615.....

SEE IN DARK TUBE

A
BUY

.

5440X.....2.50

Q5155....250.00
0K202....250.00
203A

....
....
....
.

538DX
439DX

5819

5844
5851
5879

20

SPRAGUE GLASS
RESISTORS
Ohms Watts Ohms Watts

25
15
15
50

20

l0K

.75
1.25
1.00
.49
,25
3.00
.30
.15
.30
.63

1616
1619

10
20

6K}

may

g'.

21(
SK

GUARANTEED!!!

1613

2K

2500
3500

SWatts 14eEA: 10w

Ohms Watts
10
7500
10
10K
30
10K

60w&75w S45PEA: 3100w&160w571EA.
10% Disc Qtys 12 or more one value

1K

5820
5829
5841
5842

160
25
50

300
500

25
10

27
40

200

100

5
5

27

108,65

"TAB" TESTED
INSPECTED

1612

12/910

51 ®

Watts

Ohms

50
10
15
75
25

Ohms

S1,98; 2 for 53.50
tWndOs In Serles at Ratings shown; Parallel
2X Current; Voltage 0-9-15-18.
Dual Pri 115 & 220V 60 Cy.

TUBES

$8.98
$16.98
510.98

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
LAB or HIFI uses "SOLA" constant voltage
Filament & Power Xemr w/ rectifier tubes.
Low Resistance Brute force Filter. Furnishes
400VDC
250 ma from filter
ysteen &
5V/6A 3% regulated & 12V
SA filtered
DC for filaments. 45 lbs. "TAB"....539.00

.8

Adlustable, tCandohm

001 HY025 Ohm
001 HY% 001 Ohm

Ampt

1V259

12/910

Lug Type
Ohms Watts
2

HY/1.4 Ohm
HY/.87 Ohm
HY/.6 Ohm
HY/.1 Ohm

TRSOOS 100
18 Volt 2 Amp

;

12/516
Map/200/25 KV "MVA" 51.50 ®
12/516
5 Mea/lOw/15KV "MVP"
51.50
12/516
6 Mee/100/15KV "MVP" _51.50 S
12/516
7 Mea/iOw/15KV "MVP"... 51.50 ®®
12/916
$1.50
10 Meo/4w/5KV "MVG"
52 ® ; 12/920
10 Me5/10w/3SKV "MVP"
i 12/510
51.50
12 Mea/10w/1OKV
52 0® / 12/020
20 Meg/30w/50KV "MVO"
52.50
112/52S
M
50 Mao/250/4OKV "HIVE".
A..'d
ti3iD
ty 100-May
Deduct
2.5

1

Volts (DUAL t 0-9-15-18 & 0-9-15-18
Serles See'ds 0-3-6-9-12-15-18-21-24-2730-33-36 Volts
TR5007 1 Ampt,.
$5.25
TR5008 2 AMP}
6,35
TR5001 5 Aenpt
8,65
TR500212 Ampt
16,65
Ame5003 24 Ampt
35.65
TR5004 50

5245
5295

MVT".,

12159
12059

®®

51

POWER

"TABTRAN" Rectifier Xfmrs

52400

.90
.90
.90

RESISTORS

Secad

Amp

RESISTORS

utÓ%/eQsÌ0

"TABTRAN" Rectifier Chokes
CR6001/ 1
CR6002/ 1
CR6003/ 5
CR6004/12

HI-MEG HI-VOLT

@Male

.2 Meg/10w/10KV
.75 Me /10w/15kw"MVP'
e Meg
KOKV
2 Meo 4w S KV "MVG"
2.5 Meg/SW/7.5KV

15
200

18X2

&.,lit,

55.75
69.95
94.25
113.55
164.75
241.00
289.05
968.00
496.00

CE156M 6000MFD 15V....984; 2/91.50; 10/55
CE502M 2000MFD 50V....92.50 EA; 10 for 920
CE603M 3000MFD 60V
$3.98; 2 for 57

All Others 4 Meters
POWER SUPPLIES TO YOUR SPECS.
WRITE US YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Rptr 115V/6cr400CY
55.00
056776-1 Syn Rete 1150/60...
.512 00
C69406-1 Syn Rote' Type 11-2/115V/GOcy 55.00
C78248 Syn Trans 1152/60cy
$7.00
C78249 Syn DUI 115V/606Y
54.00

Precision Coated

Amp (1 %VRipple)

49.50

FILTER CAPACITORS

5160
5220
5155
5225
5310
9285
$410
$500
$700

75 to 136 VDC nt 10 Amp
10 Amp (1 % Riv5! )

2

533.25
45.00

t.........

0-28 VDC at 50 Amp
00 Arne (1 % Ripple)
0-28 VDC at 100 Amp
100 Ame (1 7 Ripple)
Variable 75 to 135 VDC Completely Built.
Ready to 5o
Include. F. W. Selenium Bridge
Rectifier 4 Rectangular Volt & Ammeter.
Specify for 116 or 230 VAC 1 phase. 00 ay Input.
T12OVSACC
T120V1OAC
7120V10:1CC

240VCA
300VDC

517.10
18.25
20.00
21.70
24.00
42.40
48.15
58.50
103.35
135.55
155.10
206.85

TPAI5O0/1500W.í..522.50; TPA2000/2KW..934
Less Cord, Plug & Receptacle.

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
Varlable 0-28VDC.
Completely
Built.
Full Wave
Ready to go.
Selenium
Rectifier,
Traneformer
Varies. 4' Volt & Amp Metere.
Switch. Terminal. & Fuse
Hey
Duty Steel Cabinet Std 115V/00 cy
Input or 220V t (3 ph...) to order.
Stock
Centlnuous
With
NUMBER
Rating
M
T28V5A
0-28 WVDC .t 5 Amp
SSO
T28V5ACC
5 Amp (1 % Ripple)
585
T28V5A2CC
6 Amp 0.01 % Ripple
5145
T28V12A
0-28 VDC at 19 Amp
$125

75

Bridge

3 Phase
120VAC
150VDC

230 to 115 V Autoformers

ooster Ch

12 Amp (1 % Ripple)
12 AmD 0.01 % Ripple
0-28 VDC at 24 Amp
24 Amp (I % Ripvple)
24 Amp 0.01 % Rmole

30/12
52.40
2.70
3.05
3.40
3.70
5.45
6.80
9.15
11,45
14.90
17.20
27.50
5% FROM

For 220v/50ey Input. To 110120V or Step up. t With Cord.
Plug & Receptacle.
TPA050/50 W.
52.55
TPA075/75W.1
3.65
TPAI00/100W.í
4.00
TPA200/200W.t
5.75
TPA250/250W.t
6.75
TPA500/500W.í
8.25
TPA750/700 W.t
Model TPA1000 Wette: 1 kw.

19-0-13V (CT) 100 Amp Fan Cooled
Br 84 Amp Air Cooled.
Rep'mt 8V

T28V12ACC
T28V12ACC
T28V24A1
T28V24ACC1
T28V24A2CCt
T28V50At
T28V5OACCt
T28V100A1
T28V100ACCt

Tap
ArC DC

55.00

211111 Syn

.001

525.00
29.00
37.00
45.00
59.00
85.00
100.00
161.00
191.00
236.00
296.00
405.00

56

211E3 Gen 115/57.5V/400cy

RPX050A
RPX052A
RPX053A
RPX040A
RPX041A

57,40
10.25
12.70
25.00
29.65
41.25
43.85
78.00
80.65
108.00
133.65
173.00

High Current Power Supplies

TD X
D X C/250-350
10.00
383G TQ FT 503
49.98
TRIGGER COIL LO VOLT FLASH.
$1.67
COND-525MFD/450VDC/53.{{WATT SECONDS
NEW low leakage lamoue fgr..S0; 2/15; 6/538
Send 504 for "TAP" Photoflash Data

226VAC
217VDC

100VDC

Return Dud Deduct 10%

9.00

150
150
2000

13OVAC

16-0-18VR16
(CT) Fan Cooled foS14.85
12V/
BOA and 6V100A Booeter Chargers.
Model CR30
518.81

55.98
10.98
9.98
9.98
10.98

200
200

S6VDC
54.45
5.85
7.80
14.30
17.25
24.75
29.50
48.00
57.50
70.50
86.50
115.00

53.70
5.30
5.75
11.25
12.75
19.40
22.00
37.00
44.25
56.25
64.75
105.00

Heavy Duty Battery "Fast"
Charger Rectifier

Each

150
100
200

32,80
3.40
4.10
6.40
7.70
11.35
14.25
25.00
28.50
34.25
42.00
54.00

RETURN YOUR OLD DUD RECTIFIER -DEDUCT

PHOTOFLASH & STROBE LAMPS

Ne.

42VDC

28VDC

51.40
2.00
2.90
3.50
3.95
5.85
7.20
13.00
15,00
17.85
22.35
29.40

1
2
3
4
6

SLASHES PRICES AGAIN ON
Famous Makes Hi -Meg, Hi-Volt,
Power and Glass Resistors,
Controls, Selsyns 8 Synchros

"TAB"

DATED & ONE YEAR GTD

18VAC 36VAC 45VAC 72VAC

Max

-

"TAB"

WAVE BRIDGE

* FULL

NEW "TABLITE" ELECTRONIC
PHOTOFLASH KITS

eee

SAVE $$$

NEW "TABTRON" SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

ENGINEERED FOR AUTOMATION & INDUSTRY
"Technical Apparatus Builders" mfgrs. Power Rectifiers to your
specs. From ono amp up to and above 1000 amps. convention or fan
cooled, single or 3 phase. "NEMA" & JAN. Specs.

100 Asst'd Values

/¡

510.00

WRITE FOR FULL LISTING
MERCURY
THERMO
REGULATOR

M

New Diehl Miniature PM Motor

DUAL CKT, 105° F. & 32 ° F. Extremely send live & accurate for moat exacting requirement.Reeearoh. Fire Prey., Freese. Pt Control, or Max Min Temp Control. Brand New, w/data & ekt.
Regularly over 620.00

.79112

" TA B"

Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y.,

lar

1)

r

56

Hi efficiency. ball bearing, type
FD6-21. RPM 10.000/27.8VDC
per tos 0 12 to 27.5VDC. Excel
1'r Modele RR & a Perimeater..

"TAB" SPECIAL

12

THAT'S
A
BUY
PH.

U. S.

488

A.

RECTOR

2-6245

CABLE: "TABPARTS"

November,

www.americanradiohistory.com

FOR 515

$1.85

EA;

Money Back Guarantee
(Cost of Mdse. Only)
Min. Order FOB
$5
N. Y. C. Add shpg.
charges or for COD
25% Dep. Prices Subject to Change Without
Notice.

7956-

ELECTRONICS

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

ESSEX
Cmok/n-Dee

Ace Electronics Associates
Ace Engineering & Machine Co.,

308

Inc.....96A

Acromark Company
407
Admiral Corp.
277
Aemco, Inc.
405
Aeronautical Communications Equipment, Inc.
52
Aerovox Corp.
372, 373
Aircraft -Marine Products, Inc
98
Airpax Products Co.
55
Aladdin Radio Industries, Inc.
244
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp
60
Allen-Bradley Co.
349
American Airlines
40, 41
American Elite, Inc.
414
American Lava Corporation
103
American Molded Products Co
417
American Television & Radio Co
238
Amperex Electronic Corp.
50
Amperite Co., Inc
218
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co.
319
Antara Chemicals, a Sales Div. of General Aniline & Film Corp.
66
Arnold Engineering Co.
13
Art Wire & Stamping Co.
399
Assembly Products, Inc.
361
Associated Commodity Corp.
432
Atlas Precision Products Co.
410

Baker

& Adamson Products, General
Chemical Div., Allied Chemical & Dye
275
Corp.
Baker & Co., Inc.
416, 424
Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.
204
Barnstead Still & Demineralizer Co
324
Barry Controls, Inc.
21
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co
96D
Beaver Gear Works, Inc.
358
Beiden Manufacturing Co.
34
Bell Aircraft Co.
396
Bell Telephone Laboratories
305
Bentley, Harris Mfg. Co
32
Berkeley Div., Beckman Instruments, Inc 347
Bird & Co., Inc., Richard H
386
Bird Electronic Corp.
426
Biwax Corporation
425
Riley Electric Company
360
Blonder -Tongue Labs, Inc.
402
Bomac Laboratories, Inc.
255
Borg Corporation, George W
225
Boums Laboratories
264
Brew & Co., Inc., Richard D
413
Bristol Col
218
Brush Electronics Company
39, 102
Burndy, Omaton Division
217
Burnell & Co., Inc.
207
Bussmann Mfg. Co.
96B

Chicago Standard Transformer Corp.....
Chicago Telephone Supply Corp.
Christie Electric Corp.
Cinch Mfg. Corp.
Circuit Instruments, Inc.
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc
Cleveland Container Co.
Clifton Precision Products Co., Inc
Cohn Corp., Sigmund
Collectron Corp.
Comar Electric Company
Communication Accessories Company
Communication Products Company, Inc
Communications Company, Inc.
Communications Measurements Laboratory, Inc.
Computer Instruments Corp.
Computer-Measurements Corp.
Connecticut Hard Rubber Co
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp.
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp.,
.

367
99
411
187
397
223
208
201
412
425
300
259
260
334

ENCAPSULATED AND
HERMETICALLY SEALED

DELAY LINES
to Your

423
410
296
492
313

Rochester Div.
394
118
Constantin & Co., L. L.
Continental -Diamond Fibre Div. of the
Budd Company, Inc.
62
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.
93
Cornish Wire Company, Inc.
378
Coto -Coil Co., Inc.
426
Couch Company, Inc., S. H
399
Craig Systems, Inc.
356
Crane Packing Company
36.5
Crest Transformer Corp.
417
Cross Co., H.
361
Crucible Steel Company of America
38
Curtiss-Wright Corp.
246, 350

D & R

Ltd

361
378
415

Dale Products, Inc.
Dane Electric Co.
Daven Company
Davies Laboratories, Inc.

3rd Cover
84

Daystrom Instrument
229
Daystrom Pacific Corp., A Subsidiary of
Daystrom, Inc.
381
DeJur-Amsco Corporation
219
DeMornay-Bonardl
301
Dearborn Electronic Laboratories, Inc
270
Deutsch Company
119
Dialight Corporation
198
Diamonite Products Mfg. Co.
310
Doeleam, a Division of Minneapolis Honeywell
351
Dow Chemical Company
70
Dow Corning Corp.
253
Driver -Harris Company
295
Dumont Laboratories, Inc.. Allen B
64A
64B, 64C, 64D, 213

duPont de Nemours & Co., (Inc.), E. I.
Polychemicals Dept.

243

laiety

DISTRIBUTED CONSTANT
DELAY LINES designed for
fast rise time and low attenuation made in flexible,

metal -shielded and stick
types.
LUMPED CONSTANT
DELAY LINES feature high
fidelity as well as compact
size.
The name, Essex Electronics, is

your reassurance of highest possible product quality, efficiency,
performance and satisfaction.
Send specifications as detailed
as

CBS Hytron, A Div. of Columbia Broad-

casting System, Inc.
Caledonia Electronics
Corp.

&

Transformer

Cambridge Thermionic Corp.
Carborundum Company
Carolina Power & Light Co.
Celco-Constantine Engineering Laboratories Co.
388,
Centralab, A Division of Globe -Union,
Inc.
387,
Chase Brass & Copper Co
ELECTRONICS

- November,

o

possible for prompt cost
quotations.

53

412
86
80

432
399

389
98

Production Company
Eastern Air Devices
Edin Company, Inc.
Edison, Inc.. Thomas A
Edo Corporation
Eitel -McCullough, Inc.
Rico Corporation
Electra Mfg. Co.
Electro Motive Mfg. Co., Inc.
Electro -Pulse, Inc.
E E

C O

1956

491
352
252

494
88
129, 206
411
391
120
302

ESSEX
ELECTRONICS
Main
Exec. Oft.

New Jersey
a
Berkeleyy Heights,3-9300
CRestview
Other Plants at,
7303 Atoll Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif.
Trenton, Ontario-Canada
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
489

www.americanradiohistory.com

A NNO UNCI NG

Electro Tec Corporation
Electronic Associates, Inc.
Electronic Fabricators, Inc.
Electronic Instrument Co.. Inc. (EICO)
Electronic Research Associates, Inc
104,
Electronics
Empire Devices Products Corporation....
Engineering Co., The
Epsco, Inc.
Erie Electronics Division, Erie Resistor

. . .

285
318
398
429
286
105
385
402
354

Corp.
Essex Electronics

224
489

407
Factory Enterprises, Inc.
Fairchild Controls Corp., Components 271

Division

& Radio Co.
Film Capacitors, Inc.
Filtors, Inc.
Firestone Guided Missile Div

251

Federal Telephone

First Six
Formica Corp., Subsidiary of American

The microwave development facilities of Wheeler
Laboratories are being augmented by an antenna
range at Smithtown, Long Island. These new quarters, now under construction, will be equipped
and staffed to solve unusual antenna problems.

Inquiries are welcomed; a brochure describing
our services is available.

WHEELER LABORATORIES, INC.
122 Cutter Mill Road

Great Neck, N. Y.
HUnter 2-7876

from "impossible" to

I

Cyanamid Co.
Franklin, A. W.
Freed Transformer Co., Inc
Frenchtown Porcelain Co.

205
343
427
43

Controls, Inc.
Gamewell Company, The
240,
Garrett Corporation
Gates Radio Company
General Electric Apparatus Dept
82,
Electronics Components Div.
Semiconductor Products Dept.
Dept
Specialty 'Electronic Components
260,
X -Ray Dept.
General Mills, Mechanical Div
General Radio Co.
Genisco, Inc.
Globe Industries, Inc.

268
393

G -V

Good -all Electric Mfg. Co.

in production"

Grant Pulley & Hardware Corp.
Graphic Systems
Grayhill
Green Instrument Co.
Greenleaf Manufacturing Co.
Gries Reproducer Corp.

flexibility of Odes' die costing technique may answer
your small parts problems. With almost unlimited design latitude,
your designs-whether simple or complex-can be made exactly to
your specifications, swiftly, accurately, economically. Cast in zinc alloy, in one automatic
operation, r.ompletely trimmed! Let Gries'
engineers solve your "impossible" problems.
showing how
BULLETIN
FACT -FILLED
Gries' ingenious, economical operations
problems.
your
can solve
The unusual

-

312
23

83
97
127
392
287
17

63

490
409

113
Halicrafters Co.
322
Haydon Company, A. W.
379
Haydon 311g. Co., Inc.
401
Heath Company
Helipot Corp.. Div. of Beckman Instruments, Inc.
423
Henry Francis Parks Laboratory
68, 69
Hewlett-Packard Company
311
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co.
375
Hítemp Wires, Inc.

parts

Quick delivery on quantities
of 100,000 to many millions.

NO MINIMUM SIZE:

Maximum Weight: 1/2 oz.
Maximum Length: 13/4"
World' foremost
Prode rot small
Doss
Die

a

Send prints for quotation;
unite today for bulletin and samples.

GRIES REPRODUCER CORP.

151 Belechwood Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

241

408
212
48, 49
54
401
297
423

Gudebrod Bros. Silk Co., Inc.

with GRC
die cast tiny

228
123
383
126

Phone NEw Rochelle 3-8600

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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Hoffman Semiconductor Div. of Hoffman
Electronics Corporation
Houghton Laboratories, Inc.
Hoyt Electrical Instruments, Inc
Hudson Tool & Die Company, Inc.
Hughes Products, a Div. of Hughes Air-

craft

227
258
429
47

75, 221

Co.

Hughes Research & Development Labora- 361
74,
tories
Hycor, Div. of International Resistance
424
Co.

Indiana Steel Products Company
Induction Motors Corp.
industrial Retaining Ring Co.
Industrial Test Equipment Co.
International Business Machine Corp
international Electronic Research Corp
November, 1956
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245
280
492

407
307
134
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International Nickel Co., Inc.
International Rectifier Corp.
International Telephone & Telegraph

309
111

JF

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

355
404
317

Johns Hopkins University, Applied
Physics Laboratory
Johnson Company, E. F.
Jones Div., Howard B. Cinch Mfg.
Jones Electronics Co., Inc., M. C.
Joy Manufacturing Co.

342
328
407
330
235

Corp.

D Mfg. Co., Inc

J-V -M Engineering

Co.

269

Kahle Engineering Co.
15
Kay Electric Co.
27
Kay Lab
211
Kearfott Co., Inc
276, 294
Kellogg Company, M. W.
267
Kennedy & Co., D. S
67
Kepco Laboratories
191
Hester Solder Co.
233
Kinney Mfg. Division, New York Air
Brake Company
51
Koch Fiberglas
404
Holleman Instrument Corp.
76, 77
Krengel Mfg. Co.
411
Krohn -Hite Instrument Co.
419

Laboratory for Electronics
Lambda Electronics Corp.
Lampkin Laboratories, Inc.
Lapp Insulator Co., Inc.
Lavoie Laboratories, Inc.
Leach Corporation

327
133
415
220
58

Lewis Spring & Mfg. Co.
Line Electric Company
Litton Industries
Lockheed Missile Systems Div
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory ....44,

320
419
272

R SYSTEMS

F

see... 3IB
From a single -rack recording system to a multi -console data
processing center, Electronic Engineering Company has the
experience and personnel to design and produce the equipment you require. EECO design techniques, perfected over
years of systems work, can be put to work for you in an
EECO engineered system-freeing your own engineering
staff for tasks specifically related to your products.

ASKANIA THEODOLITE DATA

ROCKET TEST

FLIGHT TEST

131

337
45

Manufacturing Co., a Division Textron, Inc.
274
M. I. T. Instrumentation Laboratory
395
Magnatran, Inc.
411
Magnecraft Electric Co.
422
Magnetic Amplifiers, Inc.
415
Magnetic Research Corp.
336
Magnetic Specialties Co.
425
Magnetics, Inc.
203

TRACKING RADAR DATA

EECO Central Data Processing System, Edwards
Air Force Base. System gathers data from aircraft,
rocket test facilities, tracking radar, high-speed
track, and processes data for analysis and/or
computer input.

M B

Maleo Tool & Mfg. Co
Mallory and Co.. Inc., P.

200

R.....106,

138, 189
28

Marconi Instruments, Ltd.
Marion Electrical Instrument Co.
291
Markem Machine Co.
403
Martin Company, Glenn L
364, 493
Master Engraving Studios
492
Maison Instruments, Division of the
Maison
Corp.

390
333, 432
236

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Measurements Corp.
Melpar, Inc.
256
Metals & Controls Corp., General Plate
Div.
323
Metal Textile Corp.
338
Microwave Associates, Inc.
370, 371
Midland Mfg. Co., Inc.
299
Milford Rivet & Machine Co.
401
Millen Mfg. Co., Inc., James
197
Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co ,
Industrial Div.

Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co
Moloney Electric Co.

ELECTRONICS

- November,

GROUND TELEMETERING DATA

1956

247
331
114

HIGH-SPEED TRACK TEST

Plug-in Circuits

I

-

developed for EECO systems,
provide a key tp lower cost

equipment design and fabrication.
Data on standard and custom
circuits available in catalog G-1.

Electronic
Engineers
and
Physicists

L- r

-----

Interesting and challenging work in systems
and related projects offérs unusual employ ment opportunity at EECO. Send resume to the
attention of R. F. Lander.

ENGINEERED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
(formerly EECO Production Company)
a subsidiary of
Electronic Engineering Company of California
506 EAST FIRST STREET

SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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INDUSTRIA
\FTAININ
RING
..

the guaran ee
retaining rings
at provide inexpensive
shoulders for positioning bearings and
other product components
on grooved shafts and housings.

...

the guaranteed
retaining rings
that reduce production and
assembly time,

labor and costs; cut
product weiehtFand bulk.

3000
Internal rings
(NAS 50) applied
axially into
SERIES

housings.

C

SERIES

3100

External rings
(HAS 51) applied
axially to shafts.

1000'
Open -type rings
applied radially
to shafts.
SERIES

Motorola, Inc., Semiconductor Products
Div.
Muirhead & Co., Ltd.
Milliard Overseas, Ltd.

'Series 1000
ordered stocked"
for easy one -of -a -'i
time dispensing.

JUST PUBLISHED

New Catalog
Write today for
your free copy
and ring samples

...

and

start benefiting
from Industrial's
assembly -line

guarantee.

INDUSTRIAL

RETAINING RING C O .
originators of modern
retaining ring disp

Dept. E-11, 57 Cordier St.
IRVINGTON, NEW JERSEY

5
-130

ENGRAVED INSTRUMENT

PANELS MADE TO ORDER
303
J E Corporation
31.1
Narda Corporation
419
National Coil Co.
293
National Moldite Company
94
Nems-Clarke, Inc
46
New Hampshire Ball Bearings, Inc
401
New Hermes Engraving Machine Corp
428
Ney Company, J. M.
33
Non -Linear Systems, Inc.
261, 359
North American Aviation, Inc
292
Northeastern Engineering
262
North Electric Co.
Norwood Controls, TJnit of Detroit Controls Corp.
228
Nothelfer Winding Laboratories, Inc
N

Oak Mfg. Co
Ohmite Manufacturing Co.
Oster Manufacturing Co., John

faster Service, 100% Precision
Made of

METAL, PLASTIC,
BAKELITE or PLEXIGLASS
PROJECTORS
STARBOARD
PORT

STERN

PORT

STARBOARD

STERN

STERN

ALL

OFF

89

rAN7

32A, 32B

o
r7

59

863
Packard -Bell Company
409
Panoramic Radio Products, Inc.
25
Perkin Engineering Corp.
254
Phalo Plastics Corp.
288
Phaostron Instrument & Electronic Co
Phelps -Dodge Copper Products Corp. IInc.
125

Mfg. Div.

Philco Corporation
344,
Phillips Control Corp.
Piz Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Pollarad Electronics Corporation..30, 31,
Poly -Scientific Corp.
Polytechnic Research & Development Co ,
Inc.
Popper & Sons, Inc.
Potter Instrument Co., Inc.
Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.
Precision Capacitors, Inc.
Precision Paper Tube Company
Pyramid Electric Co.

87
346
380

...

257

R -B -M Division, Essex Wire Corp

rings may be

61

73
417

i

so

Send us your blueprints for quotations
and delivery date. No obligation. We
accept your long distance call COLLECT.

MASTER

ENGRAVING

STUDIOS

NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

135 LIBERTY STREET

Tel: WOrth 2-3290

56
428
362
496
425
222
281

345
Radiation, Inc.
321
Radio Condenser Co.
406
Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc
Radio Corporation of America...71 136, 137
315, 339, 4th Cower
403
Radio Engineering Products
263
Raffio Materials Corp.
... 239
Radio Receptor Co., Inc
78
Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc.
19, 29, 35, 418
Raytheon Mfg. Company
36, 37
Rea Magnet Wire Company, Inc
96C
Reeves Instrument Corp.
405
Regency Div., I. D. E. A., Inc
95
Relay Sales, Inc. . ,
Remington Rand IInivac Div. of Sperry
341
Rand Corp.
Resinite Corp., Div. of Precision. Paper
Tube Co.
316
Revere Corporation of America
420
Richards Electrocraft, Inc.
430
Rogan Brothers
335
Rome Cable Corp.

357
Sanborn Company
419
Schweber Electronics
Scintilla Division of Bendix Aviation
380
Corp.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.

TEMP -R -TAPE
TEFLON TAPE
TEFLON tape with a silicone, polymer adhesive backing. An easy -to apply Class H insulation for slot lining, bundling, splicing, wrapping. Ex-

cellent adhesion, elongation and dielectric over entire -100°F to 400°F
temperature range. 6 mil and 13 mil
thick in rolls and sheets.
FREE SAMPLE and data sheet.
Write direct or

use

magazine inquiry card.

THE CONNECTICUT HARD RUBBER CO.
407 EAST STREET

NEW HAVEN
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CONN.

SPruc 7.3631
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Sel -Rea Precious Metals, Inc

Servo -Tek Products Co., Inc
Shallcross Mfg. Co
Shielding, Inc.
Sigma Instruments, Inc.
Simpson Electric Company
Sola Electric Co.
Solatron Electronic Group Ltd.
Somers Brass Co., Inc.
Sorensen & Co., Inc.
Southern Electronic Corp.
Speer Resistor Division Speer Carbon Co
Spencer -Kennedy Laboratories, Inc
Sperry Gyroscope Company, Division of
90, 91,
Sperry Rand Corp.
Standard Electric Time Co
116,
Stackpole Carbon Co.
116,
Standard Electric Time Co.

Star Porcelain Co.
Stevens Arnold, Ins
Stokes Corporation, F. J.
100,
Stromberg -Carlson Company
115,
Stupakoff Ceramic & Mfg. Co., Div. of the
Carborundum Company
368,
Sun Tube Corporation
Superior Electric Company
Superior Tube Co
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc
9

408
398
210
366
250
273
231
109
400
4
112

414
358

289
117

85
117

403
405
101

332

369
374
121
92

283

Taylor Fibre Co.
110
Technicraft Laboratories. Inc
202
Technitrol Engineering Co
340
Technology Instrument Corp.
298
Tektronix, Inc.
135
Telonic Industries
494
Tetrad
279
Texas Instruments Incorporated
199, 242
Thermal American Fused Quartz Co., Inc. 400
Transco Products, Inc
196
Transicoil Corp.
325
Transitron Electronic Corp.....
81
Trªnsradio, Ltd.
413
Trans -Sonies, Inc.
326
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
329
Tung-Sol Electric, Inc.
122

THE

BIG
PICTURE
IN

ELECTRONICS
Ucinite Co.
64
Union Switch & Signal Div. of Westinghouse Air Brake Company
248
U. S. Engineering Co., Inc.
304
U. S. Stoneware
215
United States Gasket Co
495
United States Plywood Corp
417
United Transformer Co
2nd Cover
Universal Winding Co
65
University of California Radiation Labo-

ratory

249

A rocket to the moon within 10 years-to Mars in
25 This is the prediction of experts in the new field
of astronautics.
Right or wrong, we can tell you this : Within months,
the first man-made earth satellite will be Martin launched, and we're already "running some numbers"
on the first moon vehicle.
The direction is up and out and Martin is pioneering the way. To the electronics engineer with
!

-

Van Keuren Co., The
Varfiex Corporation
Varo Mfg. Co., Inc.
Veeder-Root, Inc.
Virginia Dept. of Conservation

opment
Vitro Corp. of America

417
278
128
72
&

Devel-

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc.

57

Waterman Products Co., Inc.
Waters Manufacturing, Inc.

230
376
413
415

Weckesser Co.
Welch Scientific Co., W. M
ELECTRONICS

- November,

214
306

-

vision, this means Ceiling Infinity.
There are some challenging opportunities available.
Contact J. M. Hollyday, Dept. E-11, The Glenn L.
Martin Company, Baltimore 3, Maryland.

/Ye'T//V
MA
T/
O R E
B A[/M//
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Welwyn International, Inc.
Wenco Manufacturing Co
Westinghouse Electric Corp

Null Detector Relay

SOLVES MANY
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
PROBLEMS

420
403
42, 208, 353
413

Westlake Plastics, Co
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp., a
Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
Wheeler Laboratories
Wheelock Signals, Inc.
.
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S
Whitso, Inc.
Wickes Engineering & Construction Co
Wiley & Sons, Inc.. John
Williams & Co., C. K
Wine harger Corp.

+

An Edison Sensitive D. C. Relay and an ordinary bridge circuit
are versatile tools in solving temperature control problems.

Zophar Mills, Inc

237
490
409

266
422
430
348

416
209

419

In the bridge shown assume the dotted resistor to be a resistance
temperature detector and the other resistors adjusted so that the
bridge will reverse current flow through the relay at a given temperature. The polarized relay will sense the reverse current flow
to close (or open) its contacts at the null point.

This circuit is useful in temperature warning systems since the
relay automatically reopens when the current reverses again-to
actuate an "all clear" signal.
The Edison Relay is reliable at values from 30 microamperes to
12 milliamperes. Overloads to 10,000 X coil input power are
absorbed without damage. Contacts are rated at I/s ampere at
28 volts d.c. in SPST or SPDT arrangement.

MANUFACTURER'S
TIVES

REPRESENTA-

432

For full information send for free bulletin, No. 3037.
hprY.

a Pdi4®n.

Thomas A. T[Edison
A GREAT NAME CONTINUES GREAT NEW ACHIEVEMENTS

N

INSTRUMENT

DIVISION

c

O R P O R A

44 LAKESIDE AVENUE

D
WEST ORANGE, NeW

JERSEY

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

433

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES..434.473

P

IF

THIS IS YOUR

pRo84

M

14-

N i'J A L

s

44

K

B

o o KL

e

Ts

T

Aircraft Radio Corp

466

437,
American Machine & Foundry Co
Argonne National Laboratory
Arma Div., American Bosch Arma Corp
Armour Research Foundation of Illinois
436,
Institute of Technology
Avco Manufacturing Corp., Crosley Div....
Avion Div., of ACF Industries

450
459

Balkang, John
Battelle Memorial Institute
Beckman Instruments, Inc
Bendix Aviation Corp

470

442
458
437
460

s

THIS IS YOUR

itiag

The publications specialists of McGraw-Hill TECHNICAL

WRITING SERVICE will write, edit, illustrate, design, and
print your business literature for you. Save money and time
in the production of Equipment Manuals, Product Bulletins,
Handbooks, Company Histories, Annual Reports, and other
such vital material. Let our staff
Technical
be your staff for Technical
al Writin
s Se
H ll
and Business publications.
330 W. Grow
42nd I Book co., Inc.
St.,
LOIguc
q 3p0036, N. Y.

McService
e

This service is

available through ad agencies.
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458

Berkeley Div.
Pacific Division
Products Division
Radio Division
York Division 6
Burroughs Corp., Research Center

467
440
436, 467
453
458
455

458
Chicago Aerial Industries Inc
454
Collins Radio Co
Convair, A Div of General Dynamic Corp
448
Pomona, Calif.
439
San Diego, Calif

Cornell Aerdnautical Laboratory

449

Decision Inc.

462

Edwards Employment Agencies
Emerson Electric, Aircraft Div

470

November, 1956
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436

-

465
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Farnsworth Electronics Co
Federal Telecommunication Labs,
A Div of IT&T Corp

452
469

General Electric Co
Schenectady, N. Y
456
Syracuse, N. Y
473
Utica, N. Y
440
General Electronic Lab., Inc
460
General Laboratory Associates Inc
462
General Motors Corp.
AC Electronics Div
444, 447, 450, 456
General Precision Laboratory Inc
469
Goodyear Aircraft Corp.
Akron, Ohio
441
Phoenix, Arizona
446
Goodyear Atomics Corp
460

Haller Raymond

&

Brown Inc

.\\\\\\

TEFLON and KEL4

\\\\\\\°\

458

Honeywell Brown Instruments
Hoover Electronics Co

462

Industrial Nucleonics Corp
Industrial Research Labs

466

John Hopkins University

456

Lawrence Personnel Service

470

461

452

Martin Co., Glenn L
440, 464
Maryland Electronics Manufacturing Corp 471
Monarch Personnel
470
Motorola Inc.

471

National Cash Register Co
Northrop Aircraft Inc

463

Otis Elevator Co

464

Page Communications Engineers Inc
Pennsylvania State University
Philco Corp.

466
464

446

Radio Corp. of America
RCA Service Co., Inc
Radio Receptor Corp
Raytheon Manufacturing Co.
Bedford, Mass.
Waltham, Mass.
Wayland, Mass.
Reeves Instrument Corp
Republic Aviation Corp (Bortuer)

445

434, 435
470
438
451

458
473

trical

466

468
460
448

Texas Instruments Inc
Thompson Products Co

454
472

Westinghouse Electronic Tube Div

457

- November,

Come to"Fluorocarbon Plastics
Headquarters" for all your requirements-for precision parts
or for the world's largest stock
of sheets, tape, tubing, rods,
bars, cylinders, beading, elec-

443

Sanders Associates Inc
Standard Oil Co., The
Stavid Engineering Inc
Stromberg Carlson Co
Suburban Employment Agency
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y
Mountain View, Calif
Waltham, Mass.
Systems Inc.

ELECTRONICS

Quality controlled "from powder to part"-U.S.G. precision molded or machined parts from
TEFLON*, KEL-Ft, BAKELITE°
Fluorothene and other plastics
meet exacting specifications,
cut assembly costs, assure uniform density and dimensional
stability, uniform electrical,
chemical and physical characteristics of the highest quality.

spaghetti,

extruded

shapes, and the new Cementable Teflon tape and sheets.
Write for Catalog No. 300.

442
470
444
466
444
470

1956

duPont's Trademark for its tetrafluorothylere res n.
Kellogg's Trademark for its trifluorochloroettrvlene resin.
° Bakelite Trademark.

t

UNITED STATES GASKET CO.
CAMDEN
Want more information?
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You get BOTH
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Alltronics
American College of Engineering
Arrow Sales Inc

5Mc

...wide bandwidth

Bandwidth

AND

high sensitivity!
á

m

COMM

0S(a006AAPe

VAS

M.d.l

7laodel

S - 550

-_PPEfié:.{.{124l.vucn.

,

.._.,,..,

5" OSCILLOSCOPE
'The Scope for
Color TV'

Engineered for the laboratory, priced for
The ideal 'scope for color television servicing
the technician!
Does not sacrifice
and other modern wideband applications!
sensitivity for bandwidth nor bandwidth for sensitivity!

-

PUSH-PULL 'V' AND 'H' AMPLIFIERS
each with input step attenuators and cathode followers

Model SP -5
Engineered for use with

Model ES -550 and all other

PRECISION

VERTICAL RESPONSE:
within 1 db from 10 cps to 3.5 Mc

-3 db at 5 Mc

HORIZONTAL RESPONSE:
within 1 db from 10 cps to 1.0 Mc

-3 db at 2 Mc

BUILT-IN PEAK -TO -PEAK VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR
direct reading to 500 volts peak-to -peak

TEST PROBE SET

'scopes-

AMPLIFIED AUTO -SYNC SWEEP CIRCUIT
to simplify 'lock -in' of test patterns

-

3000 VOLT INTENSIFIER POWER SUPPLY
for higher visibility of pulsed waveforms
... and many other typical PRECISION 'extras' such

ES-500, ES -500A and ES -520.
Consists of high -impedance,

as pattern reversal switch, 'Z' axis input, sweep retrace
blanking, 30 and 7875 cycle synchronized sweep, etc.

Net Price $26.50

Model ES -550 Deluxe (Illustrated): Custom -styled, blue grey, ripple -finished steel cabinet; satin-brushed aluminum
panel. Size: 81/4" x 141/2" x 181/2". Complete with all tubes
Net Price $235.00
and comprehensive technical manual

probe; crystal
demodulator probe; resistive
and shielded
probe;
isolating
direct probe. Complete with
and
custom,
master cable
vinyl carrying case.
low -capacity

IfION

"

eY

Apparatus Company, Inc.
PRECISION
70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L.1., N.

)elft

&

485
478
486
474
486

Radio Co

C&H Sales Co
Cap Electronics Inc

483

Communications Equipment Co

477

Dutchess Labs

484

Eastern Services Inc
Empire Electronics Co
Engineering Associates

486
474
480

Fair Radio Sales
Fay -Bill Distributing

478
480

474

Co

474
474, 478

Finnegan, H.
Harjo Sales Co

Instrument Service Co

480

JSH Sales

Co

475

Schwab

486

&

Lectronic Research Laboratories
Legri S. Co
Liberty Electronics Inc

484
486
487

M. R. Co., The

476
480
487

Milano Brothers
Monmouth Radio Labs

.

.

Page Electronics
Potter Radio Co

484
487

Radalab Inc.
Radio & Electronic Surplus
Radio Research Instrument Co
Relay Sales Inc

482
474
486
478

& R. Electronics Inc
Sanett, R. E
Solo Electronics Sales Corp
Surplus Center

Swegal, M.

484
474
482
476
478

"TAB"
Trans-International Forwarders Inc

488
474

Universal General Corp

481

Van Breems, A
V&H Radio Electronics Supply

484
476

Western Engineers
Wilgreen Industries

485
482

S.

Y.

Export Division: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, U.S.A.
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto, Ontario

496

Belvision Inc.
Blan
Binneweg Television
Bolton Labs., Inc

Klein

e

OSCILLOSCOPE

Barry Electronics Corp

E5-550

PRECISION
...

-

487
474
474, 479
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This index Is published as a service. Every care
to make It accurate, but ELECTRONICS assumes no
responsibility for errors or omissions.
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electronics READER SERVICE CARD
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ADVERTISEMENTS, NEW PRODUCTS AND LITERATURE

Here Is How to Use the Card!
WANT MORE INFORMATION ON ADVERTISEMENTS?

WANT MORE INFORMATION ON NEW PRODUCTS?

For more information on an advertisement, circle page
number of advertisement in section A on the reader
service card (below).
If there is more than one advertisement on the page, the
position of the ad will be indicated by letters following
the page number. The letters following the page number will indicate the ad's positions: R -Right, RT-Right
Top, RB -Right Bottom, L -Left, LT -Left Top, LB -Left Bottom,
M -Middle, MT -Middle Top, MB -Middle Botton (i.e. 230L).
Diagrams on back of this page show how to use the key.
On pages with no number such as bleed pages, count
from last numbered page to find the number. Inserts are
numbered using last numbered page plus A, B, etc. If
you are not sure of a page number, consult the adver-

Each New Product item in ELECTRONICS has a number
(P l, P2, etc.) Circle the corresponding number in section
B of the Reader Service Card (below).

tisers index.

WANT AVAILABLE LITERATURE?

Each Literature item in ELECTRONICS has a number
(L1, L2, etc.) Circle corresponding number in section C
of the Reader Service Card (below).
YOUR ACCURACY ASSURES CORRECT REPLIES

Remember to carefully print your name, title, company
and address and check the numbers on the card carefully. Then tear off the reader service card and mail.
We are unable to process cards where the name and
address is illegible.

See Fractional Page Diagram on Other Side of This Page!

FILL IN NAME
POSITION, COMPANY
& ADDRESS HERE
Please Print Carefully
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245
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403RT
403RB

9
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221

248

271

320

390

4041.

63
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200

222
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368
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38
39

294
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391

404R
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64
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201

223
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202

224

298

322
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349
350

370

41

273
274

297
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248
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405LT
4050

412T
4128
413LT
413LB
413RT
413RB
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42

128

203

225

251

275
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4141.

43
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204

228

352

373
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414R
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301

326

353

374

398R

23

47

88

109

131

206

228

252
253
254

300

21

646 85
MC 86
640 87

104

19

278

302

328

354

375
378

3991.1

415LT
415L8
415RT
415RB

25

48

65
86

89

110

133

207

229

255

279

303

329

355

27

49

67

90

111

134

208

230

257

280

304

330

358
357

377

399LB
399R

407LT
407LB
407RT
407RB
408L

378T

4001

408R

416L

3788
379

4000
401LT

409LT
409LB

416R
417LT
417LB
417RT
417RM
417RB

28

50

68

91

112

135

209

231

258

281

305

331

29

51

69

92

113

136

210

233

259

283

306

332

30

52

70

93

114

137

211

235

2601 285

308

333

3581
3586

31

53

71

94

115

138

212

26013

286

309

334

360

3801

4011.8

4090

32

4101.

54

72

95

116

187

213

236
237

262

287

310

335

3811.1

380B

32A 55

73

96

117

189

214

238

263

288

311

336

381

328 56

75

191

215

239

264

289

312

338

383

401RT
401RB
4021

33

57

76

96A 118
96B 119

361RT
361RB

193

216

241

268

290

314

339

362

385

402B

410R
411LT
411LB

34

68

77

96C

120

195

217

242

315

340

383

388

59

78

96D 121

196

218

243

287
268

291

35

292

316

343

365

387

403LT
403LB

411RT
411RB

SECTION

NEW PRODUCT

POSITION

COMPANY

1ST

SECTION A

FOR

READER SERVICE CARD

Please Print Carefully

P1

P2
P3
P4
P5

P6
P7
P8
P9

P10

P11
P12

P13
P14
P15

B

LI

1.6

L2
L3

USE SECTION C

L4

L7
L8
L9

15

L10

111
1.12

113
L14
115

4191.1
4191.6

430T

419RM
419R8
420T
4206

4308
432L

422L
422R
423T
423B
424L
424R
425LT
425RT
425RM

489

490T
490B
491
4921.

492RT
492RB
4941
494B
495
498

425R8
426T

2ndCov
3rd Coy

426B
427

4th Cov

428T
4288
4291
429B

CIRCLE FOR NEW PRODUCTS HERE!

P16
P17
P18
P19
P20

P21

P22
P23
P24
P25

SECTION C

LITERATURE?

418

419RT

L16
117
118
119
L20

P26
P27
P28
P29
P30

P31

P32
P33
P34
P35

P36
P37
P38
P39

P40

P41

P42
P43
P44
P45

P46
P47
P48
P49
P50

P51

P52
P53
P54
P55

P56
P57
P58
P59
P60

P61

P62
P63
P64
P65

P66
P67
P68
P69
P70

P71

P72
P73
P74

P75

P76
P77
P78
P79
P80

P81

L76
L77
L78
L79
L80

L81

P82
P83
P84
P85

P86
P87
P88
P89
P90

P92
P93
P94
P95

P96
P97
P98
P99
P100

L86
L87
L88
189

L91

1.96

L92
L93

1.90

L95

L97
L98
L99
L100

P91

CIRCLE FOR LITERATURE HERE!
L21

L22
L23
L24
125

L26
127
L28
L29
L30

1.31

1.36

L41

132
133
L34
L35

L37
L38
139
L40

L42
L43
L44
L45

www.americanradiohistory.com

L46
L47
L48
L49
L50

151

L52
L53
1.54

L55

156
L57
L58
L59
L60

L61

162
L63
L64
L65

L66
L67
L68
L69
170

L71

172
L73
L74
175

L82
L83
L84
L85

1.94

DIAGRAMS BELOW SHOW HOW TO USE THE KEY
ON PAGES WITH MORE THAN ONE ADVERTISEMENT

RT

LT

MT

LT

R

M

M
LB

RB

MB
LB

On pages with more than
one advertisement, the
page number PLUS the
correct letters (as shown
above) are necessary to indicate the POSITION of
the advertisement.
You must circle the page

number with the correct
letters after it (i.e. 240 L,
which means page 240
Left).
USE THIS KEY:

R-Right
RT-Right Top

RB-Right Bottom

L-Left
LT-Left Top
LB-Left Bottom

M-Middle
MT-Middle Top
MB-Middle Bottom

www.americanradiohistory.com

how large is small?
DAVEN'S

NEW

-!--o

MINIATURE WIRE

WOUND RESISTORS PROVIDE AS
MUCH

AS 4O0K RESISTANCE

1/4"

x

IN

5/16" SPACE

fully encapsulated, miniature, precision wire
wound resistors offer the design and development
engineer the solution to critical space limitation
problems. DAVEN's advanced techniques provide the
needed resistance value in a minimum of space,
without sacrificing reliability. Where space conservation is a prime factor in your design, specify DAVEN
miniature wire wounds.
DAVEN's

Types and Specifications
Max.

Type

Dia.

Length

Max.
Ohms

Watts

1274

3/16

0.25

1273

3/8
5/16

100K

1/4

400K

0.25

1283

1/4

5/16

400K

0.25

1284

1/4

27/64

.5 Meg.

0.25

1250

1/4

1/2

900K

0.33

1170A

7/16

1/2

1.2 Meg.

0.50

1170

1/2

1/2

1.8 Meg.

0.50

THE

DAVEN

co

526 West Mt. Pleasant Ave.
Meet and exceed all humidity,
Fully encapsulated
salt water immersion and cycling tests as specified
Operate at 125°C
in MIL -R -93A, Amendment 3

Route 10, Livingston, N.

J.

continuous power without de -rating Can be obtained
Standard temin tolerances as close as +_0.02%
perature coefficient is ±20PPM/°C.

Special temperature coefficients can be supplied on request.

Write for our new resistor catalog.
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Ceramic bushings-important design feature of

RCA -6816

and

RCA -6884

lightweight... small size... high efficiency
80 watts cw output at 400 Mc!

=

40 watts cw output at 1200 Mc!

1h" high, 1h" diameter, and 2-ounces in weight, RCA-6816 and RCA -6884 are
exceptionally well suited for oscillator, multiplier, and amplifier applications in
communications equipment where light weight, physical compactness, and rugged construction
are important design considerations.
Only

These versatile RCA -designed tubes are the result of unusual precision-production
techniques and processes. For example, simultaneous cutting of both control grid and
screen grid is effected by an electrical -discharge method which assures exceptionally
uniform and accurate alignment of these structures. All welding of tube elements to their
individual supports and internal leads is eliminated through use of one-piece construction
which combines each electrode, its support, and its external contact surface. This feature provides low -inductance paths, high electrical and thermal conductivity, and rugged
construction. Coaxial electrode structure, and low -inductance large -area rf electrode
erminals insulated from each other by low -loss ceramic
Typical
Values for
-6816 and RCA6884 in
ushings facilitate the use of these tubes in circuits of
400
the coaxial -cylinder cavity type. Both types have
Plate Volts
900
integral radiator and gold-plated contact surfaces.
Plate Amperes
0.170
CCS

RCA

CW

Because of their high power sensitivity and high
efficiency, these new RCA tubes can be operated with
relatively low plate voltage to give large power output
with small driving power. RCA -6816 has 6.3 -volt,
2.1 -ampere heater and RCA-6884 has 26.5 -volt,
0.52 -ampere heater.

ìervice

1200 Mc

Mc

DC

900

DC

Useful Power Output (watts)

80

0.170
40

Power Gain

28

9

Investigate these two new types for your uhf equipment
designs. For sales information, contact the RCA District
Office nearest you:

EAST:

MIDWEST:

HUmboldt 5-3900
744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N. J.
WHitehall 4-2900

Actual size exp oded view

Suite 1181,

tit

Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago 54, III.

WEST:

RAymond 3-8361
6355 East Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif.
For technical bulletin now in production, write RCA, Com-

mercial Engineering, Section
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Kl9Q Harrison,

N.

J.

of these new UHF Beam
Power Tubes. Seen ore the
coaxial structure, the onepiece construction of elements and the unÿue control and screen grids.

